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ABSTRACT
The 16th-century North Indian bhakta, poet and musician, Svami Haridas, 
composed lyrics inBraj Bhasa, devoted to the divine couple Radha and Krsna. 128 of 
them were later compiled in two anthologies: the didactic Astadas siddhanta and the 
rapturous Kelimal, and became the theological basis of the Haridasi sampradaya, a sect, 
which still flourishes in Vrindaban, U.P. Neither of these important works has hitherto 
been edited, properly translated or studied academically.
For this reason the focus of this dissertation is the text of Haridas’s poetry: its 
transmission, edition and interpretation. The chapter on textual criticism assesses sixteen 
18th-19th century manuscripts which were collected during a field-trip in Vrindaban, 
and discusses the editorial procedure. The manuscript material is analysed with the help 
of computer programmes originally employed in taxonomy. The apparatus criticus is 
followed by an annotated English translation in which readings are assessed, points of 
linguistic interest discussed and commentarial glosses analysed. The language of 
Haridas5s text is examined in detail in chapter III.
Chapters I, VI and VII put Haridas’s lyrics into a larger context. The introductoiy 
chapter discusses the theological views of the Haridasi sampradaya against the 
background of bhakti, analyses the sources of information about Haridas, and attempts 
to reconstruct his life. Chapter VI examines some musical characteristics of Haridas’s 
lyrics: the raga distribution of his padas, the structure of the chapa and the association of 
Svami Haridas with the musical style of dhivpada. Chapter VII describes the main 
commentaries and analyses the sectarian concerns they reflect and metaphorical 
mechanisms they use.
The general conclusions are followed by a comprehensive etymological glossary, a 
discussion and listing of extra verses attributed to Haridas, extracts from the main 
commentaries, and a list of chapa in Haridas’s works.
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1984. Names of places have been anglicized. Names of places and epithets in the 
translation are sanskritized. Vrindaban is anglicized when referring to the geographical 
place and sanskritized (=Vrndavana) when referring to the theological concept and in 
the English translation of Braj works. All Indian and other non-English terms, which 
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Vowel nasalisation is indicated with a tilde above the vowel, consonant nasalisation 
with the relevant nasal.
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paragraph number (III 6.1: chapter III, paragraph 6.1).
All dates are given according to the Gregorian calendar unless otherwise indicated. 
Where the CE date is missing, conversion of the date from the Hindu calendar in 
Vikram Samvat (VS) to CE has been done by subtracting 57 from the VS date.
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1 0
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obj. objective
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pres. cont. present continuous
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S Sanskrit
sg- singular
sj. subject
subj.-pres. subj unctive-present
sub st. substantive
vi. intransitive verb
voc. vocative
VS vikram samvat
vt transitive verb
w. with
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Chapter I
Svami Haridas and the Haridasi sam pradaya
1. The Sectarian Background
1.1 The 16th century was a ‘golden age’ in the history of North Indian religious 
thought and literature. A rapturous style of devotion (bhakti) inspired a flowering of 
Vaisnava vernacular poetry. Two principal varieties of bhakti had been established - 
the nirguna type, which perceived God as an impersonal and immutable Reality, and the 
saguna type, dedicated to God as the supreme Personality (Rama and Krsna in the 
Vaisnava context). Many sectarian communities (sampradayas) appeared; in 
Krishnaism they put the emphasis on one or other aspect of the devotional teachings of 
the Bhagavata purana. These differences were also seen in the light of the variant 
emotional approaches to Krsna elaborated in the bhakti-rasa theory of Rup Gosvami.
A theology based upon the desire either to participate in the divine love-play or to 
observe it from the intimate position of the milkmaids (gopis) found its expression in 
the teachings of the Sahajiyas, the Sakhi bhavas and the Gaudiya sampradaya. They 
inherited the intensely emotional mode of devotion of the Tamil Alvars (later 
popularised by the Bhagavata purana) the sensuality of the Harivamia and the eroticism 
of Jayadeva’s Gitagovinda. These trends reached their apogee in the theology of the 
rasikas, aesthetes of the spirit, whose devotion was focused on the love-sports of the 
divine couple Radha and Krsna.
Such rasikas were the Hari-triumvirate (Hari-trayf)1: Hariram Vyas, Hit 
Harivam6a, the founder of the Radhavallabha sampradaya, and Svami Haridas, whose 
two works, Kelimal (KM) and Astadas siddhanta (AS), form the theological basis of 
the Haridasi sampradaya (HS).
1.2 In common with other rasika traditions the HS worships a joint form (yugala 
svarupa) of Radha and Krsna. It concentrates exclusively on the eternal amours (nitya 
vihara) of Krsna and his consort Radha. The HS claims that this single-minded 
dedication to the nikuhja vihara is a major characteristic which distinguishes Haridas 
from other similar poets - HarivamSa for example. An analysis of the epithets of Radha 
and Krsna used in the canonized version of Haridas’s poetry would support this claim: 
their names either refer to their love sports - Kunjabihari (one who sports in the 
grove)/BiharinI (one engaged in sports) or generally descriptive - Syama (dark 
one)/Syama (consort of the dark one), whereas Harivamsa sometimes calls Krsna
1 Hari- trayi (rasika trayi) is a 20th century conceptualisation. The term does not occur in the hagiographies 
of the three poets; however, often they are either mentioned together or in successive verses. Pauwels 
(1995, p. 23) points out that this concept was probably invented by Vasudev Gosvami by analogy to the 
asta-chapa.
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nanda ke lala (son of Nanda) CP 13.1 (Snell 1991a, p. 124) and Radha brsbhana kisori 
(daughter of Vrsbhanu) CP 9.4 (Snell 1991a, p. 121), referring in this way to their 
childhood. However, some manuscript readings of KM show epithets which are not 
connected with Krsna’s and Radha’s nikunja lila (see KM 52, note 9 and KM 100, 
note 5), and this suggests that the total concentration on the nikunja lila is probably a 
later development in the sect. The canonized version of Haridas’s poetry2 not only 
excludes other aspects of the Krsna myth (e.g. Krsna’s childhood, Krsna’s dancing 
with the gopls, Krsna’s adult life) but moreover, in its portrayal of the dalliance between 
Radha and Krsna, it shows the union (samyoga) side of love only, and never mentions 
love in separation (viyoga Iviraha), an important topic in the poetry of other bhakti 
poets like Surdas, Mira etc.3 In the padas of the main poets of the sect the only time 
when the couple is separated are the moments in which Syama displays her sulking 
(mana). Despite the eternal samyoga, the love of the divine couple is characterised by a 
constant craving and insatiable desire for each other. As Lalitkisorldas writes: ‘In their 
constant union there is extreme desire, having united they are restless to unite’4.
1.3 The HS adopts the madhurya bhava as its preferred devotional approach.5
The role of a sakhi in promoting (but not participating in) the nikunja vihara is to be 
emulated by the devotee whose highest aim is not liberation (moksa) but the obtaining 
of the vicarious delight of being an onlooker in the grove (nikunja). An other-worldly 
(alaukika) Vrndavana is the setting for the nitya vihara. It takes the place of other 
Vaisnava concepts of paradise such asVaikuntha and Goloka6. Vrndavana, together 
with Radha, Krsna and the sakhis constitute the four forms of prema (cf. Sarma 1978, 
p. 113). These components have the same essence - Biharinidas calls Radha, Krsna and 
the sakhis ‘three peas in a pod’: tmi cana ika cholika aisau artha bicara (rasa k i sakhi 
115, Hargulal 1971, p. 112). The sameness or abhinnatva of the couple is further
2There are strong reasons for believing that Haridas’s poetry has undergone a process of sectarian 
editing, with regard to the content of the accepted padas and perhaps to the actual verses recognised as 
genuinely Haridas’s (see II4. and the appendix on extra verses).
3The only poet of the HS who speaks of viiaha is Narharidas. This motif might have been instigated by 
his exile from Vrindaban, caused by the religious persecution carried out by the emperor Aurangzeb.
4milata, milata me caha ati mile milai akulahi.
(rasa Id sakM 207, Hargulal 1971, p. 821).
5There are some examples of misnomer of the main bhava adopted by the HS. In the terminology of 
Rup Gosvami’s Bhakthasamrtasindhu the rati applicable to the HS is madhura. Since the meaning 
‘consorthood’ of madhura rati does not discriminate between Radha and the gopis, some authors (e.g. 
Gupta 1974, p. 204) use the term sakhi bhava when referring to the HS, and thus draw a line between 
Radha who participates in the love sports and the sakhis, who only promote them. Other scholars (e.g. 
Haynes 1974, p. 216) interpret sakhi-bhava as synonymous with sakhya bhava and use this as the term 
relevant to the HS. sakhya bhava, however, as defined by Rup Gosvami, can be applied only to the male 
friends of Krsna, not to the female companions of Radha (Bon Maharaj 1965, p. XXV).
6 Vaikuntha is great, Goloka is an abode beyond Vaikuntha;
All of them serve Vrndavana, where Syama and Syama sport.
baikuntha malm baikuntha tai goloka parai hai dhama; 
e saba sevata brndabanahl jaha biharal syama syama.
(Lalitkisorldas, siddhanta ki sakhi 111, HargulSl 1971, p. 678).
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underlined by the non-existence of a separate image for Radha in the sect7. In his poetry 
Haridas stresses this identity of the divine lovers both lexically (in naming them 
Syama/Syama) and in ingenious metaphors.
1.4 A distinction is maintained between nikunja lila, in which the sublimated 
passion of Radha and Krsna provides the focus of the devotee’s attention, and vraja lila, 
the generality of puranic Krsna mythology8. The latter is considered inferior as a source 
of rasa since its diversity is detrimental to the experiencing of single-minded absorption 
(ananya bhava) in the sport of the joint deity. Aimed at the accomplishment of specific 
tasks (e.g. the maintenance of dharma, the victory over tyrants) vraja lila finishes when 
they are achieved; it is perceptible. In contrast with this, nikunja lila is eternal and 
imperceptible; its sole raison d'etre is the nitya vihara. None of the four components of 
the nikunja lila is identical to the corresponding component of vraja lila. Kunjabihari is 
not an avatara of Visnu. Biharinidas writes: ‘The king of Vraja was four-armed and six­
armed, the peerless Kunjabihari is two-armed’9. Neither is Syama the Radha of Braj, 
Vrsbhanu’s daughter, Krsna’s wife (svakiya) or lover (parakiya):
‘One makes dung-cakes, another canies water,
yet another is the happily-married darling who is too languid even to speak.’10
Similarly the gopis of Krsna’s vraja lila are different from the sakhis of 
Kunjabihari’s nikunja lila. Their role shifts from that of ‘co-wives’ who are seeking 
selfish happiness (svasukha) in their personal union with Krsna, to companions who 
promote the couple’s love play, enjoying their happiness (tatsukha). The distinction 
between vraja lila and nikunja lila is elaborated by later poets of the sect who see the 
nikunja vihara as the sole expression of divine reality, dismissing all sense of Krsna as 
an avatara or a mythological personage:
‘Sri Kunjabihari was manifested
of matchless beauty, the limit of all qualities, source of all incarnations.’11
Not only Visnu but the Braj Krsna too is excluded from the nitya vihara:
The husband of Laksmi longs for the sports of Sri Biharidasa [sic];
...[even] Rama and Krsna are not accommodated here.12
7Similarly, in the principle temple of another rasika sect, the Radhavallabha sampradaya, there is no 
image for Radha.
8A detailed discussion of this distinction can be found in Corcoran 1995, pp. 38-52.
9catiabhuja chaibhuja bhaye brajabhupa, kuiijabihaii dubhuja anupa.
(caubola 28, Hargulal 1971, p. 264)
10kou gobara pathani kou dhauvai pai; 
kou suhagina ladili bolata hu alasai.
(Biharinidas, siddhanta Id sakhi 145, Hargulal 1971, p. 120).
1 lpragata bhaye Sri kunjabihaii;
rupa anupa sakala guna siva saba avataiina ke avataii.
(Lalitki£oridas, siddhanta ke pada 25, Hargulal 1971, p. 773).
i2sri biharidasa bihara kau iachamipati lalacai;
... Iiya ramakrsnana samai.
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1.5 Other ideas which the HS has developed are the elevation of Radha to a 
position which, for some members, is higher than Krsna’s13, and a concept of prema 
(cosmic love), which rules both Radha and Krsna and makes them powerless before 
their love for each other (cf. Haynes 1974, p. 259).
1.6 The precise theological views of Haridas are elusive. The essence of .his poetry 
is rasa, not a theological doctrine. Thus Haridas does not claim a link to the ‘classical’ 
Vaisnava catuhsampradaya. However, later speculations have found expression in two 
different opinions on Svami Haridas’s own sectarian affiliation. The sadhus’ branch of 
HS maintains that Haridas was initiated in the Nimbarka sampradaya, while the 
gosvamis ’ branch insists he belonged to the Visnusvami sampradaya. The view of the 
sadhus is adopted by a number of scholars, including McGregor (1984, p. 91), Tomar 
(1964, p. 230), Garg (1986, p. 212), Varma (1963, p. 972). Pitambardas and his 
disciple KiSordas (both 18th-century poets of the HS) were the first to develop the 
theory of the affiliation of the HS to the Nimbarka sampradaya. However, neither 
Haridas himself nor any of his contemporaries or followers during the two centuries 
before KiSordas speaks of such a link. Hariram Vyas, the contemporary and apparent 
associate of Haridas, mentions his name a number of times in his poetry, but never in 
connection with any of the ‘classical’ Vaisnava sects (cf. PrakaS 1979, p. 68). Haridas’s 
contemporary and disciple Biharinidas talks about Haridas as the founder of their 
tradition of worship: hama ananya irisvami haridasa-basi (siddhanta ke kavitta-savaiya 
24, Hargulal 1971, p. 289), not as a teacher of the Nimbarka sampradaya.
An argument given in favour of the affiliation of HS to the Nimbarka sampradaya 
is the existence of pictures in the Benares Hindu University and the Museum of the 
Maharajah of Kishangarh, in which Haridas is portrayed with the tilaka of the 
Nimbarka sampradaya. However, these pictures date from the 18th century, and thus 
cannot be used as conclusive evidence for the earlier history of the sect.
The argument about the affiliation of HS to the Visnusvami sampradaya is similar. 
The testimony of pictures depicting Haridas with the tilaka of the Visnusvami 
sampradaya should likewise be dismissed as inconclusive. The main evidence for the 
affiliation of the HS to the Visnusvami sampradaya is chappay 48 of Bhaktamal, 
which mentions the name of Haridas among other famous members of Visnusvami 
sampradaya14. But to which Haridas is this poem referring? The name is
(Biharinidas, siddhanta M sakhi 236, Hargulal 1971, p. 143).
13‘The lord of all lords is Hari, the lord of this lord is his lordly wife.’
saba thakma kau thakma hah ta thakma kau thakma thakuraini.
(Biharinidas, rasa ke savaiya 1, Hargulal 1971, p. 478).
i4bisnusvamisampradaya ckrha jnanadeva gambhimmati; 
nama tilocana iisya sura iaii sadr&a ujagaia; 
ghaganga unahaii kabyaracana premakara; 
acaraja haiidasa atula bala anandadayana; 
tehi maraga ballabha bidita prthupadbati parayana;
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commonplace15. Is Haridas (servant of Hari) here a name at all, or is it just an epithet to 
the other names quoted by this padal In view of these questions chappay 48 cannot be 
considered conclusive either. The same doubt is raised by the records of the 
Visnusvami sampradaya, which mention ‘Haridas5 among the line of preceptors.
Since a clear theological orientation appears in the history of the HS only in the 18th 
centuiy, the most reasonable answer to the problem of its affiliation would be that 
originally it was an independent sect which claimed its autonomy as a sampradaya in its 
own right on the grounds that it followed a particular mode of bhakti, and maintained a 
distinct line of authority descending from Svami Haridas himself. If this is the case we 
are faced with the question: why did the 18th-century leaders feel the need to give up 
this autonomy and recognise the authority of one of the four main Vaisnava sects 
(ca tnhsampra day a) ? The answer can be found in the history of the region. This was the 
time when Jai Singh, who became governor of Agra in 1722 (Burn 1937, p. 348), made 
an attempt to stop the proliferation of religious movements. He sanctioned four groups 
which possessed a commentary on the Veda: the Nimbarka sampradaya, the Visnusvami 
sampradaya, the $ri Vaisnavas and the Gaudiya sampradaya. The other sects were 
subjected to persecution16. The link of the HS to the Nimbarka sampradaya was not 
unanimously accepted even by the sadhus and this shows that it was not a common 
belief before Kisordas’s time. Bhagavatrasik, a contemporary of KiSordas, openly 
expressed his disagreement with this affiliation:
‘Hari is not dualistic monism and not qualified monism
he is not tied in doctrinal disputes, our lord is monism of desire.’17
By the same line of argument he established in further verses the autonomy of the 
HS, as a sect which had its own ‘instigator’, deity, mode of worship, chapa, mantra, 
and even name:
‘Our preceptor is the sakhi Lalita, our seal is rasika;
We worship the eternal youth, we repeat the mantia of the couple;
we repeat the mantia of the couple, our Vedas are the utterances of the rasikas;
our abode is Sri Vrndavana, we revere Syama, the great queen.’ 18
‘May Rasik always remain near to the excellent sakhi sampradaya. '19
navadha pradhana seva sudrrha mana baca krarm haricaranarati; 
bisnusvami sampradai dirha jnanadeva gambhiramati 
(Prasad 1962, p. 386).
15For example 16 different poets called Haridas are mentioned in the list of manuscripts of the Nagari 
PracarinI Sabha (Agraval 1964, pp. 621-624).
16About the activities of Jai Singh see Entwistle 1987, pp. 191-194 and Thiel-Hortsmann 1990, pp. 480- 
483.
17na/if dvaitadvaita hari nah! bisistadvaita; 
badhe nahl matabada me idvara icchadvaita.
(kundali 6, Sastri 1975, p. 72).
^acaraja lalita sakhi rasika hamari chapa; 
nitya kisora upasana jugala mantra kau japa. 
jugala mantra kau japa beda rasikana ki bani; 
sri vrndavana dhama ista syama maharani.
(kundali 6, Sastri 1975, p. 38).
17
The claims for affiliation of the HS to the Nimbarka sampradaya or the Visnusvami 
sampradaya show that there are certain similarities between them. Close to the doctrines 
of the Nimbarka sampradaya, Haridas’s Kelimal speaks of the worship of the yugala 
svarupa and concentrates on the dalliance between Radha and Krsna, giving much 
prominence to Radha. Similarly, Haridas’s other work, Astadag siddhanta, which 
promotes general bhakti ideas such as the omnipotence of Hari (in Vaisnava bhakti), 
Hari’s may a (illusion), the transience of worldly things, Hari’s grace and the 
importance of bhakti as the single path to salvation, inevitably has similarities with the 
doctrines of other bhakti sects, among them the Visnusvami sampradaya. Haridas’s 
concept of maya as a positive force, which appears to have a degree of independence 
from Hari (AS 5), and of Hari’s control of all one’s actions (AS 1, 2 etc.) resemble the 
doctrines of maya and pusti in the Visnusvami sampradaya.
1.7 Two branches of the sect were established in the time of the first generation of 
Haridas’s followers. From Jagannath (whom the gosvamis consider to have been 
Haridas’s brother) descends the hereditaiy right to be a priest in the main temple of the 
sect. From Vlthal Vipul stems the spiritual lineage of the sadhus. An unsuccessful 
attempt carried out by Halvar and Bhudar (17-18th-century followers of the sect) to 
steal the image of Bake Bihari from the gosvamis and give it to the sadhus was the 
starting point of a long-lasting hostility between the two branches (Haynes 1974, p. 
106-107).
1.8 The HS has three main centres of sectarian activity (all of them in Vrindaban): 
the Bake Bihari Mandir, the Nidhiban and the Tatfi Asthan. The first two belong to the 
gosvamis, the latter to the sadhus. The 19th-centuiy Bake Bihari Mandir is the principal 
shrine of the sect, and houses the image of Bake Bihari (originally worshipped by 
Haridas). The Nidhiban is a garden that contains samadhis of Svami Haridas (who is 
said to have lived in this grove) and other Haridasi ascetics. A marble platform marks 
the spot where the deity of Bake Bihari appeared before Haridas. Tatfi Asthan was 
founded by LalitkiSorldas in the 18th century. It derives its name from the bamboo 
fences which were put up when it was established. A big samaja is held there at the 
anniversaries of the birth of Svami Haridas (radhastmi) and of the other most important 
acaryas of the sect.
1 9ra/ie nirantara pasa rasika barn sakhi samprada. 
(kundali9, Sastri 1975, p. 41).
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Materials relating to the life of Svami Haridas
2. Summary of primary sources
16th century 2.1 Note, allegedly written by Haridas.
2.2 Document about Haridas’s, Jagannath’s 
Govinda’s visit to a temple in Mathura.
and
16th-17 th century 2.3 Mirate Sikandari va mirate Akbaif?
2.4 Eulogies:
2.4.1 Hariram Vyas links Haridas with Hit Harivamsa 
in his padas.
2.4.2 A verse by GovindasvamI
2.4.3 Dhruvdas’s Bhaktanamavall
2.4.4 A kavitta by Agradas
17th century 2.5 Nabhadas’s Bhaktamal outlines the nature of 
Haridas’s bhakti and mentions his musical 
prowess.
2.6 Uttamadas’s Hit caritra sets a model for later 
partisan sectarian works and mentions an episode 
about perfume.
18th century 2.7 Priyadas’s Bhaktaras bodhini refers to a story 
about philosopher’s stone and elaborates the 
incident about the perfume.
2.8 Nagaridas’s Padprasangamal gives an account of 
meeting between Akbar and Haridas.
2.9 KiSordas writes Nijmat siddhanta, the sadhus’ 
authoritative hagiography of Svami Haridas.
19th-20th century Numerous rewritings of Bhaktamal and sectarian
works further develop Haridas’s hagiography.
General acceptance of Haridas’s hagiography in 
Indian academic writing (see Mital 1959; Gupta 
D. 1974; Sarma G. 1959, Sarma G. D. 1959; 
Caturvedi 1959, Saksena 1990, Gosvami 1966 
etc.)
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2. Primary sources
The first problem we face in discussing Svami Haridas is that there are many 
individuals called Haridas in the history of the Indian bhakti movement. Meaning 
simply ‘servant of Visnu’, it is one of the commonest names adopted by Visnu 
devotees. The number of devotees by the name of Haridas in works narrating the life of 
famous bhaktas prove this point: there are seven in Nabhadas’s Bhaktamal, four in 
Dhruvdas’s Bhaktanamavall (Gosvami 1971), and three in Gokulnath’s Do sau bavana 
vaisnavana ki varta (Sarma 1951-53). There is also another Haridas in the lineage of 
Haridas’s disciples20.
The second difficulty is the lack of reliable historical evidence. The hagiographic 
nature of all the data relating to Haridas’s life precludes the possibility of writing an 
authoritative biography. Therefore the main aim of this section will be to collect the 
major references to Haridas’s life and to trace the development of Haridas’s 
hagiography.
The earliest references to Haridas are two 16th-century documents.
2.1 The first one is a note allegedly written by Haridas, dated 1567, which is in the 
keeping of a priest of the Ujjain piligrimage centre. It is said to be a souvenir brought 
back when one of the ancestors of the Ujjain priests visited Svami Haridas. 
Unfortunately, this text is very fragmentary, and if this document is of any importance it 
is because of its date21.
2.2 An 1806 copy of a 16th-century document is kept among the records of the 
Caube Brahmans of Mathura. The transcription speaks of a visit by Haridas, Jagannath 
and Govinda to the temples in Mathura in 1548 (Gosvami 1966, pp. 437-438).
2.3 Sudarsansimha Cakra speaks in his article ‘Svami ji ka jivan caritra’ (Cakra, £ri 
Kelimal, p. 20 in Mital 1961, p. 7) about the existence of a Persian book, called Mirate 
Sikandari va mirate Akban, part of which was written in VS 1526 (AD 1469) and 
which was completed during the time of the emperor Akbar. It consisted of several 
parts and described contemporaneous events in great detail. Its sixth section gives 
information about Svami Haridas, his date and place of birth, his caste, father etc. 
According to this book Svami Haridas was bom on the 13th day of the light fortnight 
of the month pausa (the 10th month in the Hindu calendar) VS 1569 (AD 1512).
20&'sya svami haiidasaji kejehi; 
sii haridasa bhakta hai tehi.
(Krsnapriyacarya, Sundarsagar, chapter 18 in Sarma 1977, p. 101).
21A photograph of this note is published in Gosvami 1966, p. 437; its text is quoted and translated in 
Haynes 1974, p. 51. I have not seen the original of this text myself, and I have refrained from giving it on 
the basis o f secondary sources, because both the transliteration and the translation of Haynes seem to be 
problematic.
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Although this sounds very convincing, the problem is that Mirate Sikandari va 
mirate Akbari no longer exists (if it ever did). We do not even know if Cakra had seen 
it himself or was quoting somebody’s description. There is a work called Mirate 
Sikandari, written by Fajalulla Lutafulla FaridI, but it consists of only one part, and it 
does not mention Svami Haridas (Mital 1961, p. 8; Sarma 1959, p. 46). Is Mirate 
Sikandari only the first section of Mirate Sikandari va mirate Akbari, whose other parts 
have been lost, or is it a work on its own? Like many of the questions concerned with 
Indian historical biography, this one remains unanswered.
Apart from these quasi-historical documents the earliest references to Svami 
Haridas are not biographical but eulogistic - salutations written by his contemporaries 
and followers.
2.4.1 Hariram Vyas, a Braj Bhasa poet of the 16th century, wrote a number of 
eulogistic padas relating to Svami Haridas. The most famous among them is:
‘Sri Svami Haridas is the king of single-mindedness;
Who served Kunjabihari every moment without any other desire;
Alert and knowledgeable in his service he sings every day in the rasa dance beautifully;
There has never been such a rasika before and will never be either on earth or in heaven;
He transcended the corporeal state while alive, he forgot worldly enjoyments;
Worshipping the earth of Vrndavana with his mind and his body, he abandons the desires of 
worldly propriety and scriptural injunctions;
He established the ways of love with everyone, he did not attend [anybody] in a special way;
Firm in his vow, he maintained it until the end, as long as there was breath in his body;
The lord of gods and kings, gold, beautiful women were like a mere blade of grass to him;
The ascetics of nowadays are like me, Vyas, and the world mocks us.’22
2.4.2 Another 16th century Braj author who eulogizes Haridas is the asta chapa 
poet GovindasvamI23:
‘The path of the single-minded rasikas is devious;
The path, to take which great ascetics close their eyes and hold their breath for ever;
The path, the secret of which the Vedas regret not to have obtained, and remain dismayed;
This path Haridas has obtained, he has fearlessly established the love of the way o f rnsa;
With banging and thundering drums, [says] Govinda, the path of the single-minded rasikas is 
devious.’24
22ananya mpati £ri svami haridasa;
§ri kunjabihari seye bmu,jina china na kaii kahu ki asa. 
seva savadhana ati jana, sughara gavata dina rasa; 
aisau rasika bhayau na hvaihai, bhuvamandala akasa. 
deha videha bhaye jivata hi, bisare visva-vilasa;
§ri brndavana-raja tana-mana bhaji, taji loka-beda ki asa. 
priti-iiti kinisaba M so, kiye na khasa khavasa; 
apanau brata hathi ora nibahyau, jaba lagi kantha usasa. 
surapati bhupati kahcana kamini, jinake bhayaighasa; 
aba ke sadhu vyasa hama hu se, jagata karata upahasa.
(Gosvami 1952, p. 193).
23For more information on GovindasvamI see McGregor 1984, p. 87.
24rasika ananyani kau patha bakau;
ja  patha ko patha leta mahamuni, mudata nena gahainita nakau; 
ja  patha kau pachitata hai beda, lahai nahi bheda rahai jaki jakau; 
so patha grihaiidasa lahyau, rasa-nti id piiti calai nisakau; 
nisanani bajata gajata govinda, rasika ananyani kau patha bakau.
(Astacaiydki vain"MS, BI, f. 69).
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2.4.3 Another text from the 16th-17th centuries referring to Haridas is the 
Bhaktanamavall of the Radhavallabhi poet Dhruvdas. 42 short works and a collection 
of padas are attributed to Dhruvdas. Five of these texts are dated, defining a floruit of at 
least 48 years - VS 1650-1698 (AD 1593-1641). As Snell convincingly suggests: 
‘since a floruit significantly longer than this already lengthy span would seem unlikely, 
the Bhaktanamavall also may be reasonably allocated to this period’ (1991a, p. 8). 
dohas 12 to 14 (incl.) of Bhaktanamavall are dedicated to Svami Haridas:
‘The single minded rasika Haridas sang about the eternal sports;
In his service he removed the chain of precepts and prohibitions.
He constantly lived in a thick forest, his love grew;
Applying his love to Bihari only, he abandoned the house of comforts.
He did not care about anyone - pauper or king;
He remained immersed in rasa worship, having taken an earthen pot in his hand.’25
2.4.4 Agradas, teacher of Nabhadas, praises Svami Haridas, who was probably his 
contemporary, in one of his kavittas:
‘Salutation to §ri Haridas, inhabitant of the forest of vrnda, the whole essence of whose life was 
the handsome Bake Bihari;
rasika of the charming joint form of Syama and Syama, incarnation of captivating love;
Treasury of utmost asceticism, he lives in Nidhivana, always absorbed in emotions, [of which] he 
is a great expert;
Wishgiving tree of all desires, remover of all unhappiness, benefactor of the confidante 
Agradas.’26
Sarma (1977, p. 99) asserts that the imperfective participle in the third line suggests 
that Haridas was still alive when this kavitta was written; however, vasata may be 
construed as a historic present.
2.5 Bhaktamal by Nabhadas, probably dating from the early years of the 17th 
century (Snell 1991a, p. 12), speaks of seven devotees by the name of Haridas: 
chappaya 98 lists 18 bhaktas of the kaliyuga and Haridas is 13 th among them. 
Nothing in this list suggests which Haridas Nabhadas is talking about in this pada. 
Similar is the problem with chappaya 99, which gives a list of 27 devotees (Haridas 
being 19th), and with chappaya 179. Verse 103 mentions Haridas Misra in a list of 21 
bhaktas. chappaya 151 uses the name Haridas as an epithet for Hanuman. Stanza 156 is 
dedicated to the santa Haridasji Baniye from Benares. Poem 91 describes Haridas 
rasikaji, the epithet Nabhadas uses for Svami Haridas:
25rasika ananya haridasa ju, gayau nitya biham; 
seva hume durikiye, bidhi niseda jahjara. (12) 
saghana nikuhjani inhata dina, badhyau adhika saneha; 
elm bihari heta lagi, chaii diye sukha geha. (13) 
rahka chatrapati kihu Id, dharina mana paravSha; 
ralie bhiji rasa bhajana me, line kara karavaha. (14)
(Gosvami 1971, pp. 27-28).
26namo namo £ri haridasa vmdavipina vasa vam prana sarvasa bakebihaii; 
syama syama jugala rupa madhurya ke rasika lijhavam prema avatail; 
parama vairaga nidhi vasata nidhivana sada bhavana Una su pmvina bhaii; 
kamana kalpatani sakala santapaharu agradasa ali kalyanakaii.
(Hargulal 1971, p. 1).
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‘Of the splendour of Asudhir, Haridas is rasika by chapa;
Bound by a vow to the name of the couple, he repeats Kunjabihari forever;
He watches their play constantly, he has rights to happiness of the sakhis;
Singing with the skill of gandharvas he pleases Syama and Syama;
He offers them the daintiest food, he feeds peacocks, monkeys and fish;
Kings stand by his door in the hope of seeing him;
Of the splendour of Asudhir, Haridas is rasika by chapa.''27
2.7 The most important commentary on Bhaktamal is the Bhaktiras bodhini 
written by Priyadas in VS 1769 (AD 1712) (see Gupta 1967, p. 24). kavitta 367 of 
Bhaktiras bodhini adds two more references to Svami Haridas:
‘Who can describe the mass of rasa of Svami Haridas, who, in repeating [the Lord’s name] 
acquired the chapa of being a rasika;
Someone brought him perfume valued highly, he took it and threw it down on the bank; [the 
other thought it] wasted [anger] came into his heart;
Knowing this the wise one said ‘take and show him Lalapyare’, when the curtain was opened the 
clothes were drenched with perfume;
He cast the philosopher’s stone into the water, then made [him] a disciple; many songs like this 
are sung [of him].’28
2.6 A probable source for Priyadas’s Bhaktiras bodhini is a text of uncertain title 
attributed to Uttamdas. It usually follows Bhagvat Mudit’s Rasik ananya mal in 
manuscripts, and has consequently been considered by some as a part of that work. 
Rasik ananya mal is dedicated almost entirely to accounts of the lives of Radhavallabhi 
devotees. It is undated, but Mudit’s other work - a translation from the Sanskrit 
Vrndavanamahimamrta of VS 1707 (AD 1650) - gives an indication of Bhagvat 
Mudit’s floruit. Uttamdas’s text was probably written to complement the Rasik ananya 
mal by adding the caritra of HarivamSa himself (Gosvami 1957, p. 22). The dates of 
Uttamdas are not known. Lalita Caran Gosvami claims that Uttamdas was a disciple of 
Gosvami Kunjalal, who was born in VS 1696 (AD 1639), and argues that his work 
must therefore date from VS 1740-45 (AD 1683-88) (Gosvami 1957, p. 24). The 
section about Haridas suggests his affiliation to the Radhavallabha sampradaya:
‘One day, coming back from his bathing in the Yamuna, [Hit HarivamSa] heard that someone 
was singing beneath the bowers;
[Hit HarivamSa] approached him to find out; [he said] ‘you sing delightfully, your body is 
beautiful;
but if you sing about the beautiful form, you will obtain extreme splendour in this forest;
Listen, said Svami Haridas, my hope is in knowledge, asceticism and Santa rasa;
27 asadhira udyota kara rasika chapa haridasa ki. 
jugala naina sau nema japata nita kunjabihari; 
avalokata lahai keh sakhi sukha ke adhikaii. 
gana kala gandharva, syama syama ko tosal; 
uttama bhoga lagaya, mora marakata timiposai. 
nipati dvara thadhe rahai, daiasana asa jasa ki; 
asadhira udyota kara rasika chapa haridasa ki.
(Prasad 1962, pp. 601-602).
28 svami haridasa rasarasa ko bakhana sakai, msikata chapa joijapa madhi paiyai; 
lyayaukou cova, vakau ad mana bhova vamai daryo lai pulina yaha, khova hiyeaiyai; 
janikai sujana kahi lai dikhavau lala pyai'e, naisuku ughare pata sugadha buraiye; 
parasa pasana kari jala daravaya diyau, kiyau taba Sisya aise nana bidhi gaiyai.
(Prasad 1962, p. 602).'
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Hita sang about Santa, dasya and sakhya rasa as well, but he said that Srhgara rasa was the 
highest;
Knowing in his heart the Svami to be a wise man among the great [he said] abandon everything 
and sing of this rasa',
He acquired from Hita all the practices of service established by the ascetic;
He kept in his heart Hita’s path to &rl KunjabiharinI and Bihari;
The delicate-limbed one was seated on the throne, [sitting] on the bank [Haridas] constantly 
watches Bihari;
With his song he pleases Syama and Syama, he sings prankish melodies and prankish padas;
When a king comes near, seeing in him an obstruction, he does not look at him;
6ri Haridas is endowed with many excellent stories;
He cast the perfume on the bank and the fragrance was in the abode of the couple.’29
The standard hagiography of the Vallabh sampradaya, CaurasI vaisnavan k i varta,,
includes a reference to Haridas. The text is attributed to Gokulnath (AD 1551-1716), 
but its present form has been created by Hariray (AD 1591-1716) (Barz 1976, p. 102). 
The fifth prasanga of the varta of Kumbhandas describes how Haridas, Harivamsa and 
other saints from Vrindaban went to meet Kumbhandas at Govardhan in order to 
discuss with him the description of Sri Svamimji (Radha) in verses dedicated to her 
(Barz 1976, pp. 183-184).
2.8 Pad prasangamala by Nagaridas (Savanta Simha, maharajah of Kishangarh), 
written around VS 1800 (AD 1743) elaborates Nabhadas’s and Uttamdas’s reference to 
king(s) coming to see Haridas:
‘Once the emperor Akbar asked Tansen: from whom did you learn singing? Can anyone sing 
even better than you? Then he answered: I do not count: in Vrindavana there is a Vaisnava called 
Haridas, I am a pupil of his in singing. Having heard this the emperor accompanied by Tansen 
took a waterjar and went to Svami ji in Vrndavana. First Tansen went, then he entreated Haridas 
to utter something. Then Haridas started the prelude of Malara raga. It was the month of caita- 
baisakha [March-May]. At this very moment thick clouds started to gather. Peacocks began to 
sing. Then he composed and sang a new visnupada. At that very moment it started raining. This 
is the pada.’30
2.9 The authoritative work on Haridas’s life for the sadhu branch of the HS, 
Nijmat siddhanta, was written by KiSordas probably around VS 1820 (AD 1763) 
(Mital 1961, p. 11). The arguments in the Nijmat siddhanta are of two sorts:
29ika dina jamuna nhaye avata, sunyo kunjataia koi ikagavata. (1)
nikata jaike bujhi bata, gavata suthi tuma simdai'a gata. (2)
paljau sundam rupahi gavau, tau ya vana me ati chavipavau. (3)
suni bole svami haiidasa, gyana bkaga santa rasa asa. (4)
hita ju  santa dasya sasya laugayau, sarvopari srngara batayau. (5)
svami badena jam mana jana, saba taji soi rasa kijai gam. (6)
he birakta seva padharai, so saba bidhi hita j i  te pai. (7)
Sri kuhjabiharani saiiga bihari hitaji Id paddhati um dhaii, (8) 
gadi madhya thapi sukavm, sadana pidina me lase bihrni. (9) 
syama syamahi gaya rijhavai, bahke sura banke pada gavai. (10) 
prathvipati avai taba nere, antaraya Iasi tinihi na here. (11) 
uttama caiitra aneka juta Sri svami haiidasa. 
cova daryo pulina mal dampati bhavana subasa. (12)
(Uttamdas MS, 1760, fs. 14-15).
30eka samai akabarapatsaha tansaina sau bujhiju tai kauna sd gaibo sikhyo, kou tohu tai adhika gavai hai. 
taba yanai kahi ju mai kauna ganatl mar hu. Sri brndabana mai haiidasa j i  namai vaisnava hai, tinake 
gayabe ko hu Sisya hu. yaha suni patasaha tanasaina kai sahga jaladhaii lai Sii vfndavana svami ju pai 
ayd. pahilai tanasaina gayo, binati kaii maharaja kachu boliye. taba Sri haridasa ju alapacaii kail malara 
raga ki. caita baisakha ko mahinau huto. taba tahi bera ghatha [sic] ghumaii ai. morn bolani lage. taba 
nayo banai bisnupada gayo. taba tahi bera barasa hauna lagi so vaha yaha pada (followed by KM 89) 
(Gupta 1965, pp. 385-6).
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1. Contradiction of the gosvamls’ claim about the life and lineage of Haridas;
2. Establishing of the succession of the sadhu line, from leader to leader, since the 
time of Haridas. Therefore the most likely force behind its creation would be a growing 
consciousness on the part of the sadhus of their institutional identity vis-a-vis the 
gosvamls. The Nijmat siddhanta is probably a collection of the oral traditions of the 
sadhus of the eighteenth century, and it betrays its composite origin by great internal 
inconsistency. Its middle part (madhya khanda) is dedicated to a detailed account of the 
legends about Haridas. It says that Svami Haridas was born on the 8th day of the light 
fortnight of the month bhadd (the 6th month of the Hindu calendar) VS 1537 (AD 
1480), that he became an ascetic at the age of 25, after which he lived for 70 more 
years31.
Nijmat siddhanta states that Haridas had twelve disciples32 (KiSordas 1915, p. 
163). Four of them, Vithal Vipul, the younger brother of Asudhlr, KiSordas, the son of 
Hariram Vyas, Dayaldas and Praka6das were his major disciples. Dayaldas, the third, is 
the acting figure in the story about the philosopher’s stone mentioned in the Bhaktiras 
bodhini. According to the Nijmat siddhanta Dayaldas was a sarasvat brahman from 
Jasarauta, a village in Punjab, and his real name was Dayaram (Kisordas 1915, p. 57). 
He obtained the philosopher’s stone and gave it to Svami Haridas, who tossed it away 
into the water of the Yamuna.Then, seeing the giver’s vexation, Haridas took him to the 
edge of the stream and asked him to pick up a handful of sand out of the water. When 
he had done so, each single grain became a replica of the stone that had been thrown 
away, and, when tested, was found to possess precisely the same power of alchemy. 
Thus he was made to understand that the saints stand in no need of gold or earthly 
riches, and he joined the number of Haridas’s disciples (KiSordas 1915, pp. 76-77).
The Nijmat siddhanta develops not only the reference to the philosopher’s stone, 
but the story of Tansen and Akbar as well (KiSordas 1915, pp. 89-95). It narrates how 
the court-musician Tansen was ordered to sing the raga Dipaka, famous for burning the 
person who performs it. Tansen sang it and his body started burning. The only cure for 
this fever was the performance of raga Malara, causing rain. Tansen went to an old 
woman, who sang for him raga Malara, but told him that the only person who could 
teach him how to perform it himself was Svami Haridas. Tansen became Haridas’s 
student. When the emperor Akbar heard his skilful performance, following his 
studentship under Haridas, he praised him as the best musician on the earth, but Tansen 
corrected him that Haridas was superior to him. Akbar, accompanied by Tansen and
31 samvata pandraha sai saitisa, bhadau §ukla astami disa. 
buddhbara madhyanha bicaryao, M  handasa pragata tanu dharyo. 
giha me varsa pacisa bitaye, pbiri vairaga-tyaga upajaye. 
sattai'a vaiaa klnha banabasa, gupta bhava kinha parakasa.
(KiSordas 1915, p. 54).
32Since 12 is a sacred number, we often find that this is the figure quoted for the number of disciples of 
religious preceptors, e. g. Ramananda, Gorakhnath etc. (see Burghart 1978, p. 16).
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disguised as his servant, went to see Haridas. Tansen sang in front of Haridas with 
deliberate mistakes in order to make Haridas perform the same raga to point out his 
errors. In this way Akbar heard Haridas’s singing. Impressed, he begged Haridas to let 
him be of some service. Haridas took him to the Bihari ghata, which appeared as if each 
one of its steps was a single precious stone set in a border of gold; and there showed 
him one step with a slight flaw in it and asked him to replace it by another. This was a 
work beyond the wealth even of Akbar. Then Haridas gave him the more realistic order 
to provide food for the monkeys and the peacocks, and to protect the trees in Vrindaban 
from any harm.
The middle part of the Nijmat siddhanta also tells stories about the manifestation of 
the image of Bake Bihari; the loss of Radha’s braid, which was found thanks to 
Haridas’s power to watch the divine lila; the story of Krsnadas, which again 
exemplifies Haridas’s superiority as a most accomplished bhakta etc.
2.10 The Bhakta sindhu, written in the mid-nineteenth century by Laksmandas 
(Haynes 1974, p. 55), follows in general the Nijmat siddhanta. Unfortunately, the 
provenance of the work and the background of Laksmandas are unknown; moreover it 
is preserved only in the translation made by Growse:
‘Brahm-dhir, a Sanadh Brahman of a village now called Haridaspur, near Kol, had a son, 
Gyandhir, who entertained a special devotion for Krishna under his form of Giridhari - ‘the 
mountain-supporter’ - and thus made frequent pilgrimages to the holy hill of Gobardhan. On one 
such occasion he took himself a wife at Mathura, and she in due time bore him a son, whom he 
named Asdhir. The latter eventually married a daughter of Ganga-dhar, a Brahman of Rajpur - a 
small village adjoining Brinda-ban - who on the 8th of the dark fortnight of the month of Bhadon 
in the sambat year 1441 gave birth to Hari Das. From his earliest childhood he gave indications 
of his future sanctity, and instead of joining in play with other children was always engaged in 
prayer and religious meditation. In spite of his parents’ entreaties he made a vow of celibacy, and 
at the age of 25 retired to a solitary hermitage by the Man Sarovar, a natural lake on the left bank 
of Jamuna, opposite Brinda-ban. He afterwards removed to the Nidh-ban in that town, and there 
formally received his first disciple, Bithal-Bipul, who was his own maternal uncle. His fame soon 
spread far and wide, and among his many visitors was one day a Khattri from Delhi, by name 
Dayal Das, who had by accident discovered the philosopher’s stone, which transmuted into gold 
everything with which it was brought in contact.’ [The rest of the story about the philosopher’s 
stone is as narrated by the Nijmat siddhanta.]
‘Some thieves, however, hearing that the sage had been presented with the philosopher’s 
stone, one day when he was bathing, took the opportunity of stealing his salagmm, which they 
thought might be it. On discovering it to be useless for their purpose, they threw it away under a 
bush, and as the saint in his search for it happened to pass by the spot, the stone itself found 
voice to tell him where it lay. From drat time forth he received every morning by miraculous 
agency a gold coin, out of which he was to provide the temple offerings (bhog) and to spend 
whatever remained over in the purchase of grain wherewith to feed the fish in the Jamuna and die 
peacocks and monkeys on its banks.
One day a Kayath [sic] made him an offering of a bottle of atar worth Rs. 1,000, and was 
greatly mortified to see the Swami drop it carelessly on the ground, so that the bottle was broken 
and the precious essence all wasted. But on being taken to the temple he found that his gift had 
been accepted by the god, for the whole building was fragrant with its perfume.33
Again a minstrel at the court of the Dehli Emperor had an incorrigibly stupid son, who was 
thereupon expelled in disgrace. In his wanderings he happened to come to Brinda-ban, and there 
threw himself down on the road to sleep. In the early morning the Swami, going from the Nidh-
33Nijmat siddhanta explains the reason why Haridas threw the essence down: he was watching Krsna 
and Radha playing Holi and Radha needed something to cast over Krsna, so Haridas gave her the 
perfume; since the others did not have Haridas's power to see the divine ffla, they thought that he just 
poured title perfume onto the ground.
34The following account of the meeting between Haridas and Akbar is identical with the one of Nijmat 
siddhanta.
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ban to bathe, stumbled over him, and after hearing his story gave him the name of Tan-sen, and 
by the mere exercise of his will converted him at once into a most accomplished musician. On his 
return to Delhi, the Emperor was astonished at the brilliancy of his performance, and determined 
himself to pay a visit to Brinda-ban and see the master under whom he studied’34 (Growse 1883, 
pp. 219-220).
The 19th and 20th centuries are immensely rich in commentaries on Bhaktamal. 
Most later versions derive from the earlier ones.
2.11 Jaydev’s commentary on Bhaktamal, dated VS 1861 (AD 1804), a copy of 
which is held in the Gorelal Mandir (Vrindaban), quotes the episode of Akbar’s 
meeting with Haridas, but finishes it with a dialogue between Akbar and Tansen, in 
which the former asks the latter why he cannot sing as beautifully as Haridas. Tansen’s 
answer is that Haridas sings for God and he sings for Akbar.35
2.12 On a MS of Bhaktamal kept in the library of Radhacaran (&arma 1977, p. 93) 
there are a few sentences written in Braj prose. Their author has supplied his name - 
Narayandas, and date - VS 1901 (AD 1844). The text says that Asudhir was a 
brahman, living in Marvar (Rajasthan) and that the place of birth of Haridas was 
Rajpur.36
2.13 A Bhaktamal in Urdu, written by Tulslram in VS 1911 (AD 1854), narrates 
the stories of Nabhadas’s Bhaktamal and Priyadas’s Bhaktiras bodhini in great detail. 
It offers a slight variation of the episode about Haridas and Akbar. At the end of their 
meeting Haridas gives Akbar a third order - never to come again (Kalicaran 1874, pp. 
341-342)37. Bhakta kalpadrup (Kalicaran 1874) by Raja Pratapsimha, written in VS 
1923 (AD 1866) is a literal Khari Boli Hindi translation of Tulsiram’s Bhaktamal
2.14 Bhaktamal Rami'asikavali was written by Raghuraj Simha in VS 1914 (AD 
1857) and published by Vehkatesvar Press in VS 1917 (AD 1860). Its version of 
Haridas’s life claims that he renounced the world in his childhood (rather than at the age 
of 25) and that he lived in Tatti Asthan38 (a statement obviously imcompatible with the 
historical facts: the Tatti Asthan was established by LalitkiSoridas and became a centre 
of sectarian activity for the HS only in the 18th century).
The Ramrasikavall adds some new stories to Haridas’s myth.
The first among them narrates an episode in which Haridas, engrossed in mental 
vision of the rasa dance, saw Radha’s anklet breaking during her dance. He immediately 
tore off his sacred thread and tied her anklet. Everyone was very surprised by his action
35 tansena cuki kaipada gayau uhl; taba kahi vaiprabhu musa desi. mai apakau musa desi iha bheda. 
($arma 1977, p. 93).
3^asadhira brahmana maravara de§a ke ralianevale... haiidasa janma sthana rajapura (Sarma 1977, p. 93).
37This ending resembles that of Surdas’s vaita where Surdas gives Akbar the order that he should not 
summon or see him again (Snell 1991b, p. 73).
38siihaiinama dasa haiidasa, balahi te tyago jaga asa.
tajyo visaya jaga mitM khatti, vmdavana sthana sutattl.
(Sarma 1977, p. 94).
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but the mystery was revealed when they went to the temple and saw that Radha’s anklet 
was fixed with Haridas’s sacred thread.39
The second story describes a musical competition between Tansen and Baiju 
Bavara. After many miracles performed through the power of their singing, Tansen 
finally won. He answered Akbar’s praises with the retort that his teacher, Svami 
Haridas, sang better than he. This story is followed by that of Akbar’s meeting with 
Haridas.
There are also two episodes about Haridas’s deity, Bake Bihari.
Once Akbar invited Haridas to Delhi and organised dances to be performed for him. 
Haridas, very pleased with the skills of one of the dancers, asked Akbar for permission 
to take her with him. Back at Vrindaban she performed in front of the image of Bake 
Bihari, and afterwards remained still, staring at him. When a priest came to scold her for 
her misbehaviour he discovered that she was dead. Haridas’s reaction to this was : ‘Oh 
Lala, you cannot be patient even for a moment’40.
The other incident accounts how a beautiful woman went with her mother-in-law to 
have dartena of Bake Bihari. When she turned to leave the temple, the idol turned as 
well in his wish to see the young beauty (Sarma 1977, pp. 94-97).
2.15 The Sanskrit Bhaktamala of Candradatta (VS 1959, AD 1902) and 
Bhaktanamamalika by Vanamalidas Sastri (VS 2007, AD 1950) assert that Haridas 
was Asudhir’s son41.
2.16 Bhaktisudhasvadatilaka by Sitaramsaran provides the traditional gloss for the 
stories mentioned in the Nabhadas’s Bhaktamal and Priyadas’s commentary. It 
interprets in a literal way Priyadas’s line rasikata chapa joljapa madhipaiyai:
‘Once, while [he] was repeating the name of the couple, God said: people will call you lasika
and name you so.’42
When referring to the meeting between Akbar and Haridas, this commentary 
specifies the time-span in which it probably took place:
‘The emperor Akbar came disguised with Tansen and was gratified to see Svamiji. This
happened some time between VS 1611 [AD 1554] and VS 1662 [AD 1605].’43’44
39The same episode, but referring to Hariram Vyas, is described in Nabhadas’s Bhaktamal. The motif of 
conflict between dharma and bhakti exemplified by this story is one of the major topoi in the 
hagiographies of famous bhaktas (see Pauwels 1994a, pp. 5-6 of chapter 2).
40The miraculous power of images is a typical hagiographic topos. The incident described here depicts the 
intimacy between the bhakta and his deity, which allows the former to scold the latter as he would a 
naughty child (see Pauwels 1994a, pp. 8-9 of chapter 2).
4[asadlmvti namnasldvipro guijjavasambhavali; 
tasya putroti vikhyato haridasa iti smtah,
(6arma 1977, p. 97).
SriaSudhlra tanayo haridasa vary ah (Sarma 1977, p. 104),
42 ek samay yugal mantra ka japkar rahe the, usi ke madhya Mbhagvat ka vacanasrt hua ki tumko rasik
kahkar log nam liya kar&ge (Prasad 1962, p. 603).
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Texts in the genre guru parampara - lists of the preceptors of the tradition - are 
among the sectarian works which speak of Svami Haridas.
The 17th-century Gum paramparas written by Narharidas and Rasikdas and the 
17th-18th-century Gum pranall of Pitambardas are the earliest examples of this genre 
inHS (Sarnia 1977, p. 83).
2.17 SahcariSaran’s Gum pranalika enumerates the preceptors of the Nimbarka 
sampradaya to LalitkiSoridas. About Svami Haridas it says that he was a sanadhya 
brahman, and an ascetic for 70 years.45
2.18 SahcariSaran’s Acaryotsav sucna speaks of the preceptors of the HS, starting 
from Haridas and finishing with Lalitmohinidas. It gives information about the major 
dates of Svami Haridas’s life:
‘On the pure and beautiful eighth day of the light fortnight of the month bhadau, Wednesday, 
samvat 1537, the good friend appeared.
Delighted, he graced the earth until the good age of 95;
He completed 25 years of dwelling in his house, being the joy of eveiyone.
From 1562 for 70 years, I know.
He dwelled in Vmdavana as an ascetic, his mind and body immersed in joy.
The idol of joy, the ocean of beauty, Bihari, the benefactor of rasikas, 
became manifested on the 5th day of the light fortnight of the month margaSirsa.
Which year? Let me describe this, listen, oh wise ones:
In 1567 it is said, the treasury of love was obtained.
&rl Svami passed away on the full moon of the month kvara;
in samvat 1632; having understood may you obtain the one dear to the mind.’46
2.19 Lalit prakaS, SahcariSaran’s third work, consists of two parts. The first is a 
detailed account of Haridas’s life, the second is concerned with the line of preceptors
42,bad$ah akbar tansen ke sath ves chipakar aya tatha svami jik e  dar§ano se krtartha hua. sanivat 1611 se 
1662 ke madhya kisi samayki yah ghapiahai (Prasad 1962, p. 603).
44Two more commentaries are worth mentioning: Jvalaprasad MiSra’s commentary on Bhaktamal, 
published by Laksmi VenkateSvar Press in VS 1956 (AD 1899), which narrates the stories about the 
perfume, the philosopher’s stone and Akbar’s meeting with Haridas, and Malukdas’s commentary on 
Bhaktamal, MS No 176 of VS 1962 (AD 1905), held by the Nagarl PracarinI Sabha (see Sarma 1977, 
pp. 92-93).
45&f svami haridasa rasika shamawa aniha; 
dvija sanadhya shataja sujasa kahi sakata m  jiha. 
gum anukampa milyau lalita nidhibana tamalake; 
sattaia lau tarn baithi gane guna priya-lala ke.
(Mital 1961, p. 12).
46bhadau iuMa astami manahara, puni budhavaia punita; 
sambata pandiahasai saitisa kau, ta bica udita sumita. 
mudita biraje rahe mahi para, varsa paca nava nike; 
gahe vasa paccisa varsa bhaii, bhayau moda saba M ke, 
pandrahasai basatha sau laikaihayana sattarajanau; 
basa biraga yuta bmdabana me tanu mana suMia so sanau. 
pragata bhayau ananada kau vigraha, sukhama-sindhu bihari; 
maragaSim §ukla su pahcami, rasikana kau hitakaii. 
sambata kauna tahi mai baranau, jo  suni lehu sujana; 
pandraha sai saisatha kau kahiyai, lahiyaiprema nidana.
§ri svami a&vina sudi punau, tdkau mahala padhare; 
solaha sai battisa kau sambata, samajhi lehu mana pyare,
(Mital 1961, pp. 12-13.)
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after him. SahcariSaran speaks of Haridas and his disciples as followers of the 
Nimbarka sampradaya (Mital 1961, p. 13).
2.20 A late variation of this genre is Gopal Kavi’sVrndavan dhamanuragavali. 
Written in VS 1900 (AD 1843), it is a detailed description of the Nidhiban, Rasikbihari 
and Gorelal sub-branches of the sadhu tradition of the HS. Svami Haridas is listed 
among the mahantas of the Nidhiban sub-branch. Usarayau is given as his birth-place 
and 1537 as the date of Haridas’s initiation47:
‘I know that in 1537, on the 8th day of the light fortnight of the month of bhadau, was
Sri Svami’s initiation, this is told in the books;
He remained for 25 years in his home, then he took the shelter of his gum,
For 70 years he lived in Nidhivana in Vmdavana;
After 95 years he expanded the unexpressed emotion;
Having the form of a sakhl, he maintained with the sakhls the happiness of the realm of the 
bower.’48
According.to this part of the Vrndavan dhamanuragavali Haridas’s year of birth 
was VS 1512. But in the description of the Rasikbihari tradition it is replaced by VS 
1509:
‘In 1509 on the 8th day of the light fortnight of the month of bhadau, at the time of sunrise
Svami Haridas took incarnation’.49
Haridas vam§anucaritra by Navanlt Kavi (Mathura, VS 1957 (AD 1900), 
Amolakram’s Acaryotsavamala (Tatti Asthan, VS 1984 (AD 1927) and Vam&avrksa 
(Tatti Asthan, VS 1985 (AD 1928) give the lineage of the mahantas of HS (Sarma 
1977, pp. 86, 80, 84).
A number of partisan works mention Svami Haridas, claiming with a sectarian zeal 
that he was a member of one or another sampradaya.
2.21 Naurangasvami’s Matmargabhed (VS 1760, AD 1703), Radhacaran’s £ri 
Caitanya caritra sar (VS 1945, AD 1888), Cari sampraday vaisnav vandna50 (Sarma 
1977, pp. 100, 102, 103), and Nimbarkamadhwi(BihariSaran 1940) list Svami Haridas 
among the poets of the Nimbarka sampradaya.
The Sanskrit Sampradaya bhaskara written by GosvamI Gangaprasad asserts that 
the HS is a subsect of the VisnusvamI sampradaya (Sarma 1977, p. 103).
47usarayau ganga tata gama susvamiji kau janau.... (Sarma 1977, p. 86).
48pandiaha sai saitisa sala bhadau sudi athai janau;
Msvami ju kau saranotsava granthana majha bakhanau; 
barasa pacisa greha merahi puni gum kau saranau liyau; 
sattari barasa vasa nidhivana madhi vmdavana me kiyau; 
picyanavai varasa pache avyakta bhava vistaryau; 
sakhlmpa dhari kuhja bhavana sukha sakhiyana sahita nihaiyau.
(Ibid., p. 87).
4^pandiai sai ke upara pragata nau ki sala bhadau sudi tithi atlm arunodaya samai prakasa; 
...dharana karyauhai avatara svami haridasa.
(Gopal Kavi MS, f. 20).
50The dates and authorship o f this work are unknown.
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3, Secondary sources
3.1 In his Mathura: a district memoir Growse quotes the accounts of Nabhadas 
and Priyadas and augments them with the material from the Bhakta sindhu. He also 
gives the text of Haridas’s shorter work, the Astadag siddhanta and translates it. 
Growse does not accept the dates of Haridas’s life suggested by Bhakta sindhu and 
tries to establish more reasonable dates51:
‘I have by me a small pothi of 680 leaves, which gives a complete list of all the Mahants and 
their writings from the founder down to the date of the MS, which is Sambat 1825. The list is as 
follows: Swami Hah Das, Bithal Bipul, Biharini Das, Nagari Das, Saras Das, Naval Das, Narhar 
Das, Rasik Das, and Lalit Kishori, otherwise called Lalit Mohani Das. Allowing 20 years for 
each incumbency, which is rather a high average, since only an elderly man would be elected for 
the post, the date of Hari Das’s death is thrown back only as far as Sambat 1665. His writings, 
moreover, are not more archaic in style than the poems of Tulsi Das, who died in Sambat 1680; 
and therefore on all grounds we may fairly conclude as an established fact that he flourished at 
the end of the 16th and the beginning of the 17th century AD, in the reigns of the Emperors 
Akbar and Jahangir,’ (Growse 1883, p. 221).
3.2 Drake-Brockman’s Muttra: a gazetteer does not give much additional 
information to Growse’s District memoir. It claims that the number of the followers of 
Svami Haridas in 1901 was 1630. The centre of the sect was a large temple, where the 
deity worshipped was Bihari jl. About Haridas it reports:
It is said that the founder of this sect was a sanadhya brahmin, bom in Rajpur, a village near 
Vrindabanin VS 1441. He spent most of his life in Vrindaban and its surroundings. He was a 
follower of the teachings of Caitanya. It is doubtful that he was bom in VS 1441. More probably 
he lived at the end of the 16th and the beginning of the 17th centuries. Haridas wrote only two 
short works: Sadharan siddhanta and Ras ke pad. His disciples created an extensive literature, but 
there is very little difference between its philosophy and that of the Gaudiya Vaisnavas (Sarma 
1977, p. 90).
Much of the critical literature in Hindi merely reiterates data taken from Growse and 
others, or remains on the level of narration of the myth. There are, however, some 
exceptions to this, karma’s book Svami Haridasji ka sampraday aur uska vani-sahitya 
is a valuable source of information about the HS. Prabhudayal Mital’s Svami Haridasji 
jivani aur vani is remarkable for its analytical approach to the collected material.
The only detailed study of the HS in a European language is Haynes’s PhD 
dissertation ‘Svami Haridas and the Haridas! sampraday’. Though useful as an 
anthropological study of the interaction between church and sect, its translation of 
Haridas’s poetry is of a very poor quality.
51 The line of pupillary succession is an important source of information about chronology. This is the 
basis, for example, on which R. Gombrich (1992) manages to date the Buddha.
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4. Areas of dispute in the hagiography of Svami Haridas
4.1 The dates of Haridas’s birth and death
The most common opinion about Haridas’s date of birth is that he was born on the 
eighth day of the light fortnight of the month bhado (the sixth month of the Hindu 
calendar). This is the date on which both branches of the HS celebrate Haridas’s 
birthday. The only two works which do not accept this date are Cakra’s preface to 
Kelimal (Sarma 1977, p. 57) and Bhakta sindhu, quoted by Growse (1883, pp. 219- 
220). Cakra claims that Haridas’s birthday was the 13th day of the light half of the 
month pausa (the tenth month of the Hindu calendar), since this was the date suggested 
by the Mirate Sikandaii va mirate Akbari. Bhakta sindhu asserts that Haridas’s date of 
birth was the eighth day of the dark half of the month bhado. However, Haridas jayantl 
rather suspiciously coincides with another auspicious date, Radhastami, the birthday of 
Radha. Indeed such a correlation between the acaryas’ dates of birth and general 
festivals seems to be a common trend in the HS (see Saksena 1990, pp. 174-175), and 
suggests that the tradition has filled the gaps of historical dates with auspicious ones.
More complicated is the dispute about Haridas’s year of birth. The sadhus are 
almost unanimous that Haridas was bom in VS 1537 (AD 1480)52. SahcariSaran 
deviates from this opinion in his Guru pranalika, suggesting VS 1535 (AD 1478) as 
Haridas’s year of birth (Upadhyay 1983, p. 48). This hypothesis is later supported by 
Saran Bihari GosvamI (1966, p. 440). Bhakta sindhu chooses VS 1441 (AD 1384).
The gosvamls hold different opinions: Baldev Kavi claims that Haridas was born in 
VS 1515 (AD 1458); Ramnath Sastri suggests VS 1584 (AD 1527) (see Sarma 1977, 
p. 112); Gopal Kavi’s Vrndavan dhamanuragavali is inconsistent, giving different years 
in different prasangas: VS 1509 (AD 1452) and VS 1512 (AD 1455) (see above, 
2.20). Cakra, on the basis of Mirate Sikandari va mirate Akbari asserts that the right 
year is VS 1569 (AD 1512) (Mital 1961, p. 7).
Sarma (1977, pp. 114-116) selects VS 1537 (AD 1480) (from the point of view of 
the sadhus) and VS 1569 (VS 1512) (from the point of view of the gosvamis) as major 
among all these suggestions and takes the side of the sadhus for the following reasons: 
1. If Haridas were born in VS 1569, Tansen (bom in VS 1577) would have been only 
8 years younger than he, and it is assumed that Haridas, the musical teacher of Tansen, 
was significantly older. 2. Vyas (born in VS 1567) would have been two years older 
than Haridas, and therefore would not speak of him with such respect. Vyas went to 
Vrindaban for the first time in VS 1591 and wrote eulogies about Haridas; if Haridas 
were born in VS 1569 he would have gone to Vrindaban in VS 1594 (both sub­
52Cf. Nijmat siddhanta (cf. above, 2.9), Acaryotsav sucna (see above, 2.18) and Amalokram's 
Acaiyotsavmala (Sarnia 1977, p. 80).
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branches of the sect agree that Haridas went to Vrindaban at the age of 25), so how 
could Vyas praise him in VS 1591? 3. Mira went to Vrindaban in VS 1595, and saw 
the image of Bake Bihari. If Haridas were born in VS 1569, the manifestation of the 
image would have been in VS 1599 (five years after Haridas’s arrival in Vrindaban). 
On the basis of these arguments Sarma concludes that Haridas could not have been 
born in VS 1569; it must have been in VS 1537. To strengthen his case he adds that 
even the works which do not recognise VS 1537 as the year of birth of Svami Haridas 
recognise it as an important year of his life, and gives the example of Bhakta sindhu, 
which quotes VS 1537 as the year of Haridas’s death53 and of Vrndavan 
dhamanuragavali where VS 1537 is the year of Haridas’s initiation.
The problem with all these arguments is that they are based on assumptions and not 
on established historical facts. As we will see later in this chapter, the question whether 
Haridas was really Tansen’s teacher has not been convincingly answered; moreover the 
facts are on the whole against it. The year of Vyas’s going to Vrindaban is uncertain 
and so are Mira’s years. Moreover, as &arma (1977, p. 116) himself points out, the 
claim of the sadhus that Haridas was born on the 8th day of the light fortnight of the 
month bhado, Wednesday, cannot be true, because this date in that particular year was 
not a Wednesday but a Monday.
Mital (1979, p. 87) holds the opposite view to Sarma and takes the side of the 
gosvamis, since in his opinion this year is more in congruence with the historical facts: 
if Haridas were born inVS 1537 he would have gone to Vrindaban in VS 1562 and 
started the seva to Bake Bihari in VS 1567, when Vrindaban was still a very wild and 
abandoned place, not offering any conditions for the proper performance of seva (due 
to the efforts of the Gaudiya gosvamls Vindaban flourished as a religious centre after 
VS 1590). Moreover, this was the time of Sikandar Lodi, famous for his religious 
intolerance, so that image-worship would have been very difficult.
VedprakaS Sarasvat (1979) disputes Mital’s arguments, saying that not only were 
the physical conditions of Vrindaban good enough for worship, but despite Sikandar 
Lodi’s religious fanaticism worship was indeed done, and gives the example of the 
worship of Govardhannath in the Vallabha sampradaya. His further reasoning 
resembles karma’s: on the basis of an assumption that as his teacher Haridas should be 
at least 15 years older than Tansen (who in this case is claimed to have been born in VS 
1550), and the padas by Vyas and Mira, he asserts that not VS 1569 but VS 1535 was 
the year of birth of Haridas, and supports this statement with the fact that the gosvamis 
have now accepted VS 1535 as Haridas’s year of birth.
The argument of Vyas’s padas is used again by Chailbihari Upadhyay (1983, pp. 
58-59). He builds his case on two further considerations: 1. The fact that Haridas must 
have created his lyric verses after the establishing of dhrupada as a musical form in
53Bhakta sindhu in (Growse’s translation) gives only Haridas’s year of birth, 1441; accordingly, if  we 
accept that Haridas’s life-span was 95 years, the year of his death would be 1536).
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Braj; 2. The connection between Haridas and his second successor Biharinidas. Since 
dhrupada was supposedly established in Braj by Raja Mansimha Tomar, who reigned 
from AD 1486 to AD 1516, Haridas could not have been born in VS 1441 (AD 1384), 
VS 1509 (AD 1452) or VS 1515 (AD 1458). Biharinidas was a minister at Akbar’s 
court and probably took part in his war against Bihar and Bengal. The legend says that 
shaken by the cruelty of this war he cut his arm and went to Vrindaban. This war was 
probably in VS 1633 (AD 1576), therefore he must have gone to Vrindaban after that 
year. If Haridas were born in VS 1535 (AD 1478) or VS 1537 (AD 1480) he would 
have been 98 or 96 in VS 1633, and since the sect unanimously accepts that Haridas’s 
span of life was 95 years, he would not have known Biharinidas. On the basis of this 
he draws the conclusion that Haridas was bom in VS 1569 or VS 1565.
However, Brhaspati and Srivastava [sic] have shown that dhrupada has its origin in 
the ancient musical style of prabandha (Srivastava 1980, pp. 16-19; Delvoye 1983, p. 
88). As far as the second argument is concerned one must keep in mind that both the 
date of Biharinidas’s coming to Vrindaban54 and the assumption that he knew Haridas 
personally are unproved. There is no statement in Biharinidas’s poetry that he ever saw 
Haridas alive. According to the tradition he was a disciple of Vithal Vipul, who died 
within a week of Haridas; therefore it is believed that he knew Haridas personally.
The two sub-branches of the sect agree that Haridas died aged 95 on the full moon 
of the light fortnight of the month a&vin (the seventh month of the Hindu calendar). 
Therefore the year of death would depend on the accepted year of birth. Generally the 
sadhus believe that Haridas died in VS 1632 (AD 1575), and the gosvamls (who 
adopt VS 1569 as Haridas’s year of birth) in VS 1664 (AD 1607). Growse suggests 
VS 1665 (AD 1608) (see above, 3.1), the Bhakta sindhu, quoted by him VS 1536 (AD 
1480) (see above, 2.10).
All these arguments used in favour of one or another year of birth or death are 
unreliable, based on assumptions and hagiographic legends. Hariram Vyas’s poetry, in 
which there are many verses mentioning Haridas, and among them a number of 
passages presumably expressing longing for Haridas and HarivamSa in the supra- 
mundane Vmdavana (Haynes 1974, pp. 53-54; Pauwels 1994a, p. 4 of chapter 4), 
might take us closer to the truth. Since these references suggest that Hariram Vyas was 
a contemporary of Haridas, but outlived his fellow- bhakta, this might help us establish 
Haridas’s floruit and a terminus ante quern for the date of Haridas’s death. A firm 
terminus ante quern for Vyas’s death is 1618, when his samadhi was built by Virsimha, 
then king of Orcha (Pauwels 1995, p. 18); therefore Haridas’s date of death must have 
preceded 1618. As Haynes (1974, p. 68) rightly observes, the active period of
54Haynes suggests that Biharinidas renounced the world in 1590 when he took part in Man Singh's 
campaign to subdue Orissa, Bengal and Bihar (1974, p. 95).
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Haridas’s life would seem to have spanned the first three quarters of the sixteenth 
century.
4.2 Haridas’s parentage and caste
The question of Haridas’s father, gum and caste is the source of bitter arguments
between the gosvamis and the sadhus, since on its answer depends the position of the 
gosvamis as custodians of the image of Bake Bihari. Most of the materials referring to 
Haridas connect his name with that of Asudhir, starting from the Bhaktamal with its 
obscure expression asudhira udyotkara (of the splendour of Asudhir). The extremely 
ambiguous udyotkara is open to different interpretations: the gosvamis claim that 
Asudhir was Haridas’s father and guru, that he was a sarasvat brahman, and that the 
establisher of their branch, Jagannath, Asudhir’s second son, was Haridas’s brother. 
They also assert that Haridas handed over the service of Bake Bihari to Jagannath 
before his death. The sadhus, on the other hand, claim that Asudhir, a sarasvat 
brahman, was Haridas’s guru. His father, however, was a sanadhya brahman called 
Garigadhar. Because Biharinidas was so engrossed in his mental vision of the divine lila 
that he could not attend to the image, he handed over the service of Bake Bihari to 
Jagannath. The argument between the two branches of the sect over the right to the 
image has been longlasting and even violent. The Nijmat siddhanta narrates an attempt 
by the gosvamis to kill Biharinidas (Kisordas 1967, p. 98). Halvar and Bhudar tried to 
steal the image from the gosvamis and hand it over to the sadhus (Haynes 1974, pp. 
106-107). During the time of Lalitmohinidas there was a slaughter in Nidhiban - two 
gosvamis were killed and as a result of this the sadhus were expelled from Nidhiban 
(Sarma 1977, p. 117).
All the sources we have about Haridas support either the position of the gosvamis 
or that of die sadhus, according to the commitment of their writers. The works of the 
sadhus: Nijmat siddhanta55, the Guru paramparas by Rasikdas (Sarma 1977, p. 119), 
Sahcari Saran (Ibid., p. 122), Amlokaram (Ibid., p. 122) are unanimous that Haridas 
was Asudhir’s disciple but not his son. However, Nijmat siddhanta, a work of great 
inconsistency, contains in its avasan khanda a few lines which are opposed to the 
sadhus’ beliefs presented earlier in the madhya khanda:
‘Asudhir had two sons, Haridas was the elder;
First he married, then he left and became an ascetic;
He manifested Bake Bihari and served him with affection;
Jagannath was his younger brother, the service was handed over to him;
55giama mjapuia §iibana pasa, taha dvija gangadhara ko basa 
cifratasu bama ko nama...
Gna mi fra gangadhara kere, ni§i dinaiahata sakala milinere 
bithala pita cari hvai mita, asadhira ke Sisua punita.
(Ki§ordas 1915, p. 39).
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Then he had three sons, we too are of this lineage.’56
Bhakta sindhu presents an interesting mixture of the sadhus’ and the gosvamls’ 
claims: according to it Haridas’s father was Asudhir, a sanadhya brahman from 
Haridaspur, who married the daughter of Gangadhar from Rajpur (see above, 2.10). 
Brockman’s Muttra: a Gazetteer makes Haridas a sanadhya brahman as well, but 
names Rajpur as his birth-place (see above 3.2).
On the other side of the scales are works of or influenced by the gosvamis: their 
Vam6avrksa (Sarma 1977, p. 49), a document in possession of Cite Caube (Ibid., p. 
50), the Padavali written by Baidas in VS 1879 (AD 1822) (Ibid., p. 47) and Baldev 
Kavi’s Vamsavall (Ibid., p. 48).
Unfortunately, there are no reliable arguments which could help us assess the 
validity of the two opinions.
Upadhyay (1983, p. 80) claims that according to the sastras a father cannot initiate 
his own son, so Asudhir cannot be Haridas’s guru and father. However, he himself 
shows that this rule is not of general validity.
Because of the lack of any reliable historical documents, the questions about 
Haridas’s father and lineage will have to remain unanswered.
4.3 Haridas’s guru
Both the sadhus and the gosvamls hold the opinion that Haridas’s guru was 
Asudhir. This has been rejected only by partisan works of other sects, attempting to 
prove that Haridas was a member of their sampradaya. Examples of such writings are 
Uttamdas’s Hit caritra (cf. above, 2.6), claiming that Haridas was a disciple of Hit 
Harivamsa; Naurangasvami’s Matmargabhed andRadhacaran’s &ri Caitanya caritra sar 
(cf. above, 2.21), insisting on his affiliation to the Nimbarka sampradaya; 
Gangaprasad’s Sampradaya bhaskara (cf. above, 2.21), asserting that he was connected 
with the Visnusvami sampradaya.
As discussed in the first part of this chapter, the Haridas! sampradaya is an 
independent sect, which has a particular mode of worship. Therefore all claims that 
Haridas’s guru was the leader of one or another sect have no other ground than 
sectarian bias and can be dismissed. There is no reason not to believe that Haridas’s 
guru was Asudhir.
56a£adhiia ju ke suta doi, Mharidasa putra bara hoi; 
prathama byaha karake tajyo, phhi lanho bairaga; 
banka bihrni pragata kaii seye yuta anuraga. 
jagannatha tinake laghubhai, tike §ira seva padharal; 
tina tava putra tina upajae, tasu vamia bama hu call ae. 
(KiSordas 1967, pp. 101-102)
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4.4 Haridas’s place of birth
Four locations compete for the honour to be considered Haridas’s place of birth. As 
shown in the section on materials,Vrndavan dhamanuragavali names Usarayau, a 
village which cannot be identified, as Haridas’s home. Govindaram Pathak writes in his 
article in Sarasvat that according to Mirate Sikandari va mirate Akbari Haridas’s place 
of birth was Multan (Sarma 1977, pp. 54-55). The two locations which are mentioned 
by most sources as Haridas’s place of birth are Haridaspur, suggested by the gosvamis, 
and Rajpur, named by the sadhus. According to &arma (1977, p. 124) there are no 
descendants of Haridas’s lineage in Rajpur. Exactly the same argument but this time 
against Haridaspur is given in Mithyavad vidhunan, whose author claims that there 
have never been sarasvat brahmans in Haridaspur, and that the village (which is 
actually called Hardaspur) is named not after Svami Haridas but after an old temple of 
Hara (Siva) situated there.
One could assume that since both Haridaspur and Rajpur are mentioned in the tales 
about Svami Haridas, both of them were connected in some way to the history of his 
lineage. Therefore Haynes’s support of Bhakta sindhu’s compromise that Haridas was 
bom in Rajpur and his father in Haridaspur (Haynes, 1974, p. 58) seems an acceptable 
hypothesis.
4.5 Haridas’s marriage
The question of Haridas’s marriage is again a subject of disagreement between the 
gosvamis and the sadhus. The former claim that he was married, but did not have any 
children, and after the premature death of his wife he renounced the world; the latter 
insist that Haridas was always a brahmacari and never married. A few sources mention 
Haridas’s marriage: the pada from the avasan khanda of Nijmat siddhanta, which has 
already been quoted in connection with Haridas’s parentage (cf. above, 4.2), says that 
he was first married and then renounced the world. Ramnath &astri’s Kuhjabihari 
sarvasva gives the name of Haridas’s wife as Vijaya, without explaining the source of 
this information (Sarma 1977, p. 53). In Cakra’s preface to Kelimal Haridas’s wife is 
called Harimatl (Sarma 1977, p. 57). The legend narrates that when Haridas decided to 
renounce the world his wife became very unhappy and by throwing herself in the 
yogagni abandoned her physical body. However, the early hagiographies do not 
mention this story. Though it is dangerous to argue ex silentio, the lack of references to 
this narrative in the early hagiographies may offer some corroboration. To the similar 
story of Karamaifi Bal, for example, Priyadas dedicates eight of his kavittas.
As happens in many cases when scholars try to draw conclusions from the very 
scarce hagiographical sources, one and the same pada by Hariram Vyas is used to prove 
both Haridas’s marriage and his celibacy. The verse under consideration was cited in
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the section about materials relating to the life of Svami Haridas. The relevant line here 
is: swapati bhupati kahcana kamini jinakc bhayai ghasa (The lord of gods and kings, 
gold, beutiful women were like a mere blade of grass to him’). In his article ‘Svami 
Haridasj 1 ka jivan-vrtta’ Lalitbihari Gosvami argues that to be able to abandon 
something one must first obtain it (p. 47) , whereas for Sarma (1977, p. 127) this pada 
is a proof that Haridas was a brahmacari all his life.
Another argument Lalitbihari Gosvami (1979, p. 47) uses in his support for the 
gosvamis’ position is that since Haridas spent the first 25 years of his life in his 
parental house (which is almost unanimously accepted), he must have been married, 
because in the Indian tradition men usually marry much earlier than 25.
All these arguments are mere speculations and cannot be conclusive. The reason this 
question was given so much importance is obvious: both the gosvamls and the sadhus 
want to prove the authenticity of their own practices through Haridas’s being a grhastha 
or a brahmacari. The story about Haridas’s marriage might have crept into the later 
hagiographies as an example of the typical topos about the conflict between asceticism 
(vairagya) and worldly responsibilities (grhasthata) (see Pauwels 1994a, p. 4 of chapter 
2). Since the early independent sources are silent about Haridas’s marriage, it is more 
likely that he was a brahmacari than a householder.
4.6 Haridas’s renunciation
Both the sadhus and the gosvamls agree that Haridas renounced the world and 
went to Vrindaban when he was 25. However, the different sources disagree about the 
year in which this happened: Nijmat siddhanta posits VS 1562 as the year of Haridas’s 
arrival in Vrindaban (bom in 1537 he came at the age of 25)(see above, 2.9). 
SahcariSaran’s Acaryotsav sucna follows the Nijmat siddhanta (see above, 2.18) and 
adds a story about the reasons for Haridas’s renunciation. According to this narration 
Haridas used to come on a horse close to Nidhiban. Asudhir suffered much because of 
the harshness of the horse hoofs hitting the sacred earth of Vrindaban. When Haridas 
realised this, he begged Asudhir for forgiveness and renounced the world (Sarma 1977, 
p. 135). Since the different sections of Vrndavan dhamanuragavali are not consistent 
regarding Haridas’s year of birth, the year of his renunciation varies accordingly - from 
VS 1534 to VS 1537 (see above, 2.20). Bhakta sindhu asserts that Haridas became a 
vairagl in VS 1466, since he was born in VS 1441 (see above, 2.10). Govindaram 
Pathak, Cakra and Ramnath agree that Haridas renounced the world after the death of 
his wife. Pathak’s article in Sarasvat names VS 1607 as Haridas’s year of renunciation 
(Sarma 1977, pp. 54-56), Cakra’s preface to Kelimal posits VS 1595 (Sarma 1977, p. 
57) andRamnath’s KuhjabiharlsarvasvaVS 1602 (Sarma 1977, pp. 52-54).
Since the sources are unanimous that Haridas renounced the world at the age of 25 
this may be true. The exact year of renunciation will then depend on Haridas’s year of
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birth. As we saw in the discussion about Haridas’s dates the precise year in which 
Haridas was bom cannot be established because of the lack of historical evidence.
7. Haridas and Tansen
The most popular legend about Haridas is that he was the music teacher of Tansen. 
However, no source contemporary to Haridas speaks of him as Tansen’s music guru. 
Most of the early eulogies in the 16th and 17th centuries (apart from Agradas and 
Govindasvami) mention Haridas’s talent for singing: ‘he sings...beautifully (Vyas), 
‘Haridas sang about the eternal sports’ (Dhruvdas), ‘singing with the skill of 
gandharvas’ (Nabhadas), ‘you sing delightfully’ (Uttamdas) (cf. above, 2.4.1, 2.4.3. 
2.5, 2.6). The lack of any reference in the early sources to Haridas as a teacher of 
Tansen, strongly suggests that this legend did not exist in the 16th and 17th centuries.
For the first time Tansen’s training under Haridas is narrated in Nagaridas’s Pad 
prasahgamala (see above, 2.8). However, according to Upadhyay (1983, pp. 12-13), 
Padprasahgamala’s evidence cannot be conclusive since it is non-historical, and more 
than 30 percent of this work is later accretions. Nijmat siddhanta elaborates the story 
about Haridas and Tansen (cf. above, 2.9), but being a partisan work of great 
inconsistency, it cannot be used as historical evidence. Today the early eulogistic 
references to Haridas’s musical gift have snowballed to elaborate stories of his being 
the music teacher of Baiju, Gopal Lai, Madanray, Ramdas, Divakar Pandit, Somnath 
Pandit, Tansen and Raja Saurasen (Caturvedi 1959, p. 36).
One of the strongest arguments in favour of Haridas’s teaching Tansen are 
Tansen’s own alleged padas, in which he speaks of Haridas as his guru:
paividyamai parama puni palhai aura alakha mal hai gum haiidasa carana nistai'au hai...
aja janama suphala bhayau tanasena baba haiidasa hatha pakaiyau M  raga sikhayau pahale 
pahala.
(Mital 1961, p. 27).
There are two problems concerning these padas. First, there is no conclusive 
evidence that they were written by Tansen. Mital (1961, p. 27) claims on the basis of 
their style that they are spurious. Moreover, we are faced again with the question as to 
which Haridas is referred to in these padas. In the popular legends another famous 
dhrupada musician, Haridas Dagur, competes with Svami Haridas for the role of 
Tansen’s musical teacher. Mital asserts in his book Sanglt samrat Tansen jivani aur 
racnae: ‘The study of Tansen’s padas shows that from the point of view of language, 
emotions and subject-matter, they are closer to the works of Haridas Dagur than to 
those of Svami Haridas’ (Upadhyay 1983, p. 18).
Another pada, allegedly composed by Tansen, which praises Bake Bihari is again 
used as evidence in favour of the connection between Haridas and Tansen:
antakala krpa karo;
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hia para tharho hari kavala-naina, kavalpati, mural! adhara, 
lalita madhura bahkima bhai bahka bihari,..
(M. B. Gosvami 1979, p. 76).
However the problem about the authorship of this pada vitiates in this case as well. 
Even if this is a genuine Tansen verse, the fact that he praises Bake Bihari among many 
other deities still does not prove that he was Haridas’s disciple in music.
Acarya Brhaspati introduces an argument against the theory about the connection 
between Haridas and Tansen in his book Musalman aurBhartiy sahgit
‘No contemporary writer mentions that Haridas has ever given musical tuition to anybody, and he 
could not have given any, because music was for him only means to please Syama and Syama 
and to describe die nikuhja Ilia. It has never been the case that an ascetic would train a musician to 
give pleasure to kings and emperors...’ (Upadhyay 1983, p. 19).
In the same line of thought Mital compares the subject-matter and language of 
Haridas’s and Tansen’s padas:
‘Haridas’s sect has only one deity - £ri Biliary I, in Tansen’s padas there are praises of different 
gods and goddesses, sages and saints. In his verses there is neither Haridas’s influence as far as 
vocabulary is concerned, nor the spark of Haridas’s devotion’ (Mital 1961, p. 28).
Mital also quotes a pada created by Rangalal, which speaks of 16 singers of 
dhruvapada. Among them Tansen is no. 10 and Haridas Dagur no. 14, but Svami 
Haridas is not mentioned at all57. Although this stanza cannot be conclusive, it is worth 
asking whether one would not expect that if Haridas had been the musical teacher of 
Tansen their names would have been connected in such a work.
A famous picture showing Haridas, Tansen and Akbar is often cited as evidence 
that Haridas was Tansen’s musical guru. The miniature painting, produced in 
Kishangarh about 1760, is exhibited in the National Museum in Delhi (No 48-14/61). 
However, not only is it two centuries later than Haridas, but it evidently distorts the 
historical facts: it rather improbably depicts Akbar as the oldest among the three58.
The examination of the secular records of the time, carried out by Brhaspati and 
Sumitrakumari in order to determine whether there was any corroboration of the 
relationship between Svami Haridas and Tansen, led to the conclusion that it was 
extremely unlikely that Haridas was Tansen’s teacher, for Svami Haridas was never 
mentioned in any of the non-sectarian sources (Haynes 1974, p. 60). Neither Abulfazl’s 
Akbarnama, nor Abdul Kadir Badayuni’s Muttukh buttvarikh quotes the name of 
Svami Haridas. In contrast to the absence of any mention of Svami Haridas, various 
other teachers of Tansen are named. Brhaspati cites in his Musalman aur Bharatiy sangit
57saivakala sampurana mati apara vistara nada ko nayaka baiju gopala; 
tapache baksu bihasi basa kiiiho, mahamu mahi mandala mai; 
udota cahu cakabharo dira vidya nidhana, sarasa dhara karana dldha tala; 
bhagavanta surabhana ramadasa jasa payo, tanasena jagata guru kahayo. 
dhodhi ban! rasala;
surati vilasa haridasa dagura jagannatha kaviraya, tinake pada parasave ko &yama rama rangalala. 
(Upadhyay 1983, p. 19).
5 8 See illustration 1.
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Mulla Abdul Kadir Badayuni’s Muttukh buttvarikh, in which it is said that Tansen 
considers Muhammad AdiUah as his musical teacher (Upadhyay 1983, p. 20). Sulocna 
YajurvedI and Brhaspati claim in Amir KhuSro Tansen tatha anya kalakar that Tansen’s 
teacher was Baksu (Upadhyay 1983, p. 21). Upadhyay (1983, p. 21) draws the 
conclusion that Tansen was musically trained by Baksu, but when he was at the court of 
Muhhamad Sah Adil he started considering Adil his musical teacher as well.
Despite its wide circulation, the story that Haridas was the musical teacher of 
Tansen is doubtful, and probably was inspired by sectarian zeal. However, as Haynes 
(1974, p. 61) suggests: £it seems to indicate that much of Haridas’s appeal fof his 
contemporaries was as a singer of great skill’.
8. Haridas and Akbar
Another very popular motif from Haridas’s hagiography is the tale of his meeting 
with Akbar. The early eulogies refer to Haridas’s detachment from worldly enjoyments 
and power, mentioning kings as an example of the latter: ‘The lord of gods, kings, gold, 
beautiful women were like a mere blade of grass to him’ (Vyas), ‘He did not care about 
anyone - pauper or king’ (Dhruvdas). A century later this aloofness is actually tested by 
kings (notice the unspecified use of nrpati and prathavipati see above, 2.5 and 2.6) 
coming to meet Haridas: ‘Kings stand by his door in the hope of seeing him’59 
(Nabhadas); ‘When a king comes near, seeing in him an obstruction, he does not look at 
him’ (Uttamdas).
There is no mention of an encounter between Haridas and Akbar in Priyadas’s 
commentary on Bhaktamal The absence of an allusion to the encounter between Akbar 
and Svami Haridas in the early materials suggests that this legend was not extant in the 
16th and 17th centuries. The first reference to such a meeting is found again in 
Nagaridass Pad prasangamala (cf. above, 2.8). The story is then elaborated in 
KiSordas’s Nijmat siddhanta (cf. above, 2.9) and Laksmanadas’s Bhakta sindhu (cf 
above, 2.10). Upadhyay (1983, pp. 42-43) argues against the reliability of these 
narrations, saying that if Akbar wanted to meet Haridas he would have summoned him 
to his court instead of going to Vrindaban and that Akbar would not have given money 
to feed the animals, but would have granted Haridas land, and there would certainly be a 
farman for this donation (Ibid., p. 46).
The notion that Akbar went to Vrindaban is accepted by many authors60. However, 
this would still leave the question: if Akbar visited Vrindaban, did he meet Svami 
Haridas? Brhaspati and Sumitrakumari tried to find mention of Svami Haridas in the
59Upadhyay (1983, p. 23) argues that if  Bhaktamal referred to Akbar, the word used for him would have 
been Saha, pataSaha or samarata, rather than nrpati.
60Govinda Sarma Sickihantratnakar (Upadhyay 1983, p. 27), Growse (1883, p. 221), Smith (1902, p. 
445), M. B. Gosvami (1979, p. 79).
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copious records of Akbar’s peregrinations but without any success (Haynes 1974, p. 
61). Brhaspati writes in his book Khusro, Tansen tatha anya kalakar that no historian 
of Akbar’s court refers to Svami Haridas whereas Abulfazal speaks in the first part of 
Aine Akbari (pp. 537-547) of Madhu Sarasvati, Madhusudan, Narayan MiSra, Hariji 
Sur, Yadurup, Narayan, Madhu Bhatta, Goplnath, Bhaglrath, Bhattacarya and other 
Hindu saints (Upadhyay, p. 44).
One of the arguments given in favour of the encounter between Svami Haridas and 
Akbar is the padas written by Biharinidas, a disciple and probably a contemporary of 
Haridas, in which he speaks of Akbar: e.g. dharmarupa akabara prakata taha na kachu 
durava bahara bhltara hi lahai nata nagara kau bhava (Upadhyay 1983, p. 36). But the 
existence of such sakhls does not prove anything because Akbar was famous for his 
religious tolerance, and because Biharinidas himself is said to have been a minister at 
Akbar’s court and therefore would have had observations on Akbar whether or not he 
met Svami Haridas. Another pada, this time allegedly composed by Tansen, is again 
used as a proof of Haridas’s and Akbar’s meeting: ayau ayau re brajamandala saha 
chatrapatl akabara...(M. B. Gosvami 1979, p. 79). This verse, however, could at most 
show that Akbar went to Braj, not that he met Svami Haridas there. The pictures 
presenting Akbar, Tansen and Svami Haridas are used as testimonia for the encounter 
between Haridas and Akbar as well. However, as was shown in the previous 
subsection, they are probably of later date and their reliability is in question.
The meeting between Haridas and Akbar seems doubtful because both the 
historians at Akbar’s court and the contemporary Hindu poets are silent about it61. 
Moreover the visit of a king to a holy man is an old, popular hagiographic motif (e.g. 
Surdas’s varta, see Snell 1991b, pp. 70-73). Such motifs often tell us more about what 
is expected of a saint’s biography than what is true of the saint’s life62. As Delvoye 
(1992, p. 35) argues:
‘The most unlikely meeting between the three [Haridas, Tansen and Akbar] seems to stand as one 
more multi-faceted illustration of the traditional archetypal visit kings pay to saints, here under die 
impulse of some mystical verses sung in wonderful music, with all its stylised context: precipitate 
travel, unusual disguise, and fabulous imperial rewards rejected by the saint or even provoking 
angry reactions, which only holy men can afford to display in front of mighty rulers! ’
5. Conclusions
The lack of reliable historical evidence, paired with the abundance of hagiographies 
characterised by imaginitiveness, elusiveness and partisan zeal, makes a ‘reconstruction’ 
of the personality and life of Svami Haridas impossible. As is the case with many other 
such figures, the received hagiography (though followed by most authorities and
61 About the image of Haridas in 19th-century Hindi texts on music, and pseudo-scholarly articles 
asserting his political role as a major influence on the emperor Akbar, see Delvoye 1992, pp. 30-33.
62Indeed the conflict between spiritual and mundane power is a typical topos in the hagiographies of 
bhaktas (see Pauwels 1994a, pp. 3-4 of chapter 2).
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forming part o f the accepted ‘history’ o f Hindi literature) finds little corroboration in the 
available sources.
A possible hypothetical sketch o f  H aridas’s life would read as follows: The active 
period o f Haridas’s life spanned the first three quarters o f the sixteenth century. He was 
probably bom  in Rajpur; his guru  was Asudhir. Being single (or widowed), Haridas 
came to Vrindaban at the age o f 25 and started living as an ascetic. He was a skilful 
singer who composed padas in praise o f his deities, Syama and Kunjabihari. Haridas 
probably had a number o f disciples, among them his successor Vithal Vipul.
Illustration 1
The meeting of Akbar and Tansen with Svami Haridas
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Chapter II 
Textual criticism
Manuscripts o f the K elim al and the AstadaS siddhanta
Before giving a detailed description of the MSS used, it is necessary to mention a 
few practical matters. References to padas in the MSS are according to ‘serial number’ - 
an assigned number based on uninterrupted numbering rather than the actual ‘scribal 
number’. ‘Standard number’ applies to the serial number. Names of ragas are not 
unified, but given in the spelling used in the MS discussed. The sigla of the manuscripts 
which are not from the collection of the Vrindaban Research Institute, and of the MSS 
which bear commentaries are abbreviations referring to some characteristics of these 
MSS or their provenance:
BR stands for the initials of Baba Ratandas who kindly provided me with this MS;
PH is an abbreviation of ‘photocopy’, since I have seen only a photocopy of this 
MS;
NC stands for Nagaridas’s commentary; NCP for Nagaridas’s commentary pada, 
and NCM for Nagaridas’s commentary mula;
RC stands for Radhasarandas’s commentary.
BI is an abbreviation of the name of the Bhandarkar Institute, Poona which is the 
provenance of this MS.
1. Manuscripts collated for the scholarly edition
MS A
Vrindaban Research Institute, Vrindaban; Hindi MS 4060 [Cat. no. 1250 for 4060
A (AS) and 477 for 4060 B (KM)].
Folios: 38.
Size: 18.5 by 13.8 cm.
Lines: 9 per page.
Date: VS 1969 (AD 1912).
Scribe: Brajbasinidas.
Place:
The MS is complete and is written in black ink, with purple/ brown ink for dandas, 
headings and the colophon. The text is enclosed by double purple margins. The folios 
have been sewn together as a book. The MS is in a relatively good condition, less so its 
second part. There are several emendments to the text in the margins, both of primary
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and secondaiy origin. The MS contains AS and KM. After the traditional 18 padas of 
AS, MS A includes one more stanza, stating explicitly that this it is outside the corpus 
of the AS. The pada begins1:
[f. 5r] galio mana saba rasa ko rasa sara.
It is followed by a doha:
samakisora jo ii nata naipragata bhalsusa sara; 
janama karama jina kau nahi sahaja vihara ahara.
After this doha the text of KM starts.
The stanzas are given in standard order. The raga allocations correspond to those 
used in the majority of manuscripts. The numbering of the padas continues throughout 
the text, regardless of their grouping under different raga headings. KM 85 is numbered 
84 by scribal mistake.
The text begins:
Sri gum carana kamalebhyo namali. Sloka. aniruhusamarambham sanakadika 
madhyamam. Sri naradayutam Suddham nimbarka parivramhitam. asmadacaiya 
paryaintam vande gum parampamm.
This is followed by a pada dedicated to Asudhir, after which AS starts.
The text ends:
[f. 3 8V] id Sri rasika rajarajeSvara ananya paramavatara nitya kiuijabihara murti maha
madhura rasa prvartaka (?) acaiya Sri svami haridasa ju Id mahamadhura rasa sanl bani 
sampurna. Slokanaki saiiidiya 400. padasankhya 128. tame siddhanta ke pada 18 
rahasyake pada 110. ya uparanta (?) jo  hoy a to bhetake samajhana.
This is followed by the colophon:
s. 1969 mi. cai. va. 30 ravau brajabasinidasena [sic] lisitam Subham.
Orthographic peculiarities
The MS prefers -a terminations to -u terminations for masculine nouns and -a theme 
to -i theme for verbal stems. The scribe of A has a partiality for using the 
monophthongs e and o rather than the correspondent diphthongs, but this is not 
followed consistently. There are a number of examples in which the diphthongs are 
used: alaukika (KM 2.2), kau (KM 5.2), kidhau (KM 6A),jauvata (KM 15.1), kedarau 
(KM 32.3), hrdai (KM 57.1), marai (KM 64.1), nainani (KM 74.2) etc.
Nasalisation is very rare in A. In a few cases A indicates nasalisation of vowels in a 
nasal consonantal environment: prana (KM 63.3), pr&ma (KM 72.4), jana (KM 74.3), 
nacata (KM 96.1). The tendency not to indicate nasalisation in A is so strong that 
sometimes it is omitted in words which are normally nasalised in Braj: jyau (KM 62.2,
78.4), duhu (KM 63.1); dhudhata (KM 68.4), lau (KM 83.3), kaudhau (KM 92.4), saci 
(KM 95.1), hasi (KM 105.2).
'For the text o f the whole stanza see appendix II.
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The MS is inconsistent over the use of b and v. In all cases but one bani (KM 14.4) 
the scribe uses the graph v. In 15 occasions a dotted vis used to indicate the semivowel: 
cirajlvo (AS 11.4), mavasa (KM 8.3), subhava (KM 9.2, 76.1), pivata (KM 9.2), 
vardgi (KM 44.4), bhavarau (KM 44.4), juvati (KM 52.3), va (KM 53.2), kubhava 
(KM 76.2), dubhava (KM 76.3), bhava (KM 76.4), Java (KM 83.4), palava (KM
85.3), van (KM 86.4), nava (KM 94.1).
The MS distinguishes between kh and s using different graphs for them. Only in 
five cases kh is written with s : bhasiye (AS 2.2), satata (KM 24.3), anasa (KM 37.2), 
kanasa (KM 37.3) and canasa (KM 37.4). Most probably the use of s in the last three 
cases is influenced by the fact that they constitute the final rhyme together with dhanasa 
(KM 37.1).
The scribe of A has reconstructed tatsama § as opposed to s except for the following 
occurrences: yasa (AS 8.4), syama (AS 16.3, KM 10.2, 16.2, 19.4), syama (KM
11.4), gasi (KM 29.3, 33.5), prakasa (KM 30.2), sobha (KM 41.2, 58.1, 103.2, 110.2), 
sikha (KM 77.3), sataranja (KM 81.1), asva (KM 81.2), sithila (KM 87.2), singara 
(KM 103.3).
The MS shows a high degree of sanskritisation both in orthography and choice of 
tatsama forms. In some cases it shows tatsama y  rather than tadbhava j: yutha (KM
12.2), yaksa (KM 42.2), yama (KM 87.2). The scribe often uses retroflex n rather than 
its dental counterpart: pra(°a)na (KM 40.4, 63.3, 64.3), carana (KM 57.4), kana (KM
58.1), biharini (KM 61.1), siromani (KM 72.3), aruna (KM 87.2) etc. The scribe of A 
opts for the tatsama nrtya (KM 2.2), janma (KM 41.3), srhgara (KM 56.2) rather than 
the tadbhava nirta, janama, singara.
MS B
Vrindaban Research Institute, Vrindaban; Hindi MS 11958 [Cat. no. 2707 for A
(Siddhanta ke pad) and 1935 for B (KM)].
Folios: 8.
Size: 16.5 by 25.3 cm.
Lines: 20 per page.
Date:
Scribe:
Place:
This is an incomplete MS, which has been bound as a book, but does not have a 
cover. The writing is not very tidy, the lines are not straight, the size of letters changes a 
number of times. The text in the first folio is flamed by a double lined rectangle, on the 
2nd and 3rd folios there are only inner margins, and on folios 4, 5 and 6 there are no 
margins at all. The text is written in black and purple ink, occasionally red colour is put 
over the dandas. There are marginalia and interlinear corrections.
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The MS contains AS and KM, but only the first 38 padas of KM are preserved.
The text starts:
[f. i ]  Siimannitya kuhjaviharlne namah. atha ananya nrapati Sri Svamijimaharajekl bam 
siddhanta ke pada likliyate.
The last extant folio, 8V, finishes with KM 38.
After the 18 ‘standard’ padas of AS there is the formula:
id Sri ananya nrapati Sii Svami jimaharaja k i bani siddhata [sic] ke pada sampuranam. 
atha pada bheta [sic] ko.
This is followed by gaho mana..., the extra stanza included also in MSS A, E, G 
and D. Then the text of KM starts immediately, without any heading. The raga 
allocations follow the ‘standard’ when they are specified: in AS only the ragas Vibhasa 
and Kalyana are indicated. The first raga, Kanharau, of KM is not named either. The 
numbering of the available padas of KM continues throughout in the first two raga 
groups.
Orthographic peculiarities
The scribe of B has a preference for the diphthongs ai and au rather than the 
correspondent monophthongs. Spellings without the semivowels v  and y  are favoured: 
bhasiai (AS 2.2), liai (AS 3.3). There are only two occurrences of -u termination: mlcu 
(AS 4.4) and karatu (AS 10.1). I is often written as a combination of the modem 
devanagarl character for i and the non-initial diacritic for l.
Nasalisation in MS B is rare. There are very few cases of conditioned nasalisation, 
e.g.: kama (AS 3.3), lavanya (AS 3.3), mani (AS 4.1). When the scribe has the choice 
between nasalised and unnasalised alternatives, he usually opts for the latter: te (AS 3.1,
14.3), hi (AS 1.1) etc. The scribe does not distinguish between b and v, using the graph 
v in all contexts. In most cases differentiation is made between etymological kh and s 
and the correspondent graphs are used for them. There are two exceptions to this: 
bhasiai (AS 2.2), for which one would expect kh since the verb is a tadbhava rather 
than a tatsama form, and manukhya (AS 9.1) for which the opposite is tme.
It seems that the scribe was under Bengali influence since he consistently choses to 
use s' rather than s, even in the cases of etymological s. The graph s appears in all 
occurrences of syama and haiidasa, and the following instances: sukha (AS 2.3, 3.1), 
so (AS 2.3, 5.1, 7.1, 12.1, 2, 3, 4, 16.2), sahmarana (AS 5.1), saba (AS 7.1, 13.1), 
sadha (AS 7.2), jaiso (AS 7.3), Samsara (AS 7.3), samSara (AS 9.1), kasubha (AS
7.3), rasa (AS 8.2), siva (AS 8.3), samudra (AS 9.1), phandasa (AS 9.2), hastI (AS
10.3), sutani (AS 12.3), sira (AS 12.4), aisol (AS 13.1), saci (AS 14.1), sara (AS
18.3), sudhau (AS 18.3).
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MS C
Vrindaban Research Institute, Vrindaban; Hindi MS 4058 [Cat. no. 1249 for 4058
A (Siddhanta ke pad) and 1935 for 4058 B (Ras ke pad)].
Folios: 73.
Size: 10.8 by 7.8 cm.
Lines: 5 per page.
Date:
Scribe:
Place:
This is an incomplete MS written in black ink. Red ink is used for dandas and 
headings. The first ten folios, folios 57, 72, 73, and the end of the MS, bearing part of 
KM (the stanzas after KM 95), are missing. The paper is badly worn. The folios have 
been sewn together. There are corrections in the text in black, red and purple ink.
The MS contains AS (only 7 padas) and KM (incomplete). It begins with the 
second line of mal dhani (an extra verse of AS, quotted also by MSS F, BR and BI) on 
folio 10r and finishes with KM 95 on folio 86v. The MS must have included two extra 
padas in this part of the corpus of AS, but only the last three lines of the second stanza 
are preserved. The basis for this assumption is the fact that the MS renumbers the AS 
stanzas from AS 13 onwards. In MS C, AS 13 bears the number 15 and comes after 
mal dhani. The sequence continues with the standard AS 14 which is not numbered. AS 
15 to AS 18 are here AS 16 to AS 19. The text of AS finishes with another extra pada, 
which bears the number 202. Its first line is as follows:
[f. 14r] ita paravata palava Ita musa murali ita gopi sau rati.
As in MS BR the extra padas are included before the formula iti sri siddhanta kai 
pada sampurna. The total number (20) of AS verses in MC BR and MS C is the same 
as well.
The sequence and raga allocation of the KM stanzas is as in most of the 
manuscripts. The numbering of the padas is continuous rather than being separate for 
the different raga groups.
Orthographic peculiarities
The scribe of C typically writes haradasa for haridasa; final -i of i-stem f. nouns is 
also often changed to -a: drsta (KM 9.1); pratita (KM 25.3); mhrata (KM 53.2); sukanta 
(KM 94.1) etc. Other peculiarities of the vowel treatment in C are the substitution of
final -a of m. ~a stem nouns with -u in direct case (see III 5.1.7); the approximation of -
2For the text o f  the entire stanza see appendix II.
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u and -u: dutl (KM 34.2); catura (KM 81.2); aturata (KM 81.3), and the partiality for 
triphtongs: tauu (KM 40.1); sauu (KM 43.2); bhaul(KM 47.2); tesaui(KM 50.3) etc.
There are a few examples of conditioned nasalisation in MS C: nana (KM 9.4), 
mana (KM 10.1), mahima (KM 26.1) etc. There are a number of cases in which 
nasalisation is not noted in forms which are usually nasalised: raga (KM 2.3), asini 
(KM 6.1), mudi (KM 6.2), saci (KM 6.3), paka (KM 7.1), slca (KM 55.3), taraga (KM
57.2), asa (KM 68.3), sad (KM 78.4), gujara (KM 85.2), regani (KM 89.3) etc. The 
scribe has a partiality for nasalising oblique and objective forms of the personal 
pronouns, and possessive pronouns: man (KM 6.3, 17.2), mauhi (KM 10.3), terau 
(KM 5.2, 7.1, 8.2, 15.1, 57.3, 58.1); mairau (KM 44.1), hamarau (KM 62.1). 
However, the former instances could be explained with conditioned nasalisation, and 
the latter with spontaneous nasalisation of peripheral vowels. In fact spontaneous 
nasalisation is veiy common in MS C. There are also numerous occurrences of 
nasalisation of peripheral vowels: kedarau (KM 32.3), savarau (KM 44.1), gavarau 
(KM 44.2), javarau (KM 44.3), ekau (KM 53.2), jadau (KM 80.1) etc. Equally 
frequent is the nasalisation of long vowels, very often in the vicinity of a sibilant, r(I) or 
a palatal: saubha (KM 21.2), sauila (KM 46.2), sauye (KM 86.2); bhaurl (KM 33.2), 
aura (KM 40.3, 53.3, 55.1, 82.3), sarauvara (KM 57.1), daula (KM 48.1), silasilau 
(KM 49.2), baulani (KM 85.1); jauri (KM 31.1), caupara (KM 82.4) etc. Nasalisation 
of postpositions, especially kau and its plural form is also a distinctive feature of this 
MS: kau (KM 5.2, 4, 12.3,4, 20.1); kai (KM 8.2, 4, 47.4) etc.
The scribe has a partiality for using retroflex n: bharana (KM 4.2), barana (KM
4.3), carana (KM 18.2, 49.4), barani (KM 29.1), trna (KM 33.7), guna (KM 40.1), 
purana0 (KM 49.2) etc.
Most often the scribe does not distinguish between b and v and uses the graph v 
generally. In 23 cases only he uses dotted vto differentiate v from b: palava (KM 3.3), 
mavasa (KM 8.3), pivata (KM 9.2), bhavate (KM 11.3), gavata (KM 12.1, 19.1), 
upajavata (KM 12.2), lajavata (KM 12.3), ve (KM 13.2), bajavata (KM 14.2, 19.1), 
jauva (KM 15.1), pavata (KM 28.2), savavata (KM 32.2, 53.2), jlvata (KM 35.2), 
savarau (KM 44.1), gavarau (KM 44.2), pava (KM 45.3),jagavata (KM 47.2), va (KM
47.3, 53.2) and dhuravata (KM 53.2).
The scribe uses the graph s for both etymological s and kh. In only 3 cases he 
employs the graph kh: rakhyau (KM 9.1) and mukha (KM 11.4, 33.2). Twice the dental 
sibilant occurs instead of its retroflex counterpart: bhasa (KM 33.4) and nlrasl (KM
50.3).
Etymological s has in most instances been replaced by s, apart from the conjunct £r 
and the following exceptions: ki§ora (KM 3.2, 33.1, 52.3), kisaura (KM 56.2, 65.4), 
kisaurl(KM 19.2), ldson (KM 33.1) and dasana (KM 36.2).
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MS D
Vrindaban Research Institute, Vrindaban; Hindi MS 4402 (Cat. no. 815).
Folios: 171 (40+4+13+4+104+6).
Size: 21.5 by 16 cm.
Lines: 15-16 per page.
Date:
Scribe:
Place:
The MS is complete. The text is written in a beautiful and clear hand, in black ink; 
red ink is used for dandas and headings. The left and right margins of the text are 
delineated by a double line. The folios are sewn together and bound in a yellow and red 
striped cloth. The first three folios are blank, followed by a folio listing content. There 
are very few interlinear corrections or marginalia.
The MS bears six texts: Nagaridas j i  k i bani, Rasik namavali Uttamdas, Hai'ilal 
Vyaskari ekkavitta, Svami Haridasji k i bam, Vitthal Vipul j l  k i bani, Biharinidas j i  k i 
bani and Canda Lai Gusaiki bani.
The text of Svami Haridas j i k i  bani begins:
[f. ir] Sii kunjabiharana kunjabihmi jayati. atha &i tfvamf [sic] haradasa j ik i  banilisyate.
Ends:
[f. 13v] iti £ri Svami haiidasa j ik i  bani sampuranam.
The MS includes the ‘standard’ 18 padas of AS in their usual sequence and raga 
allocation. They are followed by verse no. 19, which is identical with the extra pada 
quoted by MSS A, G and E, but unlike them, MS D includes it in the corpus of AS. 
The order and raga allocations of the padas of KM in MS D are as in the majority of 
manuscripts. There is no separate numbering sequence for the verses of AS and KM, 
so the numbering starts with AS and reaches the figure 129 at the end of KM.
Orthographic peculiarities
The scribe has a partiality for -a terminations rather than -i terminations in feminine 
nouns: damina (KM 1.1), drsta (KM 4.2), prita (KM 5.2), prakrta (KM 5.3), surata 
(KM 21.4), santa (KM 34.4); for -a theme rather than -i theme in verbal stems and 
absolutives: chada (KM 25.3), saja (KM 26.3), uthahga (KM 31.4), ghura (KM 32.3), 
lisa (KM 36.2), niila (KM 66.2), badala (KM 73.1), utha (KM 80.3), mora (KM
105.3); and for ~ta termination rather than ~ti termination in the feminine imperfective 
participles: upajata (KM 45.2), hota (KM 75.1) etc.
There is one occurrence of i written as a combination of the character for i and the 
non-initial diacritic, Ihl (KM 4.2).
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Nasalisation is not very common in MS D. It occurs most often with adverbs: jaisai 
(KM 1.1, 13.3, 29.2), aisai (KM 3.1, 7.4), harai (KM 20.4) etc. There are a few cases 
of conditioned nasalisation: syama (KM 1.1), tanau (KM 3.3), prana (KM 10.3) etc. 
Unlike MS C, spontaneous nasalisation in D is an exception rather than the rule: drama 
(KM 6.3), atarauta (KM 21.3). There are a number of words in which nasalisation is 
not marked in forms where it is expected: muda (KM 6.2), pijara (KM 9.1), sigara (KM
13.1), dhudhata (KM 15.4), agiya (KM 21.3), lau (KM 78.4), kaudhi (KM 96.3), 
hasata (KM 108.3) etc.
The scribe of D does not differentiate between b and v and uses the graph v  in all 
contexts. There are only two exceptions to this: bacana (KM 5.3), where the graph b is 
employed, and bhavara (KM 86.3), where dotted v obviously designates the semivowel 
as opposed to the labial.
The scribe uses the graph s for etymological s, and s and kh for etymological kh . 
The latter two are used in a haphazard way: mukha (KM 21.3) and musa (KM 98.2); 
dekhata (KM 75.2) and desata (KM 98.3); sukha (KM 28.2) and susa (KM 32.1); 
sakhi(KM 63.3) and sasi (KM 100.3); dikhavata (KM 66.1) and disavata (KM 96.3) 
etc.
Etymological s has been replaced by s apart from the conjunct sr and the following: 
§iva (AS 8.3), ldtewai (KM 3.2), kifora (KM 19.2, 56.2, 72.1, 89.4, 110.1), ki§ori 
(KM 19.2, 33.1), sasi (KM 29.3, 33.5, 77.2), sobha (KM 41.2), bam§i (KM 57.4), 
sude£a (KM 77.1, 2, rhyming with sudesa 77.3, 4), sisa (KM 77.3) and vam&I (KM
99.3).
MS F
Vrindaban Research Institute, Vrindaban; Hindi MS 17136 (Cat. no. 2400).
Folios: 139 (12+1+10+2+2+1+45+6+9+2+49).
Size: 22.5 by 29.5 cm.
Lines: 27 per page.
Date:
Scribe: Ram (?)
Place:
This MS is incomplete. It is in poor condition, the paper is badly damaged by 
insects. It is bound as a book, covered with green cloth. The text is enclosed by double 
red margins. It is written in black ink, the headings are in red. There are many 
corrections and emendments both in the margins and within the text.
It contains 11 works: Vairagya s ir  by Nagaridas, Vam§avali brajraj evam priya ju 
ki, Svami Haridas j ik e  pad, Vithal Vipulke pad, Radha supratap and Dharma vicar by 
Svami Caturbhuj, Bhagavata dasam skandha and Ras pancadhyay by Nandadas, Pad 
prasanga mala and Bhakti sar by Nagaridas, and Vinay patrika by Tulsidas.
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There is a colophon after Nandadas’s Ras pahcadhyay
[f. 671] id M  nandadasa krtapancadhyayi sampurna samapta. lisyaterama.
Svami Haiidas j i  ke pad contains both KM and AS. Like MS BR, F includes two 
more stanzas after AS 13: mai dhanya ... and lala mera...The raga distribution of the 
KM padas and their order follow the ‘standard’ with a few exceptions:
1. KM 105 is included twice: as pada no. 25 among the stanzas in raga Kanharau 
and as pada no. 8 within the group of raga Gauri.
2. KM 109 is in F pada 6 in Vilavali group.
3. Vibhasa is substituted here by raga Vilavali.
4. KM 87 and KM 96 are omitted.
5. Two padas, KM 25 and KM 26, are numbered 26 in raga Kanharau.
The numbering within the different raga groups is separate.
Orthographic peculiarities
MS F shows partiality for -u ending of -a stem m. nouns direct (see III 5.1.7) and - 
ft ending for the feminine form of the imperfective participles: cahati (KM 18.3), deti 
(KM 39.1), karati (KM 39.1, 43.3, 51.3), nacavati (KM 60.1), kahati (KM 66.3), bolati 
(KM 76.1), rahati (KM 93.3), selati (KM 104.2) etc.
Nasalisation is not common in MS F: there are few occurrences of conditioned or 
spontaneous nasalisation. Nasals are omitted in a number of words where they are 
usually included: asani (KM 5.1), acara (KM 20.3), kujabihari(KM 84.1) etc.
The scribe distinguishes between b and v, using the graph v for the labial, and 
dotted v for the semivowel. This is done consistently, with very few exceptions where v 
has not been marked with a dot: gavata (KM 32.4), bhuva (KM 42.2), harive (KM
77.3) etc.
The graph s is employed both for etymological s and kh.
Etymological s is consistently substituted with s. The only exceptions to this are: the 
occurrences of the conjunct sr and the following: kisora (KM 3.2, 19.2, 52.3, 56.2,
65.4, 72.1, 110.1), kisorl(KM 19.2, 33.1), ki§orani (I<M 89.4), da§ana (KM 36.2) and 
a§va (KM 81.2).
MS G
Vrindaban Research Institute, Vrindaban, Hindi MS 12574 (Cat. no. 2398).
Folios: 390.
Size: 15.6 by 22.5 cm.
Lines: 20 per page.
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Date: VS 1812 (AD 1755).
Scribe: Ramkrsna.
Place: Vrindaban.
This is the oldest dated MS among the available manuscripts of Svami Haridas’s
works. Because of the extremely poor condition of the paper it has undergone repair 
and as a result of this it is not any longer sewn as a book, but consists of separate 
folios. It is written in a beautiful and clear hand and the text is framed by a five-lined 
rectangle consisting of: one black line, a thick golden line, two narrow black lines and 
one red line. The first folio has second margins in the same pattern. There are both 
marginalia and interlinear corrections. The MS contains Astacaryd k i bani of which 
Svami Haridas’s padas comprise the first 19 folios.
The text starts in a similar way to the text of MS E:
[f. l v ] Sn kuhjabihaime namah. Sii kuhjabihaii bihai'iniju jayati.
This is followed by the sloka describing the guru parampara of the Nimbarka 
sampradaya and the sakhi dedicated to Asudhir, which are quoted also in MS E.
The text of Svami Haridas’s padas ends:
ti siisvami hai'idasaki bani sampuma. Sloka Id saiikhya 400. ...128. tame 
siddhanta ke 18rahasi ke 110. . . .hoi siddhanta kotatha rahasi kopada..bheta ko 
janiye. Sri musa bacana parapati so lisi pada. doha. same same ke pada kahe a 
vasya...bicaii. taba niraso musa madkuii jekarata .... bihara.
The colophon is as below:
[f. 390v] samvata 1815 tatra magha mase Suklapakse... basare Sii bmdabana 
madhye...ramakrsnena. saba pothiki sahkhya 7730}
The order of the stanzas and raga allocations is as in the majority of manuscripts. 
MS G, like MS A and E, includes gaho mana... after the standard corpus of the AS. 
MS G follows exactly the numbering system of MS E with only one exception, KM 
110 is no. 8 in E, but no. 1 in G.
Orthographic peculiarities
The verbal stem has the theme -i more often than -a, the masculine noun the 
termination -a more often than -u and the pi. suffix is -ni rather than -na.
The scribe often shows conditioned nasalisation, especially with regard to a where 
the nasalisation is marked by a very distinctive candrabindu turned upside down4. The 
nasalisation of i  is noted by an anusvara before the aksai'a rather than after it.
The scribe is consistent in distinguishing between b and v  by using a dotted 
character when it stands for the semivowel rather than the labial. (There are very few
3Because of the poor condition of the paper parts of the colophon are unreadable, designated here by 
[...].
4See illustration 2.
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exceptions to this: janabara (AS 1.4), uthaibe (KM 62.3), jubati (KM 75.3), utiiibe 
(KM 86.1), nabina (KM 91.1 ) and pabitra (KM 91.4). A dot is never written when 
the semivowel is the second member of a conjunct: svami, asva, sarvada. The use of 
dotted y  is not so consistent. Both the letters for the semivowel y  and its palatal 
counterparty are used, but the scribe sometimes marks the etymological y  with a dot as 
well. This is not done consistently, there are only 51 occurrences of dotted y  in the 
whole MS. Most often the dot is supplied in the forms of the demonstrative pronoun, in 
perfective participles and passives.
The scribe consistently uses s for both kh and tatsama s, and s for both s and 
tatsama s, except for words in which s is the first component of a conjunct (there g is 
used consistently): gri, grama, gruti, gradha. The graphs for jh, and for u following dh 
are characteristic5; initial ai is written as a combination of the character for a and the 
non-initial diacritic for ai.
MS H
Vrindaban Research Institute, Vrindaban; Hindi MS 17504 (Cat. no. 2401).
Folios: 211 (130+19+5+55).
Size: 16 by 21.4 cm.
Lines: 16-17 per page.
Date:
Scribe:
Place:
This is a complete MS, bound in a cloth with floral pattern which is badly 
dilapidated and frayed. The paper is damaged by insects. The MS is written in black 
ink, with red for raga names. The text is enclosed by double red lines. The MS has a 
large number of marginalia and interlinear corrections both pr. m. and sec. m. The latter 
contribute to the importance of this MS, because of their apparent sectarian nature. The 
‘editor’ has overwritten all passages which contradict in any manner the later 
development of the theology of the sect. This is one of the two manuscripts (the other 
one being F) which has the largest number of readings not shared by any other MS.
The MS bears four texts: Biharinidas j i  k i bani, Svami Haridas j i  ke pad, Vithal 
Vipul j i  ke pa d and Bihaiindas j i  ke pad.
Svami Haridas j ik e  pad starts:
[f. 130r] sii svami handasa jaya.
Ends:
[f. 149v] id biham rasa purana. doha. §ri svami handasa ki bani adbhuta sindhu. padhai sunai 
hita piti sau lahai sasi susa bandhu.
5 See illustrations 2 and 3.
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Svami Haridas j ik e  pad includes the text of KM only. It adds two more stanzas6 to 
the standard 110 padas, inserting them in the corpus of the text:
KM 59 surata raiiga hindore jhulata piitama pyaii;
KM 11 pyaii kankana badhyau bhale lala hau tau soli.
The order of stanzas here differs from that found elsewhere, as does the order of 
ragas. The groupings of padas under raga headings is maintained with the following 
exceptions: KM 109, which is usually in raga Gauri (or raga Nata), is here in raga 
Vibhasa, and KM 96 is here in raga Malara rather than Gaura malara.
Orthographic peculiarities
MS H shows a tendency for writing -a for -i in f. -i stem nouns: drsta (KM 9.1), 
prakrta (KM 14.3), surata (KM 21.4), sukanta (KM 94.1); for substituting medial -a- 
with -u:- samujhai (KM 51.2), paluva (KM 85.3), and especially for writing m. a-stem 
nouns in direct case with final -u (see III 5.1.7). Often H reads -ti for f. imperf. ptcs.: 
deti (KM 21.2); bolati (KM 37.4); karati (KM 51.3, 75.3); disavati (KM 66.1); natati 
(KM 94.2) etc.
The scribe of MS H does not show any special partiality for nasalisation. There are 
occasional occurrences of nasalisation of pronouns: tu (KM 43.3), men (KM 70.1), tere 
(KM 97.1); nasalisation of postpositions: ke (KM 61.2, 89.4), ki (KM 67.4); 
conditioned nasalisation: sena (KM 80.1), mani (KM 80.4), naina (KM 87.2) and 
spontaneous nasalisation: caupa (KM 81.3), kari(KM 96.3).
The scribe of H distinguishes between b and v in a more or less consistent manner, 
using the graph v for b and dotted v for v. However, he does not differentiate between 
etymological s and kh, but employs the graph s for both of them. Etymological s is 
almost completely replaced by s, apart from the occurrences of the conjunct sr (except 
sramita, KM 40.3) and the following lexical items: kisora (KM 3.2, 19.2, 52.3, 56.2,
65.4, 110.1), kisori(KM 19.2, 33.1, 89.4), kisorani (KM 89.4) and bam§i(KM 99.3).
MS I
Vrindaban Research Institute, Vrindaban; Hindi MS 17733 [Cat. no. 1936 for A
(KM) and 2707 for B (AS)].
Folios: 36.
Size: 20 by 10 cm.
Lines: 7 per page.
Date: VS 1942 (AD 1885).
Scribe: Gopaldas Sarma.
6For the whole text o f the stanzas see appendix II
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Place:
This MS is complete and well preserved. The folios have been sewn together. It is 
written in a very clear hand, in black ink. From folio 31 red colour is occasionally put 
over the numbers of padas and raga headings.
There are corrections both within the text and in the margins. A later hand has 
underlined some passages with a pen.
The MS contains both KM and AS. Unlike all other manuscripts it starts with KM 
rather than AS.
The text begins:
[f. IV] Sii lcuhjabihari biharani ji. atha ananya mpati Sii svami handasa jik e  pada
paiama ujvala shigara rasa ke likhyate.
Finishes:
[f. 36r] iti siddhanta ke pada sampurnamya uparanta hoi so bhetakau janiye Srihastaksara
gopaladasa Sanna niiti Sravana sudi 15 mangalavara sam. 1942.
The order of stanzas and raga distribution follow the standard except for KM 109 
which, as in BR, is allocated to raga Nata rather than raga Gauri. There are no extra 
padas added to the standard corpus of 110+18. The numbering of stanzas in KM is 
consitently separate within the different raga groups, whereby the last pada of each 
group is followed by both its number in the group and the corresponding number 
within the entire corpus of KM.
Orthographic peculiarities
MS I shows a tendency of substituting final -i of f. -i stem nouns with -a: bana 
(KM 14.4); surata (KM 21.4); bhuma (KM 89.3); sukanta (KM 94.1), and for writing - 
ti rather than -ta for f. imperf. ptcs.: sidharati (KM 5.2); alapati (KM 14.1); deti (KM
39.1, 76.3); jagati (KM 47.2); nacavati (KM 60.1); chipavati (KM 97.2); upajati (KM
110.3) etc.
Nasalisation is not very persistent in MS I. Conditioned nasalisation is quite 
common: syama (KM 2.4, 3.4, 4.4, 11.4, 13.4, 24.4 etc.), unamana (KM 14.3), jonha 
(KM 21.2), baini (KM 29.2) etc. There are some cases of spontaneous nasalisation as 
well: sdhani (AS 12.1), jhutlil (AS 14.1, KM 65.3), bahu (KM 11.4), gathodha (KM
25.3) etc.
The scribe uses the graph v for b, and dotted v for v, more or less consistently. He 
does not distinguish between etymological s and kh, employing the graph s for both. 
There are two exceptions to this, in which the graph kh is used: mukha (KM 11.4 and
63.2).
Etymological £ is replaced by s in all cases, apart from the occurrences of the 
conjunct sr and the following lexes: siva (AS 8.3), ki§ora (KM 3.2, 19.2, 52.3, 56.2,
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65.4, 72.1, 89.4, 110.1), kisorl (KM 19.2, 33.1), kisorani (KM 89.4), prakasa (KM
30.2) and a&va (KM 81.2).
MS J
Vrindaban Research Institute, Vrindaban; Hindi MS 20914 (not yet catalogued).
Folios: 46 (33+9+1+3).
Size: 17.5 by 13.5 cm.
Lines: 10 per page.
Date: Saka samvata 1780 (AD 1858).
Scribe: Bhandas.
Place:
This MS has been sewn as a book. The first folio is blank. The text is enclosed by 
double red margins. It is written in black, the headings are in alternating red and black 
letters, the dandas are in red. The paper is badly damaged in the upper right comer. 
There are some marginalia and interlinear corrections.
The MS bears five works: Svami Haridas’s KM and AS, Vlthal Vipuljl k i bani, and 
Biharinidas’s Haridas nam mala and Mahgal pad.
Svami Haridas’s padas occupy the first 33 folios of the MS.
The text starts:
[f. IV] Sii kuhjabihaii biharani j l  atha ananya mpati Sii svami haiidasa Id bam prathama
siddhanta ke pada lisyate.
Ends:
[f. 46r] iti Srinmigala samaptoyam. Sri Subhamastu samvat 19. Sake 1780 Sravana badi 6 
gumvasare lisatam bhanadasa.
The order of the padas and their allocation to raga groups is as in the majority of 
manuscripts. J follows BR and I in classifying KM 109 among the stanzas of raga Nata 
rather than raga Gauri. The numbering of the verses continues consistently throughout 
the entire text until pada 100 inclusive. From stanza 101 it starts anew.
Orthographic peculiarities
Nasalisation is moderate in MS J. There are a number of examples of conditioned 
nasalisation: svami (KM 3.4, 8.4 etc), jonha (KM 21.2), kalian! (KM 46.3), latapatani 
(KM 55.4), syama (KM 67.4), raini (KM 86.2), blna (KM 106.1). The anusvara, 
showing the nasalisation of i/I is written sometimes before and sometimes after the 
vowel.
The scribe of J differentiates between vand b, and uses the graph vfor b and dotted 
v for v relatively consistently. In three cases only a similar mle is followed to
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distinguish between j  and y: in bhasiyai (AS 2.2), piya (KM 104.3) and chiya (KM
109.1) dotted y  is used to differentiate the semivowel from the palatal.
The graph s is used for both etymological s and kh.
Etymological sis almost completely replaced by s with the exception of the conjunct 
gr and the forms of kisora: kisore (KM 3.2), kisora (KM 19.2, 52.3, 56.2, 65.4, 89.4), 
kigori (KM 19.2, 33.1), kigaura (KM 72.1, 110.1) and kisorani (KM 89.4). The 
opposite substitution, g for s, occurs in KM 1.4 and KM 2 (which are written in the 
margins, maybe by another hand): sama baisa baige; raga ke gamudra and svami
MS BR
Haridasi Seva Samsthan, Haridas Nagar, Vrindaban.
Folios: 325.
Size: 19 by 29 cm.
Lines: 16 per page.
Date: VS 1881 (AD 1824).
Scribe:
Place:
The manuscript is complete and is written in black ink with red ink for dandas, 
name of ragas and other headings. The first folio is ornamented. The text is enclosed by 
double red margins. The folios have been sewn together as a book. The MS is in good 
condition, though some of the pages are slightly insect-damaged. Several corrections of 
the text have been made in the margin by the scribe and by a later hand.
The MS contains Astacaryo k i bani of which Haridas’s works take the first fifteen 
folios. Both AS and KM are included. The order of stanzas is that followed by most 
sources. Two more verses7 are added between the ‘standard’ stanzas thirteen and 
fourteen of the AS and this makes its length twenty instead of eighteen padas. The 
stanzas begin:
AS 14 dhanya ve gai vaccha velje vainga rasa pivata;
AS 15 JaJa mere dudha Id dohanl.
Like MS A, MS BR gives the text of the AS under the heading Jiv sikga ke pad. 
The raga headings of KM and AS are in agreement with the majority of sources, except 
for the last five stanzas of AS, which are under the heading raga Varan (?), instead of 
Kalyana, and KM 109 which here is in raga Nata rather than GaurL The sequence of the
padas within the different raga groups is as the ‘standard’. The numbering of the
stanzas of KM is separate for every raga unit.
The MS begins:
[f. n  £iimatritya [sic] kunjabihaii radha krsnai vijyate mam. Mharidaso
7For the whole text o f the stanzas see appendix II.
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jayati
The KM ends on f. 15V:
id M  svaim hai'idasa jik e  pada jiva siksa va ujvala irngara rasa ke sampuma. dhmva 
130.
This is followed by a kavitta enumerating the ragas used in KM. After quoting 
stanzas composed by the astacaiyas in praise of Svami Haridas, the MS then continues 
with the poetry of Vlthal Vipul.
The MS finishes with a colophon on f. 325r:
iti §ri laUlakiSoiidasa jlkojanama divasadi sampurnam Sri svami ju adi anta (?) aura 
sarva bani sampurnam samvata 1881 asadha badi 30 ravivara Subhain.
Orthographic peculiarities
The MS typically reads haridasi for haridasa. The scribe has a definite partiality for 
the monophthong o rather than the diphthong au where the two are alternatives.
Nasalisation is moderate in MS J. There are very few occurrences of conditioned 
nasalisation: ghana (KM 1.1), syama (KM 7.4) etc. Spontaneous nasalisation is not 
common either: hata (AS 18.3), puchi (KM 25.2), pyarl(KM 35.1) etc. There are a few 
examples of nasalisation of pronouns, especially of the personal pronoun tu: tu (KM
5.1, 10.2, 16.1, 17.1, 40.4, 43.4, 79.3 etc). Most of the adverbs are not nasalised: jaise 
(KM 6.1), aise (KM 10.3), nike (KM 12.1), hare (KM 20.4), age (AS 4.3, KM 46.1,
106.1). In some cases nasalisation is omitted in lexes in which it is usually expected: 
badhe (KM 14.2), dhudhata (KM 15.4), kaudhai (KM 21.3), hasata (KM 32.1, 108.3), 
bhatina (KM 32.2), akhlna (KM 35.2), bhohana (KM 39.3), bhavatl(KM 102.2) etc.
There are only three occurrences of retroflex n in the MS: carana (AS 9.4, 11.2) and 
prana (KM 22.2). The scribe is not consistent in his usage of tatsama y  or tadbhava j: 
both yamuna (KM 33.7) and sundarjata (KM 42.3) are to be seen.
The scribe writes dh and th in the same way8.
The scribe of BR distinguishes between b and vby using the graph v for the labial, 
and v with a dot for the semivowel. However this distinction is not consistent. 
Difference is made between etymological kh and s as well. The former is written with 
the graph kh and the latter with the graph s. There are only a few exceptions to this rule: 
in sat at a (KM 24.3) and nirasi (KM 106.3) Mi is written with the graph s. The same 
applies to anasa (KM 37.2), kanasa (KM 37.3) and canasa (KM 37.4), probably 
because of their rhyming with dhanusa (37.1), which has an etymological s.
On the whole tatsama s is replaced by s. Apart from the occurrences of the conjunct 
£r, the following are deviations from this pattern: Siva (AS 8.3), kisora (KM 3.2, 19.2,
52.3, 56.2, 65.4, 72.1, 89.4, 110.1), kigori (KM 19.2), kigorani (KM 89.4), ganti (KM
8See illustration 4.
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34.4), bamsi ‘fishing line’ (KM 57.4), amsa (KM 68.3), bamsi ‘flute’ (KM 99.3), dasa 
(KM 106.2) and dasana (KM 106.3).
MS PH
Haridasi Seva Samsthan, Vrindaban.
Folios: 271.
Size:
Lines: 21 per page.
Date: VS 1823 (AD 1766).
Scribe: Nagaridas.
Place: Vrindaban.
Only a photocopy of a photocopy of this MS was made available to me, for which 
reason I camiot give a description of its appearance. Since the bad quality of this 
photocopy made reading the MS very difficult, the correctness of its transcription in the 
apparatus criticus cannot be guaranteed. The MS contains Astacaryo k i bani, of which 
Haridas’s verses take the first seventeen folios.
The order of stanzas and raga allocations here agree with the majority of 
manuscripts. The only difference is that instead of raga Kalyana, raga Kanharau is 
introduced from AS 14 to AS 18. The numbering of the stanzas is very close to the 
model of MS G and MS E: from pada 1 to 52 throughout the text, from verse 52 
separate for the different raga groups (except for the two padas in raga Vilavala). Unlike 
manuscripts G and E, MS PH gives for the last pada of every raga unit also the 
correspondent number within the entire corpus of KM.
The beginning of the text is unreadable.
The MS ends:
[f. 271] iti sii ban! ananya mpati M  svami haridasa §ii vipula biharanidasa j i  M  nagaiidasa j i  
sarasadasa j i  krsnadasa j i  navaladasa j i  $ri naraharidasa j i  Sii rasikadasa j i  Sri kisoiidasa 
j i ld  sampurana.
This is followed by the colophon:
samvata 1823 mitiphagana sudi 2 likhatam Sii brndabana madhye dasana dasa 
nagaiidasa Sri svami. [sic] dasa j i  pathanartha jo  ya baniko padhaisune bicare tina ko 
baram baiam dandavata.
Orthographic peculiarities
The MS shows a tendency for employing the monophthong o rather than the 
diphthong au. In verbal forms a preferred termination for the first person singular is 
(h)u, rather than (h)au or (h)o.
The scribe of PH has a partiality for nasalisation, especially for conditioned 
nasalisation: nena (I<M 7.1), unamana (KM 14.3), baini (KM 29.2), rasana (KM 40.1), 
kumakuma (KM 56.2), guna (KM 63.1, 90.3) etc. Conditioned nasalisation of a can be
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seen in most of the occurrences of svami and syama/syama as well. The adverbs are 
usually nasalised. There are some cases of spontaneous nasalisation too: kaha (form of 
the verb kali-) (KM 11.2), mere (KM 22.3), oral (KM 54.2) etc.
Distinction is made between the labial b and the semivowel v. The former is 
designated by the graph v, the latter by dotted v. This discrimination is carried through 
quite consistently.
The scribe does not differentiate between kh and s, and denotes both with the graph 
s. The only exception to this is dekhata (KM 6.1).
Etymological s is replaced by smore rigidly than in the rest of the MSS. The graph 
6 occurs only in the conjunct sr, and in kisora (KM 19.2) and kisorani (KM 89.4).
MS NC
Haridasi Seva Samsthan, Vrindaban.
Folios: 509.
Size: 23 by 15 cm.
Lines: 9 per page.
Date: VS 2020 (AD 1963).
Scribe: Rasikdas.
Place: Vrindaban.
This is a complete MS, written in black ink. The folios are separate. The MS is in 
very good condition. There are a few interlinear corrections.
The MS contains KM and Nagaridas’s commentary. The text of KM is given at 
least twice: eveiy pada is quoted in its entirety (NCP), then line by line (NCM), 
whereby every line is followed by the relevant part of the commentaiy. There are cases 
in which NCP and NCM disagree in important readings. Some padas are given more 
than one interpretation, and so the text of the verse as a whole, or line by line, is 
repeated again after the usual NCP and NCM: in the commentary of KM 1 both the 
pada and the mula are cited a second time. The mula of KM 14, 28, 38, 71, 72, 76, 83, 
95, 104, 108 is given twice, and the mula of KM 83 - three times, since the verse is 
interpreted in three different ways9. The second or third reading of the pada/mula is not 
always identical to the first. As part of the commentary the MS includes appropriate 
verses by Biharinidas, Vlthal Vipul, Narharidas and other of the astacaryas.
The MS starts:
[f. i] sii svami sii haiidasa ju krta kelimala satlka prarambha.
Ends:
[f. 509] id Sii pltambaradevaju ke krpapatm M  nagaiidasa ju  krta 6ii svami j l  kelimala ki
bhavartha dipika 0<a samapta. jai jai SriMita avatarISri haridasiju ki saranam.
9NCM always refers to the text o f the first mula.
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This is followed by the colophon:
samvata 2020 savana sudi 8 astnii vara itavara (ravivara) sana 1963 mahlna jalaita 18 
vara ravivara. hastaksa [sic] §rl dasanu dasa haridasi saianagata (rasikadasa) §ri 
haridasi carana rena. iti.
The MS includes then a further pada, identical with one of the two extra stanzas in 
MS H: pyarikara kahkana badhyau.
This is followed by the formula: iti sii srangara pada samapta.
The order of padas in MS NC is as in the majority of manuscripts. MS NC includes 
as KM 89 the second extra stanza quoted by MS H:
[f. 415] suratihindorejhulatapritama pyaii.
Consequently all the following verses increase their number with one and the 
number of padas incorporated in the body of KM (before the colophon) becomes 111. 
This is the only MS which does not give raga allocations.
Orthographic peculiarities
The scribe of NC has a partiality for lengthening -i: NCP: blcitra (KM 4.1), 
sidharata (KM 5.1), etc.; NCM: ball (KM 6.3), nihan (KM 11.4), surati (KM 14.3), 
cihari (KM 15,3), sat! (KM 78.4), drsti (KM 105.4) etc.; NC: radhlka (KM 18.3), 
bbuini (KM 89.3). NC shows also a tendency of writing -a for final -i of f. -i stem 
nouns: bana (KM 14.4:NCP), pota (KM 20.1), pratita (KM 25.3), sukanta (KM 94.1) 
etc., and for approximating -u and -u: kastmi (KM 26.3), hute (KM 24.3 :NCP); aju 
(KM 30.3:NCP).
In both NCP and NCM spontaneous nasalisation is prevalent. There are numerous 
examples for this: NCP: alauldka (KM 2.1), kacha (KM 14.2), raga (KM 19.3), chad 
(KM 56.4), ghera (KM 75.3), bhijana (KM 93.1) etc.; NCM: adhauti (KM 61.2), peca 
(KM 77.2), ocaka (KM 104.3) etc.
Retroflex n occurs more often in NCP than in NCM, but it is not common in either 
of them: NCP: prana (KM 11.2), pranani (KM 17.3), carana (KM 18.2:NC), guna 
(KM 63.1) and lavanya (KM 98.3); NCM: prana (KM 40.4) and manina (KM 52.2).
The scribe of NC does not differentiate between b and v. The graph v is used for 
both the labial and the semivowel. Only in a few cases the graph b is employed: NCP: 
bolata (KM 14.1), baiilra (KM 18.2) and bulaya (KM 36.4); NCM: bahuta (KM 27.2), 
chabi (KM 29.1) and saba (I<M 43.3).
In both NCP and NCM there are occurrences of the consonant r  doubled by syllabic 
r: pirki'ti (KM 14.3), trrnu (KM 30.3), nrrtata [sic] (KM 52.3) etc.
Etymological Idi and s are denoted with the correspondent graphs. In both NCP and 
NCM there are a limited number of examples where s is used for kh: NC: anasa (KM
62
37.2), kanasa (KM 37.3), canasa (KM 37.4), nirasi (KM 63.3, 106.3) and sasi (KM 
63.3, 69.3, 87.3); NCP: sasi (KM 104.1) and sasi (KM 83.3); NCM sasi (KM 83.3).
On the whole tatsama sis  replaced by s apart from the occurrences of the conjunct 
Sr. In both NCP and NCM, though, there are many examples where S is retained: NC: 
Syama (KM 1.4), Syama (KM 16.3, 56.2), SaSiQSM 29.3), Sasi (KM 33.5, 40.3, 77.2), 
prakaSa (KM 30.2), kiSori (KM 33.1), kiSora (KM 56.2, 65.4, 89.4, 110.1), kiSorani 
(KM 89.4) and niSi (KM 93.3); NCP: Syama (KM 1.1, 10.2, 19.4, 56.1, 92.4), Syama 
(KM 5.4), kiSora (I<M 19.2, 52.3, 72.1), kiSori (KM 19.2), Suddha (KM 23.3), Sobha 
(KM 41.2) and niSi (KM 94.3, 96.3); NCM: kiSora (KM 3.2), Sira (KM 8.2), Syamata 
(KM 29.2), Syama (KM 1.4, 64.2, 69.2, 78.4, 96.1, 104.4), kuSama (KM 68.2), amSa 
(KM 68.3), niSi (KM 72.2) and aSva (KM 81.2).
An interesting peculiarity of NC is that the masculine form of the perfective 
participle is usually written not with a conjunct of the previous consonant and y, but 
with two whole graphs: mohayau/°o (KM 44.1), rahayau (KM 57.3:NCM, 61.1 :NCP), 
parayau (KM 66.3), kahayau (KM 76.1:NCM) etc.
MS RC1
Vrindaban Research Institute, Vrindaban, Hindi MS 20966 (not yet catalogued).
Folios: 56.
Size: 29.5 by 16.7 cm.
Lines: 13 per page.
Date:
Scribe:
Place:
This MS consists of separate folios which have not been sewn together. The paper 
is badly damaged. Folios 56 is numbered 57, there being no folio 56. The text is written 
in black ink, the headings are with alternating black and red aksaras.
The MS contains KM mula and two commentaries: PItambardas’s Gurh abhas dka 
and RadhaSarandas’s Vastu darSanitika.
The text starts:
[f. l v] iri nmmitya nilaiiyavihaiivihaiinau jayati. in  svami haridasya mrnah.
This is followed by verses which explain the background of the two tikas and 
enumerate the Nimbarlds guru parampara.
Ends:
[f. 58v] caupal. pada astottara iata M mala, raci haridasi vipula rasala. irigum  deva saiasa rasa 
bhina [sic] iri narahari rasika krpa sukha dim. iti i i i  svami pitambaradeva ju  
maharaja krta i i i  matkelimala ke astottaia iatapadani k i tika samapta. iri mahata radha 
iaran [sic] ju krta tika vastu dariani taki samapta.
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This is followed by a doha - eulogy of Svami Haridas and Lalit Mohanldas, and
then by another formula:
iti iri mahanta radha iarana ju  fata tika bhavaitha eka sau dasa padani fa vastu dariani 
nama samapta.
A  kavitta (identical with that of MS BR), which enumerates all the ragas in KM, is
given. The final formula is:
svami haridasa ju bilasa rasa rasa hi kai bhava dekhi lai dikhai nta ati nyaiiju. padhai 
sunai bicare bhava sagarn mai dabi marajiya paitha lavai bihara pyariju. aura kou pada 
hoi tahi bheta [sic] jani linai.
The order of stanzas and raga allocations follow the ‘standard’ with the exception of 
the first 30 padas which are under the heading raga Kadarau instead of Kanharau. This, 
however, is probably only a scribal mistake because after pada 30 there is again a 
heading raga Kedarau as it is in the rest of manuscripts. There is no raga heading for the 
ragas Vibhasa and Nata but it is apparent that a raga change is implied since the 
numbering is separate. KM 82 is omitted.
Orthographic peculiarities
RC1 shows a tendency for replacing final -i of f. -j stem nouns with -a: piita (KM
5.2); prakrta (KM 14.3); surata (KM 14.3); pota (KM 20.1); rlta (KM 107.3) etc., for 
substituting medial -a- with -u-\ samujhai (KM 51.2); buhuta (KM 51.3, 90.3); vuha 
(KM 73.3) etc., and for writing the suffix -ti rather than -ta of f. imperf. ptcs.: posati 
(KM 17.3); camacamati (KM 32.2); kahati (KM 45.1); gavati (KM 66.2); natati (KM
94.2) etc.
There is an average representation of conditioned nasalisation in RC1: most of the 
occurrences of syama in the chapa are nasalised. The same applies to examples like: 
nana (KM 9.4), nacata (KM 60.1) etc. Adverbs are usually not nasalised: aisai (KM 
3.1, 10.3), jaisai (KM 6.1), nikai (KM 12.1), harai (KM 20.4), agai (KM 23.1, 30.2) 
etc. Spontaneous nasalisation is very common, especially nasalisation of the vowel 
preceding 1 or r. lala (KM 6.2), pyari (KM 26.1), call (KM 46.1), phula (KM 48.4), tara 
(KM 67.1), karl (KM 71.1), paraspara (KM 101.3) etc.
The scribe of RC1 distinguishes between b and vby using the graph v for b and 
dotted v for v. This distinction is not carried through consistently, dotted v is employed 
in 54 cases only. The differentiation of s and § is also rather sporadic. All occurrences 
of iyama/syama (except KM 7.4 and 70.4) and the forms of kisora are written with s. 
But °ni$a (KM 72.2) alternates with uisa (KM 96.3), and Sobha (KM 21.2), Suddha 
(KM 23.3), sad (KM 34.4), aSva (KM 81.2), Sithala (KM 87.2), disa (KM 110.2) etc. 
appear next to prakasa (KM 30.2), sasi (KM 33.5, 77.2), kesa (KM 103.2), sihgara 
(KM 103.3) etc.
The scribe is more consistent in differentiating between etymological kh and s. 
Throughout the MS he uses the correspondent graph, with only three exceptions:
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dhanukha (KM 37.1) (probably because it is rhyming with anakha, kanakha and 
canakha), resa (KM 23.3) and visa (a variant of rekha) (KM 65.3).
2. MSS not collated for the scholarly edition
MS E
Vrindaban Research Institute, Vrindaban; Hindi MS 17503 (Cat. no. 2399).
Folios: 253 (97+28+88+16).
Size: 12.5 by 8 cm.
Lines: 5 per page.
Date: VS 1838 (AD 1781).
Scribe: Ram Prasad.
Place:
This MS is written in black ink, with red ink for dandas and headings. The text is 
enclosed by double red margins. The MS is bound as a book, which is now covered 
with cardboard rather than cloth. Probably the original cover was made of cloth because 
there are still patches of cloth on the first and last folios. The MS is incomplete, and the 
paper is in poor condition. There are corrections both in the text and in the margins.
The MS contains: Svami Haridas j i  k i bani, Vipial Vipulji ke pad, Biharinadevji k i 
bani and Badhai pad.
The text starts with the following invocation to the titular deities:
sii kunjabihaiine namah. sii kunjabibari ju jayati.
This is followed by the guru parampara of the Nimbarka sampradaya and three 
sakhis dedicated to Asudhir. The text of Svami Haridas j i k i  bani begins on folio 2r and 
finishes on folio 99r. Folios 32 and 39 are missing.
The colophon comes not after Svami Haridas j i k i  bani or at the end of the text, but 
after Vithal Vipul j i  ke pad:
[f. 128r] samvata 1838marga sudi 1 Sukre. lili. rama prasada. Mkimjabibari jiathava §ri vithala 
vipula j i  sisya sd  biharinidas j i  tinaki bani sanchepa matra lisyate.
The first part of the MS, Svami Haridas j i  id bani contains both KM and AS. The 
sequence and raga allocations of the AS stanzas follow the norm. After pada 18 there is 
the formula:
itijiva sicliake pada sainpuma. ya uparahoya to bhete [sic] kau janiye.
This is followed by the extra pada given by MSS A, D and G. After the model of 
MSS A and G, here the stanza is included outside the corpus of AS. After this pada 
MS E includes the same doha as MS A.The order and raga distribution of the padas of 
KM is as in the majority of manuscripts. The numbering sequence is uninterrupted until
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pada 52. Then it is separate for the different raga groups except for the following ones: 
Vilavala, Gaura and Nata.
MS RC2
Haridasi Seva Samsthan, Vrindaban.
Folios: 59.
Size: 26 by 17 cm.
Lines: 8 per page.
Date;
Scribe:
Place:
The MS is complete and consists of separate folios. It is in very good condition. 
The text is written in black ink and enclosed by double ruled margins from all sides. 
The text of the mula is situated in the middle of the page and enclosed in the same 
manner. There are some marginalia and interlinear corrections.
The MS bears the mula of KM and the commentaries by Pitambardas and 
Radhasarandas.
The MS starts exactly as RC1:
[f. i ]  sii maimitya nikunjavihaiivihaiinau jayati, M  svami haridasya namah.
This invocation of the deities is followed by the same stanzas, which are quoted in 
MS RC1.
The text ends on folio 59 with the mula and the commentaries on the last pada of 
KM.
The order of stanzas and raga allocations are as in the majority manuscripts. The 
numbering of padas is separate for the different raga units and follows exactly the 
model of RC1.
MS BI
Number 674 of 1899-1915 in the collection of the Bhandarkar Institute, Poona,
India
Folios:
Size:
Lines: 8 per page.
Date: VS 1816 (AD 1759).
Scribe: Nagaridas.
Place: Vrindaban.
My information about MS BI is limited, because I have seen only a photocopy of 
the pages relevant to Svami Haridas. The MS is presumably a MS of Astacaryo k i vani,
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since the praises of Svami Haridas (see below) are followed by the poetry of Vithal 
Vipul. The MS is copied by the same scribe who later copied MS PH.
Folios 3-15 give a Snikhala of KM which ends:
[f. 15] Sri svami haridasaji ke nita bihara ke pada ika sata baraiha am chai bhaye.ja bhava kaii
mana mohana sasi ke hradai prakasa kara kahe so rasa bacana nyare nyare kahe.
id sii rasa ke pada sampuma. atha...ke pada....ke pada bisa ora eka.
This is followed by Snikhala of AS after which comes praise of Haridas [fs. 17v - 
19], and then:
[f. 20r] sasi Sri mohanadasi kai hradai prakasa kiyo Sii haridasi. nitya bihara M sahsala samvata
1816 asoja sulcal a pacha pumamasi.
The text of AS takes folios 6-14 (new numbering sequence), KM follows it on 
folios 15 to 66 (f. 25 is missing). Fs. 67r-71r give padas by Biharinidas, Nabhadas, 
Vyas, Govinda Svami, Lai Svami, Dhruvdas and Agradas in praise of Haridas.
Unfortunately, the extract of the MS, I was given does not have a colophon.
However, Haynes (1974, p. 261) quotes the colophon of this MS:
sainvata 1816mitiSravana vadi21isatam Srimatta bmdabana madhye dasanadasa 
nagaiidasa Sri svami dasa jlpathanartha. jo  ya baniko pathai sune bicai'e dna ko baram 
baram dandavata.
MS BI contains 11 extra padas10. The 3 AS padas among them: AS 14 (mai dhani), 
AS 15 (lalamere dudha) and AS 21 (kamakrodha) are not marked bheta; however, the 
formula before the AS Srhldiala, bisa ora eka, (see above) and the fact that, unlike AS 
14 and 15, AS 21 occurs in no other MS may suggest that AS 21 was considered 
bheta.
Most of the extra padas of KM are marked bheta in the margin immediately after or 
before the pada. The six bheta padas have Mohinidas’s name in the chapa and are last 
verses in their raga units: KM 12 (Sri bmdabana niju kuhja), raga Vibhasa, f. 20; KM 
12 (jovana madamati lada gahai), raga Saranga, fs. 28-29; KM 9 (calo mili baithe 
kuhja), raga Mallara, fs. 32-33; KM 7 (aju sasi rime bujhata), raga Gori, f. 36; KM 13 
(pyari ju  chabi nirasi hii), raga Kalyana, f. 43; KM 31 (jugala carana rasau), raga 
Kanaro, f. 56. Two of the extra padas in KM are not marked bheta: KM 1 (surati hidore 
jhulata), f. 43 is the only verse in the raga group Adanau; it follows a bheta pada which 
is marked; KM 18 (pyari kahkana badhyau), f. 63-64, is in the middle of the raga 
group Kedaro. Both of these padas are also given by MSS NC and H, whereas the 
Mohinidas’s padas are not quoted in any other extant MS.
10For the text o f the extra padas see appendix II.
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Table 1
Summary of the manuscript material used for the edition
Siglum
B
D
G
H
I
J
BR
PH
NC
RC1
VS date
1969
1815
1942
1915
1881
1823
2020
Place of Content
deposit and (relevant to the
library number edition)
Vrindaban AS + KM
Research
Institute(V.R.L),
4060
V.R.I., 11958 AS + KM
V.R.I., 4058 AS + KM
V.R.I., 4402 AS + KM
V.R.I., 17136 AS + KM
V.R.I., 12574 AS + KM
V.R.I., 17504 KM
V.R.I., 17733 KM + AS
V .R .1,20914 AS + KM
Haridasi Seva AS + KM
Samsthan (H.S.S.)
H.S.S.
H.S.S.
A S + K M  
KM &
Nagaridas’s tika
Extra padas
gaho m am ... 
(as bheta pada)
gaho mana...
(as bheta pada)
lalamera...
(AS 14), 
ita paravata... 
(AS 20)
gaho mana... 
(AS 19)
maidhanya... 
(AS 14), 
lala mera...
(AS 15) 
gaho mana...
(as bheta pada)
surata rahga... 
(KM 59), 
pyaii kahkana... 
(KM 11)
mai dhanya. 
(AS 14), 
lalamera... 
(AS 15)
surata rahga... 
(KM 89),
pyaii kahkana. 
(after the 
colophon)
V.R.I., 20966 KM &
RadhaSarandas’s 
and Pitambardas’s 
tikas
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Textual analysis of the devotional poetry o f Svami Haridas
3. Existent editions of Haridas’s padas
Before we begin to discuss the textual criticism of Haridas’s two works, it would be 
useful to survey their existent editions. There are several printed editions of Haridas’s 
padas in India, complemented by a foreign edition made by the American scholar R. 
Haynes. The most ‘authoritative’ Indian editions are those of Astacaiyd k i vanl 
published by Hargulal (Vrindaban, VS 2018 (AD 1961) and VS 2028 (AD 1971). 
Another sectarian edition was prepared by a gosvaml of the Haridasi sampradaya, 
Acarya Avinas (Vrindaban: Sri Bake Bihari Rasopasna Sarigha, AD 1990). An edition 
was also assembled by Rajendra Ranjan (Mathura: Svami Sri Haridas Sangit Samiti, 
VS 2025 (AD 1968). None of these editions appears to have been made according to 
any scholarly principles. The MS material used is not specified, and no variant readings 
are provided. In fact none of these editions admits the existence of such readings or 
recognises the need for a critical recension. My research strongly suggests that the 
readings selected by these editions have been taken at random.
The unpublished edition prepared by Haynes is also of poor quality. It is based on 
the text of the ‘authoritative’ printed edition of 1961, which according to the information 
he was given had been ‘proof-read’ against one of the earliest known MSS of 
Haridas’s poetry, the TattI Asthan MS of 1758 AD. Haynes has created a hybrid 
between the text of this and that of another early MS, a MS of 1759 (MS BI in our 
edition), quoting supra lineam the reading Rom whichever of the two MSS he finds 
easier to interpret, and giving the alternative variant in the footnotes. Haynes (1974, p. 
261) asserts that the edition of 1961 follows the MS of 1758 exactly and that the 1766 
MS (MS PH in our edition) ‘agrees nearly perfectly with the 1758 MS’. He continues: 
‘since the printed edition was not based on this MS, the close agreement between this 
MS and the printed edition indicates that the printed edition is an accurate representation 
of the 1758 MS’ (Ibid., p. 263). A comparison between PH and the printed edition 
proves this wrong. Only a few examples: in KM 11.3 the printed edition (PE) 
interpolates bahuta, the MS does not; the variant koti jatana in PE (KM 51.2) has the 
alternative kyd hu in PH; the reading mana mili in PE (KM 52.3) is opposed to sruti 
ghuri in PH. These instances show clearly that PE and MS PH disagree on significant 
readings, and that Haynes’s data cannot be regarded as reliable.
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4. Editorial procedure
A good starting point for our discussion would be the exposition of the aims of 
textual criticism, given by Katre (1941, p. 30): ‘the interpretation and controlling of the 
evidence contained within the mss of a text or in documents so that we can reach as far 
back as possible and try to recover the authentic text or to determine as nearly as 
possible the words written by the author himself.
This definition raises two major problems in regard to editing Haridas’s lyrical 
verses:
1. Who is the author of the text which is to be restored?
Not only there were a number of authors named Haridas1 in the history of Indian 
bhakti movement, there were also many followers of Svami Haridas who 
enthusiastically recited and sang his lyrical verses, changing them, creating new songs 
in the same ‘haridasi’ style.
2. What is the text to be restored?
Even the sect does not claim that there was an autograph of AS or KM. Svami 
Haridas was a vaggeyakara (Delvoye 1983, p. 91), a poet and composer2. His verses 
were created to be sung rather than to be written. Most probably they were initially just 
separate songs performed in connection with the service of the titular deities. Even after 
KM and AS had started to be conceived as two works rather than as a loose anthology 
of padas, and had been committed to writing, their structure and titles remained rather 
indefinite. Most MSS speak of Svami Haridas k i vani (or pada) rather than of AS and 
KM3. The prevalent names for AS and KM in the early MSS are Siddhanta ke pad (or 
Jiv siksa ke pad) and Ras ke pad. The names Astadas siddhanta4 and Kelimal are 
relatively new and their grounds are obvious: the standard number of padas in AS is 18 
(astadasa), and KM is a garland (mala) of verses dedicated to the love-play (keli) of 
Krsna and Radha.5
Meaning simply ‘servant of Visnu’, Haridas is one of the commonest names adopted by Visnu devotees 
(cf. I 2.). Moreover, ‘haridas’ was the name used for professional bhajan singers (Callewaert & Lath 
1989, p. 61).
2 The extensive use of musical terminology in Haridas’s poetry corroborates his association with music 
(see VI 3.2).
3The same is true also of the work of another contemporary of Haridas, Hit Harivanria: early references 
to Iris verses speak of the text only in general terms as vani, gira. The title Caurasipad, which appears in 
the early MSS of Harivamsa’s works, is later replaced by the more fully formalised title Hit caurasi (Snell 
1991a, p. 306).
4I owe to R. Snell an interesting observation about the manner of invention o f formal titles, which 
displace simple descriptive labels. AS is a good example of this process: where the title Astadas 
siddhanta locks into a grid of high-registered meanings, sanskritic and therefore prestigious, and parallel 
to other such text titles.
5 The first reference to mala that I have seen is a pada traditionally included at the end of Pitambardas’s 
commentary, written in the late 17th or early 18th century: astotara sata ki mala raci haridasi vipula 
rasala...; see above, description of RC1.
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Not only the title but also the number of stanzas included in KM and AS is rather 
indefinite. The length of Svami Haridas ki vanI in the MSS I have seen varies between 
118 and 124 padas.6 Most of the later MSS agree on incorporating 110 stanzas in KM 
and 18 in AS but this may be connected with sectarian ‘editing’ of the texts7.
The structure of the text is rather loose as well. The padas are grouped in raga units. 
The allocation of ragas remains the same (with a few exceptions)8 but the raga sequence 
and the order of the stanzas within the raga units differ dramatically in MS H and MS 
BI compared to the remaining MSS9. This may suggest the existence of at least two 
loosely defined musical compilations, or in the terminology of textual criticism, 
recensions of the text: recension 1, represented by MSS H, BI and F (?) and recension 
2, represented by the rest of the MSS.
The connection of the padas with a raga]0, the inclusion of a bhanita 11 and the lack 
of any apparent metrical structure (typical of the musical style of dhmpada)12 suggest 
that Haridas’s padas were affiliated with a singing tradition (Callewaert & Lath 1989, 
pp. 55-56). Apart from ‘readings of secondary origin’ (West 1973, p. 32) due to the 
process of copying, the MSS disclose features which could be interpreted as 
geyavikaras, ‘changes brought about by a singer’ (Callewaert & Lath 1989, p. 63):
1. Adding of short words of no meaning in the context, such as re, ju, ho;
2. Changing the order of phrases in a line: KM 33.1 :H; KM 38.1:H; KM 50.3:H; 
KM 62.1:J; KM 60.1:C, H; KM 63.3:PH; KM 81.1:A, F, H; KM 90.1:NC; ICM
95.1 :F, H;
3. Changing the order of lines (antaras): KM 24.2, 3:H; KM 36.2, 3:NC;
4. Dropping antaras: AS 15.2:A; KM 15.2:BR; KM 60.2:C; KM 84.2:C; KM 
99.3:A; KM 100.2:F; KM 109.2:D (cf. Lath 1983, pp. 231-233).
It is impossible to establish when Haridas’s songs were first written down. Haynes 
speculates that one of the two earliest extant MSS, the Tatti Asthan MS of 1758, may 
have been the first MS. In his opinion the appearance of the first commentary on KM 
(PItambardas’s tika) and the transcription of three copies of Haridas’s poetry within an 
eight-year span (1758, 1759 and 1766 MSS) suggest an effort to consolidate a
6 My search in pada collections showed 20 stanzas with Haridas’s chapa which are not included in the 
standard version of AS or KM but are treated as spurious padas. (cf. appendix on extra padas). But in 
view of the fact that KM and AS are later developments of sphuta vani, the secondary character of these 
verses is arguable.
7Since the sect claims its uniqueness on the basis of its single-minded dedication to Radha’s and Krsna’s 
nilwhja lila, padas with other subject-matter tend to be excluded from the canonized version. A similar 
process has taken place in another rasika sampradaya, the Radhavallabhi sect, which has canonized 84 of 
the compositions of Hit Harivam£a.
8See VI 1.
9See tables 7 and 9.
10 In Callewaert’s formulation ‘a raga is like an identity card for the earliest period of the oral tradition’ 
(Callewaert & Lath 1989, p. 5).
11 About the connection of bhanita with the musical tradition see Lath 1983, pp. 226-227.
12See VI 3.4.
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deteriorating tradition (Haynes 1974, p. 267). He connects the need for such an 
endeavour with the reorganisation of the sect which was occurring at that time. During 
Rasikdas’s leadership (late 17th early 18th century) the sect underwent schism, 
breaking into three parts. PItambardas, the foremost disciple of Rasikdas, remained with 
him and wrote a commentary on KM. Lalitkisoridas, the chief rebel, founded the Tatti 
Asthan (ca place enclosed with a bamboo fence’), which became the main centre for 
religious practice of the sadhus of the sect. Govindadev, another disciple of Rasikdas, 
established the temple of Gorelal but later reasserted his ties with the parent group. 
Haynes presumes that the 1758 MS was commissioned by Lalitkisoridas, since it is still 
kept in the Tatti Asthan. Maybe it is not a mere coincidence that the 1766 MS was 
written in the year when Lalitkisoridas died. We can continue these speculations with a 
further hypothesis: MS G, the other MS of 1758, may have been commissioned by the 
leader of the parent group, PItambardas or his disciple, (and the author of Nijmat 
siddhanta) Kisordas. The process of schism might explain the abundance of MSS in 
such a short span of time: two MSS of 1758, a MS of 1759 (=BI), a MS of 1761, a 
MS of 1766 (=PH). The sudden need for a scriptal fixation may also have been a 
reaction to the measures against religious proliferation taken by Savai Jai Singh, the 
Governor of Agra, who summoned representatives of all the Vaisnava sects in his 
district and requested them to prove the authenticity of their sampradayas (see Entwistle 
1987, pp. 188-194). The hypothesis that 1758 was the dividing line between the 
exclusively oral transmission of the text and its scriptal fixation seems unlikely, but we 
must be aware of the fact that the former might have antedated the latter by two 
centuries.
The supposed oral transmission of the text makes the very existence of an Ur-text 
questionable and the concept of constitutio textus inapplicable. As Pauwels argues 
(1994a, p. 3 of chapter 5): ‘When it comes to the recensio and emendatio of an (at least 
partly) orally transmitted text, there is a real danger that instead of reconstructing, we 
may be creating a text according to implicit prejudices’. The manuscript material shows 
an abundance of variations in orthography, grammatical forms and wording, and when 
the editor tries to create order in this chaos of variants by applying the basic rule of 
textual criticism, namely ‘errors arising in the course of transcription are of decisive 
significance in the study of interrelationships of manuscripts’ (Maas 1958, p. 42), the 
problem emerges of finding a solid ground for distinguishing errors from true 
readings. In the majority of instances none of the main criteria for errors in classical 
textual criticism can be applied to KM or AS. The editor cannot base decisions on 
meaning, because the text is extremely obscure and in most cases different readings are 
possible from a semantic point of view. Grammar cannot be a solid ground either, 
because the text abounds in examples of poetic liberty, where the rules of Braj grammar 
(which are anyway quite relaxed) are not followed. Equally unjustified is the search for
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criteria in the requirements of metre because Haridas’s lyrical verses are closely 
associated with the musical style of dhrupada and hence free of the restrictions of 
literary metrical systems13. Of course, grammar, metre and sense are not infallible 
criteria in classical texts either; neither do they always fail in Haridas’s verses (as it will 
be shown in exegesis and recensio). But the ‘grey field’ of readings which we cannot 
assess by using these criteria is much larger in this text than in a typical classical text; 
the instances in which they work are the exception rather than the rule.
Because of the problems outlined here - the oral transmission of Haridas’s padas 
and the problems of reconstructing authorial intent - the safest path which the editor can 
take is to diverge from the ‘authorial’ orientation, and to settle for a ‘historical’ 
perspective14, not to strive to reconstruct any best text, but to present the different 
versions available. However, on the basis of variantes coniunctivi15, and with the help 
of computer programmes, we can analyse the material and try to group the MSS in 
order to answer two important questions: What is a plausible vulgate? Are the two 
recensions, suggested on the basis of external grounds, also corroborated by internal 
evidence?
5. Heuristics
The 16 MSS used for this edition of Haridas’s padas are probably only a small 
proportion of the extant MSS. I managed to locate a number of additional MSS of KM 
and AS which unfortunately I was not allowed to use. The biggest collection of MSS of 
the Haridasi sampradaya is allegedly in Tatti Asthan but the mahantas there, in their 
anxiety to preserve the mystery of the divine couple’s nikunja lila from mundane 
influence, do not permit anybody to see these MSS (indeed there is a belief in 
Vrindaban that they have even buried the MSS). Like Haynes I was given a photograph 
of the first two and the last folios of one of the earliest MSS held there, the 1758 MS. I 
was shown 4 MSS of Haridas’s vani kept in the house of Syam Bihari Gosvami, a 
gosvami of the Haridasi sampradaya, which were not dated, but on the basis of the 
paper and the style of writing could with reasonable certainty be assigned to the 18th 
century. Unfortunately I was not allowed to use these MSS for the collation. It is 
possible that there are many more undiscovered MSS in Vrindaban or the whole of 
Braj. I acquired a photocopy of MS BI from the collection of the Bhandarlcar Institute in 
Poona only at a very late stage of my work when the apparatus had been prepared, 
therefore I did not use it for the collation but only for the last revision of the translation.
13 See VI 3.4.
14Shillingburg, P. L., 1986: Scholarly editing in the computer age: theory and practice (Athens:
University of Georgia Press) quoted in Pauwels 1994a, p. 3 of chapter 5.
15This is a term suggested by Pauwels (1994a, p. 34 of chapter 5). In the context of oral transmission this 
might be a more accurate term than its counterpart in classical textual criticism, errores coniunctivi.
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MS B is only partially used for the edition: it bears only the first 38 verses of KM, 
therefore it has been taken into consideration only in the exegesis based on AS. The MS 
of 1761 has been excluded from the collation, because it is a copy of MS G. The MS of 
1761 is dated VS 1818,MSGis dated VS 1815; they are written in the same hand and 
give identical readings. An example for the evidence proving the status of the MS of 
1761 as a transcript from MS G is the haplography of rl in KM 85.3 (ri of rljha is 
omitted because of preceding tumhari) which occurs in G and is copied in the MS of 
1761.
The basic information about the manuscript material, used for the collation is 
summarised in table 1.
The collation of the manuscripts was done on the basis of external material 
(comparison of the padas included, their sequence and numbering system, and the raga 
distribution) and internal evidence (variantes coniunctivi). The preliminary collation was 
based on the entire text of AS and 21 randomly selected verses of KM: KM 9, 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 51, 52, 80, 81, 85, 88, 89, 90, 91, 95, 100. Four different 
types of variants were taken into consideration: omissions, interpolations, peculiar 
readings (differences in grammatical forms as well as use of different lexical items) and 
transpositions. A note of caution should be inserted here: as discussed earlier in most 
cases the main criteria of classical textual criticism fail in Haridas’s text, therefore 
labelling a variant as an ‘omission’ or an ‘interpolation’ is in most instances purely 
accidental.
6. Exegesis on the basis of KM
The analysis of KM showed that in almost 50% of the cases the variants are lectio 
singularum: 29 of 44 interpolations; 52 of 99 peculiar readings; 11 of 23 transpositions; 
42 of 86 omissions. The two MSS which have the largest number of lectio singularum 
are H and F.
There are a few instances where it is evident that the readings of F are corruptions. 
It gives inferior readings:
1. From the point of view of grammar:
51.3 hai for hau.
2. With regard to semantic plausibility (parentheses show other manuscript 
variants):
10.3 bikala for bakala in mohi {a)ba kala kaise hoi;
11.3 susa for srama(dusa) in bhavateki prakrti dekhaijo sramabhayau;
85.2 udaina sakata for guhjara karata in bhamvara guhjara karata;
88.3 chabi for ancala (cahcala) in pitambara ahcala (cahcala) calata.
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In most of the cases when H suggests lectio singularum it has been corrected 
secundamanu to the ‘standard reading’. Some of these emendments are obvious cases 
o f ‘irenic hypercorrections’ 16:
52.4 gopala is changed to pyaro lala;
98.4 prabhu is substituted by mili;
100.3 sasl sasa is corrected to sahita sasi (in this case H’s original reading is 
shared by F as well; these three readings are also shared by MS BI).
Both the epithets gopala and prabhu, and the mentioning of the sakhas in the context 
of nikunja, are against the present doctrine of the sect, which is focused on the 
madhurya rasa of Radha’s and Krsna’s nikunja lila: gopala is an epithet connected with 
braja lila, prabhu speaks of aisvarya rather than madhurya rasa, and there is no place 
for the sakhas in the rahasya of the bower.
F and H share variantes coniunctivi, as opposed to the rest of the MSS, and 
therefore constitute a subgroup:
Lacunae: 95.1 hamari upama dehi, 95.2 jina jina, 100.4 premaparaspara;
Interpolations: 88.1 ha, 100.4 kuhjabiha (°biari)
Transpositions: 85.1 chuti-tuti, 95.1 the first half of the line;
Peculiar readings: 15.4 syama for syama.
This is corroborated by external evidence as well:
1. Both F and H transpose KM 109 and change its raga allocation. It becomes KM 
6 in the Vilavala group in F and again no. 6 in the correspondent Vibhasa group in H;
2. Both F and H omit KM 87.
MS C shares variantes coniunctivi with MSS F and H, but has also variantes 
separative. It is the third MS with a large number of lectio singularum. As is the case 
with MS F, most of these readings are inferior:
13.2 paraspapara for paraspara;
14.2 mauha for mora in j  aha mora kacha;
15.3 bihan for ciharl in arabarai uthicihaii;
51.2 jagata for jatana in maikotijatana samajhaihai;
91.1 vegha for megha in navina megha sanga bijuri.
MSS F, H and C share further readings with MSS I, J and BR:
Lacunae: C, F, H, I, J, BR: 13.3 nike, 89.3 n ik i; F, H, I, BR: 13.4 kuhjabihari; C, 
F, H, BR 89.4 mili (+NC);
16This is a term suggested by Pauwels (1994a, p. 48 of chapter 5).
17I have coined this term on the basis of errores separativi, and by analogy with vaiiantes coniunctivi.
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Peculiar readings: C, F, H, I, J, BR: 51.2 koti jatana (+RC1, 2) (kyd hu in rest),
80.3 cahiye (+D) (dhaiye in rest); C, F, H, I, J: 14.2 pasavaja (+RC1, 2) (mrdanga in 
rest); C, F, H, J, BR: 80.4 latapata- (+NCM) (lapata- in rest);
C, H, I, J, BR: 10.4 chadi (+A, RC) (chade/°ai in rest); C, H, I, J: 12.3 desata (+RC 
1, 2) (dese/°ai in rest).
RC1 and 2 agree on most of their readings and are obviously copies of the same 
hyparchetypus18. There is some external evidence for this as well: they start in the same 
way, with the same invocation to the deities and background to the commentaries and 
follow the same numbering system which is peculiar to them. In most cases RC1 and 2 
share readings with MSS A, D, E, G and PH (or combinations of them) but sometimes 
they have variantes coniunctivi with MSS C, F, H, I, J and BR.
Conjunctive readings of RC1, 2 with A, D, E, G and PH:
Lacunae: 91.4 kuhjabihari (without D), 100.3 jaha (without A);
Interpolations: 91.3 koupyaii tu;
Peculiar readings: 80.3 dhaiye instead of cahiye (without D), 95.2 upama instead 
of patatara.
Conjunctive readings of RC1, 2 and C, F, H, I, J and BR:
Lacunae: 9.2 mukha;
Interpolations: 9.4 (without C, H) and 10.4 sri;
Peculiar readings: 14.2 pasavaja instead of mrdanga.
NCM (mula) and NCP (pada) are actually one MS, which quotes the text of 
Kelimal twice: as a whole pada (NCP) and line by line (NCM), followed by the 
relevant commentary. In a number of cases NCM and NCP agree, and share readings 
with A, D, E, G and PH; however sometimes NCP and NCM differ, and NCM joins 
the group of C, F, H, I, J and BR.
Variantes coniunctivi of NC (P) and A, D, E, G and PH:
Interpolations: 10.2 rl (without A), 80.4 gahi (NCP), 88.4 §ri (NCP), 91.3 kou 
pyarl tu (NCP).
Transpositions: 11.2 tana-prana (NCP), 51.2 tuma-ita (NCP);
Peculiar readings: 9.2 sravata instead of srava, 12.3 dese instead of desata, 14.2 
mrdanga instead of pasavaja.
Conjunctive readings of NC(M) and C, F, H, I, J and BR:
Lacunae: 89.3 nHdt 95.2 hamari, 100.3 sahga;
Interpolations: 95.2 logani;
18Katre (1941, p. 94) defines hyparchetypus as ‘the hypothetical source of extant manuscripts lower 
down in the transmission of the text than the archetype’.
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Peculiar readings: 52.3 mana mili as a variant of sruti ghuri, 95.2 patatara as a 
variant of upama, 95.2 diyo as a variant of dim.
MSS G and E are either copied from the same hyparchetypus or E is a transcript of 
G (the date of G is VS 1815 and of E is VS 1838). The external evidence reinforces the 
assumption about their affinity as well. They both include the same extra pada outside 
the coipus of the AS and they have an identical numbering system, which is peculiar to 
them.
G and E share readings with PH as opposed to the other MSS:
Lacunae: 11.3 bahuta; 51.2 jatana (+ D);
Transpositions: 17.3 suniyata tere bacana-tere bacana sunata;
Peculiar readings: 88.3 cahcala for ahcala.
Examples of conjunctive readings of members of the group A, D, E, G, PH, NC, 
RC1, 2:
Lacunae: D, E, G, PH, NCM, RC1, 2: 100.3 jaha; A, E, G, PH, RC1, 2: 91.4 
kuhjabihari; A, D, E, G, PH: 52.4 aju;
Interpolations: A, D, E, G, PH, NCP, RC1, 2: 91.3 kou pyari tu; A, D, E, G, NCP:
80.4 gahi (+1), 88.4 sii;
Transpositions: A, D, E, G, PH, NCP: 11.2 tana-prana; A, D, E, G, PH: 89.4 
jamyau-raga; A, D, G, PH, NCP: 51.2 tuma-ita;
Peculiar readings: A, D, E, G, PH, NCP, RC1, 2: 95.2 (+1, J) upama instead of 
patatara, 95.2 dlni (+1) (diyo in rest); A, D, E, G, PH, NC: 51.2 kyo hu (koti jatana in 
rest), 14.2 mrdanga (+BR) (pasavaja in rest); A, E, G, PH, RC1, 2: 91.4 kuhjabiharani 
(biharani in rest); A, E, G, PH, NCP: 52.3 sruti ghuri (mana mili in rest).
7. Exegesis on the basis o f AS
The analysis of AS is based on nine MSS: MSS H, RC 1 and 2, and NC do not 
give the text of AS. MSS C and E are not collated either, because most of the folios of 
AS are missing in C, and unreadable in E. In so far as the same manuscript material is 
used, the analysis of AS supports the observations made on the basis of KM. Again 
MS F shows the highest number of lectio singularum. The rough division of the MSS 
in two groups (F, BR, I, J, and G, PH, D, A and B) is similar.
It is evident from the analysis that MSS F and BR share a number of variantes 
coniunctivi:
Omissions: 4.1 hari bhaji; 12.2 hatha;
Interpolations: 13 jaisau; 8.4 na;
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Peculiar readings: 4.4 hvaihai for Imi; 5.3 tuma for tumhari; 5.4 haryo for hare;
14.2 jai for jata;
4.2 jini for mata; 15.4 suni for kahi.
The grouping of F and BR is supported by external evidence as well: they include 
the same two extra padas within the corpus of AS, and give them the same numbers 14 
and 15.
F and BR share further variantes coniunctivi with MS J:
Omissions: 7.3 rahga;
Interpolations: 1.4 ke svami syama kuhjabihari;
Peculiar readings: 10.4 kachu for ekau; 16.1 mati for jina; 17.3 dhana for maya.
MSS F, BR and J display further variantes coniunctivi with I and B, and sometimes 
with A and D:
Omissions: D, F, J, BR: 11.4 jaba, A, B, D, F, I, J, BR: 8.2 jyd;
Interpolations: A, B, D, F, I, J, BR: 1.3 sako jo tuma, 12.4 sau citta; B, F, I, J, BR:
1.4 §ri; A, F, J, BR: 5.3 pasari; A, B, F, J, BR: 15.2 des~;
Transpositions: A, D, F, I, J, BR: 1.3 kiyo caho (after rather than before mana 
bhayo);
Peculiar readings: A, F, I, J, BR: 1.3 kaisai instead of kyo; A, B, D, F, I, J, BR:
1.4 lau instead of jyau; 1.4 tarapharai for phataphataya; A, I, J, BR: 5.3 muni for 
suni; B, F, I, J, BR: 8.2 bhavai for cahai.
It is evident from this analysis that MSS F, BR, J and I form a group, often joined 
by B, and that MSS G and PH are at the other end of the spectrum. MSS A and D are 
again closer to the group of G and PH but also frequently share variantes coniunctivi 
with the other group.
As one can see from the examples above there is a large number of shared variants 
between manuscripts of different groups, which in classical textual criticism would be 
conceived as contaminatio, but which has probably at least partly been caused by the 
interaction of the oral and written transmission of the text.
8. Computer analysis
In order to analyse the data 250 indicative variants (omissions, interpolations, 
transpositions and peculiar readings) from the selected verses of KM, and 98 variants 
from the AS were fed into computer. Programmes designed to analyse data for 
classification of species in biology, but with a much wider application range, were used. 
In order to do this the information was turned into ones and noughts, whereby one was 
noted for eveiy witness containing the variant (omission...) and nought for the MSS
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which did not show this character. Presented in this way the data underwent cladistic 
andphenetic analysis.
The cladistic method has its name from the Greek word klados ‘branch’. The 
cladistic analysis has a general validity, being applicable to all studies of historical 
interrelationships based on ancestor-descendent sequences. The stemmatic method of 
‘classical’ textual criticism is nothing else but a cladistic analysis. The fundamental 
concept behind the cladistic method is that historical interrelationships can be 
demonstrated by the presence of shared innovations (in our case variantes coniunctivi). 
The final result of the cladistic analysis is a cladogram (stemma codicum) which 
indicates the hierarchical relationships between objects (MSS).
Cladistic relationships are inferred using the shared characters of the objects to be 
classified (in the case of MSS shared variantes coniunctivi). The programme employed 
for our analysis is called PAUP (Phylogenetic analysis using parsimony). According to 
the number of the objects (MSS) the computer draws all possible trees and assesses 
which one would require the smallest number of evolutionary character changes. This 
most ‘parsimonious’ tree is then given.
Similarly to the classical stemmatics this analysis produces a stemma codicum 
(cladogram) in which the MSS are grouped according to shared derived characters 
(variantes coniunctivi). So for example in the analysis of KM MSS F and H are 
grouped together, followed by MSS C, BR, I and J (fig. la ). At the other end of the 
spectrum MSS G, PH and E are classified together, joined by MSS A and D. The two 
commentaries NC and RC are in the middle, sharing variants with each of the two 
groups. Similarly in the analysis of AS F, BR, J and I are grouped together, and so are 
G, PH and A and D. B and sometimes A and D have an intermediate position, 
sometimes joining the former and sometimes the latter group (fig. lb).
Unlike the stemma codicum the tree produced by this analysis is unrooted - it 
specifies the branching relationships among the taxa (MSS), but not the direction of 
evolution. To root the tree we need to be able to distinguish between primary characters 
(true readings in so far as they can be considered to be original readings) and secondary 
characters (errors). The MS which has the highest number of original readings would 
be at the root. Unfortunately, as discussed above, in most instances there are no reliable 
criteria which would allow us to differentiate errors from true readings in this text. In 
our case the free is rooted at MS G, because this is the MS chosen for the text supra 
lineam (see below). Therefore, the cladistic method is of limited applicability to texts, 
which lack the linguistic and stylistic unambiguity of classical texts, and which due to 
their oral transmission have undergone vigorous contamination.
The phenetic method classifies objects according to overall similarity. Any physical 
measurable phenotypic property can be used, in our case these are the ones and noughts 
of having/not having the indicative variant. If we imagine co-ordinates where every axis
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represents one of our indicative readings, each of the witnesses would be designated by 
a point in a multi-dimensional space, and the aggregate distance between the MSS could 
be measured by the distance between the MSS’ points. The more characters (readings) 
we include, the more likely it is that peculiar individual characters will be averaged out, 
and the better founded the classification will be.
The programme used for the phenetic analysis is called UPGMA (Unweighted pair- 
group method using arithmetic averages) in the R package. It provides us with graphs 
(fig. 2 a, b) showing the distance between the MSS of KM and AS respectively, with 
co-ordinates, which represent simplified hyper-space. The programme produces a 
distance matrix as well (fig. 3 a, b), which displays the pairwise distances between the 
taxa (the MSS). This supplies us with actual figures representing the closeness of the 
MSS; for example we can see that in our case the greatest closeness is between MSS G 
and E, where the number given is 14; they are very similar also to MS PH (G-PH 19, 
E-PG 20). The same is true of MSS RC1 and RC2, where the number shown is 18.
Because of the extreme similarity of MS E and MS RC2 to MSS G and RC1 
respectively, they were then eliminated from the apparatus criticus. The primacy of G 
compared to E is clear from their dates. The choice between RC1 and 2 was more 
complicated and to some degree arbitrary. Both RC1 and 2 are undated and neither of 
them shows any clear superiority from the point of view of errors or selection of 
variants. Still a comparison between RC1 and 2 proved that the former is freer (but not 
free) of obvious errors. In KM 44, for example, RC2 manages to make two mistakes in 
two lines: ladi instead of ladili (KM 44.3) and &ya instead of syama (KM 44.4). Almost 
every verse offers such errors, which sometimes have been corrected propria or 
secunda manu: bhu emended to bhai (KM 18.4), jaca instead of jacaka (KM 45.4), 
kunjabihl added and crossed out (KM 46.4), koi emended to bhoi (KM 47.2), bata 
instead of gata (KM 85.4), bala emended to balana (KM 88.2), kala na emended to kala 
na (KM 88.3) etc.
The high number which the distance matrix shows for MSS F and H paired with 
any MS is due to the very high number of lectio singularum. The next very big number, 
79, is the distance between MSS BR and G, which definitely belong to different 
groups. In this way the phenetic analysis provides us with information about the 
similarity of MSS which, supported by external evidence, helps us in grouping the 
MSS. Therefore, the phenetic analysis can be an usefi.il tool for making hypotheses 
with regard to both recensions and vulgate. It also helps to assess individual readings: 
clearly variants, which are supported by distant MSS, will more likely be akin to the 
original than readings supported only by close MSS.
However, phenetic classification is non-evolutionary. The information we obtain 
says nothing about the historical interrelationships of these MSS. Maybe this is the 
reason previous attempts to introduce phenetic methods derived from systematics into
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textual analysis, such as Griffiths's work in stemmatics, have met with little enthusiasm. 
On the other hand it is worth noticing that precisely by showing only the synchronic 
interrelationships of the MSS, phenetic methodology sidesteps the problem of 
contamination.
9. Recensio
As was made clear in the previous sections, because of the oral transmission of the 
text and the inapplicability o f ‘authorial’ approach to it, no attempt at reconstructing an 
archetype will be made, but one MS will consistently be given supra lineam and and the 
variants will be noted in the apparatus criticus. The text which will serve for the 
readings supra lineam is MS G. It is the oldest MS but since age cannot be a reliable 
criterion in textual criticism there are necessarily other grounds for this choice as well.
The most significant question which arises in this connection is that of the stage of 
the development of the text that we want to establish. From the available material it 
seems that there were two important periods in the evolution of the text: before its 
canonization, glimpses of which period show through in MSS H (F? and BI) (this span 
probably partly coincides with the oral stage of the transmission); and after the 
canonization of the text; the period presented more or less faithfully by the rest of the 
MSS. As was demonstrated, there are important differences between H (F? and BI) and 
the remaining MSS, which are to some degree a result of ‘irenic hypercorrectionsH, 
BI (and to a certain degree F) represent a recension different from that of the rest of the 
MSS; the latter serves as a vulgate. However tempting the ambition to restore the text 
before its canonization might be, one has to take into consideration the problems 
connected with the oral transmission and the limitations of the scarce material, and admit 
the impossibility of such an enterprise. Therefore it was decided to aim at the sectarian 
text and MS H was rejected as a possible candidate for the readings supra lineam. The 
next MSS to be eliminated were F and C because of their general untrustworthiness 
(see above, exegesis on the basis of KM). MSS NC and RClwere excluded as well 
since they show the highest proportion of contamination, followed by MSS A and D. 
MSS I and J were rejected for their relatively young age and higher proportion of 
mistakes compared to MS BR. The two ‘pure’ representatives of their groups with least 
degree of contamination (as manifested by the distance matrix) proved to be MSS BR 
and G. MS BR had two disadvantages in comparison to G: age and a degree of 
affiliation to H, the most non-sectarian MS. But the major reason for choosing G rather 
than BR was the fact that in a number of cases G gives recognizably better readings 
than BR:
2.4 G rahgu, BR rasa in sii haridasa ke svami syama kuhjabihari pai rahgu 
rahyau rasa hi me page;
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6.2 G rahau, BR raho in hau to to so kaho pyare asi mudi rahau;
13 G ahi, BR ai in bahuta upai ahi lipyaii;
9.4 and 10.4 BR interpolates the honorific particle §n in front of Haridas’s name 
and G does not;
9.4 G na han, BR niharl in desata hi desata pyaii ju  na had;
11.1 G kahl, BR kahi in bata to kahata kahlgal;
20.1 G jina, BR jani in netra drsti lagaujina men;
21.3 G blmII, BR jhull in sambhrama bhull;
25.3 G gathoda, BR gathaudha in tohi gathoda na pratiti;
44.2 G susa, BR nava in nava nikunja susa puhja;
45.4 G jacaka, BR jaciga in jacaka kau dana dai;
67.4 G ahga angahara, BR anga ahga ahara in je  je  anga klgati leta ati nipuna ahga 
ahgahara.
However, there are a few cases in which BR suggests better readings than G:
69.4 BR bhavara, G bharama in tina k l subasa sakala bhavara kala mata;
72.2 BR ahanisa, G aranisa in aha(ra)nisa soca udhera buna n.
Since G shows a smaller number of identifiable errors compared to BR, it has been 
selected for the reading supra lineam.
10. Conclusions
The ‘classical’ textual criticism creates many frustrating problems when the text 
under consideration has gone through a stage of oral transmission and shows no solid 
grammatical or metrical structure. Haridas’s poetry presents both these difficulties: 
connected with a musical tradition it was transmitted orally for possibly two centuries; it 
is composed in the grammatically flexible dialect of Braj and metrically elastic style of 
dhrupada.
Two computer programmes were used to analyse the data presented by the MSS of 
Haridas’s verses. The cladistic method shows the hierarchical relationships between 
objects (MSS), but not the direction of evolution. It therefore stumbles at both above- 
mentioned difficulties: oral transmission (i.e. high degree of contamination), and lack of 
criteria on the basis of which primitive characters can be established and the cladogram 
can be rooted.
The phenetic method classifies objects according to overall similarity: its non- 
evolutionary character sidesteps the problem of contamination. On the basis of the 
internal evidence assessed with the help of phenetic analysis (and corroborated by 
external evidence) the existence of at least two recensions of Haridas’s verses was
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asserted. The recension, represented by MSS H and BI (and partly MS F), may offer a 
glimpse of the pre-canonical period of oral transmission. The recension of the rest of the 
MSS presents more or less faithfully the vulgate.
Because of the long oral transmission of Haridas’s verses which makes their pre- 
canonical version irretrievable, and because of their lack of fixed linguistic and prosodic 
structures, it was decided that instead of attempting a reconstruction of the archetype, 
one MS should be given as the text supra lineam and all variants should be noted in the 
apparatus criticus. On the basis of its relative trustworthiness, faithfulness to the 
canonized version, and age, MS G was selected to serve as the text supra lineam.
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Distance matrix, KM
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I 37 0
RC163 45 0
RC260 41 18 0
F 91 81 102 100 0
H 76 76 99 90 98 0
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A 75 58 50 50 117 103 45 0
D 70 45 56 52 105 98 39 48 0
J 39 32 42 42 89 82 53 58 53 0
G 79 57 52 52 113 102 19 41 35 56 0
E 74 57 49 49 108 97 20 43 27 54 14 0
NC
p
72 52 54 49 113 105 44 56 51 51 51 48 0 --
NC 55 49 55 50 91 98 52 66 50 43 59 54 35 0
M
C 50 49 72 67 91 84 76 77 75 49 77 73 82 59 0
Fig. 3b
Distance matrix, AS 
G A B D F I J BR PH
G 0 22 36 21 63 28 41' 62 3 "
A 22 0 26 23 61 22 33 54. 19
B 36 26 0 33 69 24 39 56 33
D 21 23 33 0 53 19 32 52 18
F 63 61 69 53 0 57 45 34 64
I 28 22 24 19 57 0 23 48 27
J 41 33 39 32 45 23 0 33 40
BR 62 54 56 52 34 48 33 0 61
PH 3 19 33 18 64 27 40 61 0
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Chapter III
The language o f Astadag siddhanta and Kclim al
This chapter is not an attempt to give an integral picture of Braj grammar as 
exemplified by KM and AS. Since the linguistic features of Braj Bhasa are already 
extensively described1 my aim has been to note the most interesting and salient 
characteristics of Haridas’s language and to see to what extent it conforms to the 
general features of Braj as established in the aforementioned grammars. Especially in 
the section on phonology I have drawn information from the entire bulk of manuscript 
material rather than concentrating only on the readings of MS G. In instances where I 
have felt that phonetic variations are of no significance to the morphological or syntactic 
features of Haridas’s language I have limited my examples to MS G, whose sigla is 
then not quoted.
It is worth keeping in mind that details of the morphology, syntax and semantics of 
this text are subject to various interpretations; this is especially true with regard to the 
more obscure verses. In other words, apparent differences of, for example, morphology 
may reflect different interpretations of the material by the various scribes. A particular 
context in which this becomes important is gender, being dependant on various 
interpretations of the dramatic persona of the specific narrative of the verses.
There are four peculiarities of Haridas’s language which are extremely conspicuous: 
a strong lilcing for relative-correlative constructions and their pleonastic use; the coinage 
of special rhyme-forms which include both ungrammatical forms and major alterings of 
common forms, extensive use of words of Perso-Arabic origin and repetitions. The 
first four sections are dedicated to these features, and are then followed by observations 
on the phonology, morphology and syntax of Haridas’s language.
1 RELATIVE-CORRELATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS
1.1 PROBLEMATIC AND SALIENT USAGES
1. 1.1 tais-
KM and AS present two main problems with regard to t a i s lack or looseness of 
connection with relative clause, and ambiguity of adj. and adv. usage. The former is 
exemplified by taisai KM 1.2 which is not associated with a relative clause, and taislyai 
taisl mill jo ii KM 12.3, presumably related to the previous clause, but connected very 
loosely. Whereas taisoi (lahaga) KM 49.2 is probably used as an adj., followed by a 
qualifying clause, taisoi (nenani sohai kajara) KM 50.3 is presumably used adverbially.
^ ee  McGregor 1968, Snell 1991 a, b; Entwistle 1983.
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taislyai (nal thakurai hai) KM 51.3 is used either as an adj., following a qualifying 
sentence: ‘...such is the one of new authority’, or adverbially, preceding an implied 
relative word: ‘...in that way (as) one who has a new authority’, taisiye (kokila 
alapata)...taisoi (megha garaji)...taisiye (syama ghata)...taislyai (damini kaudhi) KM
96.2, 3 can be both adj. and adv. forms cf. for example: ‘such is the dense cloud that it 
is black like night’ and ‘just so the dark cloud is black like night’; here the adverbial 
interpretation is more likely, but then there will be no connection with a relative clause.
1 . 1.2
KM 66.4 presents a relative clause which is not associated with any principal 
clause: je  je  bhai lyavati, unless one interprets it as correlating in general sense with the 
second pada of previous line: kachu kahata na avati.
1.1.3 Correlation
aisai-vaisai KM 1.3, 4 an unusual case of correlation between two demonstrative 
pronominal adverbs.
trinuka jyau...asa AS 8.1-3 is an example of a principal and relative sentence being 
far apart, divided by the second line.
1.2 PLEONASTIC USE OF io
jo  (etc.) is often used as a filler: KM 11.3, 36.2, 3; juK M  30.4, 61.3, 101.3 etc.
1.3 ais-/jais-
1.3.1 Used adverbially
aise (jaujinikou) AS 15.3; aisai hi (desata rahau) KM 3.1; aisai hi (rahai hvai) KM 
7.4; aise (mada pijai) KM 74.1; aise hi (rahau) KM 78.3;
(ghana damhii) j  aisai KM 1.1; jaisai (badara barasata) KM 37.2; jaise etc Jmano 
(pita coii) KM 97.1; jaise (sita asita baini) I<M 29.2; jaise (jyd/taise) (pan! me pan!  
narica) KM 55.4.
1.3.2 Used adjectively
Referent expressed: aisoi (saba sela) AS 13.1; aiso hi (subhava) KM 5.2; aisoi 
(dava) KM 5.3; aisi (nitya biharini) KM 21.4; aiso (bhrama) KM 34.2; aiso (rupa) KM 
72.2; aisi (joti) KM 75.3; aisoi (subhava) KM 76.1; aisi (ritu) KM 89.1; aise (rasika) 
KM 98.4; aisau (susa) KM 102.4;
Referent implied: aisi (bhati) KM 31.1; aisi (jori) KM 31.2; aisi (bata) KM 39.3, 
95.3;
Correlation assumed: jaisiba ja ke  KM 107.2.
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1.4 UNABRIDGED RELATIVE-CORRELATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS
The relative clause preceding the principal clause: j  aisai ...(hau apanapau desata, hau) 
aisai/taisai (tuina desata hau) KM 6.1; jaise (nike aju bane) aise (kabahu na bane) KM 
13.3; jo i jo i (karai) sol (chajai) KM 43.1; (aura segha karai) jo (terl) sol (lajai) KM 
43.2; jaisiyai (kahai kauu) taislyai (karau) KM 53.3; jyau hi jau hi (tuma rasata hau) 
tyau hi tyau hi (rahiyatu hai) AS 1.1; (mica) jyau (avai) tyau (dhana hai) AS 4.4; jyau 
jyau (cahai) tyau tyau (udai) AS 8.2; jyau jyau (to kau gaharu) tyau tyau (mo kau bitha) 
KM 17.2; jyau jyau (susa pavata nahi) tyau tyau (dusa bhayo) KM 28.2; jyau jyau 
(jagavala) tyo (nahijagata) KM 47.2; jaha (phulavari) taha (susavata) KM 103.1.
The principal clause preceding the relative clause: (hari kau hitu) aisau jaiso (rahga 
majitha) AS 7.3; aisi (jiya hota) jo  KM 35.1; (musa) aiso (lagata) jyau KM 55.3; aisau 
(mana implied) jyau kiyeKM  68.2; aiso (ko mana) ja (ko) KM 110.4.
2 RHYME-FORMS
2.1 CHANGED MEDIAL AND/OR FINAL VOWEL
pahi (pa+hl?) KM 6.3, kahi (<kaha) KM 6.4; bhvai (<bhua?) KM 7.2, svai (form 
of vahal) 7.3; nol (<nav~?) KM \3> A\ janyau (<jan-?)KM 14.3; jane (<jan-) KM 79.2; 
cihari (<cihar-/cihara) KM 15.3; dihrn (<dehaii?) KM 15.4; yaha (<yaha?) KM 24.3; 
dhanasa (<dhanusa) KM 37.1; itaneta (<itanau?) KM 39.3; rameta (<ramita?) KM 
39.4; gavarau (<gavara?) KM 44.2; sulahu (<sulaha?) KM 48.2; ghunari (<ghunna) 
KM 49.3; pyarani (<pyaiina) KM 64.2; biharani (<biharini) KM 64.4; nipuna 
(<nipuna) KM 72.3; sunarl (<sundari) KM 72.4; kamehi, ya mehi, namehi KM 82.2, 3, 
4; phunarl (<phuara)KM 92.3;
The original final vowel is suggested in square brackets: karani [°a] AS 2.3; adhe 
[°a]AS 10.4; tano [°a?J KM 3.3; leha [°u] KM 27.2, be ha [°u] 27.4; rauii [°a] ICM 
33.2; javarau [°a]KM 44.3; araari [°i] ICM 71.2, daradari [°i] 71.3; ban [°a] KM 73.2; 
pane [°a] KM 79.4; (ka) gata [°i] KM 85.4; tuhgi[°ajKM 94.2.
2.2 NASALITY LOST OR GAINED
(MS sigla supplied when the reading quoted differs from that of MS G)
adhala AS 6.3; sica KM 55.3:C, D, H, I, J, BR, RC; sacfKM 95.1 :A, NCM;
ghatiKM 78.3; kaciKM  95.2:BR, NC, raci 95.3; lasata, nasata, hasata KM 98.2, 
3, 4; gavati, capavatl, ravatlKM 104.2, 3, 4; arambhati (?) KM 106.4.
2.3 LOSS OF GEMINATE
mata (<matta) KM 69.4.
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2.4 SUFFOCATION
adharani AS 2.4; bandasi, phandasi, sandasi, nandasi AS 9.1, 2, 3, 4; dhupara KM 
8.4; soila, joila, bhoila KM 46.2, 3, 4; phula hu (?) KM 48.4; balana, abacalana KM
88.2, 4.
2.5 GRAMMATICALLY INCORRECT FORMS
An explanation of the incorrectness of the form is given in square brackets: neri 
[should be an adv.] KM 20.4; thoii[should be m./adv.] KM 33.3, 5; tori [ratipati, m., 
Sj., trana, m., Obj.] KM 33.7; agadhe [srJ sobha, f., Sj.] KM 41.2; rahyau [connected 
with janiyata, should be stem] KM 61.3;
Abs. lengthened: (rahai)...nihariKM 9.2, 11.4; bhol(abs. or m. pi. perf.) KM 13.2; 
heriKM 20.2; nai(?) KM 30.3; moriKM  33.2; danKM 84.2.
3 PERSO-ARABIC VOCABULARY
3.1 WORDS OF PERSIAN ORIGIN
aragaja KM 55.2, 61.2 
kagaia KM 34.2 
jangali KM 73.2 
janabara AS 1.4 
jora KM 107.2 
dara AS 6.3, 10.3 
dam KM 74.2 
payade KM 81.3 
palakaiKM 103.4 
pidara AS 6.3
peca KM 77.2 
pyalau KM 74.2 
pharaji KM 81.3 
phiriyadi AS 17.4 
phila KM 81.3 
banda AS 9.1, KM 38.2 
bande AS 6.1 
bagala KM 92.2 
baglca KM 98.2 
badi AS 5.2
barabari KM 71.1, 81.2 
baji AS 5.3 
yarani KM 64.3 
rusa AS 3.3, KM 81.2 
lala2 KM 73.3 
lala3 KM 28.1, 73.2 
sada KM 20.1, 75.4 
surahi KM 74.2 
suhabati KM 74.4
3.2 WORDS OF ARABIC ORIGIN
mahala AS 10.4, KM 44.2,
87.1
moja KM 91.2 
rababa KM 48.3 
sadake KM 80.3 
silasilau KM 49.2
3.3 HYBRIDS
atalasa KM 21.3 jaiba KM 21.3, 29.3, 71.2
abira KM 48.2, 84.2 71.2
asatiyara AS 6.1 badana KM 7.1, 19.2, 97.2
asara KM 74.4 badal- KM 73.1
javadi KM 26.3 bisati KM 81.1
iavabara AS 10.3
caupahalu KM 20.2 
bekajai KM 43.3 
bekaryau AS 18.2
4 REPETITIONS
Repetitions are veiy common in Haridas’s poetry and enhance its spontaneous, 
colloquial ring. Most often their function is emphatic.
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4.1 REPETITIONS WITH EMPHATIC FORCE
Repetitions of vocatives and verbs in imperative or subjunctive enforce the entreaty 
or the imperative force of the action: hari bhaji hari bhaji AS 4.1; niata banchai mata 
banchai AS 4.2; chadai ba chadai KM 10.4; radheradhe KM 17.1 (r. f.); suni suni KM 
25.1; rahoraho KM 102.1;
Similarly most repetitions of other parts of the speech have a general emphatic 
force: repetition of adjectives and nouns stresses the thoroughness of quality; of 
numerals the increase of the number; repetition of some temporal adverbs yields the 
sense ‘every’ etc.:
tilu tilu AS 4.2; panapana KM 102.2; ghana ghana 110.2;
adhe adhe KM 17.3 (r. f. ); amola mola nahiKM  27.2; thori thori KM 33.3, 5 (r. 
f.); nayo nayo I<M 34.1; nita nita KM 43.4; nava nava KM 44.3; nyare nyare KM 55.4; 
mithe mlthe I<M 80.2; ragamage mgamage KM 87.1; hari hari KM  89.3; atala atala 
KM 95.4;
hare hare KM 20.4;
canasa canasa KM 37.4 (r. f.); rijhi rijhi KM 106.3.
nahi nahiKM  44.3; kyau hu kyau hu KM 51.1;
chini chinu KM 46.3; palu palu KM 46.3, 78.2; gharighariKM 80.2;
lcoti koti KM 86.4.
4.2 REPETITIONS WITH REITERATIVE FORCE
Repetition of verbal forms (most often absolutives and participles) or 
nouns/adjectives connected with them stresses the continuous/repetitive character or 
thoroughness of the action: sadhe sadhe KM 17.2 (r. f . ), 41.3; badhe badhe KM 17.4 
(r. f,); desi desi KM 30.1, 42.1 (r. f.), 63.2; naye naye ragata KM 34.3; lesi lesi KM
42.2 (r. f.); paresiparesi KM 42.4 (r. f),
4.3 REPETITIONS WITH DISTRIBUTIVE FORCE
Repetition of numerals often shows that the quality is shared by all the members of 
the group; here the bracelets are on both hands: (hathani/karani) cari cari curiKM 20.2, 
21.3,50.1; (kara kankana) ekai ekai KM 63.1.
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5 PHONOLOGY
5.1 FINAL SHORT VOWELS
-i 
5.1.1 Feminine -i stem nouns
The weakening of final -i is shown in the -a spelling of f. -i stem nouns in a 
number of instances, especially in the undated MS D: ruca KM 2.1 :D; drsta KM 4.2:D; 
9.1:C, H; prlta KM 5.2:D, RC; prakrta KM 14.3:D, H, RC; surata KM 14.3:D, RC; 
21.4:D, F, H, I, NC, RC; bana KM 14.4:1, NCP; pota KM 20.1:D, NC, RC; pratita 
KM 25.3:C, D, NC, RC; candragata KM 33.3:RC; murata KM 53.2:C, D; bhuma KM 
89.3:1; sukantaKM 94.1:C, D, H, I, NC; rlta KM 107.3:D, RC.
The weakened pronunciation of final ~i is deducible also from the following mixed 
rhyme-patterns: lagata, kagati, ragata jagata KM 34:C; disavata, gavata, avati, lyavati 
KM 66:G.
5.1.2 Masculine-i stem nouns
Again D substitutes the final -i of °pati with -a: AS 15.2.
5.1.3 Final -i as a feminine gender marker
MS BR typically reads haridasi; the final -i here alludes to the poetic convention in 
which the male poet sees himself as an honorary sakhl The majority of MSS (except 
for D, NC and RC) give the variant musakani of the f. noun musakana KM 33.2. 
Presumably the readings °rati KM 32.3 (all MSS except for D, H, NC, RC); rati birati 
KM 62.3 (all MSS apart from D, NCP, RC); °nisi KM 34.4 (all MSS apart from A, D, 
I andRC); 72.2:NC; 93.3:A, I, BR, NC; 94.3 (all MSS apart from A, D, I, RC); 96.3 
(except for D) are connected with the f. gender of these nouns. Yet another possible 
explanation would be to see -i as a loc. marker in these examples; this hypothesis is 
supported by the form dini of the m. noun dina KM 34.4:C and aji KM 22.3 (however, 
ajiis a rhyme-form, see also McGregor 1968: 3.15).
5.1.4 Historic -I>-i(>-a)
biharini KM 21.4 (-7 in NC only); nagari KM 51.3 (all MSS), 108.2:(all MSS 
except for A, D, I); juvati KM 52.3:C, D, F, J, BR, RC, 105.1:NCP, RC; ghari KM 
90.2:G; rasavati KM 94.2:F, NCM; damini KM 95.1 (all MSS except for F, H, I, 
NCM); sundari KM 104.2:F, J, BR, PH, NC, RC.
Examples like damina KM 1.1 :D; tarana KM 48.3:C; vagina KM 65.2:D can be 
interpreted as a further stage of this process.
5.1.5 Final -i as a locative marker
There are a few examples in which final -i is definitely a loc. termination (in two of 
them pleonastically folowed by the ppn. me: bani mai KM 13.1 :C; rahasi me KM 36.1 
(all MSS); MfhiKM 66.2:G and dari KM 71.2:D, F, H, NCP.
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Loc. -i also occurs with nouns used as ppns.: basi KM 35.3:G and bid  KM 69.4:C, 
F, J, PH; 70.2:J, PH; 97.4:J.
5.1.6 Final -i in numerals
Entwistle (1983, p. 148) points out that the final -i of cari is probably a remnant of 
the Ap. neuter form. There are three occurrences of cari in Haridas’s text: AS 9.3 (all 
MSS apart from B, D, J, BR); AS 17.2 (all MSS except for D); KM 50.1 (all MSS 
except for D, RC and NC), and one of gyarahi KM 26.3 :PH.
-u
5.1.7 Final -u as a direct case marker
In the great majority of instances final -u occurs with sg. nouns when they are 
sentence subject (Sj.), nominal complement (NomC) or direct object (DObj.): susu (Sj.) 
AS 3.1 :F; KM 109.4:H; dusu (DObj.) AS 3.2:F; tilu (DObj.) AS 4.2:F, G, PH; micu 
(Sj.) AS 4.4:B, F; dhanu (Sj.) AS 4.4:J; thathu (DObj.) AS 14.3:F, G, BR; rangu (Sj.) 
KM 2.3:C, F, G, PH; 19.3:PH; 61.2:PH; 84.4:G, PH; 101.4:PH; (DObj.) KM 16.4:C, 
PH; palu (Sj.) KM 3.3:A, D, G, PH; citu (Sj.) KM 7.2:1, BR; (DObj.) AS 6.2:F, BR; 
cepu (Sj.) KM 9.1:C, I, BR; mam (NomC) KM 10.1:F, H; 39.1:H; 43.3:F; 59.1:C, F; 
90.1:F, G, H, J; ragu (Sj.) KM 14.1:C; 19.3:C, G, I, RC; 61.1:G, PH; 89.4:H; rasu 
(DObj.) KM 16.3:F; 33.8:H; 74.3:F, H; tranu (Sj.) KM 18.1:NCP; 30.3:NC; 69.2:F, 
H, NC; (DObj.) 82.3:C, G; danu (DObj.) KM 22.3:NCP; 62.1:C; bhuvangamu (Sj.) 
KM 29.2:H; saju (Sj.) KM 35.3:H; chain (NomC) KM 39.4:G, I, PH; magu (DObj.) 
KM 46.3:C; dulahu (Sj.) KM 48.1 (all MSS); 88.1:H, J, BR, PH; hathu (NomC) KM 
51.3:H; §ramu (Sj.) KM 55.2:G, PH; meru (Sj.) KM 60.4 (all MSS except F, H, RC); 
85.2:C, D, J, BR; selu (Sj.) KM 61.3:G; 82.4:H; pagu (Sj.) KM 61.3:C, G, J, PH; 
manu (Sj.) AS 9.2:F; (DObj.) AS 12.1:F; KM 63.2:J; 85.4:H; 105.2:J; kataku (Sj.) 
KM 71.3:F; daru (Sj.) KM 78.1:H, NCP; utaru (DObj.) KM 83.2:A, C; aciriju (Sj.) 
KM 91.1:H; kanu (Sj.) KM 95.3:C, G; haru (Sj.) KM 97.4:C, D, F, G, I; misu 
(NomC) KM 102.2:A, F, I; phagu (DObj.) KM 105.1:A, F, BR, NC, RC; bhoru (Sj.) 
KM 109.1:H.
However, the approximation of -u and -a is evidenced by the fact that - u also occurs 
in oblique case: ragu (followed by me) KM 2.3:C, G, PH; tanu (loc.) KM 59.3:C; susu 
(gen.) KM 44.2:D; hitu (gen.) KM 69.3 :H, J; (followed by agai) AS 7.1:G, PH, BR; 
subasu (instr.) KM 69.4:H, and in the collocations palu (lagata) palu (kau) AS 4.3 :D, 
G; chinu chinu KM 19.1:NCM; 46.3:G, F; palu palu KM 46.3:G, F; 78.2:C, D, F, G, 
H, BR, PH. The free variations in the seven occurrences of hitu/°a in AS 7 (in direct 
and oblique cases) is further evidence of the approximation of final -a and -u in m. a- 
stem nouns.
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There are a few instances of inverted application of the -a>-u rule: -u stem nouns 
are written with -a when in obi. case: sadha (gen. of sadhu) AS 7.2:B, D, G, PH; tarn 
(loc. of tarn) I<M 68.1 (all MSS); saca (gen. of sacu) KM 82.2:D, F, H, BR, PH, NC; 
90.1:A, F, H, BR, RC.
5.2 MEDIAL SHORT VOWELS
Unstressed medial -a-, -i- and -u- occur in the text of the MSS in free variation.
5.2.1 -a->-i-
pira AS 5.2: G, BR; apunipau KM 6.1:RC; musikani KM 33.2:C; bithikita KM 
33.7:D, J; gahibara KM 46.1 :PH; aginata KM 66.3:PH; cunirlKM 72.1 :D; piyade KM 
81.3:BR; kirorani KM 89.3:A, C, G; nagiri KM 94.2:D; atina KM 106.4:D. In two 
examples the replacement is determined by palatal consonantal environment: jacik(°g°)a 
KM 45.4:J, PH, NCM, BR and aciraja KM 91.1 (all MSS except for A, D, BR and 
RC).
5.2.2 ~i~>-a-
panjara AS 9.3:F; ragamKM 2.2:RC; haradasa (typical spelling in C); biharani KM 
21.4:1, J, BR, PH; banaka KM 29.1:C; kanthasan KM 50.2:J. Two instances show 
inverted substitution of -i- with -a- in palatal environment: rucara KM 46.2:1 and ducate 
KM 101.2:G.
5.2.3 -a-Ai- in ptcs.
In some examples the interchange of -a- and -i- in ptcs. is determined by a 
confusion of the tadbhava imperf. ptcs. and the tatsama perf. ptcs.: cahita KM 15.2:PH; 
sramata KM 40.3:J; upajita KM 45.2:PH; rangata KM 72.1:F, H; bahchita KM 78.2:A, 
D, I; J, NCP; nadata KM 94.1:RC.
5.2.4 a->-u-
Unetymological -u- occurs usually either in labial environment or in the penultimate 
syllable (see Entwistle 1993, p. 103): gumavani AS 11.2:BR; sainujhal KM 51.2:H, 
RC; buhutaKM 51.3:RC; 53.2:RC; 90.3:RC; sahubata (<suhabati) KM 74.4:D; tinuka 
AS 8.1 (all MSS except for A); rasunaKM 40.1 :C; taruna (<taranl) KM 48.3:A, D, F, 
G, J; vuha KM 73.3:RC; paluva KM 85.3:H.
5.2.5 -u->-a-
Again in most instances non-historical -a- occurs either in labial environment and/or 
in the penultimate syllable: purasa AS 14.3:D; bikaca KM 7.2:D, H, NC; dhanasa KM 
37.1:G, FI; kala(<knla) KM 69.4:A, D, G, I; sakha ICM 80.4:D; sukamara ICM 
19.2:BR; tama KM 30.3:BR; pahupani KM 33.7:A, D, F, G, I, BR, PH; puhapa KM 
75.1:G, PH; pahupa ICM 75.1:D, F, I, J; nu(°u°)para ICM 8.1:A, RC; ambaja KM 
55.3:J; bhaja KM 57.4:RC; kusama ICM 68.2:C, I, J, PH, NC. The only two exceptions
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jagala I<M 52.3:RC and javatini KM 85.3:F show unetymological -a- in identical 
environment: in the initial syllable following palatal j - .
The approximation of -u- and -a- is demonstrated by the rhyme-pattern of KM 8 (all 
MSS except for A and RC): nupura, upara, du para, dhupara.
5.3 STRESSED VOWELS
5.3.1 -a->-e-
McGregor (1968: 2.13) gives examples of ‘fronting and raising’ -a- when followed 
by ~h~ in kah~. Apart from an analogous instance involving kah-, kehata KM 25.1:C, 
there is one more occurrence of this phenomenon in KM: lehaga KM 49.2:C.
5.3.2 Approximation o f -u- and -u-
-u->-u~: kasturi KM 26.3:F, NC; 56.1:NC
-u->-u~: hute KM 24.3:NCP; aju KM 30.3:NCP; duti KM 34.2:C; jhuka/°i KM 
76.3:D, BR; catura KM 81.2:C; aturata KM 81.3:C; anupama KM 81.3 (all MSS 
except for C). The approximation of -u- and -0- is conspicuous in MSS C and NC.
5.4 r
Etymological r is most often realised as ri or ra: krapa AS 2.1 :B, I; 
mragatrasna(°sna) AS 13.2:B, F, J; trana KM 18.1:C, D, G, H, I, BR, NCM; 82.3:A, 
I, J; rftuKM 89.1 (all MSS except for A, D, J); graha KM 106.1 (all MSS except for 
D andNC). r  before st is sometimes realised as i: disti KM 4.2:G; dista 58.2:H; bista 
KM 75.1: IT. The approximation of rand ri/ra can be seen in the inverted spelling of 
etymological ri/ra as r as well: trguna KM 82.4:J, RC; ti'bhangi KM 94.1 :D, RC; gr 
(<agra) KM 94.2:H.
5.5 ai/c and au/o
The rhyming pattern often suggests that the scribes did not consider the diphthongs 
to be substantially different from the monophthongs.
te and tai KM 24; nikai, p i kai, jikai, phike KM 60; bane, jane, sanai, pane KM 79; 
sena, baina, mena, caina KM 80.
hoda, choda, kauda, tauda AS 5; mano,jand, tano, ranau KM 3; hori, kisauri, son, 
thori KM 19; kisauri, rauti, thori, cauri, thauri, jori, tori, kau ri KM 33; karau, tarau, 
bharau, lard KM 59; siramaura, ghora, daura, kisora KM 65; morani, ghorani, 
ldraurani, ldsorani KM 89; coli, boli, soli, auli KM 97.
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5.6 NASALITY
5.6.1 Nasalisation
The observations about nasalisation in the text of Ras man ke pad (Entwistle 1993, 
pp. 106-110) are valid here as well. The spread of spontaneous nasalisation is more 
extensive than in Ras man ke pad, and includes nasalisation of long vowels in the 
vicinity not only of palatals, sibilants, r(l), but also of retroflex consonants and labials 
(?): hata AS 18.3:BR; adhautiKM 61.2:NCM; baithlKM 98.3:1; bhltara KM 46.1:J; 
bulca KM 102.1:NC. There are a number of instances of spontaneous nasalisation of 
short vowels, again in the environment described: palatals: bacana KM 36.1 :RC; r. 
paraspara KM 101.3:RC. Nasalisation of the vowel of initial syllable preceding -g 
seems to be common as well: agala AS 6.2:B; paga KM 61.3 :NCP; kagahi KM 70.3 :H.
5.6.2 Loss o f nasality
There is a strong tendency of omission of both vowel nasality and homorganic 
nasal consonants, especially in the vicinity of velars and palatals:
Followed by a velar: asi KM 6.2:C, F, BR; uthagi KM 31.4:NCP; lahaga KM 
49.2:D, F, I, J, BR, NCP; ragi(ta) KM 72.1 :C; D; agiya KM 74.1:1, J; ako/°au ICM 
74.2:F, H; re/(°ai)gani KM 89.3:C, RC;
paka KM 7.1:C; sigara2 KM 13.1:D, NCP; 103.3:H; bhuvagama KM 29.2:C; 
taraga KM 57.2:C; mrdaga KM 61.2:RC; aga KM 66.1 :C; 72.3:C; duraga KM 73.3:C; 
agurina/°ini KM 77.2:D; F, H;
Followed by a palatal: sacl AS 14.1:J; KM 6.3:C, J, BR; 95.1:A, NCM; pahucani 
etc. KM 21.3:D; F, I; G; J, RC; BR; sica KM 55.3:C, D, H, I, J, BR, RC; m a d ICM 
95.4:A, D;
p(h)ijara AS 1.4:D; KM 9.1:D, H; RC; pachl KM 14.1:F, NCM; puja KM 
16.3:RC; 44.2:RC; acara KM 20.3:A, D, F, H, NCM, RC; kuja KM 44.2:C; kujabihaii 
KM 84.1:F; gujara KM 85.2:C, RC; acala KM 88.3:1; acara KM 93.2:A, D, F, H, I, 
NC, RC;
Dental n following a: ekata KM 13.1 :C; sata KM 34.4:C; sad KM 78.4:C; sukad 
KM 94.1:RC;
m: pltibara KM 29.3:C; pltabara 72.1 :C; subhi KM 56.2 (all MSS except for C and
H); capaiKM 71.2:C; gabhlraKU 110.3:RC.
Others: badhe KM 17.4:C, H; badhana KM 67.2:C, D; 90.3:C, F; baha KM 24.2:J, 
PH; hasata KM 32.1:A, D, F, H, J, BR; hasi I<M 96.4:D, I, BR; bhatina/°ini KM 
32.2:BR, NCM; I, J; bhati KM 77.1:1; jaha KM 46.1:C, BR; tahaKM 46.2:J, 57.2:C; 
dhu(°u°)dhata KM 68.4:A, J; C; gMia/°i I<M 70.1:C; D, F, RC; unldi KM 76.1:A, D,
2In some of the instances quoted here and below in ‘dental n following a ‘the loss of homorganic nasal 
has been a two-stage process: the homorganic nasal has been reduced to vowel nasalisation which has 
then been lost, e.g. singara>slgara>sigara.
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F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC; jabhati/ °ati/°ata KM 77.1 :D; F, BR; H; budai/°ai ICM 92.1 :C, 
J; dhapi ICM 98.1 :RC.
5.7 h
There are two occurrences of visavga, both in MS C and both unetymological: 
dehuh ICM 39.3 (imp. of c/e-) and puhjah KM 44.2. They are probably scribal mistakes.
5.8 VOICED/VOICELESS CONSONANTS
MSS BR, C and A show a few instances of substitution of voiced/voiceless 
consonants with their voiceless/voiced counterparts:
k>g: jaciga ICM 45.4:BR; kagahi KM 70.3 :H; I; gl ICM 86.1 :C (for an identical 
process see Entwistle 1983, p. 162);
b>p\ pudaki ICM 83.4:BR; pochari (<bauchara) KM 92.3:A; 
d>t: rasata KM 94.3:C.
5.9 ks>ch
The Sanskrit phoneme ks is often represented as ch in semi-tatsamas: jaccha I, jacha 
C, D, H, BR, jachi G (ICM 42.2); katachi ICM 87.4:C, F, G, H, J, PH. The inversion of 
this rule evident in the spelling aksl of acchi in KM 77.1 :H might be further proof for 
the realisation of ks as ch.
5.10 m
A number of instances show a clear tendency of approximation of the bilabial nasal 
with the semivowel v. This applies both to examples where etymological m  is realised 
as v and vice versa:
gamavani A, B, D, J, gavavani G (AS 11.2); sukumara A, D, H, NC, RC, sukuvara
G, sukuvara F, I, PH (ICM 19.2); samarau A, savarau G, savarau J (KM 44.1); 
gamarau A, gavarau G, gavarau H, RC (ICM 44.2); camara A, cavara J, corn G, cavara
F, I (ICM 53.2); bhamara A, bhavara PH, NC, bhaura H, bhavara D, F, I J, BR (KM 
69.4); kamanlya H, kavinlG, kavaniya NCP (ICM 110.1);
sabarana G, sabarana D, I, PH, savarana F, J, BR, sahmarana A, B (AS 5.1); savarl
G, savarlD, F, H, J, BR, NC, sahinaii A  (ICM 46.2); savarata G, sahmarana A  (ICM 
70.3); suhavanlG, suhavani C, F, J, PH, NC, suhamanl A  (KM 92.1); gavatl G, gavatl 
RC, gamati A  (ICM 104.2).
In a couple of examples m is reduced to anusvara: kuhkuma KM 26.3 :D, G, BR; 
ro/°au KM 32.3 :C, F, H, G, BR, PH.
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5.11 I
Etymological s has been retained in all instances of the conjunct sr: sri (see 
glossary); iravata KM 9.2; frama KM 11.3, 19.2, 55.2; iramita KM 40.3; sruti KM
32.3, 52.3. The only exception to this is sradha AS 16.4 where s is replaced by s in 
MSS I and J: sardhal, saradha J; however in both variants the conjunct is simplified as 
well.
The reading nihacala (<nisacala) in KM 8.4:D, G, J, BR, PH, NC; RC might reflect 
a reversing of the sandlii rule for visarga followed by voiceless palatals.
5.12 s
Etymological s is represented as k  in dhanaka KM 37.1 :H; 89.2:C, H, BR. Possibly 
this reading could be explained with de-aspiration of kh which is unetymologically 
assumed here to be the equivalent of s. A further proof to this speculation is the fact that 
dhanasa/°ka in I<M 37 rhymes with anasa, kanasa and canasa, which shows that 
historic s and Idh were approximated, and the reading sukava(ta/°ti) for susavata KM
103.1 :D; H; F, J, BR, which creates a precedent for de-aspiration of kh.
5.13 h
A number of instances exemplify the tendency of h weakening or disappearing 
between vowels, noted by McGregor (1968: 2.30): sajaKM 1.2:C; cai/°i KM 19.3:C; 
G; aranisa KM 72.2:G; sural KM 74.2:A, subati 74.4:H; pharata KM 88.3:F; 
kunjabiariKM 100.4:H; kata (<kahata) KM 105.1:RC.
A similar tendency is observed when a nasal and h constitute a conjunct: jona KM 
21.2:H; tumaiiKM 72.4:D.
5.14 ASPIRATES
There are a few examples of both gain and loss of aspiration. The overwhelming 
number of instances of gain of aspiration involve voiced consonants, whereas usually 
voiceless sounds lose original aspiration.
5.14.1 Gain o f aspiration
g>gh: ghatiKM  24.2:C, G, H; praghataKM 28.3:A, 110.2:A; ghata KM 107.2:D, 
F, H, I, J, BR;
d>dh: dhausa (<dyausa) AS 17.2:B; gathodha I, gathaudha J, gathaudha BR, RC 
(KM 25.3);
p>ph:phijara KM 9.1:RC; phunariKM  49.2:F; phelata KM 81.3:F (Since two of 
the three occurrences of a voiceless consonant gaining aspiration appear in MS F, they 
might merely be due to scribal habit);
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b>bh: subhasa KM 69.4:A.
5.14.2 Loss o f aspiration
kh>lc: sukava D,sukavati F, J, BR, sukavata H (KM 103.1);
th>t: thata AS 14.3:A; hata KM 51.3:C; jhute KM 95.1:NC; that! KM 106.1 (all 
MSS except for D, BR);
th>t: hata KM 61.2:C; madhista KM 82.3 :H;
ph>p: punaiiKM 92.3:A.
5.15 GEMINATES
Often the combination of etymological consonant and the semi-vowel -y is 
represented as a tadbhava geminate. The examples are exclusively of the dentals -f and - 
d: yadyapi>jaddapi AS 1.3:G; nrtya>mtti KM 2.2:G. The inverted process is described 
by Entwistle (1993, p. 115), where a tatsama -tt- is realised as -ty-: uttama>utyama 
(notice that the example is again of a dental -t).
There are also a few instances of simplified geminates in Haridas’s text: 
praphullita>praphulita KM 52.2:G; panna>pana/°a KM 73.3:C, G; uttara>u°/utara KM 
83.2:C; G; H.
5.16 CLUSTERS
The overwhelming majority of instances where a conjunct is realised as two 
separate consonants with an epenthetic vowel involves -r, most often as the first 
member of a cluster (see McGregor 1968: 2.3): padaratha AS 9.3 (all MSS); karapura 
KM 26.3:G; purana KM 33.5 (all MSS); murati KM 53.2 (all MSS except for NC); 
however sometimes -r is the second member of a cluster: parapahca AS 14.2:B; saradha 
AS 16.4:J; paratfti I<M 25.3:J; daraba/°i KM 36.3:C, F, H (it is interesting that most of 
these instances present simplification of consonant clusters in initial position).
There are a number of examples of non-historical clusters, all of them including -r. 
murll KM 18.2:NC; biprlti KM 27.3:A; manortlm KM 57.2:NC, RC; argaja KM 
61.2:1. It is worth noticing that these instances o f ‘inverted’ clusters appear in relatively 
recent MSS, where there are most probably attempts at sanskritization.
The rise of epenthetic vowel is quite common between two nasals as well: most 
MSS read janama with an epenthetic vowel: AS 11.2 (except for A and BR); AS 15.3 
(except for I and BR); KM 3.1 (apart from BR and RC); I<M 41.3 (except for A, H, I, 
BR and RC). Again all MSS (except for BR, NCM and RC) read unamatta KM 93.3.
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6 MORPHOLOGY AND SYNTAX
6.1 NOUNS
6.1.1 Direct case
About the use o f -u with unextended masculine -a stem nouns, sg. see above 5.1.7.
Two suffixes: -e/-e/-ai/-ai and (m) occur respectively with f. a- and a stem nouns: 
birai KM 21.2; asai KM 35.2; bholiai KM 64.2; bunde KM 92.1; alakal KM 103.1; 
lalanaKM 88.1.
6.1.2 Obi. case, pi.
Obi. pi. nouns take the suffix -na/-ni/(-nu): pranani (ke adharani) AS 2.4; logani (ki 
lavaiii) AS 11.1; panchina (maf) AS I33;janamani (ke dina) AS 15.3; aurana (sd rati) 
AS 16.2; darani (me) AS 16.2; pitarani (kau) AS 16.4; batani KM 19.3; motJna (ki) 
KM 20.1; hathani KM 20.2; urasani KM 20.3; kanani (°na in most MSS) KM 21.2; 
bhedani (ke bheda) KM 23.2; asina (susa) KM 32.1; (bahu) bhatini KM 32.2, 91.2; 
(bahuta) bhatina AS 3.2, KM 53.3; phulani KM 33.5; pahupani (barasa) KM 33.7; 
bhohani (tad) KM 39.3; patrana (ki sajya) KM 46.2; (curi) karani KM 50.1; (dulari) 
hirani (ki) KM 50.2; manani (sacyau) KM 52.2; netrani (diye syama)KM  56.2; pranani 
(kau) KM 58.3; ratini KM 62.2; arani KM 64.1; gunani (rai) KM 65.1; lagani (me) 
KM 65.4; chabina (kau sangraha) KM 66.1; angani ahga KM 72.3; nenani (kaupyalau) 
KM 74.2; adharani KM 74.3; maurani KM 82.1; juvatini (ke jutha) KM 85.3; dalani 
(para) KM 86.3; morani? KM 89.1; meghani (kighorani) KM 89.2; budhani (kiregani) 
KM 89.3;yafanani (kari) KM 90.3; logani/°na (agen.) KM 95.2:C, BR; NCM; morana 
(saiiga) KM 96.1; juvatini (mill) KM 99.2; angana (mahi) KM 99.3; asina (me) KM 
102.1; sasiyana (ki drsti) KM 105.4; dasanani KM 106.3; raginina (jutha) KM 107.3.
There are only two occurrences of the suffix -nu: loganu (ki lavani) AS 11.1 :F and 
bithinu (dijai sohani) AS 12.1:F. Whereas the former clearly has gen. sense (cf. Snell 
1991a, p. 99), the latter does not.
In some instances obi. pi. is used with direct object to mark plurality of an 
‘indefinite’ object: jatanani kari KM 90.3, or to identify a definite object: pratibimbana 
(desata)KM 13.2; savarata baraniKM 70.3 (see McGregor 1968: 4.36-37).
6.1.3 Generic Sg.
Generic sg. is often used instead of pi.: raga ragini ke jutha I<M 12.2; dvai kara sau 
KM 15.3; bhoha KM 37.1; tlna hu sura ke I<M 67.2; tina k i nmi KM 75.2; raga ke 
saiiga KM 85.2; raga ragini ke KM 101.3.
6.1.4 Obi. case, sg.
-e (e)/~ai (ai) are the obi. case endings used with m. -au (?) roots: kadhe AS 10.2; 
sdne KM 21.1; mathaiKM 22.3; base KM 39.2.
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-hi functions not only as a direct object marker: citahi KM 91.3; syamahi KM 96.1; 
premahi KM 99.4, but also as obi. marker for other cases: syamahi KM 82.1; kamahi 
KM 82.2:C, D, F, J, BR, PH, NCM. In most occurrences it alternates with -e(e)/-ai(ai): 
syameA, syamai H, I, RC (KM 82.1); kame A, kamai H, I, RC (KM 81.2); citai KM 
91.3:BR; preme A, I, premai J, RC (KM 99.4).
6.1.5 Vocative
There are a few occurrences of the vocative suffix -e (°ai in C) with m. and f. -a 
stem nouns: bande AS 6.1; pyare KM 6.2, 29.1, 73.1; radhe KM 14.1, 17.1, 22.1,
23.1, 25.1 :H, 41.1, 56.1, 82.3. However this suffix is optional (cf. for example radhika 
KM 18.3).
There is one instance of vocative of f. -i noun, where the final -i is shortened: sasi 
KM 104.1:F, H.
Two examples show the suffix -e with m./f. -a nouns without vocative (or obi. 
case) context: chablle KM 69.1 :G; radhe KM 94.2:H, 96.4 (all MSS).
6.1.6 Locative
Loc. is often designated by e(e)/-ai(ai) or -i, sometimes pleonastically followed by a 
loc. ppn.: hindoraiKM 21.4, 88.1; dvare KM 21.-4:F, H; mathai KM 22.3; tamalai KM 
31.4; garai/°e KM 39.4, 47.4, 63.2, 83.4; hrde KM 57.1; thaure/ai/e KM 86.2 (all 
MSS except for D, G, I and NCP.
For -i see phonetics, 5.1.5.
kulahu (a rhyme-form) KM 48.3 has locative sense, but Snell (1991a, p. 240) 
points out that this form can represent only Ap. gen./abl.
6.1.7 m. noun for f. referent
Often a m. n. is used for a f. referent: gunani rai KM 65.1 (see note 1 to 
translation); eka kuhja ke sasa KM 79.1; sriharidasa ke svami syama (seeVI 2).
6.2 PRONOUNS
6 .2.1
The pi. personal and demonstrative pronouns are often used with singular reference: 
hama AS 5.4, KM 79.1; hamar- KM 62.1, 82.3; ye KM 54.4:BR; ina KM 29.2, 3; tina 
KM 69.4, 98.4 etc.
6.2.2 The use of tu, tuma
tu (etc.) is most often used in the context of Krsna addressing Radha; tuma (etc.) 
prevails in the verses where a sakhi is speaking to Radha, and especially in AS where a 
devotee is addressing Hari. However, this distinction between tu and tuma is not 
maintained throughout tire text: there are examples of Krsna addressing Radha with
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tuma (KM 6.1, 79.1, 109.1, 4), and a sakhl invoicing her with the 2nd p. sg. pronoun: 
KM 43.1, 45.2, 68.1. There are a number of instances where tuma is used together with 
the 2nd p. sg. possessive pronoun (tuma + ten KM 6.1; tumahi + tihrni KM 109.1) 
which shows that tu and tuma might have been interchangeable to some extent. KM
29.1 presents an interesting case in which a sakhl addresses both Krsna and Radha, 
choosing 2nd p. sg. for the former and 2nd p. pi. for the latter. This might reflect die 
primacy of Radha in the theology of the sect, or simply indicate the interchangeability of 
the two pronouns.
6.2.3 Salient forms and usages
To be noted are the use of: kau/kd as indef. pr. AS 5.1; hau/hd as agen. KM 38.4; 
tohi as obi. KM 69.2; all these usages are rare but have been attested in SS. The form 
svai KM 7.3 of the demonstrative pr., distant reference, and the rhyme-forms yaha KM 
24.3; elm, be (ha) KM 27.3, 4, and jah lKM 53.3 are among the peculiar features of the 
pronominal system in Haridas’s corpus.
6.2.4 Table
1) All variants of the pronouns occurring in KM or AS (incl. emphatic forms and 
m./f./pl. forms) are recorded.
2) The first reading is usually taken from MS G. The backslash mark designates 
alternative variant, suggested by other MSS.
3) ? marks forms which are either not recorded or rare in this usage. In these 
instances a reference to the relevant verse is also given. Number alone designates KM, 
the verse number of AS is preceded by AS.
Table 2
Demonstrative pronouns
Proximate
Sg.
Proximate Remote Sg. Remote PI.
PI.
Dir. elm (r. f.)
yaha/iha/ihi(°i)
yahu
yahai/yahl/
yahihai
ye/e
be ha (r. f.) 
yel/(y)e(h)l
svai
vaha/vahu
ve/°ai
Obi. ya/Uii
yaha/yaha (r. f.)
ma/°i una/°i
Agen. ini/°a
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Table 3
Relative and correlative pronouns
Dir.
Obi.
Obj.
Agen.
Relative
Sg.
jau/°o/°u/°yau
joi
ji(0i)hi(°i)/jiha 
jahn (r. f.) 53.3
P
jahi/jaha
Relative
PI.
P
jina/°i
jini/°a
Cor. Sg.
so(°o)/°u/°au 
sol
Table 4
Personal pronouns
Dir.
Obi.
Obj.
1st p. sg.
hau(°au)/ho(°o)
mo(°o)/mau(°au)
mohi/mauhi 
han/ho? AS 1.3
1st p. pi. 2nd p. sg.
tu(°u)
to(°6)/tau(°au) 
tohil 69.2
hame(0e)/°ai(°al) tolii 
hamahi
Gen. merau/°o
meii
mcmi
hamarau
hamari
hamare/°ai
terau/°o
ten
tere
tuva/tua
to
tihare/teiiyai/
terel
dhmi
Agen. me(°e)/°ai(°ai)
hau(°au)/ho(°d)?
38.4
te(°e)/tai(°ai)
Table 5
Indefinite and interrogative pronouns
Dir.
Obi.
Obj.
Interrogative
animate/
inanimate
Interrogative Indefinite 
inanimate animate
kau(°au)/ko(°6) kaha(°a) 
ko(°o°)i/koi/kauil ka
13.3
kauna/kona/
kdnu
ka
kauna/kona
kahi/°he/°hai1
12.4
kou/°u/°i 
kau(°a u)/ko(°o)1 
AS 5.1
kahu
Cor. PI.
fe
tel
tina/°i
2nd p. pi.
tuma
tuma
tumhai/°e/
tuhmai
tumahi
tuhmarau/°o/
tuma(°a°)vau/
tumharo/°au,
tuhmarl/tumhaii
tuma(°a°)re/
tuhmare/tumhare
tuma
Indefinite
inanimate/
animate
kachu/°u
kou/°u/kauu
Agen. kaune(°e)/°ai(°aT) kahu(°u)
Reflexive: apanapau; apano/°au; apanai; apa/°u/°e; apuna/apana
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6.3 VERBS
6.3.1 The substantive verb
6.3.1.1
Of special interest are the following forms of the substantive verb used 
independently:
hova KM 3.3, has variant readings ho(°o°)hu, hou, and is presumably an 
imperative form;
ahi KM 7.3 (ai BR) occurs only once, independently, and not in negative context 
(unlike its appearance in Indrajit, McGregor 1968: 3.113, 116(d), 219 (f), 220 (a)), 
clearly as a synonym of hai;
The imperf. past forms hute KM 24.3; huti I<M 25.2, 73.2, 3 are used only 
independently.
6.3.1.2 Use of auxiliary
The auxiliary is more often absent than not. In the majority of examples it is used 
with the imperf. ptc. in general pres., and in these instances it seems to appear more 
often in the opening line of a verse rather than in the next three lines3; this might be 
connected with some requirements of the performing practice: rasata hau, rahiyatu hai 
AS 1.1; karata hai AS 10.1; phirata (rahata) hai AS 10.2; gherata hai AS 11.3; desata 
hau, desata hau KM 6.1; gavata hau KM 12.1; cahataho KM 18.3; lagata hai KM 26.2; 
tutata hai ICM 30.3; avatahe KM 38.3; nilcasati hai KM 62.3; bo lata hai KM 68.1; hota 
hai KM 68.2; tutata hai KM 69.2; avata hai KM 78.1; lagatu hai KM 80.1; melata ho 
KM 102.1.
In a large number of these instances (KM 26.2, 30.3, 68.1, 2, 78.1, 80.1) the 
auxiliary verb is followed by another type of geyavikaras, the vocative particle, which 
again might point to the musical tradition.
However, none of the above mentioned observations seems to apply to the use of 
the auxiliary in other tenses or moods, presumably because unlike the present tense 
where the auxiliary does not affect the tense, and is thus a pure geyavikara, in other 
tenses and moods it serves as a temporal or modal marker: rahyau hai AS 13.2; jagata 
hoi KM  47.3; ai hai KM 51.1, sal hai 51.4; lag! hai KM 71.2; bhayau hai KM 90.3; 
baithi hai KM 98.2.
3 For analogous observation about the appearance of the gen. ppn. in the first line of a stanza see Snell 
1991a, p. 109). There it is explained with the difference between the introductory character of the first 
line where a pada is being ‘labelled’ and the more descriptive context in the following lines.
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6.3.2 Subjunctive-present
6.3.2.1 Subi.-pres./Indicative pres.
Subj.-pres. is used when the context requires subjunctive force and as a functional 
synonym of indicative present. The functional overlap of subj.-pres. and indicative pres, 
is demonstrated by examples in which they constitute alternative readings: lagai B, I, J, 
BR, D, F, lagata (remaining MSS) AS 4.3; janai I, janata (rest of MSS) AS 10.2; jai F, 
BR, jata (all other MSS) AS 14.2; parata A, I, parai (rest of MSS) AS 18.3; rahai F, 
rahata (all other MSS) KM 9.3; tute C, tutata (rest of MSS) KM 30.3; bajata H, bajai 
(all other MSS) KM 33.3; jata F, jaya/°i (all other MSS) KM 35.3; rahata H, 
rahau/°o/au (remaining MSS) KM 39.2; birajata H, birajai/°e (remaining MSS) KM 
41.1; upajai C, F, H, I, J, BR, NCM, upajati/°ta G; D, NCP KM 45.2; upajai NCM, 
iipajati/°ta (remaining MSS) KM 60.3; jata D, I, jai/°ya (rest of MSS) KM 80.2; jhulai 
F, jhulata (rest of MSS) KM 84.1; lagai RC, lagati/°ta (remaining MSS) KM 92.1; 
desai/°e I, BR, desata (rest of MSS) KM 98.3; upajai H, upajata (rest of MSS) KM 
102.3; khelai RC, selata (rest of MSS) KM 105.2.
6.3.2.2 Subj.-pres./Imp.
Since sometimes only nasalisation distinguishes the forms of subj.-pres. and imp. 
there are many instances in which the two seem to be alternative readings: 
jano/°a/°au/°au KM 3.2, 5.2; kaho/0o/°au/°au KM 6.3; karo/0o/°au/°au KM 10.2; 
desau/°au/°o KM 32.1; rahau/°au/°d KM 39.2 etc.
6.3.2.3 Peculiar forms
There are two examples of -y- added to the root before the subj. termination: 
desyau KM 34.1:C and KM 35.1 :A. In both instances the forms are alternatives to 
more common subj.-pres. forms and the context is present rather than past.
The form leva KM 80.3 is either 1st p. subj.-pr. or imp. (cf. hova 6.3.1.1).
6.3.3 Future
6.3.3.1 Indicative future
Both -h- forms and extended -g- forms occur in KM and AS, showing future force: 
avaigau AS 4.3; leigau AS 17.2; rahihai, tarihai KM 1.2; hvaihai KM 54.3; lehu KM 
73.3; daihau KM 83.2; karihau KM 90.1; vardgi/°augi/augi alternatives to varo KM 
44.4:A, F; C, BR, RC; H; I, J, NCM; manegi KM 49.3; deugiKM  74.2; desaigi ICM 
101.3; upajaigau KM 101.3.
6.33.2 Subi.-future
There are also a few examples of subj.-fut.; whereas the force of jahi/°i KM 6.2,
99.1 is distinctively subj.-future, that of jahiKM  53.2; dehi KM 95.1 and chuvahi KM
99.4 is present-indicative.
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6.3.4 Passive
6.3.4.1 Synthetic passive
rahiyatu AS 1.1; janiyata KM 61.3; paiyata ICM 72.4, 102.4; desiyata KM 97.1, 
109.2; suniyata KM 993.
The use of passive in suniyata KM 17.3 and desiyata KM 36.1 is not required by 
the context and the passive form is not supported by all MSS (see variant 25, KM 17 
and variant 4, KM 36).
There are two examples of explicitly passive force expressed with active verbs: aisi 
kahu desi, suniya (most MSS read suni/°i) na bhani KM 31.2; and yaha aciraja desyau 
na sunyau kahu KM 91.1.
6.3.4.2 Periphrastic passive
There are three types of periphrastic passive in KM and AS:
1) formed by combination of the perf. ptc. and the auxiliary ja-: kahi gai KM 11.1; 
barani na jai KM 26.1, 29.1, 4, 41.2, 86.1; na jai saha KM 35.3; na basane jata KM 
40.1; kahi na jai KM  69.2.
2) imperf. ptc. + a-: kahata na avati KM 66.3.
It is interesting that all examples of this and the previous type (apart from KM 11.1 
where kahi gal may be a compound since kahi alternates with lcahi, see variant 2) appear 
in negative context. (The same is true of the examples quoted by Pauwels 1995, p. 91 
McGregor 1968: 3.143, Entwistle 1983, p. 198.)
3) imperf. ptc./verbal noun? + ban-: desata hi bane KM 21.2; ruthe kyaii bane KM 
79.1; rusane kyau bane KM 90.2.
6.3.4.3 Subi.-pres. forms in the passive
The -ie/ije forms in KM and AS have mainly imperative rather than passive force 
(the opposite is noted with regard to the language of Indrajit (McGregor 1968: 3.144- 
146) and Hariram Vyas (Pauwels 1995, p. 91):
AS: ldjai 7.1, 2, 12.1 and dijai 12.1.
In most examples of KM sakhi or Krsna addresses Radha:
sakhi: kijai KM 16.1, 2; jijai KM 16.2, pijai 16.3, lijai 16.4; suniyeKM  45.1; caliye 
KM 69.1;
Krsna: caliyeKM  56.3 (saidby Radha in the disguise of Krsna); boliye KM 59.1, 
90.1; kijiye KM 80.1, dhaiye 80.3;
caliyeKM 49.3 is addressed by a sakhi to Krsna and pijai KM 74.1 by Radha to 
Krsna.
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bhasiyai AS 2.2; dljai KM 95.3 and paiye (which alternates with paiyata) ICM
101.2 have clearly passive sense.
6.3.5 Imperf. ptcs.
6.3.5.1 Morphological features
Most often the imperf. ptcs. in Haridas’s corpus are formed with the ending -ta for 
both m. and f. gender. Some MSS (e.g. F, I, H, RC) are fairly consistent in substituting 
the ending -ti when the ptc. occurs with f. subjects. In other MSS (G, C, PH) -ta is 
typically used for both genders. There are three instances of ptcs. ending in ti, all of 
them are rhyme-forms: gavati, capavatiand ravatiKM 104.2, 3, 4. AS 3.2 includes the 
extended form pavatau/°o. -ta endings are very rare, always connected with m. sg. 
subjects (except for KM 97.4), and are often followed by the substantive verb: rahiyatu 
(hai) AS 1.1 (all MSS except for B, J, PH); karatu (hai) AS 10.1:B; rahata (hai) AS 
10.2:1; tutata (hai) KM  18.1:1; 69.2:F, U'JatuKM  57.3:C; pragatatu KM 76.4:C, D, G, 
PH; avatu KM 78.1:H; banchatu (ho) KM 78.2:G, H; kahatu KM 78.4:IT; lagata (hai) 
KM 80.1 :G, H, PH, NC; militu KM 97.4:G; paiyata (hai) KM 102.4:A, PH.
6.3.5.2 Syntactic features
Most often imperf. ptcs. function as the main verb of a sentence or as the first 
member of a composite tense construction.
Imperf. ptcs. occur also in constructions with hi: desata hi desata KM 9.4; parata hi 
KM 58.2, and in combination with rah-, ban-(?) and ja- (see below, 6.3.8.4)
Occasionally imperf. ptcs. function as nouns: kahavata AS 18.2; desata KM 12.4; 
(kai) gavata KM 32.4; 89.4 (cf. McGregor 1968: 3.171); (jlvata ko) lahaKM  35.2; 
citavata KM 91.3; gavata selata KM 102.3.
6.3.6 Perf. ptcs.
6.3.6.1 Uncommon forms
Rhyme-forms: saha KM 35.3, daha 35.4.
n- forms: basane KM 40.1; lapatane KM 49.4; lapatanau(?) KM 97.1 (see note 2 to 
translation).
Others: bhaya AS 6.4:J; kari (?) AS 16.3 (see note 6 to translation); line KM 63.4; 
kiya AS 6.4 (all MSS except for F).
6.3.6.2 Syntactic features
Perf. ptcs. often function as the main verb of a sentence or as component of 
composite tenses.
There are a number of occurrences of adverbial non-finite constructions with the 
obi. sg. perf. ptc. in -e in KM and AS. Most often they are nasalised. In many instances
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they are functionally indistinguishable from absolutive construction as demonstrated by 
the alternative usage of adverbial perf. ptc. and abs. constructions (cf. McGregor 1968: 
4.40-45 and Entwistle 1983, p. 196): (saba susa) liye (rahata) AS 3.3; sadhephirata AS
10.1 (r. f., nas. in B, D, I, J, PH); bhulai bhulai KM 10.1 (equivalent to MSH abs. 
construction bhulkar bhl); (kacha) badhe (nrtya karata) KM 14.2; arabaraie (pragata 
bhal) KM 28.3; liye (rahau) KM 39.2; bicarata hi gaye sadhe (r. f.) KM 41.3; 
(mardana) kiye KM  56.1, (murali) dhare 56.1, (pitambara) audhe 56.1; (sihgara) kiye
56.2 (nas. in A, F, H, J, PH; I, NC), diye (syama) 56.2; grase liye KM 57.3; kiye 
(mana) KM 59.3; (tala) dhare KM 60.2; (dadi) chadai KM 61.3 (nas. in D; F, PH; J); 
(aisau) kiye KM 68.2; tekai KM 77.2 (teka BR, teki NCM); rase (selata) KM 81.4; 
(sahga) liye (ragati) KM 85.2; (nyare) kiye (vari) KM 86.4 (nas. in C); sodhe (nhai 
baithi) KM 103.1 (nas. in A, F, H, J, PH, NC); liye (agai thadhi) KM 103.3.
There are a few occurrences in which the adv. perf. ptc. alternates4 not only with the 
abs., but with the imperf. ptc. (all recorded examples are with the verb des-): (bhavate k i 
prakrti) desaiKM  11.3 (desa D, desata C, F, H, I, J, NCM, RC); (musa) dese (canda 
lajavata) KM 12.3 (desi F, desata C, H, I, J, NC, RC); (badana canda) dese KM 57.1 
(desata F). These readings might be due to confusing the adverbial use of the perf. part, 
with 3rd p. subj.-pres., which is often functionally synonymous with general present.
Perf. ptcs. are also used:
1) in constructions with bina: bina desaiKM 16.2; tere dese bina KM 76.2;
2) in idiomatic collocation with imperf. ptcs. of the correspondent vi. (see Snell & 
Weightman 1992, p. 213): chudaye na chutata KM 57.3 (see note 8 to translation); 
chipaye na chipata I<M 97.2; rase na rahati KM 108.3;
3) in compound verbs with cah-, kar- and rah- (see 6.3.8.3).
There are a few instances of perf. ptcs. functioning as adjectives: anamagyau AS 
4.3; radhi (sira) KM 51.4; tuti (lara), chuti (pod) KM 85.1.
6.3.7 Absolutives
The most common form is the verb stem, represented by -i/-a: hili niili KM 18.4; 
jaki KM 24.4; weak final -i is occasionally represented by -ya, typically after a: milaya 
KM 11.4:G.
There are a few occurrences of the extended abs. form as well: uthike/°kai KM 
47.4:A, NC; RC; hasikai KM 105.2. The abs. of kar- is kari or ke/°e/kai/°ai: (suphala) 
kari, kara KM 3.1 :C, NCM; (krama krama) kari KM 41.4, kara, kai KM 68.4:D, H; 
(jatanani) kari KM 90.3; (misi) kail, J, NCM, ke PH, kari RC, KM 102.2.
4It is important to notice that this ‘alternation’ is between scribes/MSS, not between similar occurrences 
within a single MS.
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Absolutives are often followed by rah- to express continuous action or state: 
phataphataya rahyau AS 1.4; gahi rahe AS 9.4; byapi rahyau AS 13.2 (cf. McGregor 
1968: 3.161); mudirahau KM 6.2; rahai hvaiKM  7.4; nihari rahai KM 9.2, niharirahe 
KM 11.4 (see above 2.5); jaki rahe KM 24.4; lapatai rahe KM 25,4, 92.3; latapatai rahe 
KM 57.4, 80.4; rami rahyau KM 61.1; mari rahi KM 68.2; rahi bhaii KM 73.4. They 
also appear in the idiomatic phrases lai jahlKM  53.2 and lai call KM 69.3.
There are a number of instances where the final vowel of the abs. has been 
lengthened in order to accommodate the rhyme (see 2.5).
6.3.8 Verbal nouns
Verbal nouns are attested throughout KM and AS: sarakani KM 20.4; dharani KM 
33.3; cahani (?) KM 37.3 (see note 6 to translation); lapatani KM 55.4; morani (?) KM
67.3 (see note 12 to translation); ani (?) KM 71.3 (see note 9 to translation); rusane KM 
80.2; dolani, bolani KM 85.1; biharani (?) KM 88.4 (see note 9 to translation); regani 
KM 89.3.
Some occur as rhyme-forms: dharani, darani, parani KM 50.2, 3, 4; ghorani KM
89.2, harini AS 2.2; lavani (?), gavavani, bhavani, citavani AS 11 (see note 2 to 
translation); pdhani, johani AS 12.2, 3.
They are regularly used in purpose clauses as well: udive kau AS 1.4; harana kau, 
bharana kau, tarana kau KM 4.1, 2, 4; kadhana kau KM 7.2; harive kau KM 77.3; 
desive kau KM 91.3; bharana (ai) ICM 98.4; desana (jahi) KM 99.1; avalokana kau 
KM 102.1.
The -bau forms are often part of gen. construction: nikasive kau ihaura KM 6.3; 
uthaibe k i bate KM 62.3; uthibe k i chabi KM 86.1.
There are two examples of verbal nouns functioning as verbal agent: bigarana and 
sabarana AS 5.1.
Verbal nouns are also used as first member in compounds with lag-, ban- (?), pa- 
and de- (see 6.3.8.2).
6.3.8 Verbal compositions
6.3.8.1 Forms based on verbal stems
The forms based on dependent auxiliary verbs have the same meaning as in MSH: 
par- expresses suddenness or conclusiveness of the action; le- has reflexive force and 
ja- is a process-marlcer.
par-: haripar- KM 23.4, 66.3; badalipariKM 73.1; cokipari KM 83.4; ai pari KM
104.3.
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le-: udai lai AS 8.2; kari llna/°e KM 26.4, 63.4; samaya lyau KM 35.1; rasi lai ICM 
35.4; bola bulaya liyo ICM 36.4; gahi lai KM 56.3; hari lota KM 58.2; cuvai le KM
74.3.
ja-: soi galKM  47.1; bhoi gal KM 47.2; boi gai KM 47.3, noi gal 47.4 (r. f.); kari 
jatiKM  78.1; hvaijata KM 109.1, 2, marijata 109.3.
jan- ‘to know (how to)’: gunthi jane KM 70.1, but rahyau janiyata KM 61.3 (r. f.).
sak- ‘to be able to’: kari sakai KM 70.2; kari sak- AS 1.3:A, B, D, F, I, J, BR.
6.3.8.2 Forms based on verbal nouns
lag- ‘to begin to’: selana lage KM 2.1; selana lagiKM  83.3; bhijana lage KM 93.1.
pa- ‘to manage to’: jana (jani) napavai KM 62.2.
de- ‘to allow to’: na jana de KM 74.3.
6.3.8.3 Forms based on perf. ptcs.
cah- ‘to wish to’: kiyau cahau AS 1.3; desyau cahata KM 6.4; cahata nihari KM
15.2 (r. f.); bhayo cahataKM 18.3; milyau cahatiKM 102.2.
kar- (iterative character of the action): rahyau ldjai KM 16.1.
rah- (continuity of situation): cadhyau rahata AS 10.2:B, D; I; mill rahai KM  35.2; 
jhull rahyau (or r. f. of abs., see note 10 to translation) KM 57.3.
6.3.8.4 Forms based on imperf. ptcs.
rah- (continuous character of the action): desata rahau, AS 3.4, KM 3.1; ratata 
rahata KM 9.3.
Ja-(progressive character of the action): bunata udherata jata AS 14.2; manavata jai 
KM 80.2.
ban- ‘to manage to?’: desata hi bane KM 21.2; but ruthe kyau bane KM 79.1; 
rusane kyau bane KM 90.2. The first example and the example quoted by Pauwels 
(1995, p. 91) suggest that the auxiliary ban- is used with imperf. ptcs., however its 
further two occurrences do not support this observation.
phira- (progressive marker?): karataphirata KM 53.1 (see note 1 to translation).
6.3.9 Conjunct verbs
The conjunct verbs in KM and AS are mainly based on kar- and ho-: sudaha kari 
KM 31.3; mana karata KM 39.1; chalu kai KM 39.4; krama krama kari KM 41.4; 
mardana kiyeKM  56.1, singara kiye 56.2; guhjara karata KM 85.2; karata nrtya KM
105.3 etc.
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6.4 NUMERALS
6.4.1 Cardinals: dutiya AS 7.3; dvai KM 7.1; du KM 8.3; eka KM 13.1; can 
KM 20.2; dasa KM 106.2; ko tiKM 29.4, 86.4; kirauraniKM 89.3.
Cardinals used not in literal sense: sadhe gyaraha KM 26.3; nabasata KM 26.3.
6.4.2 Ordinals: dusarlAS 16.3, dujaiKM  26.3.
6.4.3 Aggregatives: dou KM 2.3, 25.4, 71.4; doi I<M 13.1; duhuna KM 49.4; 
duhu KM 63.1; tlnahu KM 59.2, 67.2; carauKM 87.2; cahuKM  89.2.
6.4.4 Forms in which the first component is a numeral: ikasara, 
caupahalu KM 20.2; duranga KM 73.3; ekanta KM 84.1.
6.5 POSTPOSITIONS
Worth noticing are the following salient forms and usages of ppns.: para KM 18,2 
(rhyme, see note 4 to translation); the rhyme-form mehi KM 82.3 of the loc. ppn.; the 
variant saha (saha) of so KM 81.4; the collocation (sarovara) taiKM  57.1 where tai 
seems to be used as a synonym of mai (for a similar unusual usage of tai see McGregor 
1968: 3.176).
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Chapter IV 
Apparatus
Notes on the conventions used in the apparatus criticus
1. The text given supra lineam is the text of MS G without any changes. There are 
only two exceptions to this: the haplograpy of ri- in rijha (KM 85.3), and the omission 
of -sa in haridasa (AS 2.4) are corrected.
2. The apparatus criticus includes the variants of 12 MSS. Eight MSS are collated 
for the text of AS: A, B, D, F, I, J, BR and PH. Since 13 of the 18 verses are missing 
in C, it is not used in the collation for AS. MSS H, NC and RC, which give the text of 
KM only, are obviously excluded as well. 11 MSS are collated for the text of KM: A, 
C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PC, NC and RC1. B is eliminated because only 37 verses of KM 
are preserved in it, the rest is missing.
3. The arrangement of MSS in the collation is: MSS from VRI (except 
commentaries) in alphabetical order; MSS from the Haridasi Seva Samsthan (except 
commentaries) in alphabetical order; MSS of commentaries in alphabetical order. The 
alphabetical order follows the Latin. For the sigla of the MSS see the chapter on 
description of MSS.
Since NC cites the verses of KM at least twice, there are separate sigla denoting the 
two texts: NCP (NC pada, verse quoted as a whole) and NCM (NC mula, verse quoted 
line by line, each line followed by the relevant commentary). When NCP and NCM 
agree on a reading, the siglum used is NC. The order of NCP and NCM is not 
alphabetical, but as they appear in the MS, NCP preceding NCM.
Throughout the apparatus RC stands for RC1, except in KM 82, where the variants 
are taken from RC2, since the verse is missing in RC1.
4. A single danda is shown by a semi-colon, a double danda by a full stop.
5. raga headings are not shown here, but are discussed in the chapter on ragas in 
AS and KM.
6. A few more standardisations have been adopted in order to reduce the bulk of the 
apparatus:
When variants disagree only on the inclusion of undoubtedly conditioned 
nasalisation, or on certain orthographic peculiarities (use of s or kh; s or s) these 
differences are not shown in the apparatus. The form used is the one which occurs in 
the first of the quoted MSS. For example KM 41, note 19 A, C, F...syama (as an 
alternative to syama in G) means that these MSS agree on the feminine form syama, 
though they might disagree on any of the above-mentioned peculiarities (in this case on
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the use of tatsama s or s, and on nasalising the long a). The form quoted is syama 
because this is the form in the first of the listed MSS - A - but in the rest it might be 
syama or syama. A detailed analysis of the orthographic peculiarities of each MS is 
given in the description of MSS in the chapter on textual analysis.
Conditioned nasalisation (as a single difference) is marked only when the form is in 
a final rhyme, or where there might be ambiguity about the type of nasalisation. This 
includes: nasalisation of pronominal forms such as kaune; of mand and its variants; of 
verbal forms, where a termination is nasalised and in a nasal environment, ganai, banau; 
and the forms of the negative particle nahl.
With regard to the use of b and v, the text sup. lin. consistently follows MS G. 
Variants are shown in the rest of the MSS only when G does not specify v and another 
MS does. The opposite (when G marks v and another MS does not) is not indicated, 
since G is more consistent about differentiating b and vthan the other MSS.
7. In the transliteration of the MSS, ~ is used when there is vowel nasality, and the 
graph for the relevant nasal, when there is a nasal consonant. In rare cases m  is 
employed as well: to show nasalisation of the consonant in sibilant environment, and 
generally nasalisation when it is not clear if an anusvara stands for anusvara or 
candrabindu, or when one needs to distinguish between a conjunct of a nasal and a 
consonant, and the combination of an anusvara and a consonant: kinnari as distinct from 
kimnari.
8. The following signs have been employed in the text sup. lin.:
[ ] the text which is enclosed between square brackets is taken from MS L (a
transcript of MS G) because it is unreadable in G;
[...] text unreadable in both MSS G and L;
( )mS the lexes enclosed by brackets are omitted from the main text and added in 
the margin;
< > these brackets designate the two emendments of the text in G.
9. A few signs are used in the apparatus as well:
? A question mark is written after uncertain forms or uncertain procedures, e.g. 
KM 58, note 26 (PH omitted, deleted?), the word (kahata) is not included in PH, but 
there is a seemingly empty space where it is supposed to be, which could mean that 
kahata was originally added, and later deleted.
[X...Y] from X to Y
{ } These brackets enclose the sigla of MSS for which a certain addition applies 
when the note includes MSS with other changes as well, cf. KM 1, note 4.
10. Abbreviations in the apparatus:
cnt. continued
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inf. lin. infra lineam
marg. margin
p.c. post correcturam
pr. m. propria manu
sec. m. secunda manu
sup. lin. supra lineam
unr. unreadable
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AS 1
[jyau1 hi2] jau3 hi4 tuma rasata hau5 tyau6 hi7 tyau8 hi9 rahiyatu10 hai11 hau12 hari; 
aura tau13 acarace paya14 dharau15 su16 tau’V8 kauna19 kau20 paida21 bhari; 
jaddapi22’23 kiyau24 cahau25’26 apano27 mana28 bhayo29>30 so31 to32 kyau33 kari34?35 rasau36 
hau37 pakari;
kahi38’39 haridasa 40 pinjara41 ke janabara42 jyau43 phataphataya44 rahyau45 udive46 kau47 
kitou48 kari.
'A, BR jyo
2B, F, I, BR, PH hi
3A, BRjyo; B jyau; D, F, I, Jjyau
4B, F, I, BR, PH hi
SA, BR, PH ho
6A, BR tyo; B tyo
7B, D, F, I, BR, PH hi
8A, BR tyo; B tyo; D omitted
9D omitted; F, I, BR, PH hi
10B, J, PH rahiyata; I rahiyatu; BR rahayatu
nA he
12A, B, D, F, I, BR, PH ho 
13A, PH to; B, F, J, BR omitted 
14A paya; B, F, I, BR, PH pai 
1SA, J, BR dhard; F dharau 
16B, I so
17A, I, PH to; BR unr.
18Added: A, BR, PH kaho; B, D, F, I, J kahau 
19A, F kona
20A, B, F, I, J, BR, PH ke; D kai
21A, F peda; D, I, J, PH paida
22A yadyapi; B, PH jadapi; D jadyapi; BRjaddipa
23Added: B ho; D, I, J hau; F hau; BR ho
24A, D, F, I, J, BR omitted; B, PH kiyo
25A, D, F, I, J, BR omitted; B caho; PH caho
26A ho added
27A, B, D, F, I, J apanau
28D, F, BR omitted
29F, I, J bhayau
30Added: A kiyo caho; D kiyo cahau; F kiyau cahau; I, J kiyau cahau; BR kiyo caho
3'A, D s u ;  B £ a u ; F, BR omitted; J so
32B, D, F, I, J, BR omitted
33A kese; B kyo; F kaise; I kaisai; J kesai; BR kaise; PH kyo
34A kara
35Added: A sako jo tuma; B Saka jo tuma; D sakau jo tuma; F sako jyau tuma; I, BR sakau jo tuma; J
sakau jau tuma
36A, B, BR rakho; D, F, I, J rasau
37A, B, D, F, I, J, BR omitted; PH ho
38A kahi; B kahe; D kahai; F, J, BR omitted
39B, F, I, J, BR &rl added
40F, J, BR ke svami syama kunjabihari added
41A pinjara; D pijara
42PH jinara emended to jinabara
43A lo; B lo; D, F, I, J, BR lau
44A tadaphadai; B, F, I tarapharai; D, J tarapharaya; BR tapharai
45A, BR rahyo
46A udivai; D udave
47A, F, BR ko; B ko
48A kitau; D kitauka; F kitauku; J ldtau; BR kitoka
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AS 2
kahu ko1 basa2 nahi3 tuhmari4 krpa5 te6 saba hoya7 bihari biharini8; 
aura9’10 mithya prapanca kahe11 kau12 bhasiyai13 su14 tau15 hai16 harini17; 
jahi tuma so18 liitu19 ta so20 tuma hita21 [karau]22 saba susa karani23;
Sri harida<sa> ke svami syama kunjabihari pranani24 ke adharani25.
'D, J kau; F omitted; I omitted, added in marg., pr. m. 
2F basu
3B, I, J nahi; D nahi; F nahi; BR nahi
4D tumari; F, I, J, BR tumhari
5B, I krapa
6D, J tai; I sau; BR te
7B, F, I, BR, PH hoi
SB, D, I, J, BR, PH biharani
9B ora
l0D tau added
"PHkohe
12A, F kau; B , BR ko; PH ko
l3A, BR, PH bhasiye; B bhasiai; I bhaslye
l4A, B, I, J so
l5A, B, PH to
16A, B, J, PH he
l7B harana; D, F, I, J, BR, PH harani
18D, I, J sau
19A, B, D, F, I, J, PH hita
20D, F, I, J sau; B, BR so
21F hitu
22A, BR karo
23A karini, B karana
24A pranana
25B adharana
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AS 3
kabahu1 kabahu2 mana ita uta jata ya te3 ba4 kauna5*6 adhika7 su(sa)m&8;
bahuta9 bhatina10’11 ghata12 ani13 rasau14 nahi15 tau16 [pa]vatau17 dusa18;
koti kama lavan[ya19 bihajri ta20 ke21 muhacuh!22 saba susa liye23 ra[hata rusa24;
sri] haridasa25 ke svaml syam[a kunjabihari kau26 di]na27 desata28 rahau29 bicitra musa.
'F °hu; J °hu 
2F °hu; J °hu 
3A, B, F te; D, J tai 
4BR aba
5A, PH kona; F konu 
6F, J, BR hai added 
7F adhiku
8F susu; J sususa emended to susa 
9A  bahu, B bauhauta
l0B bhatini; D batana; F bhati; I, J, PH bhatini; BR bhatina 
MF te added 
12A, B ghati 
I3I ana
l4A, B, F, I, J, PH rakhyau; BR rakhyo 
15B, I nahi; D nahi; PH nahi 
16A, BR, PH to
17A, B, BR, PH pavato; F omitted 
1SF dusu
l9A, D, F lavanya; J lavani 
20Ija
21F, BRte; J tai
22A, J muha°; B muhacahe; D, F muhacuhi; I, PH muhacuhi; BR muha° 
23A, F, BR liye; B liai; I liyai; J liyai 
24F rusu 
25BR haridasi
26A, PH ko; F, BR omitted 
21A  dina added
28A -ta omitted, added inf. lin.
29A, BR, PH raho; B raho; F rahau
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AS 4
[hari bhaji1 hari2] bhaji3 chadi4 na [mani5 nara6 tana7 kau8; 
mata9 banchai10’11 mata12] banchai13 re14 tilu15 tilu16 dha[na kau17; 
anamagyau18 agai19] avaigau20 jyau21 palu22 la[gata]23’24 palu25 kau26; 
kahi27’28 haridasa mica29 jyau30 avai31 [tyau]32’33 dhana34 hai35 apana36 kau37.
'D bhaja; F bhati
2F, BR omitted
3D bhaja; F, BR omitted
4A chadi; D chada; BR chadi
5A, D, F, I, J, BR mana
6B nira; F rata; J ra
7F omitted, see above
8A, F, I kau; B ko; BR ko
9B mati; F, BRjini
10A banche; F bache
UB, BRre added
12B, J mati; F omitted; BRjini
13A banche; F omitted
14A, B, BR omitted
15A, B, D, I, J, BRtila
16A, B ,D ,I , J, BRtila
17A, B, F kau; BR ko
18A anamagyo; B, PH anamagyau; D, F amamagai; J anamagau; BR anamage
19A age; B, BR age; F omitted, age added in marg.
20A avego; D, BR, PH avaigo; F avaigau; J avaigau
21 A, BR jyo; B jyai; F jyo
22A, B, F, I, J, BR, PH pala
23B, I, J, BR lagai; D lagai; F lage
24F na added
25A, B, F, I, J, BR, PH pala
26A, F kau; BR ko
27A kahi; B kahe; D kahai
28B, I, J, BR Sri added
29B micu; F micu
30A jyo; B jyau; F kyau; BR ky5
31A ave
32A, F, BR tyo; B tyau
33A he added
34J dhanu
35A omitted; B he; F, BR hvaihai
36I, BR, PH apuna
37A, B, F kau; BR ko
1 2 0
AS 5
e1 hari mau2 so3 na4 bigarana kau5 to6 so7 na sabarana8 kau9 mohi10 tohi11 pari hoda12; 
kauna13 dhau14 jitai15 kauna16 dhau17 harai18 pira19 badi20 na choda21; 
tuhmari22 maya baji23 bicitra24 mohe25 suni26 kake bhule27 kauda28; 
kahi29>30 haridasa hama31 jityau32>33 hare34 tuma tau35 na36 tauda37.
’D ai
2A, B, D, F, I, J, BR, PH mo
3D sau; F sau
4BR omitted
5A, BR ko; B, F, PH ko
6 A, B tuma
7D, F, J sau
SA, B sahmarana; D, I, PH sabarana; F, J, BR savarana
9A, BR ko; B, PH ko; I kau
10B mauhi
1'I tohi
12B hauda
13 A PH knna
14a ’ PH dho; B dho; J dhau
15A, B, Ijite
16A, B, F, PH kona
l7A, B, F, PH dho
l8A hare; F harai
i9A, D, I para; B, J pari; F parir; BR pira emended to para; PH piri
20F bad!
2!B chaudi
22A, I, J tumhari; D tumari; F, BR tuma
23F, J, BR pasari added
24A pasari added
25B mohi
26A, I, J, BR muni; B, D suna
27D bhulau; F bhulyau; BR bhulyo
28A, B, D, F, I, J, BR, PH koda
IcrIis
30B, I, J, BR 6ri added
31D omitted
32A, B, D, I, J, PH jite; BRjityo
33D hama added
34F haryau; BR haryo
35F omitted; I tauu; J tou
36F omitted
37A, D, F, I, J, BR, PH toda
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AS 6
bande asatiyara1 bhala2;
cita3 na dulava4 ava5 samadhi6 bhitara7 na hohu8 agala9; 
na phiri10 dara dara pidara11 dara 12 na hohu13 adhala14; 
kahi'V6 haridasa karata kiya17 su18 huva19 sumera20 acala cala.
'A, B, I akhatyara; F asatiyara; BR akhitiyara emended to akhatiyara
2B bhala
3F, BR citu
4B dulau; F dulavata
5A omitted, added sup. lin, ; B au
6A samadh! emended to samadhi; D samadha
7J bhitara
8B hauhu; I hou
9B agala
10A, D, F, I, J, BRphira
11J padara
12F dara added
13B hauhu; I hou
14B, I, J, BR, PH andliala
15 A kaha emended to kahi; B kahe
16B, I, J, BR §vl added
17F kaii; I kiya
18A, B, I so
19B hua; F bhai; J bhaya 
20B sumeru
1 22
AS 7
hitu1 to2 ldjai kamala3 nena4 sd5 ja hitu6 ke7 agai8 aura9 hitu10 lagai11 saba12 phikau13;
kai14 hitu15 [ldjai16 sadha17] sangati18 sd19jyau20 kilibisa21 ja[i22 saba23 ji kau24];
hari kau25 hitu26 aisau27 jaiso28 rahga [majitha 29 samsara 30 hita31] 32 ranga33 kasumbha34 
dina dutiya35 [kau36;
kahi37=38 haridasa] hitu39 ldjai40 sri41 bihari 42 so43 [aura44 nibahu jani45 ji kau46].
'A, B, D, I hita 
2B, D, F, I, J, BR tau
31 kavala
4A, D, I, J, BR naina 
SB so; D, I, J sau; F sau 
6A, B, D, F, Is J hita 
7Dkai
8 A, BR age; I agai 
°D saba addded 
l0A, B, I, J, BR hita
1 'A lage
l2D, F, J, BR omitted 
13 A, F phiko; BR phiko 
l4A, J ke 
l5A, B, D, J hita 
16Akijje
17A, F, I, J, BR sadhu 
l8A, D sangata 
l9D, F, I, J sau 
20A jyo; BRjyo
2IA, PH kilabisa; B kalimakha; D, I, J, BR kalamasa; F kalibisa
22Ajau; D, Jjaya; F, I jahi
23I, J, BR omitted
24A, BR ko; F ke
25A ko
26B, D, I, J hita
21A  aiso emended to eso; B, BR aiso; J esau 
28A jau emended to j aisau; D, F, I, J jaisau 
29F kau added 
30Added: F kau; BRko 
31F, BR hitu
32 Added: F aisau jaisau; BR jaiso 
33F, J, BR omitted
34A, BR kasumbha; B, F kasubha; I, J kasubha 
35A dvitiya; B, F, I, J, BR, PH duti; D duti 
36A, BR ko
37A kaha emended to kahi; B kahe; D kahai
38B, I, J, BR M  added
39A, B, D, I, J hita
40A kije; B, D, F, I, J, BR kijai
41D, F, I, BR omitted
42Added: Aju; B ju; I, J ji
43D, F, I, J sau
44A aura emended to ora; F, I, BR ora 
45D jana; F ja- omitted, added in marg.
46A, BR ko
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AS 8
tinuka1 jyau2 ba[yari3 ke4 basa;
jyau5 jyau6 cahai7] tyau8 tyau9 udai10 lai11 darai12 apanai13 rasa;
[brahmaloka] sivaloka14 aura loka15 asa;
kahi16»17 haridasa bicari18>19 dlthau20 bina21 bihari nahi22 j asa23.
'A tinaka
2A jyo; B, F, I omitted; J jyau; BR omitted jo added sup. lin., sec. m. 
3A beyari; B byari; D, J, BRbayara 
4J kai
SA jyo; B, J, BRjyau
6A, B, D, F, I, J, BR omitted
7A cahe; B, F, I, J, BR bhavai
SA, BR, PH tyo; B tyau
9A, B, F, I, J, BR omitted; PH tyo
l0D, J udaya
nA, B, PH le
l2A, I dare; B, F, BRjai; Jjaya
l3A, B, F, I, BR, PH apane
l4B °lauka
15A omitted, added sup. lin, sec. m.
I6A kalia emended to kahi; B kahe; D kahi
17B, I, J, BR Sri added
l8A, D, I, BR, PH bicara; F bicarihyo?
19F na; BR rahyo na
20A dekho; B, D, I dekhau; F, J desyau; BR dekhyo; PH ditho
21BR omitted
22A nahi; B nahi; D, I nahi; F, BR omitted; J nahi; PH nahi
23A yasa
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AS 9
samsara samudra manusya1 mina nakra2 magara3 aura4 jiva bahu bandasi5;
mana6 bayari7 prere8 snehaV0 phandasi11;
lobha pinjara12 lobhi marajlva13 padaratha cari14 sam15 sandasi16;
lcahdV8 haridasa tei jiva19 para bhaye20 je gahi21 rahe carana22 ananda23 nandasi24.
‘J manusa 
2B omitted 
3B omitted; I makara 
4B ora
5B, D bandana 
6F manu
7B byari; D, J, BR bayara 
SPH prerai
9B, I, J, BR Saneha; PH snehu 
10A, B phanda added
1 ‘B phandasa 
l2A pinjara; F panjara
13A, D, F, I, PH marajiya; B, J, BR marajiya 
l4B, J, BR cara; D cyara 
15A, B, J, BR, PH khanda; I sa 
16B khanda£a
17A kaha emended to kahi; B kahe 
18B, I, BR 6ri added 
19F jiu
20B, BRbhae 
21D gaha
22A, D, F, BR carana 
23F nanda 
24B nandaSa
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AS 10
hari Ice nama kau1 alasa kata2 karata3 hai4 re kala phirata sara5 sadhe6;
bera kubera7 kachu nahl8 janata9 cadhyau10 phirata11 hai12 kadlie13;
hira bahuta14 [javajhara15 sance16 kaha17 bhayo18 hast! dara badhe19;
kahi2921 haridasa mahala22 me23 banita24 bani thadhi25 bhai26 yelcau27 na calata jaba avata28 
anta29 ki adhe30.
'A, BR ko; B ko; D, I kau 
2A kasa; B, I kita 
3B karatu; J kara 
4A, J he
5 A -ra omitted, added sup. l i n F rasara 
6B, D, I, J SadhaT; PH sadhe 
7PH kubera added
8A, B, BR nalii; D nalii; F na; J, PH nah!
9Ijanai
'°A, BR cadhyo
1 *B, D rahata; I rahatu; PH phirata emended to rahata 
12B nita; F sara
13B kadhai; D, I, J kadhai; F sadhe; PH kadhe
14B bohauta
l5BRjavahira
l6A sanceya emended to sance; B sace; J cance?
,7B kaha emended to kaha
l8D, F, I, J, PH bhayau
19D badhai; F badhe; I, J badhai
20A kaha emended to kahi; B kahe
21B, I, J, BR in  added
22D -ha- omitted, added inf. lin.
23B me; D, J mai
24B banata; PH omitted, added in marg.
25A, I thadi 
26F, BR omitted
27A yeko; B, D ekau; F kachu; J, BR kachu 
28B avati 
29F ata
30D, I, J adhai; F, PH adhe
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AS 11
desau1 ina2 logani3 Id 4 lavani;
bujhata na[hi5 ha]ri carana6 kamala kau7 mithya8 janama9 [gavavani10; 
jaba jama11 duta12] ai13 gherata hai14 taba15 [karata apa16 mana17 bhavani18; 
kahi]19’20 haridasa21 taba22 hi23 cirajivau24 jaba25 kunjabihari citavani26].
'A, B, BR dekho; J desau 
2F, J, PH ini
3A, B, BR logana; F loganu 
4 A li added, deleted
5A  nahi emended to nahi; B, D nalii; J nalii; BR, PH nahi
6A, BR carana
7A, BR, PH ko; B kau
8B mithya
9 A, BR janma
10A, B, D, J gamavani; BR gumavani 
nAyama; Fjaba 
,2F du
13A ai emended to ai; D aya; I, J ani 
14A, B, I omitted 
15D, F, BR omitted
16A apa emended to apana sec. m.\ D, F, BR apani; I apu 
17D, F, BR omitted; J mani 
18D bhavani
19A kaha emended to kalii; B kahe 
20B, I, J in  added 
21BR ridasa 
22J tuba?
23A, F, I, J hi; B, D, BRhi
24A cirajivo; B, I cirujivai; F cirajivai; J cirajivau; BR cirajivai 
25D, F, J, BR omitted 
26F cintavani
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AS 12
mana1 lagaya2 priti [kijai3 kara karava4 so5] braja bithina6 dijai7 sohan!8; 
[brndabana9 sd10 bana11] 12 upavana so13 (bana)m&14 gunjamala ha[tha15 pohani]16; 
gau17 gau18 sutana19 so 20’21 mrgi22’23 sutana24 so25 [aura] tana naiku26 na johan!27;
Sri haridasa28 ke svam! syama29 kunjabihari30’31 jyau32 sira para dohani33.
'F manu
2A, B, F, I, J, BR, PH lagai 
3A kuje emended to kije; B kije; J kijai 
4D karava
5A, B so; D, F sau; J sauli
6B, D, J bithini; F blthinu; I blthana
7A dlje; J dijai
8A sohani emended to sohanl; B sohani; D sauhani emended to sauhani; F, J, BR, PH sohanl; I sohani 
9B brandabana; F bmda 
10A, B so; D, F, J sau; I sau
"A nahi written over bana; J omitted; BR omitted, added sup. lin., sec. m.
12F sau added
13A, B so; D, F, I, J, PH sau
14B, F, BR omitted
15A hatha; F, BR omitted
16A, F, BR, PH pohani; D pauhani; I pauhani
17A, D, F, I, J, BR go
l8A, D, F, I, J, BR go
l9B, F sutani
20B so; D, F, I, J sau
21A mrga added sup. lin., sec. m.
22F omitted
23I, J, BR mrga added
24F tana
25B so; D, I, J sau; F omitted
26A, F, PH neku; B, BR neka; D naika
21 A, I johani; B jauhani; D jahhani; F johini; Jjihani; BR, PHjohani 
28J haridasi 
29F syama 
30F omitted
3'Added: A, F, BR so cita; B so cita; D, J sau cita; I sau citta
32A, BR, PH jyo; B jyau
33A, B, F, J, BR, PH dohani; D dauham
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AS 13
hari kau1 aisoi2 saba sela;
mrgatrsna3 jaga byapi4 rahyau5 hai6 kahu7 bijaurau8 na vela9; 
dhana mada jobana10 mada raja11 mada jyau12 panchina13 mai14 dela; 
kahdV6 haridasa yahai17 jiya18 janau19 tiratha kai20 sau21 mela.
'A, BR ko; J kau
2D aisauhi; F aisal; I aisaui; J esoi
3A °na; B, F mragatrasna; J °trasna
4D, I byapa
5A, BR rahyo
6A he; F omitted
7A, J kahu; BR kahu
8A, I, J bijoro; D, BR bijaura; PH bijauro
9J, BRveli
l0B jaubana
“BRraji
i2B, J, BR jyau
l3F panchini; PH pachina
l4A, BR me; B, F, PH me
l5A kaha emended to kahi; B kahai
16B, I, J, BR §n added
l7B jyahl
l8B, I jiya
l9A jano; B, F janau; BR, PH jano 
20A, BR, PH ko; B, D kau; J ke 
21A, B, J, BR, PH so
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AS 14
jhuthl1 bata sad2 kari disavata3 ho4’5 hari nagara6; 
nisi7 dina bunata8 udherata9 jata10 prapanca11 kau12 sagara; 
thathu13 banai14 dharyau15 mihari16 kau17 hai18 purusa19 te20 agara21; 
suni22’23 haridasa yahai24 jiya25 janau26 supane27 kau28 so29 jagara30.
'B, Ijhuthi 
2J sacl
3B hau added 
“D, BR hau 
5B hau added 
6B nagari 
7D nisa
8 A -ta omitted, added inf. lin. ; D buna; J butata
9F, J, BR hi added
l0A, B, D, I, J, PH jata; F, BR jai
1 ‘B parapanca
12A, BR, PH ko; J kau
nA thata; B, D, I, J, PH thatha
14B banal; D banaya
15A, BR dharyo; D dharau
16A mihari emended to mihari; B maihairi; D, PH maliari 
17A, BR ko; D kau; F nau 
ISB he; J nama 
l9D purasa
20A omitted, added inf. lin,. sec. m . ; B, BR te; D, I, J tai
2’PH agara emended to agara
22A suna; B kahe; D, I, J kahi
23B, I, J, BR Sri added
24B jyahi; I yehai
25B, I jiya
26A, B jano; F, PH jano; BR janau
27A  supana; D, I, J supanai
28A, I, J kai; B, BR ko; F ke
29D, I, J sau; F sau
30F ja- omitted, added in marg.
1 3 0
AS 15
jagata1 priti2 kari desl nahine3 gat!4 kau5 kou6;
7chatrapati8 ranka lau9>10 prakrti11 biraudha'V3 banyau14 nahi15 kou16;
dina17jo 18 ga[e19 bahuta20janamani21] ke aise22 j au23 j ini24 kou;
kahi25’26 [haridasa mita bhale27] paye28’29bihari30 aise31 [pavau32 saba33 kou34].
'A -ta omitted, added inf. lin.
2D prita
3A, D nahina; B, I, J nalii; F nahine; BR nahine
4F gari
5A ko emended to kau; BR, PH ko
6A ke emended to kou; B kou; F koi; BR kou
7A line omitted, added in marg., sec. m.
8D °pata
9A, F, BR lo; B, J lo
l0Added: A dekhe; B deklia; F, J, BR dese
1 'A prakrati; D prakrta
12A, B, I, J, BR, PH birodha; D, F biruddha
l3D, F, I, J, BR na added
l4A, B, BR, PH banyo; F band
15D, F, I, J, BR omitted
I6B kou
17F dini
1SF, J, BR ju
,9A, F, I, J gaye; D gaai
20B bohauta; F bahu
21A, D, Jjanamana; I, BRjanmani
22B, F, I, BR aise; D aisai; J aisai
23A, D, J jahu; I jaha
24A, D, F jina; BR jani
25A kaha emended to kahi; B kahe; F, BR suni
26B, I, J, BR M  added
27D, F bhalau; BR bhalo
28B, PH pae; D, F payau; BR payo
29B Sri thakura added
30A bihari added, deleted
31A ese; B, I, J aise; D, F aisau; BR aiso
32A pavo; B paau; F pavai; BR, PH pavo
33A sa; B Sabu
34PH kauu
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AS 16
'[loga] to2 bhulai3 bhalai4 bhulai5 tuma jini6 bhulau7 maladhari; 
apano8 pati chadi9 aurana10 so11 rati jyau12 darani13 me14 dari;
syama kahata te15 jiva mau16 tei7 bimusa bha[ye18 so]u19 kauna20jini21 dusari22 lcari23 dari; 
kahi24>25 haridasa yajna26 devata pitarani27 kau28 sradha29 bhari.
’B bihari e added
2A, D, F, I, J tau
3A bhule; B, I, J bhule; D bhulau; F bhulyau; BR bhulyo
4A, F bhale; B, BR bhale; I bhalai
5A, B, I, J bhule; D bhulau; F bhulyau; BR bhulyo
6A jina emended to jina; D, I jina; F, J, BR mati
7BR, PH bhulo
8D, I, J apanau
9A, F, J, BR, PH chadi
10B, F, I aurani; PH orani
nB so; D, F, I sau
12A, BRjyo; B jyau
l3A darina emended to darina; B darana; J darina
,4B me; D, I, J, PH mat
l5B tei; D, BRje
l6A, B, D, F, I, J, BR, PH mo
17D, I, J tai; BR, PH te
l8B bhae; F, J, BR omitted
19D so; F, BR ju; J su tau
20B, F, PH kona
21A jana emended to jina; B, D, BRjina
22D duji
23A kara
24A kaha emended to kalii; B kahe
25B, I, J, BR M  added
26B, I, BRjagya; D, J, PH jajna
21 A, D, J, PH pitarana; BR pitrni
28A, B ko; F kau; BR, PH ko *
29A, D, BR Sraddha; I sardha; J saradha
1 3 2
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jau1 lau2 jivai3 tau4 lau5 hari bhaji6 re mana aura bata saba7 badi8; 
dyausa9 cari10 ke hala bhala 11 tu12 kaha13 leigau14 ladi15; 
maya16 mada guna17 mada18 jobana19 mada bhulyau20 nagara bidadi21; 
lcahi22>23 haridasa lobha carapata bhayo24 kahe25 ki lagai26 phiriyadi27.
‘A jau; B, PH jo
2A, B lo; PH lo
3A jivo; B jive
4 A, B, PH to
5A, B lo; PH 15
6A, BR bhaja
7F sa
8 A badi emended to badi; D bada
9A, PH dyosa; B dhau§a
10A can; D cyara; J cyari
1’Added: B, J me; I mai
l2A tu emended to tu; BR tu
l3F kaha
14A, PH leigo; D leyagau; I lehagau; BR lehigo
l5A ladi emended to ladi; D lada
l6F, J, BR dhana
l7A guna; F omitted; J, BR jobana
l8F omitted
l9A jaubana; J, BR raja
20B,B R  bhulyo
21A, J, PH bibadi; D, F, BR bibada
22A kaha emended to kahi; B kahe
23B, I, J, BR 6ri added
24D tai; F yau; I bhayau; J bhayau; BR yo
25D kahai
26F lagau; J lage
27A  °yadi emended to °yadi; B, I, J, BR, PH phiradi; D phirada; F °yada
1 3 3
AS 18
'prema samudra rupa rasa gahirai2 kaisai3 lagai4 ghata; 
bekaryau5 dai6 jana7 kahavata8 janipanyau9 Id (kaha)m&10 pari11 bata. 
kahu12 kau13 sara sudho14 na15 parai16 marata gala gall17 hata18; 
kahi19’20 haridasa jani21 thakura bihari takata22 auta23 pata.
'in F first line omitted
2A, BR gahire; B gaihero; D, J gaharai; I gahare; PH gahire 
3A kaise; B kese; J kesai; BR, PH kaise 
4A lage
5A, BR bekaryo; B bekarau; D, J, PH bekaryau; F bakaryau 
6B de
7D omitted; F ja omitted, added pr. m . ; J jani
SB kahavati; D omitted; F kahyacata
9A janipanyo; B janapane; D janapanai; I janapanyau; BR, PH janapanyo
10A kaha
1 'A pari emended to pari
12 A kahu emended to kahu; F kahu
13A, B, J, BR ko
14B, D, I, J sudhau; F sudhyau
15 A na emended to na
16A, I parata
17Added: A gala; B, J gali
18 A ~ta omitted, added; BR hata
19A kaha emended to kahi; B kahe
20B, I, J, BR sri added
21Djana
22J na added
23A, D, F, BR ota
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mal ri1 sahaja2 jori3 pragata bhal4 ranga ki gaura5 syama6 ghana damini7 j aisai8; 
prathama hu9 huti10 aba hu11 agai12 hu13 rahihai14 na tarihai15 taisai16; 
ahga ahga ki ujarai17 sugharal18 catural19 sundarata20?21 aisai22;
23£ri haridasa24 ke svami25 syama26 kunjabihari sama27 vaisa28 vaisai29.
'A, C, F, H, I, J, NC, RC omitted; PH omitted, added in marg.
2C saja 
3RC jaurl
4Added: {F, H jo; I, BR, RC ju; J ra jo, ra deleted}; PH unr.
5RC -ra omitted, added sup. lin.
6NCM omitted, added inf. lin., pr. m.
7D damina; NCM damini
8A, RC jaisai; F, PH, NC jaise; BRjaise
9A, RC hu; C huti emended to hu; D, J omitted; F hu
10C huti; F hute
1 'A, C hu; D, J hu; RC hu
12A, BR, NC age; C, D, H, J agai; F, PH age
13C, D, J, RC hu
14C, H, NCP rahihai
15C tarihe; H, NC tarihai
I6A, BR taise; F, NC taise; H jaise emended to taise; RC tasai 
17NCM ujarai 
ISNCM deleted
19F, J, PH omitted; H omitted, added in marg.
20NCP sundaratai 
2iF ju added
22A, BR aise; F, H, PH, NC aise 
23J the fourth line is written in marg.
24BR, PH haridasi
25 J -mi to the end of line omitted, added in marg., see 2.1; NCM svami 
26NCM aru Syama added in brackets 
27C sama? emended to samvai 
28C omitted; NC vesa
29A, J, BR vaise; C, F, PH, NCP vaise; NCM vesai; RC vasai
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'ruci2 ke prakasa3 paraspara4 selana5 lage;
raga ragini6 alokika7 upajata8 nrtti9 sangita alaga laga10 lage11;
ragu12 hi mai13 rangu14 rahyau15 ranga16*17 samudra 18 me’V0 dou21 jhage22;
£ri haridasa ke svami23 syama24 kunjabihari [pai25*26 rangu27 rahyau28’29 rasa] hi30 me31
-  32page .
'In J this verse is written in marg. (sva- (1.4) end of line and page, cnt. with -mi... o f 2.4) 
2D ruca 
3J unr.
4J unr.
5 A khe- omitted, added pr. m.
6C ragini; NCM ragini; RC ragani
7A, C, D, F, I, J, RC alaukika; NCP alaukika; NCM omitted 
8NCM alokika added
9A, D, F, I, BR, PH, NC, RC nrtya; C nyata; H nrta; J nirta 
10H laga emended to laga 
"C lagai
12A, D, F, I, J, BR, NC, RC raga; H ranga emended to raga
l3A, C me; F, I, J, BR, PH, NC me
l4A, D, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC ranga
15A, BR rahyo; NCP racau; NCM raho; RC rahyau
l6C raga; J ra£a
,7Added: A, C, D, I, J, BR ke; H ke, in marg.
I8NCM ke added, deleted
l9A me; C, D mai; H mahi; RC mai
20H, J, RC e added
21J do; NC dou
22Cjhagai
23NCM svami
24H syama emended to syama
25A pe; C, F, I, BR omitted
26H rasa added, emended to ranga
27A, D, J, NC, RC ranga; C, F, I, BR rasa; H deleted
28A, BR rahyo; C rahyau; NCP rahayau
29F, H, I, BRpai added
30F omitted
3IA me; C, J mai; D mai; H mai emended to sau; I s5; BR so; RC sau 
32C pagai; J pagai
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aisai1 hi2 desata [rahau3’4 janama5 suphala6 ka]ri7 mano8; 
pyare ki9 bhavati10 [bhavati11 ke pyare jugala12] kisora’V4 jano15; 
16china17 na tarau18’l9[palu20 na21 hova22*23 ita24 uta25 raho26] eka27’28 tano29; 
sri haridasa30 ke svami syama kunjabihari31 mana ranau32.
'A, H, PH aise; C, J, RC aisai; F, BR aise; NCP aise; NCM aisai 
2C, D, I, BR, NC hi
3A raho emended to raho; F, J, BR, NC raho; PH rahu
4H tau added
5C j ana; BR, RC j anma
6A -la omitted, addedpr. ra.; RC saphala
7C, NCM kara; NCP kari
SA, I, BR mano; C, NCM, RC manau; D, H manau
9A ke emended to ki
l0C, H, J bhavati; NC bhamatl
1 ‘C, H, RC bhavati; NC bhamatl
l2NCP jugala
13A kisore; D kiSaurai; J kisore; BR kiSora emended to kisorahi sec. ra.; NCP, RC ldsorai 
14NCM hi added (maybe intended as dative)
15 A, BRjano; C, D, H, J, NCM, RC janau; NCP janau
16In H the third line is written again in marg. in a corrected version: china na tarau pala na hohu ita uta...
17C, I, BR palava; F, H, J, NCM, RC pala; NCP chinu
ISA, I, J, BR, PH taro; C calarau emended to tarau; NCP tarau; NCM taro
l9The original wordorder in BR (palu...uta) is emended with figures to this in G.
20C, F, I, J, BR, RC china; H mana emended to chana; NCM chinl
2'A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC omitted
22A, D, J hohu; C hau; F, H, I, BR, NCM omitted; PH, NCP hou; RC hohu
23A, J, NCP, RC na added
24J itva
25Added: F hou; H na (in text), hou (in marg.); I, BR na hohu; NCM na hou
26C, D, F, H, J, RC rahau; NCP rahau
27Iika
28A hi; D, NCM hi; BR hi, sup. lin. ; NCP hi
29A, BR, NCM tano; C, H tanyau; D, J tanau; F tano; NCP, RC tanau
30C haradasa; BR, PH haridasi
3INC °blhari
32A, BR, NCP rano; F, H, I, PH rano; NCM, RC ranau
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'jori2 bicitra3 bana[i ri4 mai5 ka]hu6>7 mana8’9 harana10 kau11;
citavata12 disti13 tarata14 na15 ita uta mana16 baca krama17 yahl18 sanga bharana19 kau20; 
jyau21 ghana damini22 sanga rahata nitya23 bichurata24 nahina25 aura barana26 kau27; 
Sri haridasa28 ke svami29 syama kunjabihari30 na tarana kau31.
lH desau mai added, deleted with yellow paste
2Cjauri
3A bitri emended to bicitra; NCP bicitra
4F omitted; H omitted, added in marg
SH omitted, added in marg.
6A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC kahu
7A ko added, deleted; F ke added; H ke added, deleted
8C na
9Added: A ke, sec. m.\ C, D, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC ke, pr. m.
I0C -ra- omitted, added sup. lin.
nA, F, I, BR, NCMkS
12RC citavati
l3A, J drasti; C, F, I, BR, NCP drsti; D drsta; H drsta emended to drsti; NCM drsti; RC draei?
14C, F, I, BR tarai
l5F, H nahi; J, NCM nahi; NCP nahi
l(5RC namu
17A karma
18Dihi
19C bharana
20A, F, I, BR, PH ko; NCP ko; RC kau
21A jyo; C jau; I, BR, NC jyo
22C, I damina; NC damini
23A, C, D, F, H, J, BR, NC, RC nita
24C bichurata
25C mahina; D nahi; BR, PH nahina; NCP nahina; RC nahina
26C barana; D barana
27A, I, BR ko; NCM kau
28C haradasa; BR haridasi
29NCM svami
30NCP °bihari
31A ko; F, I, BR ko; RC kau
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ita1 uta kahe2 kauV sidharata5’6 asina7 agai8 hi9 tu10 ava11;
priti12 ko13 hitu14 hu15 to16 terau17*18 janau19>20 aiso21 hi22 rasi23 subhava24;
amrta se25 bacana jiya26 ki27 prakrti28 so29 milai30 aisoi31 dai32 dava33;
sri haridasa34 ke svami35 syama36’37 kahata38 ri39 pyari40’41 priti42 kau43 marigala gava44.
’A ita...kau unr.
2q
3F omitted; I, BR, PH ko; NCP kau; NCM ko
4Added: C si; D tu
5A, F, I, BR sidharati; NCP sldharata; NCM sidharati
6J, NC men added
7 A akh! emended to akhina; C, D asina ; F asani; H, J asini; PH asini; NC akhina
8A, F, H age; BR, NC age; RC agai
9C, H, I, J, PH, NCP, RC hi; F omitted
l0A, C, D, F, I, J, PH tu; H tuma emended to tu; NCM tu
"C, H, I, BRau
,2D, RC prita; NCP priti
13A, D, F, H, J, PH, NC, RC kau; C kau
l4C, D, F, I, J hita
l5A, J, RC hau; C, BR hau; D hu; F omitted; H, I ho; NC hu
16A, NCP, RC tau; C to; D, F, H omitted
17A, H, I, BR, PH, NCM tero; C, NCP terau
18F ho added
l9A, BR jano; C, NCP, RC janau; F, H, I, PH jan5
20A, J tu added; NCP tu; RC tu
21A aisau; D, RC aisau; F aise; H, NCM eso
22C i; H, I, J, BR, NC, RC i
23A rakha emended to rakhi; D rakha; NC rakhi
24C subhai; F, H, I, BR subhau
25C sau
26H, BR, PH, NC jiya
27PH ke emended to ki
28D, RC prakita; NCM prakrti
29A so; C, D, F, H, J, PH sau; RC sau
30A, J, RC mili; F, I milai; H mile emended to mili; BR mila; NCP milai emended to mill; NCM milai
31D, J aisauhi; F aisauu; NCM aisoi; RC aisaui
32A daii; J, NCP de
33C hau emended to dau; F, H, I, BR dau
34C haradasa; BR haridasi; NCP haridasa
35NCP svami
36A, C, F, RC syama; H omitted, syama added in marg.; I syama emended to syama
37Added: A, C, NCM kunjabihari; H kunjabihari, in marg.; NCP kunjabihari
38C omitted
39C, F omitted
40D omitted; H prema? emended to pyari
41RC tu added
42D,RC prita
43A, J, BR, PH ko; C kau; F kai
44C gau; F, H, I, BR gau
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pyari1 ju2 jaisai3 ten asina4 mai5 hau6 apanapau7 desata8 hau9 aisai10 tuma desata11 hau12 
kidho13 nahi14;
hau15 to16 to17 [s]o18 kaho19 pyare20 asi21 mudi22 rahau23 to24 lala25 nikasi26 kaha27 jahi28;
mo29 ko30 nikasive31 kau32 thaura33 batavau34)35 saci36 kahau37 bali38 jau39 lagau40 pahi41;
sri haridasa42 ke43 svami syama44)45 tumhai46 desyau47 cahata48)49 aura50 susa51 [lagata52 
kahi53].
'H omitted, added in marg.
2C, F, H, I, BR omitted
3A, D, F, H, PH jaise; C unr.; BR jaise; NC omitted; RC jaisai
4C, F asini; H, J, PH asini; NC akhina
5A omitted, added pr. m.; F, I, J, NC me; BR me; RC mai
6C, RC hau; F, I, NC ho; H omitted, ho added in marg.
7A apunapau; C apanapau; I, BR, PH apanapo; RC apunipau
8F -ta omitted, added in marg.
9F, NCP ho; H deleted; I, BR omitted; PH hu; NCM ho; RC hau
10A aise; C tesai; D taisai; F, H, I taise; J, RC taisai; BR taise; PH, NC aise
nF desati
12A, C, NCM hau; I, BR, PH ho
13A, RC kidhau; C kidho; D, J, BR, NC kidhau
14A nahi emended to nahi; C nahi; D, PH, RC nahi; F, NCP nahi; H, I, J, BR, NCM nahi
15A, RC hau; F, H, I ho; J ho
l6C, I, J, BR, PH omitted; D, F tau; H deleted; NCP, RC to; NCM tau
l7C tau; PH to
l8A sau; C, D, RC sau; J so
l9C, D, J, NCM kahau; F kaho; H kahu; RC kahau
20F pyari
211C, F, BR asi; D, I akhaj NCM akhi
22C, F, J, NC mudi; D muda; H muda emended to mudi; RC muda
23A rahi; D, NCP, RC rahau; F, PH raho; I rahu; BR raho
24C, D, H, I, J, BR, RC omitted; PH omitted, tau added in marg.; NC tau
25RC lala
26D, NCP nikasa
27H kaha
28A jaho emended to jahi; C, H, NC jahi; F, I, RC jahi; J, BR jahi
29C mau; H mau; BR mo
30C, D, J, NCM kau; BR hi; NCP ko; RC kau
31C nikakasivai; D, NCP nikasave; NCM nikasavai
32A, BR, NC ko; I, PH ko; RC kau
33D thaura; I thora
34A, I batavo; C batavau; H batavahu; BRbatavo; RC bataau
35H ho tau ho added, deleted
36C, J, BR saci
37A, NCP kaho; C, D, J, RC kahau; F, I, BR, PH kaho
38D bala; NCM ball; RC bali
39A, F, I, BR, PH jau; C jau; D jau; H omitted, jau added in marg.; Jjau; NC java; RC jahu
40A lago; F, I, BR, PH lago; J, RC lagau
41A, C pahi; H, I, J, BR, NC pah!
42C haradasa; BR haridasi; PH omitted added in marg.; NCP haridasa
43C kai; PH omitted, added in marg.
44H syama emended to syama?
45Added: A, F, NC kunjabihari; H kahata, deleted
46A, C, H, J tumahi; F tuma; I tumahi; BR, RC tumahi; NCP tumhai emended to tumhari?; NCM tumhe
47A, I, J, BR, PH, NCP dekhyo; D dekhau; NCP dekhata
48NCP cahatah
49Added: F hau; NCM hau
50C aura
51RC omitted
52H lagai emended to lagata
53A, NCP, RC kahi; C kari; H kahi; I, J kahl
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pyari tero1 badana amrta ki panka2 ta [mai3 bidhe4 ne]na5 dvai6;
cita7 calyau8 kadhana9 kau10 bikuca11 sandhi12 [samputa mai13] rahe14 bhvai15;
16bahuta upai17 ahi18 ri19 pyari pai20 [na ka]rata21 svai22;
sri haridasa23 ke svami24 syama25 kunjabihari kahata26 aisai27 hi28 rahai29 hvai.
'C terau; D, F, H, J, NCP, RC terau 
2C paka
3A me; F, I, BR, PH, NC me; H mahi
4C bidhai; NCM bidhe
5A, C, D, J, BR, RC naina
6C, NCM dvai; RC hai
7C, D citta; I, BR citu
8A, BR, PH, NCP calyo; C calyau; RC valyau 
9F kadhani; NCP karhana; RC kadhanu 
10A, F, I, BR, PH, NCM ko; NCP, RC kau
UC kikaca emended to bikaca; D, H, NC bikaca; F bibikuca; BR bikuci; RC bikuca 
12NC sandhi
l3A me; D, BR omitted; F, I, PH, NC me; RC mai
14A, BR rahyo; C, D, F, H, I, J, PH, RC rahyau; NCP rahayo; NCM rahayau
15 A bhvai emended to hvai; C bhvai; D hvai
leNCM cita calyau added, deleted
I7A, D, J, NC upaya; C upai
18A ahau emended to ahi; BR ai; NCM ahi
!9A omitted, added pr. in.
20C pai; D pa
2!H -ta omitted, added sup. lin.
22C svai
23C haradasa; BR haridasi 
24NCP svami
25A, C, D, F, I, J, NC, RC Syama
26C, D, F, I, J, RC omitted; PH original reading [kahata]? deleted 
27A  aiso; D aisai; F, H, I, PH, NC aise; J, BR aise 
28A omitted, added sec. m.; D, J hi
29A, I, BR, RC raho; C rahau; D, J, NC rahau; F rahyau; H rahi; PH rahai
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avata1 jata2 bajavata3 nupura4;
merau5 terau6 nyava7 dai8 kai9 agai10 jau11 kachu12 karai13 so14 kari15 hamare16 sira upara;
17pyari18 ju19 nipata20 nikata21 mavasa22 bhai23>24>25 paida26 du27 para28;
sri haridasa29 ke30 svami syama kunjabihari bilasata31 nihacala32 dhupara33.
'F avati 
2Fjati
3A javavata emended to bajavata; F bajavati
4A nupara; C nupura; RC nupara
SA, I, BR, PH, NCM mero
6A, I, BR, PH tero; C terau
7C, F, BR, PH nyau; H nyai
8NCM dai
9A, D, I, J, BR, NC, RC ke; C kai; F, H ke 
10A, BR, NCM age; D, PH, RC agai; F, H, NCP age 
nA, D, F, I, J, BR, NCM, RC jo; C jyau; H ju 
l2C, D, F, I, J, PH kachu
l3A kare; C hoi; D, H, J, RC karau; F kahau; I, BR karo; PH kari; NCP karai emended to kari; NCM 
karau
14C omitted; H su deleted; I, J, PH, RC su; NCP sau; NCM s5 
ISA, C, D, F, I, J, BR, NCP, RC omitted 
l6D omitted; F mere; NCP hamarai
17In the margin of F the first part of the third line is written in a corrected version: pyari nipata nikata 
mavasa bhai.
18C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NCM, RC omitted 
l9C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC omitted 
20C, D, H, I, J, BR omitted 
2IF omitted
22C mavasa; D mava; I mevasa; J mivasa 
23A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC hvai; C hve
24Added: A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NCM, RC rahl; NCP rahl, bhai (in brackets)
25Added: C, D, F, I, J, BR NCM pyari; H ho pyari; RC pyari ju 
26A, F, H, NCP peda; H, BR paida 
27C, I, J, BR dvai; NCP du; NCM dai 
28RC para
29BR haridasi; NCP haridasa 
30Ckai
31C bilasau; H bilase emended to bilasata; I, J, BR, NCM, RC bilasau 
32A, I niscala; C, F, H omitted; RC nahacala
33C dvava?°; D dhura°; I dhuva°; BR dhruva0; PH °pura; NCM dhu°; RC dhu°
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drsti1 cepa2 bara3 phanda mana pinjara4 rasyau5 lai6 panchi7?8 bihari9;
cuno10 subhava prema jala ahga 11 Sravata12 pivata13 na14 aghata15 rahai16 musa17 nihari18;
pyari pyari ratata rahata19 china20’21 china22 ya23 kai24 nahinai25’26 aura27’28 kachu29 liiya30 
ri;
suni31’32 haridasa33 panchi34 nana ranga desata35 h!36 desata37 pyari ju na hari38.
'C, H drsta; NCP drsti; RC drei?
2C caipu; D, J, RC cepa; I, BR cepu; NC caipa 
3A ba- omitted, added sup. lin.
4D, H pijara; RC phijara 
5 A rakhyo; C omitted; NCP rakhyau 
GA le; C omitted 
7F paksi
8C le rakhyau added 
9NCP bihari 
10C, D, J, RC cunau
1 ‘F ahga added 
12C, H, I Srava 
13F piyata
14F nena; H omitted, added in marg.
,5C aghata
16A, D, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC rahe; C rahai
17C, F, I, BR, RC omitted; H omitted, added in marg.
l8NCP nihari
19F rahai
20F nisi; NC china; RC omitted
2‘Added: C, I, NC hi; D, H, J, BR hi
22F basara; NC china; RC omitted
23FI va emended to ya
24A, D, BR, NCP ke; C kau; F, H, PH ke; I kai
25A nahina; C, F, H, I, J, NC, RC omitted; D nahi; PH omitted nahi added in marg.
26Added: D kachu; H kachu, word order emended with numbers to aura kachu
21A  ora
28C, F, H, I, J, BR, NC na added
29A kucha; D omitted; F, NC kachu
30A, NC hlya
31A suna; NCM suni
32I, J, BR, NCP, RC Sri added
33BR, RC haridasi
34C panchi; F paksi
35F desa
36A, D, I, J, BR, PH, NCM, RC hi; NCP omitted
37D from desata to desata in KM 10.1 homeorarcta; PH desa emended to desata; NCP omitted
38A nihari emended to na hari; H na hari emended to nihari; BR nihari for na hari
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bhulai1 bhulai2 hu3 mana4 na5 kari6 riV pyari9 teri bhauhai10 maili11 desata prana na12 
rahata13 tana14;
jyau15 nyauchavari16 karo17 pyari18 [ri19 to20] para21 kahe22 te23 tu24 muki25 kahata26 
syama27 ghana;
28tohi29 aisai30 desata31 mohi32 ba33 kala kaise34 hoi35 ju36 prana37 dhana;
suni38>39 haridasa40 kahe na kahata41 ya42 sau43 chadai44 ba45’46 chadai47 apano48 pana.
1 A, I, NCM bhule; C bhulyai; F, H bhule; J, RC bhulai; BR bhule 
2A, I, NCM bhule; F, H bhule; BR bhule; RC bhulai 
3A hu emended to hu; C, RC hu; PH omitted, added in marg.
4F, H manu
5A, C omitted, added sup. lin.
6C, F, H, I, BR karahi; NC, RC kara 
7 A omitted; H omited, added 
8RC hi added 
9II radhe emended to pyari
10A bhauhe; C bhohai; F bhoha; H original bhoha emended to maili, and bhohau added in marg.; I 
bhohai; J bhauhai; BR bhaulia; PH bhohai; NC bhohe; RC bhauliai 
nH omitted, bhoha emended to maili; I, PH, NCM meli 
12H omitted, ra- (of rahata) emended to na, new ra- added in marg.
13A -ta omitted, added 
14H na emended to tana
15A jyo; D jau; F, RC jyau; H jau emended to jyau; I, BR, PH jyo; NCP jiya; NCM jiya 
lfiD, NCM, RC nyauchavara; I nochavari; J nauchavari; BR, PH nyochavari; NCP nichavara 
17A karo; C, J, NCM karau; D karu; NCP, RC karau 
18H, PH omitted, added in marg.
19A, C, F, H, I, J, BR, RC omitted 
20C tau
21H bara emended to para
22C kahai; D kahi
23C tau; D tai; J, RC tai; BR te
24H, BR tu; NCM tu
25F muki; J moki
26NCM kahati
27BR syama emended to syama 
28J pyari added
29A  °hi emended to hi; H omitted, added in marg.
30A, BR aise; F, I, PH, NC aise; H omitted, desata emended to aisai, new desata added in marg.; J, RC 
aisai
3IC rahau added, deleted 
32C mauhi; F mo; NCP mohi 
33A, J, NC aba; F bi
34A kaise; C kaisai; D, J kaisai; RC kaisai
35A hota; C hoi; NCM hoya
36C, H, BR ju
37RC prana
38A suna; NCM suni
39I, J, BR, NC, RC Sri added
40F, H, BR haridasi
41F, H kahati
42NCP ya; NCM omitted, added sup. lin.
43A, BR so; F, I, PH so; NCM omitted, added sup. lin.
44A, H, BR chadi; C, I, J, RC chadi; D chadai; F chade; NCP chadi; NCM chada 
45H omitted, added in marg.; NCM bai 
46C [...i] added
47A, H, BR chadi; C, I, J, RC chadi; D chadai; F chade; NCP chadi; NCM chade 
48C, D, J, RC apanau
4
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bata to1 kahata kahi2 gai aba kathani3 pari4 bihari;
tana5 to6 nahi7 prana8 asta9 bista10 bhaye11 kahai 12>13 kaha14 pyari;
bhavate15 ka16 prakrti17 desai18 jo19 srama20 [bhayau]21’22 hiya23 ri;
Sri haridasa24 ke svami syama25’26 bahu27 so28 bahu29 milaya30 rahe musa nihari31.
‘D, F, H, J, BR, NC, RC tau; PH to 
2A, J, BR, RC kahi; NC kaha
3A kathi emended to kathina; C, D, F, J, BR, RC kathina; NC kathina
4C pari; H bhai? emended to pari
5C, F, H, I, J, BR, RC prana; NCM prana
6C, F, H, J, NC, RC tau
7A nahina; C nahine; D nahi; F hi emended to nahi pr. m.; H, NC nahi; I, BR nahine; J nahinai; PH nahi; 
RC nahinai
8C, F, H, I, J, BR, NCM, RC tana; NCP prana 
9A asata
10C bis[...]ra; F, H, RC vyasta 
nA, F bhae; C bhayai; RC bhaye
12A kahe; C, D kahai; F, H kahe; PH kaha; NCP kaho; NCM kahau 
13NC na added
14BR omitted, added sup. lin., sec m.
I5C, D, F, BR bhavate; NCM bhamate 
16F omitted
17D, H, RC prakrta; NCM prrkrti
18A dekho emended to deldie; C, F, I, J, NCM, RC desata; D desa; H dese emended to desata; BR dekhe; 
PH dese; NCP dekhe
19A, C, F; D jau; H omitted, added; I, BR, RC ju; J ju emended to ju
20F susa; H dusa emended to srama
21 A, I,'BR, PH, NCP bhayo
22A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC bahuta added
23NCP hiya
24BR haridasi
25H, NCM syama emended to syama
26D kunjabihari added
27A, I bahu; NCM bahu
28C, D, H, J, NCM, RC sau; BR so
29A, I bahu; C bahu; NCM bahu
30A mila emended to milai pr.m. ; C milai; F, H, I, BR, PH, RC milai 
3‘NCM nihari
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kunjabihari1 hau2 teri balai3 laiu4 [nike]5 hau6 gavata; 
raga ragini7 ke jutha8 upajavata9;
taisiyai10 taisin mill12 jori 13 priya14 ju kau15 musa16 dese1718 canda19 lajavata;
Sri haridasa20 ke svami21 syama22 kau23 nrta24’25 desata26 kahe27 n a28 bhavata29.
'NCM °bihari
2A, F, I ho; H omitted, added; J, BR ho; RC hau
3C, NC balai; D balaiiya; J balaya
4A leu; C, J lyau; D, F leu; I, BR lyd; NC leu; RC laihu
5D, J, PH nikai; I nl; BR, NC nike; RC nlkai
fiA, D, I, BR, NC, RC ho; C hau; PH ho
7D, RC ragani; F raginini; I raginina; NCM raginina
8A,_I, NCP yutha
9C upajavata
,0A taisie; C tesi ho; D taisiya; I, BR, NCP taisiye; J tesiye; RC taisiyai
"C tesi; D taisiya; F omitted; H taisi
l2A mili emended to mili; F omitted
l3F mili added
l4H pyari
15A, I, J, BR ko; C kau; F omitted 
16Cmusa
17C, H, I, J, RC desata; D dekhai; F desi; BR ta emended to desata sec. m.; NC dekhata emended to dekhe
I8NCP mukha added, deleted
l9A, C candra
20BR haridasi
2'NCM svami
22F, H, J kunjabihari added
23A, F, I, BR ko; C, J kau
24A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC nrtya
25A ko added, deleted
26C dedesata emended to desata
27A, D, H, I, J, BR, RC kahi; C kahai; NC kahi
28F mana added
29RC bhavatu
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eka1 same2 ekanta3 bana4 me5 karata sirigara6 paraspara dol7;
ve8 una9 ke ve10 una11 ke 12 pratibimbana13 desata14 rahata paraspara15 bhoi;
16jaise17 nike18 aju19 bane20?21 aise22 kabahu23 na bane24 arasi25 saba26 jhuthi27 pari28 
lcaisiyo29 ba30 ko!31;
Sri haridasa32 ke svami syama kunjabihari33 rijhi34 paraspara35 priti36 no!.37
'C aika
2A samaya; D, H, I, BR, NCM, RC samai
3C ekata
4Cbani
5C, D, J mai; RC mai 
6A Snigara; D, NCP sigara 
7C, D, F dou 
8C ye; RC ve
9C una; F, J uni; NCM ina 
10RC ve
UC una; F, J uni 
12C chabi added
13A pratibibani; C pratibibini; F, H, J, BR, RC pratibimbani; NCP pratibimba 
14F desi
15C paraspapara; F omitted
16In FI the first part of the third line is written in the marg. in a corrected version: jaise nike aja banai aise 
kabahu na banai
17C aisai; D jaisai; F, H, I, J, BR aise; NCM jaise 
l8C, F, H, I, J, BR omitted; D nikal 
19C, F, H, I, BR omitted; D, NCP, RC aja 
20C, RC banai; D, J banai; F, H, PH, NCP bane 
21D hau added
22C jaisai; F, H, I, J, BR jaise; NCM aisai 
23A, C°hu; D, F °hu; BR, NC °hu 
24A, I, BR, NC bane; J banai; RC banai 
25A  ara emended to arasi 
26 H omitted
27A jhuthi emended to jhuthi 
28NCM pari
29A kasi; D, H kaisiyau; F kaiseyo; J kaislye; BR kaisiyai; NCP kaisi; NCM kaise; RC kasiyau 
30NC aura
31C kaui; J kaui; NCM koi
32C haradasa; BR haridasi
33F, H, I, BR omitted; NCM kuja°
34NCM rijhi; RCrijha 
35PH omitted, added in marg.
36C priti; RC prita 
37F bhoi
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radhe cali1 rl hari bolata2 kaukila3 alapata4 sura deta panchi5 raga6 banyau7;
jaha8 mora9 kacha10 badhe11 nrtya12 karata megha mrdanga13 bajavata14 bandhana15 
ganyau16;
prakrti17 ki kou18’19 nahi20 ya21 tai22*23 surati24 [ke25?26 unajmana27 gahi28 hau29 ai30 me31>32 
janyau33;
6ri haridasa34 ke svami syama35 kunjabihari36 ki atapati bani37>38 aurai39 kahata kachu40 
aurai41 bhanyau42.
'A calo emended to cali; C, NCM call 
2 A bola emended to bolata
3A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC kokila; C kaukila 
4C, I alapati
5F paksi; F, NCM pachi 
6C ragu
7A, BR banyo; D, F, PH, NC banyau; H bane emended to banyo; I banyo 
8A jaha; F jaha 
9C mauha 
l0NC kacha
"A, C, H, I, NC badhe; D badhai; F badhi; J badhai; BR badhe; RC badhai 
12F nirtta
13C, F, H, I, J, RC pasavaja; NCM mrdana emended to mrdanga 
14F bajai
15A -na omitted, added; C bandhanya; F badhana
16A, BR, NCM ganyo; D ganau; F, NCP ganyau; H gane emended to ganyd; I, PH ganyo
l7D, H, RC prakfta; NCM prrkrti
18Ikou
19A sth. added in margins, deleted
20A nahi emended to nahi; C, F nahi; D, BR nahi; H, J, NC nahi; PH nahi 
21Hta
22A, C, BR, NCM te; D, F, H, I, PH, NCP te; J, RC tai 
23H ten added, deleted
24D, RC surata; H surate? emended to surati; NCM surati
25C omitted; D ko; F kai
26H ri yate haraye added, deleted
27C unamana; NCP, RC anumana; NCM anumana
28C, NCM gahi
29A, F, H, I, PH, NC ho; C, RC ho 
30Hai
31A me; C, D, BR, NCM mai; J, RC mai
32NCP na added, underlined (maybe with intention to be deleted)
33A janyo; H jane emended to janyo; I, BR janyo; NCP janyau
34J haridasa; BR haridasi
35H, BR omitted, added in marg.
36H omitted, added in marg.
37A bam emended to bani; C, F, BR omitted; H jani emended to banl; I, NCP bana
38H na janata added, deleted
39C, D, J, NCM aurai; H aura; BR aure; NCP aure
40A, BR, NC, RC kachu
4IC aurai; D, RC aura; BR aure
42A, BR bhanyo; C, NCP bhanyau; H bhane; I, PH bhanyo; NCM bhanau
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tero1 maga jovata2 lala bihari3;
4teri samadhi5 aja6 hu7 nahi8 chutata9*10 ca[hatan na]hine!2 neku13 nihari; 
aucaka14 ai15 dvai16 kara [sau17 mude18] nena19 arabarai2921 uthe22 cihari23;
Sri haridasa24 ke svami syama25 dhudhata26 bana me27 pa[i priya28>29 dihari30].
’C terau; D, F, H, J, PH, NC, RC terau
2Ajauvata; C jauva
3C bihari
4The second line is omitted in BR and added sup. lin.
5NC samadhi
6H omitted, added in marg.; J aju
7A, NCP hu; C, F, J hu; H omitted, added in marg.; RC ha
8A nahi; C, F, I, BR, NCP na; H omitted, na added in marg.; J, NCM nahi
9 A, F, I chutati; H, NC chutata
l0H nahi kahu added, deleted
nPH cahita
12C nahina; D nahinai; F, I, J, BR nahina; H omitted, nahina added in marg.; PH nahine; NCP nahinai; 
NCM, RC nahinai
13D, NCM, RC naika; J naiku; NCP neka
14C, PH ocaka; F aucaka; NC aucakaya
15C ai; D, J, NC aya; F ae
16C dou; RC dvai
17A, F, I, BR, PH, NCM so; RC sau
18A, F mude; C, D, J, RC mude; NCP mude
19A, D, J, BR, NC, RC naina
20C, F, NCP arabarai; D, J arabaraya
21Hke added
22A, J uthe emended to uthi; I, BR, RC uthi
23C bihari; NCM cihari
24C haradasa; J, BR haridasi
25F, H syama
26A, F dhudhata; C, D, J, BR, RC dhudhata; NC dhudhata
27A, BR me; C, D, I, J, RC mai; H mahi
28A piya
29F tvi added
30A, C bihari; F dahari
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'maniV aba4’5 cali6 ri7 eka [sanga rahyau8 kijai9]; 
tau10 kijai11 jau12 bina13 desai14 jijai15;
[ye1517 syama] ghana18 tuma19 damini20 prema punja21 barasa22 rasa23 pijai24; 
Sri haridasa25 ke svami syama26 kunjabihari so27 hili28 mili29 ranga30 lijai31.
'H e added, deleted
2H, NCM mana; NCP man!
3Added: C, F, H, I, J, RC tu; BR, NCM tu
4C omitted, added in marg,
5H hi added; NCM eka added, deleted
°A cali emended to cali; H cale emended to cali; NC cali
7C, J, BR omitted; H deleted
8A, BR rahyo; C rahau; H rahai emended to rahau; NCP rahl; NCM rahau
9A kijai emended to kijai; C, NCP kijai
,0C tau; BR, PH, NCP to
nC kijai; F kiye
l2A, I, J, BR, PH, NCP jo; C jau; F, NCM omitted; H deleted
13 J binu
14A, C, BR dekhe; F, I, PH dese; RC dekhai
l5C, D, NC jijai
l6A, F, H, I, BR, RC e; C yai; H ve
l7H tau added, deleted
l8D saghana
19C, F, I tu; BR tu; PH tu emended to tuma
20C, BR damini; NCP damina; NCM damini
2lRCpuja
22A, NC barsa; C barisa; F barasata; H, J, PH barisa
23F rasu
24C pijai
25C haradasa; J, BR haridasi
26H syama emended to syama
27C, D, J sau; H omitted, added in marg.; RC sau
28A hila; C, NCM hili; NCP hili
29A  mila; NC mili
30C, PH rangu; D lahau; NCP rasa
3IC, J lijai; F kijai
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tu1 risa2 chadi3 ri4 radhe radhe5;
jyau6 jyau7 to8 kau9 gaharu10 tyau11 tyau12 mo13 kau14 bitha15’16 sadhe17 sadhe18; 
pranani19 kau20 posata21*22 suniyata23 tere24 bacana25 adhe adhe;
Sri haridasa26 ke svami syama27 kunjabihari28 ten29 priti30 badhe31 badhe32.
‘BR, PH tu; NC tu
2A risa emended to risa; C risi; H alisa emended to risa
3NC chadi
4C omitted
5C radliai; F omitted
%  BR, PH, NCP jy5
7I, BR, PH, NCP jyo; RC jyau
8NCM tau
9A ko; F, I, BR, PH, NCP ko; RC kau
10A gahaharu emended to gaharu; C, RC gahara
“I, BR, PH, NCP tyo; RC tyau
l2I, BR, PH tyo; NCP tyo; RC tyau
13C mau
14A ko; F, I, BR, NCP ko
15RC byatha
16Added: F, J, BR ri; H ri, in marg.
17F sadhe
1SF omitted
19A, D, J, NCM pranana; NCP pranani
20A ko; F, I, BR, PH, NCP k5; J, RC kau
21C posa; F posati
22Added: A hai ri; C hau re; F, BR hai; H, I, J hai; RC hai ri
23A, C, F, I, J, BR, NC, RC omitted
24F terau
25A, C, F, I, J, BR, NCM, RC sunata added; H kahata? emended to sunata
26C haradasa; BR haridasi
27A, C, D, F, I, J, PH, NC syama; BR omitted
28NCP omitted
29F omitted
30NCP kunjabihari; RC prita
31C, H badhe
32C, H badhe
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aju1 trana2 tutata3 hai4 n 5 lalita6 trabhangl7 para8;
carana9 carana10 para murali11 adhara12 dharai13*14 citavani15’16 banka chabili bhuva17 
(para)mS;
calahu18 na19 begi20 radhika21*22 piya23 pai24 jo25 bhayo26 cahata27 ho28 sarvopara29;
30srl haridasa31 ke svami 32 kau33 samayo34 aba35 [niko]36 banyau37>38 hili39 mili40 keli41 
atala42 bhai43 rati44’45 dhupara46.
*C, RC aja; NCM aju
2 A trina emended to trana; F trina; J, PH, RC trna; NCP tranu
3 A tutata; D, PH tutata; I tutatu; NCM tututa 
4C, J he
5RCri
6A lalita emended to lalita; NCM lalita
7A, C, D, NC tribhangi; PH trbhangl
8BR upara
9C, NC carana
10C, NC carana
nNC murll
12BR a emended to adhara
13A dhare; C, RC dharai; F, H, I, PH, NCP dhare
14F lala kl added
15NCM citavana
16NCM ku added, deleted
17C, NCP bhuva; D, J, BR, NCP, RC bhu
18H calahi emended to calahu
19NCP ne
20D bega; NCP omitted; NCM begi
2,C radhike; NC radhlka
22NCP bega added
23A priya; NCP piya
24A, F para; H pahi; J, BR, PH, NCP, RC pai; NCM pe
2SC jau; D, F, H, J, RC jau
2<5C bhayau; D, J, NCM, RC bhayau
27 A, F cahati; NCP cahita
28A, C, D, F, I, J, NCP, RC hau
29RC saravusara
30A the whole line is written in a different hand and changed from Sri haridasa ke svami Syama
kunjabihari ki hili mili keli atala bhai rati dhuva para to Sri haridasa ke svami kau samayau aba nikau
banyau hili mili keli atala bhai dhu para
3lC haradasa; BRharidasi
32C, NCM syama added
33C, J kau; BR, PH ko
34C samayau; D, F, H, J, NC, RC samayau
35F ba
36C nikau; D, F, H, I, J, PH, RC nikau; NC nikau
37C, D, H, I, BR omitted; J, NCP banau; PH banyo; RC omitted, added pr. m.
38F lala ki added
39C hili; H, NCP, RC liila; NCM hili
40H, NCP, RC mila; NCM mili
4'PH omitted, added in marg.; NC keli
42NCM omitted, added sup. lin, pr. m.
43F, J, PH, NC omitted
44C, D, H, I, BR, RC omitted
45F, J, NC, RC bhai added
46NCM dhu°
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dina dapha1 tala2 bajavata gavata bharata paraspara3 china4 china5 hori; 
ati6 sukuvara7 badana Srama barasata8 bhale mile rasika kisora kisauri9; 
batani10 [bata batata] ragu11 ranga12 rami13 rahyau14 ita uta15 cai16 cala[ta17 taki18 so]ri19; 
suni20>21 haridasa22 tamala sylma so23 lata [lapati24 kancana] Id thori.
!A dhapa 
2NCM tara
3J paraspa; NCP omitted 
4NCP china; NCM chinu 
5NCP china; NCM chinu 
6NCP ati
7A, D, H, NC, RC sukumara; C sukumara; F, I, PH sukuvara; BR sukamara 
8 A, BR barsata
9A, D, F, H, J, BR, PH, NC, RC kiSori 
t0C bani; BR batana; NC batani
11 A, D, F, H, J, BR, PH raga; NC raga 
12PH rangu 
13NC rami
14A, C, BR rahyo; NC rahayau 
1SC uta; F omitted, added in marg.
16A caha; C cai; D, J, BR, NC c!ha; F, H, I, RC cahi 
17D cala; NCM calana
18D taka; F -ki omitted, added in marg.; NC taki 
,9C sauri
20D kaha; J, NCM suna; NCP suni
21I, J, BR, RC Sri added
22I, BR haridasi
23A, C, D, F, H, J, RC sau
24A, H, I, J, BR, PH, RC lapati; C, F, NC lapati; D lapata
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dvai1 lara motina2 ki3 eka [punja4 poti5 kau6] sada netra7 drsti8 lagau9 jina10 men; 
ha[thanin can52] cari13 curi14.paini15 ikasara16 cura17 caupahalu18 [ikataka]19 rahe20 hari 
heri;
eka21!22 maragaji sari tana te23 kancuki24 nyari ara25 ancara26 Id 27 bai28 dhiga29 mora30>31 
urasani32 pheri;
sri haridasa33 ke svami syama34 kunjabihari ya rasa 35 basa bhaye36 hare37 hare38 
sarakani39 neri.
'C dvai
2A, F, H, I motini; NC, RC motina
3Cki
4A, D, F, H, I, J, PH, NC, RC punja; C puja
5C pauti; D, NC, RC pota
6C, J kau; BR, PH ko
7A, PH, NCP, RC netrana; C, F, I, J netrani; BR naitrani; NCP naitrana
8NCP drasti; NCM omitted; RC drasti
9C, NCP lago; F lagai; I, BR lago
l0A, C, F, H, J, PH jini; BRjani; NCP jinu; NCM jina
1 'C hathina; NC hathana
12D cyara; NCM, RC cara
l3D cyara; NCM, RC cara
14F curi; NCP curi; NCM curl
I5A, F, PH paini; C, H, BR, RC paina; D, NCP payana; NCM payani
16C ika°; NCP eka°
17NC cura
18F caupaharu; I copahalu; NC caupahalu
I9C ikataka
20C rahai; NCM rahai
21C,H, I, J, BR ika
22RC tau added
23C, BRte; D, J tai; RC tai
24C kancuki
25A, C, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC aru; D aura
26A, D, F, H, NCM, RC acara
27H gati added, wordorder corrected with numbers to bai gati
28J vahi; BR, NCM bai
29H omitted; I, BR, RC gati; NC gati
30A, C, F, I, J, PH, RC mori; H aura emended to pari; BR mo emended to mori
31F ura added
32C urasani; D, F, J, NCP urasana; NCM urasani
33C haradasa; I, BR haridasi
34H syama
35Added: A hi, sup. lin. ; C h i ; D, F, I, J, BR, NCM, RC h i ; H hi, in marg.
36A, F, H, RC bhae; C bhayai
37C, BR hare; D, J harai; RC harai
38C, RC harai; D, J harai; BR hare
39C sakani; D, NCP sarakana; NCM sarakani
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jobana1 ranga ragili2 sone3 se4 gata dharare5 nena6 kantha pauti7 masatull8;
anga anga ananga. jhalaka9 sohata10 kanani11 birai12 sobha13 deta14 desata15 hi16 bane17 ■ 
joha18 me19 jona20 si phull;
tanasusa sari lahi21 /  angiya22 atalasa atarauta23 chabi cari24 cari25 cirri26 pahucani27 
pahunci28 samaki29 bani nakaphula jaiba30 musa bira cauka31 kaudhai32 sambhrama 
bhuli33;
aisi34’35 nitya biharini36. £ri bihari lala37 sanga ati adhina atura lata[patata]38 jyau39 tarn40 
tamala kunja41 mahala42 sri43 haridasi44 [jori] surati45 hindorai46 jhuli47.
*C jaubana 
2C ragili; D ragili
3C saune; D sonai; I, NCM, RC saunai 
“RCse
5C dhadare; F -re omitted, added in marg.
6A naina emended to naina; C, F, I, PH nena; D naina; H nena emended to nena; I, BR, NC naina; RC 
naino
7A, C, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, RC poti; D, NC pota 
8NC makliatuli
9A jhalakai; Djhalakai; I jhalaka emended to jhalakata; J, NC, RC jhalakata
nC, D, F, H, J, BR, PH, NCM kanana
I2C bin; F, H, I, PH, NCP bire; BR bire; RC birai
13C saubha
14H deti
l5C desana
16Hh!
I7A, D, J, NCM banai; C baje; BR, RC banai
18A johu; C, D, RC jaunha; F, I, J, BR, PH, NC jonha; Hjona
19C omitted; D, H, J mai; RC
20A johu; C omitted; D, Hjauna; F, I, J, BR, PH, NC jonha; RC jaunha 
21NCP lahi
22C, NCM angiya; D agiya; H agiya
23C atota; D, F, NCM atarauta; H arota emended to atarota pr. m.; I, J, BR, PH, RC atarota 
24C cM; D, NCM, RC cara '
25D, NCM, RC cara 
26NCP curi
27A, C pahuncina; D pahucini emended to pahucani; F, I pahuci; J, RC puhacani; BR pahucana; NCP 
pahuncani; NCM pahucana
8C pahuci; D, H, BR, PH, NCP pahuci; F, I pahucani; J, RC puhaci; NCM pahuci 
29C samaki; NCP khamaka 
30A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC jeba 
3,C NCM cauka1 PH coka
32C, D, J kaudhai; F kodhi; I, PH kodhe; BR kaudliai; NCP kaudhe; NCM, RC kaudhai 
33BR jhuli
34C esi; PH aise emended to aisi 
35NCP sri added
36C biharini; I, J, BR, PH biharani; NCP biharini; NCM biharini 
37J omitted
38F, RC latapatati; NCP latapataya emended to latapatata
39A, BR, NCP jyo; C, RC jyau
40BRtara
41D kunjani emended to kunja
42F dvare; H dvare emended to mahale; PH mahala? deleted, dvara added in marg.
43C, F, I omitted
44C haridasi; J haridasi emended to haridasi; NCP haridasi; NCM haridasa 
45D, F, H, I, NC, RC surata
46A liidorai; C, BR hindore; F hidore; H, I, PH hindore; NCP hirore; NCM hidorai; RC liindorai 
47RC jhuli
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radhe dulari mana1 taji2;
prana3 payo4 jata5 merau6 hai7 ri8’9 saji10;
apano11 hatha 12 merai13 mathai’V5 dhari16 abhai17 dana18 dai19 20 aji21;
sri haridasa22 ke svami syama23 kunjabihari24 kahata25’26 pyari27 yo28 bali29’30 so31 
bhule32’33 raci34 so35?36 laji37.
‘NCP mani
2NC taji
3BR prana
4C payau; D, F, H, J, NC, RC payau
5RCjati
6A, BR, PH mero; C, F, J, NCP, RC omitted; H omitted, added in marg.
7C he
SH omitted, added in marg
9Added: C mero; F, RC merau; NCP merau ri
10D saja; NC saji
1 'A, D, J, NCM, RC apanau
12H dhara added, deleted
13A, F, H, J, BR, NC, RC mere; C merau; PH mere
14A, H, BR, NCM mathe; F, NCP mathe; PH mathai
l5NCM pai added
l6D dhara; H omitted, added in marg,; NCP dhari
17H, NCP, RC abhaya
l8NCP danu
l9A, C de
20F,,J, NCM ri added
2'D aja; H aja emended to aji
22C haradasa; BR haridasi
23A, C, F, I, J, NC, RC syama; H syama emended to syama
24H omitted, added in marg.
25F kata
26NCP ri added
27C, F, H, I, J, BR, NCM, RC omitted
28C, H, I, J, BR, NCP, RC omitted; D, NCM yau
29C, F, H, I, J, NCM, RC omitted
30NCP bali added
31A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC omitted
32A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC omitted
33Added: A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NCP, RC rariga; NCM rahgi
34NCP ruci
35C, D, J, NCM, RC sau; H syau; BR so
36Added: C, F, I, J, NCM, RC bali; H bala, emended to bali
37H laja emended to laji; NCP laji
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guna ki1 bata radhe2 tere3 [a]gai4 kau5 jane6 jo7 jane8 so9 kachu10 [unahari11; 
nrtya12 gl]ta tala bhedani13 ke14 bheda15’16 na17 j[ane18 kahu19 jite20 kite21’22 dese] jhari23; 
tatva24 suddha25 sarupa26’27 resa28 [paramana2V° je] bijna31 sura32 sughara33 te34 pace35 
bhari36;
Sri haridasa37 ke svami syama kunjabihari38 neku39 tuhmM40 prakrti41 ke anga anga 
aura42 gum43 pare44 hari45.
'A omitted, added sup. lin.
2H omitted, added in marg.
3D tere
4A, BR, NC age; F, H, I age; RC agai
5A kauna emended to kau; C kau; D, F, H, I, BR, PH, NC ko; RC ko
6A, J, BR, NCP, RC janai; C jane; D janai
7Cjau
8A, D, BR, NCP, RC janai; J, NCM janai 
9A [so...] line unr.; C sau; J sau 
10D ,H , BR, NC kachu _
llC unahari emended to unahaii; D unihari; NCP unahara; NCM unahari; RC unihara
12 J  n r fa
13C, H, J, PH, NCM bhedana; NCP bhedani 
l4H ki emended to ke
1SC kibheda emended to bibheda; F bibhedani; H bibidhi emended to bibheda; I, J, BR, RC bibheda;
NCM omitted
!6A [na...dekhe] line urn*.
17C, D, F, J, BR omitted
18D, J, NC, RC janai; BRjane
19C kuhu; D, I, NC kahu; F, J, BR omitted; RC kahu
20C jite; H, Jjete
2ID, PH, NC tite; H tete emended to kite; J kete
22J, BR kahu added
23C gari; NC, RC jhara
24C tala; H tata emended to tatva
25C sudha; H sura drsti emended to suddha
26A, I, RC svarupa; D svara rupa; NCP surupa; NCM svarupa
21A  [resa...bijna] line unr.
28C omitted
29F, H, I, RC parimana; BR parimanu 
30C resa added; H jane added, deleted 
3'I, BR bigya
32C, D, H, J, BR, NC, RC omitted; I, PH omitted, added in marg.
33F ghara
34C, D, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC omitted ...
35C pacai; I pace 
36C bhari; NC, RC bhara 
37BR haridasi; NCP haridasa 
38J omitted 
39D, J, RC nalka
40C, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC teri; D tumhari; F terau 
41D, H, RC prakrta
42C, J ora; D ausara; H omitted, added in marg.
43NCP gani
44C pace; H parai
45C hari; D bhari; NC, RC hara
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’sughara bhaeV bihari4 yahi5 chaha6 tai7;
8je9 je ghati10 sughara11’12 janapane13 ki14 te15 te16 yahi17 baha18 tai19;
hute20 to21 adhika22 bade 23 saba hi24 25 tai26 pai27 ina28>29 ki30 kasa31 na32 satata33 [yjaha34 
tai35;
sri haridasa36 ke svlmi syama37 kunjabihari j aid38 rahe3V° caha41 te42.
'H aju tuma added, deleted 
2C, D, H, I, J, BR, NC bhaye; RC bhaya 
3Added: D hau; J ho; PH ho, in marg.; RC hai 
4H omitted, added in marg.
5C ya ri; I yahi
6C, D, F chaha; NCM -ha omitted, added inf. lin.
7A, C, F, NCM te; H, I, J, BR, PH, NCP te; RC tai
8Second and third line are reversed in H , emended with numbers
9A jo emended to je; RC je
10A, D, F, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC gati
1 'H sugharasa? emended to sughara
12Added: D, F, I, J, BR, RC sura; H svara; NC su
13C, H, BRjanapanyo; D, NCMjanapanal; Ijanipanyo; J jnanapanyau; RC janapanyau 
14RCk!
15H omitted, added in marg.
I6H omitted, added in marg.
I7C ya ri?
18J, PH baha; NCM bahu
l9A, C, F, H, NCP te; I, J, BR, PH, NCM te
20C hate; H he emended to hute; NCP hute
21A, D, F, I, NCM, RC tau
22D, H, NCP omitted
23Added: D adhika; H adhikai; NCP adhika 
24H omitted, added in marg.; BR, NCP hi 
25BR na added
26A, C, I, BR, NCP te; D, H, PH, NCM te; RC tai 
27C pe
28F, I, PH ini
29C te added
30NCM omitted
31J sasa emended to kasa
32F,* J, PH ni; BR nu
33F, RC satati; I sata emended to satata
34C yahi; D, F, NC yahi; I yahi emended to yaha; J, BR, PH, RC yaha 
35A, C, F, NCM te; H, I, BR, PH, NCP te; RC tai 
36C haharidasa; J, BR, PH haridasi
37A, C, D, F, I, J, NC, RC Syama; BR omitted, syama added sup. lin.
38D, I jaka; H vaki emended to jaki; NCM jaki 
39C rahai
40H rahi gaye added, deleted
41C caha; D, F, I, J, BR, NCM, RC caha; NCP cahi
42A, F, BR, NCP te; C, J tai; D, RC tai
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'radha2 rasika 3 kunjabihari4^5 kahata6 ju7 hau8 na kahu9 gayo10 suni11 suni12 radhe ten
[mo]hi14 na patyahu15 tau16 sariga haridasi17 hutl'V9 puchi20 desi21 [bhatu] kahi22 dho23 
kaha24 bhayo25 meri so26;
pyari 27 tohi28 gatho[da29 na prajtiti30 chadi31 chiya32 j ana33 de34 itani35 ba36 eri37 so38;
[gahi3V° lajpatai41 rahe42 dou43 chaila44’45 chati46 so47 chati48 lagai49’50 phera51 pheri so52.
'F sri added
2H radhe
3NCM Sri added
4BR omitted, added in f lin.
5NCM ju added
GC kehata; BR hata emended to kahata
7A, C, D, I, BR, PH, NC, RC ju; H omitted
8A, F, H, I, PH ho; C kau; J ho
9C, J kahu; F kahau; NCP kahu; RC kaha
10D, F, J, PH, NC, RC gayau
1 'NC suni
12H deleted; I, NC omited 
13A, RC sau; C, D, NC sau 
14NCM mohi
15A patiahu; F patyau; BRpatiyau; NCM patayatahu 
16C, PH, NCP to; H omitted, added in marg.
17F omitted 
18NCM huti 
19F haridasi added
20H kahi emended to puchi; J bujhi; BR puchi; NCP puchi 
21H omitted, added in marg.; PH de emended to desi; NCM dekhi 
22NCM kahi
23C dho; D, NCP, RC dhau; J, BR, NCM dhau 
24H omitted, added in marg.
25D, F, I, J, NC, RC bhayau; H omitted, added in marg.
26A, D, H, J, NC, RC sau; C sau 
27PH ju added 
28 A, BRtohi
29A gathoda; C nayau dha; D gathauta; F gadanaudha; H gadhi emended to gathoda; I gathodha; J 
gathaudha; BR, RC gathaudha; NC gathauda 
C, D, NC, RC pratita; J paratiti 
31A, H, BR, NCP chadi; D chada; NCM chadi 
32F chiya; H chadi? emended to chiya; NCP chima; NCM dhima 
33F, BR, PH, RC jani 
34D, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC dai; F omitted 
35H itana emended to itani 
36F omitted
37C, H, I, BR, NC, RC he°; F ri 
38A, C, D, H, J, NCM, RC sau 
39F gahe; NCM gahi 
40H chaila added, deleted
4IC lapaupatai?; D lapataya; H latapataye; J lapataya; NC lapatai 
42C, D, F, H, I, BR, RC omitted 
43C, F, H, I, J, BR omitted
44C, I chela; D, RC omitted; H bhaye? emended to chaila 
45Added: C cha dou; F, H, I, J, BR dou 
46C cha added
47C, D, H, J, NCP, RC sau; F omitted
48C ti; F omitted
49C, NC lagal; D, J lagaya
50C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC rahe added
5IH omitted, added in marg.; J, NC phera
52A sau; C, D, H, J, NC, RC sau
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pyari1 ten mahima2 baranl3 na ja[i4>5 jihi6] alasa7 kama basa kina8; 
ta ko9 danda hame10 [lagata] hai11 ri12 bhae13 adhina14;
sadhe15 gyaraha16 jyau17 au[ti18 dujai19] nabasata20 saji21 sahaja22 In23 ta24 me25 javadi26 
karapura27 [kastujri28 kunkuma29 ke30 ranga31 bhlna32;
Sri haridasa33 ke sva[mi syama34 kunjabijhari35 rasa basa kari36 llna37.
'RC pyari 
2BR mo pai added
3A kahi; F, H, I, J, BR, NC kahi; RC baranl 
4C, D jai; J, NC, RC jaya
5Added: A, D, I, J, NCM mo pai; C mau pe; F mo pe; H mo pai; NCP mau pai
6A, D, J, PH, NCM jihi; C, F, H, I, BR jihi; RC jiha
7H hi
8H kine; NC kina
9C, D, I, J, NC, RC kau; F ko; H omitted, added in marg.
10A, BR hamai; C hame; D, J, PH, RC hamai; F duhu; H hama hi emended to hamai 
"C, J he; H hai emended to hi 
12H, J omitted
13C bhayau; D, H, I, J, NC, RC bhaye; F bhai; BR bhayo 
14D adhina; F bhlna; H adhine; NCP adhina 
15NCM sade
l6D gyaraiha; PH gyarahi; NCM gyaraha
17C jyo; D, Jjyau; F jau; I, BRjyo
18C, BR oti; D auta; F ora; H otive emended to oti; NCM ati
19A, BR duje; D, PH, NCM dujai; H omitted, duje added in marg.; NCP duje
20F, J nava° ; H omitted, added in marg.
21C, D, F, NCM saja; H omitted, added in marg.; NCP omitted 
22H omitted, added in marg.
23A, C, D, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC hi; H omitted, added in marg.
24H omitted, added in marg.
25C me; D, J, RC mat; H omitted, added in marg.
26A javadi emended to jivadi; C jiva; F jevadi; Hjavada emended to javadi; PHjivadi; NC javadi 
27C, D, F, H, NCP kapura; PH, NCM, RC karpura 
28F, NC kasturi
29A, F, I, J, PH, NC kumakuma; C kumakuma; H kuri? emended to kumakuma 
30H ke; J kai; NC kau '
31D raga 
32H bhine
33J harida; BR, PH haridasi; NCM haridasa 
34A, C, F, I, J, BR, NC, RC Syama 
3SC °bihari; kuja°
36D, NC kara 
37H line
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‘Srama [jala kana nahi2] hota3 moti4 mala5 lco6 deha7;
dese8>9 amo[la mola10 nahi11] tana12 mana13 dhana14 nyauchavari15 leha16;
rati bipariti17 priti18 kau19 alasa20 nahi21 naika22 tere23 madhya24’25 eha26;
sri haridasa27 ke svami syama kunjabihari28 priti29 bara30 malaye31 be32 ha33.
'in J first line omitted, added in marg. pr. m.
2A, C, I, BR, PH, NCP nahi; F hi; J, NCP nahi; RC nahi 
3C hota 
4NC moti 
5F mala
6A, I ko; C, D, F, NC, RC kau; H, J kau 
7C, D, F, I, BR, NC, RC dehu; J deu 
8C, I desai; NC dekha
9C, D, F, I, J, BR, NCM bahuta added; H mau emended to ba; RC buhuta 
10D omitted
1 'C, F, I, J, BR, RC nahi; D, NCP nahi; H nahi emended to nahi; PH nahi emended to nahi?; NCM nahi
I2Ctunava
13C omitted
14H omitted, added in marg.
15A, BR, PH nyochavari; D, NC nyauchavara; H nyochavara; I, J nauchavari
16C, D, F, I, J, BR, NC, RC lehu
17A bipriti; C, D, NC, RC biparita; H biparati
18D, RC prita; H priti emended to riti; J, BR riti
19A, I, J, BR, PH ko; C kau; H nahi emended to ko
20C nahi added
21F, H, I, J, BR omitted; PH, NC nahi; RC nahi 
22C naika; F, I, J, BR omitted; NC, RC nayaka 
23Cre
24C, F, J, BR, NCP madhi
25Added: F, BR naika; H nahi, emended to naika; I nahi (sup. lin., pr. m.), naiku (in main text); J nahi 
nayaka
26C, I, J, BR, NC, RC ehu; D yeha
27BR haridasi
28C kunjabi
29C ti; RC prita
30H barama
3'A, D, RC malai; C malau; F maliye; H omitted; I, NC mileye; J malai; BR mili emended to miliye
32J va
33C, F, I, J, BR, NC, RC hu
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nlla lala gaura1 ke dhyana baithe2 kunjabihari; 
jyau3 jyau4 susa pavata nahi5 tyau6 tyau7 dusa8 bhayo9 bhari; 
arabaraie10*11 pragata12 bhai13’14 susa bhayau15 bahuta16 hiya ri; 
sri haridasa17 ke svami syama18 kunjabihari kari19 manuhari.
'NCP gora 
2C bethe 
3I, BRjyo
4A, I, BRjyo; C jyau
5A, D nahi; C, RC nahi; F, H, I nahi; J, BR, NC nahi 
6I, BR tyo 
7I, BR tyo 
SRC duklia
9C bhaye; D, F, H, I, J, NC, RC bhayau
l0A arabaraye; C, F, I apa hi; D arabarae; H ape hi emended to arabara; J aravaraya; BR apu hi; PH, NCP
arabaraye; NCM arabaraai; RC arabarai
1 'Added: C, F ju; H ye, deleted
i2Apraghata
13Dbhai
14Added: C, I, J, RC ju; H ju, in marg.; NCM jo 
15A, I, BR bhayo; C bhayai; F bhae
16BR originally after hiya ri, the word order emended with numbers to bahuta hiya 
17BR haridasi 
1SH syama
,9D kara; H karata emended to kari; NCP kari; NCM karata
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aju1 ki banika2 pyare3 ten4’5 tuhmari6 (pyari)m&7 barani8 na jaiV0 chabi;
ina11 ki syamata12 tuhmari13 gaurata jaise14 sita15 asita16 baini17*18 rahl19 jyau20 
bhuvaiigama21’22 dabi;
ina23 kau24 pitambara25 tuhmarau26 nila nicaula27 jyau28 [sasi]29 kundana jaiba30 rabi;
Sri haridasa31 ke32 svami syama kunjabihari Id sobha33 barani34 na jai35 jau36 [milai]37 
rasika38 koti39’40 kabi41.
'D, RC aja 
2C banaka 
3F, H pyari
4NCP tere; NCM omitted, added inf. lin.
5Added: A, D, I, J, BR, PH, NCP, RC pyari; F, H pyare; NCM pyari, inf. lin. 
6D tumari; F, H, I, J, BR, NC tumhari 
7A, C, D, F, H, J, BR, PH, RC omitted 
8C barani
9D, NCP jai; J, NCM, RC jaya 
10Added: C jai; NCP jai 
nF, J, PH ini
12A Syama emended to Syamata; H syamatai 
13D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC tumhari
14C, D, J jaisai; F, PH, NCM jaise; H omitted, added in marg; RC jaisai
15H asita emended to sita
l6C atita; H sita emended to asita
nC, F, H, BR, NCP beni
18H bani added, deleted
19 J omitted
20A jyo; C, F, H, I, J, BR, NCM, RC omitted
21A bhujaiigama; C bhuvagama; H bhuvangamu; RC bhuvangini
22 Added: C, F, NCM jyau; H jyo, in marg.; I, BRjyo; J jyau rahi; RC jyau
23F, J ini
24C kau; BR ko
25A, D, I, BR, NCP, RC pitambara; C pitibara
26A tuhmaro; C tuhmarau; D tumarau; F, J, NCM tumharau; I, BR tumharo 
21C nicaula; D, F, I, BR, PH, NCM, RC nicola; NCP nilacola emended to nicola 
28A, I, BR, NC jyo; C, RC jyau; H omitted, added in marg.
29C, H, I mani; NC SaSi
30A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC jeba
31J, BR haridasi
32J omitted
33 C saubha; J chabi
34C barani
35C jai; FNCjaya
36A jo; C jau; I, J, BR, NCM jo
37A, H, I, J, BR milai; D mili; F mile; NCP mila
38H omitted
39C kauti; H kotika emended to koti 
40H rasika added 
4INCP kabi
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desi1 desi2 phula3 bhai;
[prema ke] prakasa priti4 ke5 agai6 hoi7>8 lai;
suni9 [ri10 sasi ba]gau‘V2 banyau13 aju14 tuma15 para trana16 tutata17 hai18 ju19 [nai];
sri haridasa20 ke svami syama [kunjabihari21 sakajla gima22 nipuna tatathei23 tatathei24 
ga[ti ju25 thai].
’NC dekhi 
2NC dekhi 
3D bhala added 
4D, RC prita
5PH omitted, added inf. lin., pr. m.
6C, RC agai; F, NC age; BR age
7NC, RC hvai
8Added: NC ju; RC ju
9NC suna
10F omitted
11 A, I, BR, PH bago; C bagau
12NCP nikau; NCM nikd
l3A, I, BR banyo; NCP banau; NCM bano
l4A, RC aja; PH aju; NCP aju
15BRtama
16A, I, PH, RC tma; NC trmu 
l7C tute; D tutata; BR tutata 
18Ahe; Dhai 
19C, NCP ju; NCM jo _
20C haradasa; BR haridasi 
21C kujabiharani 
22D omitted 
23C tatathaii; I tatathei
24A omitted; C tatahaii; H tatathei emended to tathei; I, J, BR, RC tathei 
2SNCP jo
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aisl1 to2 bicitra [jori3 ban!4]; 
aisi5 kahu6 desi7 suniya8 na bhan!9;
manahu10 kanaka sudaha11 kari12 kari13 deha adbhuta than!14;
Sri haridasa15 ke svami syama16 tamalai17>18 uthangi19 baithi20?21 dhan!.22
'A esi
2D, F, NC, RC tau; J omitted 
3Cjauri
4A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NCP, RC bani; NCM bani 
5 A esi; C kausi
6C kahau; H, RC kahu; NCM kahu 
7C daisi
8A, D, I, NCP, RC suni; C, J, BR suniya; NCM suni
9A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC bhani
10A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, RC manahu; NCP manahu
1 'H sudahu
12D kara; NC kari
13NCP kari
14A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC thani 
15C haradasa; BR haridasi 
!6C, F syama
l7C tamale; D, NCM tamalai; F tamala; H tamala hi 
l8F hai added
l9D, H, J uthanga; F umagi; NCM uthangi; NCP uthagi; RC uthaga 
20C betlii
21C sth. unr. added, deleted
22A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC dhani; C dhari
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hasata1 selata bolata2 milata desau3 men asina4 susa;
bin paraspara leta5 savavata jyau6 damini7 ghana 8 camacamata9 sobha10 bahu11 bhatini12 
susa;
Sruti ghuri13 raga kedarau14 jamyau15 adharati16 nisa 17 ro18 ro19>20 susa;
Sri haridasa21 ke sva(rni)m8’22 syama kunjabihari23 kai24 gavata sura25 deta26 maura27 
bhayau28?29 parama susa.
’A, D, F, H, J, BR hasata
2C baulata
3C, D desau; I, BR, PH deso
4A akhina; C, I asini; F, PH asini; NCP akhina; NCM akhani
ltittl* F Scitcl
6A, I, BR, NCMjyd; C, NCP jau; RC jyau
7C dami; D damina; J omitted
8J damini added
9RC camacamati
10C saubha
nA bahu; D bahuta; F omitted; H omitted, added in marg.
12A, C, D, NCP, RC bhatina; I, J bhatini; BR, NCM bhatina
13D, I ghura; F dhara; H dhara emended to ghuri
14C kedarau; I, BR, PH kedaro
l5J macyau; BR, PH jamyo
i6D, H, NC adharata; I adliirati; RC adhirata
l7H susa added, deleted
18A, J, NC roma; C rau; D, RC rauma; I ro
19A, J, NC roma; C omitted; D, RC rauma; I ro
20F ro added
21C haradasa; BR haridasi
22NCP ke svami added
23F, J, RC omitted; H omitted, added in marg.
24A, F, BR, NCM ke; H, NCP ke; I, RC kai; PH kau
25H sura replaces original reading; NCP sukha
26H deta emended to deti
27A, D, F, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC mora; C bhaura; H moda? emended to bhora
28A, I, BR, PH bhayo
29H ri added
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1 ’adbhuta gati upajati2 ati nrttata3 dou4 mandala5 kuvara6 7 kisauri8;
2 [sakajla sudhanga9 anga bhari10 bhauri11 piya12 nrtata13 musakani14 musa mori15 
parirambhana rasa raurl16;
3 tala dharani17 bani[ta]18 mrdariga candragati19 ghata bajai20 thori21 thori22;
4 sa[pta bhai23 bhajsa24 bicitra lalita gaina25 cita cauri26;
5 [§ri27 brndabana] 28 phulani29 phulyau30 purana31 sasi tribidhi32 [pavana] bahai33 thori
thauri34;
6 gati bilasa rasa hasa35 para[spara36 bhutala adbhu]ta jori;
7 Sri jamuna37 jala bitha[kita38 pahupani39] barasa40 ratipati darata41 trana42 tori;
8 sri haridasa43 ke svami syama kunjabihari ju44 kau45 rasa46 rasana kahai47 kau48 ri.
‘In H the second part of the line (from nacata) precedes the first
2D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC upajata
3A nirtati; C nacati; D nrtyata; F, H, I, J, BR, NC nacata; RC nrtyati
4NCM dou
5C mandapala emended to mandala
6 A kumara; F kuvari; I, J kuvara; PH kuvari
7C kisora added
8A, C, D, F, H, J, BR, PH, NC, RC kriori
9C sugadha; NC sugandha
10NCP bhari; NCM bhara
"A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC bhori; C bhauri
12NC piya
13A, NC nirtata; C, D, J nrtyata; F niittati; H citavani? emended to nrtata; BR, RC nrtyati
l4C musikani; D musakana; NC musakata; RC musikata
15C mauri
16A, C, D, F, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC rori
17C, F, H, I dhare; J, RC dharai; BR dhare; NC dharai
18A omitted, added sup. lin., pr. m.
19C, NCP candragati; RC candragata
20F baje; H bajata; PH baje; NCP bajai
Z1C thaulri emended to thauri
22C omitted
23D, J, NCP bhaya; NCM bhai
24C bhasa
25A, NC gayana; C, BR gaina; F, I, J, PH gaini; H gaini emended to gaini; RC gaini
26A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC cori
27NCM omitted
28H ghana added
29C, D, NC phulana
30BR phulyo; NCM phulau
3lDpurani
32NCM tribidha; RC trbidhi
33C bahai; F bahe; NCM bahe
34A, J, BR, PH, NC, RC thori; F, H, I omitted
35A, I, NCM hasa; F, H, J hasi
36C paspara emended to paraspara
37BR yamuna
38C bithakita; D, J bithikita
39C puhupana; H, RC puhupani; J puhapani; NCP puhapanl; NCM puliapana
40A, NCM barsa; C, F, I barisa; H barasa emended to barisa
41D, J darati
42A, I, RC trna; C tma; F trina; H tranu
43BR haridasi
44F omitted; H omitted, added in marg.
45A, I, BR ko; C, NCM kau
46H rasu
47C, I, NCP kahe
48A, D, F, H, I, BR, NCP, RC ko; C kau
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pyari1 ju2 jaba3 jaba4 deso5 terau6 musa7 taba taba nayo8 nayo9 lagata10; 
also11 bhrama12 hota 13mai14 kabahu15’16 desi17 na18 ri duti19 k a u 20’21 duti22 lesa[na23 na24] 
kagata25;
koti26 canda27,28 te29 kaha30 durae31 ri naye32 naye33 [ragata]34;
Sri haridasa35 ke svami syama36’37 kahata kama ki3R santi39 na40 hoi41 na42 hoi43 tripati44 
rahau45 nisi46 dina47 [jagata]48.
1H omitted, added in marg.
2H omitted
3Cjaya
4Cjaya
5A, RC dekhau; C desyau; D, H, J, NC desau
6 A, I, BR, PH tero; C terau
7I te added
8D, F, J, NC, RC nayau; H navo
9A, F omitted; D, J, NC, RC nayau; H navo
l0NCP lagati; NCM lagati emended to lagata
1 ‘A eso; C aisau; D, F, H, NC, RC aisau
12RCbhrma
13In H the original word order (mai...rl) is emended with numbers to the wordorder of G
14C, F, H, I, J, BR omitted; D, NCP mai; PH omitted, me added in marg. pr, m,
15C °hu; RC °hu
lcAdded: C me na; F na me; H, I, J me na; BR mai na
17C desi
ISC,F,'H, I, J, BR omitted
l9C duti; NC duti
20A ko; D, NCM, RC kau; F, I, BR, NCP ko
21H ba added, deleted
22D dota; NCM dyuti
23A, H lekhana emended to lekhani; F, I, BR lesani; NC, RC lekhani
24C omitted; J ni
25C, NCP kagati; F kagada
26C kauti
27A, D, F, NC candra
28NC hu added
29C, BR, NCM te; D, J, RC tai
30C, D, NC kaha; RC kaha
31C duraye; D duraai; H, J, BR, NC duraye
32A, F, I, BR, RC nae; C nayai
33A, F, I, BR, RC nae; C nayai
34NCP ragati
35C haradasa; BR haridasi
36C, J, NC, RC syama; H syama emended to syama; I syama emended to syama?
37H, NCP kunjabihari added
38NCP ki
39C sata; D santa; NCM, RC sati
40NCP omitted
41C, D hoi; NCM hoya
42F omitted
43D, J, NCM hoya; F omitted; I, BR, RC hoi
44C tripiti; F tribiti; H, NCP trapita; I, BR trapati; J, RC trpta
45A, H, PH, NCP raho; C, F, NCM, RC rahau; I rahu; BR rahu
46A, D, I nria; NCP nisi; RC nisa
47C dini
48NCPjagati
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aisi1 jiya2 hota3 jo4 jiya5 sau6 jiya7 [mi]lai8 [tana so9 tana] samaya10 lyau11 tau12 desau13 
kaha ho14 [pyari]15;
tohi16 so17 hilagi18 asina19 sau20 asai21*22 mill23)24 [rahai]25 jivata26 ko27 yahai28 laha29 ho30 
pyari31;
[mo32 kau33 ito34 saja35] kaha35 ri37 pyari hau38 ati dina tuva39 basi40 [bhuva41 chepa42] na43 
jai44’45 saha46 hau47 pyari48;
sri haridasa49 ke svami syama50’51 kahata52 rasi lai53 baha54 bala55 [hau56 bapura57 lcama] 
daha58 ho59 pyari60.
!A esi; C aisi 
2H, J, NC jiya 
3F, H hoti
4C jau; D, F, H, RC jau; NCM omitted, added inf. lin.
5NCjIya
6A, F, I, PH, NC so; C, RC sau; BR so 
7NC jiya; RC jiya 
8C, H mile; NCP mile; NCM milai 
9C sau; D, H, J, RC sau; BR so
10A, F, H, I, BR, PH, RC samai; C saumal emended to samal; J samahi; NCP samal
1 'A lyau; F omitted; I, BR, NCP lyo; J leu; NCM leu; RC laihu
12A, I, BR, NCP to; C tau
13A dekhyau; I, PH, NCP deso; BR dekho
14C hau; D hau
t5BR pyari
l6C tohi; BR tohi emended to tohl
17C, RC sau; D, H, NCP sau; BR so?
ISD, F, H, I, NC, RC hilaga; BR hilagi
l9C, D, BR asina; F asini; J asini; RC akhi
20A, F, I, BRj PH, NCP s5; RC omitted
21A, D, J, NC akhai; C omitted; F ase; I asai; BR akhe; PH ase; RC akhina
22RC sau added
23C mile; H omitted; J omitted, added in marg., pr. m.
24H, J lagl added
25A, C, I, BR, RC rahai; F, PH, NCP rahe
2f’F, BRjiyata; I jiyata; NC jlvana
27C kau; D, F, H, I, J, PH, NC, RC kau
28C yaha; J yahihai; RC yahi
29NCM la
30C, F, H omitted; I, BR omited, added in marg.
3IC, F, H omitted; I, BR omitted, added in marg.
32C mau; RC mau
33A, C, NCP kau; F, PH ko; BR ko
34C Itau; D, F, H, I, J, NC, RC itau
35F soca; H saju
36C, D, F, H, NCM kaha
37D hau; RC ho
38A, RC hau; C ho; F, H, I, J, BR, PH ho
39A, H, NC tuma; C, F, I, J, BR tohi
40A, C,_D, F, H, J, BR, NC, RC basa
4IH bhu; NCM muva emended to bhuva
42C cchepai; F ksepa
43C, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NCP omitted
44F jata; Hja; I, J, NC, RC jaya
45C, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NCP na added
46C sahaya
47A, D, J, PH, NC, RC ho; C, F, H, BR omitted; I omitted, added in marg.
48C, F, H, BR omitted; I omitted, added in marg.
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49BR haridasi
50C, D, I, J, BR, NC, RC syama
5'Added: I, BR, RC kunjabihari; C se?
52C kollata
53C BR 1e- H lehu- NCP laT
54C, F, H, I, J, BR,’PH, NCM bahu; NCP baha; RC omitted 
55 RC omitted
56A, F, H, BR, PH, NCP ho; C, NCM ho; I, J hau 
57NC bapura 
58NCP daha
59A hd; C, F, H, BR omitted; D ri; I omitted, added in marg. 
60C, F, H, BR omitted; I omitted, added in marg.
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aju1 ra[hasi2 mai3 desiyata4 pyari ju5 eka bojla6 magau7 [ jo8 lisi9 dehu10; 
usasi tere] nena12 dasana kaca [kuca kati13 nitamba jo14 lisi15 dehu16; 
priti17 dravya18 ruci19 byaja paraspara20 mana baca krama21 jo22 lisi23 dehu24; 
sri haridasa25 ke svami syama26] pyari27pai28 bola [bulaya29 liyo30 lisi31 dehu32].
'D, NC aja 
2NCP rahasi
3A, F, I, PH, NC me; C, BR me; RC mai 
4C desata; F, H desati 
5C, H omitted 
6F bata; RC bacana
7A, I mago; C, D, RC magau; F, BR, PH mago; H, NC magau 
8C jau; D, F, Jjau 
9H, NC, RC lisa 
10H dai
1 'In NC the second and third lines are reversed 
,2D, J, BR, NC, RC naina 
13A omitted, added in marg.
14C, F, RC omitted; J jau 
l5D, H, NC, RC lisa 
16H dai 
l7RC prita
18C darabi; F, H daraba; I drvya 
l9C raci
20C paspara; J parasapara
21Added: A kari, in marg.; H, NCM kari; J kai; NCP kari
22C ke; D, J jau; F omitted; I ke; BR kai
23C lisi; H, NCM, RC lisa; NCP likhl
24H dai
25BR haridasi
26F syama; H syama emended to syama 
27C, F, I, BR omitted; RC kunjabihari 
28C pe; D, F pai
29C bulai; F, H, BR, PH, RC bulai
30C liyau; D, F, I, J, RC liyau; H layau; NCP liyau; NCM liye 
31D, H, NCM, RC lisa 
32H dai
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pyari teri [baphini1 bana2 sumara lage3] bhoha4 jyau5 dhanasa6;
[eka hi7] bara8 yo9 chutata10 hai11 j aisai12 badara13 barasata14>15 indra anasa16; 
aura17 hathiyara18 kau19’20 gane21 ri22 cahani23 kanasa;
sri haridasa24 ke svami25 syama kunjabihari [so26 pyari27] jaba28 tu29 bolata30 canasa 
canasa.
'A baphini; C baphini; D baphani; F, I baphina; H, BR, RC baphina; NC baphina 
2Cbani
3A, D, RC lagai; F, H, PH, NCM lage; NCP lagai
4A, D, J bhohai; C bhayai; F bhohe; I, NCP bhohe; BR bhohai; PH, NCM bhbhai; RC bhauhe 
5A, NC jyo; H omitted; I omitted, added in marg.; J jo; RC jyau 
6A, C, D, F, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC dhanusa; H dhanaka 
7Hh!
SBR bera
9C, D, J, NCM yau; RC yau 
10NCP chutati
1 'A he; F, H, I, J, BR, RC omitted; PH, NC hai
12A jesai; C, F, I, RC jaisai; H, PH, NC jaise; Jjesai; BR jaise
l3H badala
l4A, NC barsata
l5Added: F, I, BR, NCM hai; H he 
i6F dhanasa 
17C ora
,SC, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, RC hathyara; NCP hathiyara 
19A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, RC ko; C kau 
20BR ra ko added
2IA, C, BR ganai; D, J, NCM, RC ganai; I gane 
22C, F, H, BR, RC omitted; I omitted, added in marg.
23A, D cahani; C cahana; I, J, BR, PH cahina 
24C haradasa; BR haridasi 
25NCP svami
26C, RC sau; D, H, J, PH, NCM sau 
27F omitted; H omitted, added in marg.
28NCM omitted
29A, C, D, F, I, J, PH, NCM, RC tu 
30F, H bolati
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^kahe3 te4 aju5 atapate6 se7 hari8;
latapati9 paga atapa[te se10 banda11] atapatl deta12 agai13 sari14; 
atapate15 pai16 [parajta17 me18 parase19 jaba20 avata he21 ita22 dhari23;
Sri haridasa24 ke svami25 syama26 jani27 hau28 pa[e]29 aju30 la[la aurai31] pari32.
'in H the wordorder of the first line is emended with numbers to the wordorder in G 
2Added: C, F, H, I, BR atapate; J latapate 
3C, RC kahai
4A, NC te; C tai; D, J, RC tai
5C aju; D, RC aja
6C, F, H, I, J, BR omitted
7C, F, H, I, J, BR omitted
8H bihari emended to hari; BR hari
9C lavapati; FI atapatl emended to latapati
l0C, F, RC omitted '
“C basa; J bande
,2C desi; F deti; NCP deti
l3A, FI, NC age; C, F, BR age; RC agai
l4C, NCM sari; D sara
15C latapate
16A pai; C, J paya; FI pava; NC paya 
17NCM omitted, added inf. Jin.
,8C, I me; D, BR, NC mai; RC mai 
19C parasal 
20RC ava added
21A he; C hai; J omitted; PH hai; NCP hau; NCM ho
22I iti emended to ita
23D thari; NCM dhari
24BR haridasi
25NCM svami
2<5C, NCM syama; F, BR omitted 
27C jaini; D, H, I, NCM jana; NCP jani 
28A, BR, PH ho; F, H hau; RC ho 
29A, D, I, J, NC paye; C payai 
30RC aja
3'A, BR, NCP aure; C aure; D, J aurai; F, H aura; NCM aure 
32C, NC pari; D, F, J para
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kahe ko1 mana2 karata3 [mohi]4 ba kata5 dusa deta6;
[base]7 Id8 si drsti9 liye10 rahfau11 ten jivani12 tohi13 sameta14];
aba15 kachu16 [ai]si17 karau'V9 bhoha[ni20 tati21 jina22 dehu23] kahata24 itaneta25;
26sri haridasa27 [ke svami syama28] 29 kunjabihari30’31 chalu32 kai33 garai34 la[gai35 bhai36 
rameta37].
*C, D, H, I, NC lcau; BR ko; RC kau
2H manu
3F, H, I, RC karati
4C mauhi
5A, I kita; C Id
6F, H, I, BR, NC, RC deti
7A basai; NC, RC base
8A ke; I, NCP kai; NCP ki emended to ke
9C, H drsta; NCP drsti
10A, RC liyai; C liye; D, J liyai; I liyai; BR liye
1 'A, NCM, RC rahau; F, BR, PH raho; H rahata emended to rahau
12A, C, D, I, BR, NC, RC jivana
l3C to; NCP tohi
14F, H, I, BR, NCM sameti; NCP sameti
15C asi; F, J, BR aisi; H aisi, aba added in marg.
16A, F, BR kachu; J kaba
17A esi; C, F, J, BR omitted; H omitted, added in marg.
18C, F karau; BR karo
19Added: C, F, J, BR, RC ju, pi: nz; Hju, sec. m.
20C, D bhauhana; F, RC bhauhani; H bhoha emended to bhohana; J bhohana; BR bhohana; NCP
bhauhina; NCM bhauhina
21C dai added, deleted
22C, F, H, J, BR, PH j ini; NCP j ini
23C dehuh
24C, F, J, BR omitted; H deleted, written again; RC kahati
25F, H, I, J, NC, RC itaneti; BR otameti
26C lea added, deleted
27BR haridasi
28H syama emended to syama; BR syama
29C ku added, deleted
30C, F, H, I, J, BR, NCM, RC omitted
31H gahi added
32A chali; D, J, BR, NC, RC chala; H chaila
33A, PH ke; C ke; F, I, BR kai; H omitted
34A, F, H, PH, NCP gare; C, BR gare; I garai
35H lagai; J lagaya
36H bhae
37C ramet; F, I, J, BR, RC rameti; NC rameti
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roma roma jo1 rasanaV hot!4 [tou5 tere guna6 na7 basane8*9 jata;
kaha10 kaho11 eka12 jibha sasi ri bata Id bata bata13];
bhana14 sramita15 [aura16 sasi hu17 sramita bhaye18 aura19] juvati20 jata;
sri haridasa21 ke svaml syama22*23 kahata24 ri25 pyari tu26 rasata27 prana28 jata29.
'C jau; D, F jau; I, NC omitted
2C rasuna
3Added: I, J,NCjo;RCjau
4C hoti
5A, D, F, H, I, BR tau; C tauu; J, NCM, RC tauu
6C guna
7NCM omitted
8 J basanai
9NCM na added
10C, D, I, J, BR, NCM, RC kaha
1 ‘A, D, I kahu; C, J kahau; BR kaho; RC kahau
12D ika
13C, F, J, BR, NCM omitted
14 A bhanu
15 J r^amata
16C aura; D, F, BR, NCM am; H omitted, ara added in marg.; J, PH, RC ora
17C hu; D, I, NC, RC hu; F, J, BR ju; H jo
18A, F, BR, RC bhae; H omitted, added in marg.; J, PH bhai; NCM bhayau
i9C, F, H omitted
20J juvati
21BR haridasi
22C, F, I, BR, NCM syama; H syama emended to syama
23C, F, H, I, BR, NCM kunjabihari added
24RC kahati
25C, F, H, BR omitted
26BR, NCM tu
27H, I rasati
28A, NCM prana
29Hjati; RC jatu
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[tuva1 jasa2] 3 koti4 brahmanda5 biraj ai6 radhe7;
[8sri sobha baranl na9 jai10] agadhe;
bahutaka11 janama12 bicarata hi13 gaye14 sadhe sadhe15;
Sri haridasa16 ke svaml17*18 syama19 kunjabihari20 (kahata21 ri22)111^  pyari23*24 e25 dina 26 
krama krama27 (ka)mS ri28 ladhe29.
’A, C, NC tuma 
2C jasi
3C jasi added
4C kauti; NCP koti
5H brahmanda; NCP brahmada
6A -je omitted, added in marg.; D rajai; H birajata; NCM biraje 
7C radhai 
8C line omitted 
9D na
10A, F, H, BR, PH jai; D jai; Ijati; J, NC, RC jaya 
11J kotika; RC buhatika 
12A, H, I, BR, RC janma 
,3Hh!
14A, F, PH, RC gae; C ja emended to gaja
15C sadhai; NCP omitted
16C haradasa; BR haridasi
l7NCP svama
l8I kaha added, deleted
l9A, C, F, BR, NCM, RC Syama; H syama emended to syama; NCP omitted 
20I omitted
21C, F omitted; H, RC kahati; I kata (ka- end of page)
22C, F, H, J, BR omitted 
23C, J, BR omitted 
24H sau added 
25D, H, I, J ye
26Added: C me; D, H, J, BR mai; F, I me; RC mai 
27RC omitted 
28NCM kari 
29C ladhai
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^huli2 saba sasi3 desi4 desi5;
jachi6 kinnara7 naga8 loka deva9 stri10 rijhi11 rah!12 bhuva13 lesi14 lesi15; 
kahata16 paraspara nari17 nari18 sau19 yaha sundaryata20 abaresi21 resi22; 
sri haridasa23 ke24 svami25 syama26?27 ye28 kaisai29 hu30 citaye31 pai32 paresi33 paresi34.
‘Added: F desi desi; H desi desi, deleted
2A, C, D, F, I, BR, RC bhhli; H, NC phuli
3H omitted, added; J, RC sasi
4C, NC desi; D desa; F omitted
5C, NC desi; D desa; F omitted; H dese
6A yaksa; C, D, H, BR jacha; F, NC jaksa; I jaccha
7BR kimnara
8NCM na- omitted, added inf. lin.
9C a added 
10H si 
"Crijha
l2C, D, BR, NC, RC rahi; H rahai 
bH bhu
14D, H lesa; NC lekhi
l5D lesa; F omitted; H lese; NC lekhi
,6C kahati
17H nara; NCM nari
l8H, NCM nari; RC omitted
19F, J, BR, PH, NC so; RC sau
20C yasuyata; D, J, NCM, RC sundarata; F saundaryata; H sundarjava emended to sundarjata; I, BR 
sundarjata; NCP saundaryyata
2ID abaresa; H resa emended to abaresa; BR avarekhi; NCM abarekhi 
22C omitted; D resa; H rese; NCM rekhi 
23BR haridasi 
24J kai
25NCP svami
26C, F syama; H syama emended to syama
27Added: H, I, J kunjabihari; NCM kunjabihari, in brackets
28C yai; F, BR e; H i;
29A kese; C, H kaisau; F, NCM kaise; I, NCP, RC kaisai; BR kaise 
30A, D, F, I, J, BR, PH, NC hu; C hu; H hi
3‘A citaye; D citaya; F, BR citae; H citavai; NCM cite emended to citaye 
32A, D, NC, RC omitted; C, J pe; F paiu; H jai
33C raisi; D paresa; F, BR resi; H parese; NCP parekhi; NCM parekhe emended to parekhi 
34C, H omitted; D paresa; F, J, BR, RC resi; NC parekhi
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piya1 so2 tu3?4 joi5 joi karai6 soi7?8 chajai9;
aura10 segha11 karai12 [jo]13 ten14 sol15?16 lajai17;
tu18 surajnana19 saba20?21 anga22 sasi ri mana23 karata24 25 bekajai26;
Sri haridasa27 ke svami syama28?29 jiya30?31 mai32 basai33 tu34 nita35 nita36 birajai.
'H, PH, NC piya
2A, C, D, RC sau; H, J sau; BR so 
3C, D, F, I, J, BR, PH, RC tu 
4NCM karai added, deleted 
5C jaui; NCPjei 
6C karai; NCM kare 
7C, F su; BR so
8Added: A soi, in marg.; H soi, in text 
9C chajai
10C, F, H, I, BR, NCM teri
1 ’C, H segha; D sangha; F sigha?; I saiga; J saigha; BR sogha emended to segha; NCM sikha?; RC 
saigha
12A, NCM kare
l3C, D jau; J jou; NCM originally before kare, wordorder emended with numbers
14C kauu; F, H, I, J, BR kou; NCM koi
15C sauu; I, J, BR sou
16NCP soi added
17A, H laje; C,J, NCP lajai
18H, BR, NC tu; J omitted, added in marg., pr. m.
19F °gana; H °gyana 
20C sa
21Added: C, F hi; H hi 
22H angani emended to anga 
23F manu 
24F, I karati
25Added: C rati; D, H kata; F te; PH kata, in marg.
26C, D, F, J bekajai; BR baikajai
27J harida; BR haridasi
28A syama; H syama emended to syama
29H ko added in marg.
30C jau; F jyau; H, I, J, RC jyau; BR jyo; NC jiya
3’Added: C tau; F, I, J, BR to; H to, deleted; RC tau
32A omitted, me added inf.lin. ; D mai; F, H, I, PH, NC me; BR me
33 basai
34H, BR, NC tu
35C, F, I, J, BR, PH nitya; D niti
36C, F, I, J, BR, PH nitya; D nitta
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[sol1 tau2] bacana mo3 sau4 mani5 te6 mero7 lala mohyau8 ri [sa] varau9; 
n av a10*11 nikunja12 susa13 punja14 mahala15 mai16 subasa17 basau18 yaha gavarau19; 
nava nava lada20 ladava21 ladili22 nahfi23 nahi24 yajha25 braja javarau26;
Sri haridasa27 Ice svami syama28 kunjabihari29 pai30 varo31 malati bhavarau32
‘C saui; D soi 
2A, J, BR, PH to 
3C raau
4A, F, I, BR, PH so; NCM, RC sau 
5D, NC mana; H manu 
6C, D, I tai; J, BR, RC tai
7C mairau; D, F, H, I, J, PH, NC merau; RC mairau
8A, D, BR mohyo; C mauhyau; NCP mohayau; NCM mohayo
9A samarau; C savarau; J savarau; BR savaro
10C kuja; F, BR kunja; RC nava
“NCM kunja added inf. lin.
12C kuja; F lcunja
13D susu; F, BR nava; H nava emended to susa
,4C punjah; F pulina; H pulina emended to punja; RC puja
!5H manobara emended to mahala mai
16A, PH, NC me; F bara; H omitted, added (see above); BR me; RC mai
17A subasa; J suvasa; NCM subaso emended to subasa
18A, BR, PH baso; C, D, I basau
19A gamarau; C gavarau; H, RC gavarau; BR gavaro
20A lara
21C, I ladai; D, J, NCP ladaya; F, H, BR ladai; PH ladava emended to ladai; NCM ladaya emended to 
ladaya; RC ladava 
22A  larili; C ladili
23A nali! emended to nahi; C, F, J, BR nahi; D nahi; H nahi; I, RC nahi; NCP nahi; NCM nah!
24A nah! emended to nahi; C, F, J, BR nahi; D omitted; H nahi; I, RC nahi; NCP nahi; NCM nah!
25D, NCM ihl; F, NCP ihi; H omitted, added in marg.; BR iha
26C javarau; F, NC javarau; BRjavaro
27BR haridasi
28H syama
29C omitted
30F, J, BR para
3‘A, F varogl; C, BR, RC varaugi; D varau; H varaugi; I, J, NCM varaugi; NCP varau 
32C, J bhavarau; BR bhavaro; NCM bhamarau; RC bhavari
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[jo1 kachu2] kahata3 ladilau4 ladili5 ju [suniye6 kana dai7]; 
jo8 jiyaV0 upajati11’12 tihare13 heta14 ki15 [kahata’V7 ana dai18]; 
jau19 mohi20 na patyahu21 tau22 chatl23 [takatori24 desau25*26 pana27] dai28; 
sri haridasa29 ke svami 30[syama31 kuhjabihari32 j]acaka33 kau34 dana dai35.
’C ju; D, PH jau; Hju
2C, D, F, I, J, PH, NCM kachu
3"RC Irahati
4F, H ladile; BR, PH, NCP ladilo 
5C ladili; I ladali
6C, D, J suniyai; H, I, RC suniyai; BR, NC suniye 
7C dai
8C, D jau; H omitted, added in marg.; NCP je
9C, I, NCP jlya
l0H mai jo added, deleted
1 'A upaje; C, F, H, I, J, BR, NCM upajai; D, NCP upajata; PH upajita 
12Added: C, J, RC su; I, BR, NCM so
l3C, F teriyai; D tiharai; H teriyai; I, BR, RC terel; J, NCM teriye 
14C, F, H, J, BR ruci; I, PH, NCM, RC hita 
15F la
16F kahati; RC kahati
17A: C, I hau; F y5; H ho, in marg.; J, BR, NCM hau 
18C dai
19A, D, PH, NCP jo; C, F, I, BR, NCM, RC omitted; H deleted, written again
20C mauhi; J omitted; NCP mohi
21A patiahu; F patyayau; H patyava; NC patayati
22BR to
23F chatiya
24C takataurl; D tatora; I takatora; J takatauri; NC takatori 
25C daisau; H desi emended to desau; BR, PH dekho 
26H ri added, deleted
27A, F, J pani; C pava; RC pana emended to pana 
28C dai
29BR haridasi
30RC Sya added, deleted
31 A, C, F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC Syama
32C ha added after kunja, deleted; F kenja° emended to kunja0; H omitted, added in marg. 
33J, PH, NCM jacika; BR jaciga 
34A, H, PH, RC kau; F, BR ko 
35C dal
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lpyari ju2 agai3 cali4 agai5 cali6 gahabara7 bana bhitara8 jaha9 baulai10 koila11 ri;
ati hi12 bicitra phula13 patrana14 ki sajya15 raci16 rucira17 savari18 taha19 tu20 ba21 soila22 ri;
chinu23 chinu24 palu25 palu26 teriyai27 kahanl tuva28 maga29 joila30 ri;
§ri haridasa31 ke svami syama32 33 kahata34 chabllau35 kama rasa bhoila36 ri.
'I, RC syama added
2F, H, I, RC omitted
3A, F, PH, NC age; C, I, RC agai; BR age
4C, NCP call; I cala
5A, F, NC age; I, RC agai; BR omitted
6C, NCP cali; F, BR omitted; I cala; RC cali
7PH gahibara
8J bhitara
9C, BR jaha
10A, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NCM bolai; C baule; D, NCP, RC bolai
1 ‘C kauila; D koyala; NCP koyala emended to koila
I2A, D, J, BR, PH, NCP, RC hi; C, F, H, NCM omitted
!3J pahupa emended to phula pr. m.
I4C patra; F, H patrani; RC patrani
15A saiyya; F, J, NC sejya; H seja; I sijya; RC sajjya
16A raci emended to ruci; C, D, F, J, NCP raci
,7C rucira; I rucara
18A sahmari; D, F, H, J, BR, NC savari; I savari
19J taha
20A tua; C tuma
21A, C, J, NC omitted22C
23A, C, D, F, I, BR, PH, NC, RC china
24A, C, D, I, BR, PH, NC, RC china
25A, D, F, I, BR, PH, NC, RC pala
26A, C, D, I, BR, PH, NC, RC pala
21 A, NCP teriye; C yahai; D teriya; F, H, J, BR, NCM yahai; RC teriyai
28A tua; C tuma
29C magu
30Cjauila
3,BR haridasi
32C, F, I, J, BR, NC, RC syama; H syama emended to syama
33Added: C, F, J, BR kunjabihari; H kunjabihari, sec. m.; PH kunjabihari, deleted
34C, F, J, BR omitted; H deleted; PH omitted, kunjabihari emended to kahata?; RC kahati
35A chabilo; C, BR omitted; F chabile; H chabili; J pyarau
36C bhauila
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pyari aba1 soi2 gai3;
jyau4 jyau5 jagavata6 tyo7>8 nah!9 jagata10 [prejma11 rasa12 bana13 kari14 bhoi15 gai16; 
jagata17 hoi18 to19 jagau20 pyari21 tate22 ba23 parama saca24’25 rasa hi26 rasika27 rasa boi28 
[gai];
296ri haridasa ke30 svami syama 31 kunjabihari32 [uthi]33 gare34 lagai35 prema36 priti37 sau38
•39nor gai.
'C, F ba; BR ba emended to aba
2C sauila; NCP soya; NCM sol
3C gii
4A, BR, NC jyo; C jyau
5A, BR, NC jyo
6D jagava
7C, D, F, I, J tyau; RC tyau
8Added: A, BR, NC tyo; H tyo, in marg.; I, J, RC tyau
9C, I, J nahi; D, BR nah!; F, RC nahi
10F, I, PH jagati
nCpra!ma
12C, F, H, J, BR omitted
13A, BR, RC bani; NCP pana; NCM pani
14D ka; NC kara
15C bhaui; D, NC bhoya
16RC sth. unr. added after ga-, deleted
17F, I jagati
,8C haui; D, J, NC hoya
19A, C, I, NC, RCjau; F, H, BR omitted
20C jagaau; F jagau; J, NC jagau; NCM jagava
21J pyare
22A, F, BR °e; D, J, RC °ai; I °ai
23C va
24C, F, H, J, NC, RC sacu
25J pai added
26A, C, D, J, BR, NC, RC hi
27H omitted, added in marg.; NCM -ki- added after ra, deleted
28C baui; D, J boya; NCP boi
29BR last line omitted, added in marg., sec. m.
30Ckai
31C ma added
32C, I, J, RC omitted
33A, NC utliike; BR utha; RC uthikai
34C, D, J, BR, NCP, RC garai; I garai; NCM gara! emended to gara!
35F lagai
36A, C, F, I, BR, NCM, RC navala; H navala; praima added in marg.
37BR, RC prita
38A, F, BR, PH, NC so; J so
39C naui; D, NCP noi; BR, NCM noya
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dola1 jhulata2 dulahini3 dulahu4;
udata5 abira6 kumakuma7 chirakata sela8 paraspara9 sulahu; 
bajata tala ra[baba aura10] bahuta11 taruna12 tanaya13 kulahu;
sri haridasa14 ke15 svami syama16 kunjabihari17 kau18 anata19*20nahi[ne2l>22phula23 hu].
'C daula; I omitted
2I dola added
3Q  J, BR, PH, NCP, RC dulahani; NCM dulahina
4NCP dulahu
5NCM udata
6J gulala
7BR kunkuma; RC kuma
8C saila; D, F khelata; RC kheli
9C paspara
10H, PH ora
1 'A, C, D, I, J, BR, PH bahu; H bahuta emended to bahu; NCP bahu; RC buha
12A taruna emended to teruni; C tarana; F, J taruni; H taranija emended to tarani; I, BR, RC tarani; NC
tarani
13A, F, I, J, NC tanaiya; H omitted, added (see above)
l4BR haridasi
15C kai
16H syama
l7A °bibihari emended to °bihari; C kuja°
18A, BR ko; C, F kau; H ke emended to ko
19A, C, F, H, RC anataba; D, J, PH anta; I, BR antaba
20NCP hi added
21C, F, H nahina; D, I, RC nahinai; J nahinai; BR nahine; NCP nahine; NCM nahina
22J aba added
23RC phula
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pyari pahirai1 cunari2;
taisoi3 lahaga4 [banyau5 silasilau6] puranamasi7 ki8 s i9 punari10; 
hau11 ju12 [kahataLV4 caliye15] manamohana16 manegi17 na18 ghunari;
[sri haridasa19 ke sva]mi syama20’21 kunjabihari22 carana23 [lapatane24 duhuna25 ri].
'A, C, BR pahire; D, RC paharai; F, H, PH, NC pahire; I pahirai
2J cunari
3C tesaui; F, J tesoi; NCM taisoi; RC taisaui
4C lehaga; D, F, I, J, BR, NCP lahaga
5A, J, BR banyo; NCP banau; NCM bano
6C silasilau; BR, PH silasilo
7C purana0; PH purna°
SA, H, I,' NC kai
9A  kaisi added, deleted
10F phunari; NCP punari
"A ,H h6; J, RC ho
l2C jau; RC ju
13A, F, H, PH kahati; RC kaha, -ta... manegi omitted
14RC ri carana lapatanai duhunl ri added, see above
15C, D, F, I, NCP caliyai; NCM caliye
l6C, D °mauhana
l7C magegi; D, J manaigi; BR manaigi?
18C omitted
l9BR haridasi
20A, D, F, I, J, BR, NCP, RC syama; C syama; H syama emended to syama
2IRC cula added (probably because of caliye in previous line, see 13)
22C omitted; H omitted, added in marg.; RC bihari
23C carana
24 C, D, RC lapatanai; NCM lapataye emended to lapatane
25A, H, BR, NCP duhuna; C, I duhuna; J duhuni
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bam1 ri tereV cari4 cari5 curi6 karani7; 
lcanthasiri8 dulari9 hlrani10 ki nasa mukta11 dharani12;
13taisoi14 nenani15 sohai 16>17 kajara 18 nirasi 19>20 kama dharani21;
sri haridasa22 ke svami syama kunjabihari rijhi23 piya24 paga25 parani26.
‘NC bani
2A, PH tere; C ten; F omitted; H omitted, terai added in marg,; I terai; NC, RC terai
3C teri added
4D, RC cara; NC cari
5D, RC cara; NC can
6H curi
7C karani; D, BR karana; NCP karani
SA last two syllables uni'.; C °siri; F, H °poti; J °sari
9C omitted
10A harana; C hirani; D, BR, NC hirana
1 ‘F moti; H moti emended to mukta
l2A dharani emended to dharani; C dharani; D, BR dharana
13In H the third line is emended in marg. to: tesoi nainani kajara sohai nirasi...
I4C tesaui; D taisaui; F, RC taisaui; I taisauhi
l5C nauna; D, I, J, RC nainani; F, H, BR, NC omitted
l6C phanabi; D sauhai; F, H, I, J, BR, NC omitted
l7C rahyo added
l8Added: F, H nenani; I, J, RC phabi rahyau; BR nainani phabi rahyo; NCP nainani sohai; NCM nainani
phabi rahau 
C nirasi; D nirakha; F, H sasi
20BR sakhi ri added
21A dhurani emended to dharani; C darani; D durana; F, H, I, J, PH, NCP, RC darani; BR, NCM darana
22BR haridasi
23Added: A, C, I, J, BR, RC rijhi; H rijhi, in marg.; NC rijhi
24A, C, I, J, BR, NCP, RC omitted; F para; PH piya
25F pagani; H pare emended to paga; I, RC paina; J payani; NCP payana
26F omitted; H pagani emended to parani; BR, NCM parana
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pyari aba1 kyau2 hu3 kyau4 hu5 ai hai;
tuma6 ita7>8 Sramita9 adhika10’11 manamohana12 me13 kyau14 hu15?16 samajhal17 hai;
uta hatha18 karata19 (p.c. karati) bahuta20 nava nagare21 (p.c. nagari) taisiyai22 nai 
thakurai23 hai24;
sri haridasa25 ke svami syama26 kunjabihari27 kara jori28 mona29 hvai30>31 dubare32 Id 
radhi33 sira kahau34 kaune35 sai hai36.
’Cba
2A, BR, NCP kyo; D kyau
3F, I, J, BR, NC hu; PH unr.
4A, BR, NCP kyo; D, RC kyau
5A, F, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC hu; C omitted
6C, F, H, J, BR, NCM, RC omitted
7D ita
8Added: C, F, H, J, BR, NCM, RC tuma; NCP bahuta
9C Sramita; F omitted
10NCP omitted
11F Sramita ma added
12C, RC °mauhana
13C, RC mai; D, BR, PH, NC mai
14A, NC kyo; C kaud; D kyau; F, H, I, J, BR, RC koti
15C, F, H, I, J, BR, RC omitted; D hu
16Added: A, F, H, I, J, BR, RC jatana; C jagata
17H, RC samujhal
l8C hata; H hathu
19A, D, F, H, I, PH, RC karati
20RC buhuta
21A, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, RC nagari; C nara; D nagara; NC nagari
22A, I, BR, NC taislye; C teslyal; D taislya; RC taisiyai
23C thakutanl
24C hai; F hau
25BR haridasi
26A, C, D, F, I, BR, NC, RC Syama
27RC omitted
28C, RC jauri; D, I, NCP jora; NCM jori
29A, D, I, NC, RC mauna; C mana; F omitted; BR mavana
30D hval; F omitted
31RC rahe added
32C duixarai emended to dubarai; NCM dubare
33 C sadhl; I radhi
34C kahau; PH kaho
35C, D, RC kaunal; F, H, J kone; I, BR kaune; PH kone
36Chai
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suni1 dhuni murall bana2 bajai3 hari4 rasa racyau5; 
kunja kunja druma bell6 praphulita7 mandala kanaka8 manani9 sacyau10; 
nrtata11 jugala12 kisora juvati13 jana Sruti14 ghuri15 raga kedarau16 macyau17; 
Sri haridasa18 ke svami syama kunjabihari nlke19>20 pyjarau21 lajla22 nacyau23.
‘NCP suni
2C kani emended to bani 
3C baji emended to bajai; D bajai 
4A omitted 
5C racyau; BR racyo
CH beli emended to balll pr. m . ; NCM beli
7 A praphullita; C praphulita; NCM praphulita
8A, C, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC kancana; D kacana
9A, NCM manina; C, I, BR, RC manina; H, NCP manini
10A, BR khacyo; C sacyau
“A, F, BR, NCM nirtata; C, D, H, J nrtyata; NCP nrrtata; RC nrtyati
i2NCM yugala; RC jagala
13C, D, F, J, BR, RC juvati; NCP juvati
I4C, D, F, H, I, BR, RC mana; J, NCM manu
15C, F, H, I, J, BR, RC mili; D mila; NCP ghura; NCM mill
16A, J, PH, NCM kedaro; C kedarau; BR kidara
17C macyau; BR macyo
18BR haridasi
!9C nike; D nikai; I, J, RC nikai; BR nike; NCP nikai; NCP nlkau
20Added: C, I ri aju; F, J, BR, NC aju; H ri (sec m.), aju (pr. m.); RC ri aja
2!A, C, D, BR, PH pyaro; F omitted; H gopala emended to pyaro, see below
22F gupala; H omitted, added
23I nacyau emended to nacyau?; BR nacyo
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jaha1 \jaha2 carana3] parata4 pyari ju tere5 taha taha [mana merau6 karata] phirata 
parachahi7;
bahuta8 mura[ti9 men cora10 dhuravata11] kou12 bin13’14 savavata15 eka16 [ba17 arasl lai18 
jajh!19;
aura20 seva21 bahuta22 bhatifna23 ki24 jaislyai25] kahai26 kauu27 taisiyai28 karau29 jyau30 ruci 
jand31 jahi32;
sri 33 haridasa34 ke svami35 syama ko35 bhalai37 manavata38 dai39 upah!40.
1C j aho emended to jaha 
2F jaha 
3C carana 
4RC parati
5C kairai emended to tairai; I terau emended to tere?
6BR mero
7C parachal; D pachahi; F, BR, RC parachahi; I, J parachahi; PH parachahi; NC parachal 
SRC buhuta
9C, D murata; NCP murti; NCM murti
10A camara; C cecara; D, H, NC caura; F, I cavara; J cavara; RC caura
1 'H, RC dhuravati
12A kou; C kauu; NCM koi
13C biri; D bira
14A, RC le added
15A, D khavata; I, RC savavati
l6C ekau; I yeka
17A, C va; D omitted
18A C le- D lai
19C jahi; D, I, BR, PH, NCP, RC jahi; NCM jahi 
20C aura; F, H, RC aurau; J aurai 
2lC saiva
22A, C bahu; RC buhuta
23A bhatina; C bhatini; D bhati; F, H, I, J bhatini 
24H omitted, added in marg.
25A, I, BR, NC jaisiye; C jaislyai; D jaisiya; RC jaisiyai 
26A  kahe; J kahai emended to kahai; NCP omitted 
27A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC kou; C kauu
28A siye emended to taisiye; I, BR, NCP taisiye; C tesi; D taisiya; H, RC taisiyai; NCM tesiyai 
29A, C, D, RC karau; F, BR, PH karo
30A, C, RC jyau; D jau; F ho; H yo/so? emended to jyo; I, PH, NCM jo; BRjyo
31A, C, NCP janau; D, I, RC janau; BR jano
32A, D, NCP, RC jahi; PH, NCM jahi
33 C ha added, deleted
34BR haridasi
35RC ^ya added, deleted
3CC, H, I, J kau; D, RC kau
37A, C, BR bhale; F bhale; I bhalai; RC malai
38C banavata
39A, I, NC dava; C dai; D daya
40A pah!; C, D, J, NC upahl; F, I, RC upahi; H, PH upah!
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’yaha kauna2 bata3 ju4 aba hi5 aura aba hi6 aura aba hi7 aurai8; 
deva nari9 naga nari10 aura11 nari12 te13 na hohi14 aura ki aurai15;
pachai16 na suni17 aisi18 aba hu19’20 agai21 hu22 na hvaihai23)24 yaha gati adbhuta25 rupa 
ki26’27 aura ki aurai28;
&ri haridasa29 ke svami syama30 kunjabihari ya rasa hi31 basa bhae32 yaha33’34 bhai aura Id 
aurai35.
Text missing in C
'F line reads: aba hi aura aba hi aura yaha kona bata
2BR omitted; H, PH, NC kona
3BR kauna added
4A, I jo; J, BR, NC ju
5H, NC hi
6D, I, J, BR, PH, RC hi
7D, H, I, J, BR, PH, RC hi
8A, D, F, I, J, BR, RC aura; NCP aurai
9NCM nari
l0D nagari; H omitted, added in marg.; NC nari
I 'PH ora; NCP aurai
12NC nari
l3F e1 Ite
14H hohi; I hoya; J, NCM hoi; NCP hohi; RC hauhi
15A, D, F, I, J, BR, RC aura; PH oral; NCP aurai
16A, F, H, PH pache; D, J, RC pachai; BR, NCP pache
17F, NCM suni
18A, D esi; F yesi; H, J omitted
19F, I, J, RC hu; H hi
20F na added
2IA, F, H, NCM age; D, J agai; BR age emended to age; NCP age
22D, J hu; H omitted, added in marg.; I omitted
23A hvehe; H hvaihai; BR hoihai
24J aisi added
25A, F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC omitted
26F omitted
II A, F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC adbhuta added
28A, D, F, J, BR, RC aura
29BR haridasi
30A Syama
31H omitted, added in marg.
32H, I, J, NC, RC bhaye
33F aba; BR ye
34NCP na added
35A, D, F, I, J, BR, RC aura; NCP aurai
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'mai ri2 ye3 basitha ina4 ke ye5 ina6 ke7 aura8 ko9 dho'V1 parai12 [bica]; 
hathapai13 karata14 ju15 Sramu16 bhayo17 anga aragaja18 ki19 Idea;
pyari ju20 ke21 musa22 ambuja23 ko24 dahadahata25 aiso26 lagata27 jyau28 adhara 29 amrta30
1 -31 32 33k r » sinca ;
sri haridasa34 ke svami syama kunjabihari ke35 [raga ranga]36 lapatani37 ke38 bheda39 
nyare40*41 nyare j aise42 pa[m me43 pan!44 najrica45.
‘C [... aura] text missing
2A, F, I, J, BR, RC omitted; H ina, deleted
3A, F, J e
4F, J ini
5A, F e
6F, J ini; H omitted, added in marg.
7H omitted, added in marg.
8C aura
9A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NCP, RC omitted; NCM kau
10C, D, F, H, BR, NC dhau; RC dhau
“Added: A, D, F, H, I, BR, NCP, RC ko; C kau; J ko
12C, J parai
i3C, F hathapai
14RC karati
15A, H, I, NCM jo; C,NCPju
16A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC Srama
17C bhayau; D, F, H, J, NC, RC bhayau
18C aragaja
.19C, BR omitted
20F ji; H omitted, added in marg.
21I kau
22C musa
23J ambaja
24A, F, H, I, J, PH, NC, RC kau; C, D kau
25D hahadahata; F dahadahatu; H dahadahahata; NCM dahadahata
26A eso; C esau; D, F, NC, RC aisau; H, BR aisoi
27RC lagati
28A, D jyau; C, F, BR omitted; H, J mano; I manau; PH, NC jyo; RC manau
29BRjy5 added sup. lin., sec. m.
30A, D, H, I, RC adharamrta for adhara amrta
31F, H kau; NCP ko
32F sau added
33C, D, H, I, J, BR, RC sica
34BR haridasi
35C omitted; H kau; NCM ke
36Added: D, NCP ke; F ke bheda
37A lapakani; C, F, I, J, BR, PH latapatani; D lapatane; H omitted, added in marg.; NC lapatana
38F omitted; H kau emended to ke
39F omitted
40H nyarau emended to nyare
4‘Added: I hi; RC i
42C, RC jaisai; D jaisai; F taise; Hjyau; I jyo; J jese; BR jaise
43C, D mai; H omitted, added in marg.; RC mai
44H omitted, added in marg.
4SNCP narica
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kasturi1 ko2 mardana3 anga [me4 kiye5 murali6]7 dhare8 pitambara9 audheKV! kahati12 
radhe13 [ho14 hi15 syama;
ki]sora16 kumakuma’7 kau18 sirigara19 kiye20 [sari curi21 subhi22] netrani23 diye24 syama; 
25baha26 gahi27 lai28 cale29 [caliye30 ju31 kunjja32 me33*34 citai35 musa36 hase37 mano38 yei3V° 
syama;
Sri haridasa41 ke svami syama kunjabihari42 chati43 so44 chati45 lagaye46 gaura47 syama.
'NC kasturi
2A, C, D, F, H, I, J, NC, RC kau
3H marddana; BR madana; NCM mrdana
4C, D, RC mai; H mahu? emended to mai; BR me; NC omitted
5 A, J, BR kiye; C kiyau; D, RC kiyai; H kiyai; NCP kiye; NCM kiye
6H radhe? emended to murali; NC rnurli
7J adhara added
8C, J, RC dharai; D, I dharai; H ju? emended to dhare; BR, NCP dhare
9A, C, D, H, I, BR, PH, NC, RC pitambara; J pitamvara
10A orhe; C audhai; D odhai; F, H, BR odhe;, RCI odhai; PH vodhe; NCP odhau; NCM audhai
UH murali dhare added, deleted
12C, D, H, I, J, BR, NC kahata
i3H omitted, added in marg.; NCM omitted
14C, D, BR, NC hau; RC hau
I5A, C, D, F, I, BR, NC hi
16C kisaura
J7H, BR, RC kunkuma; NC kumakuma
18D kau; BR omitted
19A Angara; RC sigara
20A, F, H, J, PH kiye; C kiyau; D, RC kiyai; I, NC kiye
21H, BR curi
22C bhi; H subhi
23C, I netrana; NC naitrana
24C, BR diye; D diyai; H dind; NC diye; RC diyai
25H taba added
26C baha; NCP baha
27D gaha; NC gahi
28Cle
29NCM calai
30A calie; F, I, RC caliyai; H omitted, added in marg.; NCP caliye
31H omitted, added in marg.
32F kunjani
33C, D, H, J mai; BR me; RC mai
34J hase musa added, deleted
35C cite; H bate? emended to citai
3CH muha
37A, D, F, J, PH hase; C hasai; I hasai; NCM hasai_
38A, C, D, I, RC manau; F omitted; H mano; BR mano; NCM manau
39A ehi; C yaii; H i emended to yei; I, J yehi; BR, RC ei; NCP yai
40F mano added
4iBRharidasi
42C, D, BR omitted
43NCM chati
44C, D, J sau; F, RC sau
4SNCP chati
46A, F, BR, RC lagae; D, I, J lagayai; H lagai; PH lagaye
47C omitted, added sup. lin., sec. m.
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pyari terau1 badana canda2 dese3 mere4 hrde5 sarovara6 tai7 kamodani8 phuli; 
mana ke manoratha9 taranga10 apara 11 sundaryata12 taha13 gati bhuli; 
tero14 kopa15 graha16 grase17 liye18 jata19?20 chudayo21 na chutata22 rahyau23 buddhibala24 
gahi25jhuli26;
6ri haridasa27 ke28 svami syama29’30 carana31 banasi32*33 gahi34 kadhe35 rahe36 latapatai37’38 
gahi39 bhuja40 mull41.
'A, I, BR, PH tero
2NC candra
3C, BR dese; D, I, RC dekhai; F desata; J daisai; NC dekhal
4C merai; H mere
5A, D, F, J, NC hrdai; I lirade; BR hrdaya; PH hradai; RC hradaya
6C sarauvara; J sarauvara
7A, C te; F, H, PH, NC te; BR te; RC tau
8C kamodini; F kamodini; H, I, J, RC kamodini; BR, NC kamodani
9NC, RC manortha
10C taraga
11J sa added
12C saundaryta; D, NCM saundaryata; F, J saundaryyata; H saundarya emended to saundaryata; I, BR 
sundapata; NCP saudaryata; RC sundarata
13C taha; F omitted
14A, D, F, H, I, J, NC, RC terau; C terau
15C kaupa
I6NCM graha
!7C, J grasai; D, I , RCgrasai; H bala? emended to grase; BR grase
18C liyai; D, RC liyai; I, J liyai; BR liye
19C jatu
20F, NCM hai added
21C chudaye; D, I chutayau; F chutie; H chudayai; J chudayau; BR chudae; NC, RC chudayau
22H chadata; RC chutata
23A, BR rahyo; C rahau; NCP rahau; NCM rahayau
24C °bali; D, I, J, BR, PH, RC budhi°; NCM buddhi
25A, C, F, I, J, BR, NCP, RC omitted; NCM gaha
26C gull
27BR haridasi
28Ckai
29F syama
30I kunjabihari added
3'A, C carana; H carana replaces original reading
32A, C, D, F, H, J, BR, NC, RC bamsi
33 Added: C sau; H sau; BR so
34C, NCM gahi; H omitted
35A, F, I, J kadhi; NCM kadha
36C rahai
37A lapatai; C latapataii; I, J latapataya; PH lapatai emended to latapatai; NC lapataya
3SJ rahai
39C gahi; NCM gaha
40RC bhaja
41C muli; H omitted, added in marg.
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'pyari terau2 badana kanaka kaukana3 Srama jala4 kana5?6 sobha7 deta ri; 
ta me8 tila9 drasti10 parata11 hi12 mana hari13 le[ta14 ri]; 
ura15 tana jata16 pati17 pranani18 kau19 kati20 so21 kari22 sanketa ri; 
sri haridasa23 ke svami syama24 kunjabihari25 kahata26?27 aceta ri.
'D kunjabihari nacata added
2A, BR, PH tero; C terau
3A, BR, NCM kokana; C kau; H kokana
4H omitted, added in marg.; J lala
5Akana
6A so added
7C saubha; PH saubha
8C, F me; D, RC mai; I mai
9I I tilaka emended to tila
10A, C, F, J, BR, PH drsti; D drista; H dista; NCM drsti
uRCparati
12A hau; C, D, I, BR, NC, RC hi
13D, NC hara
14H leti
15Cuta
16NC, RC jati
17C, D, F, H, J, BR pata; NCP pati
1SA pranani; D, NCM pranana; NCP pranana emended to pranana
19A, BR ko; D, F, J, RC kau; I sd; NCP ko; NCM sau
20NC kati
21C, D, I, J, NCM sau; H omitted, added in marg; RC sau
22H omitted, added in marg.; NC kari; RC kari
23BR haridasi
24H syama
25H sau added
2CPH omitted, deleted?; RC kahati
27Added: C pyari tu karata; BR pyari tu karata, encircled by a later hand
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elca1 bola2 boliye3 ju4 mana5 na karau6; 
mana baca7 krama8 tina9 hu10 te11 na tarau12;
[tere13 h!14] kiye15 mama16 vyapu17 hota18*19 tana20’21 kaisai22 kai23 ho24 bharau25; 
Sri haridasa26 ke svami syama27 kunjabihari28 kahata29 kaisai30’31 ho32 lard33.
'C, F, J, BR, RC omitted
2C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NCM, RC bacana
3A boliye; C di; D magau dehu; F, H, I, J, BR, NCM, RC dai; NCP bola dai
4C, RC omitted; F ri; H ri, deleted; PH, NCP ju
5C, F manu
6F, PH, NCP karo; I, RC karau
7C, F, H, BR omitted
8Added: C, H, BR bacana; F baca; D kara
9F tinini; I, J, NCP tina
10 C hu; D hu; RC hu
nC, J, NCM te; D, RC tai; I tai
l2D, I tarau; F taro
l3F terau
14F, I, J i; NCM omitted
l5C, D kiyai; F omitted; H, I, BR kiye; NC kiye; RC kiyai
l6A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC mana
l7A, C, D, H, I, J, RC vyapa; F vyapaka; NC vyapata
l8C kahai
l9C ta added
20C tanu; RC omitted
21Added: C, I, BR, NCM kahi; H kahe ri emended to kalii; RC so
22A, F, H, PH, NC kaise; C kaisai; I, RC kaisai; BR kaise
23F kaise
24A, C, D, F, I, BR, NC, RC omitted; H omitted, ka added in marg.; PH omitted, deleted?
2SC, D, H, J, BR, NC, RC bharau; F bharo
26BR haridasi
27A, C, D, J, BR, N, RC Syama; H syama emended to syama
28H omitted, added in marg.; I omitted
29Added: C hai pyari; H ho, deleted; I, NCM ri pyari; J, RC ri pyari kahi; BR pyari, possibly preceded by 
sth. else; NCP ri
30A kese; C kesai; D, I, RC kaisai; F, H, J, NC kaise; BR kaise
3'Added: A, C, J ke; F, H, I, BR, NCM, RC kai; PH sth. unr., deleted
32D hau; H, I, J, NCM, RC omitted
33A, C, D, H, J, BR, NC larau; I, RC larau
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kunjabihari nacata [nikai]1’2 ladili3 nacavataV nikai6;
7aughara8 [tala dhare9] sri syama 10 tatathei11 tatathei12’13 bolata14 [sanga15 pi16] kai17; 
tandava18 lasa19 aura20 anga ko21’22 gane23 je24je25 ruci upajata26’27 ji kai28; 
sri haridasa29 ke svami syama30’31 kau32 33 meru34 sarasa banyau35 aura 36 guni37 pare 
phike38.
’A, F, H nike; C nikau; D, I, RC nikai; BR nike; PH omitted, seems deleted; NC omitted
2C rest o f line omitted; H rest of line omitted, ladili lacavata nike added in marg.
3NC omitted
4F, I nacavati
5NC ladili added
6F, PH,' NCM nike; I, RC nikai; BR, NCP nike
7C second line omitted
8A auraghara emended to aughara; RC avaghara
9D, I, RC dharai; H, J, NC dharai; BR dhare
10Added: (J, BR milavata; NCM milavata, in brackets}; RC mila emended to mi ta (because of the
following word)
nF, H omitted; J tathei
12D, H, BR, RC omitted
13Added: D milavata; F milavati; H milavata tatathei; RC milavata
14F gavati; H, J, BR, RC gavata
15F surati
l6F omitted; NCM piya
17A, I, RC kai; F, PH ke; BR, NC ke
18H tandala emended to tandava
l9BR lhsi
20C aura; PH ora
21C kau; PH kau
22H dho added, deleted
23A gane; C, I, BR, RC ganai; D, J ganai
24C jai
25C jai; BR omitted
26A, I, NCP upajati; F omitted; H omitted, added in marg.; BR upajava emended to upajavata; NCM
upajai 
D kai added, deleted
28A, PH ke; D, I kai; H, BR, NC ke
29C haradasa; BR haridasi
30C syama; BR omitted
31C kunjabihari added
32A, PH ko; C, D, NCM kau;_BR omitted; NCP ko
33C line continues: sela sela kahu na larau
34F, H, RC mera
35A, PH banyo; F omitted; H omitted, bharyo added sec. m.; J, NCM, RC bhayau; BR bhayo
36Added: H rasa, in marg.; J, BR, NCM, RC rasa
37NCM guni
38A, J, RC phikai; D, PH phike; NCM phike
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dola1 jhulata2’3 bihari biharini4 ragu5 rami6 rahyau7;
kahu8 ke9 hatha10 adhotl11 kahu12 ke13’14 bina15 kahu16 kai17 mrdanga18 kou19 gahai20 tara21 
kahu22 ke23 aragaja24 chirakata25 ranga26 rahyau27;
dadi28 chadai29 selu30 badhyau31 ju32?33 paraspara nahi34 janiyata35 pagu36 kyau37 rahyau38;
Sri haridasa39 ke svami syama40 kunjabihari kau41 selu42 selata43 kahu44 na45 lahyau46.
'C dolata
2C jhuta
3 Added: F he; H, J hai; BR hai; J Sri
4A biharini; C, D, I, J, BR biharanl; PH unr.
5A, C, D, F, I, J, BR, NC, RC raga
6NCM rania
7C rahyau; BR rahyo; NCP rahayau
8C kahu; F kahu
9H, PH ke; J kai
•°C hata
1 ‘C, F, H, I, RC adhauti; NCM adhauti
l2C kahu
13A, D, I, BR, NC ke; C, RC kai; J kai
l4J a added, deleted
!5H bena emended to bina
16C kahu; F, J kou
l7A, D, I, BR, NC ke; C kau; H ke; J omitted; PH, RC kai
18RCmrdaga
l9C kau chau
20A, F, BR gahe; H, PH gahe; NC, RC gahai
2II, RCtala
22C kahu; F kahu
23A, BR, NC ke; C, J kai; F pai; I, RC kai
24C arigaja; F agaraja; I argaja
2SC hira karata
26PH raiigu
27A, BR rahyo; C rahyau; NC rahayau
28C, RC dadi; I dad!
29A, NCM chade; C, H, BR chade; D chadai; F, PH chade; J chadai; NCP chadai
30A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NCM, RC khela; NCP khaila
31A badhyo; C badhau; F omitted; H macyau; BR badhyo; NCP badhau; NCM badhayau
32NC jo
33F macyau added
34A nahi; H, I, NCP nalri; PH unr.; NCM nah!
35C, H, J, RC janiyata; F janiyati
36D, H, I, BR, NCM, RC paga; NCP paga
37A, BR, PH kyo; C vyau; D, RC kyau
38A, BR rahyo; C omitted; NC rahayau
39J, BR haridasi
40NCM kau khela added, deleted
41BR ko
42A khe- omitted, added inf. lin.\ C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC sela
43F silata
44A kahu; C kahu; D, F, I, J, BR, NC, RC kahu
45A ne emended to na; C, D, F, I na
46A, BR lahyo; PH unr,; NCP lahayau; NCM lahau
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^hamarau3 dana4 [maryau]5 ini6;
ratini7beci8beci9jati10 gherau11 sasa [jana]12jyau13napavai14jiyo15jini16;
desau17 hari ke uja18 [uthaijbe19 Id bate20 rati21 birati22*23 bahu24 betl25 kahu26 [Id27 
ni]kasati28 hai29 puni30;
sri haridasa31 ke svami32 33 ki [prakrti]34 na35 phiri36 chiya37 chado38 Idni39.
'in I the line starts with the first part of the second line - [ratini...jati] and continues with [hamarau ..ini].
2F dana maryau dana maryau added
3A, BR, PH, NCP hamaro; C hamarau
4C danu
5A, BR maryo; C maurau emended to marau; NC mariyau
6A, D, BR, RC ina; C ita
7C, J ratana; D, BR ratani; NC, RC ratina
8A, D, I, NC beca; C baici
9A, D, I, NC beca
10C, J, RC jata; PH unr.; NCM jati
nH, I, BR, PH ghero
12J, BR, RC jani
13A, D, H, I jyau; Fjau; Jjo; BRjo; NC jyo
I4A pave; C payau; D pavai; F, H, I, J, BR, PH, RC pavai; NC pave
15A, H, BR, PH chiyo; C chiyau; D, F, J, NC, RC chiyau; I chlyau
16D, RC jina; NCMjini
l7C desau; BR dekho; PH [de-...-ri] unr.
18C upaja emended to uja; RC uja
l9C uthaibe; D uthayebe; NCM uthayabai emended to uthaibai
20C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, RC bata; NCP batai
21D rata
22D, NCP, RC birata
23 C ba added
24C bahu
25C bedi; PH unr.
26C kauu; F, H, BR, RC kou; J omitted
27F, J, BR, RC omitted
28D nikasiti emended to nikasati; NC, RC nikasata
29A he; C, H he; D hai
30NCP puni; RC puna
31BR haridasi
32C svami
33C syama; NC syama
34D, RC prakita
35J na
36C phiri; D phira; NCM pliiri
37C chiya; F chaya; NCP chiya
38D, F, H, J chadau; I, NC, RC chadau; BR chado
39C kina; D, BR, NCM, RC kina; NCP kini
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guna1 rupa [bhan] bidhana2 savari3 duhu4 kara5 kankana ekai6 ekai7 [sohai]8;
chute9 bara gare10*11 poti12 dipati13 musa la14 joti15 de[si16 desi17 prjanapati18 rijhe19 
tolii20?21 nena22 saloni23 mana24 mohai25;
26>27[nirasi28 tha]kita29 bhai30 sasi31 saba32 men33 all 34 jyau35 jyau36 prana37*38 [pyarau39 
tejrau40 musa j ohai41;
rasa basa kari42 line43 sri44 haridasa45 ke46*47 svami syama48 teri49 upama50 ko51 kahi dho52 
ko53 hai54.
'NCP guna
2A, F, I, J, PH, NC, RC bidhina; BR bidhi 
3A sahmari; D, F, I, J savari
4A, D, NC, RC duhu; C, H, BR duhu; F omitted; J dou 
5C karana
6A, D, J, BR, NC eka; C aisai kai; I yeka; RC aikai emended to ekai
7A, D, F, H, J, BR, NC, RC eka; C auka; I yeka
8A, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC sohai; C sauhal; D sauhai
9D chute; H chutai; J chute
10A gala! emended to gare; C, BR gare; D, J, RC garai; I, NCM garai
1 'A di added, deleted
12C pauti
13D, RC dipata
14C, NC omitted
15Cjyauti
16NCP dekh!
17NCP dekhi
I8A, C, F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC omitted; D pata 
19C rijhai; F rijhe; J rijhai 
20C tauhi; NCM tohi
21Added: A prana pati; C, H, I, BR, NC, RC prana pati; F, J prana pati pyarau 
22A, D, I, J, BRi NC, RC naina 
23D, I, NC, RC salaunl
24 tJ manu 
25C, D, NCP mohai
26In PH the wordorder of the third line is emended with numbers to: saba sasi nirasi thakita bha!
27C, H, I, J, BR saba sasi; F, RC saba sasi 
28F omitted 
29C thakita 
30F, H bha!
3IC, F, H, I, J, BR, RC omitted 
32C, F, H, I, J, BR, RC omitted
33C, H, I, BR, RC omitted; J omitted, added in marg.; PH omitted, deleted?
34I ri added
35A, H, BR, PH jyo; C, RC jyau 
36A, H, BR, PH jyo 
37A prana
38Added: C pya, deleted; F pati
39A, BR pyaro; H pati emended to pyaro; PH pati? emended to pyaro; NCM pyaurau emended to pyarau
40F desau; BR, PH tero
41C, D johai
42D kara; NCM kari
43A line; C linai; D, I, RC linai
44H omitted
45BR haridasi
46Ckai
47J ke added (end of page)
48F syama 
49F to si 
50F triya
5'A, D, J, NCM, RC kau; F omitted; I kau; BR, NCP ko
52C, D, F, J, NC, RC dhau; I dhau
53C ka
54D, J hai
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*aja hu2>3 kaha kahatiV ri6 mare7 nena8 arani9;
bhohai10 dhanasa11 jyau52?13 bana14 baphini15 phauka16 dharai17 kahata18 syama pyarani19; 
tu20 hi21 aba22 jivani23 tu24 h!25 aba26 bhusana tu27 h!28 prana29 dhana30 yarani31; 
sri haridasa32 ke svami syama kunjabihari33 so34 meru35>36 bhayo37 ri38 biharini39.
‘H tu added
2C hu ; J, NCM, RC hu
3I, RC tu added
4C kahahata; D, NCP kahata; NCM karata
5Added: A, C he; D, F, H, I, J, PH, NC, RC hai
6E mai; H omitted, added in marg.
7A marai; D marai; F tere; NCM marai
8A, D, I, BR, NC, RC naina; F nenani; H nenani emended to nena
9D arana; NCM arani emended to arina
10A, H bhohe; C bhauhai; F bhohe; I, RC bhauhai; J bhohai; BR bhohai; NC bhauhe
1 'A, C, D, F, H, J, BR, NC, RC dhanusa
12A, C, F, H, I, J, BR, RC omitted; D jau; PH, NC jy5
13Added: A, C, F, H, I, J, BR, RC citavani; D, NC citavana
14Fbani
15C baphini; D, NCM, RC baphina; F baphini; H baphina; NCP baphina
16A, F, H, J, PH phoka; C phoka; BR phoki; NCM phauka
17A, BR dhare; D, I, NC dharai; F, H, PH dhare
18H kahi emended to kahata
l9C pyarani; NCP pyarina; NCM pyarina; RC syarani
20F, H tu; BR to; NC tu
21Hhi
22A, C, D, F, H, I, BR, NC, RC omitted
23C, BR, NC, RC jivana
24C, D, J, PH, RC tu; F, H, I tu; BR to
25A, C, D, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC hi
26C, H, I, J, BR, NC omitted; F ba
27A, C, D, I, J, PH, NCP, RC tu; F tu; BR to
2SA, C , D, F, I, J, BR, PH, NCM, RC hi; H ba
29 A prana
30C dharana
31F varani; I parani; J adharani; BR, RC dharani; PH yarini; NCM yarina
32BR haridasi
33H omitted, added in marg.
34A, C, D, I sau; H omitted; BR so; RC sau
35J moru; NCP mela; RC mera
3<3Added: J sarasa; NCM mela, in brackets
37C bhayau; D, H, I, J, NC, RC bhayau
38C, H, J, BR omitted; F aura; RC hai
39C biharini; D, I, J, BR, PH, RC biharani; NC biharina
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pyari tu1 gunani2 rai3 siramaura4;
gati5 me6 gati upajati7 nana raga8 raginiV0 tara11 mandira12 sura13?14 ghora; 
kahu15 kachu16 liyo17 resa18 chaya to19 kaha bhayo20 jhuthl21 daura22; 
kahi23*24 haridasa25 leta pyari ju ke26 tirapa27 lagani28 me29 kisora30.
’H, NC tu
2C tumu rasata emended to gunana?; D, J, NC gunana
3C rai; I, J, BR, NC raya
4A, C, BR  ^PH °mora
5F gatim; H gatini emended to gati
6C me; D, I, RC mai; H, J mai; NCM omitted, added inf. lin.
7D, H, J, BR upajata
8F omitted
9D ragina; NCM ragani
l0H sura added
1 'F omitted; J tala
12C, J, BR, RC mrdanga; D mandara; F omitted; H manda emended to mrdanga; I mandira emended to
mrdanga
13H omitted
l4F tala added
1SA, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC kahu; C kahu
16C kahu
17A, D, I, J, NCM, RC liyau; F layau; NCP liyau
18F resi; RC risa
19D, H, I, NC,‘RC tau
20A, D, F, H, I, J, NC, RC bhayau
2‘I jhuthl
22A, C, BR, PH, NCM dora 
23D kahai; NC kaha 
24J, BR, NCM, RC Sri added 
25BR haridasi
26C omitted; F ki; H ki emended to ke; I kai; J kai; NCM ke emended to ki?
21A  trpa; C tirapa; I trapa; BR tirapi 
28C lagani; NC lagana 
29C, J, RC mai; D mai; F me 
30C kiSaura
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pyari tau1 pai2 kitauka3 sangraha chabina4 kau5 anga anga6 prati nana bhai7 disavata8;
ha[thi]9 kinnari10 madhya11 sacu12 pai13 sulapa14 raga [ragini15 so16 tu17] mili18 gavata19;
kaha kahau20 e[ka21 jibha22 guna23 agini]ta24 hari25 paryau26 kachu27 kahata28 na [avati]29;
sri haridasa30 ke svami syama31 kunjabiha[ri (kahata32 ri33)mS pyari] tu34 je35 je36 bhai37 
lyavati38.
’C tau; D, F, I, J, BR, PH, RC to 
2A pe
3C, H, NCP, RC kiteka; F kitaku; BR, PH kitoka; NCM kitauka emended to kitaika 
4C, F chabini; D, BR, PH chabani; H, I chabini 
5C, RC ke; BR ko 
6C aga
7A bhai emended to bhava; C bhai; D bhaya; F, J, BR, NC, RC bhava
8A, C, F, H, I, BR, RC dikhavati
9A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC hatha
10D, J kimnari
1 ‘A madhi emended to madhya; I maddhi 
l2A, D, J, BR, NCM saca; C saba; H sanca 
13A pai emended to pai; C, NCP pai; D paya 
14NCM surapa
l5F ragini; I raginini; NCP raganinl; NCM, RC ragani 
l6C, D, I, J sau; F so; H sau; RC asau
l7A, D, F, I, RC tu; C, J, BR, NC omitted; H tu deleted; PH omitted, tu added in marg.
18D, NCP mila; NCM omitted
l9A, C, F, I, RC gavati; NC gavati
20C kaho; F, BR, NCP kaho; H, I, RC kahau; PH kahu
2II yeka
22C jibhabha emended to jibha 
23C guna
24A aganita; C, D, J, BR, NC, RC aganita; PH aginata 
23NC, RC hara
20A, BR paryo; C paryau; NC parayau
27C, F, H, BR, RC kachu; NCP omitted
28F, BR kahati
29C, D, PH, NC avata
30C haradasa; BR haridasi
3‘A, C, D, F, I, J, BR, NC Syama
32RC kahati
33C, F, H, J, BR, NC omitted; PH omitted, added in marg.
34C ta; F ju; BR, NC tu
35C, NCP jai
36Cjai; NCPjai
37A, C, F, J, BR, NC, RC bhava; D bhaya
38C lyavata; D lavata; F, I, BR, NCP, RC lavati; NCM lavati
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paraspara1 raga [jamyau]2 sameta3 kinnari4 mrdanga so5 tara6; 
tina7 [hu8 sura9 ke10 tana] bandhana11 dhura12 dhurapada13 apara14;
[birasa]15 leta16 dhiraja17 na rahyau18 tirapa19 laga data20 sura21 morani22 sara;
sri haridasa23 ke svami syama24 je^je26 anga ki27 gati leta28 ati nipuna anga ahgahara29.
'H parasapara 
2BR, PHjamyo 
3C samaita; F, II, BR sameti 
4D, H, J kimnari
5C, D, H, RC sau; F so; I sura; J, NCM sau; NCP su
6RCtara
7F, I tini
8A, D, F, H, J hu; C, RC hu 
9I surani; NC surana 
l0C kai; PH unr.
11C, D badhana; NCM badhana
12A omitted, added sup. lin. ; C, D omitted; F madhura; H dhura emended to dhruva; I dhur; BR dhrura;
PH dhruva emended to dhura?
nI dhurpada; BR dhrurapada
l4C, J apara
15C bira
16NCM laita
17F dliiraju
l8A, BR rahyo; NC rahau 
i9A, I trapa; BR tirapi 
20D hata 
2'A, BR svara
22F mile; H mile emended to morani; NCM morana
23BR haridasi
24F syama
25C jai
26Cjai
27Hld
28D, H, RC leti
29A, C, J, BR, NC anga ahara; F anga rahe hara; I aga ahara
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to1 kau2 piya3 bolata hai4 ri lala5 thadhe6 kadamba7 tara;
aba8 kai9 aisau10 jyau11 kiye12 kaha hota13 hai14 ri mari15 rahi16 lcusuma17 sara;
kunjabihari apano18 amsa19 ta20 so21 kyau22 kijai23 chadama24 bara;
sri haridasa25 ke svami syama26)27 dhudhata28 bana me29 pai30 krama krama kari31 
bisama32 dara.
'Ctau
2C, D, RC kau; F, J, BR, PH, NC ko
3H piu; I, PH, NC piya
4A he; C he; D, F, BR, PH, NC, RC hai
5Added: F na; H nu
6A, C, NCM thade; NCP thade
7A, NC kadama; C kadank
8D ak
9A, D, I, J, BR, PH, NCM, RC kai; F ke
10A asau; C aisau; BR, PH aiso
nA jo emended to jyo; C, F, H, I, RC jyau; BR, PH jyo; NC jo
I2C kiyau; D, J, RC kiyai; F, NCP kiyau; I kiyai; BR kiye
13H hotu; J hoti
l4C he; BR omitted
l5D, NC mara
16RC hahi
17C, I, J, PH, NC kusama; F asamai; H asama? emended to kusama
18A apana; C, D, H, I, NC, RC apanau
,9C asa; H amsu
20H tina
2'A, RC sau; C, D, H sau
22A, PH, NC kyo; C, D kyau; BR omitted
23C kijai; RC krjiyai
24A chada; D, BR chadamva; RC chadma
25D ~sa omitted, added in marg.; BR haridasi
26F syama
27NCM kunjabihari added
28 A, J dhudhata; C dhudhata
29C, J mai; D, RC mai
30H pal; PH pai
3!C, F, I, J, BR, NC omitted; D kara; H kai; PH omitted, deleted?
32F bisaima; NC bisama
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caliye1 chabili chablle2 bolata3;
aju4 Id banikaV’ para trana7 tutata8 hai9 kahl na jai10 kachu11 syama tohi12 rata13; 
sasi14 lai15 [call] manai16 jyau17 hita18 ki ai19 ghata;
sri haridasa20 ke svami syama21 bica22 hi23 ai24 mile tina25 ki [subasa]26 sakala27 bharama28 
kala29 mata30.
’A, D, F, H, I, J, NCP, RC caliyai; C callhi; NCM caliyai
2A, J, BR, RC chabilo; C chabilau; D, I, NC chabilau
3C hai added
4D, RC aja
5C banika
6A pa added
7F, H trinu; BR trrana; NC tranu; RC tma
8F, H tutatu
9A he; D hai
10A, D, I, J, NC jaya; Cjai
nA, C, H, BR, RC kachu
12NCP tohi
13C ra- omitted, added sup. lin.; NCP rati; NCM rati
14RC sakhi
15A, D, F, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC lai
l6C, H, NC manai; D, I manaya
17A, BR, PH, NC jyo; C jo; I, RC jyau
18H, Jhitu
19F ahi
20BR haridasi
21D, I, BR, NCP syama; F, RC omitted; H omitted, syama emended to syama added in marg.
22C, F, J, PH bici
23A, C, D, I, J, BR, NC, RC hi
24C ai; D, NC aya
25A, C, I, J, BR tana; F tini
26A subhasa; H subasu
27C, F, H, J, RC omitted; BR kamala
28A bhamara; C babara; D, F, I, J, BR bhavara; H bhaura; PH, NC bhavara ; RC bhramara
29C, F, H, J, BR^NCP kula; PH omitted
30C malata; H mata emended to mata
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baini1 gunthi2 [kaha kou3 jane4] men5 si ten sau6;
bica7 bica8 phula [seta pita9 rate10 aura11] ko12 kari13 sakai 14>15 ri sau16;
baithe17 ra[sika savarata18 barani19 [ kaumala20 kara kakahi21 sau22];
§ri haridasa23 ke24 svami syama25 kunjabihari26*27 dai28 kajafra29 nasa hi30] sau31.
'A, C, F, H, PH beni
2C gutha; D, F, RC guthi; I, NC guntha
3C kauu; H kou
4A, I, BR, RC janai; C, D, J janai
5Hmer!
6F, BR, PH, NC so; H, RC sau
7A, F, H, I, BR, NC, RC bica; J bici; PH bici
SA, D, F, H, I, BR, NC, RC bica; J bici
9C, F, H, J, NCP pita; D omitted
10F -te added in marg., pr. m.; RC omitted, added in marg., pr. m.
UA, C, I, J, BR, NC omitted; F, H am; PH ora
12A, D, F, H, J, BR, PH, NC, RC ko; C kau; I kau emended to ko
13C, D kara
14A, C, I sake; H, NCM sakai; RC sakau
lsAdded: A, NC e; C ai; I ye
16F, J, BR, PH, NC so; H sau
17C bethe
18A sahmarana; C, F savarata; D savarini emended to savarani; H savarani; I savarani; J, BR, NC, RC
savarana; PH savara emended to savarana
19A, C, D, J, BR, NC barana; H, I, RC barani
20A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC komala
21H kagahl; I kagahi
22F, J, BR, PH, NC so; RC sau
23BR haridasi
24Ckai
2SC syama; F, H omitted, added in marg., sec m . ; RC syama emended to syama
25C, F, H, I, BR, RC omitted
27Added: C, H, I nasa sisa lau banal; F, BR nasa sisa lo banai; NCM nakha sikha lo banai; RC naklia 
Sikha lau banai
28A, C de
29J karajara emended to kajara
30NCP hi
31F, BR, PH, NC so; H sau
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pyari teri putari1 kajara hu2 te3 ka[ri4 mano5 dvai6] bhavara7*8 ude9*10 barabari11; 
campe12 Id dara13 baithe1415 ali16 kundana17*18 lagi19 hai20 jaiba21 araari22; 
jaba ani23 gherata24 kataka25 kama kau26 taba jiya27 hota28 daradari29; 
sri haridasa30 ke31 svami32 syama kunjabihari dou33 mili34 larata35 jharajhari36.
'NCM putari
2C hu; I, BR, NC hu
3C, F, BR, NCM te; D, RC tai; J tai
4NCM kari; RC kari
5A  mano; C, I, BR, RC manau; D, J, NC manau; F, H manahu
6C dvai; F omitted
7A bhamara; PH, NC bhavara
8F, H dvai added
9C uthai; NCP udata
10Added: I ri; J hai
"C °ri; D, BR, RC °ra
12C capai
13D, F, H, NCP dari 
14C baithai; F omitted 
15C hai added
16C, F, H, I, J, BR, NCM, RC omitted
17A, C, I, J, BR, NC, RC kunda; F kundamani; H kundana emended to kunda; PH kunda emended to 
kundana
18Added: C ali; F ari; H ali, replacing original reading; I, J, BR, NCM, RC ali
,9C lagi
20Chai
21 A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NCM, RC jeba 
22D, BR, NCM araara 
23PH ai; NCP ana 
24D cherata
25F kataku; H kataki emended to kataka 
26A, BR, PH ko; D lcau 
27C, I, BR, PH jiya 
28C hauta; F, H hoti
29A  °ri emended to °ri; C °ri; D, BR, NCM °ra
30C haradasa; BR haridasi
3lCkai
32C svama
33C dauu; H dou
34D mila; NCP mili
35RC jiya hota Sara added after lara-, deleted; NCP ladata emended to larata 
36A °ri emended to ri; C °ri; D, BR, NCM °ra
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syama kisora1 ju2 tuma ko3 dou4 rariga rarigita5 hai6 pitambara7*8 cunarf9; 
aiso10 rupa kaha11 tuma payau12 aranisa13 soca14 udhera15 buna ri; 
manamohana16 surajnana17 siromani18 saba angani19 anga20 koka21 nipuna22 ri; 
sri haridasa23 ke svami syama24 ki25 bicitratai26 prema so27 paiyata28 [rasa] sunari.
!C, J kiSaura 
2BRju
3A, H, RC kau; C, D, I, J kau; BR ko 
4C dauu; H dou
SC ragita; D ragi; F rangata; H rangata emended to rahgita
6A hvai; D hai; H, J, NC, RC omitted 
7C pitabara; D pitamba; F, H pitambara
SD ba added
9D cuniri
10A esau; C aisau; F, H, I, J, RC aisau; NCP aiso emended to eso
nC, F, H, BR, NCP kaha
l2A, BR, PH payo
13A, RC ahar°; C, F, H, I alii°; D, PH ahara0; J, BR aha°; NC aharanisi
14C sauca; F saca; H socu
15A, D, I, J, BR udhera; NCP udherata
16C °mona; RC °mauhana
17C, BR °gyana; F °gana; H °gana emended to °gyana
18A, RC °ni; C °ni; D °na
l9D, J anga; NC angana
20C aga; J angani; PH origimal reading deleted
21C kauka; F kokata
22F pima; H, NC nipuna
23BR, PH haridasi
24I kunjabihari added
25A, C, F, RC tuhmari; D tumari; H tumhari emended to ki; I, J, BR, NCM tumhari
26D bicitratai
27A, C, D, J sau; H, RC sau
28D, BR, NCP paiyata; F, H paiyati; I payata emended to paiyata pr. m.
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cold1 kaha2 badali3 pari4 ho5 pyare [hari]; 
lala pata6 ki hull jarigali7 lyae8 bari9;
vaha10 [to11 hu]tl hirani12 sacita pai13 yaha14>15 durariga16 pana17 lalahi’V9 mili20 lehu21 
lari22;
sri haridasa23 ke24 svami syama25 kunjabihari Id caturai26 rahi bhari27.
*A, D, F, I, J, BR, NC, RC cauki; C cyauki 
2C, F, BR kaha
3C -da- omitted, added sup. lin. ; D, NCP badala
4C omitted; F pari emended to pari; NCP pira emended to pari; NCM pari 
5C, F, H, J, BR, RC omitted 
°C pata 
7F jagall
8C lyayai; H, I, J, BR lyaye; NC laye; RC lae
9BR biri; NCM bara
10A, D vahu; RC vuha
nD, H, I, J, NC, RC tau; F omitted
12A, D, BR, NC, RC hirana
13F omitted; H pe
14A yahu; J ye
I5D hu added
16C duraga; D ranga; RC duhu ranga
17A, F, J, NCM, RC panna; C pana; NCP panna
1SD, F lala; I lalai
19F hili added
20D, NCP mila; H mi- omitted, added in marg.
21A lehau; C leho; D, PH laihu; F leh5; H, RC laihau; I, BR laihau; J laihau; NCP laiho; NCM lailio
22D lari; H mari emended to lari; NCM lara
23C haradasa; BR haridasi
24C [ke...] text missing
25BR omitted
26F, H, J, BR, NC caturai
27NC bhari
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ava1 [lala]2 aise3 mada pljai tero4 jhaga men arigiya5 [dhari]6; 
kuca ki surahi7 nenani8 kau9 pyalau10 darii11[...]12 yo13,14 anko15 bhari; 
adharani16 cuvai17 le18 saba19 [rasa20 tana] ko21 na jana22 de23 ita24 uta dhari25; 
sri haridasa26 ke svami syama kunjabihari ki suhabati27 [asara] jaha28 apuna hari.
Folio missing in C
'A, F, I, J, BR au
2F lala; H lala emended to lala
3 A ese; D, I aisai; F aisau; J, RC aisai; BR aiso; NCM aiso emended to aise
4A, D, F, H, I, J, NC, RC terau
5F agiya; H, NCP agiya; I, J agiya; NCM angiya
6NCP dhari
7A surai
8A, D, I, J, NC, RC nainani; BR nainana 
9A, D, H, I, J, RC ke; BR, PH ko 
l0A, D, I, RC pyale; H piyale; J pyala; BR pyalo
11A darn emended to daru; NCP darn
12A deugi; D dyaugi; I daihugi; NCP deugi; NCM deugi; RC daihugi 
,3A yai; D, NC omitted; H, I, J yau; PH yo 
l4Added: F, BR, PH dyogi; H dyaygi; J deugi
ISD, RC arikau; F ako; H akau; I arikau; BR anko; PH anko; NCM arikau 
16F adhani emended to aradhani; NCP adliarani; NCP adharana 
17A, F, I cvai; D, J cuvaya; NCP cuvai
ISA lehu; D, I lehu; F lahu; H leu; J laiu; BR leu; NC leva; RC laihu 
l9D sabarau; F, H, J sigarau; I sagarau; BR sagaro 
20F, H rasu
2'A, D, H, I, J, PH, NC, RC kau; F ka 
22 J jani
23A de; D dai; F, I dehu; H dehi; J darn; BR dei; NCM deva; RC daihi 
24D druta 
25NCM dhari 
26BR haridasi
27D sahubata; F, NC, RC suhabata; H subati; J sohabati 
28Htaha
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dola jhulata 1 bihari biharini2 puhapa3 brsti4 hoti5; 
sura pura pura6 gandharva aurau7 pura tina8 ki nari9>10 varata11 lara12 moti; 
ghera13 karata14 paraspara15 saba mili kahu16’17 desi na18 jubati19 aisi20 joti; 
Sri haridasa21 ke svami syama kuhjabiharini22 sada23 curi24 subhi25 poti.
Folio missing in C 
‘Added: F he; H, J hai
2 A biharini; D, I, BR, PH biharani; NC biharina 
3A, H, NC, RC puhupa; D, F, I, J pahupa 
4H bista; I brsta 
5D hota; NCP hoti 
6PH omitted, added in marg.
7A, D, F, I, J, NC aura; PH auro 
8F, PH tini 
9NC nan
‘°Added: D, F, H, J, BR, NCP, RC dekhata; I desati; PH desata, in marg.
1 'A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, RC varati
i2H omitted, added in marg.
nD ghaira; NCP ghera
l4A, H, I karati
15H parasapara
16D, H kahu; NCP kahu
I7I na added
18I aisi
19F, H, J, BR, PH jubati; NCP jubati; NCM jubati 
20A esi; I omitted 
21BR haridasi
22A, I, J, BR, PH °rani; D, RC °rina; F °rini 
23D omitted; PH sada emended to sada?
24BR, NC curl 
25NCM po added, deleted
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pyari ju1 bolata2 nahi3 kai4 tu5 suta6 umd!78 kidho9 kahu10 kachu11 kahyau12 [kai] terau13 
aisoi14 subhava15;
mohi16 tere dese17 bina18 ka[la19 na20 ] parai21’22 kai23 tu24 chadi25 kubhava26; 
kahu27 ki jhuka28 hame29 [deta30>31 ri] upajata dubhava32;
Sri haridasa33 ke svami34 syama35’36 kahata ta ke37 basa pare pragatatu38 ju39 bhava40.
‘A, RC omitted 
2F, H, I bolati
3F nahina; I, J, NCP nahi; NCM nahi
4D kai; NCM ke
5A, D, F, H, I, J, PH, RC tu
6A, D, H, RC suta
7A  uni emended to unidi; D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC unidi 
8D uthi added
9A kaidho; D, H, RC kidhau; I kaidhau; J kahi dho; BR, NC kidhau 
10D, H, PH, NC, RC kahu; F kou 
nA, F, H, BR kachu
12A, BR kahyo; NCP kahau; NCM kahayau 
13BR, PH tero
14A esoi; D aisolii; H, J, NCM, RC aisaui; I aisauhl 
15H, PH subhau 
16D mohi; BR mohi
17A, D, F, H, I, BR, PH, NC, RC dekhe; J desai
18H, J, BRbinu
19F, H, J rahyau; BR rahyo
20D vaya
21A pare; NCM parata emended to parai 
22A, I ri added 
23H ke
24A, D, F, H, I, J, PH, RC tu 
25BR, NCP, RC chadi; NCM chadi 
26F subhava; H, PH kubhau 
27J kahu
28Ajhika; D jhuka; F jhukani; BRjhuki; NCMjhuki emended to jhuka
29D, I, BR, RC hamai; F, H, J hamahi
30F, I deti
3'NCM hai added
32H, PH dubhau; NCM kubhava
33BR haridasi
34NCM svami
35F, NC, RC syama
36NCP, RC kunjabihari added
37H kai; PH ke
38A, F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC pragatata
39NC jo
40H, PH bhau; RC bhava emended to bhava
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[alasa] bhije ri nena1 jabhati2 achl3 bhati4 sudesa;
[kara so5] kara tekai6 angurani7’8 peca9 mano10 sasi mandala [baithyau]11 ati bhati12 
sudesa;
mana ke harive13 kau14 aura15 [susa16 nahi17] kou18 pyari 19 nasa sisa20 bhati sudesa;
Sri haridasa21 ke svami syama22 kunjabihari23 cha[tl sau24 chati] lagae25 aiiga anga26 
sudesa.
Folio missing in C
'A, D, I, J, BR, NC, RC naina
2D jabhati; F, BRjabhati; H jabhliata; I jabhata; J jabhata; RC jahmati 
3H aksi; NCM achi 
4I bhati
5D, H, I, J sau; RC sau
6A, F, H, PH, NCP teke; I, RC tekai; BR teka; NCM teki
7A, RC angurina; D agurina; F, H agurini; I angurini; J, NCP angurini; NCM angurinu 
8BR bica added 
9NCM peca
10A, RC manau; D, H, I, J manau
1 'D pathyau; BR, PH baithyo; NCP baithayau; NCM baithau 
t2F bha
13BR, NCP harave
14F, PH ko; BR ko; NC, RC kau
15F, BR omitted; H omitted, added in marg.
I6F, H, BR omitted
17A nahi; D, I, J, NCP nahi; F, H nahine; BR nahine; NCM nahine 
l8F, I, J, BR, NCM omitted
19Added: F, I kou; H kou to te, kou to (deleted), te emended to tu; J, NCP tu; BR, NCM kou to te; RC to 
tai
20H te added, deleted; J ati; BR te
2'BR haridasi
22H, I syama
23H, I, BR, NCM omitted
24D sau; F, BR, PH, NC so
25D lagayai; H, NC lagaye; I, J lagayai; BR, RC lagaye
26NCP aga
2 1 2
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pyari ju eka1 [bata ko2] mohi3 daraV avata6 hai7 ri mati8 kabahu9 kuma[ya10 kari11 jati12]; 
palu13 palu14 hitu15 banchatu16 ho17 ri mati [parai18 bhati19; 
yaha] saca20 aise21 hi22 rahau23 ri24 jini25 tarau25 ten27 ghati28;
Sri haridasa29 ke svami syama30?31 kahata32 yo33 badhau34 jyau35 puraini36 jala37 Id riti38 
tohi39 lau40 sati41.
Folio missing in C, text resumes in line 3, asi 
'H, I yeka
2A, D, F, H, I, J, NC, RC kau 
3F, RC omitted; BR mohi 
4H, NCP daru 
5F, RC mohi added 
6F avati; H avatu
7F, H, BR, NCM omitted; NCP deleted 
8NCP mati
9D, I, J, BR, PH, NC °hu 
I0D, F kamaya; J kumiya 
"NCP kari; NCM kara 
12Jjata
,3A, I, J, NC, RC pala 
14A, I, J, NC, RC pala 
15A, D, I, J, BR, NC, RC hita
l6A, D, I banchita; F banchati; J, NCP banchita; BR banchata; PH, RC banchata; NCM bachita 
17A, H, I, BR, PH hau; D, RC hau; F, NC ho 
l8H pare 
l9D, Jbhata
20A, F, H, I, J, BR, RC sacu
2IA ese; C asi; D, H, I, PH, RC aisai; J aisai; BR aiso
22C omitted; I hi; BR i
23J, BR, PH raho
24I omitted
25C, J na; D, I, NCM, RC jina; F jibi; BR mati
26C tasaro, -sa- without top line, meant to be omitted; BR, PH taro
27C tain
28C ghati; D, NCM ghata; I, J ghati 
29C haradasa; J, BR haridasi 
30C, F, RC syama; H syamu 
31F, RC kunjabihari added 
32H kahatu
33C yo; D, RC yau; H, I, J, NCM yau
34A badhyo; C badhau; D, F, H badhyau; BR, PH badho; RC badhau 
35A, RC jyau; H jyau, deleted; BR jyo; PH, NCP jyo 
36C purani; D, BR, RC puraina; F puraiyani; NCM puiinl emended to puraini 
37F omitted, added in marg.
38RC rita
39C, F, I, J, PH, RC tau hi; D tyau hi; BR to hi; NCM to hi 
40D, RC lau; F, BR, PH, NCP lo; J lo 
41C sati; NCM sati
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pyari ju1?2 hama tuma dou3 eka4 kuhja ke5 sasa ruthe6 kyau7’8 bane9; 
iha10 na11 kou12’13 merau14 na15 terau16 hitu17 jo18 yaha19 plra20 jane21; 
ho22 tero23 basitha24’25 tu26 merau27 to28 merai29 bica30 aura31 n a 32 sanai33; 
6ri haridasa34 ke svami syama35 kunjabihari kahata36 priti37 pane38.
’C ju; NC omitted 
2C a added, deleted 
3C dauu; F, J, BR omitted 
4I yeka 
5A ke
6A, F, H, PH, NC ruthe; I, RC rusai; J ruthai 
7A, BR, NC kyo; C, RC kyau 
8NC kara added
9A, C, D, J, BR, RC banai; H banai; I bane
10A, I, NCM yaha; C itaha emended to iha; F hya; H, J, BR iha
"A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, RC omitted; PH omitted, added in marg.
12A koi; C kauu
13Added: C hitu; H, I, J, BR, RC hitu
I4A, PH mero; C malrau; BR tero; NCM merau kou emended to kou merau with numbers 
15PH deleted?
16A, PH tero; C taurau; D terau; F te; BR mero 
17C, H, I, J, RC omitted; F hitu 
’8C, Jjau; Hju 
F ya 
20H para
21A, C, D, J janai; I jane; BR, RC janai 
22C hu; D, BR, NC hau; RC hau 
23C terau; D, F, H, I, J, NC, RC terau 
24H basithu 
25C ku added 
26BR, NC tu
27C merau emended to men or vice versa; D mere; BR, PH mero 
28A, C, D, F, H, I, J, NC, RC omitted; PH tu 
29A, C, D, F, H, I, J, NC, RC omitted 
30A, C, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC omitted 
3'PH ora
32A, C, BR, NCP, RC bica added; NCM bici
33D sanau; F, H, PH, NCP sane; I sane; BR, RC sanai
34BR haridasi
35H syama
36C pyari
37RC prita
38A, J, NCM, RC panai; C, I pane; D, BR panai
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cunari1 max2 j ado3’4 lagatu5 hai6 ri7 kljiye8 susa sena9;
ghari10 ghari11 kai12 rusane13 pahara14 manavata15 jai16 mlthe17 mithe18 barna19;
uthi20 sadakai21 balai22 leva23 prakrti24 [yd25 na] cahiye26 dhaiye27 jyau28 mena29;
Sri haridasa30 ke31 svami syama32 kunjabihari33 gahi34 lapatai35’36 rahe37 [mani38 sajbai39
40 ~ 41susa cama .
!NCM cunari
2A, F, H, I, BR, NC me; C, D mai 
3A, F, H, I, J, NC, RC jadau; C, D jadau 
4C ladau added
5A lagai; C lagai emended to lagatu; D, F, I, J, BR, RC lagata 
6A omitted; C omitted, added sup. lin., sec m . ; D hai 
?A, C, D, F, H omitted
8A, C, F, H, RC ldjiyai; D kijiyai; I kijiyai; NCP kljiye; NCM kijiye 
9A, C, D, I, J, BR, RC saina 
10C ghari
11C ghari
12F, I, J, BR, PH, RC ke; H, NC ke 
13C, D, J, RC rusanai 
14H paharu 
15F manavavata
16C iaha; D, I iata; NC iaya; RC iai
17C mithai; PH deleted
l8C mithai; D mithai; H, NCP omitted
19F, H, J bena
20D utha
2IA, I sadikai; C sadikai; D sakaidakai; F, H sadike; BR sadake; NCP sadakai 
22A bulaya; C balai; NC balaya
23A, F leu; C lehu; D laiu; H lyau; I laihu; J lyau; BR lyo; PH laiva; NC leva; RC laihu
24D, RC prakrta
25C, H, J, RC yau; D yau
26A cahiye; C cahiyai; D, F, H, I, PH, RC cahiyai; J cayai
21A  dhaiye; C cahiyai; D, F, H, I, J cahiyai; BR cahiye; NCP dhaihiye, emended to dhahiye; NCM
dhahiye; RC dhaiyai
28A, BR, NC jyo; C, RC jyau
29D, I, J, BR, PH, RC maina
30BR haridasi
31Ckai
32F, I syama
33C kuiijakuhari emended to kunjakihari; F omitted 
34C, F, H, J, BR, NCM, RC omitted
35C latapatai; D, NCP lapataya; F, H, J, BR latapatai; PH lapatai emended to latapatai; NCM latapatata;
RC patai emended to lapatai
36F pagi added
37C rahai; D rahe
38D mana; NC mani
39C sabai; D omitted
40D sakha
41C, F, H cena
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’duhuna2 ki sahaja3 bisati4 [dou]5 mili6 sataranja selata; 
ura rusa nena7 ca[pala8 a]sva9 catura10 barabari11 jhelata12; 
atura[ta13 phila14 pajyade15 nigraha pharaji copa16 anupama17 pelata18; 
sri haridasa19 ke20 svami syama21 kunjabihari saha saha22 rase23 selata24.
'In A, F and H the second half of the line (from dou) precedes the first
2A, D duhuna; C duhini; F, H, BR, RC duhuni; I dohuna; J douni; NCP duhuna
3H sahaju
4A bisata; C, J, PH, NCP bisati; D, BR, RC bisata; NCM bisati
5C dauu
6Dmila; NCM mili
7C, D, I, J, BR, NC, RC naina
8C catavaya
9H asu
10C catura
"A, C, D, BR, PH, NC, RC barabara
12Cjhelalata
13C aturata
14A, BR, NC, RC pila
15BR piyade
16A, D caupa; C, NCP copa; H, I, J caupa; RC cauapa emended to caupa
17C anupama
18C selata; F phelata
19BR haridasi
20Ckai
21A ^ya
22A so; C sau; D, F sa; H soha; J, NCM sau; BR so
23A, D, BR, NC rakhe; C, I, J rasai; RC rakhai
24D lata
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hauda1 pari2 maurani3 aura4 syamahi5;
avahu6 milahu7 madhya8 sacu9 ki gati lehi10 ranga dho11’12 kamehi13;
hamare tumare14 madhyastha15 radhe aura16 jahi17 badau18 bujhi desau19 tinu20 dai21 kaha 
hai22 ya mehi23;
sri haridasa24 ke svami 25 kau26 copari27 kau28 sau29 sela30 ikaguna31 duguna32 tiguna33 
caturaguna34 ri35 ja ke36 37 namehi38.
This verse is missing in RC1, variants taken from RC2
'A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC hoda; RC hodi 
2C pari
3A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, RC morani; NC morani 
4A ora; C, F, H, J, BR, RC aru; D au 
5A Syame; H, I, RC syamai; NCM syama hi 
6C avahu 
7F milihu
8A, I maddhi; C, H, J madhi; BR omitted, added in marg.
9C saci; D, F, H, PH, NC saca; BR saca emended to sacu
10A, D, BR, NCP lehi; C laiha; I laihi; J, RC laihi; NCM lehu emended to lehi
“C, D, J, BR, NC dhau; RC dhau
12BR ranga dhau added
13A kame; C, D, F, J, BR, PH, NCM kamahi; H, I, RC kamai; NCP kama hi
14A, F, PH, RC tuhmare; C, H, I, J, BR, NC tumhare; D tumare
15H madhista
l6C aura; H auru
17C, NCP jahi; PH jaha
18D baddo?
I9C desau; D vekhau; BR, PH dekho 
20A, I, J trana; C trnu; BR, NC, RC tma 
21C de 
22C, D hai
23A me; C mahi; D, J, BR, PH, NC mahi; F -hi omitted, added sup. lin. ; H, I mai; RC mai 
24BR haridasi
25Added: C sya; J syama; NCP syama, emended to syama; NCM, RC syama kunabihari 
26D kau; BR ko
27C caupara; D, BR, NCM, RC caupara; F, H, I, J caupari; NCP copari emended to copara 
28C kau; I, NCP kai; BR, PH ko; NCM kau emended to kai 
29C sau; BR, PH so 
30H selu
31C iguna; NCP ekaguna; RC ikaguna
32C duguna; F diguna; NCP dvigana; NCM dviguna; RC duna
33A, BR, NC triguna; C triguna; I traguna; J, RC trguna
34F, H caturguna; RC caturaguna
35H omitted
36C kai
37H ri added
38A, H name; C, D, F, J, BR, PH namahi; I, RC namai; NC nama lii
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kaho1 yaha kald betl kahau2 dho3 kaha4 hai5 kuvari6 kau7 nau8;
tuma saba raho9 ri ho10’11 hi12 ho13 h!14 utara15 daihau16 cali17 lcina18 jau19 dhota bau20 
bavarau21 hai22 gau23;
saba sasi24 mili25 chirakau26*27 selana 28 lag!29 to30 lau31 tuma rahau32 ri jo33 lau34 hau35 
nhau36;
£ri haridasa37 ke38 svami syama kunjabihari39 lai40 budald41 garai42 lagi43 cold44 pari45’46 
[kaha]47 ho48 jau49.
'A, D, F, H, I, J, NC, RC kahau; C kahau
2A, D, I kaha; C, F, J, BR kahi; NC kaho; RC omitted
3A, C, J, NC dhau; D, I dhau; RC omitted
4A, D, I omitted
5A, C, D, F, I, BR omitted; H omitted, added in marg.; J he
6 A kumari; C, F, H, J, BR ya; D kuvari
7C, H kau; BR, PH ko
8A, C, F nama; I, RC nava; J, NC nau
9A, C, D, F, H, I, NC, RC rahau
10A, D, H, RC hau; C, I, J, BR, NC hau
' lD ra added, deleted
12A, D, J, PH, RC hi; C, F, H, I, BR, NC omitted
13A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC omitted
l4A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC omitted
15A uttaru; C utara; D, F, NCM uttara; H utara; J, BR, NCP uttara
l6A, C daihau; F daiho; H, BR daihau; J darn; PH daihu; NCP daiho; RC dehau
17A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC cale; C cale; RC cale
18A, F, H, I, PH kini; C kini; J kyau na
19A, F, I, J, RC jahu; PH jai; NC java
20C bai; D, NC baya; I, J, RC bai; BR omitted, added sup. lin., sec. in.
21BR, PH, NCP bavaro
22A, D, H, I, BR, NC, RC omitted
23A, F gama; C gau; D, NC gau; H gau; I gava; RC gava
24NCP sasi
25NCM mila
26C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC chiraka
27Added: C ju; D, F, H, BR, PH, RC ju; I jo
2SD ga added, deleted
29A, C, D, F, I, J, BR, NC, RC lagi
30A, I, J jau; C, F, H, NC, RC tau; D tau; BR jo
31A, C, D, H, I, J, RC lau; F, BR, PH, NCP lo
32PH raho
33A, I, J tau; C, D, F, H, NC, RC jau; BR to
34A, D, BR, RC lau; F, PH, NCP lo
35C, RC hau; F, H ho
36A, I, RC nhava; C, BR nhau; NCP nhau
37J, BR haridasi
38Ckai
39J omitted; PH deleted?
40C lai; J le
41D budiki; BR pudaki
42A, C,'D, I garai; F, BR gare; H, PH gare
43D lagai; F, H lage
44A, D, H, J, BR cauki; C, NCM, RC cauki; I cauka 
45Cri
46NCM ki added 
47C, F, H, BR kaha
48A hau; C, H, I, J, BR, RC omitted; D, NC hau 
49A, RC java; C jau; D, Hjau; I java; NCP jau; NCM jau
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elca1 same2 ekanta3 bana4 me5 dola6 [jhulata]7*8 kunjabihari9;
10jhotan deta paraspara saba12 [mili]13 ablra14 udavata15 dari16; 
kabahuke17 ve18 una19 ke20 [ve una21 ke22] ho23 duhuni24 ki25 eka26 sari; 
Sri haridasa27 ke svami syama kunjabihari badhyau28 rarigu29 bhari.
‘I yeka
2A, NCP samaya; C, D, I, BR, NCM, RC samai 
3I yekanta
4F omitted; H omitted, added in marg., pr. m.
5D, RC mai; F omitted; H omitted, added in marg., pr. m.; I, J mai 
6 A dola; NCM daula 
7F jhulai
8Added: F, I Sri, in text; PH Sri, in marg.
9F kujabihari
I0C second line omitted
nIjhota; BRjhota; NCPjhauta
12D, H, BR, NCM omitted
13D, H, BR, NCM omitted
14NCM abira
15F udavati
16H bhari? emended to dari
17A °huka; C °hu; D, I %uka; F, J, BR, RC °huka; H °huke; NCP °hu; NCM °huka
18C vai
19F uni
20Ckai
21F uni
22Ckai
23A, D, H, I, J, BR hau; C, RC hau; NCM ho
24A, C, BR duhuna; D druhuna; F, H duliuni; I duhuni; NC duhuna; RC duhuna
25C hi; F ke; BR ke; RC kai
26C ka; F, H, J, BR, RC ika; I yeka
27BR haridasi
28A, BR badhyo; D badhyau; NCP rahayau; NCM badhau 
29A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC ranga
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kunja kunja dolani1 mrdu bolani2 tuti3 lara chuti4 poti5 sobha6 ati7’8 lagati9;
bhavara10 gun jara11’12 karata13’14 sanga 15 dolata16 mano17’18 mera19’20 raga21 ke22 sanga 23 
liye24 ragati25;
jutha aneka sughara26 juvatini27 ke tuhmari28 <ri>jha29’30 palava31 nahi32 lagati33;
sri haridasa34 ke35 svami syama kimjabiharini36 para tana mana37 dhana38 nyauchavari39 
karau40 ka gata41.
'NCP bolana emended to dolana; NCM dolana 
2C baulani; D belani; NC bolana 
3C tuti; F chuti; H chuti emended to tuti 
4C chuti; F, H tuti; RC chute 
5C poti; NC pota
6A, C, F, H, I, BR, NC, RC omitted 
7NCM omitted, added inf. lin.
8A, C, F, H, I, BR, NCP, RC chabi added
9A, PH, NCP, RC lagata; C la laugati; I lagati emended to lagata; NCM lagati
10A, RC bhamara; I, PH bhavara; NC bhramara
1 'C, RC gujara; F udai
l2Added: F na; RC chachapura, deleted
13F sakata
l4F ba added
15F sa added
l6F omitted; PH daulata
l7A, H, I, RC manau; C, D, J manau; F mano; BR mano 
l8F giri added 
19C, D, J, BR mem 
20H ke added, deleted
21C, I, BR, RC ragani; F omitted; H raga emended to ragani; J ragini; NCP ragini; NCM ragini 
22C, J kau; F, NC ko; H omitted, added in marg.
23C daulata manau mairu added 
24C, D, H, I liyai; J, RC liyai; BR liye 
25A, F, I, PH, RC ragata 
26A omitted, added sup. lin.
27A, D, BR, NC, RC juvatina; C juvatini; F javatini
Z8C, D, I, BR, NC tumhari; H tumhari
29D, J, PH, NCM, RC rijhi; NCP rijhi
30C paraspara added
31H paluva; NC palaka
32A, NCM nahi; C, D, I nalii
33A, I, PH, RC lagata
34BR haridasi
35C akai
36C, I, BR, NC kunjabihari; D kunjabiharina; PH kunjabiharani 
37H manu 
38H omitted
39C °ri; D, RC °ra; I nauchari emended to nauchavari; J nauchavari; BR nyochavari 
40C, D, RC karau; F, NCP karo; H karai emended to karau 
4IC, F, H, J, BR, NC gati
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priya1 piya2 ke3 uthibe4 ki5 chabi barani na jai6 saba7 te8 nyare9;
man510 dyosa11 reni12 eka13 thaura14 te15 ye16 na17 bhaye18 na19 bhaye20 nyare21;
bara latapate22 mano23 bhavara24 jutha larata paraspara25 kama26 dala27 (p.c.-la) 
da(la)m£ni28 para29 sanjarita30 sobha31 nyare32;
sri haridasa33 ke svami syama kunjabihari34’35 para36 koti37 koti38 ananga39’40 koti 
brahmanda41 vari42 kiye43 nyare44.
'C priya; D, I priya 
2D, I, NC piya 
3BRki
4C uthibe; D uthabe
5cd
6A, D, I, J, NC, RC jaya; C jai; BRjai 
7D hi added
8C, I, J tai; D, RC tai; BR te 
9C nyarai; F nyare
l0A manahu; C manyau; D, J manau; H mana; I mana hu; RC manau
"C, D, F, H, I, J, NC, RC dyausa
12A, I, J raini; C rena; D, BR, NCM, RC raina; NCP rena
13A, C, H, I, J, NC, RC ika
l4A, F, H, J, RC thaure; C, PH thora; BR thaurai; NCM thaure 
15A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC omitted
16A, I, NC soye; C sauye; D saue; F omitted; H so; J sauye; BR, RC soe 
l7Ina
ISC bhayai; D, F, RC bhae 
l9A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC omitted 
20A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC omitted 
2IC nyarai
22D latapare; NCM lapate 
23A, H, I, RC manau; C, D, J manau; BR mano 
24A bhamara; I, PH, NC bhavara; RC bhramara 
25H parasapara
25A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC kamala 
21 A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC omitted 
28D, J, NC dalana 
29D pari
30A -ta omitted, added inf, lin,
31C saubha; F omitted 
32C nyarai 
33BR haridasi 
34C omitted
35Added: C kunjabiharini; I, J biharani; RC Sri bihari 
36C pari; I omitted, added sup. lin.; RC upara 
37C kauti 
38C kauti
39D angananga emended to ananga; F brahmanda; J anga emended to ananga, pr. m. 
40NC aru added
4]D brahmamada emended to brahmada; F ananga; H brahmanda 
42D, NC bara 
43C kiyai; RC kie 
44C nyarai
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syama syama avata kunja mahala te1 [ragamage]2*3 ragamage4; 
maragajl5 banamala6 sithala7 ka[ti]8 kinkini9 arnna10 nena1!>12 carau13 jama14 jage15; 
saba [sasi] 16 sugharal gavata17>18 bina19bajavata20 mava21 susa [...]22 sangita page23; 
sri haridasa24 ke25 svami syama kunjabihari (ki)m&26 katachi27 sau28 koti kama dage29.
Omitted verse in F; in H omitted, added in marg.
'C, NCM te; D tai; I, J, RC tai
2C rangamagai; D, NC, RC rangamage; BR ragamaga
3 D ga added
4C ragamagai; H omitted; RC rangamage
5D -ja- added after ma, deleted
6C, H, J, BR mala; PH bana omitted, added in marg.
7A, BR sithila 
8Ckati
9C, NCP kinkini; H, I, J, BR, PH, RC kinkini 
10A aruna
UD, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC naina 
12NCP mano added
13A caryo; D, BR, NCP carau; H, I caryau; PH card; RC caryau
14A yama
15Cjagai
16J, BR mili added
17A, I gavati
l8J kou added
,9C, H, I, J, BR, NC bina
20A, I, BR bajavati
2IA, C, D, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC saba
22A, C, D, H, I, J, BR, PH, NCP, RC mili; NCP mila
23C pagai
24D -ke- added after da, deleted; H, BR haridasi
25Ckai
26A ke
27A, D, I, RC kataksa; BR katacha replaces original reading; NC kataksi 
28C, H, BR omitted'; PH, NC so; RC sau 
29C dagai
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hindore1 ba2 jhulata3 lala dina [dulaha4 dulahini5] 6 biharini7 desau8 ri lalana9; 
[gaura syama] chabi ati duti10 bahu11 bhati12 ri13 balana14;
[nilambara]15 pltambara16’17 calata18 cahcala19 dhuja20 phaharati21’22 kala23 na24; 
sri haridasa25 ke26 svami27 syama kunjabihari28 sri29 biharini30 abacalana31.
'A, F, NC hidore; C hidolai; D, I hidorai; H, PH hindore; J, RC hindorai 
2C omitted
3C raea added, deleted
4F omitted; H, J, BR, PH dulahu; NCP dulaha 
5C dulahani; I, J, PH dulahani; BR dulahina 
6Added: F dulaha ba; H ba, deleted
7A -ha- omitted, added in marg.; C, F bihari; I, J, PH biharani; BRunr.
8PH deso
9A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC lalana 
10NC dyuti
1 lH originally after bhati, wordorder emended with numbers 
t2C bhati
l3F ra; BR omitted, added sup. lin., sec. m.
14A, C, D, F, H, J, NC balana; I balana emended to balana
15A nilambara emended to nilambara; C, F, I, J, BR, NC, RC nilambara; PH unr.
I6A pitambara emended to pitambara; C, F, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC pltambara
17Added: A, H, J, BR, NC, RC ancala; C ancara; F ki chabi; I acala; PH cancala
18A cala; NCP calata emended to calata
19A, C, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC omitted; D ancala
20NCM omitted
21C, H, I, J, NC, RC phaharata; F pharata; BR phahirati 
22BR ri added sup. lin., sec. m.
23NCP kali
24A, C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC na 
25BR haridasi 
26Ckai 
21C thvarni?
28A kunjabiharini emended to kunjabihari
29A omitted, added in marg.; C, F, H, I, J, BR, NCM, RC omitted
30A omitted, added in marg.; C biharini; H, I, J, BR, PH biharani; NCP biharini
3’A, D, I, J, BR, NCM abacalana; C calana; F, H calana; NCP abacalina; RC abacalama
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aisi1 ritu2 sada3 sarvada4 jo5 rahai6 bolata7 morani8;
nilce9 badara10 nike11 dhanasa12 cahu13 disa14 nikau15 sri16 brndabana achi17 nild meghani18 
Id ghorani19;
achi20 niki21 bhumi22 hari23 hari24 hari25*26 achi nild27 budhani28 Id regani29 kama30 
ldraurani31;
sri haridasa32 ke svami syama 33 ke34 mili35 gavata jamyau36 raga37 malara38’39 ldsanra40 
kisorani41.
'A, NCP esi 
2A rtu; D ritu; J ruti 
3A sada; F sadai 
4A sarvada; F saravada 
5C, H jau 
6NCP omitted
7A, NCM bolati; D bolati emended to bolata; NCP bolati 
8NCP morani 
9C nikai; F nike 
l0A badala 
"C nikai
l2A, D, F, I, J, NC, RC dhanusa; C, H, BR dhanaka; PH unr.
I3A, C, H cahu; F, I, RC cahu; NCM cahu 
14A, C, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC di& 
l5BR acho; PH nlko 
l6C, F, H, J, BR, NCM omitted 
l7NCP achi
,8C meghani; D, I, BR, NC meghana 
l9C ghorani; NCP dhorani; NCM ghorana
2°c  adu
21C, F, H, I, J, BR omitted 
22C mi; I bhuma; NC bhumi
23A, C, D, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC omitted; F hari emended to hari 
24NCM hari
25F ri; BR omitted; NC hari
26D cha added, deleted
27C, F, H, I, J, BR, NC omitted
28C budliani; BR budhana; NCM budana
29C regani; D, I, J raigani; NCP rarigana; NCM raigana; RC raigani 
30C kana
3‘A, C kirorani; D, RC kirorani; F, J karaurani; I, BR, NCP karorani; PH karorani emended to kirorani?;
NCM karorani
32BR haridasi
33J, BR kunjabihari added
34H, PH, NCM ke; I kai; J kai
35C, F, BR, NC omitted; D mila; H omitted, added in marg., sec. m.
36A, PH jamyo; C, F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC omitted
37H ragu
38J mallara
39Added: C, F, H, I, J, RC jamyau; BR jamyo; NC jamau
40A, C, D, F, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC kigora; H kiSori
41NC kirorani
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'aye2 dina pavasa ke sacu3 ke4 so5 bola6 boliye7>8 manu9 na karihau10; 
ghari11 ghari12 ke13 rusane14 kyau15 bane16 te17 bola18 boli[ye19 ju20] mana baca21 lcrama22>23 
(p.c. krama baca) ke24; 
bhayau25 hai26 bandhana27 bahuta28 jatanani29 kari30 bisare31 guna32 gasa33 ke34; 
sii haridasa35 ke svami syama36 kunjabihari pyari37 basa ke38.
'in NC the second part of the line (from sau) precedes the first 
2A, D, F, J, PH ae 
3A, F, H, BR, RC saca 
4C kai; D kau
SC, H, J, BR, RC su; F omitted; NCP sau; NCM su in brackets, written beneath so in brackets 
6RC omitted
7A, PH, RC boliyai; D boliyai; F boli; H boliye; I, NCM boliye
8 Added: A, C, I, J, BR ju; D, H ju; F dai
9A, C, D, I, BR, PH, NC, RC mana
l0A, D, I, RC °hau; F, H, PH, NC °ho
"C, F, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC ghari
12C, D, F, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC ghari
13C kai; F ke
14 C, D, J, RC rusanai; F ru emended to ruse 
15A, H, BR, PH, NCP kyo; I, NCM, RC kyau 
l6C, I, NCP bane; D, BR, NCM, RC banai; J banal 
17F te 
l8F bala
l9C boliyai; D, F, RC boliyai; H boliye; I boliye; NCP boliye
20A, C, I, J, NC ju; F je
21A, C, D, F, H, I, BR, PH, NC, RC omitted
22BR karama
23Added: A, C, F, H, I, BR, PH, NCP, RC baca; D bacana; NCM baca emended to bacana
24C kai
2SA, BR, PH bhayo; C, D, F, H, I, J, NC, RC bhayau 
26A he; C hai 
27C, F badhana 
28RC buhuta
29C, J, PH, NCM jatanana; F jatanini; NCP jatana 
30NCP kari
31C bisakaire emended to bisare; F bisare
32H ganara? emended to gana
33C hasa
34C kai
35BR haridasi
36A 6ya; C, D, F, H, J, BR, PH, NC syama (and E),
37A omitted, added sup. lin. ; F radha 
38C kai; NCM ke
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yaha1 [acijraja2 desyau3 na sunyau4 kahu5 nabina megha6 sanga7 [bijujri8 ekarasa9; 
ta me10 moja11 uthati12 adhika13 [bahu14 bhantini15]16 lasa;
mana17 ke18 desive19 kau20 aura21 susa nafhi22 kou23 pya]ri24 tu25 citavata citahi26*27 
karata28’29 basa;
srl haridasa30 ke svaml31 syama32 kunjabiharini33’34 ju35 kau36 pabitra37 jasa.
'C yahaya
2 A, D, BR, RC acaraja; C -ra- omitted, added sup. lin. ; H aciriju
3A, C, BR, PH desyo; NCP dekhau
4A, BR, PH sunyo; D sunau
5C kahu
6C vegha
7F madlii
8C, F, J, NCP bijuri 
9I yeka°
10C, D, I, BR, RC mai; H, J mai
"A, C, D, I, BR, NC, RC mauja; F mauja
12D, J, BR, PH, NC uthata; RC uuta
13C adlii; H omitted
hD bahuta; F bahuti; H ana
15A, NC bhatina; C bhati; D, F, I, J, BR, PH, RC bhati
16H adhika added
17NCP mena emended to mana
18Ckai
19C daisive; D dekhave; J, RC harive; NCP dekhlve 
20D, I, NCM, RC kau; F, BR, PH, NCP ko 
21C aui'a; PH ora
22A, D, NCP nahi; C nlhl; F, BR, NCM nahine; H nahi; I, J nahinai
23C, F, H, J, BR, NCM omitted
24C, F, H, J, BR, NCM omitted
25A, D, J, NCP, RC tu; C, F, H, BR, NCM omitted
26C citahl; BR citai; NCP cittahi; NCM citahi
27Added: C, F, I, J, BRju; NCM jo
28F karati
29F manahi added
30BR haridasi
3'BR omitted
32H syama
33A °rini; C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC °ri; PH °rani
34Added: C biharini; H, NCM biharini; I, J, BR biharani; NCP biharina
35NCM omitted, added inf. lin.
36BR, PH ko
37NCP -ba- omitted, added inf. lin.
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bunde1*2 suhavani3 ri4 lagati5 mati6 bhijai7 ten cunari; 
mohi8 dai9 utari10 dhari11 raso12 bagala me13)14 tu15 na ri;
lagi lapatai16 rahai17’18 chad19 sau20 chad 21 jyau22 na23 avai24 told25’26 bauchara27 la 
phunari28;
sri haridasa29 ke30 svami syama31 kahata32 bijuri33 kaudhe34 kari35 ha36 kahu37 na ri.
'A, BR, PH, RC bunda; C budai; D buda; F bunde; H bunde emended to bunda; I bundai; J budai; NCP 
budai; NCM budai 
2Added: F ba; I aba
3A suhamani; C, F, J, PH, NC suhavani; BR suhavana 
4I, NC omitted
5C lagaita; D, BR, PH, NC lagata; RC lagai
6NCP mata
7 A bhijai; C bhije
8NC mohi
9A, C de
l0C, NC utara; D utari
1 'H ho emended to dhari sec. m . ; NCM dhari
i2A, D, I, BR, NCP, RC rakhau; C rasya; J rasyau; NCM rakhau
l3C, H, I, J, BR mai; D, RC mai
14Added: I su; RC tu
l5D cunari, RC sunari instead of tu na ri
l6C lapatai; D, J, NC lapataya
l7A, PH, NCP rahe; D, F, I, NCM rahe; H hai emended to rahai pr. m.\ J, RC rahai 
18NC dou chaila added 
19NCP chati
20A, F, BR, PH, NC so; D omitted, added in marg., pr. m.
2'Added: F lagai; NC lagaya 
22Ajyo; Djau; I, BRjo; Jjyau; RC jau 
J nahi 
24A ave; F, NC omitted 
25C tauhi; BR omitted; NCP tauhi; NCM tolh 
26Added: F lagai; NCP avaigau; NCM avai 
27A  pochari; C, H, I, PH bochara; D bauchara 
28A piinari
29C haradasa; BR haridasi 
30Ckai
3'A, C, D syama
32F kahati
33F damini; J bijuri
34A kaudhau; C, J, BR kaudhai; D, RC kaudhai; F kodhi; H kodhe; I, NCM kaudhai; PH kodlie; NCP
kaudhe
35C kari; NC kara
36C,D,NCM_ha
37A, D, NC hu; C hu; F, I, J hu; H hu emended to kahu; BR omitted; PH kahu emended to hu
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bhijana1 lage2 ri3 clou V j ana; 
ancara6 kl auta7 karata dou8 jana;
ati unamattaV0 rahata11 nisa12 basara raga hi ke13 rariga range14 dou15 jana;
sri haridasa16 ke17 svami syama kunjabihari18 prema19 paraspara20 nrtya21 karata dou22 
jana.
'D bliljata; NC bhijana 
2D lagi
3NCM omitted 
4C dauu
5H sahacari added, deleted
6A, D, F, H, I, NC, RC acara
7A, C, D, F, H, I, BR, NC ota; RC oti
8C dou; H hau emended to dou
9D uttamana; BR, NCM, RC unmatta
10D uttama added
11F rahati
12A, I, BR, NC nisi
13H omitted, kai added in marg.
14A, D, I rage; Ft rage 
15C dauu
16BR haridasi; NCP haridasa 
,7CkaI
18C, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC omitted
19C, F omitted
20C, F omitted
21A nirta; F rnrta
22C dauu
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nadita1 mana mrdangi2 rasa3 bhumi4 sukanti5 abhine6 su7 nava gati8 tribhangi9; 
dhapi10 radha11 natata12 lalita rasavati13 nagari14 gai15 te16 gri17 [nabhi]18 tana tungl19; 
rasada20 bihari21 bande ballabha radhika nisi22 dina ranga rang!23; 
sri haridasa24 ke svami syama25 kunjabihari26 sangita27 sarigi28.
'RC nadata
2C mrdangi; H mrdange emended to mrdangi 
3F rasa emended to rasa sec. m.; J rasi; BR rasa 
4NCP bhumi
5C, D, H, I, NC sukanta; F sakata; RC sukati
6C unr.; D, NC, RC abhinaya; F omitted, added in marg., sec. in.; II, I, J, BR subha
7C unr.; H, I, J, BR omitted
8F omitted, added in marg., sec. m . ; H gata
9C, I, J trabhaiigi; D, RC trbhangi; H tribhange
10D dhapa; F gai; H, BR, NCP dhapi
"H radhe emended to radha
l2A, F, H, I, J, BR, NCP, RC natati, NCM natati
l3F, NCM rasavati; H rasavata emended to rasavati, originally preceding lalita, wordorder emended with 
numbers
14C, BR omitted; D nagiri; H omitted, added in marg.
I5C, NC gai; D, J, RC gaya; H gavatl emended to gai 
16A ti; C to; H omitted, added sec. m.
17A, BR, RC gra; F gu; H gr 
1SH nabha; NCM nabhi 
19A gungi; C tugi; H tunge 
20C rasata
2‘Cbih[...]
22A, D, I, RC nisa
23C omitted; H range
24BR haridasi
25F syami emended to syama
2<5NC so added
27F santa
28H sahge
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’damini2 kahata3 megha sau4 hamari5 upama6 dehi7 te8 jhuthe9 yei10 [megha yei!1 bijjuri12
“ -13saci ;
jina14 jina15 hamari16 [upama17 dim18’19 tina20 tina21] ki mati22 kaci23;
aisl24 kahu25 [sun! ju26 27bunde28 te29] kanu30 nyarau31 ta patatara32 kau33 [dljai34 samudra 
35 raci36];
sri haridasa37 ke svaml syama38 kunjabihari39 atala atala40 priti41 maci42.
'in F and H the second part of the line (from yei megha) precedes the first
2F, H, I, NCM damini
3A, F kahati
4F, BR, PH, NC so
SF, H omitted
6F, H omitted
7D daihi; F, H omitted; I, J daihi; NCP dehi; RC dauhi 
8F, H omitted
9C jhuthai; F, H omitted; I jhuthe; NC jhute
10C yei; H, BR ei; J ehi; RC yaii
1 'F, BR ei; H yaha; J yehi emended to yehl
12C bijuri
13A, NCM saci
l4C, Jjini; F, H omitted
l5C, Jjini; F, H omitted
l6C, BR logani; NCM logana
17C, J, BR, NCM patatara; I upama
l8C, NCM diyau; F, H dehi; J diyau; BR diyo
'"Added: F juthi; H te jhuthe (in text), jina jina logana patatara diyo tina (in marg.)
20F jini; J tini emended to tuni
2IC, D, H, BR, PH, NC omitted; F tini; I omitted, added in marg.; J tini emended to tuni
22H hai added, deleted
23BR, NC kaci
24A, H esi
25C kahu; RC kahu
26A, I jo; D, H, J, BRju; F na
27C [ju...] folios missing
28A, D, F, H, J, BR, PH, RC bunda; NCP buda; NCM bude
29A, F, BR te; D, RC tai; J tai
30D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC kana
31D nyarau; BR, PH nyaro
32A patitara; I patatari
33A, H, I, J kyau; F, PH ko; BR, NC kyo
34F omitted
35F diye added
36A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NCM, RC raci 
37BR haridasi
38A §yami emended to Syama; H syama 
39Added: A, F, I, J, PH, NC ki; H ki, in marg.
40F, NC omitted 
41RC prita
42A, D maci; H vanci? emended to manci
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nacata morana1 sanga syama mudita syamahi2 rijhavata3;
taisiye4 koldla5 alapata6 papiha7’8 deta sura taisoi9 megha garaji10 mrdanga bajavata11; 
taisiye12 syama ghata nisi13 si kari14 taisiyai15 damini16 kaudhi17 dipa disavata18; 
sri haridasa19 ke svaml syama20 kunjabihari 21 rijhi radhe hasi22 kantha lagavata23.
Folio missing in C, verse omitted in F
'A, D, H, I, J, BR, PH, RC morani 
2NC°hi
3A, BR, RC rijhavati
4D taisiya; H taisiyai; J taisiye; PH taisiyai; NC taisiye; RC taisaii 
5NCP kaukila
6D -pa- added before la, deleted; H alapita emended to alapata 
7PH omitted, added in marg.
SPH sura added
9D taisoi; I taisei; NCM taisaui; RC tesei 
10D, NC garaja
1 'D vata; RC bajavati
12D taisiya; H, PH, NCM taisiyai; J taisle; RC taisiyai
13D nisa
l4Hkari
15A tesiye; D taisi; I, J, BR, NCM taisiye; RC taisiyai 
16I,NC damini
l7D kaudhi; H, PH kodhi; I kaudhai 
,SRC dikhavati 
l9BR haridasi
20H syama emended to syama sec. m.
21J kau
22D, I, BR hasi; H hara? emended to hasi; J, NCP hasa 
23NCM lagavata; RC lagavati
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hari ke1 anga kau2 candana lapatanau3>4 tana tere5 desiyata6>7 mano8 pita coll;
maragaje9 abharana10 badana kahe11 kau12 chipavata13 chipaye14 na chipata15 mano16 
krsna17 boll;
kahu18 anjana19 kahu20 alaka rahi sisi21 surati22 ranga ki pota23 soli;
§ri haridasa24 ke svami syama25 biharini26 milfitu?]27?28 haru29 na30 rahyau31 kantha bica32 
auli33.
Folio missing in C
'PH omitted, added in marg.
2F kau; BR, PH ko
3F, H, BR, PH, NCM lapatano; RC lapatanyau
4F ,B R ii added
5F, H tere; I, RC terai; J terai
6I desiyata; NCM, RC dikhiyata
7RC hai added
8A manau; D, I jaisai; F jaise; H omitted, jaisai added in marg.; J manau; BR jaise; RC jaisai
9D -ma- added after -ga-, deleted; H originally after abharana, wordorder emended with numbers
10A, I, NC, RC abharana
"F, H, I, J, BR, NCM, RC omitted
12A kau; F, H, I, J, BR, NCM, RC omitted; PH, NCP ko
13I, J chipavati
14D chipayai; F, I, J, BR, NCM, RC chipai; H chapai emended to chipai; NCP chipaye 
15F chipae; H chapayai emended to chipayai; I, J, RC chipayai; BR chipae; NCM chipaye 
16D, I, J manau; F mano; H omitted, manau added in marg.; RC manau 
17F krsa 
l8RC kahu
l9H anjana replaces original reading 
20H omitted, kahu added in marg.; RC kahu
2ID, F, I, BR, PH, RC sasi; H sasi replaces original reading; NC khisa 
22D, F, BR, NCM, RC surata *
23H potai; I potai 
24BR haridasi
25H syama emended to syama; RC syama
26A kunja°; D, PH °rani; F bihari emended to kunjabihari sec. m.; H, I, J, BR, NC, RC omitted 
27A, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC milata; D milita 
28Added: F, I, J, BR biharani; H, RC biharini; NC biharina 
29A, H, J, BR, PH, NC, RC hara; D haru; F nihari?
30F omitted
31 A, H, BR rahyo; NCP rahau; NCM rahau 
32J bici
33A, D, F, H, I, BR, NC, RC oil; PH boli?
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[kuca gadu]va' jobana maura2 kancuki basa3 (p.c. basana) dhapi4 lai ra[syau5’6 basanta];
gima mandira rupa bagica7 mai8 baithi9 hai1011 [musa lasata];
lcoti12>13 kama lavanya14 bihari jai5 desata16 sa[ba dusa nasata];
aise17 rasika18 sri19 haridasa20 ke svami21 [tina22 lco23 bharana a!24] mili25 hasata.
Folio missing in C
‘A, J, RC gadua; H gaduva; BR gadava 
2H, BR, PH mora
3A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC basana
4H dhaki; RC dhapi
5PH rasyo; NC rakhau
6BR hai added
7NCP bagica
8A, F, I, NC me; D, BR, PH, RC mai 
9I baithi
10A he; D, PH hai; F, H he
1 ‘A vaha added 
l2NC koti 
13F koti added
14J, PH lavani; NCP lavanya 
l5A, I, J, NCP jahi; NCM jahi 
l6I desai; BR dekhe
1?A ese; BR omitted, added inf. lin. ; NCP aise; NCM aisai 
18A -ka omitted, added inf. lin.; BR omitted, added inf. lin. 
l9H omitted, added in marg., sec. m.
20BR haridasi 
21J syama added 
22F ta
23A, D kau; F, BR, PH ko; H, I, J, NC, RC kau 
24A, D, F, J, BR, NC, RC ai; PH ai 
25H prabhu? emended to mili; NC mila
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kunjabihari [kau1 basanta]2 calahu3 na4 desana jahi5;
6nava bana nava nikunja nava pallava7 nava juvatini8 mili9 mahi10; 
bamsl sarasa11 madhura dhuni12 suniyata13 phuli14 angana15 mahi16; 
suni17 haridasa18 prema so19 premahi20 chirakata chaila21 chuvahi22.
Folio missing in C 
'BR, PH ko
2A, I, J, RC sakhi added
3BR calau
4NCP omitted
5D ,H  jahi; NC jahi
6A third line omitted, added in marg.
7D pavallava; PH palava
8A, D, BR, NCP, RC juvatina; PH juvatani; NCM juvatina 
9D, NC mila
10D mahi; NCP mahi; NCM mahi 
1 'A omitted, added sup. lin.
1 2t iF sura 
13F suniyati
14H phule emended to phuli 
15F angani 
16NC mahi
17J, BR, NCM Sri added
ISBR haridasi
19D, H, I, J sau; RC sau
20A, I preme; J, RC premai; NCM pramahi
21A chela
22D, H, J, NC, RC chuvahi
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cali1 ri bhira te2 nyarei3 selai4; 
kunja5 nikunja manju6 me7 jhelai8;
9 panchi10 na11 sahita12 sasi13 na14 sanga15 kou16 tihi17 bana cali18 mili kelai19; 
sri haridasa20 ke svaml syama21 prema22 paraspara23 buka bandana melai24.
Folio missing in C 
'J cala
2A, F, BR te; D, I, J, RC tai 
3H nyare
4A, H khele; D saile; F sese; RC khelai 
5F second line omitted 
6I manja; BR omitted 
7D, RC mai; I, J mai 
®D jhelai; H, PH, NCP jhele 
9Added: A, F, H, J, BR, NCP jaha; I taha 
l0F, H pachi; I, J, NC, RC panchi 
"I, J, PHni
l2F sasa na; H sasi emended to sahita; NCM sanga
l3H sasa, emended to sasi; NCP sakhi
l4F omitted; H, PH omitted, added in marg.
I5F, BR, NCM omitted; RC saga 
l6A, J kauu; F kau 
l7J tihi; NC tihi; RCtiha 
l8D cala
l9D, RC kelai; F, H kele 
20J, BR haridasi
2lAdded: F kunjabiha; H kunjabiari 
22F, H omitted 
23F, H omitted
24D, BR, RC melai; F, H, PH mele
2 3 5
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aba1 kai2 basanta nyarel3 selai4 kahu5 so6 na7 mil i8 sele9’10 rln ten so12;
ducate13 hota14 [kachu15 na16 sa]ca17>18 paiye19 tu20 kahu21 sasi22 so23 mili24 n a 25 meri so26;
desaigi27 ju28 ranga upajaigau29 paraspara30 raga ragini31 [ke]32 phera33 pheri so34;
sri haridasa35 ke svami syama36 kunjabihari raga37 hi mai38 ranga39 rahai40’41 eri42 sau43.
Folio missing in C 
'F ava
2A, H, NC ke; D, F, RC ke; I kai 
3RC nyaril
4A, D, BR, RC khelai; F, H, NCP sele 
5NC kahu
6D mau; H, I, J sau; RC sau
7D, F, H, J, BR, RC omitted
8D, F, RC na added
9D, I, BR, RC selai; J, PH selai
10H ,J,B R na added
1 'I, NC omitted
12A, D, H, I, J, PH, RC sau
13A, D, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC ducite; F ducite
14F bhae; H bhaye; I bhayai; PH hauta
15F, H omitted; RC kachu
16F, H, J omitted
17A, D, F, H, I, J, PH, NC, RC sacu 
l8Added: F na kachu; H na kachu; J na
19A, J, BR, NC paiyata; D paiyai; F, RC paiyata; H, I paiyata; PH paiye 
20H, NC tu; BR omitted 
21 J, BR, NCM kahu 
22H omitted, added in marg.
23D, H, I, J, RC sau
24H, BR, PH, NC mila; RC omitted
25Added: NCM ri; RC mili
26A, D, H, I, J sau; RC sau
21A  dekhaigi; NC dekhaugi
2SA, NC jo
29BR, RC upajaigo; PH upajaigau 
30RC paraspara
3IF, I, J, PH raginini; H ragini; NC, RC raginina 
32J ka4 RC ki
33A, D, I, J, NC, RC phera; F pheri 
34A, D, H, I, J sau; RC sau 
35J, BR haridasi
36H syama emended to syama; PH svama 
37H ranga emended to raga 
38A, F, I, BR, NC me; D, RC mai 
39PH rangu; NCP raiigi
40A rahyo; D upajata; F, H, J, BR upajata; I, NCM upajaigau; NCP rahe; RC upajati 
41RC hai added 
42A, I ye°
43D, RC sau; F, BR, PH, NC so
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raho1 [raho2 bi]hari ju3 men asina4 me5 bulca6’7 melata ho8 [kita9 anjtara hota 10 musa 
avalokana11 kau12;
aura13’14 [bhavati15 tijhari milyau16 cahati17 misi18 kai19 paiya20’21[jago22 pana] pana kau23; 
gavata selata jo susa [upajata]24 su25 to26 koti27 bara28 hai tana lcau29; 
sri haridasa30 ke31 svami 32 ko33 milata34 selata35 ko36’37 susa 38 kaha39 [paiyata]40 hai41 
aisau42 susa43 mana44 kau45.
Folio missing in C.
'A, F, H, I, J, NC, RC rahau; D rahau 
2D, H, I, J, NC, RC rahau 
3F omitted
4A akhina; F, H, I, J asini; PH asini
SA, F, I, BR, PH, NC me; D, J mai; RC mai
6NC buka
7NC bandana added
8A, D hau; F, I, BR, RC omitted
9F, J, RC kata; H kata emended to kita
l0F kata ba added
"D, H, I, J, BR avalokani; F avalokini 
12A, D, F, RC kau; BR, PH k5; NCP me 
13PH ora 
l4F tau added
15 A, NC bhamati; F, BR bhavati 
16A, BR, PH milyo; H, NCM milau 
17D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC cahata; RC vahata 
18A, F, I misu; D, H, NCM, RC misa 
19I, J, NCM kai; PH ke; RC kari
20A paiya; D payya; H paia; I paiya; PH paiya; NCP paiya; RC yaiya emended to paiya
21 [lagau... ] folio missing in I
22A, H, I, J, PH lagau; D, BR, RC lagau; F lago
23F, RC kau; BRko
24D uparajata; H upajai
25J sau; NCM, RC so
26A, D, F, J, BR, NC, RC tau
27NCP kauti; NCM kota
28H bira emended to bara; J, BR, PH baru
29F, RC kau; BRko
30BR haridasi
31A omitted, added inf. lin.
32Added: H syama kinjabihari; J syama 
33A, D, F, J, PH, NC, RC kau; H ko 
34RC milala 
35RC khelasata
36A, D, F, H, J, PH, NC, RC kau 
37H aisau added in marg.
38J aisau added 
39D kaha; F omitted
40A, PH paiyatu; D, F, J, NC paiyata; H paiyai emended to paiyaita sec. m.; BR paiye
4ID hai; H, J, BR, RC omitted
42A esau; F, BR, PH aiso; J omitted
43 J, NCM omitted
44NCP mana added
45A, D, F, H, NCM, RC kau; BR ko
2 3 7
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sodhe1 nhai2 baithi3 pahari4 pata5 sundari6 jaha phulavari7 taha8 susava[ta]9 alakai10;
kara11 nasa sobha kala kesa savarata12 mano13 nava ghana me14 udaghana15 jhalakai16;
bibidhi17 singara18 liye19 agai20>21 thadhi22 priya23 sasi bhayau24 bharu25 ani26 ratipati dala 
dalakai27;
sri haridasa28 ke svami syama29 kunjabihari Id30 chabi31 nirasata32’33 lagata34 nahi35 
[palajkai36.
Folio missing in C and I
'A, NC sodhe; D, RC saudhai; F sodhe; FI saudhe; J saudhai; PFI sodhai 
2D, J, NC, RC nhaya 
3A bethi
4A, BR pahiri; D pahara; FI, NC pahira
5BR pathu
6J, NC, RC sundara
7D phulavavari; F phulavadi; FI, J, NC phulavari 
8RC taho
9A, RC sukhavati; D sukava; F, J, BR sukavati; H sukavata 
10F, H, NC alake
1 'F -ra omitted, added in marg., pr. m.
12A sahmarata; D, H savarata; F, J savarati; NCM samharata; RC savarati
l3A manau; D, J manau; F mano; BR mano; NC mano; RC manau
l4D, J, PFI mai; NC te; RC mai
15A, F, H, J, BR, PH, NC, RC udagana; D udughana
l6F, H, NC jhalake; BR jhalakai ‘
17NC bibidha 
I8H sigara
19A liye; D, RC liyai; J liyal; BR lie; NCP liye 
20A, F, H, NC age; BR age; RC agai
2‘NCM liye added, wordorder emended with numbers to liye age
22A, NCP thadi; D tadhi; NCM thad!
23D priya; BR priye
24A, H, BR, PH bhayo; D bhayau
25A, F bhari; D bhala; RC bhara
26NC ana
27F, H, NC °ke; BR, RC °kai
28J, BR haridasi
29H syama emended to syama
30D, H omitted
31H omitted
32NCP nirakhata
33H chabi added
34F lagati
35A nahi; D, J, NCP nahi; F, H, BR, PH, RC nahi; NCM nahi
36F, H, NC palake; BR palakai
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calau sasi1 kunjabihari s52 mili3 [cita]4 dai5>6 dese7 hama8 u9 (p. c. una) ki bhavati10; 
sundara so11 sundara12 mili selata13 kaise14 dho15 gavatl16; 
aucaka17 ai18 [pari]19 sasi20 taha21 piya22 pai23 (pa)mSya24 capavati25;
sri haridasa26*27 ke svami 28 syama29 ku30 (p.c. deleted ) so31*32 mili podhi33 tana mana 
rafvatl]34.
Folio missing in C and I 
'F, H sasi
2D, H, J sau; RC sau 
3D mila; J, NCM omitted 
4H caitu; BR omitted; NCM citta 
5BR omitted 
6J mili added
7A, J, NC dekhai; D dekhe; F desai; RC daikhai 
8A, F, H, J, BR, NC, RC omitted 
9A, D, H, J, NC una, F uni 
,0BR bhavati; NCM bhamati
1 'D, H, J sau; F omitted; RC sau
12F, J, BR, PH, NC, RC sundari; H sundara emended to sundari 
13F, J selati
14A, BR kaise; D kaisai; J kaisai; RC kaisai
15A, J, PH dho; D, H, BR, NC dhau; F omitted; RC dhau
16A gamati; F, H, J, BR, PH, NC gavati; RC gavatl
17PH ocaka; NCM ocaka
l8NC aya
l9D yari
20D, F, NCP sasi; RC sakhi 
2IFjaha; BRtaha 
22NC piya
23H pai emended to sau; BR, NCM so 
24F paini; H, BR, RC pai; NC paya 
25D, H, J, NC, RC capavati; F pavati 
26J, BR haridasi; NCM haridasi 
27NCMju added 
28NCM so added 
29NCP, RC syama
30A, D, H, J, BR, PH, NC omitted; F added, deleted; RC kunjabihari
3'A, D, RC sau; H, J sau; NCM omitted
32NCM lala te added
33A, D, F, J, NC, RC paudhi; H paudhai emended to paudhi sec. m.
34A, D, F, H, J, BR, NC, RC ravati'
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'radha rasika kunjabihari selata2 phagu3 [saba] juvati4 jana5 kahata6 ho ho7 hori; 
bharata pa[raspara]8 kahu Id 9 (kahu)m§ na sudhi10 hasi11 kai12 mana13 harata14 mo[hana15 
gori16];
kara so17?18 kara ba19 jori20 kati21 so22 kati23 ba24 mori25 [karata26 nrtya27]28 kahu na ruci 
thori;
29£ri haridasa30 ke [svami syama] phirata 31 nyarel32 nyare33 saba sasiyana34 Id dr[sti35 
bacajvata taki36 taba37 son.
Folio missing in C; in I text resumes in line 4 after missing folios
'F Sri added
2RC khelai
3A, F, BR, NC, RC phaga
4NCP, RC juvati
5H mili; NCP jata emended to jana
6F, BR kahati; RC kata
7F, H, BR omitted
8J parasapara
9H na added, deleted
10D sudha
11 A, D, F, J hasi; H hasi replaces original reading
l2A, F ke; D, J kai; H, NCM ke
l3J manu
l4F harati
15D, RC mauhana
16D, J, PH gauri
17A, RC sau; D, H, J sau
l8A ba added, deleted
19A omitted, added
20Hjora emended to joii; RC jori?
21D omitted; NCM kati
22A, H, J, RC sau; D omitted
23D omitted; NCP kati
24J omitted
2SD, H, BR, NC mora; RC mo- (rest of line omitted)
2CF karati; H omitted
21A  nirta
28H karata added
29RC line omitted until <nya>(rai), see variant 25
30BR haridasi
3iD i added
32D nyare; F °i added in marg., sec. m.; RC <nya>(rai) hi
33F omitted, added in marg., sec.m.
34F, H, PH, NCM, RC sasiyani; I sasiyani; J sasi ini
35H dista; I, J drasti; NCM drsti
36J, BR.j NC taka "
37J tava
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navala1 nikunja [graha2 navala] agai3 navala4 5 bina madhya6 raga gauri7 that!8;
[mano9 dasa Indu10] piyusa11 barasata12 susada capala karajavali drsti13 piya14 so15 jati;
rijhi16 rijhi17 piya18 deta19 bhusana basana dama ura rasana dasanani20 dharata21 nirasi22 
saranga kati;
rasada sri haridasa23 bihari24>25 anga anga milata26 atana27 udo28 karata surati29 
arambhatl30.
Folio missing in C
'H, I, J, BR, NC, RC nava; PH nava emended to navala
2D, NCP grha; NCM omitted, grha added inf. lin,, pr. m.
3A, F, PH, NC age; I agai; BR age
4D navala
5F navala added
6I maddhi; BR madhi
7D gauri; J, PH, NCM gori
8D, BR thathi
9D, RC manau; I manau; BR mano; NCP mano emended to mano; NCM mano
10A, I, J, NCP, RC indu; F inda; BR canda
1 ‘I piusa; NC piyusa
l2A, BR barsata; NCP barasata
13H dista; I drasti; NCM drsti; RCdasti
14I, PH; NCP piya; D yiya "
l5A, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC ki; D sau
16NCP rijhi
17D rijhi; NCP rijhi
l8I, NC piya
19F desata emended to deta; NCP deti; RC doti
20I, J, BR, NC dasana
21 D, F, NC dharati; J omitted
22D niravikhi; PH deleted?
23BR haridasi
24NCM bihari emended to bihari
25NCM bihari added
26F omitted
27D atina; I, NCP anata
28D udau; F udau; H, I, J, BR udota; NC udyota; RC udauta
29D, F, H, BR, RC surata; NCP omitted
30F arambhatl
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jhulata dola dou jana thadhe1;
hai2 gata3 jora4 sahita jaisi5 ba6 ja ke7 dadi8’9 gahe10 gadhe11;
bica12 bica13 priti14 rahasi15 rasa16 riti17 k i18 raga raginina19>20 j utha21 badhe;
§ri haridasa22 ke23 svami syama kunjabihari24 raga hi ke ranga ragi25 kadhe.
'A thade
2A ,D ,F , I, J, BR, RC ha; H, NC ha; PH hai
3D, F, H, I, J, BR ghata
4Ijori
5A jaise; D, F, H, I, J, RC j aisau; BR jaiso
6A, H, I, J, BR, NC omitted
7D ke; H, J kau; I, RC kai; BR ko; PH kai; NC ki
8A ran; D dadl; F dad!
9D,'F', H, I,’ J,‘ BR ba added
l0D, I, RC gahai; H gahi; BR gahe; NC gahai
1 'A thade; D gadho; RC gadhe
,2Jbici
13F, Jbici; Hbica
l4RC prita
15H omitted, added in marg.; NCP rahisa
l6H rasi emended to rasa
17D, RC rita
l8H mai added, deleted
19A, I, PH raginini; D raginina; F, J, BR, NC ragini; H raginini; RC raganina
20A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC ke added
21H judha; NCP yutha
22BR haridasi
23D ko
24RC ke added after -ha-, deleted
25F rangani; H ranga; NCP ragi
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jhulata1 dola2 sri [kunjabijhari;
dusari aura3 rasika4 radha bara5 nagari6 navala7 dulari;
rase8 na rahati9 hasati10 kahakaha" kahel2>13 bilabilata14 piya15 bhari;
sri haridasa16 ke svami syama17’18 kahata19 ri20 pyari2i>22 ba23 kai24 rasi haha25 ri.
Folio missing in C
'F omitted
2F jhulata added
3A, D, F, I, PH, NC, RC ora
4F -ka omitted, added in marg.; NCP rasika
5H omitted, added in marg.
6A, D, I nagara; H nagara emended to nagari 
7D -ha- added after na, deleted 
8I rasai
9A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC rahata 
l0A, I, PH, NC, RC hasata; D, F, H, J, BR hasata 
nD, BR, NC kahikahi
l2A kahe; F, PH kaha; H kaha? emended to priya; I, J, BR, NC, RC omitted
13Added: D, I priya; F, J, BR, NCM, RC priya
14D bilata; RC bilabilati
15I, NCP piya; BR priya
i6BR haridasi
17D, F, I, RC syama
1SF kufijabihari added
19F omitted; RC kahati
20F omitted
21F omitted
22RC bali added
23A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC aba 
24A, F, NC ke; D, I, J kai; H, BR ke 
25H, I, NC haha
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[kona1 prakrjti2 tihari3 chiya4 tumah!5 milata [begi6 bhora7 hvai8 ja]ta; 
9athavata10 nimesa hoi11 paha12 phati13 desi[yata14 pa]hili15 sahimata16 hvai jata; 
avata [jata 17 bharau18 para]i19 pitau20 mari21 jata;
sri haridasa22 ke svami23 tuhmarai24 mathai25 trana26 kitau[ka27 susa28 jata].
Folio missing in C
'A, D, I, J, BR, RC kauna 
2D krsnata?; PH, RC prakrta 
3F tuhmara; H tumhari; PH tumahai 
4A, I, NC chiya
5D, I, BR, NCP tumahi; F tume; H tumhai; J tumahi; RC tuhmai 
6D, J, RC bega; NCM begi
7H bhoru
SNC ho
9D second line omitted
10J athauta; NCP atha bana
1 'F piri; H, NC hoy a; PH hota
12A paya; J, BR pahi; NCP yaha; NCM pahu
I3F, H phatata
14F, H desiyati; I desiyata
15F, RC pahali
10A, I, NC sahamata; F, H sahaja mata; J, BR saihaimata; RC sahaju mata
17F, H na added
,8BR, PH bharo
19NCM parau
20PH pito
2lD, NCM mara
22BR haridasi
23Added: F, H syama kunjabihari; NC syama
24A, J, BR, NC tumhare; D tumare; F, RC tuhmarel; H tumharei; I tuhmare; PH tuhmare
25A, BR mathe; D, I, PH mathai; F, NCP mathe; NCM omitted
26A trana emended to tma; D, PH trina; F, H tinu; J, BR, NC, RC tma
27A, PH, NCM kitoka; D kitauka; F, H kitauku; I, J kitau; BR kito
28H susu
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'juva2 kavmi3 baisa4 ldsora5’6 [dou nikasi7] thadhe8 bhaye9 saghana bana tai10;
tana tana11 mai12 basata mana mana me13 lasata sobha14 badhl duhu15 disi16 mano17 
pragata18 bhai19 damini20 ghana ghana te21;
mohana22 gahara23 gambhira24 bidita25 pika barn26 upajata27’28 priya29’30 ke bacana31 te32;
sri haridasa33 ke svami syama kunjabihari aiso34 ko35 mana36 ja37 ko38’39 lagai4041 anata42 
mate43.
Folio missing in C
'In F, H and J the second part of the line from dou, (e dou in J) precedes the first 
2F, H, J, NC juga; I juva
3A, D, I, J, BR, PH, NCP, RC kavani; F kavanlya; H kamanlya; NCP lcavaniya
4F omitted; PH vaisa
5J kisaura
6J e added
7D, NC nikasa
8 A, NC thade
9A, D, F, J bhae
10A, F, H, PH, NC te; BR te; RC tai
1 'PH me emended to tana
l2A, F, H, I, PH, NC me; BR mai
l3D, H, J, PH mai; BR, RC mai
l4D saubha; RC soma
ISD, RC duhu; F, NC duhu; BR duhu
16D, I, PH, NCP, RC disa
l?A, D, I, BR, RC manau; J manau
lsA praghata
19A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC, RC bhai
20D damina; H, NCP damini
2ID, I tai; BR te; RC tai
22D, RC mauhana
23 A gahana
24RC gabhira
25A, I, RC badata
26Fbami
27I, J upajati; PH upajita
28Added: D manau; F, J, NCM mano; H manau, in marg.; I manau; BR mano
29F pika; H piya; I priya
30NCM ju added
3'NCP bacanana
32D, RC tai; I, J tai; BRte
33BR haridasi
34A esau; D, F, H, I, J, RC aisau; NC aiso
35D kau
36F, H, I, J, BR, NCM, RC omitted
37F, H, J, BR omitted
38D, I, NC, RC kau; F, H, J, BR omitted
39I, NCM mana added
40NCP lage
41F, H, J, BR mana added
42D anatana; F, NCM anate; J anatai; BR anate
43D, RC matai; F, J, BR, NCM omitted; H omited, added in marg.; I matal
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Chapter V
A stadai siddhanta and K elim al: 
Annotated translation
The following commentaries have been cited in the translation of AS and KM:
HE Hargulal’s edition (Braj commentary of AS, VS 2028,
AD 1971)
NC Nagaridas’s commentary (Braj commentary of KM, 18th
c. VS)
PC PItambardas’s commentary (Braj commentary of KM,
18th c. VS)
RC RadhaSarandas’s commentary (Braj commentary of KM,
19th c. VS)
SMC Svami Sri Haridas Sangit Mahotsav’s commentary
(Hindi commentary of KM, AD 1973)
TC Tulsidas’s commentary (Braj commentary of AS, VS
2009, AD 1952)
For further information about NC, PC, RC and BC see chapter VII.
I have also consulted Growse’s translation of AS. Indeed since his English is much 
more idiomatic and poetic than mine could ever hope to be, I have used his wording in 
some instances where his interpretation coincided with mine and his language was not 
too christianised or outdated.
2 4 6
AS 1
As you keep one, just so one remains1, oh2 Hari;
And were I unthinkingly3* 4 to set foot somewhere else whose tracks would I follow5? 
Even should I want to do what pleases my mind6, how could I7 hold and keep it? 
Haridas8 says: like9 a bird10 in a cage, which remained fluttering11 despite all its attempts 
to fly12.
'The idea of the individual’s total dependence on god is expressed with almost identical words in Sur’s 
jaisai rakhahu taisai rahau (see Snell 1991b, p. 88).
2hau here is a vocative particle rather than a form of the verb ho-.
3The interpretation of acarace is problematic. SBBhK gives three meanings of acamce: ‘not venerated’, 
‘silent’ and ‘ indiscriminately’(acarcit, apujit, bina puja ke; cupcap and bina pahcane, bina bhed jane). My 
translation is based on the third of these, despite the fact that this line is quoted in SBBhK as the example 
for the first. TC and HE gloss acarace with ‘without/against one’s wish’ (iccha ke bina/pmtikul): caica 
nam vicar kau hai, na carca acarca. acarce nam apke vicar arthat iccha ke bina (TC); apki iccha ke pratildil 
(HE). BC reads acarace as representing carca: aursiddhanta ki to carca hi matkaro. Growse translates: ‘If
I would shape my course in any different fashion, tell me whose tracks could I follow’.
4MSS A, BR, PH; B, D, F, I and J add kaho/°au (see variant 18). This interpolation is supported by a 
large number of relatively independent MSS; however, it is of explanatory character and does not really
contribute to the sense. Moreover it might have been a poetic hyper-correction aimed at lengthening this
extremely short line, and enhancing the alliteration of k-.
5The use of the absolutive rather than the 1st p. subj.-pres. here is probably due to the rhyme.
6mana bhayau as a synonym of mana ko rucnevala, ‘pleasing the mind’ is attested in SS.
7My translation is based on the reading of G: kaii rasau hau pakari. MSS A, B, D, F, I, J and BR add
sak5/°au/°au jo/jyau tuma, read rasau/°o instead of rasau, and omit hau (see variants 35, 36, 37). The
translation of this reading, which is also semantically possible, would be: ‘you have seized and kept me’.
8The interpolation of the honorific hi, suggested by MSS B, F, I, J and BR (see variant 39) is evidently a 
sectarian hypercorrection.
9The reading lo/°o/°au of MSS A; B; D, F, I, J and BR (see variant 43) is attested as a synonym of jyau
‘in the way in which; just as; like’ in SS.
10Literally: ‘like a creature in a cage’, the gloss ‘bird’ is determined by the following udive.
nThe readings tadaphadai/tarapharai/tarapharaya/tapharai of MSS A; B, F, I; D, J and BR (see variant 44) 
with their meaning ‘to toss about, to be restless; to flounder; to writhe’ (see OHED) convey the same idea 
(expressed also by phataphataya) of the anxiety of the bird which cannot escape lfom the cage.
12Literally: ‘having done however much in order to fly’, kitou here is used rhetorically.
2 4 7
AS 2
No one has any power, all happens by your grace, Bihari-Biharim; 
The rest is falsehood and illusion, why speak [of it]? It is defeat1.
To him who loves you, show love, source2 of all happiness;
Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari are the support of life3.
‘The use of the verbal noun haiini here is determined by the rhyme.
2Both forms kamni and adhai'ani are presumably an accommodation for the rhyme.
iprana-adhara is glossed in SBBhK with pranadhar, which means literally ‘support of life’, and
metaphorically ‘husband, beloved’ (see OHED).
2 48
AS 3
At times the mind strays, [but] what joy1 is greater than this2 now?
There are many different traps3, keep4 it in restraint5, or you will find unhappiness;
Bihari is lovely as myriads of cupids, looking6 at him one obtains all happiness and is 
kept in countenance7;
May I remain8 constantly gazing at the wondrous faces of Haridas’s sovereigns Syama 
and Kunjabihari.
'Dittography of su- in MS J (see variant 8).
2I have translated ya te as part of the comparative expression. Its alternative interpretation ‘therefore’ is 
semantically inferior in this context.
3 ghata as a form of ghata is attested in SBBhK. My translation is based on the interpretation of HE: anek 
prakarki pralobhan rupi ghat. TC, BC and Growse read ghata as ‘means’: ghata nam dav athva upay kau 
hai, bahut bhati ke upayan sau (TC); sab prakar se samjha bujhakar (BC); ‘discipline it in every 
way’(Growse).
There are no further occurrences of ghata in AS; it appears in KM 69 as a rhyme-word with the meaning 
‘stratagem’, cf. note 8 to KM 69.
4In this context the imperative makes better sense than the perf. ptc., suggested by MSS A, B, F, I, J, PH 
and BR (see variant 14).
5an/as a synonym of dabav is attested in SBBhK. Similar is Growse’s interpretation: ‘keep it under’. The 
commentaries seem to gloss ani as derived from the verb a(n)< man kau in  bihanji ke caranan me 
lagayau (TC); yadi.„.man ko is ras madhuii me nahi lagaoge (BC); yaki mahamadhur ras me dubai ke 
rakhyau (HE).
There are no further occurrences of ani in AS; it appears twice in KM: in KM 71.3, where it is a form of 
the verb 'a- (cf. note 9 to KM 71), and in KM 103.2, where it is a form of the f. n. an ‘charm’ (cf. note 8 
to KM 103).
6The interpretation of muhacuhi is problematic. It is attested as a f. n. meaning paraspar dekha-dekhi, 
literally: ‘looking at each other’, in SK, and as a synonym of dig mama ‘to boast, to brag; to be 
vainglorious’ in SS. Most commentaries follow the sense given in SK: muhacuhi arthat sammukh drsti se 
drsti jor darian kau sukh leta (TC); inbihmi-bihariniju ke ati bicilia iiimukhcandran kau paraspar 
mGhacuhi ke sarvopari sukh kuniharai hai (HE). BC interprets muhacuhi as a synonym of vacha ‘desire, 
longing’: lok evain lokottar me jitne bhi sukh hai ve sab kotikamlavanya iri bihaii j i  se sukh ke liye 
muhacuhi yani vacha kaite hai. Growse translates: ‘and Pleasure and all delights dwell in his presence’.
7The gloss of rusa rahata is questionable. I have translated it on the model of the combination of rukha 
and the transitive counterpart of rahna, rakhna, which means ‘to keep the face towards, to show 
continuing favour’ (see OHED). BC ignores it. TC and HE read rukh hye: apki ms bye arthat apki mci 
ke anusar sakhijan sevan kaiai hai (TC); rukh hye sadakal lar-laravai hai (HE). For Growse see above.
sThe imperative of rah-, suggested by MSS B and F (see variant 29) is also semantically possible; 
however there is not enough manuscript evidence for this reading.
2 4 9
AS 4
Worship Hari, worship Hari, do not desert him, value1 your birth as a man2; 
Do not wish3, do not wish for even the least particle of wealth;
It will come to you unsought as one eyelid4 droops5 upon the other6;
Haridas says: when7 death comes, wealth8 is left behind alone.
‘I have followed BC and HE in my translation of mani nara tana kau, which stresses that human birth 
affords a unique opportunity for sadhana: ye bhajan ekmatra manav deh sd hi bani sakai hai (HE); yah 
manavjivan prabhu ki amulya den hai (BC). TC and Haynes gloss mani as ‘pride, arrogance’: nara tana 
kau mana arthat manusya deh kau abhiman chor k a i; ‘and forget the arrogance of the human body’; 
Growse translates: ‘nor desert him out of regard for thy mortal body*.
2Haplography of na- in MS J, because of previous na-, see variant 6.
3bahchai is presumably second rather than 3rd p. subj.-pres., since the latter would bring about an 
unnecessary and awkward change of subject (cf. the 2nd p. imperatives in the first line). The reading 
bahche/bache of MSS A and F (see variants 10 and 13) is grammatically superior, since -e is usually the 
ending for 2nd p., ai- being the ending for 3rd p. subj.-pres.
4I have followed Growse in translating palu lagata palu kau literally rather than as the idiom pala lag- — 
mnda ana, ‘to feel sleepy’ (see SS). This image can be interpreted as referring to the spontaneity with 
which the upper eyelid closes on the lower eyelid.
5MSS B, I, J, BR; D and F read lagai/0ar/°e, see variant 23. About the functional overlap of subj.-pres. 
and general pres, see III 6.3.2.1.
6The rhyme pattern -na kau is not maintained in this line. No MS suggests a reading correcting this 
inconsistency (see variant 25).
7The reading kyau/°o of MSS F and BR (see variant 30) is semantically inferior.
8BC interprets this image as referring to the similar nature of wealth and death: wealth is like death for 
man: paramartha-path ke pathiko ke liye dhan mrtyu ke sadr§ paramarthik plan ko haran kamevala bahi 
hai.
2 5 0
AS 5
Oh Hari, there is no1 destroyer2 like me, and no sustainer like you, a contest has arisen 
between you and me;
Whoever wins, whoever loses, still3 do not give up the combat4;
The wondrous games of your illusion5 beguile sages6, [even] the cunning7 are deceived 
by its feints8;
Haridas says: I won and you lost, but even so there is no conclusion9.
'ko functioning as the indefinite pronoun kol is attested in SBBhK. In this meaning the reading ko of 
MSS A and BR (see variants 5 and 9) is more straightforward.
2Both bigarana and sabatana are here verbal nouns functioning as verbal agent (see Snell 1991b, p. 16).
3The formpim  is not attested. This translation is based on the emendation para, supported by MSS A, D 
and I (see variant 19).
4bad!as ‘combat’ is not attested. However, this is the meaning given by the commentaries, presumably 
derived from the verb bad- ‘to wager, to be joined (as combat, rivalry)’ (see OHED), or badabadi 
‘rivalry, contestin’ (see Platts): hod tutaigi nah! (TC); apne hor...na chorike nibhate hi rahiyd (HE);
‘there is no breaking of the condition’ (Growse).
5MSS A, F, J and BR add pasari (see variants 23 and 24) ‘to spread out, to expand, to extend’ (see 
OHED). This variant is a possible alternative in the case of MSS F and BR, which read tuma rather than 
tuhmaii(see variant 22), but is grammatically inferior in the case of MSS A and J, where the sentence has 
no subject (pasar- is a vt.).
6My translation is based on the reading muni, supported by MSS A, I, J and BR (see variant 26). The text 
of the second pada of the third line is evidently corrupt. This transpires through the lemmata as well: muni 
suni kake bhule kor (TC); sura muni kake bhule kod (HE); suni muni kake bhule kod (Haynes); muni 
kake bhule kor (Growse). suni muni, sura muni and muni suni are not supported by any of the MSS 
collated by me; they have presumably resulted from contamination, whereby scribes have compared MSS
which read suni/sura with MSS which read muni, and have included both of them for the effect of the
assonance of -ni. Between suni and muni, the latter is semantically superior in this context. It is poetically 
superior as well, since it brings about alliteration of n>, but this argument cannot be conclusive.
7kake is not glossed in any of the commentaries. My translation is based on the meaning ‘a cunning 
fellow’ for kdka, given in OITED.
skom as a synonym of paitia ‘feint, dodge’ (see OHED) is quoted in SBBhK. The example it gives from 
Sursagar connects kora again with bhul- : koia bhule gora thaiatharane. BC and HE gloss kauda with god 
Tap’: ham jiv  to ya maya Id god me hi baipie hai (HE); ham to maya ke god me hai (BC).
9The readings toda, suggested by MSS A, D, F, I, J, BR and PH (see variant 37) and koda of MSS A, B, 
D, F, I, J, BR and PH (see variant 28) are poetically better, because they preserve the rhyme-pattem. 
toda as a synonym of nipatara ‘completion; settlement, conclusion’ is attested in SBBhK.
251
AS 6
Oh worshipper1, this choice is good:
Waver not in mind, enter into profound meditation, be not an adversary2;
Do not wander from door to door [or seek] your father’s door3, do not be blind4; 
Haridas says: what the creator causes5, comes to pass - even immovable Meru moved6.
’The commentaries gloss bande as derived from banda ‘servant, slave’ (see OHED), rather than from die 
verb band- aradlma kama, pranam kama ‘to worship’ (see SBBhK): he bande, manusya tanu dhaii jan 
(TC); he blial (BC). Growse and Haynes translate it as an address but with the meaning of band-: ‘O ye 
faithful’ (Growse); ‘worshippers’ (Haynes). Cf. note 9 to KM 94. This verse shows a number of Persio- 
Arabic loanwords: bande, asatiyara and pidara. For further examples of Persio-Arabic loanwords in 
Haridas’s poetry see III 3.
2 agala as ‘opponent, adversary’ is cited in Platts. TC glosses it with ‘prior, previous, before’: agala arthat 
pahile jaise anek yonin me bhatakyau; BC with anyatha ‘otherwise, contrarily; contrary’: anyatha jane la 
cesta mat kavo; Growse translates: ‘be not stragglers’; Haynes renders: ‘don’t be apart from this’.
3I have followed BC and TC in reading pidara dam as semantically belonging to the first pada of the line, 
implying that the real bonds are not worldly attachments, but the ties man creates with god: pita ke dvam 
pai mat phirai. arthat aiso kar jo  pita mata kau dvar na dekhnau padai arthat janma mamn se chutve kau 
upay fear (TC); mata pita samsank a§a (BC). Growse connects pidam dara with na hohu adhala in a rather 
Christian interpretation ‘nor be in doubt as to your own father’s door’.
4The unnasalised form adhala of MS G is an accommodation for the rhyme, cf. variant 14.
5Both kiya and huva are KhB rather than Braj forms. MS F (and MS BI) read kaii su bhal ; MS J gives 
bhaya (see variants 17 and 19).
6The perf. ptc. cala is probably used rhetorically here in what is effectively an implied conditional.
Growse gives a different interpretation of the last line: ‘what is God’s doing, is as fixed as Mount 
Sumeru has become’.
2 5 2
AS 7
Set your affection on the lotus-eyed1, in comparison with whose love all love seems 
insipid,
Or set your affection on the company of saints, through which2 all the sins3 of your soul 
may depart4.
The love of Hari is like the [durable] dye of the madder plant, and the love of the world 
is like the dye5 of saffron that lasts only two6 days;
Haridas says: set your affection on Bihari, and know7 that he is the sustainer8 of the 
soul for ever9.
’All the commentaries read kamala nena as a bahuviihi compound, referring to Krsna.
2jyau in the meaning jisse is attested in S§.
3Theform kilibisa is not attested. My translation is based on the reading kalamasa, suggested by MSS D, 
I, J and BR (see variant 21).
Ajai here is 3rd p. subj.-pres. rather than the stem (see Snell 1991b, p. 11).
5MSS F, J and BR omit ranga (see variant 33). rahga here is of explanatory character and may have been 
a later addition; on the other hand its omission may have resulted from prosodic hypercorrection aimed at 
shortening this excessively long line.
6dutlya as a synonym of do is attested in SBBhK.
7Growse reads Bihari as the subject of jani: ‘and he knowing your heart will remain with you forever’.
8The form nibahu as agent of the action = nirvah kamevala is attested in SBBhK.
9This translation is based on the reading ora, suggested by MSS F, I and BR (see variant 44), which is 
semantically superior compared to aura. This is the reading of the commentaries as well: ora nam anta tak 
jikau nam jivkau hit, nibahu nam nibahvevare (TC); ekmatra prem kamevale ffi biharlju hi anta tak j iv  se 
prem ka nirvah karte hai (BC), for Growse see above, note 6.
253
AS 8
Like a straw in the power of the wind;
As [it] pleases1 just so it blows [the straw] away and casts it down at a caprice; 
Such are the realm of Brahma, the realm of Siva and other realms;
Says Haridas: I kept on reflecting and did not see2 anyone like3 Bihari.
‘The reading bhavai, suggested by MSS B, F, I, J and BR (see variant 7) is a synonym of cahai and has 
the same prosodic value.
2This translation is based on the readings desyau/°o; dekhau (if analysed as perf. rather than imp.), 
suggested by MSS F, J; BR; B, D and I (see variant 20). There is strong manuscript support for this 
reading and the transitive dekh- is semantically superior in this context. The variant of MSS B, D and I, 
dekhau, can be interpreted as imperative as well; the use of an imperative in this context is also 
semantically plausible. The reading dlthau of MSS G and PH would translate: ‘it appears through 
reflection’.
3There are two possible versions of the last line, and two alternative interpretations of jasa. My translation 
is based on the reading of MS BR: bicara rahyo na dekhyo bihari jasa (see variants 19, 20, 21 and 22). 
This reading is supported also by MS BI and is semantically superior in the general context of this stanza, 
which is concerned with security and protection. Growse renders jasa as a form of jaisa as well: ‘This is 
my conclusion, I have seen none such as Bihari’. The commentaries gloss jasa: as derived from ya&a: 
hamne acchi tarah bicar ke dekh hyau id in lokan me sri bihaii ju kau yas nah! hai (TC); M  bihaii se 
ananya sambandha sthapit kiye bina kisi M sthayi kiiii aksunna nahi rah said j BC); hibihar! j i  maharaj id 
ananya saianagati ke bina samyakprakar sarvopari nitya jasakahu kohohi nai sakai hai (HE).
2 5 4
AS 9
In the ocean of existence there are men, fish, crocodiles, alligators and other creatures1 
of numerous kinds2;
The wind of the mind spreads the net of love;
Avarice is the cage, the avaricious are divers who break the four goals of life into 
pieces3;
Haridas says: only those souls have crossed who remained seizing the feet of the son of 
bliss4.
‘The allusion of the first line is open to interpretation (except for the reading of MS B, where mina is 
evidently a metaphor for men, since nakra and magaia are omitted, see variants 2 and 3). The image of 
the sea of worldliness is very common in bhakti poetry, cf. for example Stir’s stanza abakai natha mohi 
udhari, in which the crocodile of Kamdev, the fish of the senses, the waterweeds of infatuation, the 
waves of greed, the winds of anger, vanity, pride and longing are all components of the bhava ambunidhi 
(see Snell 1991b, p. 84). Similar images, but in a completely different context and with different 
connotation, appear in KM 57, which pictures the waves of desire in the pond of Krsna’s heart, and the 
crocodile o f Radha’s anger.
The commentaries interpret the metaphor here in different ways: HE simply enumerates the various 
creatures (as I have done in my translation): samsar sagar ke jal-thal me manusya, pasu, paksi, ananta 
prakai' kl banavat ke j iv  hai; BC and TC read fish, crocodiles and alligators as metaphors for men who 
have different power: bhav samudra me manusya min, nakra, magar M tarah samskarvas rahta hai (BC); 
samsar samudra hai aur manusya min hai. jaise min cancal hai taisai hi manusya kau man cahcal hai... aw  
koi manusya nakra hai arthat min jo  nibal hai tinkau dukh dey hai. aw  koi unme se bhi prabal hai te magar 
hai (TC); ‘Man is like a fish in the ocean of the world, and other living creatures of various species are as 
the crocodiles and alligators’ (Growse).
2The form bandasi is not attested. On the basis o f the meaning ‘list, inventory’ attested in Platts for banda, 
I have interpreted it rather freely as a synonym for the expected sense bahu bhati. Growse glosses 
bandasi as ‘species’ (see above); TC as racna ‘creation’: jivani Id bandasi arthat racna hai; BC as sthiti 
‘situation’: isi prakar aw  bhi bahut jivo Id sthiti hai (BC); HE as banavat ‘nature’ (see above). A 
comparison to khanda (= khanda?) shows that a shift from retroflex to dental consonant might have taken 
place here and therefore bandasi might be related to banda ‘maimed, defective, crippled’ (see MW). 
bandasi could also be interpreted as ‘fastened, enclosed’ but the ocean image does not accommodate this 
gloss.
Neither of these glosses accounts for the ending -si. The other rhyme-words present the same problem.
3My translation is based on the reading khanda, suggested by MSS A, B, J, BR and PH (see variant 15). 
It is supported by a number of relatively independent MSS; moreover the form sain is not attested. I have 
followed the commentaries in interpreting khanda as a form of khanda: ek padartha kau khanda tako Hi 
khanda prapta hoy to hay [sic] hai. pinna padartha tau hu nahimilai (TC); cardpadarthan ke ananta piakar 
so tukre kari-kaiike (EtE); ‘and the four objects of life as four compartments of the cage’ (Growse). 
Haynes translates khanda as connected to khodna ‘to dig’: ‘the greedy are like pearl divers digging up 
the four aims [of man]’.
4Since nanda means not only ‘son’, but is the name of the foster-father of Krsna, another possible 
translation of ananda nandasi would be ‘the delight of Nanda’, This might perhaps explain the ending -si 
as a remnant of the gen. ending -sya for m. n  in -a in Sanskrit. The commentaries do not acknowledge 
this possibility, since the name of Nanda is clearly connected with Vraja lila, and the sect claims its 
uniqueness on the basis of its single-minded concentration on the nikuhja lila (see note 9 to KM 52 and I 
1.2 and 1.4.
2 55
AS 10
Why are you lazy in Harris praises, Death roams about and aims1 his arrows;
He knows nothing of suitable and unsuitable time2, he roams3 riding4 on [your] 
shoulder5.
So what if you have accumulated pearls and many jewels, and elephants are tied up at 
your gate?
Haridas says: though a woman in finery awaits you in the palace, nothing helps when 
the darkness6 of the end arrives.
'The nasalised form of sadh- ‘to point, to aim’ is attested in SS.
2Dittography of kubera in MS PH (see variant 7).
3The reading rahata/rahatu, suggested by MSS B, D and I (see variant 11), might be a poetic 
hypercorrection aimed at avoiding the repetition of pbivata (cf. previous line).
4I have followed BC and HE in my interpretation of cadhyau: pratyek pram ke kandhe par savarhai (BC); 
tumhare kandha pai hi baithyau hai (HE). TC and Growse read cadhyau as referring to the bow of Death: 
kal... nitkadhe pai carhyau rakhyauhai (TC); ‘but has ever his bow on his shoulder’ (Growse).
5sam sadhe in MS F is obviously miscopied from the previous line (see variants 12 and 13). The reading 
of MS B, nita (see variant 12), is semantically possible, and prosodically of equal value; however, it is 
not supported by any other MS.
6The f. n. adha in the meaning adhem is attested in SBBhK. The ending -e of adhe is either an emphatic 
suffix or an accommodation for the rhyme.
2 5 6
AS 11
See1 the attachment2 of these people;
They do not perceive Harris lotus-feet, wasting their life in falsehood;
When3 Yama’s4 messenger comes and confines them, he does what pleases5 him6; 
Haridas7 says: one is immortal8 only when one’s attention is drawn9 to Kunjabihaii.
'The 1st p. subj.-pres., suggested by MS J (see variant 1) is semantically inferior in this context.
2I have interpreted lavani as a verbal noun of lav-, a synonym of lagana (see OHED), in the meaning ‘to 
attach, to apply (the mind to)’. This is the gloss of die commentaries as well: in samsarik manusya Id 
lavani arthat asatya samsar ke vyavahar me kitnl asakti hai (TC); ye log ksan bhangur parartho la piiti me 
badhkai'(BC); in loganki asakti (HE). Growse translates: ‘See the cleverness of these people’. The form 
lavani is attested in SS and SBBhK as derived from lavanya ‘savour, charm’ (see OHED), but this 
etymology would be semantically inferior in this context.
3MSS D, F and BR omit taba (see variant 15) and jaba (together with MS J, see variant 25). This 
omission might have resulted from prosodic hypercorrections to cut down the length of the third and the 
fourth lines to the 28 matras of the second line.
4The reading jaba of MS F (see variant 11) is semantically inferior in this context.
5bhavani here is a verbal noun of bhav- ‘to be approved of, or liked, to seem good to’ (see OHED).
6apu as a synonym of apna is attested in S§.
7Haplography of ha- in MS BR (see variant 21), presumably influenced by previous kahi.
8This translation is based on the reading cirajivai/ °ai; cimjivai of MSS BR, F; B and I (see variant 24); 
the 3rd p. subj.-pres. makes better sense in this context than the imperative. Alternatively, one could 
analyse cirajivau as an extended form of the adj. chajiva rather than as a verbal form.
9I have interpreted citavani as a verbal noun of cita- (=cetana ) ‘to draw one’s attention, to remind’ (see 
OHED). This is the gloss of BC, HE and Growse as well: jab turn M  bihaii ko citta me sthapit kar loge\ 
jab M  kunjabihaii tumhare cit me bhallbhati ai jayege (HE); ‘who has taken Kunj-bihari to his soul’ 
(Growse). Alternatively, citavani could be interpreted as a rhyme form of citvani ‘look, glance’; tins is the 
rendering of TC: kunjabihaii ko citvan karege, or of cetavni ‘a warning: caution; a reminder’ (see 
OHED), especially as cetavni is a genre name for such verses, whose aim is to remind the worldly of the 
sadhana.
2 5 7
AS 12
Feel love with dedicated heart; with an earthen pot1 in your hand, sweep the lanes of 
Vrndavana.
String with your hand a rosary of gunja berries from Vrndavana and its forests2 and 
groves.
As a cow [watches] her calf and a doe its fawns3 and does not look4 at5 anybody else at 
all,
[Fix your mind6] on Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari as [a milkmaid 
concentrates] on a milk-pail7 on her head.
'The earthen pot is a symbol of giving up worldly possessions and taking the path of ascetic life.
2bana is omitted in MSS J and BR (see variant 11), the second bana in MSS B, F and BR (see variant 
14), and hatha in MSS F and BR (see variant 15). I have opted not to include the second bana, since it 
does not contribute to the sense. It cannot be proven whether the first bana and hatha are original 
readings, or prosodic ‘fillers’.
3MSS I, J and BR add mrga before sutana on the model of gau sutana (see variant 23). This reading 
would establish an inner symmetry in the first pada of the line and lengthen this relatively short line; 
however these arguments work both in favour and against such an emendation.
4joham is presumably a rhyme form of the verbal noun johani.
$tana here is the ppn. ‘towards’.
6The majority of MSS: A, B, D, F, I, J and BR read so dtta jyau sira para dohanl (see variant 31). 
However, so cita is probably a secondaiy reading of explanatory character, aimed at deciphering this 
cryptic line.
7The commentaries gloss this simile identically: one should not forget Syama and Kunjabihari whatever 
one is doing, just as the milkmaids, carrying milk, talk to each other, but do not lose their concentration 
on the milk-pail: tin me aise citta ko lagave jaise koi gujii dudh id bhaii dohni kau mathe pai’ diiarkai calai 
hai, ta samai sanga Id sakhina so bate hu kard ja y  hai marga hu dekhta jay  hai parantu man dolml me hi 
lagrahyau hai (TC); jaise kahu ke mastak pai dudh Id dohnl rakkhl hoi hai, vako man va dohinl me hi 
aiso lagyau rahai hai, jokiapne sahgavaren teanek bathukarai hai tauhu vako man dohni te nai hatai hai 
(HE); usl prakar lagaye rakho jis  par mastak par ghara dharan kamevall paniharine bat bhi kaitl jatl hai 
pai’ dhyan ghare me hota hai (BC). Growse translates: ‘be your meditation on them as well balanced as a 
milk pail on the head’.
2 5 8
AS 13
Just such1 is all the sport of Hari.
The world is pervaded by mirage, nowhere is there seed or flower2.
The intoxication of wealth, youth and power is like a clod3 [thrown] amidst birds.
Hari das says: I know4 this with my heart, [it is] like5 a meeting at a place of pilgrimage6.
‘For a discussion on Haridas’s use of relative-correlative constructions see III 1.
2The second pada of the second line is obscure. I have followed the commentaries in interpreting bijaumu 
as a form of bijala ‘having seed or grain’ rather than as a form of bijar ‘a bull, a stallion’ (see OHED). 
vela is productive of meanings connected with growth, and is used here in this general sense, bijauiau na 
vela develops the image of the mirage: the world is like a waterless desert in which there is no seed or 
plant. All commentaries supply an explanation of the rather cryptic mula, most of them connecting 
bijaurau bela with the concept of happiness: neither in the beginning nor in the end of worldly activities 
there is happiness; the seed or plant of happiness is nowhere in the world: ya samsar kau bijori arthat blj 
aur bel kachu bhi nahi hai (TC); samsar ke kisl paiaiihampl blj athva pratiphalit bel me kihcit sukh Id 
gandha bhi nahi hai. arthat samsarik karya ke na to prarambha me aur na usse pratiphalit honevale phal 
me koi sukh hai (BC); yamekahu sukh kona to bljM haina bel hi hai. arthat jagat me kachuk paude bljte 
paidahoi hai, kachun ki bel lagi jai hai. jab do no hi nai [sic] hai, tab sukhrupl phal prapta hoibe Id bat M 
kaun kahi sakai hai (HE).
3A11 commentaries interpret dela as derived from [* della-] ‘lump, piece, clod’ (see OHED): wealth, youth 
and power are transient just like birds which disperse when a clod is thrown at them: jitne ye mad hai 
titne sab ksan bhahgur hai, jaise pahchln kau samuh baithau hoy aur yame ek del phaik deu to sab ur jay  
yahl bhati sab mad ksan matra me nasta hai jay  hai (TC); ai&varya yauvan evam rajymad usl prakai• ksan 
bhangur hai jis prakar paksiyd ke samuh me ek del ke phek dene se sabke sab phurra se ur jate hai (BC); 
ye sab mad nek dhakka pai hi aise uri jai hai jaise anek panchi ek dell ke pheldbe te hi phurra uii jai hai 
(HE), dela is also attested as a synonym of ullu in SBBhK. Probably this meaning is the basis for 
Growse’s translation: ‘are all like the crow among birds’.
4The imperative jano/°au, suggested by MSS A; B and F (see variant 19) may be semantically superior 
to the subj.-pres. reading of MS G, because of the strong formulaic admonitory ring of the phrase yahai 
jiya jan-. Cf. Sursagar 2.7 (Snell 1991b, p. 84).
5This translation is based on the reading ko/°au sau mela, suggested by MSS A, BR, PH; B and D (see 
variant 20).
6The commentaries explain that the simile stresses the transience of worldly things: contacts made at a 
pilgrimage place last only until the end of the pilgrims’ stay there: jaise parva me tlrtha me anek jagah ke 
manusya ekatra aikemilal hai aur ek ek do do din me jo  jaha so ayau hai taha calau ja y  hai. yahl prakar ya 
samsar kau natau alpa kal kau hai (TC); samsarik sambandha usl prakai’ asthayl hai jis  prakar tlrtha par 
mile hue vyakti ka vichoh avafyamev ho jata hai (BC); mayik-sukh-sambandha ku aise jano jaise tlmth 
pai anek thauran te yatii aike ekatrit hoi, pai’aspai’ prembhav banai leval hai kintu do-car din me hi sab 
apne apne ghar cale jai hai [sic] (HE).
2 59
AS 14
You make the false appear true, oh clever Hari;
Day and night [you] keep on weaving and unravelling the ocean of illusion. 
[You] have formed1 the woman2, but [she]3 is shrewder4 than the purusa5. 
Listen, [says] Haridas: I know6 this with my heart, it is like awareness in sleep7.
‘MSS F reads nau for kau (see variant 17) and MS J gives nama for hai (see variant 18). If one accepts 
the reading nau/°ma the translation would be: ‘You have fashioned the woman and given her a name’. 
Like F, MS BI also reads mihiri  nau hai, but ko is added in margin pr. m.
2The form mihaii is attested in S§.
The commentaries read mihaiias a metaphor for maya: tumhaii mihari jo  maya hai (TC); maya liipi patnl 
(BC); apki maya itek jabai'adasta balvan hai (HE).
3BC and HE gloss agara as referring to mihaii: apne apnl mayarupi patni ka thatbat apne se bhi adhik 
banakar is piakar digdai’Mt kara diya hai ki ap se adhik apki maya ka log mahatva dete hai (BC); apki 
maya itek jabardasta balvan hai, ki ap te hu adhik prabhavsali [sic]...(HE); TC connects agara with 
purusa: he purus! te arthat tumhaii mihaii jo  maya hai take dvain apne yah thath vi§va banay kai 
dharyau...apki satta se yah samsar hai so ap bare agar aithat catur hau. Growse translates: ‘Though thou 
affectest the woman in form and name, thou art more than man’, and explains that ‘the god’s illusive 
power, or Maya’ rather than god himself is addressed in this stanza.
4agara as a synonym of catnra ‘shrewd, clever’ is attested in SBBhK.
5purusa works on two levels: lhe literal ‘man, husband’ as opposed to ‘woman,wife’; and the theological, 
referring to the supreme being and source of the universe.
6About the choice of an imperative or a subj.-pres. interpretation of janau (cf. variant 26) see note 4 to 
AS 13.
7The commentaries explain the metaphor of sleep: the world has the deceptive ‘realness’ of dreaming: 
jaise manusya sotau bhayau svapna me jagivau dekhaiparantu vah jagnau mithya hai kydki vastav me to 
soy In rahyo hai. aise hi yah samsar satyavat pradt hotau bhayau vastav me mithya hai (TC); jis  tarah 
svapna me prapta sampatti ka jagepar koi astitva nahi rahta, tadvat in mayik vastuo la mrp maricika par 
satat vicarte laho (BC); jaise sapne me jivjagiit sadrs dekhte bhayau vako saco manai hai, akh khulibe pai 
phir kahu kachu nai dikhai hai taise In log supanvatya jagat ku saco mani rahe hai (HE).
2 6 0
AS 15
Having tried worldly love I have found that there is no one [to forge] a bond1 with; 
From king to pauper2 no opposition of [one’s] own nature3 has succeeded.
The days of many births have passed, may no more pass4 thus;
Haridas says: I have found a good friend in Bihari, may everyone attain5 him likewise6.
'The interpretation of the second pada of the first line is problematic. The commentaries gloss gad as 
related to gath ‘a knot; a fastening; a contract, agreement’ (see OHED) and explain that there is no one in 
the world to tie the knot of hue love: jagat me gad kau kou nahi hai, jaso piiti M gath badh jay  aisau kou 
nahi (TC); jagat me bisuddha saci priti ki gativaro kou nai milai hai (HE); ‘there is no real accord’ 
(Growse). gad  as a form of gath is attested in S& and SBBhK. Cf. also note 3 to KM 24.
2MSS A; B; F, J and BR add dekhe/°a/°e (see variant 10). This reading brings about a certain symmetry 
between the first and second lines; however it may have resulted from prosodic hypercorrection aimed at 
equalizing the length of the second and third lines, and it does not contribute to the sense significantly, so 
I have opted against such an emendation.
3I have followed the interpretation of prakiti,..kou in BC and HE according to which human beings do not 
manage to maintain hue love because of the selfishness of their nature: apni prakrtijanya ahamanyata [sic] 
ke vasibhut hone ke karan pnti ka nirvah koi kar nahi pata (BC); yah jiv  apni prakrti so bhalibhati virodh 
kari hi nai sakai hai, aur svasukhta ke svabhav me prem kopraves hi nai hoi hai (HE). However, TC and 
Growse analyse this line as consisting of two independent statements: the nature of everyone, from a king 
to a beggar, is different, and therefore love between them is impossible: raja so lai raiika tak dekhe sab 
prakiti vkuddhahai, ek Id ek sd prakrti paraspar me viruddha hai tab pnti mitrata kaise hai sakai; ‘See, 
from the king to the beggar, natures differ and no match can be found’.
4jau with the function of 3rd p. subj.-pres. is attested in SS. It cannot be interpreted in the usual way as 
2nd p. imp., because of its intransitive nature, which would make impossible the translation ‘do not pass 
any more days in this way’.
5The reading pavai in MS F (see variant 32) is grammatically superior, since saba kou requires 3rd p. 
subj.-pres. rather than 2nd p. imp.
6There is an important semantic difference between the aise/°e/ese readings (if interpreted adverbially) of 
MSS G; B, I, J and A (see variant 31) which suggest ‘may everyone attain Bihari similarly’ and the 
adjectival aisau/°o readings of MSS D, F and BR which imply ‘may everyone attain such a one’, and 
thus admit the possibility of other paths existing.
261
AS 16
People go astray1. Well, let them do so, but you, rosary-bearer2, do not stray;
To leave your lord3 and love others is to be like a prostitute among wives;
Syama says: those people who have turned their faces4 from me, who are they5? [They 
are] those who have formed6 another tie7.
Haridas says: faith in sacrifice, gods and ancestors is burdensome.
'TC and HE interpret bhulai as ‘to forget’ and supply Kunjabihari or the ‘resorting’ to him as its object: 
aur je  samsari manusya bhagvan kau bhul rahe hai (TC); Mbihaiiji Id ananya aMtata ku aur log bhuli 
rahehai (HE).
bhule could also be analysed as m. pi. perf., as Growse does: ‘people have gone astray’. This gloss is 
supported by the reading bhulyau/°o of MSS F and BR (see variant 3).
2A11 the commentaries interpret the reference to maladhaii as underlining the difference between people 
who have not been initiated and people who wear the tulsl rosary, a symbol of initiation. Haynes reads 
maladhaii as an epithet of Krsna: ‘don’t forget Krsna’.
3The interaction between the two different meanings of pad: ‘lord, master’ and ‘husband’ in the original is 
lost in translation.
4About Vyas’s concept of vhnukha being hypocritic bhakta see Pauwels 1994b, p. 34.
5The syntax of the second pada of this line is obscure and the commentaries are not of much help. The 
general gloss they give on the line is that those people are opposed to Bihari who despite chosing him as 
their deity, worship also other deities: jin jivan ne mero bhajan choiike phal kamna so anya, dusre 
devtadikan kau bhajan kiyau, ve jiv  moso vimukh bhaye (TC); unbi jivd  ko mai apne se paraiimukh 
samajhta hu jo  mujhe apna istavaran karke bhi anyd ke prati bhi astha rakhte hai (BC); vei jan mote 
bimukh hai gaye hai, jo  log Mgurun dvara hamari diksa laike hu aur dharman ku apno raksak manikai 
liana prakar k i asan sd binku matho navave hai (HE); ‘those men rebel against me who prefer another’ 
(Growse).
Evidently the message of this line (and of the stanza as a whole) is to stress the importance of single- 
mindedness in bhakti.
6kaii functioning as f. perf. ptc. is attested in sS.
7I have interpreted daiias a rhyme form of don ‘string, cord; bond, tie’ (see OHED). don is the reading 
of MS BI and gives the most likely meaning in this context. Another possible interpretation of daii is as 
the f. perf. of (Ml- in the sense ‘to maintain (as a mistress)’ which would continue the image of the second 
line, daii could also be analysed as a form of daii ‘a basket or tray of flowers, fruit, &c. sent as a present’ 
(see OHED), but this interpretation is unlikely in tins context. The commentaries do not give a specific 
gloss of daii, see above, note 5.
2 6 2
AS 17
Oh heart1, as long as you live, worship Hari, all2 other things are vain;
They are only transient3 gains4, will5 you bear6 them off with you?
Intoxicated by wealth7, virtues and youth you are lost in the squabbles8 of the town; 
Haridas says: you are struck by greed9, so what complaint will succeed10?
'The position of mam in the syntax of the first line is uncertain. I have followed TC which reads mam as 
vocative: m man jab tak jivai. Growse connects mam with bhaji: ‘Worship Hari from the heart’. Yet 
another possibility would be to interpret mam as connected with aura bata, which would make the 
translation: ‘all other matters of the heart are vain’.
2Haplography of ha-in MS F (see variant 7), because of following bar.
3I have interpreted dyausa cari ke as an equivalent of the MSH idiom car din ka ‘fleeting, transient’ (see 
OHED). Growse explains the number four as referring to ‘the four stages of life: childhood, youth, 
manhood, and old age’.
Ahala-bhala is attested as a m. noun in flSS, where it is glossed as a synonym of nibatara, nirnay 
‘conclusion’ and parinam, phal ‘fruit, result’. SK quotes also the meanings kalyan, sukh ‘welfare, 
happiness’ for it. OHED gives the f. noun halbhali of the meaning ‘bustle, scurry’.
5kaha can be translated either as a question marker (used here rhetorically) or as the interrogative pr. 
‘what’.
6ladi could be analysed either as the absolutive of the verb lad- ‘to load, to pile, to heap on’ (see OHED) 
or as a rhyme forfri of the n. lad ‘load, burden’ (see OHED).
1maya as ‘wealth’ is attested in OFIED. The reading dhana of MSS F, J and BR (see variant 16) echoes 
AS 13.3 (dhana madajobana mada raja mada). The same applies to the readings jobana (instead of gum) 
and raja (instead of jobana) o f MSS J and BR (see variants 17 and 19).
sThe form bidadi is not attested. My translation is based on the emendation bibadi/°da, suggested by MSS 
A, J, PH; D, F and BR (see variant 21).
9TC suggests an alternative to this interpretation of the last line: if greed is destroyed no prayer will be 
needed, God himself will show his mercy (athva in  haridasji kahai ki yadi lobh...carpat arthat nai hoy 
gaye tau phhad kahe ki lagai aithat praithna karve ki kachu zarurat hi nahi parai phir to parameivar 
svayam hi krpa karai hai).
10The meaning ‘to be successful, to come off well’ of lag- is attested in OHED. This is also the gloss of 
the commentaries: lobhasakta hai to va lobh ne caipat arthat nai kar diyo taso phiiad kahe ko lagai. arthat 
praithna svikar nahi hoy hai (TC); pratyek vastu me lolup hone ke karan ista ke prati kiya hua phariyad 
bhi tumhara viphal ho raha hai (BC). Growse translates: ‘where will a complaint he’.
263
AS 18
In the ocean of love deep1 with the essence of beauty, how could one reach the shore? 
Calling2 one knowledgeable3 is useless4; where does the path5 of knowledge6 lie?
No one’s arrow flies straight, for all their boasting7 in streets and market-places. 
Haridas says: 8Know that the lord Bihari sees9 through the screen of clothing10.
1gahhai here is presumably a loc. form.
2kahavata is presumably the impeif. part, of kaha- rather then the f. noun kahavata ‘proverb, saying’.
2jana as a synonym of janevala is attested in S&. TC reads it as related to jhani as well: a person who has 
control over his senses is considered knowledgeable, but such knowledge is inferior to the lasa of love: 
namindiiyan me bikar daikai arthat netran me jai, gatra meromharsa, cittameardrataye cinha dikhay ke, 
jan kahavat arthat apne kd jhani kahvame [sic], aise aise cinha dekh ke samanya jan yah kahai hai ye jhani 
mahatma hai, parantu vijha-jan vakau premi nahi kah sake hai. BC and HE gloss jana as a form of the 
verb jan- ‘to know’ (see below, note 4 for BC); iiisvamiji dusri tuk me bidhi gyan isvarta adi tatvan so 
milai, prem-ras prapti ke sadhan baman kaiibevaren ke mau laksya kaii kahyau ki bisuddha sarvopari tnj 
prem prapti ke marga kuye log jan hi nai sakai hai (HE). Growse translates: ‘admitting his helplessness 
he cries’.
Yet another possibility is to interpret jana de- as the idiom ‘to devote oneself if jan is analysed as the f  
noun ‘life, spirit’, or as a combination of the verbal noun of ja- ‘to go’ and de- ‘to allow’, if  one follows 
the model of jan dai in KM 25.3 and 74.3.
4I have followed BC’s interpretation of bekaiyau as an extended form of bekar: jin logo ka yah dava hai 
ki hamne prem ko jan liya ve bekar bakte hai. A parsing of bekaiyau as be + karya + emphatic -u seems 
unlikely. Compare this form to the following janipanyau, see below note 6.
5batpama is quoted as an idiom in H&S with the meaning ‘to waylay, to rob’: raste me badha dena, tahga 
kama, piche pama, daka pama. However, this meaning seems inappropriate here, and therefore I have 
translated bata pari literally. This is the interpretation of BC and Growse as well: janne ka marga kaunsa 
hai (BC); ‘What way of escape is open?’ TC glosses: if one has taken the wrong path how can he be 
called knowledgeable? (arthat unkomarga hu ‘sadhan hu’ [sic] thiknahi hai, taujhata kaise kahi sakai).
6janipanyau is presumably an extended form of MSH janpan. This verse is quoted in H§S as an example 
for the meaning jankaii ‘informed knowledge’ (see OHED) of janpan, janpana.
7gala mama is an idiom attested in LMK in the meaning ‘to speak insolently or boastfully’ (baih barh kai- 
bate kama).
8The meaning of this line is obscure. BC underlines the difference between supremacy and love: jaise kisi 
ko vastia ke a varan se avlokan kiya jane aise turn bhi bhagavatta ke avaran se i i i  bihari ka dar§an karte 
ho. Growse translates rather freely: ‘Know Bihari [sic] to be a god who overlooks all defects in his 
votaries’. My translation is based on the dichotomy between appearance and inner essence: god can see 
through the pretences of the devotee into his soul.
9tak- can also be translated as ‘aim’, which would continue the image of the arrow from the previous line.
lootapata (=pafa) is glossed in SBBhK with vastia ki ot me. HE renders it with it ut ‘here and there’: of- 
pat (it-ut) dekh rahe ho.
2 6 4
KM 1
O friend, the united1 couple2 has become manifest3; it is of fair and dark hue4, like cloud 
and lightning.
It has been in the past, is now, and will remain in the future; it will not vanish in that 
way5.
The radiance, elegance, dexterity, beauty of [the couple’s] each and every limb is thus 
[equal].
Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari are equal in their youth.
'In RC sahaja is glossed adbhuta (wondrous); in SMC - sagvat (eternal), though no dictionary supports 
this meaning; BC explains: ‘the pair who are innately united’ (svabbav se hi ek si ralmevali £ri bihari 
bihmini k i jori).
2NC gives two interpretations of this verse and subsequently of joii. Apart from the meaning ‘couple’ as 
applied to Syama - Kunjabihari, it suggests that the intended sense of jo ii might be ‘the pah of Syama’s 
breasts’. The colour metaphor continues this interpretation: the dark colour of the nipples set against the 
fair colour of the breasts (sarva ahga to gaura agra bhaga syama).
3pmgata: The second interpretation of this verse in NC connects it with the context of mana: having been 
appeased by the sakhis Syama manifests herself (or her compassion).
4rahga is a polysemic word and can be interpreted in different ways. I have followed NC in choosing the 
most straightforward meaning, ‘colour’, connecting it with the following adjectives. SMC and BC opt for 
‘sport, pleasure’, supplying the necesary verb (kiira menimagna lahti hai). Similar is the sense chosen by 
Haynes: ‘absorbed in merriment’.
5One of the peculiarities o f Haridas’s poetry is the frequent and often obscure use of relative-correlative 
constructions (see in 1). The use in this verse of the demonstrative and demonstrative-correlative adverbs 
taisai, aisai, vaisai, which are not associated with a relative clause, exemplifies this.
taisaiis employed by later commentators (SMC, BC) for ideological purposes: to underline the difference 
between the eternal couple Syama - Kunjabihari and other divine couples, avataras of Visnu: Rama and 
Sita, Krsna and Radha, who take birth and, having completed their mission, leave (cf. I 1.4 and VII 2.1). 
NC interprets na tarihai taisai in the context of mana: Syama should not withdraw led by her mana, as 
she often does.
aisai presents a problem similar to taisai. SMC explains that the couple is beyond comparison, they could 
be likened only to themselves, aisai (together with vaisai from next line) can be interpreted as a part of a 
demonstrative adverbial construction which involves the following line as well: as they are equal in 
radiance..., so they are equal in age.
NC does not elaborate on va/sai but glosses the whole fourth line: jo ii samana viharata hau ya vihara me 
(the couple sport equally in this dalliance). SMC’s rendering is similar: prem bahas rahe hai (fight die 
battle of love).
2 65
KM 2
With the radiance of desire they started1 to sport with each other.
Transcendental ragas and raginis [were] produced; they were engrossed in dance, music 
and in alaga and laga steps2;
In the melodies of desire3 alone joy resided, the two were frothing4 in an ocean of5 
passion;
The merriment6 of7 Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari continued, they were 
totally immersed in love.
'The ending -e of lage and the following rhyme words can indicate pres, or perf. I have translated it as a
past tense here for the sake of consistency (cf. rahyaii).
2BC and NC take alaga laga as one semantic unit which refers to a dance movement. B. PrakaS explains in 
his English commentary of KM: ‘This is a kind of Indian method of classical dance in which sometimes 
separate and at the other moment, dance is displayed united with each other’ [sic]. NC glosses: dancing 
without putting their arms around each other’s necks (bina kantha me bhuja diye M nirta kaiata hai). A  
similar occurrence of laga juxtaposed to alaga is found in Dhruvdas’s Nirtta bilasa 13a: alaga laga hurumal 
ju lini;pragata kalanija guna ki kini (see Snell 1991a, note 3 to CP 16, p. 198).
RC and SMC interpret alaga as a non-technical term. The first understands alaga as ‘dividing’ and laga as
‘joy’ (batavata moda) and the second reads alaga as ‘unique’, and laga as ‘love’ (alag vicitrata se prem 
praka&t kar mhe hai). PC paraphrases obscurely: alaga thanathelata.
The Nartananimaya describes laga as a class of de£i dance exercises which are characterised by vigorous 
movement and jumping steps (Bose 1970, pp. 155-156). The Sahgitadarpana states that ‘laga is jumping 
in the Kamata style’ (loc. cit). Saksena(1982, p. 66) defines laga in a rather obscure manner: jab darirke 
koi bhi ahga paraspar sundarta se milte ho tab vah ‘lag’ kahlata hail See also note 6 to CP 68 (Snell 
1991a, p. 248).
The term laga, together with tirapa and data, is also listed among the thirty laksaims (inherent melodic 
embellishments) of dhrupada style (see Sanyal 1986, pp. 46-47 and Sanyal 1995, pp. 114-115).
3This translation is an attempt to render the double meaning of raga as both ‘melody’ and ‘love’.
4This is the only occrurence of the nominal verb jhag- ‘to be frothy’ or ‘to make froth’ that I have come 
across. H&S quotes jhag- as both vt. and vi. but does not give any examples.
5The explanatory ke (variant 17) and e (variant 20) are probably later inclusions.
6The different layers of meaning which the original rahga contains (‘colour’, ‘love’, ‘joy’) are lost in 
translation. Cf. also note 4 to KM 1.
’Literally, ‘merriment remained upon Syama and Kunjabihari’. pai is again used figuratively in the sense 
‘on, upon’ in KM 66.1. pai also appears as the conj. ‘but’ in KM 7.3, 24.3, 42.4, 73.3; as an instrumental 
marker in KM 36.4 and 104.3, and in collocation with varoin KM 44.4.
2 6 6
KM 3
If I go on1 seeing [them] in this way, I would consider my life fruitful;
The beloved’s dear one, the dear one’s beloved, may I know (only)2 this young couple.
I would not move away for an instant, not for a moment would I wander, I would 
remain with one tie3.
Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari are rulers of the heart4.
‘The verbal forms based on rah-, man-, tai-,jan-, rah- can be inteipreted either as 1st p. sg. subj.-pres. (in 
which case nasalised endings would be preferred) or as a 2nd p. imp. (where the unnasalised variants 
suggested by some of the MSS would be more natural), cf. variants 3, 8, 15, 18, 26. I have opted for the 
former since the didactic tone typical of the latter is not characteristic of KM.
2The emphatic -ai is not included in G (see variant 13), but is essential for the sense.
3I interpret tanau as a form of tana ‘warp’, ‘tie’ (H§S, OHED). This metaphor alludes to the importance 
of the couple for the devotees: it is as fundamental to the devotees as the warp is to the loom. Most of the 
commentators gloss tanau similarly. PC renders it with kasi ‘to tie, to bind’; SMC - with sutra ‘tread’. 
RC ignores it, paraphrasing this and the next line: pala na tarau ita ula kahu mana ranyau juga jani ‘(even) 
for a moment I will not withdraw anywhere, having perceived the kings o f the heart’.
4In accordance with the sectarian views about the pre-eminence of Radha (cf. VII 2.2) NC connects mana 
with her: pyaiiju ko mana raja hai.
2 6 7
KM 4
The couple is decorated in [such] a wondrous way, oh sakhi, to1 captivate2 anyone’s34 
heart;
Looking5 [at them] eyes do not wander here and there, in mind, word and deed [one is] 
to be satisfied6 in their company alone.
Like cloud and lightning they always7 remain together, they8 do not separate; who9 else 
is to be chosen10?
Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari are not to be evaded11.
'Here and in the second and fourth lines I have interpreted kau with the infinitive as equivalent to KhB ke 
lie.
2The use of the infinitive rather than a finite verb presents the problem who is the subject of the action. In 
accordance with the sectarian view about the pre-eminence of Radha (cf. VII 2.2) NC asserts that she 
(rather than the couple) is the agent of the ‘stealing’: &ipriya ju tau lala ke mana haiana kau.
3The oblique form of the indefinite pr. is more often not nasalised, but S§ quotes examples where it is. 
The unnasalised reading kahu is supported by all remaining manuscripts (see variant 6).
4A11 the other MSS add an explanatory ke (disagreeing about its place, see variants 7 and 9). However, 
such expansions of the text in order to clarify it are usually later accretions.
5There are different possibilities with regard to the subject of citavata. NC suggests the couple themselves: 
paraspara Sripyaiiju aurapiitama dekhatahai. I have chosen the devotee as the agent because the tenor 
of this pada is quite similar to that of KM 3.
6Not only the subject of bhaiana but also its sense is open to interpretation. Another meaning of the verb 
bhar- is ‘to meet’ (see H§S); the translation then would read ‘for meeting with them in mind, word and 
deed’, bhaiana could also be derived from the noun bhaiana (as suggested by MS C, see variant 19), 
which would make the meaning: ‘only in this company is there nourishment/satisfaction’.
7The tadbhava reading nita suggested by most MSS (see variant 23) is poetically superior to its tatsama 
counterpart, given in MS G, because of alliteration of -ta.
8SMC claims that the ‘I’ of the sakhi is the subject of the participle bichurata: jis  taiah megh aur vidyut ka 
nitya sambandh hai, usi prakar mai inse bichru nahi. However, it seems unlikely that the metaphor ghana 
damini would be used just as a general example rather than be applied to the couple.
9McGregor (1968: 3.62) cites kau as a form of the interrogative pronoun kauna. Alternatively kau can be 
read as equivalent to KhB ke lie (as in the other lines) which would ensure parallel usage throughout the 
quatrain, but would make the interpretation of aura problematic.
'"Apart from the meaning ‘choice’ that I have selected, barana can be read as ‘excellent’ (see SS) or 
‘colour’; the latter interpretation would underline the ghana damini metaphor.
"The subject of tarana is again unclear. It could be the sakhi (Haridas), as is the case in KM 3.3. 
Alternatively it could be the couple as in KM 1.2. The latter possibility is supported by SMC since, i  
implies a theological difference from other couples (see note 5 to KM 1). NC specifies: vihara te neka hu 
tarave kau nahi.
268
KM 5
Why are you1 going2 here and there? Come right before [my]3 eyes.
Know4 that I5 alone am the well-wisher6 of your love, keep just7 such a disposition.
Unite8 [your] nectar-like words with the nature9 of [your]10 heart, give [me] just such an 
opportunity11.
Haridas’s sovereign Syama12 says, oh Pyari, sing festive praise to love.
'NC adopts Radha’s eyes as the subject of sidharata: pyaii ju tihare rasa bhare netra ita uta kahe ko 
sidharata [sic] hai.
2ja- rather than sidhai- would be expected alongside ita uta.
3The explanatory men, added by MSS J and NC (see variant 6), as well as tu (see variants 4 and 20), are 
probably later accretions.
4Tlie MSS disagree about the ending of the verb jan- (see variant 19). The forms jano/au (suggested by 
MSS A, BR; C, NCP and RC) and jano (supported by MSS F, H, I and PH) can be interpreted either as 
1st p. subj.-pres. or as 2nd p. imp. I have chosen the latter, despite the fact that this is not the reading in 
G. I have done so for two reasons. First, if the verb is in 1st p. subj.-pres., (which will make the 
translation ‘I would know the benevolence of your love, only if you keep this disposition’) one woul d 
expect the second verb to be in 2nd p. subj.-pres. However, no MS suggests an alternative to the stem- 
form of rasi (see variant 23) apart from the lengthening of the final -i in NC which is characteristic for 
this MS (see orthographic peculiarities of MS NC, !! 1.). The second reason is consistency, all the other 
verbs of this verse being in imp., which fits the context of Krsna entreating Radha.
5I have interpreted hu as a personal pronoun rather than as a form of the verb ho- or as an enclitic.
6The form hitu of hitu is attested in SS.
7The emphatic aiso hi and aisoi (cf. following line) are evidently used interchangeably in MSS G and J 
(see variants 22 and 31). The rest of the MSS show consistency in their choice of one or the other form.
8This translation is based on the readings mili/mila of MSS A, J, RC, H; BR (see variant 30), whereby 
the stem is interpreted as an imperative. Alternatively, milai/ai should be read as a 2nd rather than 3rd p. 
subj.-pres. (in order to avoid the unnecessary change of subject within the line), which would have a 
similar force.
"About the use of prakrti in KM see note 6 to KM 14.
‘"The implied possessive pronoun can apply either to Radha or to Krsna. In the first case it will express 
the idea that Radha’s pique is only a pretence, possibly due to her bashfulness. SMC chooses the latter 
interpretation: mere antai' ki jo  lalsa hai ap bhi usike anurup rahe.
1 ‘The literal translation of dava dai seems to fit the context better than its established sense ‘to trick, to 
take in’ (see OHED).
,2The obscurity of the chapa obviously confused the scribes and their perplexity is reflected in the 
abundance of variants in most of the verses of KM. Here we have 5 possibilities: A replaces syama with 
syama and adds kunjabihari; C does the same and omits kahata; F and RC follow A, but omit kunjabihari; 
NC opts for syama and adds kunjabihaii, and H omits both syama and kunjabihaii, to interpolate them 
later in the margins. Of all these possibilities MSS F and RC are most unlikely because it is highly 
improbable that if Syama is the agent of the action she would address herself with the request to sing 
praises to love (unless syama is interpreted as vocative, but this would bring about amassing of vocatives, 
cf. pyaii). Similarly the reading of A is unlikely because if both Syama and Kunjabihari are the subject of 
the action, Pyari is an unlikely addressee, unless the sentence is split into two with subject of only the 
second Kunjabihari, which is again awkward. H is unlikely to give the solution because the alternative it 
offers is not characteristic of the chapa compared to the other poems. The real choice seem to be between 
G and C (NC), and this choice recurs again and again. Often the chapa in G is Sri haiidasa ke svami 
syama (kuhjabilian) when Krsna is the likely subject of the action. Some other MSS (C in this case) 
stick to the set formula Sii haiidasa ke svami syama kunjabihari, and exclude kahata. For further 
discussion see V I2.
2 6 9
KM 6
'Oh beloved, as I see myself2 in your eyes, do you see [yourself]3 in the same way or 
don’t you?
Then I am telling you, my dear4, if I keep5 my eyes closed, then where would Lala6 go7 
after emerging [from them]?
Tell me a place to go. Tell8 [me] the truth, I fall at your feet9 and implore you;
Oh Haridas’s sovereign Syama10,1 want to see only11 you. Where12 else is happiness to 
be found13?
This verse is a dialogue betwen Krsna and Radha. Krsna speaks in the first, third and last lines and 
Radha in the second.
‘The first line, starting with vocative and ending with ‘or don’t you’, is an example of the colloquial and 
sometimes prosaic quality of some of Haridas’s verses, which seek to re-create the spontaneous and 
informal atmosphere of the nikuhja.
2I have interpreted apanapau as the reflexive pr,, a meaning which connects well with the next, line, - 
Krsna sees himself in Radha’s eyes but if she closes her eyes he will not be able to see himself anymore. 
apunapau of this meaning is quoted in SS and occurs in CP 7.7, 41.2, 42.6 (Snell 1991a, pp. 120, 144, 
145). Alternatively, apanapau could be taken as equivalent to apnapan ‘affinity, intimacy’ (see OHED), 
and this is the choice made by SMC: mai apnatva dekh raha hu... Then the translation would be ‘as I see 
intimacy in your eyes, do you see [such] in the same way or not?’.
3It is not stated what the object of the ‘seeing’ is. I have opted for a parallel action in which Pyari sees her 
reflection in Krsna’s eyes. This is the interpretation of NC as well: tahi rid so tuma hu men akhana me 
apanapau dekhata hau ki nahi dekhata. Haynes takes Krsna as the object: ‘do you see me or not?’.
4The f. reading of F, pyari, (see variant 20) is semantically inferior.
5The MSS suggest nasalised and unnasalised readings of rah-, bata-,ja~, kah- and lag- which can be 
parsed as 1st p. subj.-pres. or 2nd p. imp. (see variants 23, 34, 37, 39 and 40).
6lala could also be interpreted as ‘redness’ with the usual implication of the eyes’ redness after a sleepless 
night of lovemaking, but the following line makes this gloss rather unlikely.
1jahi as a subj.-future form is quoted in S§. The nasalisation of the long stressed -a- is probably a result 
of the requirements of the rhyme. Analogous example in pada 31.3 of Ras man ke pad (see Entwistle 
1983, p. 252).
The connotation of Radha’s question seems to be: ‘if I close my eyes, would you secretly go to 
somebody else?’ and, consequently, in the next line Krsna tries to persuade Radha that there is no place 
for him other than with her.
sThe subject of this action can be either Radha (if the verbal form is interpreted as 2nd p. imp.), or Krsna 
(if the form is considered to be 1st p. subj.-pr.) (cf. above, note 5).
9I have not been able to find the form palu attested in any dictionary. It might have been constructed from 
pa ‘foot’ and the obi. sg. n. suffix -hi, or else it might be just a rhyme form. The commentaries gloss pahi 
with ‘feet’ as well: lagau pai (PC); apake carana kamalana ki sapta khata hau (NC); apke pahv parta hu 
(SMC); apke carandka sparga karke (BC).
10Again (cf. note 12 to KM 5), the MSS disagree on the chapa. H chooses syama kahata', A, F and NC 
stick to the formulaic syama kunjabihaii (see variants 44 and 45).
1 ‘The reading dekhata of NCP (see variant 47) is grammatically inferior, since in Braj usually the perf. 
ptc. rather than its imperf. counterpart is combined with cah-.
12I have interpreted kahi as a synonym of kaha, which meaning continues the motif of ‘place’ from the 
previous two lines. The same form in this meaning (again in final rhyme) is attested in verse 26.4 of Ras 
man ke pad (Entwistle 1983, p. 246). Alternatively kahi can be a synonym of kya, which will make the 
translation: ‘what other happiness is to be experienced?’ This is the sense favoured by RC: aura kaha 
sukha caina.
[ilag- here can be interpreted as ‘to be found, to occur’, ‘to be obtained’ or ‘to be felt’ (see OHED, 
meanings 3, 36 and 24 of lagna).
2 7 0
KM 7
Oh beloved, your body is [like] nectarous mud; [my] eyes are stuck in it.
[My] mind went to extricate them, but remained1 in the soft2 cavity at the juncture of 
your breasts.
There are3 many means [to rescue them], oh beloved, but4 they5 do not work.
Haridas’s sovereign Syama6 Kunjabihari says7, may it remain8 so.
'This translation is based on the reading rahyo/°au of the rest of the MSS (cf. variant 14). The reading 
rahe of MS G can be interpreted either as 3rd p. subj.-pres. if cita continues to be the subject in the 
second part of the line, or as m. pi. perf. if the eyes are the agent.
2I have not been able to find any reference to bhvai. I have translated it as related to bhua ‘cotton’, since 
either the softness or the whiteness of the cotton of the silk-cotton tree could be the basis of this 
metaphor. Alternatively, bhvai could be interpreted as a synonym of hvai (NC glosses it with hvai) but 
the form bhvai as a stem of ho- is not attested; moreover hvai of the same meaning is the rhyme word in 
the fourth line. Some of the MSS read bhvai as hvai but this is probably only a substitution of a lectio 
difficilior with a lectio facilior. It is very tempting to read bhvai as a form of 9567 bhuyas ‘exceedingly, 
still more’ (forms bhuye, bhuya, bhue are attested in ASokan, bhuo in Prakrit, see CDIAL). Yet another 
option is that bhvai is a corrupted reading of original *mvai, which could be a form of the verb mu- ‘to 
die’. However, there is no manuscript evidence in support of this hypothesis. SMC glosses bhvai with 
banda ho gaye, but gives no explanation for this interpretation.
3I have interpreted ahi as a 3rd p. pres, of ho-. However, in all the examples of ahi, attested in McGregor 
1968: 3.113 and 116 (d), it does not occur independently and it appears exclusively in the context of 
negation. The shortness of this line suggests that another verb might have been omitted in the process of 
transmission. Indeed the gloss of SMC is: upay to karke har gaye.
4 About the usage of pai in KM see note 7 to KM 2.
5svai as a form of the pronoun vaha is attested in IK.
6The chapa again presents two main options: the formulaic Mhaiidasa ke svami syama kunjabihari (MSS 
C, D, F, I, J and RC) and the less formulaic alternative §n haiidasa ke svami syama kunjabihaii kahata 
(MSS G, H, BR and PH), see variants 25 and 26.
7 SMC understands Haridas to be the subject of kahata: haridasiju kahti hai ki he pyare! mai yahi cahti hu 
Id apj.isiprakai'phase mho.
8Corinected with the variants of the chapa are the readings of the form of the verb rah- (see variant 29). 
Most MSS read 2nd p. imp.; the addressee is either Radha if Krsna is speaking, or both of them in the 
more formulaic version of the chapa.
271
KM 8
Coming and going you make your anklets1 sound;
The case2 between you and me is [placed] before God3. Whatever [he]4 decides let [him] 
do it5, it will be on my head6.
Oh, beloved, the grove7 is extremely near, [you] have stopped8 only two steps [away]. 
The love-play9 of Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari is as constant as the 
Pole star10.
'It is worth noticing that a rhyme form of nupum has generally not been forced (with the exception of 
MSS A and RC, see variant 4). This might suggest an approximation in the pronunciation of unstressed 
medial-a- and -u-. About the use of -a- and -u- in the penultimate syllable see also Entwistle 1983, p. 
152.
2A possible interpretation of the ‘case’ between Radha and Krsna is the latter’s complaint that the sound 
of Radha’s anklets is stirring desires in him. Alternatively, he may be suggesting that the sound of her 
anklets is giving them away.
3PC makes Haridas the final judge: nyava karata in  svami sahacari. SMC follows this interpretation. In 
NC dai is a metaphor for Krsna’s desire: so caha rupi dal hai.
Alternatively, the subject of kar- can be Radha, and then the clause will translate: ‘do whatever you (want 
to) do’.
5This seems to be an assimilation to the expected jo ho so ho expression. All the other MSS agree in 
omitting kari (see variant 15).
6I have translated ska upara as a synonym of MSH sir par ‘on the head; close at hand; burdening’ (see 
OHED). SMC interprets it as a synonym of the Hindi idiom ska maihe (carhana) ‘to indicate compliance 
or acceptance’ (see OHED): vah hamare sirmathe hai.
7The meaning ‘grove’ of mavasa is quoted in OHED. An alternative translation is ‘refuge, shelter, fort’, 
which can be connected with the legal case/persecution context. In both cases the implied meaning is 
presumably the couch on which Krsna’s and Radha’s love-play takes place.
8I have followed in my translation the variant mavasa hvai mhi, suggested by most of the MSS (see 
variants 23 and 24). The reading of G presents the difficulty of combining the m. n. mavasa with the f  
perf. ptc. bhai; one could still interpret mavasa as belonging to the first part of the line and bhal to the 
second, but rahi seems more appropriate than bhai in that case.
9 The translation of the imp. suggested by the majority MSS (see variant 31) would be: ‘Oh Haridas’s 
sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari, may you sport in the constant manner of the pole star’.
10The form dhupara (which appears again in the same context in KM 18.4) is not attested in any 
dictionary. The commentaries unhelpfully paraphrase the whole line, without elaborating on dhupara (e.g. 
RC: vilasata nahacala nagari piyarati keli abhanga). I have interpreted dhupara as a rhyme form of dhu. A 
considerable liberty in creating rhyme forms is a salient feature of Haridas’s poetry, see III 2.
2 7 2
KM 9
Her glances [like] bird-lime are an excellent trap; she has captured and kept bird [-like] 
Bihari in the cage of her heart.
Her good disposition is his nourishment1; he drinks the water of love which trickles 
from her body, but he is insatiable and remains gazing2 at her face3.
He keeps on repeating ‘beloved, beloved’4 each and every moment5, there is nothing6 
else in his heart, oh friend.
Listen, oh Haridas: staring continually at this bird of many hues7, the beloved does not 
tire8.
'The commentaries have glossed cund as a synonym of cuga ‘food scattered for birds, pickings’ (see 
OHED): subhava bhoga (PC); soi va panchi kau cugau hai (NC); lapalu svabhav rupi cugne ka dana 
(SMC). However, no MS reads cugau (see variant 10). cunau is glossed in SBBhK with cuna ‘lime’, but 
this meaning seems unlikely here because of tautology with phanda. I have interpreted it as a form of cun 
(of the same etymology) meaning ‘flour, meal’ or cuni ‘fragments of bruised or coarsely ground grain’, 
again of the same derivation (see OHED).
2nihan is probably the absolutive lengthened for the sake of the rhyme in composition with the finite 
rahai, rather than the feminine form of the perf. ptc. which cannot be accounted for since both the object 
(.musa) and the subject Bihari are masculine nouns. For further examples of absolutives lengthened to 
accommodate the rhyme see III 2.5.
3It was mentioned in the chapter on textual criticism that metre cannot be a reliable criterion for Haridas’s 
lyrical verses, but nevertheless it might be useful to make some observations about prosody with regard 
to the interpolation or omission of musa. This stanza has an almost regular metre: the first line has 34 
matras, the third line 38 and the fourth 39. The second line, with its 37 matras, would be too short 
without musa, therefore from the point of view of prosody a reading including musa would be better; 
however, musa nihaii might have resulted from a confusion with KM 11.4: rahe musa nihaii.
4ki his commentary of KM, B. PrakaS divides the word pyari into two components: the verbal stem pya-, 
equal to MSH pila-, and the vocative particle li.
sThe reading suggested by F, nisi basara, (see variants 20-22) is also semantically possible. Both of them 
have further appearances in KM: china (hi) china in KM 19.1 and 46.3, and nisi basara in KM 93.3.
6naliinai is an emphatic form of the negative particle.
7The word in the original, ranga, is open to different interpretations and this semantic richness is lost in 
translation. NC interprets ranga as emotions - nana piakaia ke bhavana ke puhja tahi kau panchi dekhata 
hi dekhata pyaii ju na hari. RC connects ranga with the couple’s love-play: nana rangani surati sukha 
upajata [sic] piyamana caha. ranga could refer to Bihari’s beauty as well. Cf. notes 4 to KM 1 and 6 to 
KM 2.
8The reading nihaii suggested by MSS A and BR (see variant 38) seems inferior in meaning: the 
inclusion of another verb for ‘looking’ after desata hi desata is unlikely.
2 7 3
KM 10
Even inadvertently1 do not sulk, oh beloved2. When I see your eyebrows frowning3, no 
life remains in my body.
I sacrifice4 [my] life5 for you, oh beloved, why you are silent6, says7 the cloud-dark one.
How could I have8 peace9 now when I see10 you like this, oh treasure of my life?
Listen, oh Haridas, why do you not tell her to give up11 her resolve now?
lbhulai bhulai hu is presumably equivalent to MSH bhulkarbhi ‘under no circumstances, on no account’.
2The MSS disagree on interpolating or omitting p ya iiliin the first three lines. From the point of view of 
metre the decision of G to include pyaii n in the first and second line and exclude it from the third line 
further increases the discrepancy between the long first (47 matins) and second (41 matins) lines, and the 
short third (31 matins) line.
3‘Frowning eyebrows’ is the sense suggested by the commentaries: ten bhauha jhapata (PC); apaid jo  
bhohai hai. maha garva bhaii citavana te tehu dekhata hau (NC); apki bhauho me terhapan dekhkar 
(SMC); apki bhauho me vakmta ka digdarian karke (BC). However, I have not been able to trace this 
idiom in any dictionary; the collocation is presumably based on the figurative meaning of maila (cf. maila 
‘ill-will’ in OHED).
4Subj.-pres. is to be preferred in this context to imperative (see variant 17) for semantic reasons.
5The reading of MS NC, jiya/jiya  ‘life’ (see variant 15) gives a better meaning than the reading of the rest 
of the MSS, jyau ‘such’. In MS C jyau...tau seems to have been understood as a relative-correlative 
construction (see variants 15 and 20).
6mukican be interpreted as deriving from the verb muk- ‘to leave’ or as an extended form of the adjective 
muka ‘silent’. SS quotes muke as an extended form of muka, establishing a precedent for such a form. 
The meaning ‘silent’ fits the context better and is adopted by the commentators.
7The f. ptc. with a lengthened final -i, suggested by NCM, (see variant 26) is an unsatisfactory reading 
from the point of view of grammar*, since the subject, Syama, ism.
8The readings hoya/hoi (see variant 35) with their subjunctive tenor are superior to the variant of A liota 
in this context.
9The variant of MS F, bikala, ‘distress’ (see variant 33) is semantically inferior.
l0The interpolation of rahau in C (see variant 31) might have been caused by assimilation to KM 3.1 (aisai 
hi desata rahau).
"The use of repetitions, usually for emphasis, is a salient feature of Haridas’s poetry. It is exemplified 
here by the repetition of chad-, which increases the force of Kunjabihari’s entreaty. See also III 4.1.
2 7 4
KM 11
Words were casually spoken1. Now it is hard2 on Bihari.
No life [remained] in his body. He was agitated: What is my beloved saying?
Having seen3 the state4 of5 [her] darling there w as6 turmoil7 in [her] heart, oh friend;
Haridas’s sovereign Syama embraced [Bihari] and [they] remained gazing8 at [each 
other’s] faces.
‘The commentaries disagree on the subject of kahata. NC chooses Pyari, SMC Bihari: ho pyari...tuma jo  
mkhaiki bata sahaja hi ka ii(NC); M lal jlbatkahte kahte besudh ho gaye (SMC).
The f. perf. ptc. kahi (as part of the passive) suggested by MS G might be a better reading than the stem 
(as part of the compound verb) proposed by MSS A, J, BR, NC, RC (see variant 2).
2The fomi kathani is not attested in any dictionary, and is probably a misspelling of kathina (see variant
3).
3I interpret desai as an adv. use of the perf. ptc. rather than as a 3rd p. subj.-pres.
4I have followed the commentaries in interpreting prakrti as referring to Bihari’s condition: piya tina id
prakid [sic] dekhata. kaha ki asakta hat aiu vyakula hai (NC); priyatam id is gambhir pvemdasa ka
anubhav kar (BC). On the use of prakiti in KM see note 6 to KM 14.
5From the point of view of prosody the third line is too short, having only 26 matras as compared to the 
29 matras of the second line and the 39 mahas of the fourth line. Therefore it might be a metrically better 
reading if  the third line does not omit Id (cf. variant 16) and includes bahuta as suggested by MSS A, C, 
D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC (see variant 22).
6jo  here is probably a pronoun, part of a relative-correlative construction, used pleonastically. For a 
discussion of this commonplace usage in the poetry of Vyas, a fellow-bhakta of Haridas, see Pauwels 
1995, p. 81. See also HI 1.2.
7The reading suggested by MS F, susa, ‘happiness’ (see variant 20) instead of §rama ‘turmoil’, seems 
very unlikely in this context.
snihmi: see note 2 to verse 9.
2 75
KM 12
Oh Kunjabihari, I1 sacrifice myself to you, you sing2 [so] well,
3[you] produce many ragas and raginis.
In the same way4 the couple is united5; seeing6 the beloved’s face the moon7 was put to 
shame;
To whom8 is it not pleasing to see9 the dance of Haridas’s sovereign Syama10?
'SMC reads the first two lines as the words of a sakhi (Haridas) to Kunjabihari. NC adds the possibility 
that they might be addressed to Radha by Kunjabihari.
2NC interprets gavata as referring to the melodious speech of Syama: tuma aju mke mrdu bacana bolata 
hau.
3This line has only 19 matras compared to 31 in the first, 38 in the third and 34 in the fourth lines. The 
variety of the length of the lines, characteristic of Haridas’s verses is typical of dhrupada where the tala 
rather than the chanda is of primary importance (see VI 3.4).
4For a discussion on the relative-correlative constructions in Haridas’s poetry see III 1.
5taislyai taislmilijori isopen to interpretation. The polysemic verb mil- allows complementary meanings 
to interact with one another: ‘to unite’,’to be similar’, to be harmonious’. NC chooses the first sense: ja  ja 
ahga me ja  ja  aiiga Id jo ii hai so mili am samana hai; SMC opts for the second: Syama, like Kunjabihari, 
is a skilful musician: piiya ju bhi gan kalame ati nipun hai.
6The MSS variants show abundance of different interpretations of the grammar of des- (see variant 17): 
from an adv. ptc. construction (MSS G, D?) which alternates with stem with an abs. force (F), to the 
imperf. ptc. (MSS C, H, I, J, RC) substituted by subj.-pres. (D, G?). By contrast the scribes are 
unanimous about the form of desa- when needing a subject for bhavata in the fourth line (see variant 26).
7In accordance with the sectarian views about Radha’s primacy the moon in NC is the moon-face of 
Kunjabihari: priya ju  ke mukha candrama ke age lalaju kau muklm candra lajavata hai, see also VII 2.2.
skahi suggested by MSS A, D, H, I, J, BR, RC (see variant 27) and kahe, suggested by G, are functional 
equivalents: the former being the obj. and the latter the obi, form (see S6) of die interrogative pr. kauna.
9Dittography of de- in C (see variant 26).
10The MSS are again not unanimous about the chapa. Both variants (including Kunjabihari or not, see 
variant 22) seem equally plausible. If only Syama is mentioned in the chapa, the pada will be very 
symmetrical with the first two lines devoted to Kunjabihari, and the second two to Syama (the linking 
first half of the third line being about the couple together). Or alternatively the fourth line can be seen as a 
generalization about the couple.
2 7 6
KM 13
Once in a solitary wood the two were adorning each other;
She looking at his reflection and he at hers, they remained1 engrossed2 in each other;
They have never before been adorned as elegantly as they are today. All mirrors proved 
useless3; what4 and which5 [mirror can show their beauty]6 today?
Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari7, delighting each other, have submitted8 to 
love.
'I have taken rahata as belonging to the second pada rather than being in a compound with desata. This 
is the interpretation of RC as well: pratibimba lakhi bhoi rate sukuvara.
2The long ending of bhoi is presumably an accommodation for the rhyme of the absolutive. Cf. also HI 
2.5.
\jhutha pai- is a Hindi idiom, whose meaning is ‘to be proved false, untrustworthy, to be useless’ (cf. 
OHED).
Akoi is more likely an emphatic form of the interrogative pr. ko than its indefinite counterpart.
5The readings kaisiyo/au and kaislye/ai (see variant 29) constitute the same form, constructed of kaisi + 
emph. i/u.
fiThe idea is that Radha and Krsna are so beautiful that their reflections in the mirror are mere semblances 
of the real images.
?The omission of kuhjabihad in MSS F, H, I and BR (see variant 33) is semantically inferior. The pada is 
dedicated to both Radha and Krsna and it would be more logical for both to be included in the chapa. 
Moreover, the inclusion of paraspara (which is omitted only in PH) makes the lipography of kuhjabihad 
awkward.
8The form noi is attested only as a f. n. meaning ‘rope used to tie a cow’s legs when milking it’ (see 
OHED); however, this meaning is highly unlikely in this context. I have interpreted noi as a rhyme form 
of the verb nav-. Alternatively it can be taken as a synonym of navina ‘new’. There is one occurrence of 
noi in KM, again in the same environment: navala/prema pdti sau noi gai (see KM 47.4), where the 
translation as a form of nav- is definitely better. On the other hand pdti nai ‘new love’ is a commonplace 
collocation (cf., for example, Vyas’s Man id gmkhala, see Pauwels 1994a, p. 11 of chapter 9).
Most of the commentaries'. RC, PC and NC ignore noi; SMC quotes the two possibilities without 
choosing either.
The reading of F, bhoi, (see variant 37) is evidently a substitution of a lectio difdcilior with a lectio 
facilioi:
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Oh Radha, come, Hari1 is calling, the cuckoo is singing, the birds give voice, a raga is 
established;
There the peacock dances with tail spread2, the clouds sound as drums3, counting out 
the time4.
5[But he has] no liking6 [for this], I have realized7, and for this reason I came having 
taken up8 the depth9 of [his] passion10.
The words11 of Haridas’s sovereigns Syama12 and Kunjabihari are incoherent, they say 
something but mean13 something else.
‘About the use of haii in KM see note 2 to KM 52.
2SMC and BC gloss kacha badhe with pahkha phaila karke. kacha badh- is attested in HSS and Platts as 
an idiom, which means ‘to put on, to wear dhoti’. No meaning with reference to peacocks is given in any 
dictionary. Probably it is used in this case by analogy, as an allusion to the appearance of the peacock 
with its feathery thighs and bare legs, like a person with dhoti girded up.
3The disagreement of the MSS about the choice of mrdanga or pakhavaja (see variant 13) is interesting; 
even more so because mrdanga is obviously a poetically superior reading, for the alliteration of m-. There 
are four more occurrences of mrdanga and one of mrdangi in KM (33.3, 61.2, 67.1, 96.2; 94.1); in none 
of these cases is the variant pakhavaja given by any MS. The substitution of mrdanga by pakhavaja is 
influenced either by the commentaries (PC, RC, NC) or by the actual performing practice at the time the 
MSS were written.
4bandhana here is translated in the meaning ‘measure, rhythm’. R. Snell (1991a, p. 256) points out that 
the alleged technical sense of bandhana as ‘the first beat of the tala’ (see H&S) is not inherent in bandhana 
by itself, but is yielded only by the combination tana-bandhana .
5The meaning of this line is far from clear. An opposition between prakrti and surati might have been 
intended which would translate: ‘I have found that none of these [are intended] from nature, thus I came 
taking them as a measure of love-making’. This translation would fit the opposition between implied and 
stated meaning, taken up in the next line. However, this seems much too artificial for Haridas, whose 
verses seem to be a direct description of what he as an ‘observer’ ‘sees’ to be happening in the nikuhja, 
rather than compositions made in an effort to create embellished literature.
6I have interpretedpralati as ‘inclination’. Similar is the understanding of SMC, according to which all 
the splendour described in the first two lines gives no pleasure to Krsna in the absence of his beloved: 
uparukta iobha apke abhav melal jik e  svabhav ke anukul nahf hai.
There are six more occurrences of the word prahti in KM, and they show a range of meanings: ‘the 
nature (urges) of the heart’ of KM 5.3 becomes ‘the state of the beloved’ (KM 11.3) and the ‘inclination’ 
of Kunjabihari in this verse. Similarly variable is the use of prakrti in its primary sense ‘nature’: it refers 
to the excellence of Syama and Kunjabihari in KM 23.4, the mischievous character of Krsna in KM 62.4 
and the sulking nature of Radha in KM 80.3 and 109.1.
7The form janyau as connected to jan- ‘to know’ rather than jan- ‘to give birth’ is not attested, but the 
latter is semantically implausible in this context. Probably both the omission of the long -a- and the m 
perf. ending are just an accommodation for the rhyme. Cf. KM 79.2 (jo yaha pira jane).
8SMC interprets gahi as applied to Radha: dhyan karane ai hu ki ap anuman kar legi. But in this meaning 
the infinitive or the 3rd p. subj.-pres. would be more natural than the stem.
9unamana as a synonym of thaha ‘depth’ is attested in SBBbK. The substitution of unamana with
anumana is probably a replacement of lectio difficilior.
10SMC interprets surati as a synonym of smrti ‘recollection, memory’; see above, note 8.
11 If the original reading of H, jani, (see variant 37) is accepted, the meaning will be ‘the essence’ or ‘the
understanding’ (of Syama and Kunjabihari).
I2SMC interprets syama as an address: £ri haiidasi ju ki pran iyama pyari! kuhjabihM Id atpati prakiti 
hai.
13Literally: ‘when they say something they say something else’.
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[Your] beloved, Bihari, is waiting for you.
Even now [you]1 are not leaving2 your meditation3, [you] do not want to look up4 even a 
little.
Having come5 unexpectedly6 [he] covers7 [her] eyes with [his] hands, and [she] cries8 
out9 in alarm;
While looking for Syama10 in the forest Haridas’s sovereign found11 his beloved on the 
doorstep12.
'Alternatively, the second line could refer to Krsna, who even then is not abandoning his contemplation 
of Radha. This is the interpretation of NC: ho pyaii ju teii samadhi jo dhyana tame aise lina ho rahe hai. 
However, then samadhi would lose its irony; see below, note 3.
2Literally: ‘your meditation is not given up’, chut- is a vi. which makes the double interpretation of the 
agent of the meditation possible. The confusion as to the logical subject of this action is reflected in the 
ending of the imperf. ptc.: MSS A, F and I suggest the f. form, chutati, and the remaining MSS the m  
(or neutral) chutata (see variant 9).
3The technical term samadhi is used ironically: Radha, who is silent because o f her inarm, is compared to 
a yogini. The same motif is very common in Hariram Vyas’s Man ki grnkhala, where the formulaic muni 
vratu taji often appears at the end of verses (see Pauwels 1994a, pp. 119, 133 etc. of chapter 9).
4Usually cah- is used in Braj in combination with the m. sg. form of the of the perf. ptc. (see McGregor 
1968: 4.21). niharihere is evidently a rhyme form.
5The different forms of a- (see variant 15) show the confusion of the scribes about the subject of this 
sentence (cf. above note 2). I have taken Krsna as the subject, but if the second line is interpreted as 
referring to Krsna, Radha could be die agent of the action in the first half of the third line, as MS C 
suggests. MS C destroys the logic of this choice, though, by later opting for the specifically f. form 
arabarai (see variant 20). NC reads Radha as the subject: pyaii ju taba to acanaka hi ai pyaii ju ne piya 
[sic] ke naina dvai kara sau mude.
6Dittography of ay a in MS NC (see variant 14).
1mude can be interpreted either as 3rd p. subj.-pres. or as m. pi. of the perf. ptc. I have chosen the former 
for consistency: see below, note 9.
8The form cihari is not attested. SBBhK quotes the verb cihar- and the f. noun cihara. The long final -/ is 
probably an accommodation for the rhyme. The reading bihari of MS C (see variant 23) is a lectio 
facilior.
9uth- can be interpreted either as an independent verb or as a compound verb together with cihar- (if cihai- 
is analysed as a verb). I have opted for the latter, but BC has chosen the foimer.
I have interpreted uthe as 3rd p. subj.-pres. If the past tense is preferred and Radha is the subject of the 
action, one will have to opt for the reading uthi of A, J, I, BR and RC (see variant 22). Alternatively 
Krsna could be the subject, which would account for the m. form of the perf. ptc. (see above, notes 2, 5,
7).”
,0The reading of F and H, syama, (see variant 25) might be better because if &yama is the object, the 
repetition of the object (cf. priya) is superfluous. The different readings of the chapa are probably 
connected with the confusion about the logical subject of the action in the last line and the whole verse 
(see above).
1 'pal, for which no MS gives variants, is the only verb in this verse which is unambiguous about the 
noun it is connected with. It can be applied only to the feminine object priya, which makes the second 
interpretation of the last two lines, in which Radha would be the subject, and Krsna the object, not only 
unlikely in the narrative, but also grammatically incorrect.
I2The form dihaii is not attested. I have followed SMC which interprets dihaii as related to dehri 
‘threshold, doorstep’. SMC adds to this interpretation that in this case dehri is a synonym of nikata. NC 
glosses dihaii with datara ‘liberal, generous’: naina mude pal dihaii kaha ki datara hai.
The reading bihari of MSS A and C (see variant 30) is evidently a lectio facilior.
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Oh friend, assent1, come2 now, remain together.
Behave like this only if you can live without seeing [him].
He is a dark cloud3, you are lightning4, rain a mass of love and drink the liquor of 
pleasure5.
Oh Haridas’s sovereign Syama, unite intimately with Kunjabihari and experience 
ecstasy6.
‘Alternatively, if the form mami of MSS H and NCM is accepted (see variant 2), the translation could 
read: ‘(whatis) this sulking?’.
2The imperative cali is superior to the original readings of A (call), H (cafe) and NC (call), see variant 6. 
This form is more appropriate in the context of a sakhi appeasing Radha and is in agreement with the 
other verbs which are also in imp.
3The reading saghana, suggested by MS D, (see variant 18) is inferior in this context; one would expect 
ghana ‘cloud’ rather than saghana ‘dense’ in combination with daminl lightning’.
4The cloud-lightning metaphor here works on two levels: it is an argument that Radha should not stay 
apart from Krsna, because cloud and lightning cannot be separated (cf. KM 4.3), and it is connected with 
the rain of love.
5With ‘liquor of pleasure’ I have tried to translate the double meaning of rasa, underlined by the 
association of rasa with pljai ‘drink’.
6Both the reading of D, lahau, ‘gain, benefit’ and the reading of NCP, rasa, are possible alternatives to 
ranga in this context (see variant 30). rasa is inferior poetically, because it already appears in the previous 
line, lahau, on the other hand, adds to the poetic quality, because of the assonance of 1-.
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Leave anger1, oh Radha, oh Radha!
The more you hold back, the more I am
It nourishes my life to hear3 even a few4
Haridas’s sovereign Syama5 Kunjabihari 
again.
constantly show you deep devotion2, 
from you.
[says]; your love captivates [me] again and
hurt. I 
words
’The reading of MS H, alisa, (cf. variant 2) is probably related to alasa ‘languor’. It seems a less likely 
variant because alasa is usually found in a context of after-lovemaking rather than in the context of maita.
2Because of the repeat I have translated sadhe sadhe as a form of the vt. sadh~. This interpretation is 
supported by a further occurrence of sadhe sadhe in KM, where it has again the meaning ‘to show deep 
devotion’ see 41.3. SMC also derives sadhe sadhe from the verb sadh- but glosses it with samhalna ‘to 
support, to sustain’. Haynes takes it as a rhyme form of sadha [sadhu-] ‘excellent’. Alternatively, it can 
be interpreted as a rhyme fonn of sadha [Sraddha-] ‘eager desire, longing, craving’, see OHED.
3The use of the passive here is odd. There is one more example in KM (desiyata 36.1) o f a passive which 
is not required by the context and which is not supported by all MSS (see here valiant 25). See also IH 
6.3.4.
4My interpretation of adhe is rather free. The commentaries either gloss adhe with the same word: 
apke...adhe adhe bacano se (BC) or interpret it as referring to the ‘half-words’ uttered in love-play: 
ardhabacana kahl kell mai (RC); jaba aiiga anga milike surata rasa bhare me adhe adhe bacana kahata hai 
(NC); premaveg ke karan nisprt aspasta aur adhe vacand ko sunkar (SMC).
5Since Syama rather than Syama is the subject of the ‘speaking’ (this is determined by the possessive 
pronoun ten, which evidently applies to Syama), G opts for the form syama in the chapa. The majority of 
MSS give the formulaic syama kuhjabihaii (see variant 27), which would be translated ‘Haridas’s 
sovereigns are Syama and Kunjabihari, (he says)...’.
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Oh friend, today a rite of protection1 is made over the beautiful Tribhangi2.
With one foot over the other, placing the flute on [his] lips3, with an oblique glance 
under4 [his] beautiful brows.
Radhika, why not go quickly to your beloved, if you want to be the one above all 
others.
5N ow it is a good time6 for Haridas’s sovereigns: they are united in love-play, their 
passion has become as unwavering as the Pole star7.
1 hana tut- ‘the breaking of a straw’ is a symbolic act of ritual protection from the effects of the evil eye 
(see HSS). This idiom is often used when describing Radha’s and/or Krsna’s beauty (cf. CP 32.8, see 
Snell 1991a, p. 138).
2tribhaiigi ‘thrice-bent’ is an epithet of Krsna which refers to his fluting posture with a bent knee, waist 
and neck.
3Haplography of -dhara (of adhara) in MS BR because of following dharai (see variant 12).
4The use of para here is obscure and might have been determined by the requirements of the rhyme.
5The length of the last line fluctuates between 33 and 56 matras, depending on the interpolation or 
omission of syama, banyau,lala kl,keli, bhai and rati (see variants 32, 37, 38, 41, 43 and 44). Meter is 
not a reliable criterion with regard to Haridas’s poetry, but some speculations could be made on the basis 
of prosody. In this verse the first line is typically short; the second and the third lines with their 34 and 33 
matras come close to the absolute minimum of the fourth line. The omission of rati is supported by 
relatively distant (see II 8) MSS: C, D, H, I, BR, RC (see variant 44) and E, and is semantically 
preferable, since keli and rati are synonyms, banyau is not included in MSS C, D, H, I and BR (see 
variant 37); it might have been a later interpolation as a gloss. The addition of syama (see variant 32) and 
lala id  (see variant 38) has no semantic basis, is supported by only few, unreliable MSS, and 
unnecessarily increases the length of this extra-long line.
6This is the only occurrence of samayo/°au in Haridas’s poetry as an independent noun rather than as part 
of the adverb eka same (cf. PCM 13.1, 84.1).
7On dhupara see note 10 to PCM 8.
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Every day [they] play frame-drums and cymbals and sing, [they] colour1 each other at 
every moment in Holi;
Their extremely delicate bodies radiant2 with exertion3, Kisora and KiSori are well- 
joined4 lovers.
Talking and conversing5, [the couple] were immersed6 in fun and frolic7; they looked8 
around, spied a sheltered place9 and went there.
Listen, oh Haridas, the slender10 golden vine clings to the dark tamai tree.
lbhai- is a polysemic verb, whose different meanings ‘to be immersed’, ‘to embrace’, ‘to colour’ interact 
in this context. The commentaries opt for the most immediate meaning connected with Holi, ‘to colour’: 
NC: lala laraitiranga bhare khelata hai; SMC: Syama Syam .. ms ranga me bharte rahte hai.
2The meaning ‘to be radiant’ of baras- is attested in OHED.
3SMC interprets Srama as an abridged version of the compound Srama-jala ‘sweat’ and, accordingly, 
baras- as ‘to rain’: sved ki varsa hone lagtihai. NC glosses: ‘it is not a rain of sweat but of bliss’ (kaha ki 
Srama nalil ananda hi id barsa hota hai).
4About the verb mil- see note 5 to KM 12. Another possible meaning of bhale mile would be ‘well- 
suited’; it has a parallel with the archaic English adjective ‘meet’ as meaning ‘suitable, fit, proper’.
NC interprets bhale milai in the context of the love-play: dou... nisanka anka bhare. SMC merely 
paraphrases: jo ii bhali mill hai.
5batani bata batata seems to be a rhetorical repeat, parallel to the i° sequence that follows. It also brings 
about alliteration of b-
6The most straightforward translation of rami in this context is ‘immersed’, ‘taking delight in’ which 
makes the two lovers the logical subject of the sentence, and so prevents an unnecessary change of 
subject in the line. However in that case one would expect the m. pi. perf. ptc. rahe rather than the m. sg. 
rahyau. I have interpreted rahyau as governed by the implied jugala ‘couple’. Alternatively, mgu langa 
could be the subject of the sentence, if one interprets mm- as ‘pervade’, ‘spread’, a meaning suggested by 
Ii?')S. Then the clause would translate ‘fun and frolic has spread’ (cf. KM 61.1). The direct case ending - 
u of ragu corroborates the interpretation of mgu as subject, but cannot be conclusive (see HI 5.1.7).
7I have interpreted the two occurrences of raga ranga in KM (cf. KM 55.4) as the commonplace 
collocation ‘music and merriment: fun, enjoyment’ (see OHED). NC takes raga ranga as two independent 
words, saying that the couple’s speech is like melody, and they are immersed in the enjoyment of love: 
am maha madhura bacanamrta nihiha havai [sic] raga rami rahau. aum eka saneha kau hi ranga tame dou 
magana hai.
8The fonn cai is not attested. The predominance of readings with -hi- (see variant 16) suggests that it 
might be a form of the verb cah- ‘to look’.
9The sense of sori is rather obscure. My translation is based on the meaning ‘cover’ quoted in Platts and 
‘hut’ in CDIAL. This interpretation would make sense of the narrative transition between public Holi 
context in lines 1 and 2, and the private embraces of line 4. sori appears in the same environment, in 
combination with taki, in KM 105.4 as well. The suggested meaning fits also that context (where again 
the couple is trying to find a place hidden from everyone). SMC glosses sori as sanket sthal ‘trysting- 
place’. NC interprets son as ‘the lane’ between Radha’s breasts: khori jyau kucana ke madhya. PC 
paraphrases freely: ‘casting the spell of love everywhere’frYa uta damta prema thagoii).
10NC and SMC offer an alternative interpretation of thoii: Radha is so entwined with Krsna that she can 
hardly be seen: thorl drsti avata hai (NC); tanik-tanikhi drsti path me a lahihai (SMC).
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Two1 strings of pearls, one ornament of glass beads, unadorned2 eyes3 - my glance4, do 
not fall [on them]!
Four bangles on each arm, a single5 four-sided anklet on [her] feet, Hari6 is gazing7 
unblinkingly;
One sari, rumpled, [her] bodice removed8 from [her] body, she has twisted the left side9 
of the border of [her] sari on [her] breasts10 and turned it over11.
Overpowered by the charm of Haridas’s sovereign Syama12, Kunjabihari slowly 
moves13 up14 to her.
’The use of numbers in this verse is persistent and probably has some significance. The allusion might be 
to the conventional number sixteen in the context of ornaments (cf. introductory note to next verse); 
indeed if all details in the description of Radha are added: three necklaces, unadorned eyes, eight bangles 
(four on each arm), one anklet, one sail, her bodice and the border of the sail, the total would be sixteen.
2I have followed NC and SMC in connecting sada with the following netm, and reading ‘eyes’ as part of 
the description of Radha’s beauty: sada netrana kaha ki netrana me ahjana hu siiigaia bhara hai (NC); 
tatha sada netm (SMC). BC interprets sada as referring to the previous puhjapoti: sada poti ka ek puhja.
sada in a similar context appears again in KM 75.4. About the use of Persian words in Haridas’s poetry 
see III 3.1.
3The obi. reading netmni/na of most MSS (see variant 7) could be explained by interpreting netra as the 
object of lag- .
4h £ s  gives dlth lagna as a synonym of the idiom nazar lagana ‘to cast an evil eye’. Similar is the 
interpretation of SMC here: kahimen disti na lag jay  (nazar lag jane ka viSvas...mana jata raha hai). This 
idiom is presumably connected with the ‘unadorned eyes’ of the heroine (since kajal is applied also to 
avert evil eyes).
sikasam as a synonym of ikahara is quoted in SBBhK.
6This is one of the few examples in KM where Krsna is called Hari. This choice contributes to the 
assonance (and alliteration) of h-. Cf. note 2 to KM 52.
1herlis an absolutive, lengthened for rhyme; see III 2.5.
8I have followed NC in interpreting nyarias ‘removed’, a meaning which fits the description of Radha’s 
clothing (presumably after love-making) better than the sense ‘wonderful’, chosen by BC, SMC and 
Haynes, nyar- appears in KM both in a physical and a more abstract sense, cf. KM 86.2, 4, 95.3 and 
KM 55.4, 86.1,3.
9gati, suggested by MSS H, I, BR, NC and RC (see variants 27 and 29) is evidently a lectio facilior.
'°I have translated urasani as the oblique pi. form of urasa ‘breast’. Alternatively, it can be interpreted as a 
verbal noun of was- ‘to fold in’.
’’Haynes’s translation of the second part of this line is: ‘on the side a peacock dances and bobs’.
^Alternatively, the first part of the last line can be translated in a more formulaic way: ‘Haridas’s 
sovereigns are Syama and Kunjabihari, overpowered by [her] charm [he] slowly moves up to her’.
lisai'akani is probably a verbal noun. Cf. Ill 6.3.8.
un eiiis presumably an accommodation for the rhyme of the adverb nere ‘nearby’, cf. in 2.5.
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Coloured with the colour of her youth, with golden body, with assenting eyes, an 
ornament of beads on a black silken [thread] around her neck,
In her every limb gleams Kamdev’s radiance, rings in her ears lend lustre, [her beauty] 
can be appreciated only by seeing [it], she has blossomed, she is like the moonlight 
of a moonlit night1,
2Her sari made of fine muslin3, with a red bodice, the splendour of a satin petticoat, 
four bangles on each [arm], ornaments on her wrists, jingling4, she is adorned5 with 
a beautiful6 nose-pin, her mouth [flavoured] with pan, her front teeth7 flash so that 
I8 am deceived9 in the illusion [that they are lightning];
Such is the eternal Biharinl, in whose company Sri Bihari Lala, who is like a [mighty] 
tamal free10, becomes very humble, desirous and shaking; in the bower-abode 
Haridas’s couple sway on the swing of passion.
The nakha-Sikha sequence follows a rather odd curve in this pada: the description starts with Radha’s 
eyes, moves to her neck, comes back up to her ears, again down to her body, then up to her mouth. 
This verse can also be seen as an example of the 16-Srngara convention which is commonplace in Hindi 
literature. However, this instance neither shows a conceit according to which the 16 are divided into four 
groups of four natural attributes: being long, short, slender and broad (as in Padmavata 40.4-5), nor does 
it restrict itself to the category ‘appliances for decoration’ (cf. Platts s.v. singai). Instead the KM 
examples (cf. previous verse) are organised only in accordance with the nakha-Sikha sequence. Thus, 
KM might represent ‘an early stage of the development of the Hindi 16-Snigara convention out of the 
Sanskrit nakhaSikha vamana'' (Snell 1991a,p. 224).
The adj. dharara is explained in H&S with Sighra hi akarsit ya pravrtta honevala ‘being quickly attracted, 
or inclined’. It is glossed in SMC similarly: svikrtiparak bhavo se yukta. There is one occurrence of 
dharare in Ras man ke pad, where it is again connected with eyes: bimala kamala naina diragha dhame, 
but there it seems to function as a verb which has an object ‘the eyes dispel one’s composure’ (see 
Entwistle 1983, pp. 352-353).
’I have translated joha me jona by analogy with puranamasi id si punari of KM 49.2. The meanings 
‘moonlight’ and ‘moonlit night’ for the Sanskrit equivalent of jdha, jyotsna, are attested in OHED.
2Both the third and the fourth line are excessively long: 84 and 80 matras respectively. High density of 
words is quoted among the peculiarities of the poetical composition of dhmpada (see Delvoye 1983, p. 
90, and VI 3.4).
3tanasusa is glossed in OHED with ‘fine muslin’. H§S elaborates: tajeb ya Sruddhi ki tarah ka ek piakar 
ka barhiya phuldar kapra, and quotes this example. SMC suggests that it is a veiy thin material: aisi jhini 
sail jisme se aiigo Id sudaulta drstigat ho rahi hai.
4 SMC glosses khamaki bani with sundarta se anurup hi baithihai.
5 See above,
6My translation of jaiba is based on its meaning ‘beauty’. Alternatively, it can be translated as ‘placket’. 
The nominal formant -zeba ‘adorning, becoming’ is quoted in OHED as well, but the translation ‘Radha 
adorning the nose-pin’ (i.e. she is so beautiful, that she adorns the ornaments rather than vice versa) 
seems too far-fetched.
7 cauka is glossed as ‘an aggregate of four’ in OHED. This meaning, applied to Radha’s teeth, is adopted 
by SMC: imikh ke agle bhag ke upar nice ke car dato Id kanti... H§S ascribes to cauka the meaning 
‘head-omament’ (sir par paharme ka phul ke akar ka ek gahna) , which could be an alternative in this 
context.
8This is the T  of the sakhl, describing Radha’s beauty.
9The reading of BR jhuli ‘sway’ (see variant 33) is semantically and poetically inferior (jhuli is the 
rhyme-word in the next line).
10This simile is open to interpretation. I have based my reading on the contrast between the might of 
Krsna and his humble behaviour in front of Radha. NC and SMC take tamala as a representative of the 
stock simile comparing the hero and heroine, united in their dalliance, with a tamala tree, around which a 
creeper is entwined: taru tamala kaha Id anga te anga lapati rahe hai jyau taru tamala tm kahcana beli 
lapatai (NC); jis  prakar tamal vrksa ke sath bel lipatjatihai tathaiva kuhja-mahal me yaha jo ii rasmay keh 
ke hindore me jhulne lagi (SMC).
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Radha, dear, leave your sulking;
My life is obtained11 j1 2 [through you], oh friend, hold it13;
Place your hand on my forehead14, give me an assurance of protection today;
15Haridas’s sovereign Syama16 Kunjabihari says imploringly, with excitement and 
desire: be ashamed [of your sulking].
n I have interpreted payo jata as passive. The commentaries gloss payau jata as two finite verbs: tumhaii 
prasannata me prana [sic] paya hai...mere prana jata hai (NC); pave hue pran...nikalte hue se pmtitho rahe 
hai (SMC). Cf. also KM 58.3.
12The reading he of MS C (see variant 7) is inferior to the reading hai of the rest of the MSS: the latter 
can be interpreted as auxiliary, avoiding the accumulation of two vocatives.
13 sajna as a synonym of dharan kama ‘to maintain’ is attested in H&S. The commentaries also translate 
saji as the imp. of saj-: tate saji kaha ki ...prana jate rakhau (NC); saji arthat meii avyavasthit cetna ko 
vyavasthitkar (SMC). Haynes interprets it as a rhyme form of sajanl ‘lady, sweetheart’.
14NC interprets mathaipara hatha dhar- as a synonym of the KhB idiom shpar hath rakhna ‘to swear by 
one’s life’: mere mathe M sapta [sic] khau.
An almost identical line appears in Sursagar: abhaya dana dai kara dhaii surdasa ke matha (s.v. matha in 
SBBhK).
15 My translation is based on the reading M  haiidasa ke svaml syama kunjabihari kahata bali ranga ruci so 
laji. The abundance of variants shows that the text of the last line is corrupt. A large number of MSS do 
not include pyaii and yd: C, F, H, I, J, BR, NC(M/P), RC (see variants 27 and 28); both of them are 
presumably later glosses. None of the MSS apart from G (including E) read bhule (see variant 32) and sd 
(see variant 31). Neither of these words adds much to the sense and they make the extremely long fourth 
line even longer. By contrast all the MSS (including E) support the reading ranga (see variant 33), which 
might be dictated by the form rather than by the content: alliterative lahga and ruci often appear together.
16 Again, there are two variants of the chapa: the reading of G, syama kunjabihari, and the more formulaic 
version of A, C, F, I, J, NC and RC, syama kunjabihari (see variant 23).
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On the topic of qualities, oh Radha, who knows more than you? He who17 knows is a 
mere shadow18 of [you];
Nobody19 knows the distinctions of the varieties20 of dance, song and rhythm, 
however much [they]21 have studied22 them in detail.
[Nobody knows] the essence23 and pure24 form, the scope and the limit25 [of these 
arts]26, tlfose who are skilful in their knowledge of notes, they have toiled 
laboriously but in vain.
Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama and Kunjabihari27; by [even] a little of all the aspects 
of your nature28 the other excellent ones have been defeated.
17 In accorance with the secyarian views about Radha’s supremacy NC interprets jo  as applied to 
Kunjabihari: jo  kachu janai tauyaha piya bihari so apahi tai sikhai hai (cf. VII 2.2).
18I have interpreted unahaii as a variant of anuhaii. SMC gives an analogous gloss: kachu unahmi = 
chaya maha. The two forms appear again as alternatives in Vyas’s Man ki Srnkhala, pada 68 1(1) (see 
Pauwels 1994a, p. 168 of chapter 9).
19 SMC translates kahu as related to the adverb ‘somewhere, anywhere’ rather than to the indef. pronoun 
‘somebody’. In accordance to such an interpretation is the reading, kahu, suggested by MSS D, I, and 
NC (see variant 19).
20Haplography of bheda in NCM because of previous bhedana (see variant 15).
21 SMC takes the sakhi (Haridas) as the subject of this action, and the possible experts as the object: 
maine sabko dekh liya.
22According to Saran Bihari Gosvami and Buddhi Prakas jhar- ‘to sift’ has a similar metaphorical 
meaning ‘to examine’, like its English counterpart (see COD). OHED quotes die idiom jhar-pachorkar 
dekhna ‘to sift and winnow (a matter): to investigate in detail’; even without the pachor- component 
collocation with dekh- suggests strong support for the above interpretation.
23In this context the musical meaning of tatva, ‘slow time in music’ (see Platts), is also a possible 
inteipretation. NC glosses tatva suddha sarupa as the couple’s skilfulness, elegance and radiance: jo  tatva 
suddha svaivpa kaha ki anga anga Id jori caturai sugharai ujarai.
24 Buddha also is used in musical terminology: as a kind of giti (melodic development), suda (type of the 
form of singing of piabandha) and barn (melodic style of dhmpada) (see Srivastava 1980, pp. 5, 5-19 and 
50).
251 have translated resi rather freely, extending its literal meaning ‘line’ to a metaphorical interpretation 
‘limit’. However, I have not been able to trace any attestation of resi as synonymous with slma. 
HarivamSa’s CP 52 desau mai sundarta id slva (Snell 1991a, p. 152) could be quoted as collateral 
support for the semantic context. See also note 6 to KM 42.
rekha is a dance-term as well. MW glosses it as ‘a right or straight position of all the limbs in dancing’. 
For a detailed explanation of the meaning of rekha as ‘lines in dancing’ see Baneiji 1985, pp. 19-21.
261 have taken tatva, suddha sarupa, resa, paramana as independently connected with the arts enumerated 
in the previous line, but many different compounds of combinations of them can be constructed.
27 There are different possible interpretations of the role of the chapa in the syntax of the last line. I have 
opted for a reading in which the chapa is only formally connected to the rest of the line and Syama 
kunjabihari are taken together. Since the whole verse is addressed to Radha (rather than both of them), 
one could read Syama as vocative and Kunjabihari as the subject of implied kah-. Then the translation 
would be ‘Oh Haridas’s sovereign Syama, says Kunjabihari’.
SMC gives yet another gloss of the last line in accordance with the sectarian views about the primacy of 
Radha. This alternative makes the chapa an integral part of the sentence: ‘Oh Syama, only Kunjabihari is 
a bit like you, all the other worthy ones have been defeated’: he Sri Syamaju Sri kuhjabihaii hi keval tanik 
apkikuch samanta me hai anya jitnebhi guni hai ve sab har man gaye. Similar is the interpretation of NC: 
ho Syama yaha kunjabihari neka tumhaii prakrti kau hai; (cf. also VII 2,2)
28 About the use of prakrti in KM see note 6 to KM 14.
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Bihari29 has become skilful under this patronage only;
Whatever multitude of skilful30 knowledge he has31 is through this power only. 
He was indeed greater than anybody else but32 he33 did not pass34 her test35. 
Haridas’s36 sovereign Syama37 Kunjabihari remains benumbed by desire.
SMC interprets this verse as connected to the previous one. Krsna reacts to the last remark in KM 23 
(that he has acquired only a little bit of the skilfulness of Radha, see note 11,to KM 23) with the question: 
‘Do even I know only a little bit?’ KM 24 is the answer of the sakhi to his question.
29If one adopts the readings of MSS H; D, J and PH, aju tuma; hau/ho (see variants 1 and 3), bihari will 
have to be taken as a vocative.
30The pleonastic use of the adj. sughara (qualifying janapane) would be avoided if there were another 
noun ruling sughaia. Because of this the reading sughara sura/svara of MSS D, F, I, J, BR, RC and H 
(see variant 12) (and MS BI) might be better.
31 This translation is based on the readinggaff (see variant 10), glossed in SK as a synonym of samuh 
‘group, multitude’. Alternatively, it can be interpreted as the verb gat-, with the meaning ‘to be caught, 
fixed, established’, with bata as understood subject. The other reading, ghati, can also be interpreted as 
perf. ptc., this time of the verb ghat-, ‘to come about, to happen; to be formed, made’ (see OHED) again 
governed by an implied bata.
NC glosses gad with gasa ‘a rankling urge or desire’; SMC with marma ‘essential truth’; but neither of 
them gives any reason for these interpretations. PC typically paraphrases the line in such a way that it is 
difficult to establish which word of the tika con-esponds to what in the mula: basikarana gum jitanai janata 
baha gahe tai bhae. RC’s gloss, aura gad je  sughara sura anga daya tuvayara, is no more helpful.
32 About the usage of pai in KM see note 7 to KM 2.
33I interpret yaha as a rhyme form of the demonstrative pronoun yaha; literally: ‘There was no passing of 
her test by him’ SMC glosses yaha tai with yaha para. An alternative interpretation of yaha tai would read 
tai as a form of taya [A tai], ‘concluding, deciding’ and translate ‘this was her conclusion’.
34For a similar use of kasa khata- see Tulsidas’s Vinay patiika , pada 204 (ViyogI 1950, p. 401).
3 5 All the dictionaries I have consulted give m. gender for kasa, but the f. form of the postposition Id 
suggests that the noun might have functioned with double gender. This hypothesis is supported by the 
fact that norms deriving from a verb stem tend to be feminine.
36Dittography of ha- in MS C (see variant 36).
37Only two MSS (H and PH) support the reading of G, syama (see variant 37). Even E (which in almost 
all readings agrees with G, see II 8) joins the rest of the MSS giving syama. For discussion of the 
variants of the chapa see note 12 to KM 5, and V I2.
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The lover of Radha, Kunjabihari38 says39: I have not gone anywhere, listen, listen, oh 
Radha, I swear by you;
If you should not believe me, Haridasi40 was with me, ask4i her and see, [Kunjabihari 
to Haridas:] Sister, swearing on me, tell her then what happened.
[Haridas? to Radha:] Dear, [how can you] have no42 faith in a pledge43? Give up this 
bad temper44, let it go. [I will say] this much45 now, I46 adjure you, oh friend.
The two beautiful ones have grasped each other and remain47 clinging; embracing each 
other they48 turn and turn.
3 8 The addition of the honorific particles iri in F and NCM, and ju  in NCM (see variants 1, 3, 5) is 
presumably a later accretion.
39Haplography of ka- in kahata because of previous rasika in BR (see variants 4 and 6).
40The introductory phrase radha rasika kuhjabihM kahata (which has a very commentary-like ring, but is 
not fully omitted in any of the MSS) together with haridasi seems to be a substitution for a chapa in this 
stanza.
41 The reading bujhi, suggested by J, (see variant 20) occurs also in KM 82.3 (this time without any 
alternative readings), again connected with dekh-. Either the scribe of J has confused KM 25 and 82, or 
bujhi dekh- is an established collocation, puchi is the form used in PC; it is difficult to say if PItambardas 
has copied the mula, or if his tika has influenced the later MSS.
4 2Alternatively na can be taken as obi. pi. termination of the previous gathdda, but the negative is 
semantically better.
4 3 The range of variants for gathoda betrays semantic confusion on the part of the scribes. NC and SMC 
explain gathdda as referring to the signs of love-making left on Radha’s body: he pyariju tuma kauna  ^tau 
gathaudana apane tana Id na piatita hai (NC); tumhe gathaud arthat raticinho kipiatiti arthat smrti nah! hai 
(SMC). However, the general sense of ‘pledge’ as something given for security, seems more likely.
It is interesting that the only other reference to gathdda (or rather to its synonym gathibandha) I have 
come across is again connected with pradd. gathibandha te paratlti ban (doiia 453) and baii pratiti 
gathibandha te (doha 457) ofTulsi’s Dohavali(see Sukla 1973-4, pp. 117 and 119). Maybe the intended 
meaning here is similar: ‘Pyari, your faith [should be firmer than any] pledges’, but without any adjective, 
such an interpretation seems too far-fetched.
44 chiya as referring to something filthy (in literal and metaphorical senses) is attested in OHED and TK. 
Both, the reading ofNCP, chima, ‘forgiveness’ and of NCM, dhima, ‘slow, weak’ (see variant 32) are 
inferior from a semantic point of view.
45 The f. ending of itani is probably in accordance with an implicit bata. My translation of itani is based cn 
the meaning of itaneta in KM 39.3. SMC glosses itani as a synonym of ‘such’: ab is prakar Id bato ko na 
kai'o.
46Both NC and SMC interpret the third line as said by the sakhi (Haridas) to Radha as a response to 
Krsna’s words in the second line. Alternatively Krsna could continue to be the subject, again addressing 
Radha.
47 A large number of MSS from different groups: C, D, F, H, I, BR and RC do not include lahai (see 
variant 42). The interpolation of rahai in the rest of the MSS might echo KM 92.3 (lagi lapatai mhai chad 
sau chad...).
4 8 so in the last line can be interpreted either as a rhyme form of the demonstrative-correlative pronoun (as 
in my translation), or as the postposition ‘by means of: by, with’ (see OHED); literally: ‘they embrace 
each other by turning’.
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Oh beloved, your greatness cannot49 be described: the languor50 with which you have 
overpowered the god of love;
He51 assaults me, oh friend, I have52 become subservient53.
[Your body] is purified54 like a golden coin55, or else56 it is as if naturally57 adorned 
with the sixteen decorations58, it is fragrant59 with the essence of sandalwood, 
camphor, musk and saffron.
Haridas’s sovereign Syama60 Kunjabihari [says]: [you] have made [me] subject to 
desire.
A9jai is the 3rd p. subj.-pres. rather than the stem.
50SMC’s interpretation of alasa is ‘without any exertion’: jisse apne alasya me hi kam ko sarvatha adhin 
kar liya. NC glosses alasa as Radha’s languor after the couple’s love-sports: ho pyari ju tlhaii mahima 
mopai kahlnahl jata Id bihara me tuma kau alasana bhal. Haynes translates it as ‘weak’ and takes basa 
kina as independent words rather than the collocation ‘to make subject (to oneself), to subdue’ (see 
OHED): ‘it makes me weak with the power of love’.
51I have translated the demonstrative-correlative pronoun as connected to Kama because danda lag- 
alludes to the common image of Kama striking with his blossom-arrows. However, la. could apply also to 
mahima, as it is interpreted in BC.
52The pi. ending can be explained by the use of the 1st p. pi. pr. hame for 1st p. sg.
53The reading bhlna, ‘engrossed’ suggested by F, (see variant 14) is possible but less likely in this
context.
5Aaut- ‘to boil, evaporate over fire’ refers to the process of purifying by heating. The reading of F ova 
(see variant 18) is a lectio facilior,
55I have not been able to find any reference to sadhe gyaraha. B. PrakaS explains in his English 
commentary: ‘At the time of emperor Akbar eleven and a half masha gold coins were in circulation’. This 
is the meaning adopted by the other commentaries as well: prathama tau sade gyaraha mase mohara takau 
saunau (NC); us samay sarhe gyarah mase Id [sic] muhar caltl thl (SMC). PC glosses sadhe gyaraha 
with ‘gold’: kancana tana.
A silver coin of this weight (11.5 maSas), called ‘rupee’, is listed in Abul Fazl’s inventory of Akbar’s 
coins (Hormasji 1923, p. 49). Issues which weigh 11 or 12 ma$as are enumerated among the golden 
coins (Ibid., p. 42), but no golden coin of 11.5 masas is mentioned. However, the text suggests that both, 
gold and silver, were purified in the same manner ( Ibid, p. 41).
56The original reading of H (and MS BI) omits the whole phrase dujai...me (see variants 19-25), which
cuts out 20 of the 59 matras of this enormously long line.
57NC and SMC take sahaja hi as connected to the following fragrances rather than to the sixteen 
ornaments.
5 8 About the sixteen ornaments see the introductory note to KM 21.
59 bhlna as a synonym of sugandhit is attested in SS. However, the original ranga bhlna allows different 
semantic nuances which interact with each other. Apart from referring to the fragrance of the ointments, 
bhlna can be translated as a synonym of rahgita ‘coloured’, especially if ranga is taken in its most 
immediate meaning, ranga blima can allude to the couple’s love-play as well, sS  glosses it with kam-kilra 
me laga.
60If the reading syama, suggested by MSS A, C, F, I, J, BR, NC and RC (see variant 34) and MS BI, is 
accepted, the chapa will be an integral part of the syntax of the last line, which will then translate: 
‘Haridas’s sovereign Syama has made Kunjabihari subject to desire’.
The collocation rasa basa kaii Una occurs again in KM 63.4, in a similar context: rasa basa kari line k i  
haridasa ke svaml syama.
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These are not61 drops of sweat, add62 them to your string of pearls;
[I]63 have seen64 [them to be] priceless, without price65: take66 [my] body, mind and 
wealth as sacrifice [for them].
67In inverted position [you] make love without weariness. He is the central gem68 
among your [pearls].
Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama and Kunjabihari and they69 are united70 in beautiful 
love.
6lHaplography of na- in F, because of preceding kana (see variant 2).
62I have interpreted deha as the imperative of de-, in analogy with leha in the next line. Similar is the gloss 
of Pltambardas: irama kana dijai mod mala. On the other hand, since mod mala is a well established 
compound, NC and SMC read mod and mala together and interpret deha as ‘body’: ye mod mala kau 
deha hai (NC); apke sd  anga par vidyaman ye Srambindu jal ke kan nahi hai, in par motiyd ki mala 
nyauchavar hod hai (SMC).
63NC reads Haridas as the speaker of this verse whereas SMC glosses the first two lines as the words of 
Krsna to Radha.
64SMC supplies ‘other pearls’ as the object of des-: maine bahut se mod dekhe hai kintu yaha to amol 
mod hai. The interpolation of bahuta, suggested by MSS C, D, F, I, J, BR, NCM, RC (see variant 9) fits 
this interpretation.
65amola mola nahi: for a discussion on emphatic repetitions in Haridas’s poetry see III 4.1.
66 leha is probably a rhyme form of the imp. lehu. This assumption is supported by the reading lehu of 
MSS C, D, F, I, J, BR, NC and RC (see variant 16).
67The third line is far from clear. The omission (or interpolation) of nahi (see variants 20, 21, 25), and the 
transpositions in the line (see variant 25) show the semantic confusion of the scribes, and are signs that 
the text is corrupt. Some of the printed editions (e.g. the mula of SMC) read nahaka, a form comprising 
both naika and nahi, a clear sign that there might have been a confusion of the two forms. It is very 
difficult to assess the correctness of F and BR, which omit nahi (see variants 21 and 25). Without nahi 
the length of the third line will be 29 matras, exactly matching the length of the second line, but metre is 
not a reliable criterion in Haridas’s poetry.
The commentaries also reflect the semantic confusion. They either supply allegedly missing material, or 
paraphrase the line obscurely. NC rewords: rati me bipaiita pdti kau alasa hau. nayaka priya ju sau ye tern 
madhya nahi. PC is not more helpful: ratipati M bipidta caha ati tu nava navala. RC renders: lad bipirita 
alasa nahi jo  nayaka tuva asa. According to SMC Lalita addresses Radha, saying that she knows that 
Radha herself is desirous to sport with Krsna, but acts inertly. She should see what a wonderful lover is 
waiting for her: teii bhi lal ko svayam larane ki lalsa hai tathapi tu prem me alsa raid hai, dekhe tere 
madhya kaisa man bhavata nayak hai.
68 See above. I have translated naika as ‘the central gem of a necklace’, a meaning attested in H§S, Platts 
and MW. In the commentaries naika is glossed as ‘hero, lover’.
69I have translated be ha as an emphatic form of the pronoun ve (supported by the reading hu of MSS F, 
I, J, BR, NC and RC, see variant 33). NC glosses beha with vedha ‘piercing’: pyaii ju kau anga ujvala 
mod so lala ju kau anga piiti varama ta kau vedha lehu.
70My translation of malaye is based on the readings mileye of I, NC and mihye of BR(see variant 31), 
interpreting them as subj.-pres. in the passive from mil- ‘to meet, to unite’. Similar is the rendering of 
NC: Sri haridasi ju ke svand syama kuhjabihad lala ju sau pdti barn. Sresthata kara milata bhaye. SMC 
interprets malaye as a synonym of malayaja ‘fragrant wind’: Sd lal me se sarvopari prem M lalsa ki 
sugandhit hava a raid hai. Yet another possibility would be to translate malaya as ‘garden’ (meaning 
attested in MW), yielding ‘they are in the beautiful garden of love’.
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Kunjabihari sits in meditation on the blue-71 and red-72 [clad] fair one.
The longer he was denied pleasure, the longer he suffered greatly.
Agitated73, she appeared74. There was much happiness in [his] heart, oh friend. 
Kunjabihari pleases Haridas’s sovereign Syama75.
71I have followed SMC and RC in interpreting nila as referring to Radha’s clothing: gaur vama par nili 
saii tatha lal kancuki ke dhyan me Sri kunjabihari tadakar hokar baithe hai (SMC); gori nilambara bhai 
(RC). Alternatively, nila could allude to the dark-blue colour of Krsna’s complexion.
72 See above. According to SMC lala is the colour of Radha’s bodice (indeed in KM 21 Radha is 
described as wearing a red bodice), lala could be read also as an epithet of Krsna.
731 have interpreted arabaraie as adverbial use of the perf. ptc. The reading of MSS C, F, I; H and BR, 
apa/°e/°uhi, ‘she herself (see variant 10) is semantically possible as well. The gloss on the third line in 
PC includes apa hi: apa hi pragata kahimakha banisuni pritama rasa sidhu pagayai, it is possible that this 
early tlka has influenced the later MSS.
74 SMC suggests a transitive reading of pragata bhai: Sri priyaju apni lalsa ko prakat kanie lagj.
75 Alternatively the chapa can be translated in a more formulaic way: ‘Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama and
Kunjabihari and [he] pleases [her]’.
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The splendour of your76 apparel today, oh dear one, and of yours77, oh beloved, cannot 
be described78.
His darkness and your fairness are like a white and dark braid79, or like [the colour- 
pattern] of a recumbent snake80.
[The splendour] of his yellow sash and of your blue mantle is like the splendour of the 
sun81, the moon and pure gold.
The beauty of Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari could not be described, 
[even] were thousands of poet-connoisseurs to assemble.
7 6 The use of ten referring to Krsna and tuhmaii to Radha could suggest a shift of honorific level 
(explained by the primacy of Radha in the sect), but more probably it indicates a certain degree of 
interchangeability of tu and tuma (see HI 6.2.2).
7 7 Alternatively tuhmaii can refer to pyaii rather than to her apparel; this will make the translation read: 
‘The splendour of your apparel, oh dear one, and of your beloved...’. However, this will make the first 
line addressed only to Krsna, and will thus require a change of addressee in the second and third lines, 
which are evidently said to Radha.
7 8 The formula baiani (kahi/basane) na jai is often used in verses describing the beauty of Radha and 
Krsna; most of its occurrences are, as here in the opening line: KM 40.1, 41.2, 69.2, 86.1.
7 9 Presumably the meaning of this simile is that the couple of dark Krsna and fair Radha are entwined like 
the locks of hair in a braid. NC and SMC elaborate on the colours of this simile, explaining that the white 
in the braid stands for the flowers with which it is decorated: baini tau phulana tai guhl (NC); jaise veni 
me safedphul guthe hue ho (SMC).
80 The snake simile is open to interpretation. It might refer to the white-dark pattern of the skin of the 
cobra, since bhuvanga can mean specifically ‘cobra’ (see OHED). Or it might allude generally to snakes 
which have dark dorsal and light ventral: NC’s gloss seems to suggest such an interpretation 
bhuvahgama jo  sarupa k i Syama barana upara. bake nicae gaurata. SMC understands the simile to refer to 
inverted love-making: Ids! bhai- se sarpadab rahaho(rati viparit). Yet another interpretation is offered in 
BC, where the snake is explained as a simile for the braid: jaise naginivat venipuspo ko gutha gaya ho.
81 The ‘sun/moon’ reference is difficult to interpret, and seems to have been equally obscure to the 
commentators. A further example of a ‘sun’ and ‘moon’ allusion, similar in its obscurity, appears in Hit 
HarivamSa’s CP (see Snell 1991a, pp. 195-196, note 2 to CP 14).
In translating this line I have followed BC: inka pitambar evam apki nilambar ki orhni is prakar dipta ho 
rahi hai jaise suiya-candra evam kancan ki abha ek sthal par ekatrit ho rabi ho. However, if one tries to 
analyse the details of this simile, the colours involved present a problem. SMC suggests that the moon 
refers to the blue mantle, and the gold and the sun to die yellow sash, but does not explain the colour- 
connection between the blue mantle and the moon. NC gives a possible solution to this question by 
glossing the moon with Radha’s face, surrounded by the sky-like dark blue sash: kaha id SaSi candrama 
so tau mukha. candrama nilambaiana me sohata. But a parallel interpretation cannot be given for Krsna, 
and indeed NC equates the sun with Krsna’s yellow sash, rather than with his face: so rabi rupa lOla ju 
kau pitambara. Tins problem would be resolved by the reading mani, suggested by MSS C, H, and I (see 
variant 29), but exactly for this reason it seems that mani might just be a lectio facilior.
The colour of Krsna’s and Radha’s clothes has a further implication: Radha is dressed in a mantle which 
has the dark-blue colour of Krsna, and he wears a sash of the golden colour of Radha.
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[I]82 rejoiced83 as I watched.
[how you] were brought84 before85 your lover86 in the glow87 of love.
Listen, oh friend, [he] is dressed 88 in wedding raiment89. Today with a charm of 
protection [I]90 am surrendering91 [to you].
Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari are skilled in all qualities, in the tatathe?2 
rhythm which9 3 came about.
82SMC is the only commentary to specify the subject of bhai, i.e. the sakhis (see below). Both NC and 
SMC assert that this pada presents the words of Haridas to the other sakhis; however, this interpretation 
requires a change of addressee in the third line, which is evidently directed to Radha. I have translated 
phula bhai as referring to Haridas.
8 3 The collocation phula bhai is grammatically problematic if parsed as abs. + perf. of ho-, and 
semantically problematic if interpreted as noun + bhai. I have followed the commentaries in reading phula 
as the verb ‘to bloom’ rather than the noun ‘flower’: anga me samata nahi (NC); dekhata phuli (PC); 
sahcariyo ke pran phul rahe hai (SMC).
841 have translated lai as the perf ptc. of the verb la- ‘to bring, to fetch’. The commentaries gloss it with 
‘embrace’: bhujana me bhari lai (NC); lal ko bhujao me bhar Uya (SMC).
85NC renders ke age with ‘to bring forward’: lala ju ne unaki cahi jam apanipiiti kau age kara. SMC 
paraphrases rather freely: jo  pdti yukta bhav me vibhor hokar. As usually, RC merely repeats the mula: 
pdta ki [sic] agai hvai kai.
861 have translated pdti ‘love’ as referring to Krsna. This interpretation would be more immediate if  the 
reading of MSS D and RC pdta (see variant 4) ‘beloved’ (see OHED) were adopted.
87I have adoptedRC’s and Haynes’s gloss of prakasa as ‘glow, splendour’: prema ujyari (RC); ‘in the 
splendor of love’ (Haynes). SMC interprets prakasa as ‘disclosure’: jis puma prem kk prakai syama ne 
kiya.
88The interpolation of nikau/o suggested by NCP and NCM (see variant 12) seems to echo KM 18,4 (aba 
niko banyau).
891 have interpreted bagau as a form of baga ‘knee-length outer garment worn by men, wedding garment 
(of bridegroom)’ (see OHED). NC gives a similar rendering, but sees bagau as a metaphor for Krsna’s 
love: so piya [sic] ne prema rupi bagau pahirayau hai. RadhaSarandas’s interpretation is again figurative: 
biba tana iobha milana ki bagau banyau navina. SMC glosses the whole phrase as connected with the 
couple’s appearance but does not elaborate on bagau: aj to apki banik adbhut aur navin banihai. Similar is 
the interpretation in PC: paharai pata bhukhana.
90NC reads Krsna as the agent of trana tutata: kaha ki lala balihara hota hai.
911 have translated nai as the absolutive (lengthened for rhyme) from the verb nav-, refening to the sakhi 
(Haridas). Alternatively, its subject can be Syama, which would make the translation: ‘you have 
submitted [to love]’. All the commentaries read it as a form of the adjective navin: SMC and RC connect 
it with bagau (see above, note 8), which creates a gender problem unless nai is seen as a rhyme form for 
the m. or as governed by implied banika; NC interprets nai as referring to implied keli: aneka bhavana 
kara nai nai keli bilasata hai.
92 tatathei. mnemonics used to mark time and to stress rhythmic patterns in dancing (cf. KM 60.2 and CP 
36.8, 62.4, 68.7,71.3).
93/u here is presumably a relative pr., used pleonastically (cf. note 6 to KM 11). ju  in the third line, 
however, seems to be the honorific rather than a pr.
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In such94 [a way] is the unique95 couple adorned.
Such [a couple] has not been seen, heard96 of, or described anywhere.
It is as if their wonderful bodies were made of gold which has been purified97 over and 
over again.
Haridas’s sovereign Syama98 is a tamaf9 tree, against which the lass sits leaning.
941 have interpreted aisi as governed by implied vidhi; for a detailed discussion of relative-correlative 
constructions in Haridas’s poetry see III 1.
95NC interprets bicitra in the context of chadma lila (‘disguise or exchange of clothes’, see Entwistle 
1987, p. 56): besa palative id  chabi taukabahu na dekhi.
96From the point of view of consistency (with regard to the preceding desi and the following bham), the 
f. perf. ptc. sum, suggested by MSS A, D, I, NCP and RC (see variant 8) might be better than the passive 
stem sumya, given by G. See also discussion on passive in III 6.3.4.
971 have translated sudaha as consisting of the prefix su- ‘good’ and the noun daha ‘burning’. The literal 
translation would be ‘heating gold again and again’; it refers to the process of purifying gold by heating 
it. A similar concept is expressed in KM 26.3 (sadhe gyaraha jyau auti). The commentaries interpret 
sudaha kaii in the same way: mono kanaka kau agni me autaya ke aisi adbhuta deha banl hai (NC); is 
sundar adbhut deh Id to mano kundan ko bar bar tapakar taiyarkiya gaya hai (SMC).
98 Alternatively, syama can be read as an adj. to tamalai.
The reading of C and F, syama, (see variant 16) is inferior, because it would merely double the subject 
dhani.
99 tamalai is presumably a locative form; for further examples of the locative in Haridas’s poetry see HI 
6 . 1.6 .
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[They] laugh, play, talk, unite. See100 this happiness101 of my eyes102.
[They] exchange103 pan, [their] beauty shines like cloud and lightning, in manifold104 
joy-
Notes sounded105 and the raga Kedarau106 was stirred up107, at midnight108 happiness 
was in every pore109;
Through110 Haridas’s sovereigns111 Syama and Kunjabihari’s112 singing, and the 
calling113 peacocks114, supreme joy was bom.
100If one adopts the reading of MSS C and D, desau, (see variant 3) the translation will be: ‘May I see 
this happiness with my eyes.’
I01There are a number of verses in KM and AS where the final rhyme is based either on repetition or on 
homonyms (see VI 3.4). This meets Bhavabhatta’s requirement for dhrupada to have anuprasa or 
yamaka at the end of each foot (see Delvoye 1987, p. 36).
102 SMC suggests that Haridas is addressing his eyes: omere netro!....dekho. However, this interpretation 
would leave the obi. ending of akh- unexplained. I have followed NC’s gloss: tuma meii akhina kara 
sukha dekhau.
103Literally: ‘They take pan and feed each other’, leta khavavata presumably expresses the reciprocity 
inherent in paraspara; the suggestion is the intimacy of eating the pan from each other’s mouths.
104Ihave followed NC in connecting bahu bhatini with the following susa: bahu bhatina ke sukha hai. 
SMC glosses bahu bhatini as referring to the preceding sobha: nana piakarkl £obha.
X05ghuma as a synonym of 6abda kama, bajna is attested in H&S. The reading of F, dhaia, (see valiant 
13) is a lectio facilior; it might have resulted through contamination with a MS related to MS BI which 
reads ati dhara instead of §mti ghuri.
106It is significant that this verse confirms the classification of Kedarau as a late-night raga. See also VI 1.
107The reading of J, macyau, (see variant 15) might echo KM 52.3 (§ruti ghuiiraga kedaiau macyau).
108The purpose of the pleonasm adharatinisa is not clear to me. NC gives an elaborate explanation of this 
phrase, connecting it with the love-play: adharata nisa kaha Id tma hai. surata sukha me avastha. prathama 
tausurata arambha. dvidya madhya tlsreanta. soya same madhya bhava hai. na to ammbha na alasa. takau 
nama adharati nika.
109This is one of the few examples where m is reduced to anusvaia; see III 5.10.
110On the use of kai/ke in association with imperf. ptcs. see McGregor 1968: 3.171.
11 'The dittography of ke svaml in NCP (see variant 22) is because of folio ending.
112The omission of kunjabihari, suggested by MSS F, H, J and RC (see variant 23), might echo KM 
89.4 {iiiharidasa ke svaml syama ke [mili] gavata).
113The reading of NCP, sukha (see variant 25), is semantically inferior.
114I have followed SMC in interpreting maura as ‘peacock’: mayur svar dete hai. NC and BC gloss 
mauia as a form of the pronoun mal: mora kablye mokd parama sukha bhayau (NC); mujhe param sukh 
hua (BC). However, mora is attested as a synonym of mem rather than mujhe (see OHED and S§).
The reading of C, bhauia, ‘bee’ (see variant 27) is possible, but less likely, because one would expect 
bhaura to be connected with a different verb (e.g. bhavara guhjara KM 85.2). In KM sura deta is usually 
applied to birds, cf. sura detapahchl(KM 14.1), paplha deta sura (KM 96.2).
MS BI (partially supported by H, see variants 25, 27 and 29) reads after gavata: ati rasa moda bhayo n 
pamma susa.
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1 Most115 wondrous movements are produced as both youth and maiden, dance on the
circular stage.
2 Performing all parts of the sudhanga116 dance, the innocent one and her beloved
dance, turning117 their smiling faces and in the clamour118 [enjoying] the pleasure 
of embracing.
3 The ladies keep119 the rhythm, the drums resound to the light120 strokes of their
palms121.
4 Lalita’s song of the seven kinds122 [of notes] and beautiful words123 steals124 hearts.
5 Vrindavana has blossomed with flowers, the moon is full, threefold winds blow
gently125.
6 In the joyous pleasure of movement and mutual mirth is the wondrous couple on
earth126.
7 The Yamuna waters stand still, there is a rain127 of flowers, the god of love
sacrifices128 himself.
8 Who can describe with their tongue the rasa of Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and
Kunjabihari, oh friend?
This is the only pada in KM which consists of 8 rather than 4 lines. The suspiciously short fourth and 6th 
lines and the internal rhyming in the second line (bhaurimod, rami) make this line division questionable.
115NC and BC take ati as connected with nrttata: atisai kadkai saul nacata hai (NC); atikay sarvokrsta 
mtya (BC).
116 sudhanga is a dance of uncertain description, which is associated with the rasa. In his annotated 
translation to CP R. Snell (1991a, p. 192) notes that sudhanga often appears in alliterative contexts (with 
mrdanga, anga etc.), and is frequently associated with dance-step mnemonics which recreate the strong 
rhythms of dance styles such as kathak. For occurrences of sudhanga in texts written by contemporaries 
of Haridas see Hit HarivamSa’s CP 19.10,65.3, 68.4, 69.1, 78.1, 79.2, 82.4 (Snell 1991a, pp. 128, 164, 
167, 168, 175, 176, 178) and Harirarn Vyas’s Man ki irhkhala, verses 65.1 (1), 66,3 (2) and 69.3 (1) 
(Pauwels 1994a, pp. 191, 194, 201 of chapter 9).
NC interprets sudhanga as derived fron su- ‘beautiful’ and dhanga ‘way’ (a meaning alleged in H&S as 
well): ladili ati sughara anga bhari.
The readings of C and NCP, sugadha/sugandha, (see variant 9) are evidently lectiones faciliores.
111 m od  is probably absolutive lengthened for the purpose of internal rhyming. This hypothesis is 
supported by the gloss in NC: jaba pyari ju mukha mora kai musakyata bhai.
118 SMC glosses rod  with dhum macate hue. NC reads rasa rod as: bahuta garha alihgana kara 
‘embracing very tightly’. Alternatively, rod  can be translated as ‘beautiful’ (sundar; nicir), a meaning 
attested in H§S. The form raud is presumably again an accommodation for the rhyme.
1 !9I have followed SMC’s gloss of tala dhara- as a synonym of tala de-. There is one more occurrence of 
this collocation, again of the same meaning, in KM 60.2 (aughara tala dhare). A similar phrase, tatathei 
tathei dharati, appears also in CP 36.8 (Snell 1991a, p. 141). The choice of the verbal noun rather than the 
finite verb here is probably dependent on the assonance of -ni-.
120The f. ending of thod can be explained either as a confusion between the m. and f. noun ghata, or as an 
accommodation for the rhyme.
121H&S glosses candragati ghata as mrdanga Id ek thap, and quotes this pada. I have not been able to
find a more elaborate explanation of this phrase. NC gives a very fancy interpretation of candragati: yaha
candragati kaha ki jyau candrama kau prakasa prathama thorn hoi. pachai badhtau jaya so piathama pyaii 
ju candrabadani thod thod nitya k i gati leta hai.
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candacah, an obscure dance term which might be related to candragati, occurs in CP 81 (see note 7 to CP 
81 in Snell 1991a, p. 259).
122I have translated bhai as deriving from bhati. PC, NC and BC gloss it with sura ‘notes’: sapta surani 
sahacari uccara (PC); sapta bhai kahiye sapta sura soi (NC); M  lalitaji ka saptam svar me gayan (BC). 
The mula of SMC gives samay pai instead of sapta bhai and the tlka glosses it with avasarpar.
1231 have followed SMC’s interpretation of bhasa. However, bhasa also has two specifically musical 
meanings: as a name of a ragini and a kind of a tila (see H§S).
124 cauvi is probably the absolutive, lengthened for rhyme. Alternatively, it could be read as the f. perf. 
ptc., since cita has a double gender.
125 Again the f. ending of thoii thauii is probably an accommodation for the rhyme.
126PC’s reading of bhutala has a theological sense: bhupara kiidata biba avatara. SMC interprets bhutala 
in its general meaning as ‘the earth’, ‘world’: yah jon bhutal par adbhut hai. NC gives two alternatives: 
the immediate meaning, as a synonym of mandala, or mandala seen as a metaphor for the sakhis’ hearts: 
athava sakhi kau hiyarupa mandala. Analogous to the appearance of bhutala here is that in CP 7.2 (suni 
abhuta bhutala para joii) (Snell 1991a, p. 120).
127 Alternatively, baiasa could be parsed as another abs., with ratipad as subject.
i2*dmata trna tor-is attested in SS as a synonym of nyochavar kama ‘to sacrifice’. The long -i ending is 
again determined by the rhyme.
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Oh beloved, every time129 I see your face, it seems completely new to me.
An illusion occurs as if I130 had never seen [this beauty]131 before, oh friend; it [gives] 
splendour to splendour13 2, there is neither pen13 3 nor134 paper13 5 [to describe it]. 
How136 did you137 hide millions of moons138, oh friend? I am engrossed139 [in them]
140anew .
Haridas’s sovereign Syama141 says, ‘May142 my desire be not assuaged, may143 there 
be no satiety, may I remain alert night and day.’
129The reading jaya ‘victory, hail’, suggested by MS C (see variants 3 and 4), is semantically inferior.
13 °The agentive form of the personal pronoun for the 1st p. is usually nasalised. From that point of view 
the nasalised readings suggested by MSS D, NCP; PH; F, H, I, J; BR (see variants 14 and 16) are 
superior.
1311 have followed NC and BC in interpreting sobha/dyuti as the implied object of desi: aisau bhrama 
hota hai la [sic] kabahu yaha sobha dekhi hu nahi (NC); manau is saundaiya madhuii ka maine kabhi 
darSan hi nah!kiya (BC). SMC reads musa as the object, but this presents a gender problem: desi is the f  
perf. ptc. and musa is a m. noun.
13 2The translation of the second pada of this line and especially of duti kau duti is veiy problematic. I 
have adhered to the interpretation of duti kau duti in NC and BC: yaha sobha dyuti hu kau sobha deta hai 
(NC); samasta lavanyayukta Sobha-sampanna kantiyd ko bhi kanti pradan kamevali hai (BC). SMC 
glosses the second duti as ranga, and connects the phrase with the following lesana na kagata: iskl dyuti 
ko prastut kar sake aise rango (dyuti) ka bhi sarvatha abhav hi hai.
Presumably, the first dyuti represents the splendour of Radha in general, which is increased by the beauty 
of her face,
I33My translation is based on the reading lekhani/°nl na kagata of MSS A, H; F, I, BR; NC and RC (see 
variant 23) which is semantically superior. Both BC and SMC choose lekhani ‘pen’ rather than lesana 
‘writing’. NC mterprets lekhani as a synonym of likhna: lekharu na kagata kaha ki janave me na avata aru 
likhave me hu na avata. Both the action and the instrument of writing are included in PC: mukha 
Sobha...likhata na banal lekhani kagada.
!34The scribe of J has evidently misread na as the pi. obi. ending -ni (see variant 24), which interpretation 
is semantically inferior.
135The form kagata is not attested. The reading of F, kagada (see variant 25), is the form quoted in 
dictionaries. The substitution of the voiced with the voiceless consonant might be an accommodation for 
the rhyme. An alternative explanation is NC’s reading of kagati as comprising ka and gati: kagati kaha Id 
kaunasi gati hai. kagata/0ti appears again in KM 85.4, where it is glossed with ka gati in the other 
commentaries as well.
136I have followed BC in the interpretation of kaha as a synonym of kis prakar. hi this meaning the 
unnasalised reading of C, D andNC kaha (see variant 30) would be more straightforward. Alternatively, 
kaha can be rendered with ‘where’ as in SMC: apne karoro candramao kokaha chipa rakha hai?
137I have interpreted tai as the agentive form of the personal pronoun tu.
13 8 The implication is that Radha’s face is so beautiful, it is as if it has absorbed the splendour of a million
moons.
,39BC and SMC interpret ragata as ‘to sing’, a gloss which does not seem very appropriate in this verse 
whose context is visual rather than aural: jab ap naye naye rago ka gayan karti hai (SMC); jab apne 
mukhkamal se gayan karti hui naye naye rago ka apke dvam vistar hota hai (BC). NC glosses it with 
love: naye naye ragata kaha ki nava nava saneha. mgna as a synonym of lin hona ‘to be engrossed’ is 
attested in HSS and SBBhK where it is supported with an example from Padmakar granthavali. The use 
of imperf. ptc. can be explained by the requirements of the rhyme. Cf. also KM 85.2.
140I have interpreted naye rather freely as an adv. usage of the adj. Alternatively, it can be analysed as the 
perf. ptc. of nay- (= n a v ‘to submit’, see OHED) used adverbially. The translation would read: ‘having 
submitted fully [to you/your beauty] I am engrossed in it.’
141For a discussion of the chapa see note 12 to KM 5 and V I2.
142I have translated hoi as 3rd p. subj.-pres. BC and SMC interpret it as a habitual present and gloss i
with hota hai.
143My translation is based on the emendation of the reading of G hoi to the readings hoya/hoi suggested 
by D, J, NCM; I, BR, RC (see variant 43). The f. perf ptc. is semantically inferior to the 3rd p. subj.-pres. 
in this context.
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I have such a desire144 to unite145 heart with heart, to bring146 body together with 
body! But then what would I look at, oh beloved147?
Attached148 to you alone, may eyes remain united149 with eyes, this is the only 
benefit150 of living, oh beloved.
I do not151 have so much weaponry152, oh beloved. I am very humble under your 
power15 3. 1 cannot endure154 the haughtiness of your brows15 5, oh beloved.
Haridas’s sovereign Syama156 says: keep me under the protection of your arms157, 1 
am destitute, I have been burnt158 by desire, oh beloved.
144j l  (jiya) ho- is an idiom, which means ‘to have a desire’ (see OHED). However, jiya is given in all 
dictionaries as m., which makes its connection with aisi problematic. SMC interprets jiya literally as 
‘heart’, and aisl as governed by implied lalsa: hrday me aisl lalsa ho rahi hai. However, if SMC’s literal 
interpretation of jiya hota is followed, perhaps an implied bat rather than the more specific lalsa would be 
a better explanation for the f. ending of aisl.
145I have interpreted milai as the stem of the transitive verb mila- rather than as the 3rd p. subj.-pres. of its 
intransitive counterpart mil-, for the sake of consistency (cf. samaya lyau).
146I have parsed lyau as 1st p. subj.-pres. of la- ‘to bring’, following an absolutive.
i41hopyari is probably a filler, which was added to the pada as a result of its musical performance; its 
absence in a number of MSS (see variants 30, 31, 47, 48, 59, 60) suggests its probably secondary 
character.
14 8hilagi can be interpreted either as the f. n. hilaga, ‘attachment, love’ or as the stem of the verb hilag- 
‘to be attached, to be entangled’ (see OHED).
149For the verbal composition of perf. ptc. and rah- see McGregor 1968: 4.23.
150Haplography of -h- in MS NCM (see variant 29), presumably because of following ho.
151Here kaha is used in its rhetorical sense ‘in what (possible) case’, see OHED.
152Both BC and SMC interpret saja as a synonym of samarthya ‘capacity, strength’: mujhme itna 
samarthya kaha hai jo  apM terhi bhrkuti (apka man) sah saku (SMC); mere ko itna samarthya he pyM  
kaha hai (BC). None of the dictionaries I have consulted quotes this meaning, but H&S gives the 
meaning ‘weapons’ (laraime kam anevale hathiyar) which I have adopted.
15 3 basi here is presumably a locative form (see III 6.1.6).
154The KhB rather than Braj forms of the perf. ptcs. saha and daha are probably determined by the
rhyme-words kaha and laha in the first couplet.
155‘pride, haughtiness’ or ‘striking down’ are meanings of ksepa cited in MW. All the commentaries 
interpret bhuva chepa as a synonym of the idiom bhauh terhi karna ‘to frown’: bhuva chepa kaha
ki„.maha garavili nainani kau mom deta (NC); apla terhi bhrkuti (BC); see above, note 9 for SMC. I have
not been able to locate any such idiom. Another possible translation which would fit the context of 
weaponry is ‘arrow’, a meaning of chepa (ksepa) attested in H&S; however, there it is not supported by 
any examples.
156About the two mam alternatives of the chapa (cf. variants 50 and 51) see note 12 to KM 5 and V I2.
157HSs glosses bahubala with parakram, bahaduri ‘courage’ and quotes this verse. However, the literal 
sense of baha bala, as comprising baha and bala, seems more appropriate in this context.
158The reference to burning alludes to the story of Kamdev, who himself was burnt by Siva.
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Now [that I] see159 you in solitude, oh beloved, I would ask you for a promise160 - 
give it161 in writing.
For witnesses [I call upon] your eyes, teeth, hair, breasts, hips and buttocks - give it in 
writing.
With love for assets and mutual162 desire for interest, in thought, word and deed163 - 
give i1;64 in writing.
[Kunjabihari] got the promise165 written down by166 Haridas’s sovereign Syama Pyari.
159Literally ‘[you] are seen in solitude [by me]’; about the use of the passive see note 3 to KM 17.
160 bola, followed by likhi dehu carries the irony that the ‘promise’ which is intrinsically ‘oral’ (bol-) must 
be written down.
The reading suggested by RC, bacam, (see variant 6) is equally possible. There are two more verses in 
which bola appears in the same context, KM 59.1 and 90.1. All MSS are unanimous in choosing bola 
rather than bacana in the latter, but in the former bola and bacana compete again. The reading of F, bata, 
(see variant 6) is semantically inferior, because it does not have the sense ‘promise’, which is evidently 
required by the context.
161 SMC interprets jo  as the conj. rather than the rel. pr.: yadi ap likh kar de sake, jo  in the second and 
third lines is used pleonastically, cf. note 6 to KM 11.
162Haplography o f -la in C because of following -paia (see variant 20).
163The interpretation of the syntactic position of mana baca krama is problematic. I have translated it as 
referring to the preceding ruci byaja paraspara. PC renders mana baca krama as ‘offerings’: sahacari Sii 
baiidasa lakhahu [sic] ball mana krama bacananl tohi patijai. BC reads it as a further demand to Radha: 
she should understand this agreement fully, with thoughts, speech and deeds: yah bln likhna hoga ki 
mame man kram vani se bhali bhati samajlikar yah vada svikar kiya hai. SMC connects it with pnti: man 
vani aur karma se param prem to mul dhan hoga. As usual NC’s gloss is associated with the couple’s 
love-play kaha ki mana kara sada keli sukha me rasa barsakarata rahau. krama kaha kriya ahga ahga ki jo  
jo  ahga ja ja  ahga me samavai ta me te nikasa na sakai.
If one accepts the interpolation of kaii, suggested by MSS A, H, NCM (see variant 21), yet another 
interpretation of mana baca krama is possible: kaii can be taken as related to kara in its technical sense of 
‘tax, tribute, toll’ (see OHED), which will make the translation: ‘and your mind, words, deeds for tax’. 
There are two further appearances of mam baca krama in KM in the context of mana (59.2 and 90.2).
164The substitution of jo  with ke/ke/kai, suggested by MSS C, I, BR, see variant 22, (or the inclusion of 
kai in MS J, see variant 21) makes the phrase identical with that in KM 90.2.
165SMC and BC interpret Haridas as the agent of the ‘writing’: Krsna makes Radha promise him that she 
will not sulk any more, and Radha tells Haridas to write this down: Syama se Sii Ml ne yah bacan le hi liya 
aw  priyaju ne handasise kaha lal jaisa kahe vaisa likh do. The rendering of NC is similar: syama ju pai 
Syama lala ju ne bola bulaya liyau ki kabahu mana na karaugi...Sn handasiji te kahau bhalai ju likha dehu.
I have parsed bola bulaya liyau as a causative; this interpretation accommodates the reflexive sense of le-. 
The addition of dehu in the last line is presumably an accommodation for the rhyme.
bola bula- could also be taken as a synonym of the KhB idiom bol bolna ‘to make fun, to tease’ (see 
LMK); however, this would not account for the compounded le-.
166 About the usage of pai in KM see note 7 to KM 2.
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Beloved, your eyelashes167 are arrows which strike precisely168, your eyebrows are a 
bow169;
[When the arrows] are released all at once170 like this, the clouds of Indra’s anger seem 
to rain down.
Who can reckon your other weapons171, oh friend, [alongside] your sidelong 
glancing172,
173Oh Haridas’s sovereign Syama Pyari174, when you speak to Kunjabihari so 
irritably175.
I67I have not been able to find any reference to baphini, My translation follows the inteipretation of BC 
and SMC which ^loss baphini with baraum ‘eyelash’. NC paraphrases the line without explaining 
baphani: ten ya bhati citavani tame baphina soi bhaye bana so marana /age; and so do PC and RC: 
baphina bana samara lagata [sic] (PC); bhauhai dhanusa baphina tiva apara (RC).
There is one more occurrence of baphini in the same context in KM 64.2, for which BC and SMC give 
again the rendering ‘eyelash’. One could interpret baphini as derived from [9223 baspa-] with the 
meaning ‘tear, vapour’ (see CDIAL), but this sense does not fit the context,
168I have analysed sumara as comprising the prefix su- ‘good’ and mara ‘stroke’, and connected with the 
verb lag-. Tins interpretation is supported by the same usage in Bihari’s Satsai 450 (see Das 1951, p. 
185). B. Prakas glosses sumara with sundai• kam, taking mara as an epithet of the god of love, and 
connects lag- with bhauhai, reading it as ‘to seem’: bhaGhai aisl lagti haijaise dhanus. NC understands 
lag- as ‘to begin’ (see above).
169The reading of G, dhanasa, rather than dhanusa, suggested by the majority of MSS (cf. variant 6), is 
evidently defined by the rhyme.
17°The reading of BR, beta, ‘time, occasion’ is equally possible (see variant 8).
171 Dittography of m ko in BR (see variant 20).
172I have interpreted cahani as a verbal noun. The rendering of SMC has a similar meaning: ap to akh ki 
kor se bln dekh le, usse bhi koi nahi bac sakta.
1731 have translated the last line as connected with the third line. The meaning of the last couplet could 
also be: ‘Who would reckon your other weapons...when you speak angrily?’, i.e. the other weapons are 
as nothing by comparison.
The commentaries supplement the last sentence: Sri haiidasi ju ke svami syama tuma kunjabihari syama 
sau. kaha ki yaha Syama ah vyakula maha darapa kaii tana samhara bhule jata hai... jaba tuma canasa 
canasa bolata hau (NC); Sri haridas jikahte hai ki Syama jab bihan se itra-itrakar bold hai to ve apne ko 
samhal honahipate (SMC); ho...Syama kunjabihari se jabap ithlah hui bacand ka uccaran karh hai to lal 
parajit sa ho jata hai (BC).
174The omission of jryaii, suggested by MSS F and H (see variant 27) might be a better reading - since 
no MS excludes syama from the chapa, the interpolation of pyari seems superfluous.
175 canas- as a synonym of cirlma ‘to be irritated’ is quoted in H§S.
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Why are you seemingly disordered today, oh Hari176?
Your turban177 is awry, the fastening178 is loose, you show179 roguishness180 as you 
proceed181;
Your feet are stumbling, I noticed that as you came182 staggering hither;
Oh Haridas’s sovereign Syama, know that I183 have found you out today, my dear: you 
have stayed184 [with someone] else185.
NC starts its gloss to this poem with a lengthy introduction, trying to find other reasons for Radha to 
address Krsna with this verse, than his alleged unfaithfulness. It gives two alternatives as background to 
this verse. The first one connects this pada with the previous verse: Radha gives the promise Krsna 
requires, but thinks that his demand for such a vow is unjustified, since she dallies with him all the time: 
so pyaiiju ne kahau likha dekhige. phiia pyaii ju ne bicaii id yaha kapati hai maha lampata hai rasa kau 
yahiraina dina rasa plvata ho gayai [sic] tau bhi phera magavau karata hai. taba pyaii so kahau tuma bade 
atapate hau. The second interpretation connects this verse with the time after the couple’s love-making: 
both of them are disarranged and Radha describes the appearance of Krsna: dou jugala kiSora alasa sau 
bhare avata hai. maha maragaje singara hai. Similar is the rendering of RC, with the difference only that 
Radha forgets that they have just made love and starts interrogating Krsna: surata kaii dampati anta 
bhayau puni ani. bhaye Sithala ahga ahga ati tamai Syama nidana. lakhi bhori risa mai bhai mai aura ke 
sahga kaha atapate lala hau boli bhuli abhahga. See also VII 2.2.
1 About the use of the epithet Hari for Krsna in KM see note 2 to KM 52.
I77NC derives paga from the verb pag- ‘to be immersed’: paga kaha latapati Id ahga ahga latapatana kau
rasa tame paga jayavau. However, the ‘turban’ sense is confirmed by an established collocation with
latapata (OHED, latpatii s.v, lat).
17 8The reading of C, basa, (see variant 11) is a lectio facilior.
179I have interpreted agaide- as identical with the KhB idiom age dena ‘to present, to show’. The reading 
of C, desi, (see variant 12) is a lectio facilior.
lsoatapatIas a f. noun with the sense ‘naughtiness’ is attested in OHED. BC and SMC interpret it as an 
adj., governed by implied vani: apki vani me bhi is prakarki alpati vilaksanta ka udbhav ho raha hai (BC).
181I have interpreted sari as the absolutive of the verb sar- ‘to move ahead, to proceed’ (see OHED). BC, 
SMC and NC agree in their interpretation of sari as ‘equal’: jiski samanta koi nahi kar sakta (SMC); jo  
samanya se sarvatha bhinna hai (BC); ho piya jadipa tuma catura hau pai pyaii ju ki sam na kara sakau 
(NC). Alternatively, sari can be read as deriving from [13260 *sara] ‘string, garland’ (see CDLAL).
182fie functioning as the is attested in S§.
1S3hau used as agentive is attested in SS.
1 B4paina as ‘to stay (in a place)’ is attested in OHED.
185The commentaries desperately try to avoid the meaning of alleged unfaithfulness. SMC glosses 
obscurely that Krsna’s state has become different (unki daSa kuch bhinna hi ho gai hai). BC explains 
auiai pari as a reaction to Radha’s sulking: Sripriya ke netra ban se vidhne ki pratikriya ho lahi hai. NC 
glosses: aja lala kau mana kauna si bhati rati bilasa me hai. For the interpretation of RC see the 
introductory note.
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Why are you sulking, why are you now causing me grief?
I keep on186 looking187 [at you] like a basa bird188, [but] your life-restoring189 root 
[remains] with you.
Now do this190: do not show the shutter191 of [your]192 eyebrows, [I] say this 
much193.
Having used this stratagem194 Kunjabihari embraced Haridas’s sovereign Syama195, 
and she was delighted196.
186 Or if the reading rahau of MSS A, NCM and RC (see variant 11) is inteipreted as imperative: ‘you 
should remain staring as a basa bird’.
187Literally: ‘having taken the gaze of basa, I remain’.
188This is the sense given by the commentaries: basau paksi eka suni marata paksi jo i jori [sic] najara 
paksi rahai tau nahanai vuha [sic] koi (RC); basau jyau pahchi hoya hai. so apani basi sau bahuta saneha 
rakhe hai. baldprasarmata me drsti liye rahata hai. jaise mai tumhan base kaisi [sic] drsti liye rahata hau. 
(NC); basa ek paksl hota hai jo  apni patnijd drsti me dvsli milakar yam pyar se dekhta hai (BC); basa ek 
paksl hota hai jo  apnl mada Id akho se akh milakar dekhta rahta hai (SMC). However, no dictionary 
supports this gloss. HSs explains that basa is ‘a kind of bird’, but does not throw any light on the 
peculiarities of this bird. There are famous metaphorical images of birds (cakor; papiha) in Indian poetry, 
but basa is not among them. NC offer's a second interpretation of basa as well, as derived from bas- ‘to 
dwell: base kaisi [sic] drsti kaha Id ahga sahga apake nitya basata. aura apa krpala bhaye moko ahka 
bhaii apane ahga me moko ahga ahga basavau. PC merely repeats the phrase without glossing it.
189The second pada in this line is equally problematic. NC glosses it with: aba tuma sahita men jivana hai, 
which leaves out the possessive pronoun ten. SMC and BC gloss jivani with the sakhis: apki pran-jivani 
sahcari evam ap samet (BC); apkijivan aithatpran sakhi am apke samet isi or disti kiye rahta hu (SMC).
190aisl is probably governed by implied bata.
191 bhdhani tad presumably refers to the frown of Radha’s eyebrows. This is the meaning given by the 
commentaries: bhahana ki cadhanayaha tad hai (NC); bhauho ki vakrata (BC); apki bhabho par vakrata 
na ave (SMC). No idiom including bhauh and tad is attested.
192According to BC this line is addressed to Haridas rather than to Radha: he sakhi tumhan ye svamini 
bhauho ki vakrata...
193The form itaneta is not attested. I have followed SMC and BC in interpreting itaneta as derived from 
itna, assmning that it is an accommodation for the rhyme. NC offers an alternative gloss: itaneta kaha M 
nahi nahi aise jina kahau.
194G gives the noun chalu, connecting it with the absolutive of kar-. The reading of A is the absolutive of 
the verb chal- itself, of the same meaning (see variant 32). The alternative chaila ‘handsome one’, 
suggested by MS H, is also possible, especially if (as is the case in H, see variants 30 and 33) kunjabihari 
and kai are omitted. B. Prakas gives yet another interpretation of chalakai (if one adopts the reading of 
MSS D, J, BR, NC, RC, chala, see variant 32) as derived from chalak- ‘to overflow’: ahand me 
umarkar.
195The range of variants for the chapa betrays semantic confusion on the part of the scribes. The majority 
of MSS omit kuhjabihaii (see variant 30), which in the case of BR and H avoids a duplication of syama 
(see variant 28) and chaila (see valiant 32). I have translated the line taking kunjabihari as the subject and 
syama as the object (except for the last part) for two reasons: it is semantically more probable (if chalu is 
derived from chal- rather than chalak-), because usually Krsna invents tricks and pretexts to embrace 
Radha, not vice versa', and it is grammatically better, because of the f. ending of the vt. laga- (unless one 
adopts the absolutive-readings of H and J, see variant 35). However, NC, BC and SMC interpret syama 
as the subject and kuhjabihaii as the object thus avoiding a change of subject in the line: syama ju ne 
Syama kau chala karakai...gare lagai (NC); priya ne umahga me bharkar lal ko apne kantha se aslesit kar 
liya (BC); syama ne... lal ko chaise gale laga liya (SMC). PC renders the last line as said by Haridas to 
Radha: sii haiidasa kahati l i  Syama urn lagai rasa pijai.
196The form rameta is not attested and is probably determined by the rhyme. I have translated it as related 
to ramit ‘gladdened, delighted’. BC derives it from ram- ‘to be engrossed in’: mmagna ho gai; NC and 
SMC - from lamana: lamana kamta bhai (NC); raman kame lagt(SMC).
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If my every pore were a tongue, even then your qualities could not be described197; 
What can I say198 with one tongue, friend? The matter of talk is [just] talk199.
The sun200 is worn out the moon too is201 worn out, and so is the group202 of young
20Swomen .
Haridas’s sovereign204 Syama205 says206: oh beloved, you preserve my departing207 
life.
197About the formula ‘cannot be described’ see note 3 to KM 29.
198If the readings kaho/kahau of MSS BR and RC (see variant 11) are parsed as imp. they will be 
semantically inferior in this context.
199The interpretation of bata Id bata bata is problematic. NC glosses the first bata as derived from vat 
‘wind’: eka jibha tekibatajopavana jaki bata Id kahavata hai. BC interprets the first bata as ‘matter’, the 
second as ‘ultimate mystery’ and the third - as ‘wind’: j}remmay jo  bat hai uska bhi jo  rahasyatmak bat 
hai, vah hai apke gunyadijihva se nek vaman bhi karu to muh se nikald vani hava me vilin ho jati hai. 
Similar is the gloss of SMC, with the only difference that the second bata is interpreted as ‘talk’: prem ki 
batyadi rasna se tanik vaman karu bhi to vah bat hi rahegi...aur hava me vilin ho jayegi. Both PC and RC 
omit bata Id bata bata from their glosses, as does Haynes.
If one adopts the reading of MSS C, F, J, BR and NCM, which omit the third bata (see variant 13), the 
translation could be: ‘it is mere talk’. However, this will make this very short line even shorter; this 
reading seems to be a lectio facilior.
200The sun-moon reference is open to interpretation. BC explains that the sun and the moon are worn out 
because they have been describing the qualities of Radha: guno ka vaman kaite karte surya, candra evam 
samasta yuvatio ka samuh sramit ho gaya. A similar construction, which is an allusion to nature being 
brought to a rest by the effect of the Ida, is used in CP 71.5: thaldta rakesa mabha [sic], translated ‘the 
moon in the sky...is worn out’ (see Snell 1991a, pp. 170 and 250). SMC renders Sramita as a synonym 
of tliakitin the sense ‘stand still’ (in awe of Radha’s qualities): in guno ke vaman me surya bhi stambhit 
ho aur candrama bhi yavat yuvati gan bhi lajjit ho gai hai. This reading echoes §fi jamuna jala bithakita 
(KM 33.7) and thakita sasimandala ‘the moon’s orb stilled’ (CP 63 IV.4, see Snell 1991a, pp. 162 and 
242). Yet another possibility is offered in PC and RC, which explain that sun, moon, other beauties, 
nothing can be a suitable simile for Radha’s splendour: kaha kahau upama kahu nahina cadra [sic] sura 
sama sara pad  maranau (PC); aura na patatara hai koi upama dijai kai (RC). NC suggests two fancy 
interpretations: the first elucidates the line in the context of viraha: exemplified by the sun and the lotus at 
night, and the moon and the cakora bird during the day, concluding that no happiness is possible when 
there is viraha: pai jo  sanehi matra hai te saba smmita hai. ki sarva me adi anta milana bichurana ta kaii 
sanehi kau sukha nahi dai sakata. The other interpretation takes the sun as a metaphor for the heat of 
desire, the moon as the heart, and the young women as the mind: bhana to kama daha hai, citta caMta 
candra hai, buddhirupa ye  juvati saba framita hai.
Cf. also note 6 to KM 29.
201 The pi. bhaye perhaps applies to both the sun and the moon. MS H (see variant 18) and MS BI do not 
include it.
202jata is glossed in SBBhKas jati, samuh ‘group’,
203Haynes interprets juvati as derived from jyoti and translates: ‘[all] other light goes’.
204NC reads §ri haiidasa ke svami as referring to Syama: §ri haiidasi ju ke svami kauna Sri gyama pyaii 
tina sau kunjabihaii kahata...
205For a discussion about the two main alternatives of the chapa (cf. variants 22 and 23) see note 12 to 
KM 5.
206The reading of MS RC, kaliati, (see variant 24) is semantically inferior (since Syama is evidently the 
addressee rather than the speaker) unless one interprets the line as said by Haridas, which will require 
change of subject.
207I have chosen to translate jata here as the imperf. ptc. of ja- rather than the f. n. jati. This interpretation 
corresponds to the two other occurrences of jata in similar context (KM 22.2 and KM 58.3).
The readings jati/°tu of MSS H and RC (see variant 29) are inferior for rhyme.
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Your1 fame is glorious in thousands of universes2, oh Radha;
Your beauty and splendour cannot be described3; they are unfathomable4;
Many5 lives have passed6 only in reflecting [on them], showing constant devotion7;
Haridas’s sovereign &yama8 Kunjabihari says9: Oh beloved, I have obtained these 
days10 gradually.
’Presumably the scribes of MSS A, C and NC read the first line as two clauses: ‘you are famous’ ( tuma 
jasa, see variant 1) and ‘you are glorious in thousands of universes’ (koti brahmanda biraje/°ai, see 
variant 6).
2The pi. obi. form of biahmanda would be expected in this context but no MS suggests such a reading 
(see variant 5).
3The formula barani na jai (and its synonyms) usually has ja- in subj.-pres. (cf. KM 29.1, 4, 69.2, 86.1). 
The only occurrence of the imperf. ptc. of ja- in this context is in KM 40.1, where it is defined by the 
rhyme. In view of this the reading jati of MS I (see variant 10) is inferior. Cf. also note 3 to KM 29.
4The extended form of agadh- is attested in S&. Presumably the rhyme accounts for its m. pi. ending here.
5The reading kotika of MS J (see variant 11) leads to an unnecessary repetition of koti (cf. first line).
6The emendation of ja  to gaja in MS C (see variant 14) is probably an unfinished correction of a present 
tense form to a past form.
1sadhe is probably adverbial use of the perf. ptc.
8MSS A, C, F, BR, NCM, RC and H opt for the more formulaic version of the chapa: §n haridasa ke 
svami syama kunjabihari (cf. variant 19). This is an extremely long line, perhaps indicating that some of 
the omissions suggested in the MSS (see variants 20, 21, 22, 23, 27) are justified. The omission of the 
fillers l i  (see variant 22) and pyaii (see variant 23) is more tenable than that of syama (see variant 19), 
kuhjabihaii (see variant 20), kahata (see variant 21) and krama (see variant 27).
9The omission of -ha- in ka(ha)ta in MS I (see variant 21) has probably occurred because the folio 
finishes after ka-.
10The commentaries agree that Krsna is referring to the blissful time of his love-play with Radha: e dina 
kaha jo  ya bhati apa kipala hau...bahuta dina (janama) apa ki prasannata ke liye calau bahuta binati kaii 
(NC); ye adbhutsukh ke din maine §anaih ianaih prapta kiye hai (SMC).
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Watching and watching, all the sakhis forgot1 [themselves];
Ladies2 of the worlds of yaksas, kinnaras and nagas, and goddesses, remained 
enchanted, looking3 at the earth again and again;
The women say to each other4: ‘Consider5 this beauty to be the limit6’.
However they look7 at Haridas’s sovereign Syama, it is with constant scrutiny8.
’The reading phuli of MSS NC (see variant 2) might be a sectarian hypercorrection, since the theology of 
the HS states that the sakhis have to be alert at every moment, so as to serve the couple constantly. It is 
highly unlikely, though, that this was the motive for choosing phuli rather than bhuli in H, since it is the 
least sectarian MS. The interpolation of desi desi at the beginning of the line in H (see variant 1) suggests 
that phuli in H might echo KM 30.1 (desi desi phula bhai).
2The commentaries are unanimous that jachi...stii is one r^ather than two: jachi...loka and deva stii) 
tatpurusa compound: yaksa, kinnar, nag aw  devlok ki striya (SMC); jaksa kmnar, nag evam dev lok la 
mahistiiyd [sic] (BC); jaksa loka kinnara loka naga loka deva lokana ki stri (NC).
3I have translated lesi as derived from [11108 lekhya-] ‘to look at, to behold’ (see CDIAL). This 
interpretation is supported by RC: aja jugala ananda mai lakhi lakhi lakhi [sic] bhuli bala lijhi raM tihu 
loka ki sahacari. Most of the commentaries read lesi as ‘to scratch’ and supply agents in the form of 
toenails: apne pako ke nakho se prthvi ko kmedane lag! (BC and SMC); cinta kara nici griva kiye bhumi 
kau nakhana te athava tmaka te khodai hai (NC). SMC explains that women act in such a way when they 
are ashamed or depressed: sankoc evam glani ke samay striya aisi hi cesta kaiti hai. However, it is 
difficult to combine the preceding njhi with this observation.
4The use of sau alongside paraspara is pleonastic, but no MS omits either of them (see variant 19).
5avares- as a synonym of manna, janna ‘consider’ is attested in SBBhK. SMC and BC also gloss avaresi 
as the stem of the verb avares-: awekhi arthat bhali bhati samajhkar (SMC); paraspar me vicard ke adan 
pradan ke paScat yah niskarsa dene lag! (BC). NC interprets it as a synonym of msi ‘limit’: abarekhi 
rekhikaha Id make age sundarata Id hada hai (NC).
6 Again, (cf. note 9 to KM 23) I have translated resi rather freely, extending its literal meaning Tine’ to a 
metaphorical interpretation ‘limit’. This is the gloss of the commentaries as well: sundarta Id rekha arthat 
sima hai (SMC); yah saundarya Id caram sima hai (BC), see above for NC.
Another possible interpretation of resa which comes to the same meaning would be based on its sense 
‘calculation: rank’; cf., for example, doha 235 of Balakanda of Ram carit manas: patidevata sudya mahu 
matu prathama tava rekha, ‘Among all good women who adom their husbands as gods, O Mother, you 
rank foremost!’ (Prasad 1990, p. 134).
7citaye is more likely to be a subj.-pres. than a passive form. BC interprets Syama as its subject: Syama M 
yah vilaksanta hai Id ye kisi prakar bhi yadi drsti kar de. So does NC as well: Sri haridasi ju  kai svami 
syama ju ye kaise hu piya pai citavai.
sThe text of the last pada is corrupt and this makes the interpretation of the line problematic. I have based 
my translation on the reading of G, understanding paresi paresi as alluding to the the beholder’s awe of 
Radha’s beauty. However, it is possible that original resi may have been misread as pai’esi because of the 
preceding pai/para. This hypothesis is supported by the readings raisi/resi of MSS C; F, BR (see variant 
33), and of F, J, BR and RC (see variant 34). In this case the translation would be: ‘however one looks at 
Syama (with scrutiny) she is still the limit’.
The mula of both BC and SMC is pai resi resi, which determines their gloss: kintu vah to niScit hi 
sundarta Id sima Id bhi caram sima hai (SMC); par sarvopari saundarya Id jo  bhi sima hai unki bhi sima 
hai (BC). NC interprets parekhi in the context of the couple’s love-play: parekhi kaha Id inake anga ahga 
bilasa Id caha badhata hai.
About the usage of pai in KM see note 7 to KM 2.
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Whatever you do1 with your beloved, it2 pleases.
Whoever [tries] to equal3 you is put to shame.
You are very knowledgeable4 in every limb, oh friend,5 sulking is in vain.
Oh Haridas’s sovereign Syama6, you dwell in [Krsna’s] heart7 and always rule [there].
'Here and in basai and birajai of the fourth line the expected verbal ending would be -e rather than -ai 
(usually 2nd p. subj.-pres. is marked by the monophthong rather than its diphthongal counterpart). 
However, only NCM suggests such an alternative (see variant 6); on the other hand the 2nd p. pr. tu does 
not allow a 3rd p. interpretation.
2The addition of second sol in MSS A and H (see variant 8) probably mirrors the preceding jo i jo l
3The abundance of readings of segha (see variant 11) betrays semantic confusion on the part of the 
scribes. The only reference to segha I managed to find is in SBBhK, as a synonym of chata . All the 
commentaries gloss segha with ‘comparison’, but such a meaning is not attested. The form in MS BI is 
seja, which might have been the base for this gloss, since seja in the meaning barabaii, samta is quoted in 
RKK and SBBhK. PC renders: tere sama sara kaiai; NC: jo  baraban kaii sakai. so eka Jala ju hai. pai 
apakihoda karai to veu lajai; SMC and BC: anya koi yadi tumhaii segh arthat samta kama cahe to use 
lajjit honS parega; RC does not give a gloss of this pada, maintaining that: ‘its meaning is clear’ (spasta hi 
ya kau artha hai).
4suiajhana as a synonym of sujana is attested in S&. Both BC and SMC interpret surajhana as 
‘knowledge about music’: tu saksat svarjhan svarupa hai (SMC); sahgit visayak samasta ango me ap 
vidagdha curamani hai (BC). NC merely repeats the phrase. Cf. also KM 72.3.
5The interpolation of rati/kata/te, suggested by MSS C; D, H; PH; F, (see variant 25) does not add to the 
meaning, but is probably for the sake of the assonance of ra/ka/ta.
6My translation is based on NC’s gloss: Sri haridasi ju ke svami tuma syama hau Syama ke jiya me nita 
nita basau hau...nita nita unake hiya me bhdjata hau. The mula of BC and SMC gives syama instead of 
syama, and includes ko and tau/to/tau as suggested by MS H (see variant 29), and MSS C; F, I, J, BR; 
H;RC (see variant 31) respectively. Accordingly their interpretation is: Sri haiidas j i  ke svami Syam ka 
man sada kal turn me basa rahta hai aur tumhara man Sri Ml me nitya vhajman hai (SMC); Sii 131 apme 
virajte hai evam 131 kehrday ko3p vibhusit kaiti hai (BC). However, the reading Syama is supported only 
by MSS A and H (see variant 28), and its interpretation is not unambiguous. An alternative translation 
would read: ‘OhHaridas’s sovereign, you dwell in Syama’s heart’; ko is given only in MS H (and even 
there it is added later), and the interpolation of to seems to be of explanatory character. Moreover, in the 
context of mana, the statement that Radha dwells in Krsna’s heart, i.e. he thinks of her all the time, is 
semantically better than the opposite claim.
An alternative referent to ‘heart’ could be ‘devotee’, which would express a commonplace bhakti 
sentiment.
7The readings jau of MS C, jyau of MS F, jyau of MSS H, I, J, RC and jyo  of MS BR (see variant 30), if 
interpreted in the sense jab/jaise rather than jiya, are semantically inferior.
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Accept these words of mine, you have charmed my dark beloved, oh friend.
This uncunning1 one unconstrainedly2 settled3 in a new bower, a palace of great 
happiness;
Caressing4 his darling with ever new affection, he never, never5 goes6 to Braj7.
I sacrifice8 myself to Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari, a white jasmine and 
a black bee9.
The commentaries try to avoid any suggestion that this pada could be said by a rival of Radha. NC 
explains that the verse is addressed by Radha to her reflection: sii pyaii ju kau pratibimba plya [sic] ke 
hiya me parau. so ladili ju yaha adbhuta mpa apanau pratibimba dekhi mohi gal. va pratibimba sau pyaii 
ju boll BC and SMC interpret this verse in the context of mana, as words said by a sakhi to Radha (see 
below, note 2). Cf. also VII 2.2.
'I have interpreted gavaniu as a rhyme form of gavara.
2The interpretation of subasa is problematic, subasa is attested in s£  and glossed with apne vaS ya 
adhikar me.
Both SMC and BC allege some ironic meaning of subasa basau, interpreting it in the context of mana: 
yah gram subas basaiga (vyahgyatmak bhasa hai ki jis gav me chin chin tumhare jaisi ruthni mhti hai vah 
gav to ujarjavega aithatjo sukh samrdh hai, vah sukh ujarjavega) (SMC); ap khijkar boll ki he vidhata 
acchitarah basaigoyah gram (BC). As usually, NC’s interpretation is in the context of the couple’s love- 
play: subasa basau yaha gavarau. kaha ki tumhai'e douna ke ahga ahga soimilake sahketa bhayau.
3The 1st p. subj.-pres. form, basau, suggested by MSS C, D and I (see variant 18) seems highly unlikely 
in this context.
4SMC and BC interpret ladava as an imperative, addressed by the sakhi to Radha: he larli! turn lal ju ke 
naye naye larlarao kyoki lal to tere mukh canda ka cakorhai, usne braj se bhi koi sambandha nahi lakha 
(SMC); priyatam ko navnavayaman lar se tumhe abhisihcit kama cahiye jo  tumhare premasakti ke 
vyathikta brajmandal ke prem ko bhi sparSa nahf karta (BC).
5The marked repeat of nahi is a reflection of the more conventional repeat of nava.
6The rhyme form javara is attested in H§S, glossed as gaman, jana, prasthan, but the example quoted is 
from this verse. NC interprets braja javarau as the group of sakhis: braja javarau jo  samuha sakhina kau. 
jame tumhaii samana kou nahi nahi.
7This sole mention of braja in KM is often quoted in sectarian treatises as proof that Kunjabihari is 
connected only with the nikuhja (as opposed to Brai), and is different from (and higher than) the Krsna 
of Braj. Cf. also I 1.2 and 1.4
8The future form suggested by MSS A, F; C, BR, RC; H; I, J, NCM (see variant 31) is equally possible. 
The subject of the sacrificing is the sakhi (Haridas), which explains the f. ending.
9I have followed NC’s interpretation of malati bhavarau as metaphors for Radha and Krsna: Sri haiidasi ju 
ke svami syama am kuhjabihaii ju pai. malati am bhavarau bara darau. NC takes as basis for this 
metaphor the attachment of the black bee to the jasmine: malati me bhavara ki aSaktata atyanta hai. so 
malati Sripriya ju  am bhavara Sii lala ju. SMC and BC interpret this metaphor as pointing to the single- 
mindedness of Krsna’s devotion to Radha: Sri haiidasi kahti hai ki he Syama! kuhjabihaii ke prem ras Id 
ananyata par mai malti puspa ke lobhi bhramar kau nyauchavar kaiti hu. This is followed by the 
explanation that the black bee is devoted to the jasmine only and does not go to other flowers: m ilti ke 
puspa ka bhramar ananya rasik hota hai, vah milti ko chorkar dusre puspa par nahi jata.
The simile has a colour connotation as well: the whiteness of the jasmine alludes to Radha, and the 
blackness of the bee to Krsna.
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Oh dear one, listen1 well to whatever your beloved2 says.
Whatever arises3 in the heart4’5 is for your sake6 (alone)7,18 say this on oath.
If you do not believe me, feel [his]9 heart with your hand10 and see;
Oh Haridas’s sovereign11 Syama12, give an offering to the beggar Kunjabihari.
'About this type of rhyme scheme see note 2 to KM 32.
2MSS F, Ft and RC seem to suggest that the sakhi is addressing Krsna (rather than Radha), and that 
Radha (rather than Krsna) is the subject of the verb kah- (see variants 3 and 4). However, such a request 
addressed to Krsna seems unlikely; it is much more probable that this is a mana pada in which the sakhi 
is trying to appease Radha.
3The f. ending of upaja- and of the postposition Id is probably governed by an implied bat.
4NC and BC interpret jiya as connected with Krsna: pyare ke jiya me jo  upajata hai (NC); lal ke citta me jo  
bhi sphurti unmesit hod hai (BC). SMC acknowledges the possibility of applying jiya  to the sakhi, who 
is addressing Radha: mem hrday me jo  kuch a rahahai.
5The interpolation of su/so, suggested by MSS C, J, RC; I, BR, NCM (see variant 12) is justified from 
the point of view of prosody, since this line with its 26 matras is shorter than the rest.
6The readings ruci and hita, suggested by MSS C, F, H, J, BR; I, PH, NCM and RC (see variant 14) are 
equally possible. The form of the posessive pronoun ter- is correspondingly changed to the f. in the MSS 
which read ruci (apart from in BR), see variant 13. ruci is the gloss on hita in PC, and since this is the 
oldest commentary, it might have influenced the reading in the MSS.
7The emph. encl. added in MSS C, F, D, H, I, BR, RC, J, NCM (see variant 13) contributes to the sense.
8Again (cf. note 5) the interpolation of the explanatory hau/hd/hau in MSS C, I; H; J, BR, NCM (see 
variant 17) might be an attempt to correct the length of the line.
9I have followed the interpretation of NC, which takes chad as connected with Krsna (see below). SMC 
and BC gloss it as referring to Radha (see below).
I0I have adopted the interpretation of pana as derived from pani ‘hand’, given by the commentaries: apne 
hi hrday par hath rakli kar dekh lo (SMC); tau tuma piya Id chad takatori dekhau kara te (NC). This sense 
seems the most likely one because it interacts with the meaning of the verb takator-, which involves 
testing by touching. It may be also possible to translate pana dai as a synonym of the KhB idiom pan 
dena ‘to encourage or to induce a person to take up a challenge’ (see OHED). pana can be interpreted as 
derived from pana ‘vow’ as well; the form pana (with a lengthened stem) of this meaning is attested in 
SBBhK. Yet another possibility is to take pana as originating from pani; then a possible translation would 
be ‘opportunity’ (see the 7th meaning of pani in TK). There are no fhrther occurrences of pana in KM 
(except for the reading pana for bana suggested by MS NC, see variant 13 to KM 47).
"I have followed NC, which glosses Sri haiidasa ke svami as applied to Radha: Sri haiidasi ju ke svami 
kauna Sii syama. But the chapa can be translated in a more formulaic way as well: ‘ Haridas’s sovereigns 
are Syama and Kunjabihari, give an offering to the beggar’, cf. below.
12My translation is based on the emendation haiidasa ke svami syama. The reading syama is supported by 
the rest of the MSS (including E), with the sole exception of PH (which is difficult to read) (see variant 
31); moreover it avoids the accumulation of epithets of Krsna.
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Oh dear one1, go farther, go farther into the dense forest, where the cuckoo sings, oh 
friend.
A beautiful bed of very wondrous flowers and leaves has been made and decorated, 
now lie2 down on it, oh friend.
At each moment, at every instant [he]3 speaks4 of you alone, waiting5 for you6, oh 
friend.
Oh Haridas’s sovereign Syama7, [I]8 am telling [you], the handsome one is immersed9 
in the essence of desire, oh friend.
'Since ju  is not included in MSS F, H, I, RC (see variant 2) and in MS BI, and it is very unlikely for a 
scribe deliberately to remove an honorific, it is probably a later accretion.
2It is difficult to analyse the form soila. Both BC and SMC read it as imperative: leto. The imperative in 
Maithili and the perf. ptc. in Maithili, Bhojpuri and Magadhi are constructed with the infix -1- before the 
termination (see Kellogg 1938, table XX). The Eastern Hindi form was presumably borrowed only 
because of the rhyme requirement, and was not otherwise part of the author’s active vocabulary.
3Or T  if the verse is interpreted as said directly by Krsna to Radha (which is the gloss of NC), rather 
than by his messenger (the rendering of BC and SMC). The two alternative interpretations of the subject 
are kept throughout the pada.
4kahani in the sense bata is attested in TK.
5I have followed BC and SMC which translate joila as pres. cont. tense: joh rahe hai. However, the only 
justification for this interpretation is the sense. About the form joila cf. note 2.
6The reading tuma, suggested by MS C (see variant 28), is grammatically inferior.
7My translation is based on the emendation: Sri haridasa ke svami syama, which is supported by a number 
of relatively independent MSS (see variant 32) and avoids the awkward split of the noun syama and the 
adjective chabilau (which presumably refers to syama rather than kama) by kahata. The MSS have tried to 
resolve this problem in different ways: PH preserves syama, but substitutes kahata with kunjabihari (see 
variants 33 and 34), thus allowing the second pada to be just a general statement. H keeps syama too, but 
provides the f. chabili (see variant 35), which then is read as an address to Radha. F gives the m. vocative 
chabile (see variant 35), but substitutes syama with syama (see variant 32), and avoids the verb kahata 
(see variant 34). I, NC and RC read syama (see variant 32) and preserve the rest. Four MSS: C, F, J and 
BR opt for syama (see variant 32), add kuhjabihaii (see variant 33) and omit kahata (see variant 34), 
following in this way the more formulaic model of the chapa.
8One of the problems regarding the interpretation of the chapa is the identity of the subject of kahata. I 
have taken sakhi as the speaker in accordance with my interpretation of the third line. NC reads Krsna as 
the subject: Sri haiidasi ju  ke svami syama tina so chabilau Syama kahata k i kama rasa me bhoya gaye hai, 
cf. note 3.
9About the form bhoila see note 2.
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The beloved has gone to sleep1 now;
The more I waken her, the more she does not wake; she has become immersed while 
speaking2 words3 [full of] love and pleasure.
If she were conscious4, I would waken her. Through her now the connoisseur [has 
obtained] the supreme bliss5 of pure rasa6; she has sown rasa.
Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama and Kunjabihari7; she8 rose9 and embraced him and 
submitted10 to new11 love.
'The commentaries interpret soi as a metaphor for Radha’s state of being intoxicated by love, e.g.: Sii 
Syama ju,..mattata me chak gai (SMC). This interpretation is continued in the next two lines, where 
jagavata is glossed with savadhana karata (NC), and jagata with savadhana hota (NC).
2I have interpreted kari as the absolutive of kar-. Alternatively, it could be analysed as a ppn.; this would 
translate: ‘she has become immersed in words [lull of love] and pleasure’. For a discussion on this usage 
of kaii see McGregor 1968: 3.179.
3It is difficult to judge which of the two alternatives bana/bani or pana/pani (see variant 13) is superior. 
One would expect rasa to be followed by pana rather than by bana, but exactly for this reason pana could 
be branded as a. lectio facilior. The position of rasa itself is rather dubious, since MSS C, F, H, J and BR 
omit it (see variant 12). On the other hand one of the two other occurrences of bhoi in KM is again 
connected with rasa (see KM 46.4). A further complication is the possibility of reading bana in the sense 
of ‘arrow’ if following the MSS omitting msa. In any case, there is no strong manuscript evidence to 
support the emendation of bana to pana, or the omission of msa; the latter would further reduce the length 
of this already shorter (in comparison to lines 3 and 4) line.
4The literal meaning of jagata hoi is: if she were ‘wakable’.
5I have followed the commentaries in reading saca as ‘bliss, happiness’, since this seems to lit the context 
of dalliance better than the philosophical ‘ultimate truth’, hi this sense the reading sacu of MSS C, F, H, 
J, NC and RC (see variant 24) is more straightforward.
6It seems that in the case of msa h! msika rasa considerations of the form prevail over the meaning. SMC 
and BC interpret msika as referring to Radha: param anandamay ek matia ras-svarup dulhin ju ras ko 
bikher rahi hai. However, I have not been able to find any other examples in which the m. msika is 
applied to a f. noun. The line remains obscure.
’Alternatively, the chapa can be translated in a less formulaic way: ‘ Haridas’s sovereign Syama rose and 
embraced Kunjabihari’.
8The reading of Syama as the logical subject of lagai is adopted by the commentaries, and is more likely in 
this context. Since the MSS are almost unanimous about the f. form of the perf. ptc. lagai (see variant 35), 
it seems that the verb agrees with its logical subject despite its transitive character.
9 SMC glosses uthi as a vt.: Sii pyaiiju ne Sii lala ko uthakar.
10For noi see note 8 to KM 13.
"This translation is based on the reading navalapiiti. It is supported by the majority of MSS (see variant 
36), it avoids the tautology prema priti, and is a well-established collocation.
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The bride and groom are swinging on a swing1;
Red dye2 flies, they sprinkle saffron, united3 they play together;
Cymbals, rabab and many other [instruments]4 resound on the bank5 of the Yamuna6; 
There is no joy7 anywhere8 else for9 Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari10.
'The commentaries explain that the swing is a metaphor for the couple’s love-making: keli dola jhulata 
jugala (RC); dulahinidulahuke ahga ahga ke milana kau dola (NC); Sii yugala ...ananda ke dol me jhul 
rahe hai (BC). Cf. notes 1 to KM 61, 3 to KM 88 and 1 to KM 107.
2 Semantically, the reading gulala of MS J (see variant 6) is equally possible, but gulala does not appear 
elsewhere in KM. abim has one more occurrence in KM (84.2), where all the MSS are unanimous in 
choosing abim rather than gulala.
3The interpretation of sulahu is problematic. It cannot be read as derived from [Sula-] or [Sulate], since the 
meaning ‘pang, anguish’ evidently does not fit the context of happiness. I have interpreted it as a form of 
the f. n. sulaha, attested in SBBhK as a synonym of mel, pamspar anukulta. BC and SMC analyse it as 
comprising two components su = so and lah- = labh kama: ras krira ka sulahu arthat labh karo (SMC); 
uska pan karo (BC). NC glosses freely: pamspam yaha msa rupa hori kau khela adbhuta sobhayamana 
hai.
4NC interprets aura bahuta as referring to the ornaments on the bodies of the couple: abhusanana ke baje 
bajati.
5kulahu evidently has a locative sense, but Snell (1991a, p. 240) points out that this form can represent 
only Ap. gen./abl. It seems therefore to be a rhyme form.
6My translation is based on the emendation tarani tanaya, supported by MSS I, BR, RC and NC (see 
variant 12). It is evident from the following tanaya and kulahu that the form intended is tarani ‘sun’, 
rather than taruna ‘young’or tarana ‘crossing over’, tamnija, suggested by MS H (see variant 12) has the 
same meaning, but it is 2 matras shorter than tanaya, which will disrupt the equal length (28 matras) of 
lines 2 and 3.
7I have interpreted phula hu as the emphatic form of phula taken in its metaphorical sense ‘joy’ (see 
SBBhK). NC interprets it as an imperative to the sakhis: yaha sukha kaha paiyata hai. ye sakhi tuma yaha 
sukha rhrakhi [sic] ke phulahu (this sense is quite specific in CP 62.2, see Snell 1991a, £. 159). SMC and 
BC give a gloss similar to mine: Sri jugal ko ab kisi anya ras me (anyatra) phulan nahi hai, mci nahi ah 
(SMC); Sriyugal ko is rasananda viSes ke athikta aur kahi abhimci nahi hoti (BC).
8The reading anta, suggested by MSS D, J and PH (see variant 19), is less likely than anata; there is a 
further occurrence of anata in KM (cf. 110.4) in a very similar context.
9kau can be analysed both as dat. and gen. marker. However, the genitive interpretation will create a 
gender problem since phula ‘joy’, as most other norms derived from verbal stems, is a f. noun; possibly 
the scribes have confused it with the m. phula ‘flower’.
10Dittography of -bi- in MS A (see variant 17).
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The beloved is wearing1 a shawl;
Such2 is her shiny3 well-arranged skirt that she looks like the full moon4 on a full moon 
night.
What I say5 is: come, oh Manamohana, the sullen6 one will not7 assent.
Haridas’s sovereign Syama8 Kunjabihari embraced9 [Syama7s] feet10, oh friend11.
lpahhai can be parsed as 3rd p. subj.-pres. or a perf. ptc. used adverbially.
2NC interprets taisolas referring to the dark colour of Radha’s skirt, which is like Krsna’s complexion: 
taisoi Syama rahga kau lahaga hai. kaha id mano Syama kau anga soi lahaga hoke banau hai. For a 
discussion on the relative-correlative constructions inHaridas’s poetry see III 1.
3 si Iasiiau as a synonym of cikna is attested in H&S. This is also the interpretation of the commentaries: 
silasilau kaha Id ati sacikkana komala (NC); ati komal lahaga (SMC); komal kantiyukta lahaga (BC).
4Theform punariis not attested, but its KliB equivalent punri with the meaning ‘full moon’ is quoted in 
H§S.
5Homoeomrcta of -ta... manegi incl. in MS RC (see variant 13) because of reoccurring -ha-: (ka)ha - 
(kuhjabi)ha.
6I have followed the commentaries in interpreting ghunari as a form of ghunna: vah ghunri (ghunna 
ghunna mhnevali- jiske bhitar me bhav ho par upar se gupta rakhue ka svabhav ho) (SMC); yah ghunni 
apnl svUqti pradan nahi karegi (BC). The actual form ghunari is not attested in any dictionary and is 
probably an accommodation for the rhyme. A similar word-transformation is made in PC, which 
preserves the rhyme and glosses ghunari with munan.
7NC interprets na as connected with ghunari rather than with manegi, thus reversing the meaning of the 
pada: manaigijo tuma kahauge. na ghunari kachu ghunari kaha ki mana me tau nahi rasa me magana hai.
8About the two main alternatives of the chapa see note 12 to verse 5 (cf variant 20 here).
9lapatane is probably the perf ptc., constructed after the model of vi. with -a stems in rhyme context (see 
Snell 1991b, p. 12).
10The use of duhuna in combination with carana is pleonastic, however no MS omits it (see variant 25).
uri in the final line is included for the rhyme, and requires a change of addressee.
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Oh friend, you1 are adorned with four bracelets on each arm, 
a golden necklace2, two strings of diamonds3, a pearl dangling4 from [your] nose. 
Collyrium enhances5 the beauty of [your] eyes so6 that seeing7 them the god of love 
[himself] is afraid8.
Enchanted9 by Haridas’s sovereign Syama10, her beloved Kunjabihari falls11 at her feet.
'The reading ten, suggested by MS C (see variant 2), is grammatically inferior since ter- is governed by 
the m. noun kara. Presumably the scribe of C considers the f. ten to be governed by curl rather than kara.
2The reading kantha poti of MSS F and H (see variant 8) may be an assimilation to that in KM 21.1 
(kantha pauti masatuli).
3The reading of MS A, harana (see variant 10), is semantically inferior.
''The verbal nouns dharani, darani (see below, note 8) and parani, are used in the last three lines instead 
of finite verbs because of the requirements of the rhyme set by the obi. pi. n. karani. I have translated 
dharani with a gerund in order to preserve the couplet construction of the original. The other two 
examples I have rendered rather freely with finite verbs.
5The reading phabi/°nabi rah-, suggested by MSS I, J, RC, BR, NCM; C (see variants 16 and 18) is 
synonymous; its metrical value is almost equal to this of sohai as well. Flowever, there are no more 
occurrences of phabirah- in KM; soh- appears two more times (in KM 21.2 and 63.1), and in both cases 
the MSS are unanimous in choosing this reading.
6For a discussion on the relative-correlative construction see III 1.1.1.
7 MSS F and H give sasi(see variant 19), which is semantically inferior. The omission of nirasi might be 
a case of haplography, caused by the similar endings of sasi and nirasi.
sMy translation is based on the reading kama darani. There is strong manuscript evidence in favour of it 
the reading darani/°na is supported by all the other MSS (see variant 21), apart from D, which gives 
durana, and A and E, which agree with G. darani is a poetically better reading in that it avoids the 
repetition of the same rhyme-word. The mula of all commentaries reads darani, which is reflected in their 
gloss: kama id darana hai (NC); jise dekhkar svayam kam dev bhaybhit ho raha hai (SMC); saksat 
kamdev bhayakranta ho raha hai (BC). In PC darani is glossed with varata ‘to sacrifice, to offer’: kajara 
nainani nirakhi sakhikula barata kama. Cf also ratipati darata (KM 33.7).
If one adopts the reading of MSS A, G and E, the translation might be ‘the god of love is delighted’; 
dhama as a synonym of lijhna is attested in HSS. The variant duiana, ‘to go out of the way, to 
disappear’, suggested by MS D, is semantically possible as well, but is not supported by any other MS.
For the grammar of darani see above, note 4.
9The MSS A, C, I, J, BR, NC, RC, which repeat rijhi (see variant 23), omit piya (see variant 24). lijhi and 
piya have a similar metrical value, but the latter has better poetical qualities in that it enhances the 
alliteration of p-. However, this argument cannot be conclusive.
1 "Alternatively, the chapa can be translated in a more formulaic way: ‘ Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama 
and Kunjabihari; enchanted, the beloved falls at her feet’.
"See above, note 4.
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Now the beloved has come somehow;
You1 were2 very weary3 here, oh Manamohana, I have explained4 this to her somehow5.
There the young clever one6 was7 sulking greatly like8 one who has new authority;
9Haridas’s sovereign Syama10 Kunjabihari is silent, with hands joined, say who has 
[ever] eaten khir prepared by a poor man.
'The transposition of tuma, suggested by MSS C, F, J, BR, NCM and RC (see variants 6 and 8), mirrors 
the construction of the next line but is poetically inferior in that the assonance of ita Sramita is lost.
2I have followed the commentaries in translating this and the next line in past tenses, for the sake of the 
logic of the narrative. Neither Sramita nor kaiati allow any certainty about die tense implied.
3Dittography of Sramita ma in MS F because of end of line (see variant 11).
^Presumably samajhai is governed by implied bata.
5The reading koti jatana, suggested by MSS C, F, H, I, J, BR and RC (see variants 14-16), is 
synonymous and of almost the same metrical quality. The reading of MS C, kauti jagata (see variants 14 
and 16), is semantically inferior. The same applies to the reading of MS A, kyd hu jatana (see variants 
14-16); the scribe of A  has evidently been influenced by both major alternatives.
"This translation is based on the emendation nagari, which is made even in MS G, as shown in the text 
supra lineam.
7See above, note 2.
8For the relative-correlative construction see III 1.1.1.
"This line remains obscure. I have not been able to identify any idiom which sheds light on dubare ki 
radhi sira sa-. M osfof the commentaries agree that these are the words of Krsna to the sakhi (Haridas), 
imploring her to fel p) him appease Radha. NC explains that Radha would not yield to Krsna’s words 
without Haridas’s mediation in the same way as a king, free of desires, would not accept the prasada of a 
poor man, who is full of wishes: jaise koi gariba kahu raja sd kahai ki mem prasada karau...pai raja janai 
ki ya ke prasada karayave kau heta yaha hai ki sakami hai. tate bake prasada na karai ki kachu daina 
avaigo jate me puma sakami hu. aura yaha niskami raja so mo gariba ki radhi khira kaba khata hai. so apa 
ke basa hai. In PC these words are said by Haridas, but the commentary offers no gloss on their meaning: 
sahacari Sri haridasa kahati bali khira dubare kina khai.
The H§S quotes an idiomatic sense of khir khilana as associated with a dowry: larkevale Id or ke car 
kuvar laike tatha var ko betivale ka kuch dekar khir khilana.
'"About the two main alternatives of the chapa see note 12 to verse 5 (cf variant 26 here).
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Listen to the sound of the flute playing1 in the forest! Hari2 has arranged a rasa dance.
In every bower, trees and creepers have blossomed3, the dance-ground is of gold, 
studded with jewels4.
The youthful couple was5 dancing with the young women, notes6 sounded7 and raga 
ICedarau broke out.
Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama and Kunjabihari8; dear Lala9 was dancing elegantly.
'The reading baji of MS C (see variant 3) is perhaps an attempt to ease the syntax of the line; all other 
MSS give two main verbs in the teka.
2Hari as a name of Krsna is used only 7 times in the 110 verses of KM (as opposed to 9 times in the 18 
verses of AS; this can easily be explained by the difference in subject-matter between these two works). 
In these 7 cases the choice of haii is due to thematic or poetic considerations. In KM 14.1, 20.2 and here, 
the poetic factor prevails; the choice of hari enhances the assonance of -m~, -ha- and -ra- respectively. 
haii is a rhyme-word in KM 38.1 and 73.1, and in both cases the verse is dedicated to the alleged 
unfaithfulness of Krsna (a topic uncharacteristic of the nikuhja MS). The reason for the choice of haii in 
KM 62.2 is purely thematic, since this is a typical clana lila pada. hari in 97.1 creates a pun, with its 
double meaning ‘yellowish’ and Hari. In all these cases (apart from the variant bihSd in KM 38.1) no MS 
suggests any alternative to the reading haii.
3SMC reads praphuiita in its metaphorical meaning ‘joyful’: lata vrksa prasanna mudra me hai. Similar is 
the interpretation of PC: bana ke druma bell lakhi phulata.
NCM’s reading piaphulita is perhaps a metrical compensation for beli (see variants 6 and 7).
4This translation is based on the reading mani° of the remaining MSS (see variant 9).
5I have translated the imperf. ptc. nrtata with a past tense for consistency (cf. macyau).
6My translation is based on the reading of G Sruti ghuii. The reading mana/°nu mili/°a/% suggested by 
MSS C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NCM, RC (see variants 14 and 15), is semantically possible, and metrically of 
equal value. The reading of A, G, E and PH, Smti ghuri, echoes KM 32.3 (Siuti ghuri raga lcedSmu ) 
where the MSS are unanimous in choosing Sruti ghuri.
7About ghwi see note 6 to KM 32.
sSMC and BC suggest a less formulaic translation of the chapa: Sii haiidSs apni arSdhya Syama se kahte 
haiki ajpySieju ne bahuthi sundar npya kiyS hai. The problem with this translation is the accumulation 
of three epithets of Krsna: kuhjabihaii, pyarau and lala.
9The variant gupala, suggested by MSS F, H (see variants 21 and 22) and MS BI has very important 
implications, which perhaps explain its blotting out in MS H. The sect claims its uniqueness on the basis 
of its singleminded dedication to the couple’s nikuhja lila, but the use of an epithet so clearly connected 
with Krsna’s vraja Ma as gopSla, by the ‘instigator’ of the sect, would weaken this claim, cf. I 1.2 and 1.4 
and VH 2.1.
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Wherever your feet step, oh beloved, there my mind goes on making1 a shadow.
Many are my forms2: [one] waves a fly-whisk, one feeds3 you pan, one takes4 up a 
mirror now.
There are many more kinds of service, and whichever anyone5 might suggest, I would 
do it, just as6 [I fulfil] any7 of [your] desires I know;
Haridas’s sovereign8 placates9 Syama well, when he gets10 the chance11.
‘I have followed SMC and BC in interpreting kamta phimta as progressive aspect of kara-: vaha mem 
man chaya kaita calta hai (SMC); vaha manasi-bhavna dvara mai chaya karta calta hu (BC). I have not 
been able to find any reference to the use of phima as an aspect marker, but it seems highly unlikely that 
in this context kamta and phimta function as independent verbs. NC ignores kamta: vahi ruci ke anusara 
lukha liye phirata hai.
2The use of mumti here as a synonym of rupa is peculiar.
NC and SMC understand bahutamumta as the subject of cdra dhuravata: mai eka mint!kara kaha bahuta 
murta mericaum dhumvata (NC); mai...anek svarup se cavarseva karta hu (SMC).
3The interpolation of le, suggested by MSS A and RC (see variant 14), might echo KM 32.2 (bhi 
paraspara leta savavata).
4The subj.-future form jahi used as general present is attested in S§.
5 ArauO has emphatic force.
6I have followed the reading jyau of MS G, rather than the reading jau/°o, suggested by MSS D; I, PH 
and NCM (see valiant 30). The mula of NC, SMC and BC reads jo, and glosses accordingly: aum seva 
ki jaisi ruci (NC), for BC and SMC see below. Since the whole phrase is very obscure, it is difficult to 
comment on the superiority or inferiority of any of these readings, but the manuscript evidence in favour 
of jo  is weak.
yjahi is glossed in BC and SMC as a subj. form of ja-: jis pmkar Id bhi apki mci jiiat ho ja y  (SMC); jis 
pmkar ki bhi ruci malum par ja y  (BC). However, ifjano jahi was a passive subj., one would expect the f  
perf. part, of jan- rather than the 1st p. subj.-pres. For this reason I have chosen to interpret it as a form of 
the pronoun jo, applied to ruci (jis (pmkar ki) tuci). The phrase jyau mci jand jahi is far from being clear, 
and its meaning is probably secondary to poetic considerations (alliteration of j-  and rhyme).
8NC reads haridasa ke svami as referring to Syama, and supplies syama for subject: Sri haridasi ju ke 
svami syama tina ko Syama bhalai manavata hai (NC).
9The reading banavata, suggested by MS C, (see variant 38) is semantically inferior in this context.
For an apparently sexual connotation of bhalai manavata see Rajniti line 83 ta hu kau bhalau manayau 
(Snell 1991b, p. 69).
10I have translated upahi as a form of the verb upa-; the meaning ‘to get, to obtain’ of upa- is attested in 
Platts. BC interprets upahi as derived from upaya ‘means, device, scheme’: dal upay dekhkai\  Similar is 
the gloss in NC: dava upava karike. SMC reads upahi as ‘feet’ (upahana as a synonym of nange pair is 
attested in SBBhK), and dai (dabi in its mula) as the absolutive of dab- ‘to press’: apke caran dab kar. 
The scribe of A has evidently interpreted the line in the same way, since A reads dava pain (see variants 
39 and 40).
"The absence of any nasalised reading of dai/dava (see variant 39) is worth noticing.
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What is this being now one thing, now another, now something completely different1; 
Goddesses, naga women and other women, they are not different2;
Such3 has not been heard before, is not now, nor shall be henceforth, this strange 
manner of beauty to be different;
Haridas’s sovereigns are &yama and Kunjabihari, while he fell simply under the power 
of this sentiment, she4 became quite different.
'MSS A, D, F, I, J, BR and RC consistently reduce the rhyme-syllable, substituting aurai with its 
unemphatic counterpart aura (see variants 8, 15, 28 and 35).
2aura ka ama is an idiom, meaning ‘quite different, quite changed’ (see OFIED). The use of the subj. fonn 
hohi as habitual pres, is attested in SS.
3 sum and aisl are presumably governed by implied bata.
4NC, BC, SMC and Haynes inteipret yaha as referring to Krsna: Sri haridas!ju ke svami syama ju ke rasa 
basa bhaye kunjabihari yaha aura ki aura bhaye ki ya rasake basa bhaye (NC); Sii haiidasi ju ne kaha ki 
Sri kuhjabihaii is madhuiya ras ke vaSIbhut hokar aur hi aur ho gaye hai arthat sudh-budh kho baithe hai; 
‘ Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama and Kunjbihari, who has come under the power of emotion and has 
become quite other’ (Haynes). However, these commentaries do not take into consideration the f. ending 
of the perf. part. bhai. Attempting to solve this gender-problem BC suggests that bhai refers not to Krsna 
directly, but to his state: lal Id daSa bhi aur Id aur ho gal yani sudhi budhi kho baithe. RC explains this 
verse in the context of mana, where bhai aura Id aura implies that Radha was appeased: mana chudavani 
heta piya karati badahvpa. suniprasanna gori bhai arambha keli anupa.
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Oh sakhi, he is her messenger, she his1; who else, pray, could come between them?
[From] the2 exertion of their [love-] battles, there was argaja3 mud on their bodies.
The beloved’s lotus face 4 is blossoming, it looks as if watered5 by the nectar of lips.
The mysteries6 of Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari’s merriment and 
embraces are wondrous7, they are like reeds8 in deep water.
'One o f the gen. ppns. would be expected to be f. since it refers to Radha. However, no MSS gives such 
an alternative (see variant 7). The use of ke for feminine is very common in the chapa of KM, where in 
haiidasa ke svami often refers to Radha (see V I2.). Cf. also note 1 to KM 65.
2I have followed SMC in interpreting ju  as a form of the relative pronoun: jo  Siam hua hai us se (pasina 
se) Sii aiigo me argaja ki Me ho gai hai.
3 amgaja is a perfume, yellowish in colour, made from various ingredients: sandal, rose-water, camphor, 
musk, ambergris (see OHED). The idea is that the sweat has turned the yellow argaja with which their 
bodies are covered to a mud-like substance, see above, the gloss of SMC.
4The interpretation of ko/kau is problematic. If one analyses it as a genitive marker, as presumably 
suggested by the readings kau/kau of MSS A, F, H, I, J, PH, NC, RC; C and D (see variant 24), there 
will be a gender problem, since dahadahata is a f. noun. A possible solution would be to parse the 
genitive construction as follows: pyaiiju ke ambuja kau musa. Another alternative is to read it as a dative 
marker. This line is suspiciously long; but no MS omits ko.
5The omission of the nasalisation of sihca in MSS C, D, H, I, J, BR and RC (see variant 33) is to 
accommodate the rhyme.
6I have followed SMC and BC in interpreting bheda as ‘mystery’: milan ke rahasya atyanta vicitra hai 
(SMC); rahasya ati vicitra (BC).
7Like BC and SMC, I have translated nyme as ‘wondrous’ (see above).
8The interpretation of pan!mepamnarica is very problematic. NC, BC, SMC and Haynes explain that the 
‘mystery’ lies in the couple’s duality in non-duality. Radha and Krsna are as different as a line drawn in 
water which disappears immediately, or as waves are from the water : nyare hvai ke mila jahi...jyau pani 
me lathi darai so vaM laidra tau lagata dikhai hai. pichai jyau kau tyau jala mila ja i (NC); ve ek hote hue 
bhi usi pmkar do pm dt hote haijaise jal melahre (SMC );jaise jal me jal Id laMr (Sri jugal ke paraspar ka 
mg rahga adi aise ekakarita ka sucak hai jaise jal me kaisi bhi lakir banao par tatkal mitkar ek ho jati hai) 
(BC); ‘The difference in the union of erotic emotions of Haridas’s sovereigns &yama and Kunjbihari, has 
disappeared like a line drawn in water’ (Haynes). However, I have not been able to find any reference to 
narica as a synonym of lakir. Maybe the commentaries have reached this meaning, interpreting naiica as 
derived from naraca ‘arrow’ (see OHED). Alternatively, naiica could be interpreted as derived from 
[nada-] ‘species of reed’; this is the basis for my translation. The abundance of variants suggests that the 
text of the line is corrupt. Indeed MS H (and MS BI) omit lapatani (see variant 37), which might have 
been a gloss. MS H also omits the obscure repetition of pani (see variant 44), which in my translation has 
remained unresolved.
The gloss of PC and RC is also obscure: Sii haridasa lapati lakhi adbhuta sukata divma jyau sici bami 
(PC); suniyal artha imica kau khali hoya na koi.jala mai jala jyau kala samai raga mhga yau joi(RC).
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Having rubbed1 [her] limbs with musk, holding a flute, wearing a yellow sash, she2 
says: Radha, I  am Syama3;
The youth having decorated himself with saffron, [wearing] a san, bracelets and ear- 
stud, puts [Syama’s] black colour on his eyes;
[She]4 takes [his] arm: ‘Come, let us go to the bower’; [he] sees [her] face and smiles, it 
is as if  she were Syama.
Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama and Kunjabihari, the fair and the dark embraced each 
other5.
'All the verbal forms in the first two lines (apart from kahati) are perf. ptcs. used adverbially. For a 
discussion on this usage see III 6.3.62.
2The preponderance of the masculine reading kahata (see variant 12) betrays confusion on the part of the 
scribes about the chadma lila context of this pada. MS G most often does not specify gender, using the m 
form of the imperf. ptc. for both genders; the specifically f. form here presumably aims to assist the 
reader.
3About the rhyme-pattem see note 2 to KM 32.
4I have followed the interpretation of NC, BC and SMC that Radha, assuming the role of Krsna, entreats 
her beloved (who acts now as Radha) to go to the bower to sport. This reversal of the usual situation 
amuses Krsna: gaur lal ke mukh ko dekhkar Syam priya muskarane lagi, gam Syam is prakar manuhar kar 
rahe hai mano saksat lal ye hi hai.
5The last line is open to interpretation. I have chosen the most immediate one. BC and SMC explain that 
Syama (in the guise of) Kunjabihari embraces the fair Syama (Krsna dressed as Radha). However, gaura 
syama would more logically refer to Radha in the guise of Krsna than vice versa. If Radha is the object of 
laga- Krsna should be the subject, and the translation would read: ‘Haridas’s lord Syama, Kunjabihari 
(in reality) embraced his fair Syama (i.e. Radha)’. This interpretation would fit the logic of the narrative 
better as well: he is amused by the words of his beloved and embraces her. lagaye might also be seen as 
adverbial use of the perf. ptc.; this interpretation is supported by the nasalised readings of MSS D, I, J 
and PH (see variant 46). RC and PC paraphrase freely: Sri haiidasa lakhata su sohi sukha apara tana 
palatata gauha (PC); bina bujhe sakhi kridata dou ananda kanda jyau jyau mardata ahga nija tyau dampati 
makarada [sic] (RC).
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]Oh beloved, on seeing the moon2 of your face the lily3 in4 the pond of my heart 
blossomed;
The unbomided waves of my mind’s desires were stilled5 by the beauty6 there;
The crocodile of your anger has seized me and was carrying me off7, I could not get 
free despite trying8, [my] intelligence, captured9, remained dangling10;
Oh Haridas’s sovereign Syama, may you catch11 [me] and extricate [me] with the fish­
hook of your feet; [he] was still quivering12, and [she]13 seized [his] upper arms.
’The imagery of this verse has parallels in a Surdas stanza (aba kainatha mold udhmi): the pond here has 
its analogue in the sea there, the waves of desire in the waves of greed. The similarity between the third 
line of this pada and the fourth,!ne of Surdas’s verse can be seen not only in the images of the crocodile 
of anger compared to ananga the crocodile, but also in the actual wording: graha grase liye vis-a-vis gahe 
graha ananga (see Snell 1991b, p. 84).
2The moon and the kamodani are traditionally connected, since the kamodanl is believed to blossom only 
at night (cf. Delvoye 1994, p. 414).
3The forms kamoda, °dana, °dma, °danl are attested in SBBhK and OHED. The final -i of kamodani is a 
substitute either for -for for -a (see El 5.1.4).
“The use of tai here rather than the more conventional mai is peculiar. For another example of unusual 
usage of taini see McGregor 1968: 3.176.
5I have followed the interpretation of BC, which takes gati as connected with tarahga: man ke 
manorathrupi apar tarahge ki gati apke saundarya ka dar§an karke gatihin ho rain hai. SMC links gati 
with Krsna: apki sundarta ko dekhkar vaha meii gati ruk jati hai; NC with the mind: saundaryata ahga 
ahga Id dekhata hi mana k i gad bhula jata hai.
6The MSS show an abundance of readings of sundaryata, differing in their choice of first vowel and their 
choice of tatsama -y,tadbhava -j or neither (see variant 12).
7This is an unusual cluster of perf. ptcs. used adverbially. I have followed the interpretation of SMC: apka 
kop rupimakar mujhe pakreliye ja  raha hai.
8The idiomatic usage of transitive and intransitive forms of the same verb (though here chudayo na 
chutata) requires adverbial invariable -e. In view of this, the readings chudaye, °yai, °e of MSS C, H and 
BR (see variant 21) are grammatically superior. Cf. also notes 5 to KM 97, 5 to KM 108 and III 6.3.6.2. 
9The omission of gahi, suggested by MSS A, C, F, I, J, BR, NCP and RC, (see variant 25) might be a 
better reading, gahi does not add much to the meaning, but makes the verbal construction awkward: gahi 
cannot simply be an absolutive, connected with the following jhuli, since it is a transitive verb and jhul- is 
an intransitive verb, which would require a change of subject, gahi is repeated twice more in the next line 
which casts doubt on its importance for the meaning of the verse.
10jhuli is presumably an absolutive, lengthened for rhyme. It is probably connected with the preceding 
rahyau.
11 SMC, BC and NCM give the imperative kadhi/kadha in their mulas, and gloss accordingly: machli ko 
pakarlo (SMC); minkonikalo (BC). MSS A, F, I, j  and NCM read kadhi/kadha too (see variant 35). I 
have translated kadhe as 2nd p. subj-pres. Alternatively, it can be interpreted as a perf. ptc.
12PC and RC interpret latapatai as related to lapat- ‘to cling, to be embraced’: Sii haridasa kahati gahi 
caranani lapati urani rasa lijhi bharau vara (PC); jaba tens pada bamsi lai dinau mohi katava lapati rahyau 
tabaahga tuva kinau sakhi sahai (RC); The mQla of NC reads lapataya and glosses accordingly: jaba dou 
ahga ahga mila bhujamula gahi surata samudia me julata bhaye. lapatai is also the reading of MS A (see 
variant 37). lapata- might be semantically better in this context: the sense ‘clinging, embracing’ would be 
the bridge between the extended metaphor on the one hand and the straightforward meaning on the other: 
i.e. it is through the embrace of union that Krsna is to be saved. Thus lapata- would bring the stanza to a 
resolution. However, the manuscript support for lapata- is weak and for this reason I have based my 
translation on G’s original reading, latapatai.
13The subject of gahi is open to interpretation. I have followed BC and SMC in choosing Syama as 
subject: priya ne unke bahud ko pakarkar samhal liya (BC); priya ju ne unke bhujmul ko samhal liya 
(SMC). But an equally possible translation would be: ‘[Krsna] seized [her] arms [in his distress]’.
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*011 beloved, your face is like a golden red lily2, the drops of sweat give it splendour, oh 
friend;
As soon as3 one sees the mole4 on it, it captivates5 the heart, oh friend;
[My] heart6 and body7 are departing8, [I] receive9 vital breath when you give me a hint 
with your waist10, oh friend;
Oh Haridas’s sovereign Syama11, while speaking12 Kunjabihari became unconscious13, 
oh friend.
‘The addition of kuhjabihaii nacata in MS D (see variant 1) is through scribal error, these being the 
introductory words of KM 60.
2A11 the commentaries take kaukana as a form of kokanada ‘red lotus’, kokana is quoted in HSS as a type 
of tree found in Assam. However, this meaning seems unlikely in this context. Therefore, I have 
followed the commentaries despite the fact that kokana is not attested as a form of kokanada, and that no 
MS suggests the reading kokanada (see variant 3). Perhaps the use of the diphthong kau might suggest 
that some of the scribes were reading kau kana.
BC interprets the simile of the red lotus as applied to Radha’s cheeks: evam lal kamal sadiS kapol-pradeS.
3The reading hau, suggested by MS A (see variant 12), is grammatically inferior in this context.
4NC glosses tila as the reflection of Radha’s pupils on her cheeks: kapolana me nainani Id so Syamaputari 
kau pratibimbaparata hai so tila; this gloss is perhaps related to a misinterpretation of dmstiparata.
sThe reading le ti of MS H (see variant 14) is grammatically incorrect, unless Radha (rather than tila) is 
interpreted as the subject of le-, which is less likely in this context.
6I have followed the gloss of SMC, interpreting ura as referring to Krsna’s heart: mem hrday Sarir 
nyauchavar ho jata hai. BC reads ura as applied to Radha’s breasts: vaksasthal evam kati pradeS ka 
avlokan kame se.
1tana can be read as ‘towards’ as well: ‘when my glance moves towards your breasts’. Haynes glosses 
tana as referring to Radha: ‘your body’.
8I have followed SMC in connecting jata with ura tana (see above, note 6). BC reads jata as referring to 
Krsna’s glance, and thus interprets this pada as continuation of the first pada of the previous line (see 
above, note 6). PC glosses jata as connected with prana : prana jatirl. Haynes reads jati as ‘caste’: ‘[your] 
body and the tips of [your] breasts trouble beings of all castes’.
9My translation is based on the emendation pate pranani; pata is the reading of MSS C, D, F, H, J and BR 
(see valiant 17). This emendation agrees with KM 22.2 (pinna payo jata). In my interpretation I have 
followed SMC’s gloss: pran tabid prapta kiye ja  sakte hai. Alternatively pati can be read as the f. noun 
Tine, row, mass’ (cf. preceding jata) rather than as the imperf. ptc. of the verb pa-. BC interprets it as a 
synonym of samuh: hamare pran-samuh ka samposan hota hai. Haynes connects it with ura and translates 
‘the tips of [your] breasts’.
10I have followed SMC in interpreting kati as the f. noun ‘waist’: jab ap kati se prem sahket kai'e. BC and 
PC gloss it as the stem of the verb kat- ‘to be removed, to be cut away’: kata sa jata hai yard hrday ke 
tukre tuki'e ho rahe hai (BC); kaii sahketa miti tana chobha. (PC). However, kat- is an intransitive verb, 
so jjranani has to be its subject rather than its object. But the dative marker kau makes the function of 
pranani as subject impossible.
This very obscure line remains unresolved.
“Alternatively, the chapa can be translated in a more formulaic way: ‘Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama 
and Kunjabihari, who while speaking...’.
12I have followed BC and SMC’s interpretation of Krsna as the subject of kahata and of kahata as a ptc. 
used adverbially, rather than as a finite verb: sii lal kahte-kahte acet ho gaye hai. NC glosses kahata as 
referring to Krsna as well, but analyses kahata as a finite verb: so kahata hau aceta bhayau. PC and 
Haynes connect kahata with Haridas: Sii haiidasi kahata suni pyari hota aceta (PC), ‘Haridas, whose 
sovereigns are Syama and Kunjbihari, says...’ (Haynes).
13Haynes interprets aceta as referring to Radha: ‘Pyari, you do this unconsciously.’ This translation is 
based on text which includes pyaii tu karata (cf. variant 27); however, pyari tu kamta seems to be of 
explanatory character and is probably a later accretion.
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Make1 one promise2 - that3 ‘I shall4 not sulk’;
‘Mind, words5 and deeds,6 with all three7 I shall not draw back’;
Your sulking8 spreads in [my] body9, how can I bear10 it?
Haridas’s sovereign Syama11 Kunjabihari says12: 13 how 14 can I fight15 [it]?
'The reading magau dehu of MS D (see variant 3) echoes KM 36.1 (eka bola magau jo  lisi dehu). The 
reading bola dai of NCP has probably resulted from conflation of MSS, which give bola bol- , and MSS 
which quote bacana de-.
2About the alternative bacana/bola see note 2 to KM 36 (cf. variant 2 here).
3I have interpreted ju  as a conjunction introducing direct speech, ju  can also be parsed as the honorific 
particle used here as an address; this hypothesis is supported by the readings ju  of MSS PH and NCP, 
and ri of MSS F and H (see variant 4).
4The imperative readings karau of MSS I and RC (see variant 6) and tarau of MSS D and I (see variant 
12) are also possible. Than ju  will be interpreted as an address (see above).
5mana baca krama is a well-established collocation, which usually appears in this order. There are three 
further occurrences of this expression in KM (4.2, 36.3 and 90.2). There is no change of the word order 
in the first two. In the third the order is reversed to mana krama baca because of the rhyme (cf. sacu ke). 
It is possible that the change of word order suggested by MSS C, F, H and BR here (see variants 7 and 
8) echoes KM 90.2.
6Cf, the interpolation of kara suggested by MS D (see variant 8) with the analogous addition of 
kari/kal?kari in KM 36.3 (see variant 21).
1tma M in the sense tind hi is attested in SS.
8This translation is based on the emendation mana, supported by the rest of MSS (see variant 16), 
including E. mama is an obvious scribal mistake.
Literally, ‘the sulking made by you only’. The perf ptc. kiye is used adverbially here.
9Dittography of ta- in MS C (see variant 19).
10SMC and BC interpret bhar- as a synonym of danda cukana ‘to pay a penalty’: ap hi bataiye Id ids 
prakarmanke dukhka danda cukau (SMC); apke man ke vyathaka danda mai kab takcuka pauga (BC).
1 'About the two main alternatives for the chapa see note 12 to KM 5, cf. variant 27 here.
12Haridas is the subject of kah- in BC: sakhi priya se kahne lag!.
i3The reading hai pyarl/ho/rlpyari (kahi)/pyaii/ii, suggested by MSS C; H; I, NCM; J, RC; BR; NCP 
(see variant 29) is probably a later accretion,
14The addition of ke/kai, suggested by MSS A, C, J; F, H, I, BR, NCM, RC (see variant 31) mirrors the 
previous line, and unnecessarily increases the length of this line.
15Similar is the interpretation of SMC: apke man se ye kaise laral lar sakte hai. NC reads lar- in the
meaning ‘to compete’: tuma so barabari tau kaise kara sakau.
If larau, suggested by MSS I and RC, (see variant 33) is analysed as imperative, this reading would be 
semantically inferior.
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Kunjabihari dances well, the dear1 one makes him dance well;
Keeping the unique2 rhythm Syama calls3 talathe? tatatheiwith her beloved;
tandava5and lasa6 - who could count the other varieties [of dance], arising from the 
various desires of7 their hearts;
8The union9 of Haridas’s sovereign Syama [with Kunjabihari] became10 [so] full of 
emotion that [that of] other connoisseurs11 became insipid.
‘All the commentaries read ladill as the subject of nacavata rather than its object. Haynes reverses this: 
‘Kunjbihari [sic] dances elegantly [and] causes his beloved to dance elegantly (also)’.
2aughara is glossed in H&S as anokha ‘unique’. The examples quoted are from this verse and two verses 
by Surdas, again in a musical context (connected with tana). The form avaghaia appears in CP 48 as well, 
again in collocation with tala. For a discussion of possible etymology and meaning see note 4 to CP 48 
(Snell 1991a, p. 227).
Similar to the gloss in H&S is the interpretation of aughara in PC: adbhuta tala dharai. RC ignores 
augham. SMC inteiprets aughara as particular types of talas: aughara tala (7, 9, 11, 13, 15 matra kl tale) 
de rahl hat
3The reading gavati/°ta, suggested by MSS F; H, J, BR, RC (see variant 14) and the interpolation of 
milavata/milavati/milavata in MSS D, NCM; F; H, J, BR, RC (see variants 10 and 13) echoes KM 89.4 
(mili gavata). The readings of MSS D and NCM (which retain bolata but add milavata) have probably 
resulted from a conflation of MSS which give milavata gavata, and MSS which read bolata.
The interpolation of mila and later of milavata in MS RC (see variants 10 and 13) shows again a 
probability of contamination: of MSS which add milavata after syama (see variant 10) and MSS which 
include it after tatathei (see variant 13).
‘'tatathei: cf. note 11 to KM 30.
5Bose (1970, p. 10) thoroughly discusses the development of the term tandava in the musical treatises: 
from Natya Sastra ‘nrtta which is constituted of such difficult poses as the karanas and angaharas\ to 
Abhinaya darpana: ‘tandava and lasya are two styles of dancing, one virile, and the other gracelul’, and to 
Manasollasa: ‘two of the six forms of dancing done by men and women respectively’.
NC explains that tandava is a special dance in which the limbs of the dancers do not touch one another: 
tandava jo  nitya kaha Id anga anga kau milapa tahi kl nrtya aura anga kou sparsa na karau. yaha adbhuta 
nitya hai jame carana hu parasa na hot
6According to MW lasa is ‘a dance representing the emotions of love dramatically...The term lasya is also 
applied to the Nach [sic] (Nautch) dance of the Indian dancing girls, consisting chiefly of gesticulations 
with a shuffling movement of the feet forwards and backwards as invented by Parvati and opposed to the 
boisterous masculine dance called tandava practised by Siva and his followers’. See also note 2 to CP 10 
(Snell 1991a, p. 192).
7About the construction of abstract subst. of either gender (or pr.) + kai as an invariable possessive see 
McGregor 1968: 3.170.
sThe rea ding sela sela kahu na larau of the second pada of the last line in MS C (see variant 33) is a result 
of homoeoarcta of KM 60.4 and 61.4, whereby the last word of 61.4, lahyau, is substituted with that of 
59.4, larau.
9I have interpreted mem  as derived from mela ‘union’. This is the gloss of SMC and BC as well: in 
hai'idas ke svaml Syama Syam ka mel itna saras bana hai (SMC); Syama evam kuhjabihaii ka nrtya ke 
dharatalpar sahnilan ajjo hua (BC). NC glosses mem as ‘the largest bead in rosary’: kaha Id Syama ke 
urn me subhaga mala Sripiiya ju  sobhita hai. RC and PC paraphrase the last line freely, without giving a 
specific gloss. Haynes translates mem with measure: ‘the measure of Haridas’s lord Syama [you] make 
beautiful’.
There are two more occurrences of meru/mera in KM (64.4 and 85.2). In the first case the commentaries 
read it as related to mela ‘union’, in the second as ‘union’ or ‘multitude’ .
10The readings bhayau/bhayo of MSS J, NCM, RC and BR (see variant 35) probably echo KM 64.4 
(mem bhayo).
“NC specifies that aura gum is used forKrsna: aura rasa gunl kauna kl plya [sic] sughara siromani bade 
bijha kahavata so phlke.
The reading rasa of MSS H; J, BR, NCM and RC (see valiant 36) is probably a later accretion of 
explanatory character. On the other hand the omission of it might echo KM 23.4 (awagunl pare lmri).
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Bihari and Biharini are swaying in a swing1, love’s melody2 has spread;
In one person’s hands the adhotf, in another’s the vma, in another’s the drum - 
someone holds4 the cymbals - in another’s coloured perfume, continually sprinkling
joy.
When [they] let go5 of the swing-rope6, [their] mutual play intensified, nobody knew7 
how to stop8 [their] feet;
Nobody has experienced the game-playing9 of Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and 
Kunjabihari.
’Some of the commentaries gloss dola as a metaphor for the couple’s love-making: anga calani jhula kini 
surata jamyau raga ranga (RC); douna ke anga anga hi mila jhulata hai. sol dola hai (NC). Cf. also notes 1 
to KM 48, 3 to KM 88 and 1 to KM 107.
2With ‘love’s melody’ I have attempted to maintain the ambiguity of ragu as both ‘melody’ and ‘love’. 
NC and BC interpret raga as a synonym of anuiaga ‘love’: raga kahl anuraga so chai gayau hai (NC); 
mano saksat anuraghi murtiman raman kai'rahahai (BC). SMC gives preference to the musical meaning 
of mga because of the following description of instruments: rag raginiya murtiman hokar nrtya raman 
karne lagI hai. However, this argument can be counteracted with the general amorous tenor of this verse 
(see above, note 1). PC does not elaborate on raga, RC glosses it with raga ranga ‘fim and frolic’.
3adhotI is a musical instrument of uncertain description. SBBhK glosses adhautl with ‘type of musical 
instrument’ and quotes an example from the poetry of Kumbhandas. According to Brhaspati adhotl is the 
Ap. form of arddha-vlna (see Ranjan 1970, p. 21).
4The differentiated expression for ‘holding the cymbals’ perhaps indicates the ‘clutching’ action which is 
necessary to play this instrument.
5I have interpreted chadai as the perf. ptc., used adverbially. Often it is nasalised in such cases, as the 
readings of MSS D; F, PH and J suggest (see variant 29).
6My interpretation of dadl is based on its specific meaning as hindole me lagI hul ve car sldhl lahiga ya 
doiiM lare jinse lagI hul baithne kl path lataktl rahti hai, attested in H&S. BC and Haynes interpret dadl in 
its abstract meaning: as a synonym of maryada ‘correct behaviour, decorum’: maryada ka atikiaman karke 
(BC); ‘leaving decorum’ (Haynes). NC analyses this line in the light of the couple’s love-making: anga 
anga hi mila aura anga kau chadai paraspara me khela ati badhau.
There is one more occurrence of dadl in KM (107.2), again in the context of dolallla.
7Literally: ‘it was not known’. About the usage of the synthetic passive in KM cf. note 3 to KM 17.
8Usually jan- in the sense ‘to know how to’ is connected with the verbal stem rather than with the perf. 
ptc. (see McGregor 1968: 4.1b). The perf. ptc. rahyau here is probably an accommodation for the rhyme. 
I have followed the commentaries in my interpretation of pagu rahyau; no such idiom is attested.
9 Alternatively selata can be interpreted as connected with kahu na, which will make the translation: 
‘ [However much they try to] play, nobody has obtained the play of Syama and Kunjabihari’.
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She did not pay tribute1 to me.
She goes in the nights to sell: Surround2 her, oh friends3, so that she cannot leave. 
[Radha says]4: £Do not touch5 [me]!’
Mark Hari’s6 troublesome7 talk8! Besides, whose wives9 and daughters go out in the 
middle of the night?
Haridas’s sovereign’s10 nature11 has not changed. Why don’t you give up this bad12 
disposition?
This verse, whose subject-matter is evidently darn Ida (rather than nikunja Ida), and which makes a 
reference to Krsna’s male friends (who are not supposed to have access to the nikunja according to the 
perception of the sect), contradicts the later developed theology of the Haridasi sampradaya, which 
centres only on the nikunja Ida (cf. note 9 to KM 52). Because of this it presents great difficulties to the 
commentators. The commentaries start with an introduction which explains that this verse is a cryptic 
message from Krsna to Radha: lala gudha priya [sic] sau kahai (RC); svami j i  Id upasna mena to braj Ida 
hai, na sakhao Id Id vaha pradeS hai. Sri vmdavan upasna ati marmiyo ka rasdeS hai - rahni kahni sab te 
hai nyaii vyas ananya sabha kl. parantu is pad ke Sabda to kuch aui’ hi kahte hai bhav kuch aw  M hai 
(SMC); tahamanake chudayavekau eka otapaya [sic] id bate karane lage (NC). Cf. also VII 2.1.
’The commentaries interpret dana metaphorically: SMC explains that Radha is hiding her limbs in the way 
some people sell things secretly: jaise koi cupke se hi koi vastu bee jata hai, isl bhati piiyaju anga chipati 
hai; RC and NC gloss it as the tax of love: rati na deta yaha dana (RC); hamate pai hoda hare hai Id rati 
dana deige. so aba deta nahi (NC).
I have interpreted mar- here in the sense which it has in the collocation paisa mama ‘not to repay a debt’.
2gherau is also attested in SK as a m. noun meaning ‘vilification’ (nindamay caica, badnarru); however 
this sense seems semantically inferior in this context.
3All the commentaries interpret sasa metaphorically in order to avoid mentioning Krsna’s male friends 
(see above, introductory note). PC and NC gloss sasa with Krsna’s desires: gherati sakha manoratha 
manake (PC); apane manortha [sic] rupa sasa kaha (NC). RC claims that sasa stands for Krsna’s limbs: 
hai sakha anga tuma gheri. BC and SMC interpret sasa similarly, as an address to Krsna’s amis: apne M 
kar kamalo se sambodhan hai (SMC); lal apne hasta kamal ko sambodhan kar rahe hai (BC). These data 
might suggest relatedness between PC and NC, and RC, BC and SMC.
4I have followed SMC, BC and RC, which read chiyo jini (see below) as said by Radha in response to 
Krsna’s command to his sasas: Sri priya ju tatkal Sri M  ko savdhan kai' raid hai - churn mat (SMC); is 
kahne idpratikriya svaruppriya ka akroSme kahna haiki mat chuo (BC); priya kahai chivo na mo (RC). 
NC interprets the imperative as a continuation of Krsna’s speech to the sakhas (his desires): chiyau jina 
kaha ki gherau said pai adava [sic] te unakau parasaumata.
5This translation is based on the emendation chiyo jini. All the other MSS, including E, read chi- rather 
than ji-  (see variant 15); chi- is semantically superior in this context as well.
chiyo is the imperative rather than the perf. ptc.
6About the use of hari in KM see note 2 to KM 52.
7uja is attested in SBBhK as a synonym of ‘turmoil’ (utpat and upadrav). The original reading upaja of 
MS C (see variant 18) is a lectio facilior.
8I have followed PC’s interpretation of bate as a synonym of vani: inake uja uthavani Id bani [sic]. BC 
glosses bate as ‘matter, nature’ rather than ‘talk’: dekho hari ka yah utpat ka svabhav.
9The dittography of ba- in MS C (see variant 23) has occurred because of the end of line after ba-.
'°BC and SMC interpret haridasa ke svami as referring to Krsna: Sriharidasju ke larle ka hath nain chutta 
hai (SMC); Sri haridasju ke larle aradhya ne praki-ti me paiivaitan nahi foya (BC). PC elucidates the last 
line as the words of Haridas to Krsna: Sri haiidasi kahati Syama sau chadi subhava nahi anakhati. NC 
glosses the last line as addressed by Krsna to Radha: Sri haiidasaju ke svami syama so lala ju  te kahata 
hai k i aho ju tumharipraktti kaha M kapata take subhava chodau. This interpretation is in agreement with 
the other two occurrences of chiya in KM (25.3 and 109.1), where chiya definitely refers to Radha’s 
sulky nature.
The addition of syama in MS C and syama in MS NC (see variant 33) is evidently a later attempt to 
resolve the semantic ambiguity of the last line.
’’About the use of prakrti in KM cf. note 6 to KM 14.
12chiya can be interpreted both as an adj., governed by piahiti (as it is the case in KM 109.1) or 
independently, as a f. n. (cf. KM 25.3).
The reading chaya of MS F (see variant 37) is semantically inferior in this context.
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The creator1 made you full of qualities and beauty; a single bracelet gleams on each arm;
Your hair loose, beads shine2 on your neck, looking at the lustre of your face again and 
again the eyes3 of the beloved4 find delight in you5, the beautiful one charms his 
heart;
Just as your beloved6 gazes7 at your face, so all the sakhls stood watching in awe8, my 
friend;
Oh Haridas’s sovereign9 Syama, you have made10 [Krsna] subject to desire, tell me 
then, to whom can you be likened?
’NC interprets bidhina (see variant 2) as bidhi na, explaining that Radha’s natural beauty surpasses any 
decorations: so guna ivpa bhaii ho bidhina savaii kaha Id kachu bidhi purvaka na samhari hau. va sada 
sihgara nahi hai. sahaja hi sadau sihgara hai.
Alternatively dipati can be interpreted as referring to joti. This is the gloss suggested by NC and PC: 
dipati mukha ki joti kaha Id mukha candrama prakasamana hai (NC); garai lagi poti dipata mukha joti 
(PC).
Dittography of di- (of dipati) in MS A because of following poti (see variant 11).
3I have inteipreted nena as referring to Krsna. Alternatively, it can be glossed as alluding to Radha, whose 
eyes charm the mind of Krsna. Similar is the interpretation of BC and SMC, which gloss saldni as 
connected to the preceding nena (presumably making an association between the etymology of saloni and 
the eyes as source of salty tears) and read it as applied to Radha: pran-priyatam apke ras bhare 
lavanyamay netrd ki chabi-chata pai' vimugdha ho raha hai (SMC); apke ras bhare lavanyamay netro Id 
chabi-chata par (BC). This gloss avoids the awkward change of person (from 2nd p. to 3rd p.), but 
creates a gender problem since saloni is f. and nena is m. Alternatively, the change of person could be 
avoided if one analyses saloni as vocative and mohai as 2nd rather than 3rd p. subj.-pres. NC takes nena 
saloni as a bahuvrihi compound: tuma kaisi hau ki naina saloni hau; however its second component, 
salauni, is an adj. rather than a noun.
4The transposition of prana pati, suggested by MSS A, C, F, H, I, J, BR, NC and RC (see variants 18 
and 21) shows the confusion about the referent of nena, see above.
5Literally: ‘are delighted by you’; tohi in the sense tujh se is attested in SS.
6Dittography of pya- in MS C (see variant 38).
7The tautology desau + johai, suggested by MS F (see variant 40) is semantically inferior.
About the use of thakita cf. note 4 to KM 40.
9I have followed NC and BC in interpreting hai'idasa ke svami as referring to Radha. Alternatively it can 
be read as an epithet of Krsna: ‘Oh Syama, you have made Haridas’s sovereign subject to desire’.
U)rasa basa kaii line: cf. note 12 to KM 26.
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What are [you] saying1 just now, oh friend, as you strike with the awl of your eyes? 
[Your] eyebrows are like bows, the notches of [your] eyelashes2 hold the arrows of 
[your] glances3, says Syama to his beloved4;
You alone are my life now, you alone are my adornment, you alone are my life’s 
treasure, oh friend5;
Haridas’s sovereign Syama Biharini6 became 7 united8 with Kunjabihari, oh friend9.
’Dittography of -ha- in MS C, see variant 4.
2About baphini see note 1 to KM 37.
3This translation is based on the reading citavani bana. The rest of the MSS support this emendation (see 
variant 13); it is semantically superior in this context as well. The omission of citavani m MS G may echo 
KM 37.1 (baphini bana sumara lage bhoha jyau dhanasa).
4The form pyarani as a synonym of pyarina is not attested. However, this is the meaning die 
commentaries attribute to it: he pya ii(BC, SMC); hopyaiipyarina iyama yau [sic] kahata hai (NC). The 
transformation of pyarina to pyarani is probably an accommodation for the rhyme (presumably like the 
reading aiina of NCM, see variant 9). The readings pyadna and pyarina of NCP and NCM (see variant 
19) are evidently an attempt at emendation to the common form and thus are lectio facilior.
The tension between sense and rhyme is evident again in the form biharini. MSS G and C sacrifice rhyme 
for sense, choosing the common form biharini, °ni (see variant 39). MSS D, I, J, BR, PH and RC opt for 
the form bihmani (which is not attested) in order to preserve the rhyme. This variation has created 
confusion among the commentators as well. SMC and BC interpret biharani as derived from [vihara-] 
rather than from [vihaiini-]: bihai'ka dan diya (SMC); bihar-parayan ho gat (BC)
5The form yaiani ‘female friend’ is attested in Platts. About the use of Persian lexis in Haridas’s poetry 
see III 3.1. Presumably yarani could also be interpreted as derived from Sanskrit jaia- ‘lover (adultress)’ 
(see OHED) but this sense is not likely in this context. The reading dharani ‘holder’ of MSS BR and RC 
(see variant 31) is semantically equally possible, and poetically superior (because of the alliteration of 
dha-), but the latter argument can be used both in favour and against such an emendation. Neither yaiani 
nor dharani appear elsewhere in KM. The readings varani and parani of MSS F and I (see variant 31) are 
semantically inferior.
6See above, note 4.
7The inclusion of sarasa in MS J (see variant 36) is most probably influenced by KM 60.4 (meru saiasa 
banyau).
8About mem  see note 9 to KM 60.
9The omission of n, suggested by MSS C, H, J, BR and F (see variant 38), avoids the change of 
addressee in the last line.
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Oh beloved, you are the paragon among the kings1 of skills2;
Movement leads to movement in the various ragas and raginii, with resonant tones 
high and low4;
5If somebody6 has acquired something [of your skills], so what? It is a false endeavour, 
only a semblance of your perfection7;
Haridas says8: Kisora adopts the beloved’s9 hand-gestures10 in the laga11 steps.
‘The use of ‘king’ is a further example of the common association in Haridas’s poetry of masculine forms 
with feminine referents, cf. note 1 to KM 55.
2The commentaries elaborate on the kinds of skills Radha possesses: NC specifies that they are connected 
both with the art of love and music: kaha Id je  je  anga anga me bilasa ke bhava sahgita sahita koka kala 
me hai tina me tuma gunana rai hau; BC and SMC limit their explanation to the domain of music: M  
priyaju ke adbhut nrtya sahgit ko dekhkar prem sahell ka kathan - he pyari ju! ap yavadgunijano me 
sirmawhai (SMC); sahgit nrtyadi kalaome jinkI pramanikta kala-jagat meganya hai, unki ap aradhya hai 
(BC).
The reading tumu rasata of MC C (see variant 2) echoes KM 40.4 (pyaii tu rasata prana jata); probably 
the scribe was misled by the introductory pyaii in the process of penning from the ‘oral tradition’.
3SMC and BC supply ‘you are unequalled in your knowledge’: rag-raganiydke jhanm eap advitly hai.
4 tara mandha sura: uncertainty as to the meaning of this phrase is reflected by the abundance of readings 
for mandira (see variant 12). My translation is based on the reading tarn mandara sura. BC and SMC 
gloss mandara and tara as the low and high musical scales. Alternatively, they can be inteipreted as 
instruments, as the reading mrdahga of MSS C, J, BR, RC; I (see variant 12) suggests.
The same problem occurs in CP 31.6 (suia mandara kala ghora), where there is a high number of mandha 
readings as well, and the commentaries are again uncertain if the meaning is related to instruments or to 
the musical gramas (see Snell 1991a, p. 212, note 6 to CP 31).
5This is a rather tentative translation of the third line.
cNC specifies that kahu refers to Krsna: aura tau ya gatina id chaya hu ke leve me kahu Id pahuca nahi. 
eka kisora hai. so apa ki sigati kaha paiye (cf. note 1 to KM 23).
The unnasalised form kahu, suggested by MSS A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC and RC (see variant 15) is 
grammatically superior.
7About rekha see note 9 to KM 23 and note 6 to KM 42.
8NC glosses the stem of kah- as an imperative: iri ladili ju M  haiidasi ju te boll, ki tuma kahau piya ne 
kachu nrtya k i gatina sikhi.
9The f. form of the genitive postposition Id, suggested by MSS F and H (see variant 26), is probably 
governed by implied gad (see below, note 11).
m thapa is glossed in OFIED as ‘a ptc. gesture of the hand made in dancing with a partner’. See note 5 to 
CP 54 as well (Snell 1991a, p. 232). Bose (1970, p. 149) quotes tirapa as one of the D eil dances 
enumerated in Nartananimaya . See also note 2 to KM 2.
1 ‘About laga see note 2 to KM 2. laga is often used in combination with thapa and/or data (cf. KM 67.3). 
This is the only occurrence of laga (unless lagam here is not in its musical meaning) in pi. I have come 
across, and no MS suggests any sg. readings (see variant 28). NC, BC and SMC agree in their 
interpretation of laga as a dance term: Mpriyaju ke nrtya me lag aur thap jaisi gatiyo me sri ki§or hi kuch 
saiigati kar sakte hai (SMC); tirap adi kuch visayo me ki§or lal bhale hi samta kar sakte hai (BC); kachu 
pyaii ju thapa lagina me kisora gad leta hai. pai jyo  apa eka eka laganame tina dm piakara ki gad tahume 
nana prakara la leta hau vaisi tau nahi (NC).
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Oh beloved, how1 great a collection of beauty2 there is about3 you4, your each and 
every5 limb shows many kinds6 [of splendour];
Through the kinnari in your hands bliss7 is obtained8, [you accompany] the sulapa9 
dance, [you] sing in harmony with ragas and raginls;
What can101 say with one tongue11? [Your] skills are countless12, I am defeated, I can13 
say nothing,
I4Haridas’s sovereign Syama15 Kunjabihari says: Oh beloved, whatever kinds16 of 
[qualities] you bring forward.
'The attested form is kiteka (suggested by MSS C, H, NCP and RC, see variant 3) rather than kitauka. 
However, kiteka is characteristically plural, whereas the occurrence of kitauka is clearly singular; perhaps 
this consideration is reflected in the form.
2Plural occurrences of abstract nouns are rare, but no MS suggests a singular reading of chabina (see 
variant 4).
3 About the usage of pai in KM see note 7 to KM 2.
4The reading to of MSS D, F, I, J, BR, PH and RC (see variant 1) is more straightforward in the sense 
‘you’ (obi.).
5S§ quotes a similar example of pleonastic usage of piati after anga anga: anga anga prati chabi taranga 
gati (s.v. prati).
6The commentaries gloss bhai as a synonym of bhava ‘emotions’ rather than of bhati ‘kind’: nava nava 
bhava bhaiipriya baje sarva suraga (PC); apke anga pratyanga se nana prakar ke bhavo ka udbhav hota 
hai (BC); ap ek ek anga-pratyanga ke madhyam se ananta bhavo ki abhivyakti kaiti hai (SMC). NC 
enumerates the emotions expressed by Radha’s limbs: anga anga nana bhavana kau dikhavata hau. 
kabahu namani kau sara kara mana kau bedhi darata hau. aru kabahu kapola adham rasa pana daike lasa 
sd sincata hau. aru kuca kamala chuvana deta hau.
7The readings saca of MSS A, D, J, BR and NCM (see variant 12) is less straightforward than sacu in 
this meaning; the reading saba of MS C is semantically inferior.
sThe subject of the stem pai is not specified. The commentaries understand sacu pai as a general 
statement: kaha ki anga anga kau milapa tame madhya kau sukha hai (NC) (the meaning of madhya kau 
sukha remains obscure); sukh prapta hota hai (SMC); ati ananda ata hai (BC).
9sulapa: Bose (1970, p. 160) describes sulupa from the Nartananimaya in the following way: 
‘harmonious combination of stringed instruments and drums like mrdangas. This accompanies gay 
dances’. NC, PC and BC gloss sulapa as a dance-term: takaupaya caianana kara sulapa natya (NC); pai 
sulapa gati (PC). BC explains: sangit darpan me sulup §abda hai. uska apabhramia hai sulap. sulap us 
anga kokahtehaijo komaltaliye hota hai. This gloss agrees with Garg’s definition of sulapa as an anga 
showing a great delicacy of expression, performed ‘with great elegance’(see Snell 1991a, p. 248, note 6 
to CP 68). SMC interprets sulapa as a synonym of alap-: jabap anek rag raganiyo me alapati hai.
l0The 1st p. subj.-pres. is semantically superior in this context to the imperative, suggested by MSS C; H,
I and RC (see variant 20).
"Dittography of -bha in MS C (see variant 22).
12The variety of forms of aginita reflects interpretations variously as tatsama/tadbhava (see variant 24). 
13The f. form of the imperf. ptc. avati is probably governed by implied bata.
I4The last sentence consists only of a relative part, the correlative counterpart is not given, leaving the line 
open to interpretation. All commentaries supply an end to this sentence: jyd  jyo  bhava lyavata hau. tahi so 
merau jivana hai (NC); jin jin bhavo ka prakadkaran apke dvara hota hai...unse mere prano ka samposan 
hota hai (BC); ap jo  jo  bhav prakat kaiti hai unse hamare prano ka posan hota hai (SMC).
It could be taken to correlate in a general sense with the latter half of the previous line, kachu kahata na 
avati. A  similar elliptical sentence (unless one considers it to be continuation of the previous line) occurs 
in KM 37.4 (pyaiijaba tu bolata canasa canasa).
15About the two main alternatives of the chapa see note 12 to KM 5 (cf. valiant 31 here). 
l6Again the commentaries interpret bhava as ‘feelings’ (see above, note 6).
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The raga was established between them, with1 the kinnarl, and the cymbals2 with3 the 
drums;
With well-timed melodic passages4 in the three [scales of notes]5 there was an 
unsurpassed, set6 dhrupada.
Taking the steps of birasa7, there was no composure left, [dancing] tirapa8, laga9 and 
data10, achieving11 the turnings12 of the notes.
The steps of whichever kind of [dance] Haridas’s sovereign Syama takes, she is very 
skilled in the dance sequences13 of the limbs.
lsameta seems to be used prepositionally rather than postpositionally here.
2BC and SMC read sura tara in their mula (cf. variant 5). Accordingly BC‘s gloss is: kinnari evam 
mrdahga ke madhyam se svard ka vistar ho raha hai; SMC connects sura tara with the three saptakas 
(interpreting tina hu sura as referring to the three saptakas rather than to the three svaras): mandra madhya 
aura tara saptako ke svard ki adbhuta sahgati karke.
3 tara, sura and mandira/mi'dahga often appear together (cf KM 65.2), and this might be the reason for the 
reading sura of MS I (see variant 5).
4tana-bandhana has a technical sense: ‘the closing of a melodic run [on the first beat of the rhythmic 
cycle]’, see note 3 to CP 78 (Snell 1991a, p. 256) and pada 23 of Kevalram (Entwistle 1983, p. 244).
5 Presumably tina hu sura here refers to the three scales of notes {mandra, madhya and taia) rather than to 
the three types of svara (komala, tivia and acala) since tana is associated with running through the scales, 
and because no raga includes all the three types of svaras. About the definitions of the three types of 
saptaka and the three kinds of svara see Srinatthlsimha 1988, pp. 3-4.
6The abundance of readings of dhura (see variant 12) betrays semantic confusion on the part of the 
scribes. The reading madhura of MS F is a lectio fadlior. It seems that the repetition dhura dhurapada is 
determined by the form rather than by the meaning. The commentaries gloss the second pada of this line 
almost identically, all of them supplying bheda: ati dhuvapada [sic] bheda apara (PC); navina navina 
bheda ucarata hai (NC); agraganya dhmvpad ke apar bhed prakat ho rahe hai (SMC); prakhyat dhrupad 
tal ke aganit bhed vikasitho rahe hai (BC).
7I have followed the majority of commentaries in interpreting birasa as a type of dance: SMC glosses 
birasa with nrtya viSes; NC reads: pyaii ju piya ke anga pai nitya karana lagi; RC enumerates birasa 
among the other dances mentioned in this line: bhasa laga data su thapa morani rati gati lola. However, I 
was not able to find any further reference to such a dance. BC glosses virasa with viSes ras: £ri priya ke 
dvara viies ras ke udbodhan se yukta sahgit vaibhav ka pratiphalan yah hua. PC merely repeats: virasa 
leti.
birasa could perhaps be inteipreted as a form of bilasa ‘pleasure’ as well; a similar phonetic change of the 
corresponding verbal form is attested in Platts.
8 thapa: see note 10 to KM 65.
9laga: see notes 2 to KM 2 and 11 to KM 65.
10 data: Bose (1970, p. 149 and 155-156) quotes dantu among the De§i dances enumerated in
Nartananimaya. See also note 2 to KM 2.
The reading hata of MS D (see variant 20) is deprived of any meaning in this context, and is probably a 
result of confusing the characters d  and h.
111 have interpreted sam as the absolutive of sar- ‘to make, to achieve, to accomplish; to complete, to 
perfect’ (see OHED). NC, SMC and BC gloss it as ‘essence’ and supply ‘happiness’ connected with it
ati sukha ke sara so dete hai (NC); §ii lal ko sarva sukh sar mil gaya (SMC); lal ko sarva sukh sar ki
anubhuti ho raha hai (BC).
12I have interpreted morani as a verbal noun of mor-. NC and BC connect morani with the turnings of the 
dancers’ bodies: anga anga kimurana bhai(NC); anga anga kimuranse (BC); SMC reads it as referring 
to sura: apke svarki maror aisi hai. SMC gives an alternative interpretation as well, glossing morani as 
the obi. pi. of mor ‘peacock’: apka svar mayurd ke svar ki madhurta ka sar hai. This resembles to a 
certain degree KM 32.4 (sura deta maura); however sweetness is hardly the most prominent quality of the 
peacock’s voice.
The reading mile of MS F (see variant 22) is a lectio facilior.
13For a detailed description of the angaharas see Bose 1970, pp. 136-146.
The reading anga ahara of MSS A, C, J, BR and NC (see variant 29) might have been determined by 
misinterpretation by the scribes. Most of the commentaries show an evident lack of awareness of die 
technical meaning of this word: jugala kiidati kuhja ahara (PC); anga anga tau gati ...adbhuta keli anupa. 
hara paraspara... (RC); pratyek bhav anubhav lal ju ke piano ka adhar hai (SMC); anga anga ahara kaha 
Id anga anga hi kau ahara hai vihara me (NC).
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[Your] beloved is calling you, oh friend, Lala is standing under the kadamba tree;
What is the point of doing1 such2?3 [sulking] now, oh friend? You kept on striking him 
with flower4 arrows!
Kunjabihari is part of your own self, why should you play this fine5 trick with him? 
[Kunjabihari] searched for Haridas’s sovereign6 Syama and found her in the forest, 
approaching7 her with unparalleled timidity8.
lkiye is the perf. ptc. used adverbially. The alternative, kiyau/°au of MSS C; F and NCP (see variant 12) 
would be presumably governed by implied mana, cf. below.
2I have interpreted aisau as governed by implied mana. NC and SMC read it as comiected with mkhai: 
kaha Id aba rukhailiye karata hau (NC); is samay aiso rukhai karne se kya labh (SMC). However, this 
interpretation creates a gender problem, since aiso is a m. form and mkhai a f. n.
3The function of jyau is obscure, and this is evident in the abundance of its readings (see variant 11). The 
commentaries interpret it as a foim of j i  ‘heart, feelings’: aisau jiya kiye kaha hota hai l i  (NC, see above 
as well); aisa hrday me yam rukhai (BC). However, the connection between j i  and mkhai is unclear, jf 
does not have such a meaning, and the sense cannot be ‘the harshness of her heart’ since Radha’s mana is 
meant to be only ostensible (as the next line of this pada shows). The idiom j i  kama ‘to desire, to long 
for’ (see OHED) is evidently out of place in this context. Therefore in my interpretation jyau  has the 
function of the relative pronoun jo. For the pleonastic use of jo  see note 6 to KM 11.
4The reading asama /°ai ‘unequal, dissimilar, uneven, odd’ (see OHED) of MSS H and F (see variant 17) 
might refer to the odd number (five) of Kama’s arrows.
5I have followed the commentaries in interpreting bara as an adjective to chadama, used sarcastically: taso 
chala kapata irestha kahai kau kijai (NC); unse itna bara chadma iobha nahi deta (SMC); itna bara kapat 
(BC).
6I have followed NC and BC in connecting in  haiidasa ke svami with Syama: i i i  haridasi ju ke svami 
kauna syama (NC); in  haiidasi ju ki svamini syama ko (BC). Alternatively, it can be interpreted as 
referring to Krsna; the translation will then read: ‘Haridas’s sovereign searched for Syama’.
7I have interpreted krama krama kai'i in its literal meaning ‘moving step by step’ rather than as the adv. 
‘gradually, in due course and order’ (see OHED). The commentaries opt for the latter and supply the 
action to which krama krama kaii refers: krama krama kaha Id sasinejyo tyd samajhai (NC); ianaih apni 
premjanit cesta ko bhiprakat kar rahe hai (BC); ap bare irampuivak apni abhivyakti kar rahe hai (SMC).
sThe commentaries explain that Krsna is afraid that (if he touches Radha) she might start sulking again: 
parasata nahi daramana (RC); am mana me dara hu hai ki bina ata [?] kaise sparia karau (NC); citta me 
asafilca hai ki kahi phir bhrukud terhi na ho jay  (SMC); citta me bhivkuti banka hone ki bhay hai (BC).
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Come, beautiful one, the handsome one1 is calling.
A protective charm2 is made [for him3 in] today’s4 apparel which cannot be described5 at 
all, Syama is engrossed in you6;
7Persuading her, the sakhltook her along, as a stratagem8 for love came [to the sakhf\;
Meanwhile [Kunjabihari] came and met Haridas’s sovereign9 Syama10, the whole11 
swarm12 of black bees13 was intoxicated14 by her fragrance.
1 cliablle is presumably pi. used for Krsna. The sg. readings chabilo/°au/°au of MSS A, J, BR, RC; C; D,
I and NC (see variant 2) are equally possible.
2About liana tut- see note 1 to KM 18. NC supplies two alternative glosses: balihara hota hai, and anga 
anga M aisi tutana kaha id  [sic] calm hai. jo  jiya so jiya milai tana so tana milai to eka ho jaya.
3I have followed BC and SMC, which interpret banika as referring to Krsna: aj jis  dobha sampatti se lal 
yukta ho rahe hai (BC); aj pyare kl chata advitiy hai (SMC), This seems to fit the logic of the narrative 
better: Krsna’s splendour is such that it cannot be described, it has to be seen, therefore Radha has to go 
to him(cf. note 5). NC glosses banika as referring to both of them when their limbs are entangled in love- 
play: ho pyaiiju tumhari aru tumhare pyare k i banika kaha id jo  naina so naina jure hai. adhara so adhara. 
kuca te kuca. nabhi te nabhi. kati te kati carana te car ana. bahu te baliu. aru saba anga anga apane apane 
sthana pai mila rahe hai. so ya banika para tranu tutata hai.
4aju ki could also be interpreted as equivalent to ab ki (bar), ‘now’ rather than as an adj. to banika.
5kahi na jai is a stock-phrase used in the description of beauty, cf. note 3 to KM 29. However, here"'i ) 
might have a less formulaic implication, as an argument of the sakhi who is trying to persuade Radha to ' 
go to her beloved: his beauty cannot be described in words, one has to see it.
c'tohi\ S& gives examples of the objective used as an oblique followed by the postposition me.
7This line is evidently elliptical, but no MS offers any longer version.
s ghata as a form of ghata ‘stratagem’ is attested in SBBhK. This is the gloss of all the commentaries too: 
taba sasi ghata Id bate jaisi ai taisi kahi (NC); is prakarjo bhi prem kk dav pec samajh me aya, samjha 
bujhakar sakhiya pyaii ko mana kar (SMC); premjanit dav upay se priya ko samjha bujhakai- (BC). 
Alternatively, ghata can be interpreted as ‘opportunity’; then the translation will read: ‘when the sakhl 
persuaded Radha and went with her, the opportunity for love came’. Cf. also note 3 to AS 3.
9M  haridasa ke svami can refer to Krsna as well. This will make the translation: ‘Haridas’s sovereign 
came meanwhile and met Syama.’
10The reading syama of MSS D, I, BR and NCP (see variant 21) is equally possible. Judging by the 
length of this line, both syama and syama might have been later interpolations (cf. MSS F, H and RC, 
variant 21).
"The inclusion of sakala contributes to the form rather than to the meaning: it does not add much to the 
sense, but it enhances the alliteration of s- and the assonance of kala-. Considering this and the extreme 
length of this line, the reading of MSS C, F, H, J and RC, which omits sakala (see variant 27), might be 
superior.
12This translation is based on the emendation kula mata, supported by MSS F, J, BR and NCP (see 
variant 29). The form kalamata is not attested (apart from the verb kalamna quoted in IISS with the 
meaning katna, which is highly unlikely in this context). The reading kalamata is probably determined by 
the attempt of the scribes to achieve assonance with sakala (in all the MSS in which sakala is omitted, 
apart from RC, the vowel after k- is u- rather than a - , see variants 27 and 29). The scribe of MS C may 
have confused kula mata with kalamala- ‘to fidget, to move restlessly or uneasily’ (OHED) (see variant 
30).
13My translation is based on the emendation bhamaia. All the MSS (apart from C) give different forms of 
bhramara (see variant 28); bhamma ‘confusion, error’ does not fit the context.
bhamaia can be interpreted metaphorically as well, as alluding to Krsna. This is the interpretation of RC, 
PC, NC and BC: rahyau na dhiraja lala (RC); bhramara mana maita bhaye l i  (PC); am vahi basa so 
bhavara lala ju ke manorthana [sic] kau samuha te matvare hvai rahe hai (NC); priya ke anga anga se 
sravit saurabh ki madakta me lal rupibhramar mat hogaye (BC).
14mata is probably a rhyme form of matta.
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Does anybody know1 how to braid hair, as21 do, on my oath;
With white, yellow and red flowers in the middle3, who else can do this, on my oath, oh 
friend.
Sitting, the connoisseur does her hair with the comb of his gentle hands.
Kunjabihari4 with his fingernail applies collyrium to [the eyes of] Haridas’s sovereign 
Syama5.
’About the composition of verbal stem and jan- in the sense ‘to know how to’ see note 8 to KM 61.
2The f. men and si are presumably governed by implied bhati.
3The reading bica (cf. variants 7 and 8) might have been determined by prosodic considerations: it brings 
about an effective alternation of a gum with a laghu syllable in the first pada of the line.
4The text in the last line is corrupt. Both readings, kunjabihari (MSS A, D, E, G, PH) and nasa sisa lau/lo 
bana/(MSS C, H, I; F, BR, NCM; RC, see variants 26 and 27) are supported by a number of relatively 
independent MSS and are semantically plausible, nasa sisa Id banai allows the commentaries to read into 
this pada the implication that Krsna touches Radha all over her body under the pretext of adorning her, 
but often such glosses are far-fetched. The repetition nasa sisa lo banal, dai kajaia nasa hi sau seems odd, 
but is not impossible, iiiharidasa ke svami syama kunjabihaii is the most common version of the chapa, 
but by no means the only one. There are no obvious reasons for preferring one reading to the other.
5Again the chapa can be translated in a more formulaic way: ‘Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama and 
Kunjabihari, he applies collyrium to her eyes with his fingernail’.
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Oh beloved, your pupils are even darker than collyrium, [they are] like two black bees 
flying1 in rivalry2;
The bees are sitting on a branch of a golden3 campi f  tree, their rivalry5 looks6 beautiful7;
When8 the army of Kama comes9 and surrounds them, their hearts are frightened10;
Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama and Kunjabihari, [her] two [eyes]11, together, strike 
against [him] constantly.
'Both ude and baithe (line 2) could also be interpreted as m. pi. of the perf. ptc. However, the present 
tense seems more likely in this context.
2barabmi is a rhyme form of either baiabara or barabari. Shortening of the final vowel required by the 
rhyme occurs again in araari (line 2) and daiadaii (line 3).
3The commentaries interpret kundana as the pi. obi. of kunda ‘jasmine’: jaise campa M dal ho jis  par 
kunda ka puspa bhi ho (SMC); jaise campa ki dal par vikasit kunda par (BC), see below (note 4) for NC. 
However, the combination of the branches of the campa tree with jasmine flowers seems more unlikely 
than the association of kundana ‘gold, golden, fine’ with the yellowish campa flowers; there is one more 
occurrence of kundana in KM (29.3), and no appearance of kunda. The confusion between kunda and 
lcundana is evident in the different readings of the MSS as well (see variant 17).
4BC and SMC explain this simile in the same way: campa stands for the complexion of Radha’s face, 
kundana for the white of her eyes and ali for her pupils: Sri mukh candra campa Id dar hai, akh ka safed 
hissa kunda sadrS hai aur putii bhramar hai (SMC); campa ke dal ke saman mukhakrd aw  unme dono 
netro ke madhya safed evam kala bhag (BC). Similar are also the explanations of PC and NC, but PC 
glosses campa as a simile forRadha’s body: campaka tana, and NC - for her nose: campe Id dara nasika 
jaha naina Id ujjalata mano kunda ali hai.
5 araari in the sense hor ‘rivalry’ is attested in SBBhK, but its etymology remains uncertain. The 
commentaries also gloss araari with hora-hoii, explaining that the bees are in contest to get the sap of the 
flowers: aiu douna araara jeba lagj hai. kaha karai Id hita riipa amrta pana kaiai hai (NC); jaisipuspa ke 
ras ko pan kame ke liye bhramaro me hora hori ho rahi ho (BC); Sobha horn hoii ki lag rahi hai (SMC). 
Haynes suggests an alternative interpretation of aiaaii: as a rhyme form, derived from the vt. aid- and the 
vi. ar-. ‘to stop’: ‘it is as if beauty has stopped there.’ Cf. also note 2.
6Literally: ‘has looked’.
7jaiba: see note 7 to KM 21.
8A11 the commentaries supply a relative clause, rather than interpreting ani gherata kataka kama kau as 
such: jaba muhi herata dfsta (PC); jaba ina nainani Id sobha dekhata (NC); mai jab inki or dekhta hu 
(SMC); jab mai is drSya ka avlokan kame lagta hu (BC). I have analysed jaba...kau as the relative clause 
and kept the established subject of the bees/eyes who are in panic at the onslaught of the army of love 
(Kama’s arrows are flower-tipped; at such an onslaught will the bees be able to cope with the nectarous 
bombardment?).
9I have followed the commentaries in interpreting ani as a verbal noun of a- rather than as the polysemic f  
noun an.
l0The form daiadaii is attested in H§S as a synonym of dar, bhay. Cf. also note 2.
nNC interprets dou as referring to Krsna and Radha: jaba hi syama ju kunjabihari so mila aiiga anga 
duhuna ke jhainjhaii larana lage.
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Oh Syama KiSora, two colours colour1 you, [those of] the yellow sash and the red 
shawl;
From where did you obtain such beauty? Day2 and night [I] ponder3 this in perplexity, 
oh friend;
Manamohana, you are a paragon among the wise4, skilled5 in the art of love with your 
each and every limb, oh friend;
Oh Haridas’s sovereign Syama6, your7 unusual nature8 is obtained through love, oh 
beautiful one9 of rasa.
This verse is an example of the confusion which can be created in a vesa palata pada with regard to the 
actual identity of the hero/heroine. BC and SMC have evidently misunderstood this stanza, taking., it ' 
literally as addressed to Krsna by Radha. They explain that whether Krsna is dressed as a hero or a 
heroine, he is beautiful in both cases: cahe tumhe pitamvar dharan kamke nayak rup me rakha ja y  athva 
orhni dharan karake nayika rup me ap utne hi phabte hai (SMC); pitamvar yukta puivsocit siiigar me 
athva cumisamSlista nayika rup - dond hi saman rup se tumhare Sri anga par Sobha ki vrddhi karta hai 
(BC). This interpretation is doubtful for three reasons: the inclusion of the f. voc. ptc. r/in lines 2 and 3, 
the unanimous syama and sunaii in the 4 line, and the fact that this kind of eulogy is usually addressed to 
Radha (cf. KM 43).
NC gives a much more plausible clarification of this verse, explaining that it is addressed to Radha, who 
is disguised as Krsna, by Haridas: pyaii ju ne piya [sic] kau lupa dharana kiyau. tina so Sn haridasiju 
kahata hai.
’the syntax of tuma ko dou ranga requires a finite verb rather than a participial adj., therefore the reading 
rahgata of MSS F and H (see variant 5) is grammatically superior. For a discussion on the confusion of 
participial adjectives with imperf. ptcs. see III 5.2.3 and Snell 1991a, p. 105.
2am as a form of ahai- is not attested, and is probably a scribal mistake. My translation is based on the 
readings ahi° or aharanisa (see variant 13). The loss of -h- between vowels is commonplace in Braj (see 
McGregor 1968: 2.30).
3The use of the stem soca as a main verb in the second line is obscure.
4 About surajhana see note 4 to KM 43. The reading gana of MSS F and H (see variant 17) betrays a lack 
of understanding on behalf of the scribes of the meaning of swajhana; they have evidently taken sum in 
its musical sense.
5The lengthening of -u- in nipuna is presumably an accommodation for the rhyme.
6BC and SMC interpret syama as addressed to Krsna, who has taken the disguise of Radha: Sri haridasi 
ju ke laiile! savii saheli svarup me suSobhit sakhi suno (BC); he Siiharidas ke larle (SMC). NC glosses 
syama as referring to Radha, dressed as Krsna: Sri haiidasi ju ke svami syama...yaha tuma kiSora rupa 
dharau hau (cf. the introductory note).
7This translation is based on the reading tumhari bicitmtai. There is strong manuscript support in favour 
of this emendation (see variant 25) and it avoids the unnecessary change of addressee in the last line. The 
choice of Id in MSS G and E may have been determined by confusion as to the real identity of the 
addressee (see the introductory note). On the other hand tumhaii may have been a later accretion of 
explanatory character.
8The interaction of the two meanings of bicitmtai ‘varied colouring’ and ‘unusual nature’ (see OHED, s.v. 
vicitmta) is lost in English.
9The form sunaii of sundari is attested in SK. The lengthening of -u- is presumably to accommodate the 
rhyme. BC and SMC gloss sum  as the imperative of sun-: aii sakhi suna. NC interprets suna as derived 
from san- ‘to be mixed, to be smeared’: tuma kaise hau Id rasa hi so sanai hau.
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Where did your medallion change1, oh beloved Hari2?
It was [made] of red silk, you have chosen3 and brought a green one;
That one was studded with diamonds, but4 this is two-coloured: emeralds5 and rubies 
are mixed; I shall take this necklace6;
Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama and Kunjabihari, his roguery remained at full strength7.
The commentaries start their gloss to this pada with an introduction explaining that the change of 
medallion is an illusion, a cryptic message from Radha, or a joke: urn bimbanilakhi bhrama bhayau cauki 
tana chaya (PC); kaha Id ja  cauMko lala ju apane ura te rajata hai. so kuca rupa cauki kau piatibimba piya 
[sic] ke ura me parau. taba pyaiiju va piatibimba ko dekha kaii pyare so kahata hai (NC); so pyaii ju la 
caha uparanta apani caha ko badalake kuca chala amrta piyau. jaha pyari ju piya [sic] te eka coja k i bata 
kahu abhusanana ki ota daike bolai (NC, second meaning, see description of NC); aj piiyaju srilal se 
parihas kaiti liui kah rahi hai (SMC); parihaspurvak priya ka lal ke prati yah vacan hai (BC). The reason 
for this abhasa is to counteract the implication of this verse that Krsna might have been unfaithful to 
Radha (cf. introductory note to KM 38 and VII 2,2).
1 badal- can be both vt. and vi. The f. ending of the vi. pari (which agrees with cold) determines badal- as 
a vi. here.
2About the use of hari in KM see note 2 to KM 52.
3NC interprets baii as a form of bara ‘excellent, fine’: aba tumhari jangali ranga kaha te Sresthata /aye. 
However, it seems unlikely that bara would appear in disjunction from the noun it qualifies, therefore I 
have translated baii as the absolutive of bar- ‘to choose, to select’. SMC and BC gloss ban as derived 
from bat- ‘to plait, to weave’: yah to jangali reSam me nibaddha hai (SMC); yah jangali dore se granthit 
hai (BC).
4About the usage of pai in KM see note 7 to KM 2.
5The form pana is attested only with the meaning ‘a drink made from the juice of fruits (as tamarind, 
mango) with certain spices’ (see OHED). However panna ‘emerald’ occurs as a synonym of pana (see 
BBhSK); either the two forms were used interchangeably or the double meaning of panna is the reason 
for the semantic confusion of the scribes who have chosen pana (see variant 17).
6I have interpreted lari as a rhyme form of lara ‘a string (as of pearls)’ (see OHED), in accordance with 
the sense of lam in KM 20.1, 75.2 and 85.1. The commentaries analyse it as the absolutive of the verb 
lai- ‘to fight’: tuma so mililarake lehu (NC); usiko jhagar kar lug (SMC and BC).
7SMC glosses bhar- with ‘fade’: kuhjabihaii Id caturta phiki par gai hai; similar is one of the 
interpretations of NC: piya Id caturai thakita bhai. BC elucidates bhar- with ‘freeze’: nagar Siromani lal 
jake thake se ho gaye; NC (2 interpretation) with ‘embrace’: dou catum anga anga ati caturai so mila 
pamma bilasa bilasata bhaye. Another possible gloss of bhaii is suggested by HSS, which gives as the 
seventh meaning of bhaina: man me krodh hona, asantusta ya apmsamia rahna. This would make the 
translation: ‘Haridas’s sovereign Syama remained angry with Kunjabihari’s roguery’.
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Come, dear, drink liquor in this way1, placing your garment on my bodice2;
I will pour wine in the cup of [your] eyes from the jug of [my] breasts, embracing3 
[you] in this way;
With your lips drink up all the sap of my body4, do not let it trickle here and there, and 
drip away.
Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama and Kunjabihari5, [he]6 loses7 [him]self where there is 
the influence of [her] company.
‘I have interpreted aise as used adverbially. It can also be analysed as an adj. to mada: aisai in the 
function of aisau is attested in S&. The readings aisau/°o/°d of MSS F, BR and NCM (see variant 3) 
would be more straightforward in this meaning.
2NC interprets angiya as a metaphor for Radha’s body and jhaga as a metaphor for Krsna’s body: tiharau 
anga rupa jhaga am meiau anga rupa angiya milaya dharau.
3NC glosses anko bhari as referring to daru: ankana me bharavau so hi dam hai. BC interprets ahkd bhari 
literally: anga anga me dam bhara hai.
The lengthened form akau in the meaning ‘body’ is attested in S§.
4NC and SMC interpret tana ko as an extended form of tanaka (KhB tanik) ‘a little, slight, veiy little, the 
least’ (the extended form tanakau is attested in SBBhK): tanakahu ita uta dharake jana jina dehu (NC); 
tanik las bhl idhar udhar bah kar nahi ja sakta (SMC). This gloss perhaps aims at editing away the erotic 
meaning.
5The chapa can be translated in a less formulaic way as well: ‘Kunjabihari loses himself where there is the 
influence of Haridas’s sovereign Syama’s company’.
6The subject of haii is questionable. PC is the only commentary which interprets suhabati as referring to 
Radha: Mharidasa pdyaki sangata hota, but the rest of the gloss of this sentence is very free: ara [sic] 
sukha lakhi kai jijai. NC reads syama as the subject of hari, supplying a parallel sentence referring to 
Krsna: syama kunjabihari ki suhabata ke asara te apu In hari kuhjabihaii bhaye. am lala hari kuhjabihaii 
M  pyari ju  ke sangata i d  kunjabihaiina bhai. BC interprets hari as referring to Radha as well, explaining 
that in the presence of Kunjabihari she loses her (modest) nature: M  syama pai' sahgati ka prabhav hai 
jahaaj apne ko bhul gai. yani apna svabhav vismaran kar gat
7I have interpreted hari as a rhyme form of had (cf. also CP 42.6, Snell 1991a, p. 145: naika nipuna 
navala mohana binu kauna apanapau harai). The implicit ambiguity of had as the absolutive of hai- and an 
epithet of Krsna is lost in translation.
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There is a rain of flowers as Bihar! and Biharini sway in a swing;
The women of the realms of gods, realms of gandharvas and other realms are offering 
strings of pearls;
They gather round, all agree with one another [that they] have never seen such radiance 
in a young woman;
Haridas’s sovereign Syama Kunjabiharim is [decorated] simply: with bangles, ear-studs 
and glass beads1.
'Dittography of po in MS NCM (see variant 25) because of end of line.
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Oh beloved, you are not speaking. Either you are sleepy, oh Mend1, or somebody has 
told you something, or such is your nature2;
I can have no peace without seeing youV, give up this bad mood5;
You are taking out on me your anger6 with somebody else7, oh Mend, grief6 arises;
Haridas’s sovereign Syama says, ‘Having fallen9 into her power, I10 express these 
feelings’.
1 suta as a synonym of sakhi, saheii is attested in SBBhK, TK and H§S. The commentaries gloss it as 
derived from sut- ‘to be asleep, to sleep, to lie down, to repose, to rest’ (see Platts): ap arddhanidra me so 
rahi hai (SMC); ap nidra ke bharbhar ke karan unidi hai (BC). However, this interpretation creates a 
gender problem: one would expect the f. rather than the m. form of the perf. ptc. to be used for Radha. 
suta can also mean ‘daughter’, but this sense is unlikely here.
The reading suta of MSS A, D, H and RC (see variant 6) is probably derived from sut- ‘to sleep’.
2Whereas elsewhere in the text there are occurrences of repeated rhymes (see note 2 to KM 32), in this 
stanza there is an attempt at variation through a complete set of bhava derivatives.
3Since the possessive pronoun fens can also be used as an oblique personal pronoun (as attested in SS) 
there are two possible interpretations for the logical subject of des-. I have followed the gloss of BC and 
SMC, which select Krsna, rather than Radha as its subject: mujhe apko dekhe bina cam nahi parta. NC 
and Haynes have chosen the second possibility, reading Radha as the logical subject of des-: sanmukha 
rasa bhaii citavana kaii dekhivau (NC); ‘I can have no peace without your looking at me’ (Haynes).
4The interpretation of kai is problematic and remains unresolved in my translatiion. NC and SMC gloss lit 
as a synonym of yadi and supply the relative sentence: maine cahcalata anga parasave ki karihi. takau 
apake mana me merau avaguna ayau hvai tau yaha kubhava chadau (NC); yadi mujh se koi apradh ho 
gaya ho (SMC). BC ignores it. Haynes translates: ‘so you should leave this bad mood’.
5The reading subhava of MS F (see variant 26) is semantically inferior and repeats the rhyme word of the 
previous line.
6jhuk- as a synonym of rusta hona, kruddha horn ‘to be angry’ is attested in SBBhK.
7PC glosses kahu with kaba: kaba ki risa.
sThe meaning ‘pain’ of durbhava is attested in Gujarati (see CDIAL).
The commentaries interpret dubhava as comprising du- + bhava rather than dui- + bhava: upajata 
dubhava kaha ki prathama tau apa prasanna hi. so bhava aprasanna kahe te hau. so ye dvai bhava upajata 
hai (NC); pahle ap bilkul prasanna thi, ab ap ekaek aprasanna ho uthi. yah dvai bhav ap meprakat ho raha 
hai (SMC); ksan ksan parivartan se apme utpanna sahcari bhavo me vyathit ho raha hu (BC). The reading 
kubhava of MS NCM (see variant 32) is poetically inferior, since it brings about a repeat of the rhyme 
word.
9I have interpreted pare as the perf. ptc. used adverbially, and pragat- as a vt., both referring to Krsna. The 
commentaries gloss pare as first p. pres, of par-: jo  bhav ap prakat kare mai to uske vaivarti M  (SMC); 
apse udbhav sabhi bhavo ke mai satat adhin hu (BC). Since pare has the ending of 2nd rather than 1st p. 
subj.-pres., an alternative translation would be: ‘May you (Radha) fall into the power of this emotion, 
which is expressed by me’.
10The commentaries read Radha, rather than Krsna, to be the subject of pragatatu (see above). However, 
this makes the interpretation of pare awkward.
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There is beauty1 in your eyes drenched with languor, oh friend, when you yawn 
delightfully;
Supporting2 hand with hand, fingers intertwined, like the disk of the moon3 positioned 
so beautifully4;
There is no other happiness5 which6 captivates the heart, oh beloved, you are beautiful 
from head to toe.
Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari embraced7 [with] their beautiful8 limbs.
'The text of this verse may be corrupt. The rhyme (bhati) sudesa seems contrived, and is not integrally 
connected with the sense of the verse. This makes the interpretation of sudesa very problematic.
NC, BC and SMC gloss sudesa in the first line with ‘beauty’: tate ati sobha deta hai (NC); sundarta 
bikherraha hai (BC and SMC). Alternatively sudesa can be analysed as an address to Radha: ‘beautiful 
one’.
2The ending -ai of tekai in MS G presents a grammatical problem: the verse is addressed to Radha, 
therefore 2nd rather than 3rd p. subj .-pres, would be expected, tekai could be interpreted as perf. ptc. used 
adverbially, yet there is no main verb in the first pada of this line. Because of this, the absolutive teka/% 
suggested by MSS BR and NCM, or the reading teke of MSS A, F, H, PH, NCP (see variant 6) are 
grammatically superior.
3The image here is the moon-face cradled in the interlocked hands. NC explains that the moon stands for 
Radha’s face: £a$i jo  mukha candrama pyari ju  kau, and mandala for the circle made by her hands, when 
she is yawning and stretching: mandala jo  dou kara so kara joii.
4The commentaries gloss sudesa with ‘beauty’ again: so ati sudesa nama sobha kara (NC); aisi gobha hoti 
hai (SMC); yah madhuii lagti hai (BC). The problem with this interpretation is that it supplies no 
adjective qualifying bhati (unless ati is analysed as an adj., rather than an adv., or bhati is translated as 
‘like’ rather than ‘in...way’; both of these seem unlikely in this context: ati ‘very much, very great, 
excessive, beyond’ does not make sense, and there is already a conj. meaning ‘as if) .
5MSS F, H and BR do not include aura susa (see variants 15 and 16). Their reading of the first pada of 
this line would translate: ‘There is nobody (else) who steals the heart’. An almost identical phrase occurs 
in KM 91.3: mana ke desive kau aura susa nahi, without the omission of aura susa being suggested by 
any MS. It is possible that the scribes have confused the two verses. On the other hand, the phrase might 
function as a formula. If aura susa is omitted this extremely short line (36 matras, compared to 41 (second 
line) and 50 (fourth line) will become even shorter, but metre is so irregular in this pada that no 
conclusion can be based on it.
6The literal translation of the first pada is either ‘there is no other happiness for captivating the heart’ if 
kau is interpreted as equivalent to KhB ke lie, or ‘there is no other happiness (apart from the happiness) 
of the heart being captivated’ if one reads kau as a genitive postposition. The commentaries opt for the 
former: man ko haran kame ke lie (SMC and BC). Cf. KM 4.1 (mana harana kau.)
7SMC and BC gloss Radha as the subject of lagae: M  haiidasiju ki larline rijhkar M  lal ko vaksasthal se 
lagakar (SMC); sri haridasi k i larliras vivai hokar lijhti hul kuhjabihaii se apne hrday ko aslesit kai• Uya 
(BC). Confusion about the subject of laga- transpires through the reading syama of MSS H and I (see 
variant 22) and the omission of kuhjabihaii in MSS H, I, BR and NCM (see variant 23).
8BC and SMC interpret sudesa here as ‘well’: anga anga se acchitarah lipataliya.
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Oh beloved, I am afraid of one thing, oh friend: never be1 harsh [with me];
Each and every moment I long for your love, oh friend, may [your feelings]2 not 
become like3 that.
This is happiness4. Stay5 like this, oh friend, do not withdraw6 in your trickery7.
Haridas’s sovereign Syama says: 8flourish [in] this [bliss] like9 a lotus in water, only 
then will my desire10 be pacified.
'One would expect the imperative of ja-, rather than the imperf. ptc., in combination with the negative adv. 
matijati is probably determined by the rhyme. It is also possible to read kavi jati as passive, kaii being 
substituted for the expected kari.
2I have supplied ‘your feelings’ in my translation because of the 3rd p. subj .-pres, ending of pai-. If parai 
is interpreted as 2nd p. subj.-pres, the subject will be Radha.
3SMC and BC gloss bhati rather finely with ‘difference’: yadimujhse koi tivti ban bhi ja y  to bhi us m i 
antai' na pare (SMC); ktihcit bhi antaray asahya hone lagta hai (BC).
4The reading sacu of MSS A, F, H, I, J, BR and RC (see variant 20) is more straightforward in this 
meaning.
5SMC and BC interpret saca as the subject of lahau: apke premmay vyavahar ka yah ananda isi prakar 
bana inhetale nahi (SMC); apki premrasardrata nirantarbanirahe mat tare (BC). However, rahau can be 
analysed as 2nd p. imp. or m. perf. ptc., but not as 3rd p. subj.-pres. No MS suggests any real alternative 
to the ending of lah- (see variant 23). This is the reason for my translation of it as governed by Radha.
6BC and SMC interpret saca as the subject of tarau as well (see above); again this gloss creates a 
grammatical problem, since tarau is either 2nd p. imp. or m. perf. ptc., but not 3rd p. subj.-pres., and the 
only other reading, taro, merely replaces the diphthong with a monophthong (see variant 26),
7SMC and NC gloss ghati with premmay vyavahar. Similarly NC explains: ghata jo  anga anga bilasa me 
nava nava gatina ki upajavau so kabahu na tarau. Presumably this rather free interpretation of ghata is 
based on its meaning ‘a proper or suitable time, opportunity’.
8The meaning of the last line is extremely obscure. The commentaries explain that as the lotus rises again 
onto the surface when the water in a pond swells, in the same interrelated way the love of Krsna and 
Radha should grow: mo priti rupa jala pai apa Id piiti rupa kamala upara hi rahai (NC); apke prati prem isi 
prakar barha hai jaise sarovar mejal ka star barhne par kamal bhi upar a jata hai, jaise jaise apki krpaluta 
barhi vaise-vaise hi mera prem. athva hamara apka sneh-sambandha jal-kamal sadri hai (SMC); ham logo 
ki paraspar ki premanmakti me usi prakar wddhi hod rahe jis  prakai'jal me vrddhi hone se kamal bhi 
uske sath upar barhta jata hai (BC). The gloss of NC and BC creates the same grammatical problem again 
(cf. notes 5 and 6): badhau can be either 2nd p. imp. or m. perf. ptc. but not 3rd p. subj.-pres.
9jyau and ki lid  are synonyms (unless jyau is interpreted as ‘when’, which will make an awkward 
construction with the imperative badhau, or as ‘heart’, which seems contrived here) and there is no 
apparent reason for this tautology. No MS suggests the omission of jyau or ki liti (see variants 35 and 
38).
10The commentaries ignore lau: tabhi mujhko Santi ka anubhav hoga (BC); ab apke dvara In citta ko ganti 
ho saldi hai (SMC).
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Oh beloved, you and I are both companions in one bower; how can [anything] be 
achieved by sulking?
Here there is no well-wisher1 of mine or of yours who understands2 this pain.
I am your messenger, you are mine, no one else can come between you and me.
Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama3 and Kunjabihari, who speaks with a pledge4 of love.
'PC glosses hitu as a metaphor for Krsna’s and Radha’s love: mero terau hituneha hai; RC interprets it as 
referring in a negative context to Radha’s sulking: krodha mana hatha ye sakhi te na hitu.
2I have followed the commentaries in their interpretation of jane as derived from jan- ‘to know, to 
understand’ rather than from jan- ‘to give birth, to beget’: jo  is prem id vedna ko samajh sake (SMC); jo  
ispiraki anubhuti kar sake (BC).
The shortening of the stem-vowel might be an accommodation for the rhyme. Cf. note 7 to KM 14.
3syama can be translated as an address as well, making the rendering of the chapa less formulaic: ‘Oh 
Haridas’s sovereign Syama, Kunjabihari speaks with a pledge of love’.
4PC and BC interpret pane as derived from pana and meaning ‘vow, promise’: piya kau sauha (PC); apne 
priti ke pan ka nirvah kaiti raho. Another possible translation of pane (again with the same etymology) is 
also ‘agreement’, which would echo the ten or of KM 36. SMC glosses pane with prakrti ‘nature’: apne 
premia prakrti ka mrvahkarti raho. RC reads pane as a synonym of magna ‘immersed, engrossed’: priti 
magana hvai kahati pati.
The ending e/ai/e/ai of pan- (see variant 38) can be interpreted as an emphatic suffix or simply as an 
accommodation for the rhyme.
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You are cold in your shawl, oh friend, rest in comfort1;
It takes2 three hours of the sweetest words to appease3 your sulking4 of each minute5;
Get up, my life is yours6, [I] sacrifice7 myself for you, this character8 is untoward, you 
should recall9 Kama10 in your heart11;
Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari grasped12 each other and remained13 
clinging14, having assented15 [she gave him] all comfort.
'The commentaries supply a link between the two statements of the first line: according to PC and NC 
Radha should reside in Krsna’s ‘hot’ heart: giisama hiya mama saina (PC); mo hiya [sic] kama kara 
tapata hai. so tapai sukha saina kijai (NC); SMC and BC explain that she should go with Krsna to their 
abode in the nikunja: ap cal kar nikunja bhavan me sukh-§ayan kare (SMC); kyo nahi avilamba calkai- 
sukh se paurhe (BC).
2manavata jai can be interpreted either as progressive aspect of mana-, which would enhance the
suggestion of constancy of her sulking (cf. ghaii ghari), or as two separate verbs. I have followed the
commentaries in opting for the latter: manane me prahar vyatit ho jata hai (SMC); tumko samjhane 
bujhane...me mera kafi samay anavasyak rup me lag jata hai (BC).
3Dittography of -va- in MS F (see variant 15).
4rusane is probably a verbal noun in the oblique with a ppn. implied.
5 ghari ghari means ‘every now and again, repeatedly, constantly’ (see OHED). But there is more to the 
choice of ghari ‘moment’ as opposed to pahaia ‘three hours’: the difference of their duration underlines 
the inequality of the effort required to do the two actions: it is very easy to sulk, but extremely difficult to 
placate.
6I have translated sadakai as the inteq. ‘my life is yours’ (see OHED). BC and SMC analyse it as 
comprising sada ‘immediately’ and kai: ap tuianta utlie (SMC); abhitatkal utho (BC).
7The imperative readings of MSS A, F; C; D; I; RC (see variant 23) are semantically inferior.
8 About the use of prakrti in KM see note 6 to KM 14.
9MSS C, D, F, H, I, J and BR read cahiye (or variants of it) instead of dhaiye (see variant 27). If then- 
reading is accepted, the translation will be: ‘nature like wax/that of Kama is needed’, cahiye is supported 
by a number of MSS, makes perfect sense and simplifies the syntax. On the other hand, dhaiye is 
corroborated by a similar number of relatively independent MSS: A, G, (E), PH, NC, RC; it is 
semantically possible, it avoids a repetition, and is a lectio difficilioi; compared to cahiye. For these 
reasons I have not opted for the emendation cahiye jyau mena.
RC interprets dhaiye as derived from dhava(ti) ‘to run, go quickly, make haste rush’ (see Platts): dhai 
milau piya.
]<imena can be translated as ‘wax’ as well (an interpretation which could be set in the context of the 
‘heating’ of the first line): Radha’s nature should‘melt’ and be as easily manageable as wax: jaise mena 
neka menarama ho jata taise komala mana cahiye (NC), see below for BC and RC.
"I have followed RC in inteipreting jyau as ‘heart’: narama karau hiya mainavata. BC glosses it with 
jaise: mom jaise tanik se ganni pighal jata hai; SMC - with jo: jo  premyut kamke anurup ho.
12MSS C, F, H, J, BR, NCM and RC omit gahi (see variant 34) since all of them (possibly apart from 
RC, see variant 35) read latapata- rather than lapata-.
13rahe is the only finite verb used in this sentence (all the rest are absolutives). It does not offer an 
unambiguous clue to the subject of this line: if rahe is interpreted as 3rd p. subj.-pres., the subject can be 
Radha or Krsna, or indeed both of them. I have read it as m. pi. perf., which is governed by the two of 
them. This is the interpretation of NC as well: dou anga anga kara lapatata rahe. BC and SMC read Radha 
as the subject of the first part of the line: pyarine uthkargrilal kohrday se lipta liya (SMC); priya,..lal ko 
hrday se ailesit karke (BC).
14MSS C, F, H, J, BR, NCM choose latapata- rather than lapata- (see variant 35). If this reading is 
adopted the meaning of the line will change completely: ‘Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama and 
Kunjabihari, who remained stammering: assent [Radha], [you] are all the comfort [to me]’.
This is not the only example of confusing lapata- and latapata- in KM, cf. variants 37 of KM 55 and 37 
of KM 57, but this is the only case in which both lapata- and latapata are semantically plausible: often in 
the last line the disagreement between the two lovers is resolved (cf. KM 25, 57), but in the last line of 
some mana padas Krsna continues his entreaty (cf. KM 5, 10, 22). gahi lapatai and latapatai have almost 
the same metrical value, and the last line is anyway irregularly long (46 matins'), so prosodic 
considerations cannot be of any help. There is no apparent reason to prefer one of the readings to the 
other.
15I have translated manias referring to Radha. It can be ascribed to Krsna as well, which will make the 
translation: ‘he considers her to be the greatest comfort’. BC and SMC interpret Krsna as the receiver of 
happiness and comfort, but ignore mani: tab lal ko sab sukh evam viiram mila.
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Both have a natural1 chess-board, the two are playing chess2 together;
Breasts for bishops, darting eyes for clever knights, [she] moves3 them forward in 
competition;
Impatience is the castle, restraint - the pawns, desire - the queen, impelled matchlessly; 
Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari play4 together, keeping5 the king6.
'The commentaries explain that the natural chessboard is the bodies of Radha and Krsna: dulah-dullwi 
dond ka anga hi svabhavik bisat hai (SMC); Sri §yama Syam dono ke anga hi bisat (BC). This 
metaphorical interpretation of bisati is presumably related to the imagery in lines 2 and 3, and to Radha 
and Krsna’s fair and dark colouring.
2Chess is here a metaphor for the couple’s love-play. This is reflected in the commentaries as well: 
kridata rasana sataiahja (RC); duhuna ke niilive kau am anga anga kara soi satarahja kau khelakhelata hai 
(NC); satrahja ke rupak se suratkeli ka varnan (SMC, BC).
3jhel- in the sense age baihana, age calana is attested in H§S and SK.
The dittography of -la- in MS C (see variant 12) has occurred because of folio ending after jhela-.
4Haplography of se- in MS D, because of preceding iase (see variant 24).
5The commentaries explain that the ‘players’ are protecting their kings carefully, so that the game does 
not finish: surata anta saha deti nahi rati saha rangim larata barobara [sic] (RC); Sri haridas ju ki jo ii is 
prakar khel rahi hai ki kisi la paiajay na ho (SMC and BC). A similar idea is expressed in KM 109.2.
6 The abundance of readings of saha (see variant 22) betrays semantic confusion by the scribes. 
Presumably all these readings are actually variants of saha rather than of saha. Indeed the combination 
saha (so/so/sau...) saha seems to have been determined by considerations about the form rather than the 
meaning: it creates alliteration of sa- (and assonance of -ha-).
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A contest occurred between the peacocks1 and2 Syama;
Come3 Jo in  in4, take the step5 of bliss, the dance6 indeed of Kama7.
There are mediators8 between you and me, Radha9, invoke whomever else [you 
choose] as a witness, enquire and find out what is in this, I adjure you10.
Haridas’s sovereign’s play is like the game of caupara11: one-, two-, three-, fourfold12, 
oh friend, whichever [tempo] is named13.
Presumably this reference is to the ‘peacock dance’ of Krsna (see Entwistle 1987, p. 372).
PC, RC and NC explain that the contest is the dancing/ love-games of Krsna and Radha, who compete in 
their skill to twist their bodies (with the technique of peacocks): priya bhupa agai nacata mill mayuia gati 
Syama (PC); pari hoda urn Syama k i murati (RC); anga anga te milae so mayura ki gati lala ju aru syama 
Sii pyari ju rasana ke bhupa tinake age calata yaha hoda pari hai (NC). SMC and BC gloss literally: 
vrndavan me mayuro aur Syam sundar ke bic nrtya k i hor lag gai hai (SMC); lal evam mayur me nrtya 
kame k i pratiyogta [sic] praiambha ho gai (BC).
2Haplography of ra- because of so f  syama in MS D (see variant 4).
3 SMC and BC interpret the imperatives avahu, milahu and lehu as addressed to the peacocks; PC, RC 
and NC gloss them as the words of Krsna to Radha.
4 madhya has a specific musical meaning as well: ‘an important term indicating a reference-state to help 
comprehend the relative highness and lowness in matters of pitch, and slowness and fastness in matter of 
tempo’ (Ranade 1990, p. 68).
5NC interprets gati in the context of the couple’s love-sports: jyd  nabhi [sic] te nabhi [sic] milai. aura anga 
te spai'Sa na hoya sakai. yaha adbhuta gati avau mili kelehi.
6ranga is a polysemic word, whose different meanings: ‘colour, mood, manner, type, dancing, 
enjoyment’ interact in the original, but are lost in translation. Cf. note 4 to KM 1.
Dittography of ranga dhau in MS BR (see variant 12).
7 SMC and BC interpret kamehi as comprising ka and mehi: ki ananda kis meatahai (SMC); kiske wtya- 
visayakkala me ras-ranga ka udrek [sic] hota hai (BC). NC glosses it with ‘desire’: kaha ki ranga lehu 
kama jo  caha mci kara.
8NC interprets madhyastha in the light of the couple’s love-play: hamare tumhare madhyastha kaha ki 
anga anga auraliai. madhya anga ke jaba nabhi te nabhi mile.
9RC, PC and NC gloss radhe as a vocative: kahata piya mukha sau madhi radhe bujhau (PC); hamare 
tumare bica sakipuni tuma tahi patyaya (RC); Sri radhe jahi badau kaha ki una angana Id milave Id nitya 
ki hoda badau (NC). SMC and BC explain that Radha will be the arbitrator between 6yama and the 
peacocks, but if they doubt her impartiality, they could suggest somebody else, or the decision could be 
taken without an arbitrator, by the actual participants: hamare tumhare nrtya ka nimay Sri radha karegi aw  
yadi tumhe samSay hoki ve mera paksapat karegi to jisko niyat karo usko puchkar dekh lo athva ham log 
svayam hi Sapath purvak nirnayle le.
10 tinu daiis attested as a synonym of Sapath do- in S§.
11 The reference to the game of caupara is probably connected with the number four. H§S explains that 
caupara is a game played with four pieces of four different colours.
l2The allusion of the numbers is presumably to the different tempi in the dance. Srivastava (1980, p. 51) 
explains that ‘the laya is named after the multiple of the basic laya. If it happens to be double, treble or 
quadruple it is called duguna, tiguna and cauguna respectively’. SMC too connects the numbers with the 
concept of laya in music: lal ka nitya cauparka sa khel hai jisme ikgun [sic], dugun [sic], tiigun [sic] aw  
caugun [sic] layo ko apnaya gaya hai. This interpretation matches well the musical meaning of madhya (2 
line, see note 4) as the medium laya: the tempo of their dance is taking momentum.
NC offers alternative explanations: Radha dances so well that for every step she takes many more new 
steps: eka eka gati me tina tina gati nai nai lai; the numbers are connected with the couple’s love-play: 
ikaguna kaha ki kati so kati jora. dviguna kaha ki nabhi [sic] te nabhi jora. triguna kaha ki kuca te kuca 
jora. caturaguna kaha Id adhara so adhara jori', catura means ‘clever, skilful’ rather than ‘four’: anga anga 
Id nitya me dou catwa hai [sic], caturtha ke guna jitane hai so saba iname hai.
13SMC and BC gloss namehi as ‘fame’: lal koaisi vijay hui ki apka nam ho gaya (SMC); jo  vijay prapta 
Id usse unki khyati vyapta ho gai (BC).
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Tell1 me whose daughter this is, tell me then, what is the name of this young maid?
You all be quiet, oh friends, I myself2 will give him an answer. Go3, why don’t you go, 
you boastful4 boy, to [your] crazy5 village6;
All the sakhls started to play a sprinkling game7 together. Friends, stay while I bathe.
Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama and Kunjabihari, he plunged into the water and 
embraced her, startled8 she [cried], ‘Where can I go?’
This is the second verse in KM (the first is KM 62) whose subject-matter extends beyond the realm of 
the nikunja. As in KM 62, the commentators have tried to justify this breach of the prescribed topic of 
KM, explaining that this is a joke, a dream or a confusion of Radha: bhuga tyau anabhuga tyau ju kachu 
dekhyau anadekhgau ju. bilasi kahata bhara svapna mai tyau In pahale khauju. soi gai adbhuta mjani 
svapna bibasa tahalekhi (RC); tate alasa kara mattata me kachu sudha nahi...jaha priya ju ke sambhrama 
adbhuta upajau so pyaiiju ke bacana sambhrama ke apane mana sau supana me (NC); Mlal ju parihas me 
sahacariyd se puch rahe hai (SMC). Cf. the introductory note of KM 62,
‘The 1st p. subj.-pres. suggested by MS C (see variant 1), is semantically inferior in this context.
2There is strong manuscript evidence for an emendation which would omit the repeat of ho la. The 
remaining MSS are unanimous in not including the second ho hi (see variants 13 and 14). Even in G 
there seems to have been an attempt at deleting it, but the state of the folio does not allow any certainty 
about this correction.
3The2ndp. subj.-pres., cale/°e, suggested by MSS A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC; RC; C (see variant 17) is 
equally possible in this context.
4 The interpretation of bau is problematic. SMC and BC gloss it as oblique (emphatic) of the 
demonstrative pronoun vah: us pagldke gram me kyd nahicale jate (SMC); turn kyo nahi us bavre gram 
me cale jate ho (BC). However, MS G, which is very consistent in differentiating va from ba (especially 
in the case of the demonstrative pronoun) by writing a dot under the character, has not done so in this 
case. Moreover, the reading baya of MSS D and NC (see variant 20) can hardly be" interpreted as 
emphatic. I have translated bau as derived from [11502 vatika-] ‘mad, boastful, flatulant, whim’ (see 
CDIAL). Haynes translates bau as related to [11529 vapi-] ‘pond, tank’: ‘where is that naughty boy 
going - to the village well’. It seems that the inclusion of bau is determined by poetic rather than by 
semantic considerations: it brings about alliteration of ba-.
5There may be an implication of the rivalry between Radha’s village and Krsna’s. This rivalry is 
expressed in the Holi festivities in Barsana and Nandgaon (in fact, the third line suggests a Holi context, 
even if not specifically).
My translation is based on the reading bavarau gau, which omits hai. There is convincing manuscript 
evidence for this emendation (see variant 22), and the reading without hai is semantically superior.
6 SMC does not miss the opportunity to proclaim the sectarian ideology of single-minded concentration 
on the nikimja-lila, explaining that the reason for the rudeness of Radha’s answer is her anger, provoked 
by Krsna’s reference to something outside Vrndavana: sii svamini sri vrndavan ke atihkta anya 
sambandha ko sumia hi nahi cahti atali yah sunkar unhe krodh hua.
7I have interpreted chirakau as a phonetic variant of MSH chirkav ‘sprinkling’.
8RC and NC interpret coki pan as connected with Radha’s previous state of dreaming/confusion: now 
she comes to her senses: cadkipari caitanya taha lapatipiya ke anga. jahu kaha yaha bacana kahi adbhuta 
keli abhanga (RC); §h syama ju mahamatta yd sambhrama ke bacana kahata hai. in  kunjabihari ke anga 
sanga paudhe hai. jyau budaki lal taba tau piya ke garai lagi cauka pah ki ah sasi me kaha jata hau.
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Once in a solitary wood1 Kunjabihari2 was3 swinging;
Pushing the swing, all together4 were throwing5 red powder at one another;
Sometimes he [follows]6 her, sometimes she [follows] him, I7 am the one follower8 of 
both;
The great excitement of Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari grew9.
'The omission of bana mg, suggested by MSS F (and H), see variants 4 and 5, is semantically possible; 
however, eka same ekanta bana me occurs without such an omission in KM 13.1.
2PC and NC gloss kunjabihari in a figurative way: so jhulata piya urn jo ii (PC); dou kuhjabihaii hiya
kuhja so milike nitya bihara karata hai (NC). RC, SMC and BC read kuhjabihaii as collective noun for 
the couple: dola jhalata [sic] bhamini kanta (RC); in  jugal dol jhul rahe the (SMC); in  kuhjabihaii 
bihaiini dol jhulne lage (BC).
3 All the verbal forms in this verse (apart from badhyau) are either absolutives or imperf. ptcs. This makes 
the translation of the tense uncertain. I have opted for past rather than present tense for the sake of 
consistency, since badhyau is a past form.
4The omission of saba mili, suggested by MSS D, H, BR and NCM (see variants 12 and 13) seems 
semantically better because of the ekanta reference of the first line. However, there is a further occurrence 
of paraspara saba mili appears in KM (cf. KM75.3); moreover, an exclusion of that kind would also 
increase the prosodic irregularity of this excessively short line.
5 daii is the absolutive, lengthened for rhyme, rather than the f. perf. ptc.
6 The lack of any verb in this line makes its interpretation difficult. RC and SMC read the first pada of this
line as referring to the first pada of the previous line: ve unake ve unahi ke jhota deti (RC); kabhi piiyaji 
lal ko tatha lal ju priya ko jhula rahi th! (SMC). The interpretation of BC connects the first pada of tins 
line with the second pada of the previous line: abir urate hue dal rahe hai kabhi priya j i  lal par kabhi lal 
priyaji par, PC paraphrases freely: ve unake ve unake tanmaya hu gahi rahi ubhaya bhuja mule. NC 
analyses this line in the context of ‘role-shifV: kabahu ve priya piya [sic] bhaye unaki kriya kaiata hai. 
kabahu ve piya [sic] priya bhaye unake sukha kolahata hai.
7 All the commentaries gloss rio as 1st p. pronoun, but their interpretation of the meaning of the second 
pada differs: hau douni kau deti (RC), mai dono ko saman rup se jhota de rahi thi (SMC); mai inake 
sukha m eikasaii rahata hau (NC); mai aisa dekhti hu ki dono me saman ruci hai (BC). If ho is read as 
3rd p. sg. of the verb ho-, the uncharacteristic personalization of this verse would be avoided; however 
only the unreliable NCM, C and RC suggest an unnasalised reading of rid (see variant 23).
8 The interpretation of sari is uncertain, sail as derived from sarin, in the meaning anukaran kamevala is 
attested in SK. SMC glosses it as a rhyme form of (ika-)sar ‘even, level; equal, the same’ (see OHED), 
cf. note 7. BC reads sari as a synonym of ruci (see note 7), presumably deriving it from sara ‘1. essence, 
substance, best or essential part; heart; core, marrow. 2. sap. 3. gist, sense; content...’ (see OHED).
There is one more occurrence of sara in KM (67.3), where it is most probably derived from sar- ‘to 
accomplish, to make, to complete’ (see note 11 to KM 67.3).
9The reading rahayau [sic] suggested by NCP (see variant 28) echoes KM 61.2 {ranga rahyau), cf 
variant 27 to KM 61 and variant 28 here.
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You1 look2 very beautiful3 wandering from bower to bower, speaking softly, with 
necklace broken and beads scattered;
The humming4 of the bees moves with you, it is as if a multitude5 of melodies 
accompany6 you and sing7;
Groups of many beautiful women stay8 awake9 [for] your pleasure10’11;
I am sacrificing my body, mind and wealth to Haridas’s sovereign Syama 
KunjabiharinL What [other] refuge12 is there?
because of the use of verbal nouns and imperf. ptcs. rather than finite verbs, the subject of this verse is 
uncertain. Since the necklace and the beads are attributes of Radha’s apparel (cf. KM 20, 21 and 63), 
Radha (rather than Krsna or the two of them) may have been the intended subject. This ambiguity 
transpires again in the chapa, where MSS C, I, BR and NC read syama kuhjabihari instead of syama 
kuhjabiharini (see variant 36).
2The reading of C la laugati (see variant 9) is presumably due to the fact that the line ends after la.
3 chabi rather than sobha is used in the gloss of PC. It is difficult to say if this choice has been determined 
by the original text, or the reading chabi in MSS A, C, F, H, I, BR, NCP and RC (see variant 8) has been 
influenced by PC (the oldest commentary). Both chabi and sobha are extensively used in KM, but the 
only other location where the MSS disagree about the choice of one or the other is KM 29.4 (see variant 
33 to KM 29).
For an analysis of the usage of chabi and sobha based on the works of Tulsidas see Sakata 1994, pp. 
330-332.
4The reading udai na sakata of MS F (see variants 11, 12 and 13) is semantically inferior.
5For a discussion on mera see note 9 to KM 60.
In tllis instance NC and RC gloss mem with aneka ‘many’ and vrnda ’group’: mem jo  kahiye aneka 
ragini sd anuragini jo  caha takau sahga Hye (NC); raga vrnda tinaki gad (RC). BC and SMC render it 
with yog  ‘union’: inka yogisprakai'hai.
6Dittography of daulata manaumahu in MS C (see variant 23) because of preceding sahga.
7 The f. form of rngati can be explained as an accommodation for the rhyme. Alternatively, it can be 
analysed as governed by mgini, if  the readings of MSS J, NCP and NCM (see variant 21) are adopted.
Yet another possibility is to interpret Radha as the subject of hye and rngati; this option is corroborated by
the obi. pi. mgani, suggested by MSS C, I, BR and RC (see variant 21). The subject of rngati could still 
be guhjara, but unlike guhja, whose f. gender it may have borrowed, it is m.
For a discussion on the meaning of rngati see note 11 to KM 34.
8 No MS suggests an alternative to lagati (see variant 33), which would avoid the repeat of the rhyme- 
word.
9The form palava is not attested. Only NC offers a real alternative to it (see variant 31). palava can be 
analysed either as a scribal mistake (the graphs vand k  are often confused), or as comprising pala and va 
(=ab ‘now’). The latter would present a semantic problem, since the theology of the sect stresses the 
constancy and everlastingness of the single-minded devotion of the sakhis.
10 The meaning of lijha is ambiguous. The interpretation I have chosen is in accordance with the notion of 
the sakhis’ single-minded devotion to the couple: in order to serve the couple they do not even sleep. 
SMC and BC add to this gloss: such is the love of the sakhis for Radha and Krsna, that their love-play is 
the only nourishment necessary for the sakhis, they need no food or sleep: sahcaiijan ke prem ka yah 
sarvopaii utkarsa hai ki M  yugal ke lar larane me unhe aisi tusti-pusti hot! hai ki na to ek pal bhar bhi 
seva se alaghoti hai aur na seva me rahte hue bhi inhe alasya ya jhapki ati hai.
11 The inclusion of pamspam after lijha in MS C (see variant 30) echoes KM 13.4 (rljhi pamspara pnti 
noi).
12For a discussion on ka gata see note 7 to KM 34.
My translation is based on the emendation ka gati, suggested by MSS C, F, H, J, BR and NC (see variant 
41), which avoids the breach of rhyme in MS G. (However, this argument can be reversed, and gati can 
be seen as prosodic hypercorrection). RC, NC, BC and SMC opt for gati in their glosses as well, and all 
of them supply an adjective to it: kamhu nichavara tana manahi yaha gati ati abhirama (RC); dekho kaisi 
adbhut gati hai (SMC); dekho inke prem Id kya vilaksan sthiti hai ki apne tan man dhan sarvasva ka 
samarpan kameke pa£cat bhi ap donokosatat lai'lara karke bhi atrpti ka bodh karti hui isi raspipasa me 
nimagna rahti hai (BC); ka gati mere aura kou gati nahi. moko tumahi gati hau...tuma mere pranana ke 
pmtipala karana had hau (NC). PC glosses unhelpfully: M  haiidasa nihari jugala chabi bamta sarvasu 
lakhi gamvahi.
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The beauty of the rising of the beloved and the darling cannot be described1, they are 
unique2;
As though day and night in one place3 they neither slept4 nor separated5;
Their hair in disarray6 like swarms of bees fighting each other; the beauty of the 
wagtails7 on the lotus8-petals is extraordinary9;
Having detached10 [myself from] myriads of cupids and myriads of universes, I 
sacrifice them to Halidas’s sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari.
1 About barani na jai see note 3 to KM 29.
2Alternatively, nyai'e can be interpreted as referring to chabi; presumably the requirements of the rhyme 
account for the ending.
3The reading thauie/°ai/°§ of MSS A, F, H, J, RC; BR; NCM (see variant 14) is presumably a locative, 
cf. ID 6.1.6.
4My translation is based on the reading soye/soe, suggested by MSS A, I, NC; BR and RC (see variant 
16). Only MS PH, which is very closely related to G, supports the reading of G te (see variant 15). 
Variant 16 clearly demonstrates the semantic confusion of the remaining scribes: some interpret the form 
as a combination of the ppn. so and the pr. y e , some - as the m. pi. perf. of the verb so-. I have opted for 
the latter, since it is supported by a number of relatively independent MSS, it avoids the superfluous 
pronoun ye/e, and fits the context of rising. This is the choice of NC as well: mand dyausa jo  piiya ju 
raina lala ju ilea thaure soye. PC and BC analyse soe as comprising so+e: manau dyausa raina ekata 
hvaive bichurata e sada sahghati (PC); mand ahamiS ek sthiti me rahkar kihcit bhi vilag nahf hue (BC). 
SMC reads rather ambiguously: inke netro me abhi bhi din aur ratri ekatra hai - unidapan mano ve divas 
aur rain ki piakiti se alagnahi hue arthatye na soye hai aur na jage.
5 All MSS, apart from PH, which is closely related to G, omit the repetition of na bhaye (see variants 19 
and 20). This repetition may have resulted from a prosodic hypercorrection, aiming at lengthening this 
extremely short line. If the interpretation of the commentaries which analyse ‘day’ and ‘night’ as 
metaphors for the fair Radha and the dark Krsna, is followed (see above), the repetition of na bhaye will 
be semantically superfluous: ‘as if day and night slept in one place and did not separate’. However, my 
understanding of the line is that the couple are so passionately absorbed in each other that night or day 
they do not sleep or separate. Hence I have parsed soye na bhaye as a non-finite ptc. expression.
6For further examples of confusing latapat- with lapat- see note 14 to KM 80, cf. here NCM lapate 
(variant 22).
7This metaphor probably alludes to the playfulness of the pupils, compared to wagtails. Most of the 
commentaries analyse sahjaiita as referring to the restlessness of the eyes generally: kamala dala jo  locana 
jugala so jage hai...khahjahta pahchijyo ati cahcala hai. so sohata (NC); netra rupi kamalo me jo  cahcalta 
hai uski khahjan ke saman nhhli hi chata hai (SMC); kamaldal svarup netro me jo  cahcalta hai vah 
ldiahjaiit paksike saman hai (BC). RC reads kamala dala as related to Radha’s face and khahjaiita - to her 
eyes: badana kamala dala para manau bhira naina sacu pai. However, usually the face is compared to a 
lotus, not to lotus-petals. The petals here probably allude to the long-shaped eyes of the heroine.
8Dittography of da-in G because of following -la, corrected pr. m.
9The ending -e of nyai'e here is presumably an accommodation for the rhyme, unless it directly refers to 
kamala-dala or sahjaiita.
10The interpretation of van kiye nyare is problematic. BC and SMC analyse kiye as connected with van', 
and nyare as referring to the uniqueness of the divine couple: Sri jugal ke suratanta saundarya par koti- 
koti kamdev tatha koti koti brahmando ka sukli nyauchavar kiya ja sakta hai (SMC); Syama kuhjabihaii 
ke is advitiy saundarya par kotanukoti anahga ka lavanya evam kotanukoti brahmando me udbhut 
samanta sukho ko ham nyauchavar karte hai. inki vilaksanta anupamey hai (BC). However, no 
occurrence of the verbal noun, van with the meaning ‘sacrifice’ is attested. NC connects kiye with nyare: 
Sri haiidasiju ke svami syama jam kuhjabihaii para koti koti anahga am koti brahmanda ke sukha baiake 
nyare kiye. PC paraphrases' freely: Sri haridasi nirakhi alasa chabi koti anahga baranai jati. RC stresses 
again (see note 5 to KM 1) the sectarian belief that Haridas’s Syama and Kunjabihari are different from 
the rest because they dwell outside the realm of samsara and incarnation: Sri hahdasa ke svami [sic] suni 
jugala kiSora sujana. kotina koti anahga jo  ban dijiyata ani. sabai basata samsara mai avataradik vrnda. 
tinahi sahita bari ju  die kotina koti ananda.
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Syama and Syama, fervent and fervid1, are coming from the grove-palace;
With crushed forest-garlands, loose hip-bells, and eyes red from waking2 all night3.
All the sakhis 4 sing with skilfulness5 and play the vina, engrossed in music with all 
joy.
Myriads of cupids are burnt6 by the sidelong glances of Haridas’s sovereigns Syama 
and Kunjabihari.
It seems that the inclusion of this pada in the corpus of KM is not unquestionable: this is one of the two 
verses (the other is KM 96) omitted from PC, the oldest commentary; it is also excluded from two of the 
available MSS: F and H. However, it is included as a genuine verse in MS BI where spurious padas are 
marked.
'This stanza features a very effective rhetorical sequence, in which the rhyme-word ptc. sits in 
composition and assonance with the preceding noun: lahga mage, jama jage, sahgita page, koti kania dage 
(the pattern is subject to variation on line 4, but the effect is not abandoned even there).
For a further example of the use of ragamage in the context of the description of Radha’s and Krsna’s 
beauty after a passionate night cf. verse 16 of Kevalram’s Rasman ke pad (Entwistle 1983, p. 236).
2I have interpreted the rhyme-words as ptcs. used adjectivally.
3RC and NC interpret the 4 watches as the 4 stages of love-making: suiata madhya arambha puni anta ju 
tinahu kala (RC); prathama to surati arambha. dusare madhya. tisare anta. cauthe phira anga anga 
sambhara [sic] fame savadhani sol jage (NC).
4The interpolation of mili, suggested by MSS J and BR (see variant 16) is semantically superfluous and 
echoes KM 83.3 (saba sasimih chirakau selana lagf).
51 have followed RC and SMC in analysing sugharai as related to sughrai ‘attractiveness of form or 
build; beauty; skill, accomplishment’ (see OHED): rati sugharai thani (RC); §ri jugal ke saundarya 
madhuiya kja gayan kame lagj (SMC). NC and BC read it as the name of a laga: sugharai raga me gavata 
hai (NC); sugharai rag ka gayan karti hui (BC). However, the four other padas of KM, in the text of
which a raga is mentioned, have been assigned unanimously to the same raga unit they speak of (KM 32
and 52 to Kedarau, KM 89 to Malara and KM 106 to Gauri, cf. V I1.), and this verse is assigned to raga 
Bilavala rather than to raga Sugharai. Moreover, sughai'ai is listed among the mid-day ragas (Swarup 
1933, p. 175) and this time does not fit the specifically early-morning context of the verse (whereas 
Bilavala is an early morning raga, see Bandopadhyaya 1950, p. 48). There is one more occurrence of
sugharai in KM (1.3), where it is clearly used in the sense ‘beauty’.
6This verse is quoted in H&S as the example for the meaning dagdha horn of dag-, dag- as a synonym of 
jalna, hints at the story of Kama being burnt by Siva, and at the ‘fire’ of Kama’s envy. The bum 
marks/brands allude also to the love-wounds on the hero’s and heroine’s bodies in the morning after a 
passionate night.
NC seems to read into dage the meaning dasa: am dage kaha ki jo  hama carana kamala ke dasa hai.
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Now the bridegroom Lala and the bride Biharin!1 are constantly2 swinging on a swing3; 
look oh sakhis4.
The beauty of the fair and dark is extremely resplendent. [I am making] various5 
offerings6 [to them].
The borders7 of [their] blue mantle and yellow sash are moving [like] banners fluttering 
without rest8.
The play9 of Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari never falters10.
1 The commentaries disagree in their interpretation of biharini, which is partly due to a textual problem. 
Haynes has evidently used a MS which quotes bihari rather than biharini (see below), a reading 
suggested by MSS C and F as well (see variant 7). SMC gives bihamna, and interprets it as a verbal 
noun (see below), bihaiini, as an epithet of Radha, is a semantically superior reading; moreover, by 
naming the bride as well as the bridegroom, it contributes to the symmetry of the line.
2In order to accommodate the awkward collocation of dim with (a)ba, NC, BC and SMC interpret dim 
as referring to the couple and translate it as ‘eternal’ dina jyo  nitya lala dulahu am dulahina bihai'ina (NC); 
aj iaivat yugal svarup hindore par jhulte hue bihar kar rahe hai (SMC); jo  anadikal se nirantar dulah 
dulahin mp me suiobhit rahte hai...hindore me jhul rahe hai (BC). Haynes reads dina as part of the 
message to the sakhis: ‘Oh sakhis, look always [at the] bride [and] the bridegroom Bihari’.
The inclusion of dina is probably determined by considerations of form rather than content since -it 
contributes to the alliteration of d-.
3RC and NC interpret hindore as a metaphor alluding to the couple’s love-play prema hidora (RC); hlya 
duhuna ke so hidora (NC). Cf. notes 1 to KM 48, 1 to KM 61 and 1 to KM 107.
hindore is presumably a locative form (see III 6.1.6).
4 Apart from the meaning'‘a woman, an attractive woman’ (see OHED), lalana is also the name of one of 
Radha’s sakhis. (The second of the astacarya of the Haridasi sampradaya, Vlthal Vipul is traditionally 
seen as the incarnation of Lalana.) However, there are no examples of mentioning names of sakhis in KM 
(apart from Lalita, who is traditionally connected with Haridas); all commentaries read lalana in its 
general meaning.
5BC analyses baliu bhati as referring to the couple’s love-play rather than to the following balana: nana 
prakar k i krida ka vilas ho raha hai.
6The interpretation of balana is problematic. Most of the commentaries analyse it as derived from bali 
‘offering, sacrifice’ (see OHED): sobha lakhi sahacari trim torai (PC); mai to is par nana prakar se 
nyauchavarhotlhu (SMC); mal balaiya ledhu (BC). bala is quoted as a synonym of bali in OHED, but 
the extended form balana remains beyond definitive explanation. It might be an obi. pi. form, though the 
use of obi. is not required in this grammatical context . Most of the rhyme-words in this verse present a 
similar problem, and the explanation might lie in the requirements of rhyme.
NC and Haynes interpret bala as derived from [bala-] ‘power’ (see OHED): jovana ke jore jhota deta hai 
(NC); ‘The extreme splendour of the beauty [of the] fair one [and the] dark one [is] powerful [in] many 
ways’ (Haynes).
7 My translation is based on the reading nilambara pltambara ahcala calata. There is strong manuscript 
support for this emendation: the only MS to share the reading of G, cahcala, is the closely related MS PH 
(see variants 17 and 19). Moreover ahcala is semantically superior in this context.
8 The interpretation of the rhyme word is again problematic (cf. note 6). All commentaries analyse kalana 
as comprising kala +na, but they explain its meaning in a different way: NC and BC simply state that the 
activities of the couple do not stop:^  rakherahata nahi(NC); yadyapi ...svedbindud ka dono ke idahgo  me 
darsan ho rahl hai tathapi kal nahi par rahl hai (BC); SMC elaborates: mujhe unhe dekhe bina kal nahi 
parti. Extended na as a negative particle is quoted in SBBhK.
The form kalana is attested in OHED in the sense ‘sthg. created, creation’, but this meaning seems 
unlikely in this context.
9This translation is based on the reading biharani abacalana. Most of the MSS omit the honorific particle 
(see variant 29); the reading biharani is supported by a number of relatively independent MSS (see 
variant 30) and is semantically superior, biharani is presumably a verbal noun rather than the obi. pi. of 
bihara.
10The interpretation of the last rhyme-word, abacalana, is again problematic. Most commentaries gloss 
abacalana as a rhyme form of avicala: dulaha dulahina nita naye avicala avicala dhama (RC); in  haiidasl 
ju ki jo ii bihar me avical hai arthat iaivat bihar cal raha hai (SMC); iyama kuhjabihaii Id joii...sada islras 
me acal rahtl hai (BC). NC analyses calana as a combination of cala+ na: calana kaha ki dou tana mam 
kari magana hai. am bibasa hvai cala na sakata.
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If only such a season could remain forever, with its crying peacocks1;
There are fine clouds and fine rainbows all around, fine is Vrndavana2, fine and 
beautiful is the thundering3 of the clouds;
Fine and beautiful4 is the green green5 earth, fine and beautiful is the crawling of the 
red-velvet insects [like] millions of desires6;
Through7 Haridas’s sovereign’s singing with Syama, raga Malara was established by 
youth8 and maiden9.
lr[lie comment aries interpret morani in different ways: PC glosses it as the possessive pronoun mod: 
sakhimori; RC, SMC and BC read it as ‘peacocks’: iabda alapata mom (RC); mor.. bolte rahe (SMC); 
anandomatta hokar mayur invan me yatmtaha nitya kar rage hai (BC). NC gives two alternatives: makes 
Krsna the subject of the speaking: kaha ki plya [sic]jo mom so manuham ke matavare bacana bolata hai, 
or analyses morani as a verbal noun of morna: athava. jo  bilasa me gatina Id anga anga me morana tame 
madhwa madhura bolana anga anga abhusanana ki hota hai.
The analysis of the rhyme form momni is problematic. It could be interpreted as the obi. pi. of mom (cf. 
KM 82.1 and 96.1). Alternatively, it could be seen as a shortened version of momni ‘peahen’, but this 
meaning is semantically less likely. This does however seem to be the meaning adopted by the scribes of 
MSS A; D and NC, since they change the verbal form bolata to its f. counterpart, see variant 7 (unless 
they have analysed momni as a verbal noun, see above).
2The honorific particle is probably a later interpolation, as suggested by MSS C, F, H, J, BR and NCM 
(see variant 16).
3 Since the obi. pi. of ghom here is highly unlikely, ghorani is presumably the verbal noun.
4MSS C, F, H, I, J and BR do not include nildin the third line (see variants 21 and 27). The addition of 
niki in the rest of the MSS may have resulted from a prosodic hypercorrection to supply the missing 
matms of this comparatively short line.
5The first hari in MS G is probably prosodic hypercorrection (see above); all the remaining MSS (except 
for F and BR which do not repeat it at all, see variant 25) repeat haii/°i only once, see variant 23.
6The commentaries disagree about the interpretation of the second pada of this line. PC reads budhani as 
a metaphor for the sakhis dressed in red garments: sahacaii basana surahga manu kama kai'ori; RC as a 
metaphor for Radha’s body budhani gori anga; NC deciphers in it the radiance of passion in the couple’s 
limbs: achi budana Id migana kaha ki anga anga me anuraga ki jhalaka soi budana, and connects kama 
kirorani with ICrsna’s desires: kama karorana kaha ki kai'orani manortha [sic] Ma ju ke purana hota hai. 
SMC and BC supply verbs for kama kkomni: is ramaniyata par koti-koti balihaii hote hai (SMC); 
birabahutino ka regna kotanu koti kam ke lavanya se susajjit hai (BC).
7The construction syama ke mih gavata seems to echo both syama kuhjabihaii kai gavata (KM 32.4) and 
miligavata (KM 66.2). My translation is based on the reading ke gavata, suggested by MSS C, F, H, BR 
and NC (see variant 35).
About the collocation of ke with imperf. ptc. see note 11 to KM 32.
sThe syntax of the last line (especially with reference to kisauia kisorani) is obscure. PC and BC supply a 
clause for kisaura kisorani: anga piya barasi kiioii (PC); in  M  kahne lage he kiioii pyaii. aise hi ras Id 
varsa kard rahau (BC). SMC ignores syama ke: in  haridas ke aradhya navkiior aw  kiioii ke samavet 
svar me rag malar jam raha hai.
9kiiorani is presumably a rhyme form of kiioii.
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1 The days of rain and of joy have come, make this2 promise 3: 1 shall not sulk;
How can [anything] be achieved by constant4 sulking? Make this5 promise in thought, 
word and deed6.
An agreement7 has been made after many efforts, forget this adverse8 nature9;
Haridas’s sovereign Syama10 Kunjabihari is under [his] beloved’s power.
'The transposition of the two padas of the first line, suggested by MS NC (see variant 1) restores the 
rhyme pattern. The uncertainty about the position of the two padas has presumably resulted from the 
singing practice, c f section on geyavikaras in IE 4.
21 have translated so (in parallel with fein the second line) as the demonstrative-correlative pronoun. BC 
glosses it as the prefix su- ‘good’ to bola ‘promise: ap acchiprakai'pmtijha karau. Yet another possibility 
(if this word order is preserved) is to analyse so as the adverb ‘thus, therefore, hence’ (see OHED).
3The interpolation of ju/ju in MSS A, C, I, J, BR; D and H (see variant 8) echoes KM 59.1 (eka bola 
boliye ju mama na karau).
4Most of the MSS read ghaii rather than ghai'i (see variants 11 and 12). The reading of G is poetically 
superior, since it brings the length of the second line (35 matras) close to the 34 matras of the first line; 
however this may have been a prosodic hypercorrection,
51 have interpreted te in parallel with so in the first line as the demonstrative-correlative pronoun (see 
note 2). However, the syntax of te remains rather obscure.
6 The commentaries supply a clause/clauses for mana baca krama ke: mana kara kaha ki jyo  me tau maha 
kama daha hau. catika lau bacana am cancalata mana kara kaiau. tau tuma mere auguna mana me jina 
dharau. bacana kara kaha ki jo  me cancalata kara atura hau. bacana hasI kau kahau. am apald bina mci 
bolau tauhu bacana kara kachu auguna na gahau. kriya kara kaha ki anga anga milakai keli ke bilasa heta 
anga anga spar&a karau tau (NC); atah ap man bacan karma se ek hokar man na kame M pratijha karo 
(SMC); man vanievam kriya se apkianukulta vacha karta hu (BC).
The transposition of baca krama in MS G (cf. variants 21 and 23) has resulted from the tension between 
the usual word order of this stock phrase, and the requirements of the rhyme (cf. sacu ke, line 1, see note 
1).
For further occurrences of mana baca krama in KM see 4.2,36.3 and 59.2.
7I have translated bandlmna with its technical meaning, ‘an agreement as to wages or terms’ (see OHED), 
since KM 36 sets a precedent for the use of business terms in the context of mana. Alternatively 
bandhana can be interpreted in its musical meaning, ‘fixed measure, rhythm’, employed metaphorically. 
PC glosses bandhana with prabandha ‘arrangement’: sukha prabandha ati aja bhayau; NC analyses it as 
derived from the verb badh-: jaise apa ki mci anga anga bilasa me hai. vaise hi men mci badhi hai nahi; 
SMC and BC render it with thath ‘means, scheme, arrangement’ (see OHED).
8SK quotes the noun gasa as a synonym of dves, vair ‘aversion, enmity’. Similar is the interpretation of 
the commentaries as well, but they disagree about the identity of the bearer of gasa guna: PC interprets it 
as referring to Radha: kopa terau hari laina; NC adds the possibility of gasa guna applying to Krsna: jaba 
pyari ju  ke mana me gasa ke guna hai so bisare. atliava. piya [sic] ke auguna mana me hai. so bisare. 
SMC opts for the latter: ab ap mere apradh ki purani bato ko (yadi koi ho bhi) to bisar do. BC connects 
guna with Krsna and gasa with Radha: yadi koi avgun mere se ban gaya ho aw  ap usko dhyan me 
rakhkarkop kar rahi ho.
No MS offers a nasalised reading of gasa (see variant 33). The reading hasa of MS C makes no sense in 
this context.
9The use of guna in collocation with gasa is presumably an ironic reference to ‘quality’.
10 There is strong manuscript support for the emendation syama kuhjabihaii, since this is the reading of a 
number of relatively distant MSS (of which PH and E are closely related to G); see variant 36. If this 
reading is accepted the translation will be: ‘Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama and Kunjabihari, he is under 
Pyari’s power’. However, §yama might be a secondary reading, resulting from independent scribal 
hypercorrections, rather than an original reading; because of this I have opted not to make this 
emendation.
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Such a wonder1 has nowhere been seen or heard: lightning constantly together with 
a new cloud;
In it arise many kinds2 of extreme delight and radiance3.
There is no other4 happiness for the mind [but] seeing5 this6. Oh beloved, you bewitch 
the heart7 >8 by glancing.
The pure glory of Haridas’s sovereign Syama Kunjabiharim9!
1 The commentaries elaborate on the intended meaning of achaja. NC explains that the unity of sentiments 
between Krsna and Radha is wondrous: :so navlna rasa duhuna ke eka rasa hai. takau achaja hai aisi rasa 
ki ekata kabahu dekhi na suni. PC, BC and SMC elucidate that usually the lightning flashes and 
disappears, but Syama (the lightning) and Kunjabihari (the cloud) remain together: dekhau ghana sahga 
damini camaki rahl thaharai (PC); samanyataya megho me bijli camakti hai aur chip jM  hai (SMC); 
sadharan niyam hai Id megh se bijli mill aur bijli lupta pray hokar ghan me sama jatihai (BC).
2It is difficult to determine the exact place of bahu bhatini in the syntax of the second line. Like SMC, I 
have interpreted it as referring to moja: usme anek prakar Id akanksa aur sukh ki lalsao ki tarahge uth lahi 
hai. NC supplies bilasa Id gati as a governing noun for bahu bhatini (see below). Haynes connects it with 
lasa: ‘and many-sided attraction’.
31 have followed NC and SMC in interpreting lasa as derived from [lasati1 ] ‘to shine, to be radiant or 
beautiful’ (see OHED): nava nava bilasa ki gati tahi bhati lasata hai (NC); jo  Sobha de rahi hai (SMC). 
BC analyses lasa as derived from [*lasa-] ‘4. fig. attraction’ (see OHED): man ko sadaiv akarsan karta 
mhta hai.
4MSS C, F, H, J, BR and NCM omit koii pyaii (see variants 23 and 24). This exclusion might have 
resulted from prosodic hypercorrection, since the third line, with its 41 matras, is excessively long 
compared to the other three lines. On the other hand kou pyaii is of explanatory character, and its 
inclusion might have been influenced by the almost identical pada of KM 77.3. It is interesting tha t more 
or less the same MSS (F, I, J, BR and NCM) omit kou (before pyaii) in KM 77 as well (see variants 18 
and 19). Since the latter omission is actually just a transposition, and since no MS excludes pyati in KM 
77, the reverse hypothesis (that the omission of kou pyari has been affected by the parallel omission in 
KM 77.3) cannot be made. The same applies to the omission/inclusion of tu (see variant 25). As all the 
MSS which omit kou pyaii tu belong to the same group (see II 8), I have not opted for this emendation.
5The reading haiive of MSS J and RC (see variant 19) is semantically superior. However, it does not 
have strong manuscript support; moreover it echoes KM 77.3 (mana ke harive kau aura susa nahi).
61 have followed the SMC’s gloss of the first pada: is aScarya ke atirikta koi dusra saundarya-madhurya 
hai hi nahi, jisse citta ko sukh Id anubhuti ho. BC interprets kau as a synonym of ke yogya: man ke 
dekhne ke yogya is prakar ka atyuttam ananda hai hi nahi. NC glosses this pada as referring to Krsna: eka 
piyakoya bhati dekhivau bhavatahai. aura sukha nahina.
7BC reads mana as referring to Krsna: Sripriyaki rasbhaii citvan ne lal ko premvaSibhut kar tiya hai. PC 
glosses mana as applied to the sakhis: sahacaii kau jiya harata.
8MSS C, F, I, J, BR and NCM interpolate ju/jo (see variant 27). However, this inclusion is of 
explanatory character, and the MSS in question belong to the same group (see II8).
9Tire chapa presents a textual problem as usual. MSS C, D, F, H, I, J, BR and NC read kuhjabihaii 
instead of kuhjabihaiini (see variant 33); most of them (with the exception of D and F) add some phonetic 
variant of bihaiini as well (see variant 34). This reading has no impact on the semantics of the line; - i  
simply preserves the more formulaic version of the chapa: ‘Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama and 
Kunjabihari, the pure glory of Biharini! ’.
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The drops look beautiful, dear, let not your shawl be drenched;
Take1 it off and give it to me, I would keep it under my arm, do not say no2, oh friend; 
Come close3 and remain4 clinging5 breast to breast6, so that the drops7 of rain do not 
reach you;
Haridas’s sovereign &yama8 says: lightning flashes9, say yes, yes10, won’t you, oh 
friend.
’The reading utaii of MS D (see variant 10) is grammatically inferior, since Utah is an action preceding 
dai, which needs to be expressed with an absolutive. The same applies to the reading dhari of NCM (see 
variant 11).
21 have followed NC and BC in analysing tunari as comprising tu na h, and interpreting it as an abridged 
rhyme version of the MSH expression na kama *to refuse’ (see OHED): tu nahi mata karau (NC); 
nakaratmak uttar mat dena (BC). The rest of the commentaries ignore tunan. An interpretation based on 
tun (= tunir ‘quiver’) does not seem relevant.
The readings cunaii and sunaii of MSS D and RC (see variant 15) betray semantic confusion on the part 
of the scribes.
3There are a number of occurrences of the expression chad so chad laga- ‘to embrace’ in KM (25.4, 56.4, 
77.4). Some of the commentaries connect lag- with chad so chad here as well: mai tumhe bhi chad se 
chad lagakar chipa lu (SMC); hrday se hrday lagakar (BC). However, I have not been able to locate any 
further examples of using the vi. rather than the vt. in this expression.
41 have interpreted rahai as 2nd p. subj.-pres. which seems to make best sense in this context. Since the 
usual ending for 2nd p. is -e rather than ai, the readings rahe/rahe of MSS A, PH, NCP; D, F, I, NCM 
(see variant 17) are grammatically superior.
5 The interpolation of dou chaila in MS NC (see variant 18) echoes KM 25.4 (gahi lapa0  rahe dou chaila 
chad sd chad lagai).
6The interpolation of lagai/°ya, suggested by MSS F and NC (see variant 21) is due to confusion with the 
collocation chad so chad laga- (see note 3).
71 have interpreted phunaiias a rhyme form of phuvara/phuara ‘small fine rain, drizzle, mist, small spot 
or drop’ (see Platts). This is the gloss of the commentaries as well: tau vauchara k i phuvara na lage (NC); 
jisse turn par budoki baucharna ave (SMC); ki jal ke bauchar ka kan apke ango ko samsparSit na kare 
(BC).
8The reading Syama of MSS A, C and D (see variant 31) is also possible if interpreted as vocative; 
however then the subject of kahata would not be expressed.
9The commentaries give different interpretations of the implied sense of bijuii kaudhe. NC and RC 
connect this image with Radha: ap nava nava gati koka bilasana me ati pravina hau. so kaudhi kaudhi ke 
rasa barsa barasavau (NC); china china kaudhati mti rati batatighana baraSana Id cahi (RC); BC and SMC 
remain on the literal level in their analysis: dekho bijli bhi kaudhne lagj hai atah svikirokta mudra ko 
prakat karke (BC); is samay bijli kaudh rahl hai (SMC).
10There is strong manuscript evidence for the emendation ha hu na l i  (see variant 37), on which my 
translation is based. This emendation is supported by a similar phrase in the second pada of the second 
line of Vyas’s Man Id Srhkhala, verse 13: mana jini karai karai ha ha l i  (see Pauwels 1994a, p. 34 of 
chapter 9). The idiom ha kama ‘to say yes, to agree’ is attested in OHED. Similar is the interpretation of 
BC: he pyahap kaho ha huyanisvikaratmak uttar dona [sic] mat kama. SMC and Haynes gloss hahu as 
derived from hahu, synonym of kolahal, halcal (see H&S): ap hahu na kare (SMC); ‘don’t be frightened 
when the lightning flashes’ (Haynes).
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The two of them are getting a soaking1, oh friend;
The two of them are sheltering under the end [of her sail];
The two of them remain2 utterly intoxicated3 day and night, coloured by the colour of 
love4 alone.
Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama and Kunjabihari5, the two of them dance with mutual 
love6.
'The reading bhljata of MS D (see variant 1) is grammatically inferior, since lag- ‘to begin to’ requires 
the verbal noun of the main verb rather than its imperf. ptc.
2The reading rahati of MS F (see variant 11) is grammatically inferior, because dou jana is presumably 
subject also o f the first clause.
3 The reading uttamana of MS D (see variant 9) is inferior.
Dittography of uttama in MS D (see variant 10).
4 SMC glosses raga in its musical meaning: sangit ranga me rage rahte hai. The musical interpretation is 
perhaps strengthened by the dance context of line 4.
5MSS C, H, I, J, BR, NC and RC omit kuhjabihaii (see variant 18). However this makes the syntax of 
the last line problematic. There are 20 more cases in KM where syama is used by itself in the chapa: KM 
6, 11, 12, 15, 36, 42, 43  ^53, 57, 60, 63, 67, 68, 69, 72, 75, 89, 97, 100, 105; in all of them the usage is 
not formulaic, but syama is an intrinsic part of the syntax of the line. Here syama by itself cannot be an 
inherent part of the syntax of the line, because of the logical tension between it and dou Jam . The 
omission of kunjabihari in these MSS might echo KM 100.4 (M  haiidasa ke svami syama prema 
paiaspaia buka bandana melai). Because of these considerations I have opted against such an emendation.
6The syntax of the second pada of the last line is open to interpretation. PC and NC analyse prema 
paraspaia nrtya as a compound: prema rasa nrtya karata (PC); syama am lala ju prema paraspara surati 
nrtya karata hai (NC). However, the interposed paraspara seems to disallow a reading of prema nrtya as a 
compound. Because of this I have followed SMC and BC in reading prema and nrtya as two separate 
units: dono prem se paraspar milkarnitya kar rahe hai (SMC); prem me paraspar nrtya kame lage (BC).
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Their hearts are delighted1 with the drummers2, the dance-ground is lustrous, Tribhangi 
[demonstrates] gestures and fine3 new steps;
Radha4 dances, satisfied, the prominent5, charming6 and skilful Lalita sings a high- 
pitched7 tune ...8;
Delight-giving Bihari praises9 his beloved Radhika day and night, coloured10 by the 
colour [of love];
Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari are companions in music11.
'The form nadita is not attested. It might have resulted from a confusion of tadbhava imperf. ptcs. and 
tatsama perf. ptcs. (cf. Ill 5.2.3). However, only MS RC (see variant 1) and MS BI read nadata. I have 
interpreted nadita as a form of nandita attested in H§S as ‘delighted’.
2The form mrdangi is attested generally (OHED, S&, HSS) in the meaning ‘a player of mrdanga'. All 
commentaries read mrdangi as ‘drum’ and interpret mana mrdangi as a tatpumsa compound: koka bacana 
nana sajati manapakbavaji saji (RC); jaha mana rupa mrdangi bajata hai (NC); man rupi mrdanga (BC). 
SMC supplies an explanatory clause for mana mrdangi. mana ko haran kanievala mrdanga baj raha hai.
31 have interpreted su as the Sanskrit prefix ‘good, attractive, fine’ rather than the ppn.
4The commentaries disagree about the subject of natata. PC and NC read it as applied to Lalita: nrtya 
kaiati lalita nija angi (PC); natati lalita kaha ki jaha lalita ju ne kahau ki ho ladili ju paiasa me bibasata 
alasan me mati lyavau. jaba lalita ju ne natati Sabda kahau...(NC). SMC and BC take Radha as the subject 
of natata: svaminiju nrtya kar rahl hai (SMC); radha... nrtyaparayan ho rahl hai (BC).
5The translation of te gd  nabhi is problematic. I have interpreted gri as a sandhi form of agia ‘front, 
foremost, first, prior, prominent, chief, best, foremost or upper part’ (see OHED), since according to the 
rules of sandhi -apreceded by -ebecomes avagraha. NC analyses gra as a form of giiva ‘neck’: am griva 
nabhi te sundara tanana ke samuha.
SMC and BC connect nabhi with tana tungi: nabhi se uthnevali tuhga tan ko ga rahl hai (SMC); nabhi ke 
agrabhag se svar ka sahcalan kaiii hui ucca svar se (BC); PC and RC ignore it: gavati tana kathina Sii 
radha nrtya karati lalita nija angi (PC); uce [sic] sura syava [sic] sadai karata lalita guna gana (RC). The 
collocation remains unresolved.
6The referent of rasavati nagaii and the subject of gai are also uncertain (cf. note 4). PC and NC read 
rasavati nagaii as nouns referring to Radha: gavati tana kathina Sri radha (PC); am alasana bibasata He 
rasavati nagaii ju gavata hai (NC). BC and SMC analyse both rasavati nagaii and gai as applying to 
Lalita: rasmamiajha parama vidagdha lalita sakhinabhi se uthnevali tunga fan ko ga rahl hai (SMC); las 
svarupa pai'am vidagdha sangit svamini Sii lalita j i  (BC).
7The extended form tuhgi is not attested and is probably an accommodation for the rhyme,
8 See above, note 5.
9I have followed SMC in translating bande as derived from band- ‘to praise, to revere’, though my 
interpretation of its subject is different: mai ras denevale Sii dulah aur dulahini radha M vandana kard hu. 
Both NC and BC interpret it as the pi. form of banda ‘servant, slave’, but they disagree about its referent: 
NC reads it as applied to Krsna: am bande kaha ki dasi vallabha radhika ke; BC connects bande with the 
sakhis: anandamurti Sri lal evam unki pran vallabha priya evam sakhijan. The interpretation of NC 
stresses the primacy of Radha in the theology of the HaridasI sampradaya. The gloss of BC seems 
unlikely, since there are no further occurrences of bande used with reference to the sakhis; the sakhis who 
have a special importance in the theology of the sect would not usually be called servants. Cf. note 1 to 
AS 6.
10 The f. form, rang!, of the perf. ptc. is presumably determined by the rhyme, rather than applying to 
Radha only. Alternatively, rangi can be analysed as the adj. ‘impassioned’; however this seems a less 
likely option, used as it is together with ranga.
n RC and NC interpret sangita here metaphorically, as referring to the couple’s love-play: karata surata 
sangitamaya Syama Syama sujana (RC); so sangita jo  surah nrtya take sangi hai (NC).
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lrrhe lightning says to the cloud: those who compare2 us [to Radha and Krsna] are 
wrong. He alone is real cloud, she alone is real lightning3.
Dim was the wit of those various people4 who compared us [to them];
Has this5 ever been heard: how6 can a particle7 separated from a drop8 of water be 
compared9 to an ocean of love10?
Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari 11 are immersed12 in eternal, perpetual 
love.
lThe transposition of the first and the second pada of the first line, suggested by MSS F and H (see 
variant 1) would breach the rhyme, and has probably resulted from the singing practice, cf. section on 
geyavikams in II4.
2The usage of the subj.-future dehi as pres, indicative is attested in S§.
3The commentaries on the implied meaning of the lightning’s statement stress either the unique beauty of 
Radha and Krsna, or the single-minded love between the two of them (a motif reminiscent of KM 91): 
daminiSripriyaju piyaki sobha dekhi megha so kahata hai...ellala ju megha Jjriya ju bijuii tina kau nitya 
samyoga hai. yai [sic] sace hai ki sada anga anga biham karata. hama dou jhute hai [sic], kyoki [sicf 
kabahu tau megha barasai hai damini bina. kabahu daminl camakai hai megha bina so nitya samyoga nahi 
(NC); dekhata pyaii ju  lamana [sic] boli bacana anupa. e ghana damini saca hai ina patatara hama naha 
(RC); dhvani yah hai ki damini ka kahna hai ki is madhuii ka darSan aise logo ko nahi hua hai (BC); 
Syama Syama id adbhutkanti Id upama (SMC).
4The reading logani/°na of MSS C, BR and NCM (see variant 16) is supported only by a limited number 
of closely related MSS; moreover it would be very unusual to find loga used as a pluraliser in a text of 
this antiquity. The plural jina jina...tina tina is probably the origin of the pluralising loga reading.
5 aisi is governed by an implied bata.
6This translation is based on the reading kyau/kyo of MSS A, H, I, J; BR and NC (see variant 33), which 
is semantically better in this context.
7 The commentaries explain that to compare lightning and cloud with Radha and Krsna is as absurd as to 
compare a minute drop of water with the ocean: e samudra hama buda (PC); so mai tau va kana samana 
hau. aru apa rasa ke samudra hau (NC); kya kabhikisi ko jal ke kan Id upama samudra se dete hue suna 
hai (SMC).
8The reading bunda of MSS A, D, F, H, J, BR, PH and RC (see variant 28) is supported by a large 
number of relatively independent MSS and is grammatically superior.
9 dijai here should be read as passive rather than as imperative.
10The translation of mci is problematic. I have followed the gloSs of NC in interpreting it as related to rac- 
‘to love, to sport, to be attracted to’ (see SBBhK): am apa rasa ke samudm hau. BC seems to gloss it as 
derived from mcna: samudm se jisse uski mcna hai. The other commentaries ignore it. Another possibility 
would be to interpret mci as related to the adj. rac (= me), which in H&S is glossed with thorn, alpa, tanilc, 
and connect it with kana. Its position far apart from kana makes this option not very likely, but on the 
other hand its place in the line may have been determined by the rhyme.
It is interesting that such a majority of MSS (A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NCM, RC) support the reading 
mci, which would breach the rhyme (see variant 36).
11 The interpolation of M, suggested by MSS A, F, I, J, PH and NC (see variant 39), is of explanatory 
character and is probably a later addition.
12m ad  as a synonym of magnahai, rangiparihai is attested in S&. On the other hand this line is quoted 
as an example for the second meaning of mac-, pmsiddha hona, ‘be famous’ in H&S. This is the 
interpretation given in SMC and BC as well: Sri jugal ki SaSvat ek-ras piiti sai'vavidit hai (SMC); Sri 
Syama Syama ki nitya ekras piiti hi premjagat me sarvopari praldrtit hai (BC). NC reads mad as a 
synonym of mac- ‘to be caused, produced: to be stirred up, to break out’ (see OHED): syama am 
kuhjabihaii ki atala piiti m ad mhi hai.
The ending of m ad  is presumably determined by the rhyme.
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Syama dances with the peacocks and delights1 the enchanted Syama;
Just so the black cuckoo sings a prelude2, the pied crested cuckoo accompanies it, just 
so the thundering of the clouds plays a drum;
Just so the dark dense cloud3 is black like night, just so the lightning flash displays a 
lamp;
Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama and Kunjabihari; delighted, Radha4 smiled and 
embraced him.
This is the second stanza excluded from PC (the first is KM 87). Its omission from the oldest 
commentary and MS F shows that it has not been unanimously included in the corpus o f KM.
1 The reading lijhavati of A, BR and RC (see variant 3) is grammatically and poetically inferior. Only RC 
persist in this change of the rhyme (cf. variants 11,18 and 23).
2Dittography of -pa- in MS D (see variant 6).
3The ‘dense cloud’ and the ‘lightning’ function on two levels: literal, referring to the rainy season, which 
is traditionally associated with the bliss of love-union, and metaphorical, alluding to Krsna and Radha. 
NC explains that the darkness of the cloud refers to Kj'sna’s oblivion of anything apart from his emotion: 
am raina krni maha mattata me khabara kachu nahi ki lila ju hai; SMC elucidates that this darkness is for 
the sake of the couple’s love-making: ramaniyata hye lahiki bhati adhiyaii.
4 The explanation of the vocative form mdhe here is problematic, since a vocative would be semantically 
inferior in this context, and no MS offers any alternative to it. Seemingly the vocative has become 
generalised and has lost its case specificity. NC shows this effect also: syama radhe ju kuhjabihaii pai 
lijhike hasike apane kantha te lagavata hai (NC). The other commentaries also read Radha as the subject, 
rather than as an addressee: Sri hahdas ki larli ne lijhkar Sii lal ko haste hue kantha se laga liya (SMC); 
priya anandit muskara karke lal ko kantha se laga rahi hai (BC).
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The sandal paste of Hari5 s1 body is stuck2 to your body, looking like a yellow bodice;
[Your] ornaments are crushed3, why4 are you hiding [your] body, despite your efforts 
it cannot be hidden5, it is as if the black cuckoo6 called;
Your collyrium and locks are astray, you have opened the treasury7 of love-game- 
pleasures;
Oh, Haridas’s sovereign Syama Biharini, during union [your] necklace stayed not on 
your neck, [but fell] into the hem of your garment.
1 About the use of had in KM see note 2 to KM 52.
2SS quotes examples of intransitive use of lapata-, therefore lapatanau might be the perf. ptc. (see Snell, 
1991b, p. 12) rather than the verbal noun.
3Dittography of -ma- in MS D (see variant 9).
4It is difficult to decide for or against the omission of kahe kau, suggested by MSS F, H, I, J, BR, NCM 
and RC (see variants 11 and 12). Both the omission and the inclusion are supported by relatively 
independent manuscripts as well as by related ones; metre and sense do not help either.
5 About the idiomatic usage of transitive and intransitive forms of the same verb see note 8 to KM 57. Cf. 
also note 5 to KM 108.
6krsna as a synonym of koyal ‘the black cuckoo’ is attested in SBBhK. I was told by S. B. GosvamI that 
the black cuckoo is believed to give away secrets. The commentaries interpret krsna as referring to Krsna: 
m anohsnane tumako boll hai (NC); piyaki bolani (PC); usiprakar jis  prakar id  anek svaro me krsna ki 
boli nahi chipsakti (SMC); tumhanjihva se uccadtsvarme bhi lal jaisi vani ka aksara§ah prasphutan ho 
raha hai (BC). However, it is unlikely that krsna here is used for Krsna: usually Krsna is referred to in 
devotional texts by patronymics, pet names or epithets implying identity with Visnu; the name Krsna is 
restricted to technical uses (cf. the only occurrence of Krsna, as part of a compound in CP 30, see Snell 
1991a, p. 211, note 17). The usage of krsna is even more unusual in the Haridasi sampradaya, which 
claims its uniqueness on the basis of its single-minded concentration on the nikunja lila (see note 9 to KM 
52); indeed this is the only occurrence of krsna in the entire text of KM.
7Literally, ‘the money-bag’.
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Her breasts are jugs, her youth is blossom, the spring is kept covered1 by her bodice 
and garment2.
A palace of qualities, she is sitting in a garden of beauty, her face shining3.
Bihari has the loveliness of myriads of cupids; by seeing him4 all suffering is 
destroyed.
Such a connoisseur is Haridas’s sovereign; she came to embrace him and they united, 
smiling.
lrThe reading dhaki of MS H (see variant 4) is a synonym of dhap-.
2 basa is evidently a scribal mistake. All the MSS read basana (see variant 3), basa is corrected in MS G 
as well.
3The nasalisation of -a- in lasata, nasata and hasata is presumably an accommodation for the rhyme. 
Perhaps these ptcs. follow the model of the Sanskrit present ptcs. of the active voice which have a nasal 
occurring in nom., acc. and voc. of the three numbers.
4NC and SMC stress again the primacy of Radha (cf. VII 2.2) by forcing her into being the object and 
Krsna into being the subject of desata : aise bihaii pyaii ju ke mukha candrama kau dekhata hai..jina ke 
saba dukha kaha ki kama daha hai. so dukha dekhata hi nasi jata hai (NC); M  bihaii ji..b h i apka darSan 
kar sab dukho ko nasta hua samajhte hai (SMC). BC follows the traditional bhakti motif, taking Krsna as 
the object of desata and the sakhis as its subject: bihaii jo  apke piiyatam hai unko dekhte hi hamaii vyatha 
vinasta ho gai
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Come, won’t you, let us go and see the spring of Kunjabihari;
together amidst the young women in the fresh wood and fresh bowers with new 
shoots2;
When the mellow sweet melody of the flute is heard, [they]3 blossomed in [their] 
bodies4;
Listen, oh Haridas, the beautiful one5 sprinkles love lovingly and touches6.
This verse is an exception to the usual metrical irregularity of Haridas’s poetry. Lines 2 to 4 show the 
regular metrical structure of 16 + 11 matras with trochee rhyme which is classified as sarasi chanda.
'The interpretation of the second pada of the second line is problematic, NC interpets nava juvatini as the 
sakhis or the desires of the couple: nava juvatina jo  sakhl jam  so inila mila mana sd mana paraspara 
sukha ko sucata [sic] hai. athava. nava juvatina duhuna Id cahana ko bhltaia te mila eka hvai vau. BC 
reads ‘the new shoots’ as referring to the sakhis and supplies a new clause - they are resplendent with 
unprecedented excitement: naye anurag se ahkurit pallav ke saman navnavayaman madhuii se paripurnit 
sakhlgan apurva utsah se suSobhit ho rahl hai. SMC supplies a new clause as well - together with the 
sakhis, Syama and Syama are blossoming: aise vatavaran me nav yuvatiyo ke sath Syama Syama 
praphullit ho rahe hai.
2Dittography of -va-in MS D (see variant 7).
3BC interprets phull as referring to Radha: Sri priya ju prasannata se phull. NC offers two possible 
referents of phull: Radha (am phull anga me na bhavata hai Sri ladill ju); or the sakhis (athava ye sakhl 
jam). The interpretation which connects this line with Radha is an attempt to resolve the inconsistency 
between the lack of any specific reference to Radha in this verse and the primary importance she is later 
given in the theology of the HS, cf. VII 2.2.
4ahgam can be interpreted either as the obi. pi. of anga or as a combination of anga and the neg. particle 
na, which would make the translation: ‘they rejoiced and could not [contain themselves] in their bodies’. 
BC and NC choose the latter: phull nahi samati (BC); forNC see above.
51 have interpreted chaila as referring to Krsna because of its gender; however Haridas’s poetry presents 
a number of examples where masculine forms are used with a feminine referent (cf. notes 1 to KM 55 
and 1 to KM 65), so chaila can be analysed as referring to both Radha and Krsna.
6chuvahi is subj.-future used as pres, indicative. The use of the causative chuva- for the vt. chu- is 
presumably an accommodation for the rhyme.
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Come, oh friend, let us play far apart from the crowd;
Let us enter1 the lovely forest’s thicket bowers2,
[Where]3 there are no4 birds and no sakhl is present5, let us go to this forest and play6 
there together;
Oh Haridas’s sovereign Syama,7 let us throw powder8 with mutual love9.
1jhel- is open to interpretation: SBBhK gives 5 different meanings of jhel-: sahna, samay katna, dhakka 
dena, dhakelna, phekna and pravista hona. Three of them: sahna, interpreted as ‘to experience’, samay 
katna ‘to spend time’ and pravista hona ‘to enter’ are possible in this context. The commentaries opt for 
the first, supplying an object: take madhi rasa jlielai (NC); kuhja-nikuhjd me ananda le (SMC); ananda 
prapta kare (BC).
2About the interpretation of kuhja nikuhja as a single unit on the model of kuhja kutira etc. see Snell 
1991a, pp. 213-214, note 1 to CP 34.
3The reading jaha pahchi is supported by a number of independent MSS: A, F, H, J, BR, NCP; I (see 
variant 9) and by the 1740 MS (see below, note 5); however jaha is of explanatory character and is 
probably a later accretion.
4 na can perhaps be interpreted as obi. pi. suffix connected with pahchi rather than as the neg. particle 
since birds are usually part of the bucolic scene. However, the reading of MS BI jaha na pahchi na sasi 
sasa contradicts this interpretation.
5MS F reads sasana sasi, MS H sasi sasa (see variants 12 and 13). Since according to the later theology 
of the sect the sakhas have no access to the nikuhja (cf. introductory note and note 3 to KM 62), the 
reading of MS H is corrected by a later hand to sahita sasi. Despite the fact that sasa is supported by only 
two closely related MSS, the possibility of it's'1 being the original reading cannot be ignored. It is evident 
from the corrections in MS H (cf. note 9 to KM 52 as well) that the MSS underwent irenic 
hypercorrections. Moreover, a photocopy of a MS of pada-sangraha , which is as old as 1740 AD, and 
which quotes this line as it is in the unrevised version of MS H, was given to me by N. C. Bamsal. This 
MS is 15 years older than MS G, which is not yet conclusive, but shows that the version including sasa 
was known very early, maybe even earlier than the canonized version. A further proof is the reading of 
MS BI, which supports F and H (see above). Cf. also VII 2.1.
6 It is worth noting the existence of kel- as a Braj verb alongside the verb khel- and the noun keli.
7Neither the addition of kuhjabi(h)a(ii), nor the omission of prema paraspara, suggested by MSS F and 
H (see variants 21, 22 and 23) is supported by the 1740 MS. However, both these readings are given in 
MS BI.
8 Both buka and bandana are connected with the spring festival Holi; the context of this pada speaks of 
spring (even though not as directly as KM 98, 99 and 101), and in accordance with this the raga 
prescribed for it is basanta.
9NC and BC interpret prema paraspara buka bandana as a compound: anuraga rupa buka bandana so 
melata hai (NC); apas me prem svarup rasmayi buka bandana ek dusre par dale (BC). However, the 
inclusion of paraspara seems to preclude such an interpretation (cf. note 6 to KM 93).
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Now in the springtime let us play truly apart [from the others], let us play without 
meeting anybody else, dear, I swear by you;
No happiness is obtained when one is in two minds, do not meet any sakhl, swear by 
me;
You will see the enjoyment which will arise from mutual exchange1 of ragas and 
raginis;
Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama and Kunjabihari [who says]: delight dwells2 in the 
ragas3,1 swear [by you], dear.
In all commentaries this pada is glossed as addressed by Krsna to Radha.
1 phera-phen is attested as ‘change, exchange’ in OHED.
2MSS D; F, H, J, BR; I, NCM; RC read u°/upajata/0jaigau/°ti instead of rahai (see variant 40). This 
reading is poetically inferior to rahai, because it repeats the phrase ranga upajaigau from the previous line. 
Moreover ranga rahai seems to function as a stock phrase in KM (cf. KM 2.3, 2.4 and 61.2).
3The interplay of the meanings ‘melody’ and ‘love’ of the original raga is lost in translation.
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Stop, stop, Bihari ju, you are throwing powder1 in my eyes, what2 a screen3 this is for 
seeing the face;
You want4 to meet another love5 of yours under this pretext, I6 am touching your feet 
with a firm7 vow8.
The happiness which arises while singing and playing [with you] is of infinite 
excellence for9 the body;
Where can one find such happiness for the heart as the happiness of meeting10 and 
playing with Haridas’s sovereign11 ?
'About buka cf. note 8 to KM 100.
The interpolation of bandana in MS NC (see variant 7) echoes KM 100.4 (buka bandana melai).
2I have interpreted kita as an equivalent to MSH kyain its rhetorical, rather than interrogative meaning.
3The commentaries gloss antara as a synonym of badha ‘obstacle’: isse to apke mukh nirakhne me 
vyavadhan parjata hai (SMC); is se apke mukh ke dav§an me badha upasthit ho raha hai (BC); am pyaii 
ju kd plya [sic] ko rupa kamala avalokana me antara parau (NC). antara as a synonym of of ‘covering, 
screen; shelter’(see OHED) is attested in S§.
4This translation is based on the reading cahata, suggested by MSS D, F, H, I, J, BR and NC (see variant 
17). This reading is supported by a large number of MSS belonging to different groups, and is 
grammatically superior.
5 The commentaries interpret bhavati metaphorically in order to avoid any hint at Krsna’s possible 
unfaithfulness: hopyare aura tumhare mana k i bhamati bata kara misa kaimilau cahata hau. mo anga kuca 
adi tai (NC); ap apnikol dusramancahi cesta kama cahte hai (SMC); turn apni abhilasa ke vaiibhut hokar 
anek upayo ke dvara utavle ho rahe ho (BC). Cf. also VII 2.2.
6The identity of ‘I’ is uncertain. NC and BC interpret Krsna as the subject of the second pada of the 
second line: taba lala ju bole paiya lagau pana pana ko (NC); priya se us bat ko sunkar lal kahne lage 
(BC). This is supported by the other occurrence of paiya/pahi lag- in KM (6.3) where Krsna is the agent 
of the action. However this unmarked switch of voice might have resulted from sectarian concern about 
the primacy of Radha; cf. VII 2.2. I have followed SMC in interpreting Radha as the continuous subject 
of the second line: apke mukh-avlokan ke pran ke karan mai apke pairopaiH hu.
7 The repetition of pana does not contribute a great deal to the sense and is not required by the rhyme, but 
no MS omits it. MS NCP follows this pattern of repetitions and adds a second mana in the rhyme of the 
fourth line (see variant 44).
8The commentaries interpret pana as derived from pana ‘4. promise, vow’ (see OHED): kyauki tumane 
yaha pana layau so tumhare pana k5 dekhive me paya lagata hau (NC); apke pran ke is nirvah ke dhahga 
par mai balihaii ja ti hu (SMC); balihaii jata hu apke is pran par (BC).
There is one more occurrence of pana (pane) in KM (79.4), where it again has the same meaning.
9 kau in the third and the fourth lines can be interpreted as a dative or a genitive marker, see variants 29 
and 45.
10It seems that RC reads mila lakhe lasata (see valiants 34 and 35).
1 'The commentaries interpret svami here as referring to Radha: siihaiidasi ju ke svami tuma syama hau. 
tumharau milata khelata kau sukha...(NC); M syama ki mskeli jaisa ras (SMC).
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Perfumed1 after bathing2, wearing a garment, the beautiful3 one sits drying4 her hair in5 
the garden;
Her beautiful fingernails glitter like stars in fresh cloud while she is doing her soft hair;
Taking various ornaments [she]6 stands before her dear7 sakhi; there was [such] a mass 
of charm8 [that] the army9 of Kama [was]10 trembling;
Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama and Kunjabihari, seeing [her] beauty, the eyelids11 do 
not close.
11 have analysed sodhe as the perf. ptc. used adverbially. This interpretation is supported by the nasalised 
readings of MSS A, NC; F; H and J (see variant 1).
2This line presents un unusually long sequence of absolutives. For a similar case of perf ptcs. used 
adverbially (which are functionally equal to the absolutives) cf note 7 to KM 57.
3 The commentaries gloss sundari as referring to pata: anga anga basana sundara §n priya ju  pahirai hai 
(NC); sundar vastiv ko dharan karke (BC, SMC). However, this interpretation creates a gender problem, 
since pata is a m. noun and sundari a f. adj. or noun. Only three not very reliable MSS: J, NC and RC, 
read the m. alternative of sundai'i, sundara (see variant 6). For this reason I have translated sundari as a 
noun referring to Radha. Alternatively, it can be analysed as governed by the f. noun phulavari. 
sundari/°a is again used as a noun applying to Radha in KM 104.2 (see variant 12).
4sukhavata is attested as a vt. in SS.
5Literally: ‘dries her hair there where the garden is’. About Haridas’s use of relative-correlative 
constructions see III 1.
6 Alternatively, the sakhi(s) might be the subject, which would make the translation: ‘the dear sakhi(s) 
stand(s) before [her]’; however, reading Radha as the subject seems to connect better with the second part 
of the line.
7Alternatively, priya can be translated with ‘attractive’ as attested in OHED.
8 The interpretation of bhayau bharu ani is problematic. I have followed the gloss of SMC and BC: 
saundarya ke bhar (bharuan) arthat adhikta (SMC); priya ki is vilaksan rup madhuri se (BC).
There is one more occurrence of ani in KM (71.3), again in the context of the army of Kama but there i. 
seems to derive from the verb a-.
9I have interpreted dala dalakai as a collocation of dala ‘army’ and dalak- ‘to shake, to tremble’. It is also 
possible to analyse it as a form of the verb daladala-, again of the meaning ‘to shake, to quake’.
10I have translated dalakai as the perf. ptc. for the sake of consistency (cf. bhayau). dalakai could be a 
rhyming form of dalake, but is more naturally analysed as 3rd p. subj.-pres.
11 The commentaries read Id chabi as referring to Radha, and Krsna as the referent of palakai lagata: piya 
chabilakhi lagata nahipalaka (PC);pyaii..juke sarasa khyalasukha so lala nihala hota hai (NC); iyaimi 
ki ismadhun ka dargan kame me is tanmayata kolal prapta ho rahe hai ki unki palakebhi nahi lag rahi hai 
(BC); i i i  haridasji Id svamini Id chavi ko nirakhte hue kunjabihari ke palak nahi lagte (SMC). This 
interpretation follows the logic of the verse, which is a description of Radha’s beauty. The other, mom 
formulaic possibility would be to read kf chabi as applying to both Radha and Krsna, and palakai nahi 
lagata - to their devotees.
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Come, oh friend1, let us2 meet Kunjabihari, and look attentively at his beloved3;
[See how] the beautiful woman4 plays with the handsome man, and indeed how she 
sings5;
Unexpectedly the sakhl came there, [Radha] was letting her beloved6 massage her feet; 
She was lying together with Haridas’s sovereign7, Syama, and sporting8 with mind and 
body.
1 The narrative of this verse is open to interpretation. Most commentaries read it literally as a conversation 
between two sakhis who go to watch the play of Radha and Krsna, and find him massaging her feet. RC 
glosses the first two lines as an address by Radha, who is under the illusion that Krsna is playing with 
somebody else, to a sakhi: paiyau bimba um Syama tana dekhyau apanau rupa gauii bhori hai gai hu jau 
kona svarupa. kahata sakhi sau dava rasa dekhau nava nava ranga. aura bhivati [sic] sundaii khelata 
sudara [sic] sahga.
Yet another possibility would be to interpret this pada in the context of mana: the first two lines could be 
the words of a sakhi to Radha, lying that Krsna is sporting with another beautiful woman in order to 
make Radha go to him. Then sasi in the first and third lines would refer to Radha (as is the case in KM 
30.3, 40.2, 43.3). This would explain the unexpectedness of the coming, which is otherwise difficult to 
account for. Then the translation of the second half of the third line would be: ‘and had her beloved 
massage [her] feet’. A further argument in favour of this interpretation is that the third line of KM 15, a 
mana pada, resembles the third tine here.
2MSS A, F, H, J, BR, NC and RC omit hama (see variant 8), which is of explanatory character and 
therefore possibly a later interpolation.
3NC, BC and SMC read the couple’s play as the object of dese, and supply a clause for bhavatl: ki 
kunjabihari so unaki bhavati kaha kahata hai so cita daimili ke dekhe (NC); unki bhavatl aj kaisi adbhut 
lagiahihai (SMC); aur dekhe ki aj kis lavanya vaicitii se saundarya nidhan priya ko apni manobhilasit 
sath ke udrek ke sath lal lam rahe hai (BC).
4This translation is based on the reading sundara so sundari, given by MSS F, J, BR, PH, NC and RC 
(see variant 12).
5gavati, capavati and ravati are presumably rhyme forms. A large number of MSS ignore the rhyme and 
read these forms without nasalisation, see variants 16, 25 and 34.
6 All the commentaries read piya as the subject and Radha as the object of capavati: Id chabile ju chabi te 
paya Siipyariju ke capata hai (NC); Siipym  ju  priyatam se apne caranaravinda dabva mhi thi (SMC); lal 
ke dvara priya apne carano ki seva sampanna karva rahi hai (BC). This interpretation stresses the pre­
eminence of Radha in the Haridasi sampradaya. pai is presumably an instrumental marker, denoting the 
agent of the action (a hypothesis supported by the reading so of MSS BR and NCM as well, see variant 
23), cf. also note 7 to KM 2. capavati is probably a rhyme form of the causative. Either Radha or the 
sakhi is the grammatical subject of the causative action, cf. note 1.
7Alternatively, haridasa ke svami can be interpreted as referring to Radha: ‘Haridas’s sovereign was 
lying together with Syama...’. This is the gloss of most of the commentaries: Sii haridasi ju ke svami so 
Syama lala te mili (NC); Sii haridas ju ki larli Sii lal ju ke sath milkai* (SMC); hamaii larli aradhya 
priya...lal ke sahga paurh (BC).
8ravati is probably a rhyme fomi, derived from mv- (=vilas kama, see SK). All the commentaries gloss t  
with ‘play’: kaha ki tana mana kara rasaphaga khelata hai (NC); tan man se raman karne lagi (SMC); tan 
man se rasordra ho gai (BC).
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The lover of Radha1, Kunjabihari, is celebrating Holi2, all the young women are saying 
hohohori;
They are colouring3 each other, nobody is aware of anyone, smiling the Enchanter and 
the Fair lady captivate4 hearts;
Now hand joined with hand, now waist turning5 with waist, they are dancing, 110 one’s 
desire is small;
Haridas’s sovereign6 and Syama wander quite apart, avoiding the gaze of all the sakhis, 
and search out a sheltered place7.
'NC and BC read radha rasika as referring to Radha, rather than as an epithet of Krsna: Sri radha ju 
rasikaua ke ska mauia (NC); lasik skomani Sri priya ju  (BC). There is one further occurrence of radha 
rasika kuhjabihaii in KM (25.1), where it definitely applies to Krsna.
2Holi is seen as a metaphor for the couple’s love-play: phaga rasa khelata hai (NC); swata rupi phaga 
(BC).
31 have followed the gloss of RC: bharata paraspara ranga, because of the context of Holi and a similar 
occurrence of bhaiata paraspara in KM 19.1. However, the other commentaries read bharata as ‘to 
embrace’, which is also possible, on account of the metaphorical meaning of Holi: Sii jugal ek dusre ko 
bhujad me bhar rahe hai (SMC); ek dusre ko aSlesit karte hue (BC). The polysemy of bharata is lost in 
the English translation. Cf. note 1 to KM 19.
4The commentaries disagree about the subject of harata, BC reads Syama as the subject and the heart of 
Krsna as the object, SMC reverses them: mandasmityukta priya ke mukh ka darSan karke lal ka matti 
apaharan ho raha hai (BC); manmohan lal has karke pyaii ka man haran kai' rahe hai (SMC). The reading 
harati of MS F (see variant 14) betrays this same confusion. The word order supports my reading of a 
joint subject of haiata, but the action could also be reciprocal.
sHomoeoarcta of karata (third line) to -rai (fourth line) because of -mi (<mo>iai- <nya>rai) in MS RC 
(see variants 25, 29).
6haridasa ke svami can refer to Radha as well; then Krsna will be implied, and the translation will be: 
‘Haridas’s sovereign &yama [and Kunjabihari]’.
7For tala soii see note 9 to KM 19. PC glosses it with: tiya mana melata; RC analyses it metaphorically: 
amsa bagala khoiijaghana takata chaila rasa bhoi.
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In anew bower-abode, in the presence of the young one1, raga Gaurl was established 
on2 a new vma ;
The lover’s3 glance was fixed on her swift fingernails which bestow happiness like ten 
moons raining nectar;
Pleased and delighted the lover gives [her] his decorations, his garments and the garland 
on his chest, he puts his tongue between his teeth on seeing her lion-waist4;
[Syama], the giver of delight to Haridas, and Bihari embrace, the god of love rises, they 
sport with vigour5.
Baynes reads nikuhja and giaha as separate units, and the second navala as referring to graha: ‘In a fresh 
grove, before a new home,’ However, nikuhja graha is more likely to be a compound (like kuhja mahala, 
see KM 21.4 and 87.1). I have interpreted navala as substantival use of the adj., referring to Krsna. The 
extended form navele is attested in S§ as referring to Krsna.
2madhya is a rather unexpected ppn. in this context. For a similar case see KM 66.2 (hathi kinnaii 
madhya).
3My translation is based on the reading la, suggested by MSS A, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC and RC (see 
variant 15); this reading is supported by a large number of relatively independent MSS and is 
semantically superior.
4The lion-waist of the heroine is a stock simile (cf. CP 43.3 and 71.6, see Snell 1991a, pp. 145 and 170).
5 The interpretation of arambhatl is problematic. NC and SMC analyse it as a rhyme form of arambha: 
surata jo  drsti ati sundara rati tiko arambha hai (NC); swati ka. prarambha hua (SMC), arabhati is also a 
style of dancing, a feature of the tandava dance (see Bose 1970, p. 11). Because of this it is analysed in 
Bharatiya sahglt parampara aur Svami Sri Haridas as a technical term, see Ranjan 1970, p. 22. NC 
interprets arabhati both as ‘beginning’ and as a ‘style of dancing’: surata sambhut arabhati nitya 
prarambha kame lagl. A more general meaning of arabhati, sahas ki manovrtti, is attested in SBBhK; my 
translation is based on this.
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The two are swinging standing on the swing1;
Moving fast2 and with all their force3, they hold4 the swing-ropes5 firmly;
From time to time the love6 of the way of secret7 joy and the groups of6 ragas and 
raginls swell;
Haridas’s sovereigns Syama and Kunjabihari are drawn out9 only by being coloured 
with love’s colour.
'NC, PC and RC interpret this pada metaphorically in the context of the couple’s love-sports: the swing 
stands for the couple’s bliss: ananda rupa dola (NC), or for their dlliance: surata hindora (PC), kaiata 
surata thathe(RCy, the handle - for their arms: bhuja dadi (NC), dadlpakarata gahi bhujamula (PC), bhuja 
dadipakaii (RC); raga is a metaphor for Krsna’s love, and ragini- for Radha’s: jo  raga saneha cdha piya 
la lagini calm piiyaju ki (NC), or for their words: bacana jutha ragina badhe (RC). Cf. notes 1 to KM 48,
1 to KM 61 and 3 to KM 88.
2This translation is based on the emendation ha/ha, suggested by MSS A, D, F, I, J, BR, RC; H and NC 
(see variant 2). There is strong manuscript evidence for this reading; moreover in this context hai is a 
lectio facilior, compared to ha. The commentaries are not unanimous in their interpretation of ha gata. NC 
and BC read it as referring to Radha’s favourable disposition: ha. ya bhati ghata bhalai (NC); svikrtiparak 
bhavo ko prakat karte hue (BC). This is evidently the meaning adopted by the scribes of MSS D, F, H, I, 
J and BR as well, since these MSS give the lectio facilior ghata rather than gata (see variant 3). I have 
followed the interpretation of RC and SMC: ha ha bolata gati visai (RC); purl gati ke sath peg bhar lahe 
hai (SMC). I have not been able to locate any further examples of lia and gati used together; however, I 
was told by S. B. Gosvaml that this combination must have originated from the common usage of the 
interj. ha when people swing high. SBBhK explains that ha is an interj. for stopping, rokne ya mana 
kame ke artha meprayukta ek avyay, which meaning might be related to the use of ha in the context of 
swinging.
31 have followed the commentaries in reading jaisi ba ja ke as connected with jora. Since jora is a m 
noun, the reading jaisau/jaiso of MSS D, F, H, I, J, RC and BR (see variant 5) would be grammatically 
superior. The choice of jais- rather than jitn- here is peculiar, since the context seems to require 
quantitative rather than qualitative sense.
4All the finite verbs in this verse: gahe, badhe and kaclhe can be analysed both as 3rd p. subj.-pres. and as 
m. pi. perf. ptcs.
5 For a discussion on dadi see note 6 to KM 61.
6It seems that formal rather than semantic considerations prevail in piiti ki rahasi rasa liti: the 
accumulation of rasa riti and piiti enhances the effect of the alliteration of r-, and the assonance of r-, s- 
and i
1 rahasi is open to interpretation. I have adhered to SMC and BC, which read rahasi as a synonym of 
rahasya ‘secret, mysterious; a secret, a mystery’ (see OHED): prem ki rahasyatmak ras-rit ke sath 
(SMC); ati nigurh rahasya ras ke...manobhavo ko (BC). lahasi could be interpreted also as a synonym of 
rasa (see OHED) or as ‘solitary place’ (see SBBhK).
8The majority of MSS: A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC and RC add the genitive postposition ke (see 
variant 20). However ke is of explanatory character and might have been a later interpolation.
9The commentaries gloss kadhe as a vi.: kadhe kaha ki saneha hi ki murti sukha rupa ho gaye (NC); 
mono rag me rag kar hi nikle hai (SMC). BC reads Sri yugal ke anga prem ke ranga se karha [sic] hue lag 
rahe hai. An intransitive meaning of kadh- is not attested. It is possible that the vi. was intended and 
kadhe is simply an accommodation for the rhyme.
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Kunjabihari swings on a swing;
On the other side1 [of] the passionate bridegroom of Radha2 is that skilful young 
darling;
3 She laughs tumultuously4 and stops5 not, though he restrains her 6; the dear one calls 
out in great distress;
Haridas’s sovereign Syama says: oh beloved, protect7 me now, I am entreating you, 
dear.
1 This translation is based on the reading om, suggested by MSS A, D, F, I, PH , NC and RC (see variant 
3), which is semantically superior in this context.
2I have followed BC in interpreting rasika mdha bara as referring to Krsna: dusri or rasik radhavar lal. In 
this way the amassing of five epithets of Radha would be avoided, and the m. lasika would be connected 
with its more natural referent. However, rasika radha bara could be read as applying to Radha as well; 
this is the gloss in PC, NC and SMC: dvatiya [sic] ora sii rasika svamini (PC); dusari ora lasika svamini 
mdha jo  maha§restha hai (NC); dusri or rasik-agraganya navalnagari dulati radhaji hai (SMC).
3 The interpretation of the third line is problematic. It is obvious from the readings rahata and hasata/hasata 
of MSS A, D, F, H, I, J, BR, PH, NC and RC (see variants 9 and 10), and from the reading bilabilati of 
MS RC (see variant 14) that there is a confusion as to who is the subject of which action in the line. The 
commentaries read Radha as the subject of rahati and hasati, and Krsna as the subject of bilabilata: rakhata 
kamita hidom [sic] piya tyau tyau jhulavati [sic] vama aha hasa puni kamta ati piya kamjorahi jam. 
bilabilai taba kahata piya (RC); M  radhaji kilal ke rokne par bhi nahirukti aw  has rahi hai, kintu priyatam 
unhe dekhkar atm'ho rahe hai (SMC); lal bar bar dhiregati lene Id prarthna kar rahe hai. priya muskarati 
hai (BC). However, this interpretation presents a narrative problem: why would Krsna want to stop the 
swing? The glosses of NC and BC attempt to elucidate the logic of the narrative. NC gives two possible 
explanations: the first one reads the swinging as a metaphor for the couple’s love-games, and here rakhata 
is interpreted as ‘to place’: piya [sic] anga anga paiidkhai pai rahata nihi...aru piya [sic] ati atum hai', the 
second explains that Krsna wants to stop the swing in order to look at Radha’s body: kati rupa dukula 
taba piya [sic] bhujamula gahike piiyaju kau badana dekhata hai. aiu kahata hai Id mad jhulau. BC 
suggests that the reason for Krsna’s entreaty is his worry that the delicate Radha would get tired: priya ki 
sukumarta anubhav kar lal ke pran chatpata rahe hai aur mkne ke lie anurodh karte hi ja  rahe hai.
4Most commentaries ignore kahakaha (kahe). The reading kahi of MSS D, BR and NC (see variants 11 
and 12) and the gloss of BC, k i  lalji bar bar kahte hai ki priya ab ki thahar jave, betray semantic 
confusion on the part of the scribes and the commentator, who evidently have read kaha as derived from 
the verb kah-, rather than from the Arabic [qahqaha] ‘a loud laugh; burst of laughter’ (see OHED).
5rasena lahati can be seen as another example of the idiomatic usage of transitive and intransitive forms 
of the same verb (cf. notes 8 to KM 57 and 5 to KM 97).
6Since MSS D, F, I, J, BR, NC and RC read rahata and ha(m)sata (see variants 9 and 10), they include 
the explanatory priya (see variant 13) probably in order to clarify the subject (see note 3).
7rasi haha is open to interpretation. My translation is similar to the gloss of PC and SMC: §n pyaii iakhi 
lehu (PC); mai ha-ha khata hu, ap mem raksa kare (SMC). RC renders haha as an inteij. of distress: 
kahata piya ha ha rasi nidana. NC and BC read rakhi as a vi.: syama...kahata ki an pyaii abake rakhi ha ha 
khata hau li. eka rahau (NC); hai priya ab to ap thorn ruk jave mai apki ha ha khate hue balaiya leta hiu 
(BC).
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What is this bad1 character2 of yours? When I meet you the dawn comes quickly;
In the twinkling of an eye, the sunset becomes daybreak3, it seems that [with the] first4 
[move] the game is finished5;
[Your] coming and going6 are burdensome7 [to me], [with] the [coming of the] sun8 [I] 
die;
Oh Haridas’s sovereign, now it is your responsibility9, I adjure you, how much10 
happiness is going.
1 chiya in similar context appears in KM 25.3 and 62.4, cf. notes 7 to KM 25 and 12 to KM 62. The 
commentaries interpret chiya as related to chi: yaha chiya batahaiyakau chadau (NC); apka kaisa svabhav 
hai, chih chih (SMC); apka yah kaisa svabhav hai hay hay (BC).
2About the use of prnkrti in KM see note 6 to KM 14.
3The form paha \pmbha-] ‘dawn’ is attested in SBBhK,
4The commentaries interpret pahilias theppn. (ke/se) pahle ‘before; earlier (than)’ (see OHED): khel ka 
prarambha hone se pahle (SMC); khel ke pahle hi (BC). The f. ending of pahili can be explained 
grammatically, but not semantically with the f. noun sahimata: the translation ‘the first checkmate comes’ 
would raise a question about the other checkmates. For this reason I have supplied the f. noun cala 
‘movement’, which would account for the f. form pahili.
5Literally: ‘it is checkmate’, c f note 5 to KM 81.
6 avata jata is open to interpretation. The only other occurrence of avata jata (in KM 8.1) does not help to 
establish its meaning here with any certainty. The commentaries explain the intended meaning in different 
ways: NC analyses it as referring to Radha’s changes of disposition: avata jata kaha ki jo  bahuta jatanani 
kari tau tuma kau prasanna karai. aiu naika tumharau mana jaba kipa Id om pmsannata mai avata. am jaba 
neka anga [sic] chuvau am aprasannata bhai. am tumhamu mana mere augunana me jata so ghaii ghari ke 
msane pahara manavata jata. BC reads avata as referring to Krsna and jata - to RSdha: jaise mai ap ke 
samip ata hu vaise hi ap apne man ko hata led hai. SMC glosses unhelpfully: yaha ana aurjana.
7bhamu as a fonn of bhaiiis attested in S6, and the phrase bhaii parna ‘to outweigh; to be burdensome’ 
is given in OHED. Similar is the interpretation of the commentaries: so yaha dukha ati bharau parau 
(NC); bhaiiparta hai (SMC); mere ko itna bhaiiparta hai yarn dukh hota hai (BC). Haynes reads bhamu 
as a form of bhom ‘daybreak’: ‘[And when] dawn has come’.
8The interpretation of pitau is problematic: pitu as ‘sun’ is attested in H&S. NC and BC read it as 
‘flower’, a meaning quoted in SBBhK: pitau mam jata. kaha ki phula ananda kau kumalaya jata (NC); 
jaise puspa kumhla raha ho is pmkar mera man susta par raha hai (BC). SMC glosses pitau with urnaga 
‘height of feeling, strong desire’ (see OHED): umaga samapta hojati hai. It is not clear if the authors of 
SMC have derived this meaning from pitu ‘fire’ (see H§S) or from piiti ‘love’ (see OHED).
Haynes translates pitau as ‘yellow’, referring to the colour of the day: ‘with the [first] yellow I wilt’.
9SMC reads mathai as a shortened form of mathe paina ‘to be the responsibility o f  (see OHED), and 
trana as representative of trana tor- ‘to sacrifice’: iska dayitva apke hi mathe hai, balihaii hai (SMC). 
Similar is die interpretation of NC tumhare mathai tma hai tumahi kahau kitau sukha jata hai. Since I have 
not been able to locate an expression which connects mathai and trana, I have followed these 
commentaries in interpreting them as two separate units and abridged versions of the above-mentioned 
collocations. BC glosses mathai as applied to Krsna, and the whole phrase as an expression of humility 
and veneration: apke samaksak mem mastak tmvat avanathai.
l0kitauka\ see note 1 to KM 66.
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The beautiful1 pair2, the two young people, having emerged from the dense wood were 
standing;
Body resides in the body, mind shines in the mind3, beauty grows in both directions, 
like lightning emerged from a thick cloud;
4Mohana [*s voice] is deep and low, it seems5 that from the words of the beloved the 
sound of the cuckoo is produced;
Haridas’s sovereigns are Syama and Kunjabihari, can there be anyone whose thoughts 
are fixed elsewhere?6.
1The form kavini is not attested. The reading kavani of MSS A, D, I, J, BR, PH, NCP and RC (see 
variant 3) is given in SBBhK.
2This translation is based on the reading juga, suggested by MSS F, H, J and NC (see variant 2), which 
avoids the tautology juva - baisa kisora.
3Haynes reads Sobha as the subject of basata and lasata: ‘Great beauty dwells in [their] bodies [and] 
shines in the hearts of both’. All the commentaries analyse tana as the subject of basata (and mam of 
lasata): tanamai tana mam mai mana milavata (PC); tana me tana basata. kaha ki anga me anga mila lahe 
hai. mana mana me lasata kaha ki mana mana douna ke eka ruci liye milike lasata hai (NC); ek dusre ke 
anga se anga evain man se man samSlesta hai(BC).
4The interpretation of this line is problematic. Both BC and NC read kokila as referring to Krsna, rather 
than as a simile for Radha’s voice: bidita pika bani kaha ki so plya [sic] rupa kokila nitya basanta ritu 
anga anga kipraphullita cahata hai...lala ju bolata hai. so mano kokila piiyaju ke bacana is bacana upajata 
hai (NC); yadyapi nayak sahas bhati avaz hai par is samay aise kokila saman bol rahe hai mano Sri piiya 
ju bol rahi hai (BC).
5MSS A, I and RC read badata ‘speak’ (see variant 25). This is a semantically superior reading, because 
it supplies a referent for gahara gambhlra', it also avoids the tautology caused by the interpolation of 
manau/ °o/°o in MSS D, F, J, NCM and BR (see variant 28). However, there is not enough manuscript 
evidence for this emendation, and badata seems to be a lectio facilior compared to bidita.
6Literally: ‘Who is such a person, whose mind is fixed somewhere else?’ This translation is based on the 
omission of matai, suggested by MSS F, H, J, BR and NCM (see variant 43). The addition of mate 
(presumably a rhyming form of mata) ‘opinion, view; feeling; system of opinions; doctrine; persuasion; 
sect, party’ (see OHED) seems to be an irenic hypercorrection. The form anatai/°ai ‘elsewhere’, required 
for the rhyme is attested in SBBhK.
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Chapter VI
A stadai siddhanta and Kelimal:
Text in a singing tradition
The symbiosis of Haridas’s padas with a singing tradition has already been 
mentioned in the chapter on textual criticism. Given the present lack of data on the oral 
tradition, however, this thesis has concentrated primarily on the analysis of the written 
text. However, some musicological work on the HS has already been done, Saksena’s 
(1990, pp. 163-204) description of the samaja in the HS being the most notable 
example. The current research of another ethno-musicologist, Selina Thielemann, 
should at last provide the rasikas of the rasika sampradaya of Haridas with an 
exhaustive musical analysis.
I argued that Haridas’s padas are affiliated to a singing tradition for three reasons: 
the connection of the verses with a raga; the inclusion of a chapa (bhanita); and the lack 
of any apparent metrical structure (except the almost totally regular four-line 
arrangement), suggesting association with the musical style of dhrupada. This chapter 
will provide a close, albeit non-musicological analysis of these three elements.
1. Ragas in AstadaS siddhanta and K elim al
The only organising principle of AS and KM is the raga distribution of the padas. 
The structural function of the ragas is evidently very formalised since in most 
manuscripts a new numbering sequence begins with each ragah
All the MSS agree (with a few deviations) in how they assign ragas to padas, more 
or less following the raga sahkhya kavitta2 quoted by MSS BR and RC1:
prathama raga kanhare me hsa sukha isa ban, 
balsa kedare majhu sarasa rasa rasa me; 
baraha kalyana gyaraha saranga sura bandhana, 
daia hai bibhasa dvai bilabala prakasa mai; 
atha hai malara dvai gauda malara pahca hai vasanta 
gaun chai nata dvai bilasa mai.
The exceptions are:
1. MS F gives KM 105 twice: in raga Kanharau and in raga Gauri;
2. MS F substitutes Vibhasa with Vilavala;
3. MS H enumerates KM 96 under Malara rather than Gaura malara.
1 Unlike KM and AS Hit Harivamsa’s Caurasipad has serial numbering 1 to 84. R. Snell speculates that 
this might have been due to the ‘meaningful’ significance of 84 as a sacred number (personal 
communication).
2It is worth noticing that an analogous raga sahkhya kavitta is included in some MSS of the CaurasI pad. 
As is the case with Haridas’s vani, this kavitta does not appear in the earliest existent MSS of 
HarivamSa’s vani (Snell 1991a, p. 313).This suggests that in both instances the raga sahkhya kavitta 
must have had a descriptive rather than a prescriptive character.
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4. There is little agreement about the raga assignment of KM 109: MSS I, J and BR 
group it under raga Nata, MS H under raga Vibhasa and the remaining MSS under raga 
Gauri. Even MS RC1, which quotes the kavitta, does not follow its specification 
(including KM 109 under raga Gauri rather than Nata, it reduces the number of Nata 
padas to one).
5. MS BR assigns the last five padas of AS to raga Varari, and PH to raga 
Kanharau, instead of the standard Kalyana.
The raga groupings do not show any thematic or textual coherence except for the 
padas with springtime and monsoon context, which are in ragas Vasanta and 
Malara/Gaura malara respectively. These are KM 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 95 for Malara; 96, 
97 for Gaura malara and KM 98, 99, 100, 101, 102 for Vasanta. However, most of the 
padas connected with Holland Hindora are allocated to different raga groups: KM 48 to 
Kedarau, KM 61 to Kalyana, KM 75 to Saranga, KM 84 to Vibhasa, KM 88 to 
Malara, KM 105, 107, 108 to Gauri.
In four padas the name of the raga to which the stanzas have been assigned appears 
in the niula itself (the spelling follows MS G):
KM 32.3 sruti ghuri raga kedarau jamyau, adharati nisard ro susa;
KM 52.3 nrtata jugala kisora jubati jana mana mili raga kedarau macyau;
KM 89.4 sriharidasa ke svami syama ke mili gavata jamyau raga malara kisaura 
kisorani.
KM 106.1 navala nikuhja graha navala agai navala bina madhya raga gauri thati.
In a number of padas there is a connection between time references and raga:
1. KM 33 and 47 are associated with a night context and are assigned to the ‘night’ 
raga Kedarau;
2. KM 76 and 77, and 86 and 87 have subject matter connected with the morning 
time and are allocated to the ‘morning’ ragas Vibhasa and Vilavala.
However, this explicit correspondence in temporal association between subject 
matter and ragas is the exception rather than the rule.
From the data it seems that in regard to raga sequence and pada arrangement within 
the raga units there were at least two ‘musical compilations’ of Haridas’s vani: MSS H 
and BI give a completely different order (from the remaining MSS) of ragas and 
stanzas.
The raga sequence in H and BI is not identical but is quite similar. They both start 
with Vibhasa, followed by Vilavala, then BI continues with: Vasanta, Saranga, Malara, 
Gauri, Nata and Gaura malara, and H enumerates: Saranga, Nata, Malara, Gaura malara, 
Vasanta, Gauri. Both H and BI finish the sequence with Kalyana, Adano, Kanharau 
and Kedarau. The order of ragas in the rest of the MSS is almost reversed: starting with 
Kanharau, followed by Kalyana and finishing with Nata.
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The usual context in which ragas constitute a coherent sequence is that of the literary 
ragamala. But the ragamala texts consulted do not match Haridas’s poetry.3
Very different is the result when one applies to the sequence of ragas in AS and 
KM the ‘time theory’ in Indian music, which associates the performance of ragas with 
particular times of day and night4. There is no general agreement regarding the details of 
the time theory among different gharanas but the following extract5 from the table 
quoted by Swarup (1933, pp. 175-177) reflects widely accepted views:
Table 6
Ragas in accordance with the time of the day
Time
Dawn to early morning
Earlier part of the morning
Latter part of the morni ng
Midday
Evening, dusk
Earlier part of the evening
Latter part of the evening
Midnight
Late after midnight
Names of ragas
Vibhasa
Bilavala
Asavari
Saranga
Gauri
Kalyana
Kidara
Darbari kanhra 
Adana
Malar
Nata
Basanta
The sequence of ragas in AS conforms completely to this theory: the first ragas in 
the AS are the ‘morning’ ragas Vibhasa and Vilavala, followed by Asavari (latter part 
of the morning) and the ‘evening’ raga Kalyana (or Kanharau).
The sequence of ragas in KM is more problematic. The order of ragas in MS H fits 
this theory perfectly: starting with the ‘morning’ ragas Vibhasa and Vilavala, continuing
3The texts consulted are: Sangita~makaranda,CatvarimSatchata-raga-nimpanain by Narada, Sangita- 
Narayana by Mammata, Raga daipana by Soma Svara Deva, Ragamala by Kallinatha, Raga-Mala by 
Mesakama, Raga-taiangini by Locana, Raga-vivodha by Somanatha, Sahgita-darpana by Damodara 
MiSra and Anupa-sahglt-ankuSa by Bhavabhatta (see Gangoly, 1948; the spelling of the work and their 
authors follows Gangoly).
4For the time theory see: Popley 1921, pp. 62-63; Bandopadhyaya 1950, pp. 47-50; Strangways 1989, 
pp. 151-180; Danielou 1968; Gangoly 1948; Kauftnann 1968; Swarup 1933, pp. 175-177.
5In this extract I have included only the ragas which occur in KM or AS. The names of the ragas are as 
given by the author.
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with the ‘noon’raga Saranga, the ‘evening’ ragas Gauri and Kalyana and finishing with 
the ‘night’ ragas Adano, Kanharau and Kedarau. The three seasonal ragas Malara, 
Gaura malara and Vasanta are positioned in the middle of this sequence, which does not 
conflict with the time theory because there is no agreement about the time with which 
these ragas should be connected. MS BI largely conforms to this theory, starting with 
the ‘morning’ raga Vibhasa, continuing with Saranga, Gauri, Kalyana, Adano, 
Kanharau and Kedarau. The only deviation from the expected pattern is that Vibhasa is 
repeated twice and raga Gauri is situated between Vibhasa 1 and 2. Much more difficult 
is to find any logic in the ‘standard’ order of ragas in KM. ragas connected with the 
same time seem still to be grouped together, but the sequence starts with the ‘night, 
evening’ ragas Kanharau, Kedarau and Kalyana, goes through the ‘noon’ raga Saranga 
to reach the ‘morning’ ragas Vibhasa and Vilavala and again return to ‘evening, night’ 
ragas Gauri and Nata.
The close association of the sequence of ragas in some MSS of Haridas’s lyrical 
verses with the times of day and night may indicate that the ragas were allocated to the 
text in order to apportion it for the purposes of astayama seva6, the worship of the deity 
through the various watches of the 4-hour period. This might also explain the relative 
uniformity of the MSS in the order and distribution of ragas.
The MSS also largely agree on the order of stanzas within the different raga groups. 
The major exceptions again appear in MSS H and BI, especially with regard to the 
sequence of stanzas under the heading of raga Kanharau. It seems that the most feasible 
explanation for this is the fact that Kanharau is the largest raga unit. It is likely that in 
oral transmission, which requires memorization of the text, this would be the unit with 
the highest number of deviations because of its length.
In his analysis of the textual history of Namdev’s songs Callewaert (1989, p. 107) 
speaks of an interesting connection between the regularity of the raga and the 
‘authenticity of the songs’: ‘It appears that those songs which show some irregularity as 
far as the rag [sic] is concerned, are often less ‘authentic’ from the point of view of 
occurrence in Mss., of order and of variants’. It seems that all differences in the raga 
assignments in the MSS appear in the same ‘problematic zones’ of the texts:
1. MS F omits KM 87 and 96. MS H follows F in not including 87, and changes 
the raga of 96 from Gaura malara to Malara. Both padas 87 and 96 are at the 
end/beginning of raga units which makes both lacunae and conforming to the raga of 
the previous group easy.
6Saksena (1990, p. 177) asserts that the acaiyas of the HS are characteristically so absorbed in the nitya 
vihara that they cannot perform astayama seva, which requires strict awareness of time; indeed the 
tradition claims that this was the reason why Biharinidas handed over the service of the murti of Bake 
Biharl to Jagannath. But although, this statement might be true of the sadhus it is hardly applicable to the 
gosvamis o f the sect.
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2. KM 109 presents most problems with its raga allocation. Grouping it under ragas 
Nata, Vibhasa or Gauri, the MSS agree on their disagreement about the raga assignation 
of this pada. None of the ragamalas seems to suggest any connection between these 
three ragas.
3. The ‘problem zone’ in AS is after AS 13, where MSS BR, C, F insert extra 
padas, and MSS BR and PH change the raga, substituting Varari and Kanharau for 
Kalyana.
2. The chapa in AstadaS siddhanta and K elim al
The role of the chapa in the syntax of the last line is a question which deserves careful 
consideration. Unlike a great number of padas where the syntactic connection of the chapa 
is very loose and open to different interpretations (see Hawley 1988, pp. 277-278 for 
Surdas, Entwistle 1993 for Kevalram7, Snell 1991a, p. 112-113 for Hit Harivamga), the 
chapa in most of Haridas’s padas, although frequently problematic, is an integral part of the 
syntax of the last line. The chapa in KM poems usually follows the widely spread pattern 
‘X’s lord Y’, whereby Y is represented by Haridas’s preferred epithets for Radha and 
Krsna, syama and kuhjabihari (just as Mira, for example, most often calls her lord giridhara 
nagara). Moreover the chapa haridasa ke svam l syama kuhjabihari may have been the 
origin of Haridas’s title, svaml, which differentiates him from his namesakes in Indian 
cultural history.
The general model of the chapa in KM is haridasa ke svaml syama kuhjabihari, in 
which Haridas’s name is anchored to the rest of the signature by a genitive ppn. Unlike 
KM, the most common pattern of the chapa in AS is constituted by Haridas’s name and a 
bhanita verb of ‘authoring’: kahi haridasa. Rarely kahi is replaced by a vocative: suni 
haridasa. However, there are a few padas in KM which follow the model of AS: KM 65 
(kahi haridasa); KM 9, 10, 19, 99 (suni haridasa) and vice versa - AS 2, 3, 12 adhere to the 
version of the chapa in KM. Presumably this difference between the chapas in the two texts 
is determined by their different subject-matter; the ‘kahi X’ pattern is more common with 
padas of didactic character, which expound general bhakti doctrines (cf. for example Kabir).
The chapa in KM presents many more problems and uncertainties than that in AS. 
Unlike AS it shows a large number of variant readings. Therefore it would be useful to see 
what the variations of the general model are, and in what kind of semantic contexts they 
appear8.
7There is no discussion of the chapa in Entwistle, but almost any poem would serve as an example of the
loose syntactic connection.
sFull listing o f the chapa in AS and KM, following the scheme suggested here, is given in appendix IV.
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handasa ke svami svama kuhiabihan
The majority of verses show a chapa which includes both syama and kuhjabihari. 
Roughly we can divide this type into the following categories:
1. chapa as an integral part of the syntax of the line:
1.1 Both syama and kuhjabihari exercising the same syntactic function (subject/object, 
part of attributive construction);
1.2 syama m d kuhjabihari exercising different syntactic functions (addressee/subject/ 
object, part of attributive construction).
2. Formulaic use of the chapa.
The above categorisation cannot be precise since the different types merge (this is 
especially true of 1.2 and 2; the examples of these two categories are listed according to the 
highly subjective choice exercised in the translation; the notes which discuss the alternative 
interpretations are also quoted). The division is further complicated by the readings of the 
different MSS, although it is worth mentioning that this model of the chapa shows less 
manuscriptal variation (compared to the following two models). The most common variant 
is the alternative syama for syama in MS H.
The typical speaker of the last line is a sakhi, and the context of the padas is description 
of the beauty of Syama and Kuhjabihari or of their activities: dance, love-play, swinging, 
playing Holi etc., and eulogy of their qualities. In some cases (KM 8, 14, 39, 44, 64) the 
last line reports the union of the two after Radha’s display of mana presented in the 
previous three lines.
The model discussed above has a variation in which only syama or syama is present. 
This deviation shows a large number of manuscript variants aimed at ‘correcting’ it to the 
commonest model, even if this emendation would turn the chapa into a mere formula. This 
is especially true of padas where the chapa quotes only syama (particularly if it is followed 
by kuhjabihari), which is repeatedly ‘corrected’ to syama. MSS C, F and NC are most 
persistent in this change, but it also occurs often in MSS A, D, J and RC.
haridasa ke svami svama (.kuhiabihan ) fkahata)
The chapa variation which reads syama, usually occurs when he is the subject of the 
last line. (There is only one example in which syama is an addressee, and two examples of 
his being an object.) There are two main patterns:
1. haridasa ke svami syama (kuhjabihari) followed by kahata. This pattern can include 
or exclude kuhjabihati.
2. haridasa ke svami syama kuhjabihari not followed by kahata; it typically includes 
kuhjabihari after syama.
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The usual context of the padas where Syama is the subject of the last line is either mana 
or eulogy of Radha. The one example of a vocative is addressed by Radha to Krsna, and the 
two instances of his being an object in the last line are in observations made by sakhls.
haridasa ke svami svama
Similar variation of the chapa includes only syama, sometimes followed by 
(kuhja)biharini: KM 75, 85, 91, 97. Again this variation shows a relatively high number of 
manuscript variants (but not as high as in the previous section), mainly concerning the 
interpolation of kuhjabihari or the transformation of (kuhja)biharini to kuhjabihari (imitating 
again the commonest form of the chapa). Note also the already mentioned substitution of 
syama by syama in MS H.
The great majority of cases quoting this variation of the chapa show Syama as the object 
of the sentence or as an addressee. In limited examples she is also the subject. An 
interesting problem in this variation of the chapa, created by Haridas’s characteristic usage 
of m. nouns with f. referents (see III 6.1.7 and note 1 to KM 55), concerns the identity of 
the referent of haridasa ke svami9. In a few examples it seems that it applies to Krsna 
(rather than to Syama), and he then becomes the subject of the action (KM 15, 89, 105).
The typical speaker in the line is a sakhi (or sometimes Krsna) who extols Radha’s 
qualities, tries to appease her, or announces her union with Krsna after her sulking.
haridasa ke svami
The last of the variations of the main model of Haridas’s chapa does not include either 
syama (syama) or kuhjabihaii, but reads only haridasa ke svami. Some of the MSS (most 
conspicuously NC, C and J) have again tried to tailor this variation to the commonest 
model.
The question about the identity of the referent of haridasa ke svami was raised in the 
discussion of the chapa variant haridasa ke svami syama. Here too it is sometimes rather 
uncertain whether svami refers to Radha, to Krsna or to both.
The general context suggests that the referent of svami in KM 82 and 98 is Krsna, in 
KM 109 and KM 102 (?) Radha, in KM 18 the two of them. KM 62 presents an identity 
problem: evidently the referent is singular, but it could be either Krsna or Radha. In all of 
these verses (apart from KM 109) the speaker in the last line is a sakhi.
There are three cases in KM in which the seal of the author is completely different: KM 
21.4 reads haridasijori; KM 106 - rasada sri haridasa bihari, and KM 25 has no chapa, but
9In view of this problem I have translated svami with the gender-free ‘sovereign’.
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mentions Haridas’s name in its second line and Kunjabihari’s name in its first line, thus 
making Haridas a participant in the events described in the pada.
This example also raises the question of Haridas’s role in these verses. It was 
mentioned above that the last line is often an observation made by a sakhi However, one 
could equally say that this conclusive comment is made by the poet himself, and that his 
personality merges into the personality of a sakhi This is evident from 1st p. stanzas like 
KM 3, and especially in verses (like KM 25) where the poet becomes a participant in the 
action of the poem. A further example of this kind is KM 10, where Krsna asks Haridas to 
intercede with Radha for him.
3. Svaml Haridas and dhrupada
3.1 The name of Svaml Haridas has been listed among the greatest dhrupada 
musicians10, and his verses have been unanimously classified as dhrupadasn . Since this 
categorisation has been accepted as an axiom without any attempt to prove it, it is 
important to critically examine the definition of dhrupada and its relevance for Haridas’s 
stanzas.
As Delvoye (1983, p. 87) points out, the term dhrupada (dhruvapada: dhruva 
‘structured, fixed’ and pada ‘word, syllable’) applies both to a type of poetical 
composition set to music, and to a classical style of Hindustani music. Here I focus on 
the characteristics of the ‘poetical genre’ of dhrupada; the reader interested in the 
dhrupada musical style is referred to Srivastava 1980 and Brhaspati 1976.
3.2 Since the ‘genre’ of dhrupada appeared in the age of bhakti12, the earliest 
dhrupadas were of devotional character, and more specifically were dedicated to Visnu 
(Srivastava 1980, pp. 21-22). Srivastava (loc. cit.) differentiates between visnupada13 
(the early devotional dhrupadas), which gave rise to haveli (temple) dhrupada, and their 
derivatives, the darbarl (court) dhrupadas, which included non-devotional themes as 
well, i.e. praise of chivalrous deeds of kings and patrons, descriptions of nayakas and 
nayikas etc. Delvoye (1987, p. 38) makes a further observation with regard to the 
subject-matter of dhrupada, noticing that ‘many dhrupada texts are connected, directly 
or indirectly, to music and dance’.
10‘The most important names that figure among the dhrupada singers of the past are those of Nayaka 
Gopala I, Nayaka Gopala n, Nayaka Baiju, Nayaka Baksu, Tanasena, Svaml Haridasa and Ibrahim Adil 
Shah [sic]’ (Srivastava 1980, p. 119).
11 Perhaps this has been so readily assumed because the term dhrupada occurs in KM 67.2: dhum 
dhurapada apara..
12It is worth noticing, however, that the history of dhrupada can be traced back to the prabandha of the 
13th century (Thielemann 1995, p. 24).
13Gosvami (1966, p. 465) opposes visnupada and dhrupada, stating that text, and hence metre, is of 
primary importance to the former, and music to the latter. This makes dhrupada free of metrical 
restrictions.
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Both of Haridas’s works, the KM and the AS, have an exclusively devotional 
character and can be identified as anthologies of visnupadasH: KM is dedicated to the 
love-play of Krsna (Kunjabihari) and his consort Radha (Syama), and AS expounds 
general doctrines of Visnu bhakti. This makes the subject-matter of Haridas’s poetry 
congruent with that of the early dhrupadas.
To follow up Delvoye’s observation on the contents of dhrupada, there are several 
padas in KM whose topic is connected with music and dance: Haridas makes an 
apparently well-informed use of terminology connected with vocal and instrumental 
music and dancing. However, the text of KM is extremely obscure and complex, and 
the specific meaning of some of the terms used by Haridas (alaga laga, tirapa etc.) has 
been lost. He mentions various instruments: string instruments like rababa15 (KM
48.3), bina/a (KM 61.2, 87.3, 106.1) and kinnaii (KM 66.2, 67.1); percussion 
instruments: mrdahga (KM 14.2, 33.3, 61.2, 67.1, 96.2), dapha (KM 19.1); wind 
instruments: inwall (KM 18.2, 52.1, 56.1), bamsi (KM 99.3); and idiophones: tala 
(KM 19.1, 48.3). Kelimal is also an abundant source of technical terms connected with 
dancing: alaga laga (KM 2.2), sudhahga KM (33.2), rasa (KM 52.1, 94.1), tandava, 
lasa (KM 60.3) are evidently different kinds of dance steps. Haridas uses also dance 
mnemonics, tatathei (KM 30.4, 60.2), and terminology referring to gesture: ahgahara 
KM 67.4, abhine (KM 94.1) and tempo: ikaguna, duguna, tiguna, catwagauna (KM
82.4). His references to vocal music terminology testify again that he was an 
experienced singer: he not only mentions musical modes, ragas and raginis in general, 
but also enumerates specific representatives: raga kedarau (KM 32.3, 52.3), raga malara 
(KM 89.4), raga garni (KM 106.1). In these cases, the raga is selected according to the 
prescribed requirements to fit the general context (temporal or seasonal) of the verse 
(see section on ragas). Haridas distinguishes between the verbs alap- ‘to sing a prelude’ 
(KM 14.1, 96.2) andga- ‘to sing’ (general meaning) (KM 12.1, 19.1, 32.4, 66.2, 87.3, 
89.4, 102.3); he talks about iruti ‘microtonal intervals’ (KM 32.3, 52.3), sura ‘notes’ 
(KM 65.2), sapta ‘octave’ (KM 33.4), tara ‘upper register’ (KM 65.2), mandra Tower 
register’ (KM 65.2) and tana ‘melodic figures formed by combining the notes’ (KM 
94.2).
3.3 Three of the earliest16 Sanskrit and Persian accounts of dhrupada, 
Bhavabhatta’s Anupa-sangita ratnakara17 (Delvoye 1983, p. 90), Faqirullah’s Rag 
darpan (Palanltkar 1986, p. 38) and Mirza Khan’s Tuhfat-ul-Hind (Delvoye 1987, p. 
35) state clearly that the language of dhrupada is madhyadesiya/de£i/bhaldia (i.e. Braj
14The labelling of Haridas’s padas as visnupadas involves the identification of Krsna with the eighth 
avatara of Visnu. Although this is a generally accepted view in Visnuism, it is only partially supported 
by the Haridasi sampradaya, which distinguishes between Krsna of Braj, who is an avatara of Visnu, and 
Haridas’s istadeva, Krsna ofVrindaban, who is no avatara but eternal; cf. I 1.4.
15The terms are quoted in the spelling of MS G.
16The three cited treatises were written in the 17th century (Delvoye 1987, pp. 35-36).
17Both in the name and terms used in this Sanskrit work I have given spellings with inherent -a.
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Bhasa)18. Delvoye (1983, p. 91) calls attention to the choice of vocabulary in dhrupada, 
with Persian and Sanskrit borrowings, which in her view proves the importance of the 
poetic aspect of these compositions.
The language of Haridas’s verses is Braj Bhasa. With its relatively large number of 
Persio-Arabic borrowings19, it also confirms Delvoye’s point about the high percentage 
of loan-words in dhrupada.
3.4 Abu-1-Fazl, Faqirullah, Mirza Khan and Bhavabhatta specify also the structure 
and prosodic features of dhrupada: it consists of four20 units21; it typically has no 
metrical structure22, but has a final rhyme23, often based on homonyms. Thus the 
dhrupada belongs to the visama-chanda24 (irregular metre) category of prosody 
(Delvoye 1987, p. 37).
All the padas included in KM and AS consist of 4 lines (apart from KM 33, which 
has 8 lines). Typically the lines of one and the same verse have different length (e.g. 
KM 8: 16-42-26-37 matras; KM 30: 12-24-33-55 matras; KM 41: 21-19-25-47 matras; 
KM 51: 20-32-33-61 matras etc.), and have no identifiable metrical structure25. Lastly, 
all padas of Haridas’s corpus have an end-rhyme, which is often based on repetition or 
homonyms (for example: kau AS 4, kau AS 7.2/3/4, kou AS 15; lage KM 2.1/2, tai/°e 
KM 24, so KM 25, susa KM 32, ho/°au pyari KM 35, jo  lisi dehu KM 36, jata KM 
40.1/3/4, dai KM 45, gal KM 47, aura k i aurai KM 54.2/3/4, syama KM 56, rahyau 
KM 61.1/2/3, sau KM 70, °bhava KM 76, sudesa KM 77, lagati KM 85.1/3, nyare 
KM 86, dou jana KM 93, mahiKM  99.2/3, so/°au KM 101, kau KM 102, ./ate KM 
109, tai/°e KM 110.1/2/3).
18Bhavabhatta’s definition mentions Sanskrit also, but as Srivastava points out no dhrupada has yet been 
found in Sanskrit (1980, p. 20). Srivastava also notes that modem Hindi and other modern Indo-Aryan 
languages have started to make their way into this genre (Ibid, p. 21).
19See EI3.
20It is often noted that the four lines correspond to the four melodic elements (dhatu) of dhrupada: sthayl, 
antara, sahcaii and abhoga. However, Srivastava (1980, p. 18) shows that in the early period (before the 
19th century) dhrupada had only three dhatus viz. udgraha, antara and abhoga..
21 ‘dhuipada [sic] consists of four rhythmic lines’ (Ain-i-Akbaii, 1596-97, in Delvoye 1987, p. 34);
‘dhurpada [consists] of four misra-s’ (Rag darpan in Delvoye 1987, p. 35); ‘dhrupada is constituted of 
four tnk-s’ (Tuhfat-ul-Hind in Delvoye 1987, p. 35); ‘[When dhruvapada] is composed in four feet like 
this, known as udgraha, dhruvaka and abhoga (the last one being split into two sections) it is uttama (high 
class) dhruvapada’ (Anupa-sahgita ratnakaia in Delvoye 1987, p. 36).
22dhrupada is ‘without any definite prosodical length of words or syllables’ (Ain-i-Akban in Delvoye 
1987, p. 34); the restrictions of metre (chanda) are of no importance for dhrupada (Rag darpan in 
Palanltkar 1986, p. 39); dhrupada ‘is a composition not in verse but rhymed’ (Tuhfat-ul-Hind in Delvoye 
1987, p. 35).
2^dhrupada‘has anuprasa (rhyme) or yamaka (repetition of words giving a different meaning each time) at 
the end of each foot’ (Anupa sangita ratnakara in Delvoye 1987, p. 36).
24Srivastava (1980, p. 20) specifies that in dhnipada the number of aksaias per line may range from 15 
to 60. She asserts that since the number of syllables in each line is different, in order to keep the number 
of matras (beats) constant in all the lines, the dhrupada singer would pronounce the aksaras of the long 
lines in their diminutive forms (laghu aksaras). Brhaspati (1959, p. 9) explains that the aksaras of the 
short lines are pronounced with a drawl (krsya).
25An exception to this is KM 99 which shows the regular metrical structure of sarasl chanda (see 
introductory note to the translation of KM 99).
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This analysis suggests that in both content and form Haridas’s verses demonstrate 
the characteristics of dhrupada text-songs. Whereas features like the use of Braj, 
devotional subject-matter, a four-line-structure and final rhyme are not exclusive to 
dhrupada and hence cannot be conclusive, taken by themselves, the combination of their 
aggregate with the absence of metre is clearly indicative of dhrupada. The analysis of 
the definition of dhrupada and its application to Haridas’s verses thus confirms the 
classification of his poetical compositions as dhivpadas.
Conclusions
The importance of raga distribution as the only organising principle in the corpus of 
Haridas’s padas demonstrates their affiliation with a singing tradition (indeed it is 
indicative that 15 out of 16 MSS specify the raga allocation of the verses). The order of 
ragas in the MSS suggests two ‘musical compilations’. One of them, represented by 
MSS H and BI, follows a sequence of ragas which broadly conforms to the traditional 
‘time theory’. The other does not seem to comply with any specific logic, but might 
have been determined by the requirements of the astayama service. Neither of the 
‘compilations’ follow any accepted raga-mala sequence. The text corroborates 
Callaewart’s observation that the regularity of ragas is linked with the authenticity of the 
songs.
The use of bhanita or chapa is again symptomatic of association with singing 
practice. Though commonly a label of a tradition rather than of one poet in bhakti, the 
chapa can nevertheless be of importance for establishing authorship (even if only as 
negative argument; for example it is worth noticing that all the bheta padas in MS BI 
actually carry the chapa of Mohinidas rather than Svaml Haridas26).
Typically, the chapa is an integral part of the syntax of the line in Haridas’s poetry, 
largely following two main models. The ‘verb of authoring’ model prevails in AS due 
to its didactic character; the ‘X’s lord Y’ pattern is most prominent in KM. The latter is 
subject to more variations than the former, and suggests the merging of the personality 
of the poet with that of a sakhi.
The last section of this chapter attempts critically to analyse the hitherto 
axiomatic association of Svaml Haridas with dhrupada. The examination of the oldest 
available definitions of dhrupada as a poetic composition and the characteristic features 
of Haridas’s verses has confirmed the affinity between the two.
26Cf. appendix II.
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Legend to tables 7. 8 and 9
The first column gives the ‘standard number’, which is the number of the stanzas generally accepted 
in printed editions; in analogy, std. raga is the raga heading under which the relevant pada would appear 
in printed editions. Other ragas are quoted in the column of the corresponding MS only when it is in 
disagreement with the ‘standard’. A number showing the order of ragas in MS H is shown at the 
beginning of each raga unit. A question mark indicates that the raga in this instance has not been 
specified. In all MSS only the first pada of a sequence bears the raga name; on the basis of the raga 
sahkhya kavitta and for lack of any further evidence, the admittedly large assumption has been made that 
all the stanzas before the beginning of the next sequence still belong to the same unit.
The table also shows the numbering system in the different MSS. Numbers are usually quoted only 
at the end and beginning of raga sequences and whenever they differ from what is expected. Exceptions 
to this are MS H and BI, for which all numbers are given because of their great divergence from the 
‘standard’. A second number in brackets shows the continuous sequence of padas through the whole text 
as opposed to the sequence in the particular raga unit. It is given only for the MSS in which it is quoted.
MS NC does not specify ragas.
Table 7
Concordance showing raga and stanza order for AS
BR PH A  B C D E F G I J B I
3 
1 
2
4
raga ?
Std. Std.
No . raga
1 Vibhasa
2
3
4
5 Vilavala
6 Asavari
7
8
9
10
11
12
13 Kalyana
14
15
16
17
18
Table 8
raga ?
15
16 _ No. ? 16 16
(Varan) Kanharau
16 17
20 19 20 20
Concordance showing raga and stanza order for extra verses in AS
J BI
14
Extra
padas
raga BR PH A B C D E F G
mai dlianya Kalyana 14 14
laia mera Varari 
raga ? 
Kalyana
15
14
15
ita paravata raga ? 20
galio mana bheta bheta 19 bheta bheta
kama
krodha
Kanharau
15
21
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Chapter VII 
Commentaries
Some basic information about the commentaries of KM and AS has been given at 
the beginning of the chapter on translation. Some of the commentators’ interpretations 
have been cited in the translation of AS, and especially of KM, mainly in instances 
where they give an insight into or an alternative reading of the meaning of the text. 
However, the commentaries are generally even more incomprehensible than the text 
they comment upon, hiding under the smoke-screen of this obscurity the failure of their 
composers to make sense of the mula. Often the ‘elucidation’ of the commentaries is 
either contrived to serve sectarian purposes, or a fanciful attempt to discover a dhvani 
behind every word and context.
This chapter will first give some additional information about the main 
commentaries of KM (1.). I shall then focus on how the commentaries reflect sectarian 
dogma (2.), and conclude with a brief analysis of their mechanism of metaphorical 
interpretation (3.). AS will not be included in this discussion since its didactic subject- 
matter has not required sectarian ‘editing’ and has not unleashed the imagination of the 
commentators.
1. Main commentaries of KM
PC was composed in the first half of 18th c. (VS)1 by Pitambardas, disciple of the 
6th acarya of the Haridas! sampradaya, Rasikdas, and fellow-disciple of the 7th acaiya 
LalitkiSoridas. This tika is in verse and includes 108 of the 110 generally accepted 
stanzas of KM (excluding KM 87 and 96), for which reason it is called astottasata 
padd k i mala (cf. description of RC in II 1).
RC was composed by RadhaSarandas, disciple of Thakurdas and mahanta of the
Tatti Asthan from VS 1868 to 1878. It was created in the second half of the 19th c.
(VS) as a commentary in verse on PC. It is also known as Vastu darsinP
Hhe dating of all commentaries follows that given by MItal (1984, pp. 35-37).
2Since the beginning and end of this commentary (unlike that of NC and PC) are not quoted in the section 
on MSS, I will cite them here:
vastu darasam namayaha tika parama rasata;
mdhasarana viraja ura, kahyau laiili lala.
kdimala ya grantha kau nama rasalaya earn;
bhakti mukti lila rahita tina rasikani sihgara.
svami M  haridasa vara, ananda sindhu sarupa;
gupta vastu paragata katilalita rupa anupa.
The commentary ends:
siisvaml haiidasa kau, adbhuta rasa kau rasa;
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PC and RC are usually quoted together in the MSS. The three MSS of PC and RC 
that I have seen (RC1, RC2 and a 20th century MS) are structured in the same way: the 
mula is quoted in the centre of the page, with PC above it and RC below it. Both PC 
and RC are very concise and obscure: PC starts its commentary on each verse with a 
doha, which it then ‘expands’ in a pada, while RC typically gives only a doha3.
NC was created in the second half of the 18th c. (VS) by Nagaridas (different from 
his namesake, the third acarya of the Haridasi sampradaya). The author of NC was a 
disciple of PItambardas and fellow-disciple of Ki Kordas, the composer of Nijmat 
siddhanta. This tika is of impressive size, over 600 pages of commentary. The 
elucidation of each verse usually starts with an abhasa which introduces the characters 
and sets the scene. The verse is first quoted as a whole, and then line by line with the 
relevant commentary following each line. The commentary to each verse usually 
finishes with stanzas by other poets of the sect. However, in a few instances, these 
stanzas are followed by the mula, quoted again line by line, and further commentary 
giving an alternative meaning (see description of NC in II 1). NC is called Kelimal k i 
bhavartha dipika (the dimunitive suffix of dipika hardly reflecting its size).
BC was written recently by Buddhi Prakas, a living member of the Haridasi 
sampradaya. It quotes the mula first, and then gives a very brief literal elucidation of the 
meaning of the verse as a whole, written in prose. This is followed by an elaborate 
statement of the bhavartha, the ‘implied meaning’, written in a highly sanskritized 
Hindi.
2. Commentaries and sectarian dogma
2.1 The introductory chapter presented a brief analysis of the theological views of 
the Haridasi sampradaya. It was pointed out that the sect discriminates between vraja lila 
and nikuhja lila, considering the latter supreme; similarly Kunjabihari is not seen as a 
mere avatara of Visnu, as Krsna is, but as the ‘lord of all lords’ and ‘source’ of all 
avataras.
This point is elaborated in the commentaries on KM 1, where the obscurely used 
adverb taisai is interpreted as referring to the differences between the nimitta (with a 
particular purpose) represented by the Braj Krsna and the nitya (eternal) represented by 
the Vmdavana Krsna (see note 5 to translation).
lcoti rasika kavi p a d  gae, tau na pal asa.
Mlalitamohini Id kipa, tika adbhutaklna; 
maha gurha te gurha je  bhava artha kahi dlna. 
irisvaml gurudeva Id, adbhuta vatu cara, 
takau sammata lai racyau, veda sata kau sava.
3For examples o f these commentaries see appendix 4.
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I have also mentioned that the sect asserts its uniqueness on the basis of its 
singleminded concentration on the nikuhja lila, to the complete exclusion of the puranic 
narrative; this focus influences the selection not only of subject-matter of the padas, 
but also of their protagonists and even of the epithets used for them4.
However, a number of Haridas’s verses do not entirely conform to these sectarian 
views elaborated by his followers. True, most of the padas of KM are accounts of the 
nikunja lila, but this is not always the case. KM 52, for example, takes the puranic motif 
of the rasa dance, and not surprisingly a ‘forbidden’ epithet creeps in. MSS F, H and BI 
read gupala (instead of pyaro lala); gupala has been carefully blotted out by an editing 
hand in MS H (see note 9 to translation).
Whereas the commentators did not feel the need to justify the presence of KM 52, 
probably reading it just as a pada with musical context, KM 625, a dana lila verse could 
not be left ‘unexplained’. The commentators go to great lengths in their ‘elucidation’ 
that the message of this verse is cryptic (gudha); however the initiated would recognize 
that dana lila here is merely a metaphor for the nitya vihara (see introductory note and 
note 1 to the translation). A metaphoric sense is also read into the awkward mention of 
Krsna’s sakhas, who should have no access to the nikunja: it is ‘explained’ that the 
apparent sakhas actually stand for Krsna’s arms, or desires (cf. note 3 to translation).
Similar strategies are employed in KM 83, another verse with subject matter outside 
the realm of the nikunja, which starts with Krsna’s questioning the sakhis as to who 
Radha is, and finishes with a description of their water game. Again, the commentaries 
‘explain’ that this is a joke, a dream or Radha’s confusion (see introductory note to 
translation). The problem with the sakhas reappears in KM 100, but is (like gupala in 
KM 52) solved on a textual level, without any need for the commentators to intervene. 
It is simply blotted out and replaced with sanga in MS H (see note 5 to translation).
2.2 Another sectarian concept which has been discussed in the introductory chapter 
is the elevation of Radha to a position which, for some members, is higher than 
Krsna’s: in Biharinidas’s words, Radha is the ‘lord of Hari, who is lord of all lords’ 
(cf. 1 1.5). This view has strongly influenced the commentaries, where a pre-occupation 
with Radha’s primacy is evident.
For example, NC and SMC read KM 23.4 as a juxtaposition of Radha’s and 
Krsna’s qualities, concluding that Radha is the unquestionable champion: he 6ri syama 
ju  sri kuhjabiharihikeval tanik apkikuch samanta me hai anyajitne bhi guni hai ve sab 
bar man gaye (SMC); ho §yama yaha kuhjabihari neka tumhari prakrti kau hai (NC) 
(see note 11 to translation). The same motif is repeated in NC’c commentary of KM
4For a discussion on the possible influence of these sectarian considerations on the process of 
canonization of AS and KM see appendix II.
5The position of both KM 62 and 83 in the middle of raga groups shows that they were included in the 
corpus at a very early stage.
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65.3: aura tau ya gatina k i chaya hu ke leve me kahu kipahuca nahi. eka Idsora hai. so 
apa k i si gati kahapaiye (see note 6 to translation).
Similarly, in KM 98 NC and SMC explain that seeing Radha brings an end to 
Krsna’s suffering, by forcing Radha (rather than Krsna, as the logic of the original line 
suggests) to be the object of desata and Krsna to be its subject: aise bihari pyari ju  ke 
mukha candramakau dekhata hai...jina ke saba dukha kaha ki kama daha hai. so dukha 
dekhata hi nasi jata hai (NC); Sri bihari ji...bhi apka darpan kar sab dukho ko nasta hua 
samajhte hai (SMC) (see note 4 to translation). In KM 102.2 too the commentators 
force a change of subject (in the second pada of the second line) from Radha to Krsna, 
in order to avoid a suggestion that Radha might be touching Krsna’s feet in a humble 
supplication: lala ju  bole paiya lagau pana pana ko (NC); priya se us bat ko sunkar lal 
kahne lage (BC) (see note 6 to translation).
Dictated by the concept of Radha’s primacy is the need felt by the commentators to 
explain away verses which hint at Krsna’s alleged unfaithfulness or any possibility that 
Radha might have a rival. The commentaries to these verses usually start with a lengthy 
explanation that Radha’s suspicions have resulted from an illusion (where she sees her 
reflection but mistakes it for another’s) or a dream; alternatively these verses are read by 
the commentators as a cryptic message or a joke (see introductory notes to KM 38, 44, 
73 and note 1 to KM 104).
A further case where similar forces have been at work is KM 99, where no specific 
reference to Radha is made. BC and NC try to reconcile this with the primary 
importance she is given in the later theology of the sect by reading phuli as referring to 
Radha: sri priya ju  prasannata se phuli (BC); aru phuli anga me na bhavata hai sri ladili 
ju  (NC) (see note 3 to translation).
2.3 A third sectarian tendency apparent in the commentaries is to underline the 
important role of the confidante Haridasi as a mediator between Radha and Krsna. In 
KM 36.4, for example, NC, BC and SMC read Haridas as the ‘scribe’ of Radha’s 
promise to Krsna not to sulk: Syama se sri lal ne yah bacan le hi liya aur piiya ju  ne 
haridasi se kaha lal jaisakahe vaisalikh do (SMC and BC); syama ju  pai Syama lala ju  
ne bola bulaya liyau kikabahu mana na karaugi...Sri haridasi j i  te kahau bhalai ju  likha 
dehu (NC) (see note 7 to translation). Similarly, in BC’s reading of KM 39.2 Krsna 
addresses Haridas (rather than Radha) in his distress caused by Radha’s sulking: he 
sakhi tumhari ye svamini bhauho k i vakrata...(see note 7 to translation), and in KM
59.4 Haridas tries to appease Radha: sakhi priya se kahne lagi (see note 12 to 
translation).
The commentators interpret the obscure idiom dubare k i radhi sira sa- (KM 51) as 
implying that a third party, Haridas, should present the case of the destitute Krsna, to 
the mighty Radha: jaise koi gariba kahu raja so kahai ki mere prasada karau...pai raja 
janai k i ya ke prasada karayave kau heta yaha hai k i sakami hai. tate bake prasada na
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karai k i kachu daina avaigo jate me puma sakami hu. aura yaha niskami raja so mo 
gariba k i radhi khira kaba khata hai. so apa ke basa hai (NC); sahacari sri haridasa 
kahati bah khira dubare kina khai(PC) (see note 9 to translation).
This tendency is connected with the sectarian view of Haridas as Radha’s foremost 
companion, Lalita, and thus as the sole channel through which the devotee may receive 
the rasa of nitya vihara. Presumably the ‘identification’ of Haridas with Lalita is 
connected with the importance of the sakhis in the theology of the sect: they are seen as 
equal to Radha and Krsna; in Biharinidas’s formula Radha, Krsna and the sakhis are 
three peas in a pod (see I 1.3).
However, it is apparent from some of Haridas’s verses that the importance of the 
sakhis is probably a later development. In KM 55.1, for example, a sakhi comments that 
nobody could come between Radha and Krsna, that ‘he is her messenger and she his’. 
In KM 79 Krsna repeats these words almost literally: ‘I am your messenger, you are 
mine, no one else can be incorporated between you and me’. In KM 100 and KM 101 
Krsna tries to persuade Radha to go where ‘no sakhi is present’ and not to ‘meet any 
sakhP. Interestingly, no commentator has felt the need to explain away these instances.
3. Metaphorical interpretation in the commentaries
I have shown the influence of sectarian dogma on the commentaries. I shall now 
proceed to look closely at the mechanism of metaphorical6 interpretation in the 
commentaries, using the tabulated material (see table 10).
The metaphorical interpretations of the commentaries are usually ad hoc rather than 
of general application. However, some of them recur in the glosses on different verses 
in one and the same commentary (e.g. nrtta as a representation of the couple’s love-play 
in NC) or in the elucidation of the same verse in different commentaries (e.g. juvatini as 
a metaphor of Krsna’s and Radha’s desires, KM 85.3). A few stock metaphors have 
also been listed: the hero, Krsna, is compared to a tree, and the heroine, Radha, to a 
creeper; the dark Krsna is a cloud while the fair Radha is lightning.
Many of these substitutions are based on a similar attribute of their tenor and 
vehicle7: in the interpretation of ‘couple’ as ‘breasts’ this is number; the similarity
6The use of the term ‘metaphorical’ in this context is arguable, since the commentators’ contestable 
reading of dhvani in straightforward contexts is not really metaphor as such. However, if one takes the 
most general sense of metaphor as ‘a figurative expression of similarity or dissimilarity in which a direct, 
nonliteral substitution or identity is made between one thing and another’ (Myers & Simms 1989, p. 
178), one will discover analogies between the mechanism of metaphor and the replacement of abhidha 
with dhvani: in both cases we have a substitution which is done on the basis o f similarity (or dissimilarity 
in metaphors). For this reason ‘metaphor’ and ‘metaphorical’ will be used in this context, albeit with 
caution.
7I am using these terms, coined by I. A. Richards, to refer to the two components of a metaphor, by 
analogy. ‘Tenor’ is the ‘referential word which is usually stated first and is often of a general or abstract 
nature, ‘vehicle’ is usually the second term, commonly more concrete or specific’ (Ibid.).
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between ‘crowd’ and ‘sulking’, and between ‘dense forest’ and ‘Radha’s beauty’, is 
large quantity; between ‘dance’ or ‘swing’ and Tove-play’ it is the movements 
involved; between ‘musk’ and ‘Krsna’s body’, ‘yellow sash’ and ‘Radha’s body’, ‘red 
flowers’ and ‘ Krsna’s/Radha’s lips’ or ‘eyes’, and between ‘black bee’ and ‘Krsna’, it 
is colour; ‘yamuna’ is interpreted as ‘love union’ because of the sense of connecting 
and merging of the two banks; the association of ‘humming’ with ‘laughter’ is based on 
sound.
In many substitutions, especially in a nakha-sikha context, the similarity between the 
tenor and vehicle is not apparent. However, in these cases the latter includes in its 
description the attribute on which the replacement is based: ‘mrdahga ’ or ‘ tara" stands 
for the ‘sound of decorations’; ‘necklace’ for the ‘radiance of Krsna’s limbs’, ‘pearls’ 
for the ‘radiance of Radha’s limbs’; ‘ear-studs’ for the ‘splendour of Radha’s locks of 
hair’; ‘white flower’ for the ‘radiance of Radha’s and Krsna’s faces’; ‘flowers’ or 
‘spring’ for the ‘ blossoming of the couple’s bodies’.
Yet another class of substitutions (again mainly in a nakha-sikha context) depend on 
contiguity in space: ‘necklace’ refers to ‘Krsna’s arms’ embracing Radha; ‘bracelets’ to 
‘Krsna’s fingerprints’ or to the ‘shadow of his arms on Radha’s wrists’; ‘anklets’ to the 
‘shadow of Krsna’s feet on Radha’s feet’; ‘bodice’ to ‘Krsna’s hands’, which are 
placed on Radha’s breasts. This contiguity in space is strongly metonymical8 in ‘flute’, 
which is interpreted as Tips’, and ‘medallion’ as ‘Radha’s breasts’.
A number of substitutions (especially in the context of nature) are based on a rather 
vague similarity between the tenor and the vehicle, which can be loosely defined as both 
being ‘containers’: ‘bowers’, ‘forest’ or ‘earth’ stand for the ‘couple’s bodies’ or 
‘hearts’. In other examples the basis for the replacement is completely obscure, since 
there is no apparent similarity between its tenor and vehicle: the interpretation of ‘ sakha ’ 
and ‘juvatini’ as ‘Krsna’s and Radha’s desires’; of ‘sakhi’ as ‘Radha’s mind’; of ‘bina’ 
as ‘Radha’s breasts’ or ‘Krsna’s body’; of tara as ‘Radha’s bodice’ and ‘kinnari’ as the 
‘joining of Radha’s and Krsna’s hands’ and ‘turning of their waists’; ‘braided hair’ as 
‘Krsna’s desires’; ‘shawl’ as ‘Radha’s body’; ‘hem’ as ‘Radha’s and Krsna’s bodies’; 
‘forest’ as ‘Radha’s joyfulness’; ‘cuckoo’ as ‘Krsna’s heart’; ‘peacock’ as the sakhis 
etc.
To conclude, the tikas clearly reflect the theological views of the Haridasi 
sampradaya. The sectarian influence on the commentaries is manifested in three main 
tendencies: to play down the motifs referring to Krsna’s vraja lila, to underline the pre­
eminence of Radha, and to stress the importance of Haridas as the main confidante and 
mediator between Radha and Krsna. A second salient feature of the tikas to KM is the 
partiality of the commentators for fanciful metaphorical interpretations of every word
8On metonymy and metaphor see Jakobson 1988.
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and context. Sometimes the connection between the literal and metaphorical sense is 
clear, but often it is not. Most allusions are to the couple’s love-play.
Table 10
Metaphorical interpretations in the commentaries 
Companions
NC 1.1 couple (jori) R’s breasts
NC 79.1 friends (sakha) IC’s/R’s desires
NC, RC 85.3 young women K’s/R’s desires (caha rupajuvati)
(juvatini)
NC 101.2 sakhi R’s mind
NC, BC 100.1 crowd (bhira) R’s sulking (mana rupi bhira)
Musical context
NC 2.2, 12.2, raga/ragini R’s/K’s love (saneha)
14.1.65.2,
85.2,
NC, RC 101.3,106.1
67.1
RC 12.2 R’s/K’s desire (manoratha)
NC 5.4 festive praise love-play (bihara)
(mahgalai)
NC, RC 94.4 music (sangita) love-play (surata)
NC 12.4,23.3, dance (nrtya) love-play (surata)
52.3,60.1,
65.2
NC, RC 96.1
NC, RC 94.1 movements (gati) love-play (surata)
RC 94.1 dance ground K’s heart (piya hiya)
NC (rasabhumi) R’s/K’s bodies
NC 52.1 flute (murali) Kama’s desires (kama rupa k i cahi)
NC 56.1 K’s lips (piya ka adhara)
NC 99.3 (bamsi) desire (kama)
NC 61.2 adhoti K’ s/R’s hands (kara kamala)
NC 61.2,106.1 bina R’s breasts (kuca kamala)
RC 106.1 K’s body (bina anga nija Syama)
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NC
NC, RC 
NC
NC
NC
61.2
67.1
61.2 
65.2
66.2
67.1
mrdahga
tara
kinnari
RC
sound (of decorations) on R’s and K’s 
limbs (anga anga milajhulave me bajata) 
R’s bangles (balaya bajata mrdahgaj
R’s bodice (kahcuki rupa tara) 
sound of R’s/K’s jewels 
(anga anga abhusanana k i bajana)
as above
joining of R’s/K’s hands and turning 
of their waists (kinnaii jo kara so kara j ora. 
kati so kati mora)
sound of anklets (nupura ki dhuni)
Holl context
NC, SMC
NC
NC
NC, RC
19.1
48.2
75.1
84.1
holi
powder (abirai) 
swing (dola)
love-play (bihara, rasa rahga)
K’s desires (piya k i caha)
K’s/R’s embraces (alihgana kau dola) 
love-play (keli dola)
nakha-Sikha context
NC
NC
RC
NC
RC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
20.1
75.2
85.1
20 . 1, 21 . 1,
75.4
85.1
50.2
50.2
20.2,21.3,
50.1
56.2, 75.4
63.1
20.2
56.1
56.1
56.2 
75.4
necklace (lara)
beads (poti)
necklace (kanthasiri)
string of pearls 
(dulari hirani)
bracelets (cun)
bracelets (kahkana) 
anklet (cura)
musk (kasturi)
yellow sash 
(pitambara)
ear-studs (khubhi)
K’s arms (piya ke bhuja)
R’s arms 
R’s limbs
Krsna
K’s body
radiance of K’s limbs (lala ke anga k i 
jhalaka)
radiance of R’s limbs (ujvala anga)
K’s fingerprints (ahgurina ke cinha)
shadow of K’s arm (piya kara parachahi) 
K’s fingerprints
shadow of K’s feet (piya ke carana k i 
parachai)
K’s limbs (piya ke Syama anga)
R’s body (pyarike kahcana vama tana)
the splendour of R’s locks of hair
(alakana k i abha)
the blossoming of R’s/K’s limbs
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NC 70.1 braided hair (baini)
NC 70.1 white flowers (seta 
phula)
NC 70.1 red flowers (rate...)
NC 73.1 medallion (cauki)
NC, RC 92.1 shawl (cunari)
NC 93.2 hem (ancara)
NC 98.1 bodice (kahcuki)
N ature
NC 33.7, 48.3 yamuna
NC, BC 
NC, RC
44.2, 52.1,
99.2, 106.1
68.3, 85.1, 
100.2, 106.1
bower (nikunja) 
(kunja)
NC, PC 79.1 (kuhja)
NC, PC, RC, 
BC
RC, NC
NC
PC
46.1, 52.1 
84.1,99.2 
110.1
99.2, 110.1 
100.3 
110.1
forest (bana)
NC, RC, PC 
NC, RC
46.1
96.2
cuckoo (kokila)
NC, RC 96.2 cuckoo (papiha)
NC 46.1 flowers (phula)
NC 75.1 (puhapa)
NC 52.2 tree (divma)
NC 52.2 creeper (bell)
NC, BC 99.2 shoots (pallava)
NC, RC 68.1 kadamba
NC 85.2 bee (bhavara)
RC 85.2 humming (guhjara)
NC
RC
89.1 peacock (mora)
NC, RC, PC 89.2 clouds (badara)
NC, RC 96.2 (megha)
K’s desires (manorthana k i baini) 
the radiance of R’s/K’s faces/eyes 
redness of eyes/lips 
R’s breasts (kuca rupa cauki)
R’s body
R’s/K’s bodies (anga anga rupi ancara) 
K’s hands (plya kau kara)
love-union (milapa k i sandhi)
K’s/R’s hearts (hiya)
K’s/R’s bodies (nikunja anga anga) 
K’s/R’s love (neha kunja)
K’s/R’s bodies (bana tana)
K’s/R’s hearts (nava bana hrda)
R’s joyfulness (prasanna rupa bana) 
R’s, K’s beauty (rupa saghana bana)
K’s heart (mana rupa kokila)
Radha or Krsna 
Radha. or Krsna
‘blossoming’ of K’s/ R’s bodies 
(anga anga k i phulana)
K’s/R’s smiles (musakana phulana) or 
decorations phulana ke abhusana 
Krsna
Radha
R’s/K’s love (anuraga)
K’s desires (so caha hi kau kadama) 
Krsna
K’s/R’s laughter
Krsna
sakhis
Krsna
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NC, RC, PC 89.2
NC, RC 89.3
NC 89.3
RC
NC, RC, PC 92.1 
RC 98.1,99.1
NC, BC 99.1,101.1
rainbow (dhanusa)
earth (bhumi)
red-velvet insects 
(budhani)
drops(bunde)
spring (basanta)
Radha
R’s/K’s bodies
radiance of passion (anuraga kijhalaka) 
Radha’s body
sweat
love-sports (bihara k i basanta)
blossoming of R’s/K’s bodies 
(anga anga k i phulana)
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Chapter IX 
In conclusion
The kernel of this dissertation has been the text of two 16th-century devotional 
lyrical works, the Kelimal and the Astadas siddhanta, composed by the North Indian 
religious preceptor, poet and musician Svami Haridas.
To throw light on this core I first tried to remove the husks of legends and sectarian 
dogma, and crack the shell of orality. Devoting my introductory chapter and the chapter 
on commentaries to the first of these tasks, I asked the questions: What are the 
theological views of the Haridasi sampradaya and how do they compare to those of its 
instigator, Svami Haridas? Can we glimpse the historical Haridas in the image of the 
legendary Haridas? What were the hagiographic strategies and sectarian concerns in 
creating the latter?
Haridas’s text suggests that he was a rasika, an ecstatic aesthete of the eternal love- 
play, nitya vihara, of the divine couple Radha and Krsna. He was an exemplary 
representative of what H. Pauwels (1994a, p. 2 of chapter 12) calls ‘the optimistic 
mystic’, a devotee engrossed in the love-union of the divine-couple, rather than stricken 
by the pangs of love in separation, viraha. Nothing in his texts suggests any affiliation 
to another sect, or indeed, any overt concern with theological doctrine.
The germs of Haridas’s beliefs were developed by his followers soon after his 
death. Haridas’s preferance for the nitya vihara was made exclusive of any other motifs 
of Krsna’s myth; his view of Radha as part of the yugala svarnpa (joint form) gave 
way to a preoccupation with her primacy; his devotional persona as one of Radha’s 
sakhis was ‘identified’ as being a reincarnation of Lalita. These new developments are 
demonstrated not only by the sectarian commentaries to Haridas’s verses but also by the 
sectarian ‘editing’ of Haridas’s very text. They may also have played a role in the 
selection of verses to include in the canonical version of Haridas’s works.
Some of Haridas’s hagiographies show another tendency of this process of ‘re­
interpretation’ of his life and message. These are partisan works which attempt to 
enhance the importance of their own sectarian tradition by making Haridas a disciple of 
their own preceptors.
Whereas Haridas’s message has very little in common with such sectarian 
considerations, it agrees in tenor with the general bhakti motifs which prevail in his 
hagiographies. His single-minded devotion, his asceticism, his disregard for worldly 
pleasures, mundane power and scriptural injunctions, the egalitarianism of his love are 
stressed again and again in his eulogies. Common hagiographic topoi - conflict between 
asceticism and worldly responsibilities, victory of spiritual over mundane power, the
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miraculous power of the image, alluding to the intimacy between the devotee and his 
deity - are found also in Haridas’s hagiography.
However, one unusual motif which recurs in most of Haridas’s hagiographies is 
that of his musical prowess; he is portrayed as a singer whose voice could bring 
abundant rain in the driest months of the summer. This admiration is summarised in 
Gopal’s celebrated line: sura kau pada aura dhurapada haridasa kau1, which places 
Haridas next to the ‘sun’ of Braj poetry, the famous Surdas, and makes his lyrics an 
epitome of the art of dhrupada just as Stir’s verses are unsurpassed representatives of 
the genre of pada.
This motif is supported by the internal evidence of Haridas’s texts: the connection 
of his verses with a raga; the inclusion of a chapa (bhanita); and the lack of any apparent 
metrical structure (beyond the almost ubiquitous four-line arrangement), suggesting 
association with the musical style of dhrupada, prove the intrinsic connection of his 
verses with an oral singing tradition. In my chapters on textual criticism and on the 
singing tradition I began by trying to examine this orality and crack open its shell in 
order to establish the original text of Haridas. However, soon the fallacy of a clear-cut 
dichotomy between oral and written became obvious. The metaphor of the kernel of the 
text hidden by the shell of the orality had to be discarded. The layers of orality had 
become part of the text much in the same way as the layers of an onion actually 
constitute the onion.
Haridas’s padas were transmitted orally possibly for as long as two centuries before 
they were finally written down. Moreover, the oral tradition did not die with the 
scriptual fixation of the text. We cannot simply peel away the layers of the changes 
brought about by the singing tradition to reach the core of Haridas’s text, since they 
have become an intrinsic component of the text. The picture is further complicated by 
the lack of any fixed linguistic or prosodic structure of the text on which editorial 
decisions could be based. This is why instead of reconstructing authorial intention I 
have adopted a historical perspective and presented the different versions available. On 
the basis of shared variants, analysed with cladistic and phenetic computer programmes, 
I have sought the answers to some important questions: Are there different recensions 
of Haridas’s text? What is a plausible vulgate? Two main recensions emerged from the 
chaos of MS variants, one of them possibly associated with the pre-canonical period of 
the text, the other presenting the vulgate.
This hypothesis was supported also by external evidence: the inclusion of extra 
verses, the raga distribution and raga sequence of the padas, and their order and 
numbering system in the individual raga units. The chapter on singing tradition looked 
closely at the ragas, searching for the logic behind the raga distribution and order.
^ ee  GosvamI 1966, p. 465.
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Whereas the first compilation fits the requirements of the theory that ragas are 
associated with specific times of the day, the second perhaps follows those of the daily 
cycle of ritual service to the image (astayama); neither of them comply with a raga-mala 
sequence. The investigation of the symptoms of the singing tradition is continued with 
an analysis of the structure of the chapa and its importance for the syntax of the last line, 
and a comparison of Haridas’s verses with the poetic genre of dhrupada.
The study of hagiographic strategies, sectarian considerations and textual history is, 
however, only a lens to assist the reading of Haridas’s works. The actual text, its 
interpretation and translation, its linguistic analysis has been the focal point of my 
research. This is obvious from the very length of the chapter ‘Astadas siddhanta and 
Kelimal: Annotated translation’, in which, armed with manuscript variants, sectarian 
elucidations and linguistic arguments I struggled against textual corruption, irenic 
hypercorrections and lexical obsoleteness to make sense of this extremely complex and 
obscure text. Though my observations on Haridas’s language confirm the general 
structure of Braj Bhasa, Haridas’s text shows some salient features: extreme poetic 
liberty in creating rhyme-forms, abundance of Perso-Arabic vocabulary, partiality for 
(odd) relative-correlative constructions and repetitions.
The irretrievable march of the centuries has eroded the contours of the historical 
persona of Svami Haridas. His precise dates, parents, guru, sampradaya and life- 
history still stir up heated sectarian and ‘academic’ arguments due to lack of historical 
evidence. Nor do we know anything about his style of singing, and his poetry is a 
source of endless puzzles. However, time has not managed to erase his image from the 
collective memory of his venerators. His name is firmly imprinted in the hearts of the 
people of North India as a byword for single-minded devotion and musical genius.
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Appendix I 
Glossary
The glossary gives the pada and line number for all occurrences of words appearing in 
KM and AS; it follows MS G. When the translation is based on another reading, the 
glossary follows that reading with a cross-reference to the reading of MS G; the note to the 
translation which explains this emendation is also quoted (e.g. kilibisa, MS G reading (note 
3 to AS 7), cf. kalamasa).
The glossary follows these conventions:
1 .Verbs are listed as roots with a short dash, e.g. ho-; they precede any homonyms.
2.When no clear direct m. singular form of a noun or adjective appears in the text, its 
stem form is given with a long dash, followed by the occurring forms in parentheses. The 
same applies to forms which are very different from the accepted dictionary forms (e.g. 
abacal— (°anaj). In these cases the alphabetical order is according to the ending.
3. Extended nouns and adjectives are listed under their stem form, followed by a long 
dash. The alphabetical order follows the last letter of the stem form.
4. anusvara and candrabindu follow textual usage and are not distinguished in regard to 
the alphabetical order. For consistency m  in etymologies taken from CDIAL is changed to 
m.
5. Etymologies which are found in CDIAL are given with a numerical reference, 
regardless of whether the forms are tatsama, ardha tatsama or tadbhava. Derivations from 
Sanskrit which are not quoted in CDIAL, but in other dictionaries (mostly MW), are noted 
[S] when the form in the text is identical with the Sanskrit form, and [S...] where ... stands 
for the Sanskrit form when it differs from that of the text. Problematic etymologies or 
etymologies which are not well established are preceded by an indication of the dictionaiy 
in which they are found. The abbreviations of the names of the dictionaries are given in the 
preface. Commonly accepted Sanskrit compounds are quoted together in derivations (e.g. 
[S yamaduta]); when the compound is not well established the CDIAL references to its 
components are given (e.g. [5656 tanu- + 13451 sukha-]).
6. The abbreviation ‘rep.’ is used when there is a consecutive repetition of the word 
discussed. If the repetition brings a new shade of meaning, it is quoted. If the word is used 
two or more times in the same line but not consecutively, the number of times is noted in 
the reference.
7. All different forms are given as cross-references.
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8. A question mark is written only in the most problematic cases; when there is simply 
an uncertainty between two forms (discussed in the notes to the translation) the one 
accepted in the translation is given.
9. Only the grammatical functions which occur in the text are quoted in the glossary, 
e.g. if a verb can be both vi. and vt, but appears only as vt. in the text, vt. will be given as 
its grammatical definition. When the grammatical function of a word deviates in a particular 
location from the expected, the peculiar grammatical function is quoted in parenthesis: e.g. 
anupama adj. (adv.).
10. Both etymological kh and s are given according to the alphabetical order for s. This 
applies to s in both initial and intermediate position.
11. Collocations are listed under the entry of their first (or main) member with a cross- 
reference to the other members.
12. If a word occurs only with nasalised stem, the nasalised form is given as a 
headword (e.g. kana); if there are both nasalised and unnasalised occurrences, it is listed 
under the unnasalised form (e.g. kama) with a cross-reference.
13. Words are listed under their commonest form in the text. If there are only two forms 
in the text preference is given to the form which has been more widely attested in Braj (e.g. 
katachi rather than kanasa is chosen for a headword).
14. When there has been a correction in MS G, made pr. in., the form after the 
correction is quoted in the glossary.
15. Verbal nouns are listed as verbs; cross-reference is made to verbal nouns which 
function as nouns proper in the text (e.g. cit- vt. [4799 citta-] Took at’: -aye, KM 42.4; - 
avata, KM 4.2, 91.3; -avani, (f.), KM 18.2; -ai, KM 56.3 and citavani cf. cit-).
16. Compounds are listed as one unit when the first member has no separate 
occurrence, and the compound is well established (e.g. brahmaloka). If it is not a well- 
established compound or the first member occurs also outside the compound, it is listed 
under the entry for the first member (guhja-mala and manamohana). In these cases cross- 
reference is made to the second member of the compound. For clarity these compounds are 
usually hyphenated in the glossary, but written together in the apparatus.
17. Signs: 
[]
{}
for etymological references
marks the individual meaning of a word which appears only 
in an idiom in the text (e.g. gala {cheek}: ~ mar-, ‘boast’)
a question mark after a component of an entry denotes 
uncertainty with regard to this component; it is used after
(?)
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: in translation 
f./m.
<
X
the headword to show uncertainty regarding the whole 
entry
divides a literal meaning from the meaning in the context 
used for words with double gender 
derived from 
conflated with
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anga m. [114 anga-] ‘limb, body, part, 
variety, aspect’: KM 9.2, 33.2, 43.3,
55.2, 56.1, 60.3, 67.4 (twice), 97.1; 
~ anga, ‘every limb, all aspects’, KM
1.3, 21.1, 23.4, 66.1, 77.4, 106.4; 
-na, KM 99.3; angani anga, KM 
72.3; ~ hara, ‘gesticulation’, KM
67.4
angahara cf. anga
angiya f. [132 ahgika-] ‘bodice’: KM
21.3.74.1
angura f. [135 ahguli-] ‘finger’: -ni, 
KM 77.2
ancara m. [168 ahcala-] ‘border or end 
of garment’: KM 20.3, 93.2; ancala, 
KM 88.3
ancala cf. ancara
anjana m. [170 ahjana-] ‘collyrium’:
KM 97.3
anta m. [347 anta-] ‘end’: AS 10.4
antara m. [357 antara-] ‘screen’ : KM
102.1
ambuja m. [S] ‘lotus’: KM 55.3
amsa m. [2 amga-] ‘part’: KM 68.3
agala m. [68 agra-] ‘adversary’: AS
6.2
agadh— (°e) adj. [S agadha] 
‘unfathomable’: KM 41.2
aginita adj. [S aganita] ‘countless’: KM
66.3
agha- vi. [1062 aghrapayati] ‘be 
satiated’: -ta, PCM 9.2
acarace adv. [ S a- + 4695 carca-] 
‘unthinkingly’: AS 1.2
acala m. [S] ‘immovable’: AS 6.4
aciraja m. [1464 ascarya-] ‘wonder’: 
KM 91.1
aceta adj. [S] ‘unconscious’: KM 58.4 
aja/°i cf. aju
atapat— adj. [179 *att (DEDR 83 at-)] 
‘incoherent, disordered, loose, 
stumbling’: -i, KM 14.4; -e, KM
38.1.2.3
atapati f. [179 * att (DEDR 83 at-)] 
‘roguishness’: KM 38.2
atala adj. [S] ‘unwavering, eternal’:
' KM 18.4, 95.4 (rep.)
atana m, [S atanu] ‘bodiless’ (name of 
Kama, the god of love): KM 106.4
atarauta m. [359 *antarapatta-]
‘petticoat’: KM 21.3
atalasa f./m. [A atlas] ‘satin’: KM 21.3
ati adj. & adv. [200 ati] ‘great, very, 
extremely’: KM 19.2, 21.4, 33.1,
35.3, 46.2, 67.4, 77.2, 85.1, 88.2,
93.3
athav- vi. [976 astam eti] ‘set (the sun)’: 
-ata, KM 109.2
adbhuta adj. [240 adbhuta-] ‘wonderful, 
wondrous, strange’: KM 31.3, 33.1, 
6, 54.3
adhara m. [S] ‘lip’: KM 18.2, 55.3;
-ni, KM 74.3
adharati f. [671 ardharatra-] ‘midnight’: 
KM 32.3
adhala adj. [385 andha-] ‘blind’: AS
6.3
adhika adj. [250 adhika-] ‘greater, 
extreme’: AS 3.1, KM 24.3, 91.2
adhoti f. [662 ardhaputa-] (?) ‘musical 
instrument’: KM 61.2
ananga m. [S] ‘bodiless’ (epithet of 
Kama, the god of love): KM 21.2,
86.4
anata adv. [401 anyatra] ‘elsewhere’: 
KM 48.4, 110.4
anamagyau adj. [S ana- + 10074 
margati] ‘unsought’: AS 4.3
anasa f./m. [284 anaksa-] ‘anger’: KM
37.2
anupama adj. (adv.) [S anupama] 
‘matchlessly’: KM 81.3
aneka adj. [345 aneka-] ‘many’: KM
85.3
apan— poss. pr. [1135 *atmanaka~] 
‘own’: -o, AS 1.3, 16.2, KM 10.4,
22.3, 68.3; apanairasa, ‘at a caprice’, 
AS 8.2
apanapau m. [1135 * atmanaka-] ‘one’s 
self: KM 6.1
apara adj. [482 apara-] ‘unbounded, 
unsurpassed’: KM 57.2, 67.2
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aba adv. [Add2 2528 evam eva x a-] 
‘now’: KM 1.2, 11.1, 16.1, 18.4,
39.3, 47.1, 51.1, 54.3, 64.3 (twice); 
~ kai, ‘now, at this time’, KM 68.2, 
101.1; ’ba, AS 3.1, KM 10.3,4,
13.3, 25.3, 39.1, 46.2, 47.3, 88.1,
105.3 (twice), 107.2; ’bakai, KM
108.4
abacal— (°ana) adj. [S avicala] 
‘unwavering’: KM 88.4
abares- vt. [S ava- + 11108 lekhya-] (?) 
‘consider’: -i, K M 42.3
abira m. [A ‘abir] ‘powder, usu. red, 
which is thrown and sprinkled at the 
Holi festival (made from ground meal, 
or minerals, esp. mica): KM 48.2,
84.2
abhine m. [S abhinaya] ‘gesture’: KM
94.1
abhai m. [507 abhaya-] ‘freedom from 
fear’: ~dana, ‘grant of lack of fear: 
assurance of safety or protection’,
KM 22.3
amrta m. [571 amrta-] ‘nectar, 
ambrosia’: KM5.3, 7.1, 55.3
amola adj. [S a-+ 10373 maulya-] 
‘priceless’: KM 27.2
ara cf. aura
aragaja m. [Pers.] ‘a perfume of a 
yellowish colour compounded of 
several scented ingredients (as sandal, 
rose-water, camphor, musk, 
ambergris)’: KM 55.2, 61.2
aranisa, MS G reading (note 2 to KM 
72), cf. aharanisa
arabara- vi. [13949 *h.adabada~] ‘be 
alarmed, agitated’: -i, KM 15.3; -ie, 
KM 28.3
araari f. [187 *ad-] (?) ‘rivalry’: KM
71.2
aruna adj. [616 aruna-] ‘red’: KM 87.2
alaka f. [694 alaka-] ‘lock of hair’: KM 
97.3; alalcai, KM 103.1
alaga (?) [700 alagna-] ‘a type of 
dance’: KM 2.2
alap- vt. [1361 *alapyati] ‘tune the 
voice’: -ata, KM 14.1, 96.2
ali m. [716 a/in-] ‘bumblebee’: KM
71.2
alokika adj. [S alaukika] 
‘transcendental’: KM 2.2
avalokana m. [S avalokana] ‘looking 
at’: KM 102.1
asatiyara m, [ A ikhtivar] ‘choice’: AS 
’ 6.1
asa cf. ais—
asara m. [A asr] ‘influence’: KM 74.4
asita adj. [S] ‘dark’: KM 29.2
asta-bista adj. [S asta-vyasta] ‘agitated’: 
KM 11.2
asva m. [920 a£va-] ‘knight (in chess)’: 
KM 81.2
aharanisa adv. [S ahamisa] ‘night and 
day’: KM 72.2
ariko m. [100 ahka-] ‘body’: ~bhar- 
‘embrace’: KM 74.2
adh— (°e) f. [385 andha-] ‘darkness’: 
AS 10.4
asi f. [43 aksi-] ‘eye’: KM 6.2; -na,
’ KM 5.1, 6.1, 32.1, 35.2, 102.1; 
asai, KM 35.2
a- vi. [1200 apayati] ‘come’: -i, AS
11.3, KM 15.3, 69.4, 104.3; -! KM 
98.4; -i, KM 14.3, 51.1; -ni, KM 
71.3; -ye, KM 90.1; -va, AS 6.2, 
KM 5.1, 74.1; -vata, AS 10.4, KM
8.1, 38.3, 78.1, 87.1, 109.3; -vati, 
KM 66.3; -vahu, KM 82.2; -vai, AS
4.4, KM 92.3; -vaigau, AS 4.3
agara m. [1000 akara-] ‘wise or skilled 
person’: AS 14.3
age adv. & ppn. [68 agra-] ‘in front, 
further, before, later’: AS 7.1, KM
5.1, 8.2; agai, AS 4.3, KM 23.1,
46.1, 54.3, 103.3, 106.1; agai, KM
1.2, 30.2; ~ de-, ‘show’, KM 38.2
ach— adj. [142 accha-] ‘good, fine’:
-i, KM 77.1, 89.2, 3 (twice)
aju adv. [242 adya-] ‘today, now’: KM
13.3, 18.1, 29.1, 30.3, 36.1, 38.1,
4, 69.2; ajahu, ‘just now, even 
now’, KM 15.2, 64.1; aji, KM 22.3
atura adj. [S] ‘desirous’: KM 21.4
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aturata f. [S] ‘impatience’: KM 81.3
adhar— (°ani) m. [ 1165 adhara-] 
‘support’, cf. pranani adharani: AS
2.4
adhina adj. [SI ‘humble, subservient’: 
KM 21.4, 26.2
adh— (°e) adj. [644 ardha-] ‘few’:
KM 17.3 (rep.)
ana f. [1095 ajna-] ‘oath’: KM 45.2
ananda m. [1172 ananda-] ‘bliss’: AS
9.4
ani f. [1110 ani-] ‘restrain, charm’: AS
3.2, KM 103.3
apa pr. [1135 atman-] ‘-self: AS 11.3; 
-na, AS 4.4; apuna, KM 74.4
apuna cf. apa
abharana m. [1224 abharana]
‘ ornament’: KM 97.2
ara f. [1313 ara-] ‘awl’: -ni, KM 64.1
arambhati f. [S arabhati] ‘vigour’: KM 
106.4'
arasl f. [1143 adarsa-] ‘mirror’: KM
13.3, 53.2
alasa adj. &m. [1371 alasya-] ‘lazy, 
languor, weariness’: AS 10.1, KM
26.1, 27.3, 77.1
all f. [1380 all-] ‘woman’s female 
friend’: KM 63.3
ahi cf. ho-
indra m. [1572 indr a-] ‘Indra’: KM
37.2
ikaguna adj. [2462 *ekka- + 4190 
guna-] ‘onefold’: KM 82.4
ilcataka adj. [2462 *ekka- + 5716 
tarkayati] ‘unblinking’: KM 20.2
ikasara adj. [2510 *ekkasara-] ‘single’: 
KM 20.2
ita adv. [*itra, cf. 228 atra; base also for 
uta, kita, jita (MTH)] ‘hither, here’: 
KM 51.2; ~ uta, ‘here and there’,
AS 3.1, KM 3.3, 4.2, 5.1, 19.3,
74.3
itan— adj. [1589 iyattaka-] ‘this 
much’: -I, KM 25.3; -eta, KM 39.3; 
ito, KM 35.3
ito cf. itan— 
ina, ini cf. yaha
iha adv. [1605 iha] ‘here’: KM 79.2
indu m. [1570 indu-] ‘moon’: KM
106.2
ujarai f. [1670 ujjvala-] ‘radiance’:
KM 1.3
uth- vi. [1900 *ut-sthati] ‘rise, arise, get 
up’; aux. verb: -ati, PCM 91.2; -i,
KM 47.4, 80.3; -ibe, KM 86.1; -e, 
KM 15.3
uthang- vi. [2172 * uppatthihga-] ‘lean’:
' -i, KM 31.4
utha- vt. [1903 *ut-sthapayati] ‘raise’:
’ -ibe, PCM 62.3
ud- vi. [1697 uddayate] ‘fly’: -ata,
'PCM 48.2; -ive, AS 1.4; -e, KM 71.1
udaghana m. [1694 udu- + S ghana]
' ‘stars’: PCM 103.2 ‘
uda- vt. [1697 uddapayati] ‘blow away, 
throw’: -i, AS 8.2; -vata, PCM 84.2
uta adv. [cf. ita] ‘thither, there’ (cf. ita 
uta): AS 3.1, PCM3.3, 4.2, 5.1,
19.3, 51.3, 74.3
utar- vt. [1770 uttarayati] ‘takeoff: -i, 
PCM 92.2
udo m. [1931 udaya-] ‘rising’: PCM
106.4
udher- vt. [2009 uddhrta-] ‘undo, 
unravel’: -ata, AS 14.2; udhera-buna 
(f.), ‘unpicking and (re-) weaving: 
perplexity’, PCM 72.2
udhera-buna cf. udher-
una cf. vaha
unamatta adj. [2111 unmatta-] 
‘intoxicated’: PCM 93.3
unamana m. [2121 unmana-] ‘depth’: 
PCM 14.3
unahari f. [342 anuhara-] ‘imitation’: 
PCM 23.1
unind— (°i) adj. [2108 uimidra-] 
‘sleepy’: PCM 76.1
upaj- vi. [1814 utpadyate] ‘be
produced, arise’: -ata, PCM 2.2, 60.3,
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76.3, 102.3, 110.3; -ati, KM 33.1,
45.2, 65.2; -aigau, KM 101.3
upaja- vt. [1814 utpadyate] ‘produce’: 
-vata, KM 12.2
upama cf. upama
upama f. [2203 upama-] ‘simile, 
comparison’: KM 95.2; upama, KM
63.4, 95.1
upavana m. [S] ‘grove’: AS 12.2
upa- vt. [1814 utpadayati] ‘get’: -hi, 
KM 53.4
upai m. [2308 upaya-] ‘means’: KM
7.3
ura m. [S] ‘heart, breast, chest’: KM
58.3, 81.2, 106.3
urasa m. [2350 uras-] ‘breast, chest’: 
-ni, KM 20.3
uja m. [2422 urjas-] ‘trouble’: KM
62.3
utara m. [1767 uttara-] ‘answer’: KM
83.2
upara adv. &ppn. [2333 *uppari] 
‘above, on’ (cf. sira upara): KM 8.2
e1, eha see yaha
e2 interj. [S] ‘Oh! Listen!’: AS 5.1
eka adj. & num. [2462 *ekka-] ‘one’: 
KM 3.3, 20.1,3, 36.1, 40.2, 53.2,
59.1, 66.3, 78.1, 79.1, 84.3, 86.2, 
91.1; -  rasa, ‘constant’, KM 91.1;
~ sanga, ‘together’, KM 16.1;
-sam e, ‘once’, KM 13.1, 84.1; - h i  
bara, ‘at once’, KM 37.2; ekai, KM
63.1 (rep.); yekaunacal-, ‘nothing 
succeeds’: AS 10.4
ekanta adj. [2487 ekanta-] ‘solitary’: 
KM 13.1, 84.1
eri inteij. [10808 re] ‘Oh! Listen!’:
KM 25.3, 101.4
ais— pr. adj. & adv. [1611 idrsa-] 
‘such, like this, in this way’: -i, KM
21.4, 31.1,2, 35.1, 39.3, 75.3,
89.1, 95.3; -e, AS 15.3,4, KM 
74.1; -e hi, KM 78.3; -ai, KM 1.3; 
-aihi, KM 3.1; -aihi, KM 7.4; -o,
KM 34.2, 55.3, 72.2, 110.4; -oi, 
AS 13.1, KM 76.1; -o hi, KM 5.2; 
-au, AS 7.3, KM 68.2, 102.4; asa, 
AS 8.3
ora f. [812 avara-] ‘side, end’: AS 7.4, 
KM 108.2
aut- vi. [1420 avartayati] ‘be evaporated 
over a fire, be purified’: -i, KM 26.3
aughara adj. [OHED: = H garlma< 
*gathati, and ghatate] ‘unique’: KM
60.2
aucaka adv. [Snell: *ajana(ka)-??] 
‘suddenly’: KM 15.3, 104.3
auta f. [2544 *otta~] ‘screen, shelter’: 
KM 93.2; -pata , AS 18.4
audh- vt. [2547 *oddh~] ‘wear’: -e,
KM 56.1
aura1, MS G reading (notes 9 to AS 7 
and 1 to KM 108), cf. ora
aura2 conj. &adj. [434 apara-] ‘and, 
other, else’: AS 1.2, 2.2, 7.1, 8.3,
9.1, 12.3, 17.1, KM 4.3, 6.4, 9.3,
23.4, 37.3, 40.3, 48.3, 53.3, 54.1 
(twice), 2, 55.1, 60.3,4, 77.3, 79.3,
82.3, 91.3, 102.2; -na, AS 16.2; 
aurai, KM 14.4, 38.4, 54.1; - k i  
aurai, ‘changed, different’, KM 54.2, 
3,4; aurau, KM 75.2; ara, KM 20.3
auli f. [759 avacuda-] ‘hem of a 
garment’: KM 97.4
kahkana m. [2597 kankana-] ‘bracelet’: 
KM 63.1
kancana m. [3013 kahcana-] ‘gold’: 
KM 19.4
kancuki f. [S kanculd] ‘bodice’: KM
20.3, 98.1
lcantha m. [2680 kantha-] ‘neck’: KM
21.1, 97.4; -laga-, ‘embrace’, KM 
96.4; -  siri, ‘golden necklace’, KM
50.2
kakahi f. [2598 kankata-] ‘comb’: KM
70.3
kaca m. [S] ‘hair’: KM 36.2 
kachu cf. kachu
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kachu pr. &adj. [3144 kimcid-] 
‘something, anything, a little, some, 
any’: AS 10.2, KM 9.3, 14.4, 23.1,
39.3, 65.3, 66.3, 69.2, 76.1, 101.2; 
kachu, KM 8.2
kajara, cf. kajara
kataka m. [S] ‘army’: KM 71.3
katachi m. [2636 kataksa-] ‘sidelong 
glance’: KM 87.4; kanasa, KM 37.3
kati f. [2639 kati-] ‘waist’: KM 36.2,
58.3, 87.2, ~ so ~, KM 105.3; kati, 
KM 106.3
kati, cf. kati
kathani, MS G reading (note 2 to KM 
11), cf. kathina
kathina adj. [2650 kathina-] ‘hard’:
KM 11.1
lcata adv. [OHED: conn, kutah] ‘why’: 
AS 10.1, KM 39.1
kadamba m. [2710 kadamba-] ‘the tree 
Naudea cadamba’: KM 68.1
kana m. [2661 kana-] ‘drop’ (cf. srama 
jalakana): KM 27.1, 58.1; kanu,
KM 95.3
kanaka m. [2717 kanaka-] ‘gold’: KM
31.3, 52.2, 58.1
kanasa cf. katachi 
kanu cf. kana
kaba adv. [OHED: cf. Ap. kabbe: for S 
kada] ‘when?’: -huke, ‘sometimes’, 
KM 84.2; -hu, ‘at times, ever’, AS
3.1 (rep.), KM 34.2; -hu, ‘ever’,
KM 78.1; -hu na, ‘never’, KM 13.3
kabi m. [2964 kavi-] ‘poet’: KM 29.4
kamala m. [2764kamala-} ‘lotus’: AS
11.2, KM 86.3; ~nena, ‘lotus-eyed 
one’ (Krsna), AS 7.1
kamodani f. [3305 kumuda-] ‘the white 
water-lily’: KM 57.1
kar- vt. [2814 karoti] ‘do, make’ (cf. 
kramakar-, ha-hu kar-): -ata, AS
10.1, 11.3, KM 7.3, 13.1, 39.1,
53.1, 55.2, 75.3, 85.2, 91.3, 93.2, 
4, 105.3, 106.4; -ati, KM 51.3; -i, 
AS 1.3,4, 14.1, 15.1, 16.3, KM
3.1, 8.2, 10.1, 26.4, 28.4, 47.2,
58.3, 63.4, 70.2, 78.1, 92.4, -ihau, 
KM 90.1; -ai, KM 8.2, 43.1,2; -o,
KM 10.2; -au, KM 53.3, 59.1, 85.4; 
-au, AS 2.3, KM 39.3; kiya, AS 
6.4; kiyau, AS 1.3; kiye, KM 56.1,
59.3, 68.2; kiye, KM 56.2, 86.4; 
kijiye, KM 80.1; kijai, AS 7.4; ldjai, 
AS 7.1, 2, 12.1, KM 16.2, 68.3; 
kina, KM 26.1; kai, KM 39.4
kara m. [2119 kar a-} ‘hand’: AS 12.1, 
KM 15.3, 51.4, 63.1, 70.3; ~ so ~, 
KM 77.1, 105.3; -ni, KM 50.1; 
~nasa, ‘fingernails’, KM 103.2
karajavali f. [S] ‘fingernails’: KM
106.2
karata m. [S karta] ‘creator of the 
world, god’: AS 6.4
karapura m. [2880 karpura] ‘camphor’: 
KM 26.3
karava m. [2781 karaka-] ‘earthenpot’: 
AS 12.1
kala1 adj. [S] ‘soft, gentle’: KM 103.2
kala2 m. [2948 kalya-] ‘rest,
happiness’: KM 10.3, 76.2, 88.3?
kala3, MS G reading (note 12 to KM 
69), cf. kula
kalamasa m. [2946 kalmasa-] ‘sin’: AS
7.2
kavani adj. [S kamaniya] ‘beautiful’: 
KM 110.1
kavini, MS G reading (note 1 to KM 
110), cf. kavani
kasa f./m. [2970 kasa-] ‘testing’:
~ sata-, ‘pass a test’, KM 24.3
kasumbha m. [3378 kusumbha-] 
‘saffron’: AS 7.3
kasturi f. [2985 kasturika-] ‘musk’:
KM 26.3, 56.1
kah- vt. [2703 kathayati] ‘say, tell, 
speak, call out’: -ata, AS 16.3, KM
5.4, 10.2,4, 14.4, 22.4, 25.1, 34.4,
35.4, 39.3, 40.4, 41.4, 42.3, 45.1,
2, 46.4, 49.3, 58.4, 59.4, 64.2,
66.3.4, 76.4, 78.4, 92.4, 95.1,
105.1, 108.4; -ati, KM 56.1, 64.1;
-i, AS 1.4, 4.4, 5.4, 6.4, 7.4, 8.4,
9.4, 10.4, 11.4, 13.4, 15.4, 16.4,
17.4, 18.4, KM 25.2, 63.4, 65.4; -i, 
KM 11.1, 69.2; -e, KM 108.3; -ai, 
KM 11.2, 33.8, 53.3; -o, KM 6.2,
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40.2; -o, KM 83.1; -au, KM 6.3, 
66.3; -au, KM 51.4; -yau, KM 76.1
lcahakaha m. [A qahqaha] ‘loud laugh, 
burst of laughter’: KM 108.3
kaha adv. [2574 ka-] ‘where, rhetor, in 
what (possible) case’: KM 6.2, 35.3,
72.2, 73.1, 83.4; kaha, AS 18.2; 
kahi, KM 6.4
kaha- vt. [2703 kathayati] ‘call’: -vata, 
AS 18.2
kaha1 adj. & interr. pr. [2574 ka-]
‘what, how’: AS 17.2, KM 11.2,
25.2, 35.1, 40.2, 64.1, 66.3, 68.2,
70.1, 82.3, 83.1; ~bhayo, ‘so what, 
no matter’, AS 10.3, KM 65.3; kahe, 
‘why’, AS 17.4, KM 10.4; kahe 
kau/°o, ‘why’, AS 2.2, KM 5.1, 
39.1; kahete, ‘why’, KM 10.2, 38.1
kaha2 cf. kaha
lcahani f. [OHED: H. *kahana, Brbh. 
kahano] ‘talk’: KM 46.3
kahu1 adv. [lcaha + emph.] ‘anywhere, 
somewhere, ever’, AS 13.2, KM
25.1, 31.2, 75.3, 91.1, 95.3, 97.3
lcahu2, MS G reading (note 10 to KM 
92), cf. ha(-hu)
kadh— (°e) m. [13627 skandha-] 
‘shoulder’: AS 10.2
kana m. [2380 kama-] ‘ear’: -ni, KM 
21.2; ~de-, ‘pay attention’, KM 45.1
kama cf. kama
kahi cf. lcaha
ka cf. ko2
kak— (°e) m. [2993 kaka-] ‘cuning 
fellow’: AS 5.3
lcagata m. [Pers. kagaz. for orig. kagad] 
‘paper’: KM 34.2
kac— (°i) adj. [2613 *kacca~] 
‘deficient’: KM 95.2
lcacha m. [2592 kaksya-] ‘dhotf:
~ badh-, ‘put on dhotr. tail spread’, 
KM 14.2
kajara m. [2622 kajjala-] ‘collyrium’ 
KM 70.4, 71.1; kajara, KM 50.3
kadh- vt. [2660 *kaddhati] ‘extricate, 
draw out’: -ana, KM 7.2; -e, KM
5 7 .4 , 107.4
kama m. [3042 kama-] ‘desire, love, 
cupid, Kama (the god of love): KM 
87.4; kama, AS 3.3, KM 26.1, 34.4,
35.4, 46.4, 50.3, 71.3, 89.3, 98.3; 
kamehi, KM 82.2
karan—- (°i) m. [3057 karana-]
‘source’: AS 2.3
kar— (°i) adj. [3083 kala-] ‘black’:
KM 71.1, 96.3
kala m. [3084 kala-]>. ‘death’: AS 10.1
kahu, kahu cf. kou
kahe1 cf. lcaha1
kahe2 cf. ko2
kihkini f. [3152 kihkini-] ‘smallbell’: 
KM 87.2
kinnarl cf. kinnari
kit— pr. &adv. [3167 *kiyatta~] ‘how 
much, rhetor, how!, rhetor, very 
much?’: -e, KM 23.2; -ou, AS 1.4; 
-auka, KM 66.1, 109.4
kita adv. [cf. ita] ‘rhetor, what a...!’:
KM 102.1
kidho conj. [McGregor: ki < 3164 kim , 
+ dhau < 6892 dhruva?] ‘or, or then’: 
KM 6.1, 76.1
kina adv. [Snell: 3164 kim + nal] ‘why 
not’: KM 83.2; kini, KM 62.4
kini cf. kina
lcinnara m. [3145 kimnara-] ‘mythical 
being with a human figure and the 
horse’s head, reckoned among the 
gandharvas (as divine musicians or 
singers)’: KM 42.2
kinnari f. [S kimnarl] ‘musical
instrument (either a kind of lute, cf. the 
classical kinmarl vina, or the 
percussion instrument made from 
metal which is also called karkarl/ 
kirakari/Idmgari)’: KM 66.2; kinnari, 
KM 67.1
kiraura m. [3498 koti-] ‘tenmillion’:
-ni, KM 89.3
lcilibisa, MS G reading (note 3 to AS 7), 
cf. kalamasa
lcisora adj. & m. [3190 kisora-] ‘young, 
youth’: KM 3.2, 19.2, 52.3, 56.2,
65.4, 72.1, 110.1; lcisaura, KM 89.4
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kisorani cf. kisauri
kisaura cf. kisora
kisauri f. [3190 kisora-] ‘girl’: KM
19.2, 33.1; kisorani, KM 89.4
Id cf. kau1
Idea f. [OHED: cf. cikka-2] ‘mud’:
KM 55.2
kunkuma cf. kumakuma
kunja m. [3226 kunja-] ‘bower, grove’: 
KM 56.3, 79.1; -  kunja, ‘from 
bower to bower’, KM 85.1;
-nikunja, ‘thicket-bowers’, KM 
100.2; -bihari, (an epithet of Krsna), 
AS 11.4, KM 25.1, 60.1, 68.3,°"
84.1, 99.1, 104.1, 105.1, 108.1, and 
occurring in the last line of every poem 
of KM as part of the chapa, except:
KM 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 18,
19, 21, 25, 31, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39,
40, 42, 43, 46, 53, 57, 60, 62, 63,
65, 67, 68, 69, 72, 75, 76, 78, 82,
85, 89, 91, 92, 97, 98, 99, 100,
102, 104, 105, 106, 108, 109;
-  biharini, (an epithet of Radha), KM 
91.4; -  mahala,‘bower-abode’, KM
21.4, 87.1
kundana adj. & m. [Platts: S kandalah] 
‘pure gold, golden’: KM 29.3, 71.2
kumakuma m. [3214 kunkuma-] 
‘saffron’: KM 56.2; kunkuma, KM 
26.3; kumakuma, KM 48.2
kuvara m. [3303 kumara-] ‘youth’:
KM 33.1
kuvari f. [3303 kumara-] ‘damsel’:
KM 83.1
kuca m. [3216 kuca-] ‘female breast, 
bosom’: KM 36.2, 74.2, 98.1
kubera f. [3361 *kuvela~] ‘unsuitable 
time’: AS 10.2
kubhava m. [S ku- + 9475 bhava-] ‘bad 
disposition’: KM 76.2
kumakuma cf. kumakuma
kumaya f. [OHED: ? ad. *kumaya-] 
‘harshness’: KM 78.1
kula m. [3330 kula-] ‘swarm’: KM
69.4
kusuma m. [3377 kusuma-] ‘flower’: 
KM 68.2
kula m. [3416 kula-] ‘bank’: -hu, KM
48.3
krpa f. [3437 krpa-] ‘grace’: AS 2.1
krsna m. [3451 krsna-] ‘blackcuckoo’: 
KM 97.2
ke, ke cf. kau1
kedarau m. [S kedara] ‘name of a raga': 
KM 32.3, 52.3
kel- vi. [3918 *khed~] ‘sport’: -ai, KM
100.3
keli f. [S keli] ‘amorous sport’: KM
18.4
kesa m. [3471 ke§a~] ‘hair’ (cf. savar-): 
KM 103.2
kai, kai1 cf. kau1
kai2 conj. [OHED: ? kim, or H ki, + H 
(h)i] ‘or’: ‘either...or’, KM
76.1; KM 76.2 (?)
kais— adj. & adv. [3197 kidrsa-] ‘of 
what kind, how’: -iyo, KM 13.3; -e, 
KM 10.3, 59.4, 104.2, -ai, AS 18.1, 
-aikai, KM 59.3; -aihu, KM 42.4
ko1 cf. kau1
ko2 cf. ko2
kona cf. kauna
ko1 cf. kau1
ko2 pr. [2574 ka, kah] ‘who, which’: 
KM 55.1, 60.3, 63.4, 110.4; ko,
KM 70.2; kau, KM 4.3; kau, KM
23.1, 33.8, 37.3; ka, KM 83.1,
85.4; kahe, KM 12.4
ko3 cf. kau1
koila cf. kokila
kou pr. & adj. [2967 kafoid] ‘some, 
any, someone, anyone’: AS 15.1, 2, 3, 
4, KM 14.3, 53.2, 61.2, 70.1, 77.3,
79.2, 91.3, 100.3; kahu, KM 4.1,
23.2, 61.4, 65.3, 76.1; kahu, AS
2.1, 18.3, KM 61.2 (thrice), 62.3,
76.3, 101.1,2, 105.2 (twice), 3; kau, 
AS 5.1 (twice)
koka m. [S] ‘art of love’: KM 72.3
kokila f. [3483 kokila-] ‘the black 
cuckoo’: KM 96.2; koila, KM 46.1; 
kaukila, KM 14.1
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koti f. [3498 koti-] ‘ten million’: AS
3.3, KM 29.4, 34.3, 41.1, 86.4 
(rep.), 87.4, 98.3, 102.3
kopa m. [3516 kopa-] ‘anger’: KM
57.3
kau1 ppn. & obi. case marker, cf. kahe 
kau/°o [14342 kaksa-]: AS 2.1, KM 
5.1; AS 4.1, 3, 4, io . l ,  11.2, 16.4, 
KM 4.1, 2, 4, 7.2, 17.2 (twice), 3,
45.4, 58.3, 68.1, 77.3?, 102.3,4?; 
kd, KM 39.1; KM 6.3, 53.4, 63.4, 
72.1; ko, 98.4; kau, AS 15.1, KM
18.4
kau2 cf. ko2 
kau3 cf. kou 
kau4 cf. kau1
kaudh- vi. [2758 kavandha-] (?) ‘flash 
(as lightning)’: -i, KM 96.3; -e, KM 
92.4; -ai, KM 21.3
kauna pr. & adj. [2575 kahpunai]
‘who, whom, what, which’: AS 1.2,
3.1, 16.3, KM 54.1; ~ dhau 
‘whoever’, AS 5.2 (twice); kaune, 
KM 51.4; kona, KM 109.1
kaumala adj. [3523 komala-] ‘gentle’: 
KM 70.3
kau1 gen. ppn. (cf. aba kai) [OHED: 
conn, ki'ta-]: AS 1.2, 3.4, 7.2,3,
13.1, 14.2,3,4, 18.3, KM 5.4, 12.3, 
4, 27.3, 29.3, 33.8, 48.4, 56.2,
60.4, 61.4, 66.1, 71.3, 74.2, 82.4 
(twice), 83.1, 91.4, 95.3, 97.1,
99.1; ki, AS 10.4, 11.1, 18.2, KM
1.1.3, 3.2, 5.3, 7.1, 11.3, 14.3,4,
19.4, 20.1,3, 23.1, 24.2,3, 29.1,4,
34.4, 39.2, 45.2, 46.2, 49.2, 50.2,
51.4, 53.3, 54.2,3,4, 55.2,3, 62.3, 
4, 63.2, 67.4, 69.2,3,4, 71.2, 72.4,
73.2, 4, 74.2, 4, 75.2, 76.3, 78.4,
81.1, 82.2, 83.1, 84.3, 86.1, 87.4,
89.2.3, 92.3, 93.2, 95.2, 97.3,
103.4, 104.1, 105.2,4, 107.3; ke, 
KM 61.2 (twice), 107.2; ke, AS 1.4,
2.4, 3.3,4, 7.1, 8.1, 10.1, 13.4,
15.3, 17.2, KM 2.1, 3.2, 12.2, 13.2 
(twice), 23.2,4, 26.3, 28.1, 30.2,
55.3.4, 57.2, 61.2, 62.3, 65.4,
67.2, 76.4, 77.3, 79.1, 84.3 (twice),
85.3, 86.1, 90.1 (twice), 2 (twice), 3, 
4, 91.3, 93.3, 97.1, 107.4, 110.3, 
and occurring in the last line of every
poem of KM as part of the chapa, 
except: KM 9, 10, 19, 21, 25, 65, 
99, 106; kai, KM 9.3, 32.4, 60.2, 3,
61.2, 108.3; kai, AS 13.4, KM 80.2; 
ko, KM 5.2, 35.2, 55.3?, 56.1,
74.3, 78.1, 110.4; kau, AS 4.2
kau2 cf. ko2 
kau3 cf. kau1
kau4, MS G reading (note 6 to KM 95), 
cf. kyau
kaukana m. [S kokanada] (?) ‘red 
water-lily’: KM 58.1
kaukila cf. kokila
kauda m. [3037 kapata-] ‘feint’: AS
5.3
kyau adv. [3164 kim] ‘how, why’: AS
1.3, KM 61.3, 68.3, 79.1, 90.2,
95.2 (?); ~hu/°u ‘somehow’, KM
51.1 (rep.), 2
krama1 m. [2892 karman-] ‘deeds, 
doing’ (cf. manabaca krama): KM
4.2, 36.3, 59.2, 90.2
krama2 m. [3577 krama-] {step}:
—  kar-, ‘gradually, approach’, KM
41.4, 68.4
For words starting with kh- see s-
gandharva m. [S] ‘kind of celestial 
musician’: KM 75.2
gambhira adj. [4031 gambhira-] ‘low’: 
KM 110.3
gal, gae cf. ja-
gati f. [4354 granthi-] ‘knot: bond, 
multitude’: AS 15.1, KM 24.2
gathoda m. [4352 *gi'anthabandha-] 
‘‘pledge’: KM 25.3
gaduva m. [3984 gaduka-] ‘water-jar’: 
KM 98.1
gata cf. gati
gati f. [4009 gati-] ‘rhythm, movement, 
manner, step, refuge’ (cf. ha gata):
KM 30.4, 33.1,6, 54.3, 57.2, 65.2 
(twice), 67.4, 82.2, 94.1; gata, KM
85.4, 107.2
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gan- vt. [3993 ganayati] ‘count, 
reckon’: -e, KM 37.3; -yau, KM
14.2
gaye, gayo cf. ja-
garaji f. (?) [4046 gaijati] ‘thundering’: 
KM 96.2
gar— (°e/°ai) m. [4070 gala-] ‘neck’: 
KM 63.2; ~ laga-/lag-, ‘embrace’:
KM 39.4, 47.4, 83.4
gall f. [4085 *gati-] ‘lane’: AS 18.3
gava- vt. [4028 gamayati] ‘waste’:
-vani, AS 11.2
gasa m. [(?)] ‘aversion’: KM 90.3
gah- vt. [4236 grahati] ‘grasp, seize, 
take’: -i, AS 9.4, KM 14.3, 25.4,
56.3, 57.3, 4 (twice), 80.4; -e, KM 
107.2; -ai, KM 61.2
gahabara adj. [4108 gahvara-] ‘dense’: 
KM 46.1
gahara adj. [4024 gabhlra] ‘deep: KM 
110.3; gahirai, AS 18.1
gahirai cf. gahara
gaharu m. [OHED: ? conn, graha-, 
grahila-] ‘holdingback’: KM 17.2
gaina m. [4136 gay ana-] ‘song’: KM
33.4
gau m. [4368 grama-] ‘village’: KM
83.2
gavatl cf. ga-
gavarau adj.&m. [4371 *gramadara-] 
‘uncunning’: KM 44.2
ga- vt. [4135 gapayati] ‘sing’: -i, KM 
94.2; -va, KM 5.4; -vata, KM 12.1,
19.1, 32.4, 66.2, 87.3, 89.4, 102.3; 
gavati, KM 104.2
gadhe adv. [4118 gadha-] ‘firmly’:
KM 107.2
gata m. [4124 gatra-] ‘body’: KM 21.1
gala m. [4089galla-] {cheek}: ~mar-, 
‘boast’, AS 18.3
gita m. [A\61 gita-] ‘song’: KM 23.2
gunja m. [4176 gunja-] ‘grain (the berry 
of the shrub Abrus precatorius)’: 
~mala, ‘rosary of gunja seed’, AS
12.2
gunjara m. [4173 gunja-] ‘humming’: 
KM 85.2
guna m. [4190 giina-] ‘quality, skill, 
nature’: AS 17.3, KM 23.1, 30.4,
40.1, 63.1, 66.3, 90.3, 98.2; -ni,
KM 65.1
guni adj. [4192 gunin-] ‘worthy’: KM
23.4
gunth- vt. [4205 guphati] ‘braid’: -i, 
KM 70.1
gori cf. gaura
gau f. [OHED: go-; gava-] ‘cow’: AS 
12.3; ~ suta, ‘calf, AS 12.3
gaura adj. [4345 gaura-] ‘fair-
complexioned’: KM 1.1, 28.1, 56.4, 
88.2; gori, KM 105.2
gaurata f. [4345 gaura-] ‘fairness’: KM
29.2
gauri f. [S gaudif] ‘name of a raga’:
KM 106.1
gyaraha num. [2484 ekadasa-] {eleven} 
(cf. sadhe gyaraha): KM 26.3
graha m. [4240 grha] ‘abode’: KM
106.1
graha m. [4382 graha-] ‘crocodile’:
KM 57.3
gri adj. [68 agra-] (?) ‘prominent’: KM
94.2
gras- vt. [4359 grasati] ‘seize’: -e, KM
57.3
ghata f. [4411 ghata-] ‘dense cloud’: 
KM 96.3
ghati, MS G reading (note 3 to KM 24), 
cf. gati
ghata m. [OHED: cf Pk. ghatt-; ? x 
ghata-] ‘trap, stratagem, trickery’: AS
3.2, KM 69.3; ghati, KM 78.3
ghana m. [4424 ghana-] ‘cloud’: KM
1.1, 4.3, 10.2, 32.2, 103.2, 110.2 
(rep.)
ghari f. [4406 ghati-] ‘moment’:
— , ‘at every moment, constantly’, 
KM 80.2, 90.2
ghati cf. ghata
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ghata m. [4414 ghatta-] ‘landing place, 
shore’: ~ lag-, ‘come to shore’, AS
18.1
ghata m. [4460 ghata-] ‘stroke’ (cf. 
candragati-ghata): KM 33.3
ghur- vi. [4487 ghurati] ‘sound’: -i, 
KM 32.3, 52.3
ghunari adj. & f. [Platts: S ghma +kah] 
‘sullen’: KM 49.3
gher- vt. [4474 *gher~] ‘confine, 
surround’: -ata, AS 11.3, KM 71.3; 
-au, KM 62.2
ghera m. [4474 *gher~] ‘circle’: KM
75.3
ghor- [4487 ghurati] ‘thunder’: -ani, 
(f), KM 89.2
ghora adj. [4522 ghora-] ‘low’: KM
65.2
ghorani cf. ghor-
cancala, MS G reading (note 7 to KM 
88), cf. ancara
canda m. [4661 candra-] ‘moon’: KM
12.3, 34.3, 57.1
candana m. [4658 candana-] 
‘sandalwood paste’: KM 97.1
candragati f. [4661 candra- + 4009 gati 
or agati ?]: -  ghata ‘palm stroke over 
a percussion instrument’: KM 33.3
camp— (°e) m. [4678 canipa] ‘the tree 
Michelia champaka, jasmine’: KM
71.2
cadh- vt. [4578 *cadhati] ‘mount’:
-yau, AS 10.2
catura adj. [4594 catura-] ‘clever’: KM
81.2
catura! f. [4594 catura-] ‘dexterity, 
roguery’: KM 1.3, 73.4
caturaguna adj. [4599 caturguna-] 
‘fourfold’: KM 82.4
canas- vi. [cf. catakh- Platts] (?) ‘be 
irritated’: -a, KM 37.4 (rep.)
capala adj. [4672 capala-] ‘darting (of 
eyes), swift’: ICM 81.2, 106.2
capa- vt. [4674 * capp-] ‘have 
massaged’: -vatl, KM 104.3
camacama- vi. [4676 *camakka~]
‘shine’: -ta, KM 32.2
carana m. [S carana] ‘foot’: AS 9.4,
11.2, KM 18.2,'49.4, 53.1, 57.4
cal- vi. [4715 calati] ‘go, move, come’ 
(cf. yekau na cal-): -ata, AS 10.4,
KM 19.3, 88.3; -ahu, KM 18.3,
99.1; -a, AS 6.4; -i, KM 14.1, 16.1,
46.1 (twice), 83.2, 100.1,3; -iye,
KM 49.3, 56.3, 69.1; -i, KM 69.3; 
-e, KM 56.3; -au, KM 104.1; -yau, 
KM 7.2
cahu disa adv. [4609 caturdisam] ‘all 
around’: KM 89.2
caha f. [4775 *cah-] ‘desire, longing’: 
KM 24.4
cai, MS G reading (note 8 to ICM 19), 
cf. cah-
cari num. [4655 catvari] ‘four’ (cf. 
padaratha cari): AS 9.3, KM 20.2,
21.3, 50.1 (rep.); dyausa-,
‘transient’ AS 17.2; caraujama, ‘the 
four watches: whole night’, KM 87.2
cah- vt. [4775 * cah-] ‘desire, look for, 
glance’:-ata, KM 6.4, 15.2; -ati, 
102.2; -ani, (f) KM 37.3; -iye, KM 
80.3; -ai, AS 8.2; cai, KM 19.3
cahani cf. cah
cit- vt. [4799 citta-] ‘look at’: -aye,
KM 42.4; -avata, KM 4.2, 91.3; 
-avani, (f.), KM 18.2; -ai, KM 56.3
cita f./m. [4799 citta-] ‘mind, heart’:
AS 6.2, KM 7.2, 33.4; ~de-, ‘be 
attentive’, KM 104.1; -hi, KM 91.3
citavani cf. cit-
citavani f. [derived fr. caus. fr. citav-] 
‘drawing attention to’: AS 11.4
cirajlv- vi. (?) [4824 cira- + 5241 jivati] 
‘live long’: AS 11.4
cihar- vi. (?) [4787 *cinghata~] ‘cry 
out’: -i, KM 15.3
cuno m. [4889 curna-] ‘coarsely ground 
grain: nourishment’: KM 9.2
curi cf. cirri
cuva- vt. [4948 *cyutati\ ‘drain’: -i,
KM 74.3
cunari f. [OHED: cinotf] ‘shawl’: KM
49.1, 72.1, 80.1, 92.1
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cura m. [4884 cuda-] ‘anklet’: KM
20.2
curi f. [4884 cuda-] ‘bracelet, bangle’: 
KM 20.2, 21.3, 50.1; curl, KM
56.2, 75.4
cepa m. [4819 *ceppa-] ‘bird-lime’: 
KM 9.1
caina m. [(?)] ‘peace, rest’ (cf. susa 
caina): KM 80.4
cok- vi. [4676 *camakka~] ‘be startled’: 
-I, KM 83.4
copa m. [Platts and Entwistle: related to 
ksubhl] ‘desire’: KM 81.3
cora m. [4677 camara-] ‘fly-whisk’: 
KM 53.2
cokl f. [4629 catuska-] ‘medallion’:
KM 73.1
copari f. [4648 catusputa-] ‘game 
played with oblong dice’: KM 82.4
coll f. [4923 coda-] ‘bodice’: KM 97.1
cauka m. [4629 catuska-] ‘an aggregate 
of four: front teeth’: KM 21.3
caupahalu adj. [4593 catur- + Pers. 
pahlu] ‘four-sided’: KM 20.2
caur- vt. [4933 corayati] ‘steal’: -i,
KM 33.4
chatrapati m. [S ksatrapati] ‘king’: AS
15.2
chadama m. [4981 chadman-] ‘trick’: 
KM 68.3
chabi f. [5006 chavi-] ‘splendour, 
beauty’: KM 21.3, 29.1, 86.1, 88.2, 
103.4; -na, KM 66.1
chabil— adj. [OHED: conn, chavi-, or 
chadmika-] ‘beautiful, handsome’: -I, 
KM 18.2, 69.1; -e, KM 69.1; -au, 
KM 46.4
chalu m. [5001 chala-] ‘stratagem’: 
KM 39.4
chad- cf. chad-
chaha cf. chaya
chaj- vi. [4982 *chadyati] ‘please’: -ai, 
KM 43.1
chad- vt. [5060 *chmdati] ‘abandon, 
leave’: -i, AS 4.1° KM 17.1, 25.3,
76.2; -ai, KM 10.4 (rep.), 61.3; -o, 
KM 62.4; chadi, AS 16.2
chat! f. [5014 *chatti~] ‘heart, breast’: 
KM 45.3; - s a u - ,  ‘breast to breast’, 
KM 92.3; -  so/°au -  laga-,
‘embrace’, KM 25.4, 56.4, 11A
chaya f. [5027 chaya-] ‘protection, 
semblance’: KM 65.3; chaha, KM
24.1
china m. [3642 ksana-] ‘moment’: KM 
3.3; -china, ‘everymoment’, KM
9.3, 19.1, 46.3
chip- vi. [4994 *chipp-] ‘behidden’: 
-ata, KM 97.2
chipa- vt. [4994 *chipp~] ‘hide’: -ye, 
KM 97.2; -vata, KM 97.2
chiy- vt. [5055 chupati] ‘touch’: -o,
KM 62.2
chiya adj. & f. [5029 chi-] ‘bad 
(nature)’: KM 25.3, 62.4, 109.1
chirak- vt. [5035 *chit-] ‘sprinkle’:
-ata, KM 48.2, 61.2, 99.4
chirakau m. [5035 *chit-] ‘sprinkling 
game’: KM 83.3
chuda- vt. [3747 ksotayati] ‘cause to be 
free’: -yo, KM 57.3
chuva- vt. (rhyme-form for chu-?) [5055 
chupati] ‘touch’: -hi, KM 99.4
chut- vi. [3707 ksutyate] ‘leave, be 
released, be loose, be scattered’: -ata, 
KM 15.2, 37.2, 57.3; -I, KM 85.1; 
-e, KM 63.2
chepa m. [3738 ksepa-] ‘haughtiness’: 
KM 35.3
chaila adj. &m. [5006 chavilla-] 
‘beautiful’: KM 25.4, 99.4
chod- vt. [3747 ksotayati] ‘give up’: -a, 
AS 5.2
jangali adj. [Pers. zangari] ‘of the 
colour of verdigris, green’: KM 73.2
jabha- vi. [5265 jrmbhate] ‘yawn’: -ti, 
KM 77.1
jak- vi. [10400 yata-] ‘be benumbed’: 
-i, KM 24.4
jag- cf. jag-
jaga m. [S] ‘world’: AS 13.2
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jagata m. [5078 jagat-] ‘world’: AS
15.1
jaga- vt. [5175 jagrati] ‘awaken’: -u, 
KM 47.3; -vata, KM 47.2
jachi m. [10395 yaksa-] ‘kind of 
demigod’: KM 42.2
jat- vi. [5091 *jadati] ‘be fixed’: -i,
KM 106.2
jatana m. [10404ayatna-] ‘effort’: -ni, 
KM 90.3
jaddapi conj. [S yadyapi] ‘even if: AS
I.3
jan- cf. jan-
jana m. [5098 jana-] ‘person’ (used as 
pluralizing suffix): KM 52.3, 93.1,2,
3,4, 105.1, 107.1
janama m. [5113 janman-] ‘life’: AS
II.2, KM 3.1, 41.3; -ni, AS 15.3
ianabara m. [Pers. janvar] ‘creature: 
bird’: AS 1.4
jaba adv. & conj. [Add2 2528 evam eva 
x ya-] ‘when’: AS 10.4, 11.3,4,
KM 34.1 (rep.), 37.4, 38.3, 71.3
jam- vi. [10428 yamyate] ‘be
established’: -yau, KM 32.3, 67.1,
89.4
jamaduta m. [S yamaduta] ‘Death’s 
messenger’: AS 11.3
jamuna f. [10427 yamuna-] ‘the river 
Yamuna’: KM 33.7
jala m. [5155 jala-] ‘water’ (cf. Srama 
jalakana): KM 27.1, 33.7, 58.1,
78.4
javadi m. [A] ‘sandalwood’: KM 26.3
javahara m. [A pi. javahir, pi. & sg.] 
‘jewel’: AS 10.3
jasa1 cf jais-
jasa2 m. [10443 yasas-] ‘fame, glory’: 
KM 41.1, 91.4
jaha adv. [1605 iha] ‘where’: KM
14.2, 46.1, 74.4, 103.1; ~ ~...taha 
taha ‘wherever’, KM 53.1
ja- cf. ja-
jan- cf. jan-
jana adj. &m. [5282 jhanin-] 
‘knowledgable’: AS 18.2
janapan— (°e) m. [5282 jhanin- + pan 
(= tvam)] ‘knowledge’: KM 24.2; 
janipanyau, AS 18.2
janipanyau cf. janapan—
jama m. [10467 yama-] ‘a three-hour 
period, watch’ (cf. caraujama): KM
87.2
javar— (°au) m. [10452 yah] ‘going’: 
KM 44.3
jabi cf jo1
ja-v i. [10452 yah] ‘go’ (cf. bali ja-); 
aux. verb: -i, AS 7.2, KM 69.2,
80.2, 86.1; -u, AS 15.3, KM 83.2; 
-ta, AS 3.1, KM 8.1, 22.2, 40.1,4,
57.3, 58.3, 109.1, 2, 3 (twice), 4; -ti, 
KM 62.2, 78.1; -na, KM 25.3, 62.2, 
74.3; jau, KM 83.4; jau, KM 6.3; 
jata, AS 14.2; jahi, KM 99.1; jahi, 
KM 6.2, 53.2; gai, KM 47.1, 2, 3, 4; 
gae, AS 15.3; gaye, KM 41.3; gayo, 
KM 25.1
ja, jahi cf. jo1
jag- vi. [5715 jagrati] ‘wake up, be 
awake’: -ata, KM 34.4, 47.2,3; 
jage, KM 87.2
jagara m. [S] ‘awareness’: AS 14.4
jacaka m. [S yacaka] ‘beggar’: KM
45.4
jado m. [5180 jadya-] ‘cold’: KM 80.1
jata f. [5185 jati-] ‘group’: KM 40.3
jan- vt. [5193 janati] ‘know, realize, 
understand’: -ata, AS 10.2; -i, KM 
38.4; -e, KM 23.1 (twice), 70.1; -o, 
KM 3.2, 53.3; -au, AS 13.4, 14.4, 
KM 5.2; janiyata, KM 61.3; jane, 
KM 79.2; janyau, KM 14.3; jani, 
AS 7, 18.4
jihi cf. jo1
jit— (°e) pr. adj. [1589 iyattaka-: x ya- 
anal.] ‘however much’: KM 23.2
jina^jini1 cf. jo1
jina2 cf j ini2
jini2 adv. [10408 yathana] ‘not (in 
prohibitions)’: AS 15.3, 16.1, KM
62.2, 78.3; jina, KM 20.1, 39.3
jiya m. [5239 jiva-] ‘heart, life’: AS
13.4, 14.4, KM 5.3, 35.1 (twice),
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43.4, 45.2, 71.3; ~ho-, ‘have a 
desire’, KM 35.1; jyau, KM 10.2
jiyo, MS G reading (note 5 to KM 62), 
cf. chiy-
ji- vi. [5241 jivati] ‘live’: -jai, KM 
16.2; -vai, AS 17.1
ji m. [5239 jiva-] ‘soul, heart’: AS 7.2, 
4, KM 60.3
jit- vt. [5224 jita-] ‘win’: -ai, AS 5.2; 
-yau, AS 5.4
jibha f. [5228 jihva-] ‘tongue’: KM
40.2, 66.3
jiva m. [5239 jiva-] ‘creature, soul’:
AS 9.1, 4, 16.3
jivata m. [S jivat] ‘living’: KM 35.2
jivani f. [S jivani] ‘life-giving root, life’: 
KM 39.2, 64.3
ju1 cf. jo1
ju2 cf. jo2
ju3 cf. ju1
juga m. [10493 yugma-] ‘pair’: KM
110.1
jugala m. [10489 yugala-] ‘couple’:
KM 3.2, 52.3
jubati cf. juvati
juva MS G reading (note 2 to KM 110), 
cf. juga
juvati f. [10504 yuvati-] ‘young 
woman’: KM 40.3, 52.3, 105.1;
°ini, KM 85.3, 99.2; jubati KM 75.3
ju1 hon. part. [5240 jiva-]: KM 6.1,
8.3, 9.4, 10.3, 33.8, 34.1, 36.1,
45.1, 46.1, 53.1, 55.3, 56.3, 65.4,
72.1, 76.1, 78.1, 79.1, 91.4, 102.1; 
ju, KM 30.3
ju2 cf. jo2
jutha m. [10516 yutha-] ‘ group: many’: 
KM 12.2, 85.3, 86.3, 107.3
je cf. jo1
jaiba f./m. [A jaib, Pers.jeb] ‘beauty’: 
KM 21.3, 29.3, 71.2
jais— adj. & adv. [10458 yadrga-] ‘like, 
just as, as, as if ;  -iye, KM 53.3; -e, 
KM 55.4; -e, KM 13.3, 29.2; -ai, 
KM 1.1, 6.1, 37.2; -o, AS 7.3; jasa 
AS 8.4
jo- vt. [6612 dyotate] ‘look at, watch’ 
(cf. magajo-): -ila, KM 46.3; -vata, 
KM 15.1
jo1 rel. pr. [10391 ya-] ‘who, which’: 
AS 15.3, KM 11.3 (7), 23.1, 36.1,2, 
3, 43.2, 45.1,2, 79.2, 102,3; jahi, 
KM 53.3 (?); ja, AS 7.1, KM 82.4,
98.3, 107.2, 110.4; jahi, AS 2.3,
KM 82.3; jina, KM 95.2 (rep.); jini, 
AS 16.3; jihi, KM 26.1; ju, KM
30.4, 49.3, 54.1, 55.2, 76.4, 90.2, 
101.3; je, AS 9.4, KM 23.3;
~ ~ ‘whatever, whichever’, KM 24.2,
60.3, 66.4, 67.4; joijoi ‘whatever’ 
KM 43.1; jau, KM 8.2
jo2 conj. [10401 yatah] ‘if, when, that’: 
KM 18.3, 40.1; jo/°aulau ‘as long 
as’, AS 17.1, KM 83.3; ju, KM
59.1 (?), 61.3, 89.1; ju, KM 95.3 (?); 
jau KM 16.2, 29.4
joti f. [S jyoti] ‘lustre, radiance’: KM
63.2, 75.3
jonha f. [5301 jyotsna-] ‘moonlight, 
moonlit night’: KM 21.2 (twice)
jobana m. [10537 yauvana-] ‘youth’: 
AS 13.3, 17.3, KM 21.1, 98.1
jor- vt. [10496 *yotayati] ‘join’: -i,
KM 51.4, 105.3’
jora m. [Pers. zor] ‘force’: KM 107.2
jori f. [10496 *yota-] ‘pair, couple’:
KM 1.1, 4.1, 12.3, 21.4, 31.1, 33.6
joh- vt. [6612 dyotate] ‘look at, gaze’: 
-am, (f.), AS 12.3; -ai, KM 63.3
johanl cf. joh-
jau cf. jyau1
jau cf. jo2
jyau1 adv. [OHED: conn, eva1] ‘like, 
as, just as, so that, which’: AS 1.4,
4.3.4, 7.2, 8.1, 12.4, 13.3, 16.2, 
KM 4.3, 21.4, 26.3, 29.2,3, 32.2,
37.1, 53.3, 55.3, 62.2, 63.3 (rep.), 
68.2(7), 69.3, 78.4, 80.3, 92.3;
— ...tyau/o (tyau) ‘just so, the 
more...the more, the longer...the 
longer’, AS 8.2, KM 17.2, 28.2, 
47.2; ~ hi...tyau hi, ‘just so’, AS 1.1 
(rep., 2nd form jau)
jyau2 cf. jiya
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jhaga m. [OHED ? 273 * adhyahgaka-] 
‘long, loose garment5: KM 74.1
jharajhari adv. [5351 *jhal-]
* constantly ’: KM 71.4
jhalak- vi. [5352 *jhal-] ‘glitter’: -ai, 
KM 103.2
jhalaka f. [5352 *jhal-] ‘radiance’:
KM 21.2
jhag- vt. [5332 *jhagga~] ‘froth’: -e, 
KM 2.3
jhar- vt. [5362 *jhatayati] {sift}: -ides- 
, ‘sift (a matter): study in detail’, KM
23.2
jhuka f. [5316 jhakk- (x 5399 *jhukkati 
)] (?) ‘anger’: KM 76.3
jhuth— adj. [5407 *jhuttha-] ‘false, 
wrong’: -l, AS 14.1; -e, KM 95.1;
-i par- ‘be proved false, be useless’, 
KM 13.3
jhul- vi. [5406 *jhulyatt] ‘swing, 
sway’: -ata, KM 48.1, 61.1, 75.1,
84.1, 88.1, 107.1, 108.1; -l, KM
21.4
jhel- vt. [5413 *jhelati] ‘move forward, 
enter’ : -ata, KM 81.2; ai, KM 100.2
jhota m. [5414 *jhonta~] ‘push given to 
a swing’: KM 84.2
takator- vt. [5716 tarkayati] (?) ‘test by 
feeling’: -i, KM 45.3
tar- vi. [5450 talati] ‘vanish, move 
away, draw back, withdraw’: -ata, 
KM 4.2; -ana, KM 4.4; -ihai, KM
1.2; -au, KM 59.2; -au, KM 3.3,
78.3
tati f. [5990 *tratta-] ‘shutter’: KM
39.3
tut- vi. [6065 tivtyati] ‘break’ (cf. trana 
’ 'tut-): -ata, KM 18.1, 30.3, 69.2; -i, 
KM 85.1
tek- vt. [5420 *tekk-] ‘support’: -ai, 
KM 77.2
tha- vi. [13756 sthapayati] ‘come 
about’: KM 30.4
thalcurai f. [5488 thakkura-] ‘authority’: 
KM 51.3
that- vi. [13676 stabdha-] ‘be 
established’: -I, KM 106.1
than- vi. [Entwistle: = than- < *sthanya- 
] ‘be solidified: be made’: -!, KM
31.3
thakura m. [5488 thakkura-] ‘lord’: AS
18.4
thathu m. [6090 *thattha-] ‘form’: AS
i4.3
thadh— adj. [13676 stabdha-]
‘standing: awaiting’: -I, AS 10.4,
KM 103.3; -e, KM 68.1, 107.1,
110.1
thaura m. [13767 sthavara-] ‘place’:
KM 6.3, 86.2
dapha m. [A daff x (?) damaru-]
‘frame-drum’: KM 19.1
dar- vi. [6190 darati] ‘fear’: -ani, (f.), 
KM 50.3
dara m. [6186 dara-] ‘fear, timidity’: 
KM 68.4, 78.1
darani cf. dar-
daradari f. [6186 dara-] ‘fear’: ICM
71.3
dahadahata f. [6321 daha-] ‘blossom’: 
KM 55.3
dadi f. [6128 danda] ‘swing-rope’:
KM 61.3, 107.2
data (?) [6618 *draf-] (?) ‘type of 
dance’: KM 67.3'
dar- vt. [5545 *da7-] ‘throw’: -atatrana 
tori, ‘sacrifice oneself, KM 33.7; -i, 
KM 84.2
dara f. [5546 dala-] ‘branch’: ICM 71.2
dari, MS G reading (note 7 to AS 16), 
cf. dori
dula- vt. [6453 *dulati] ‘waver’: -va, 
AS 6.2
dela m. [5564 *della-] ‘clod’: AS 13.3
dori f. [6225 davara-] ‘bond’: AS 16.3 
(?)
dol- vi. [6585 dolayate] ‘wander’: -ata, 
KM 85.2; -ani, (f.), KM 85.1
dola m. [6582 dola-] ‘swing’: KM
48.1, 61.1, 75.1, 84.1, 107.1, 108.1
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dolani cf. dol-
dhar- vi. [5581 *dhalati] ‘incline: 
stagger; drip, dangle’: -ani, (f.), KM 
50.2; -i, KM 38.3, 74.3
dharani1 cf. dhar-
dharani2, MS G reading (note 8 to KM 
50), cf. darani
dharar— (°e) adj. [5581 *dhalati]
‘ assenting ’: KM 21.1
dhap- vt. [5579 *dhamp-] ‘cover’: -i, 
KM 98.1
dhiga m. [5586 *dhigga~] ‘side’: KM
20.3
dhura- vt. [5593 *dhulati] ‘wave’: 
-vata, KM 53.2
dhudh- vt. [6839 *dhundh~] ‘search 
for’: -ata, KM 15.4, 68.4
dhota m. [5607 *dhotta~] ‘boy’: KM
83.2
tau cf. to2
tak- vt. [5716 tarkayati] ‘look, search 
out’: -ata, AS 18.4; -i, KM 19.3,
105.4
taj- vt. [5984 tyajati] ‘leave’: -i, KM
22.1
tatva m. [5642 tattva-] ‘essence’: KM
23.3
tana1 m. [5656 tanu-] ‘body’ (cf. nara 
tana): AS4.1, KM 10.1, 11.2, 20.3,
58.3, 59.3, 74.3, 97.1, 102.3,
104.4, 110.2 (rep.); -  so KM 
35.1; -  mana dhana, ‘physical, mental 
and material resources, all one is and 
has’, KM 27.2, 85.4
tana2 ppn. [OHED: -tanah] ‘towards’: 
AS 12.3
tanasusa m. [5656 tanu- + 13451 
sukha-] ‘fine muslin’: KM 21.3
taba adv. [Add2 2528 evam eva x fa-] 
‘then’: AS 11.3, KM 34.1 (rep.), 
71.3; -hi, AS 11.4
tamala m. [5690 tamala-] ‘the tree 
Garcinia xanthochymus’: KM 19.4,
21.4, 31.4
taranga f. [5699 taranga-] ‘wave’: KM
57.2
tara cf. tain
tarani-tanaya f. [S taranitanaya]
‘daughter of the sun: Yamuna’: KM
48.3
taru m. [5711 taru-] ‘tree’: KM 21.4; 
tara, KM 68.1
taruna-tanaya, MS G reading (note 6 to 
KM 48), cf. tarani-tanaya
taha adv. [Snell: 1605 iha] ‘there’ (cf. 
jaha): KM 46.2, 57.2, 103.1, 104.3;
KM 53.1
tana f. [5761 tana-] ‘tune’: KM 94.2;
-  bandhana ‘the closing of a melodic 
run [on the first beat of the rhythmic 
cycle]’, KM 67.2
tandava m. [S] ‘virile style of dancing’: 
KM 60.3
ta, tate cf. so1
tatathel f. ‘beating time in music or 
dancing’: KM 30.4 (rep.), 60.2 (rep.)
tan— (°o) m. [5761 tana-] ‘tie’: KM
3.3
tara1 f. [OHED: tara-: w. Pers. tai]
‘high note or tone’: KM 65.2
tara2 cf. tala
tala m. [5748 tada-, 5801 tala-] ‘rhythm, 
cymbal’: KM 19.1, 23.2, 48.3; tara, 
KM 61.2, 67.1; ~ dhar-, ‘keep the 
rhythm’: KM 33.3, 60.2
tina cf. so1
tinu, tinuka cf. trana
tirapa m. [(?)] ‘partic. gesture of the 
hand made in dancing with a partner’: 
KM 65.4, 67.3
tila m. [5827 tila-] ‘mole, small 
particle’: KM 58.2; tilu, AS 4.2 
(rep.)
tilu cf. tila
tihar— pr. [cf. 5889 tuvam, 10511 
yusmad-] ‘your’: -I, KM 102.2, 
109.1; -e, KM 45.2
tihi cf. so1
tina num. [5994 trini] ‘three’: ~hu, ‘all 
three’: KM 59.2,' 67.2
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tlratha m. [5846 tlrtha-] ‘place of 
piligrimage’: AS 13.4
tung— (°i) adj. [5423 tunga-] ‘high- 
pitched’: KM 94.2
tuma pr. [5889 tuvam, also 10511 
yusmad-] ‘you’: AS 1.1, 2.3, 5.4,
16.1, KM 6.1, 16.3, 30.3, 51.2, 
72.1,2, 79.1, 83.2,3; -hi, KM 
109.1; tumhai, KM 6.4
tumar— cf. tumhar—
tumhar— pr. [cf. 5889 tuvam, 10511 
yutmad-] ‘your’: -i, AS 2.1, 5.3, 
KM 85.3; tumare, KM 82.3; 
tuhmari, KM 23.4, 29.1; tuhmarai, 
KM 109.4; tuhmarau, KM 29.3
tumhai cf. tuma
tuhmar— cf. tumhar—
tuhmar— cf. tumhar—
tuva cf. ter—
tu cf. tu
tu pr. [5889 tuvam] ‘you’: AS 17.2, 
KM 10.2, 17.1, 43.1,4, 46.2, 64.3,
65.1, 79.3, 101.2; tu, KM 5.1, 37.4,
64.3 (twice), 66.2, 76.1,2, 92.2; tai, 
KM 34.3, 44.1; to, AS 5.1, KM 6.2,
10.2, 17.2, 25.3, 35.2, 68.1; tohi, 
AS 5.1, KM 10.3, 39.2, 63.2, 69.2, 
92.3; tau, KM 66.1
te ppn. [OHED: conn, fa-: ? *tatena] 
‘than, from, through, by, with’: AS
2.1, 3.1, 14.3, KM 20.3, 24.4, 59.2,
71.1, 86.1, 87.1, 95.3, 100.1, 
110.2,3; te, AS 16.3; tai, KM 24.1,
2,3, 57.1, 110.1
te ye, MS G reading (note 4 to KM 86), 
cf. so-
te^tel cf. so1
te2 cf. te
ter— pr. [5889 tuvam] ‘your’: -i, KM
6.1, 10.1, 15.2, 17.4, 25.1, 26.1,
29.1, 37.1, 39.2, 43.2, 63.4, 70.1,
71.1, 78.3, 92.1, 101.1; -iyai, KM 
46.3; -e, KM 17.3, 23.1, 27.3, 36.2,
40.1, 50.1, 53.1, 59.3, 76.2, 97.1; 
-o, KM 7.1, 15.1, 57.3, 74.1, 79.3; 
-au, KM 5.2, 34.1, 58.1,76.1, 79.2; 
tuva, KM 35.3, 41.1, 46.3
tai1 cf. tu
tai2 cf. te
tais— adj. & adv. [5760 tadr&a-] ‘such, 
of that kind, so, in that way’: -i, KM 
12.3; -iye, KM 96. 2, 3; -iyai, KM
12.3, 51.3, 53.3; -ai, KM 1.2; -oi, 
KM 49.2, 50.3
to1, tohi cf. tu
to2 conj. & emph. [5639 tatas] ‘then, at 
that time, in that case, indeed’: AS 1.3,
7.1, 16.1, KM 5.2, 6.2, 11.1,2,
24.3, 31.1, 47.3, 65.3, 73.3, 78.4, 
102.3; -u, KM 40.1; tau, AS 5.4; 
tau, AS 1.2 (twice), 2.2, KM 16.2,
25.2, 35.1, 44.1, 45.3
tor- vt. [6079 trotayati] ‘break’ (cf. 
darata trana tor-): -I, KM 33.7
tau1 cf. to2
tau2 adv. [cf. taba] ‘then’: AS 17.1,
KM 83.3
tau3 cf. tu
tauda m. [6077 *trota-] ‘conclusion’:
AS 5.4
tyo cf. tyau
tyau adv. [OHED: conn. Ap. tima]
‘thus, in this way, just then’ (cf. jyau): 
AS 4.4; AS 8.2, KM 17.2, 28.2; 
tyau hi, AS 1.1 (rep.); tyo, KM 47.2
trana m. [5906 trna-] ‘straw’ (cf darata 
trana tori): KM 33.7, 109.4; ~ tut-, 
‘snap a straw at the sight of something 
beautiful in order to ward off the evil 
eye’, KM 18.1, 30.3, 69.2; tinu de- 
‘adjure’, KM 82.3; tinuka, AS 8.1
trabhangi cf tribhaiigi
triguna adj. [6022 triguna-] ‘threefold’: 
KM 82.4
tripati f. [5931 trpti-] ‘satiety’: KM
34.4
tribidhi adj. [S trividha] ‘threefold’
(said of the wind as ‘gentle, cool, 
fragrant’): KM 33.5
tribhangi adj. [S] ‘bent in three places’ 
(epithet of Krsna, referring to his way 
of standing with neck, waist and ankle 
bent): KM 94.1; tra°, KM 18.1
thakita adj. [13737 *sthakk~] ‘standstill 
(in awe)’: KM 63.3
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thor— (°i) adj. [13720 * stoka-]
‘slender, light, small’: KM 19.4, 33.3 
(rep.), 105.3
danda m. [6128 danda-] ‘assault’: KM
26.2
dal f./m. [6574 daiviya-] ‘god’: KM
8.2
dag- vi. [OHED: Pers. dag] ‘be burnt, 
be branded’: -e, KM 87.4
dab- vi, [6173 *dabb-] ‘be recumbent’: 
-i, KM 29.2
dara m. [Pers. dar] ‘door’: AS 6.3, 
10.3; ~ ‘from door to door’, AS
6.3
dala m. [6215 dala-, 6214 dala-] ‘army, 
leaf: KM 103.3; -ni, KM 86.3
dalak- vi. [6212 * dal-] ‘tremble’: -ai, 
KM 103.3
dasa num. [6227 da£a] ‘ten’: KM
106.2
dasana m. [6231 da&ana-] ‘tooth’: KM 
36.2; -ni, KM 106.3
dah- vi. [6245 dahati] ‘burn’: -a, KM
35.4
dana m. [6265 dana-] ‘offering, gift, 
tribute’ (cf. abhai dana): KM 22.3;
45.4, ~ mar- ‘not to pay tribute’, KM
62.1
damini f. [OHED: from saudamani-, 
saudamini-] ‘lightning’: KM 1.1,
4.3, 16.3, 32.2, 95.1, 96.3, 110.2
dai cf. dava
dama m. [6283 daman-] ‘garland’: KM
106.3
dara f. [6293 dara-] ‘wife’: -ni, AS
16.2
dari f. [6293 darika-] ‘prostitute’: AS
16.2
daru f. [Pers. dam] ‘wine’: KM 74.2
dava m. [OHED: datu~, or daman-2] 
‘opportunity’: KM 5.3; dai, KM
53.4
dina m. & adv. [6328 dina-] ‘day, 
constantly’ (cf. nisi dina): AS 3.4,
7.3, 14.2, 15.3, KM 19.1, 34.4,
41.4, 88.1, 90.1, 94.3
dip- vi. [6362 dipyate] ‘shine’: -ati,
KM 63.2
disa- vt. [6507 *drksati, *draksati]
‘make appear, display’: -vata, AS
14.1, KM 66.1, 96.3
disti cf. drsti
disi f. [6339 dig-] ‘direction’: KM
110.2
dihari (?) f. [6559 dehali-] ‘doorstep’: 
KM 15.4
dijai, dini cf. de-
dith- vi. [6518 drsta-] ‘appear’: -au,
AS 8.4
dina adj. [6347 dina-] ‘humble’: KM
35.3
dipa m. [6348 dipa-] ‘lamp’: KM 96.3
duguna adj. [6390 *duguna-] ‘twofold’: 
KM 82.4
ducat— (°e) adj. [6648 dva- + 4799 
citta-] ‘in two minds’: KM 101.2
duti f. [6606 dyuti-] ‘splendour’: KM
34.2, 88.2
dutiya num. [6402 *dutiya-] ‘two’: AS
7.3
dubhava m. [6441 *durbhava~] ‘grief: 
KM 76.3
durahga adj. [6424 *durahga-] ‘two- 
coloured’: KM 73.3
dura- vt. [6495 dura-] ‘hide’: -e, KM
34.3
dulari adj. & f. [Entwistle: <*du + 
*lada-7] ‘having two strings, a 
necklace of two strings’: KM 50.2
dulahini cf. dulahini
dulahini f. [6446 durlabha-] ‘bride’: 
I<M 48.1; dulahini, KM 88.1
dulari f. [< dulha, 6446 durlabha-] (?) 
‘darling, dear one’: KM 22.1, 108.2
dusa m. [6375 duhkha-] ‘unhappiness, 
suffering, grief: AS 3.2, KM 28.2,
39.1, 98.3
duhuni, duhu, duhuna, du cf. dou
duiai adv. [6402 * dutiya-] ‘or else’:
KM 26.3
dubar— (°e) adj. [6438 durbala-]
‘poor’ (cf. sira): KM 51.4
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dulaha m. [6446 durlabha-]
‘ bridegro om ’: KM 88.1; dulahu,
KM 48.1
dulahu cf. dulaha
dusar— (°i) adj. [6676 *dvihsara-] 
‘other’: AS 16.3, KM 108.2
drsti f. [6520 drsti-] ‘glance, gaze’:
°'KM 9.1, 39.2," 106.2; ~baca-, ‘hide 
from someone, not come in front of 
s.o.’seyes’, KM 105.4; ~lag- ‘cast 
an evil eye’, KM 20.1; disti KM 4.2; 
drasti, KM 58.2
de- vt. [6141 dadati] ‘give, allow’ (cf. 
age de-, kana de-, cita de-, tinu de-):
(?), KM 74.2; -ta, KM 14.1, 38.2,
39.1, 76.3, 84.2, 96.2, 106.3; -ha, 
KM 27.1; -hi, KM 95.1; -hu, KM 
39.3; diye, KM 56.2; dijai, AS 12.1, 
KM 95.3; dim, KM 95.2; de, KM 
74.3; dai, AS 18.2, KM 5.3, 22.3,
45.1,2,3,4, 70.4, 92.2, 104.1; 
daihau, KM 83.2
des- vt. [6507 *drksati or *draksati]
‘see’ (cf. jhari des-): -ata, AS 3.4,
KM 3.1, 6.1, 10.1, 3, 12.4, 13.2,
21.2, 98.3; -ata h! desata, KM 9.4; 
-ana, KM 99.1; -i, KM 25.2, 30.1 
(rep.), 42.1 (rep.), 63.2 (rep.); -iyata, 
KM 36.1, 97.1, 109.2; -ive, KM 
91.3; -i, AS 15.1, KM 31.2, 34.2, 
75.3; -e, KM 12.3, 57.1, 76.2,
104.1; -e, KM 23.2; -ai, KM 11.3, 
16.2; -aigi, KM 101.3; -o, KM 34.1; 
-o, KM 27.2; -au, KM 35.1; -au,
AS 11.1, KM 32.1, 45.3, 62.3,
82.3, 88.1; -yau, KM 6.4, 91.1
deva m. [6523 deva-] ‘god’: KM 42.2,
54.2
devata m. [6530 devata-] ‘god’: AS
16.4
deha f./m. [6557 deha-] ‘body’: KM
31.3
dai, daihau cf. de-
dohani f. [6593 dohana-] ‘milk-pail:
AS 12.4
doi cf. dou
dou num. [6648 dva-] ‘two, both’: KM
2.3, 25.4, 33.1, 71.4, 72.1, 79.1,
81.1, 93.1,2,3,4, 107.1, 110.1; 
duhuni, KM 84.3; duhu, KM 63.1,
110.2; duhuna, KM 49.4, 81.1; du, 
KM 8.3; doi, KM 13.1; dvai, KM
15.3, 20.1, 71.1
daura f. [6624 dravati] ‘endeavour’:
KM 65.3
dyosa cf. dyausa
dyausa m. [6333 divasa-] ‘day’ (cf. 
cari): AS 17.2; dyosa, KM 86.2
dravya m. [6625 dravya-] ‘assets’: KM
36.3
drasti cf. drsti
druma m. [6637 druma-] ‘tree’: KM
52.2
dvai cf. dou
dhana m. [6717 dhana-] ‘wealth’ (cf. 
tana mana dhana): AS 4.2, 4, 13.3; 
KM 27.2, 85.4
dhanasa m. [S dhanusa] ‘bow, 
rainbow’: KM 37.1, 64.2, 89.2
dhani f. [6721 dhanika-] ‘maid’: KM
31.4
dhar- vt. [6747 dharati] ‘place, hold’ 
(cf. tala dhar-, paya dhar-): -ata, KM 
106.3; -ani, KM 33.3; -i, KM 22.3,
74.1, 92.2; -e, KM 56.1, 60.2; -ai, 
KM 18.2, 64.2; -au, AS 1.2; -yau, 
AS 14.3
dha- vt. [6812 dhiyayati] ‘recall’: -iye, 
KM 80.3
dhap- vi. [6890 *dhrapyate] ‘be 
satisfied’: -i, KM 94.2
- dhari adj. & m. [6795 dharin-] 
‘wearing’ (cf. maladhari): AS 16.1
dhlraja m. [6818 dhlrya-] ‘composure’: 
KM 67.3
dhuja f. [6897 dhvaja-] ‘banner’: KM
88.3
dhuni f. [6823 dhuni-] ‘sound, 
melody’: KM 52.1, 99.3
dhura adj. [6892 dhruva-] ‘set’: KM
67.2
dhurapada m. [S dhruvapada] ‘North 
Indian musical form/style’: KM 67.2
dhupara (?) m. [6892 dhruva-] ‘Pole 
star’: KM 8.4, 18.4
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dho emph. part. [6892 dhruva-]
‘indeed, then, pray’ (cf. kauna dhau): 
KM 25.2, 55.1, 63.4, 82.2, 83.1; 
dho, KM 104.2; dhau, AS 5.2 (rep.)
dho, dhau cf. dho
dhyana m. [6889 dhyana-] ‘meditation’: 
KM 28.1
na neg. part. [6906 na] ‘not’: AS 4.1,
5.1 (twice), 2, 4, 6.2 (twice), 3 
(twice), 10.4, 12.3, 13.2, 18.3, KM
1.2, 3.3 (twice), 4.2,4, 7.3, 9.2,4,
10.1 (twice), 4, 12.4, 18.3, 23.2,
24.3, 25.1,2,3, 31.2, 34.2 (twice), 4 
(twice), 35.3, 40.1, 45.3, 54.2,3 
(twice), 57.3, 59.1,2, 62.2,4, 66.3,
67.3, 69.2, 74.3, 75.3, 76.2, 79.2 
(twice), 3, 80.3, 86.1, 2 (twice),
90.1, 91.1, 92.2,3,4, 97.4, 99.1,
100.3 (twice), 101.1,2 (twice),
105.2.3, 108.3; na, KM 61.4
nandasi m. [6949 nanda] ‘son’: AS 9.4
na- vi. [6956 namati] ‘surrender, 
submit’: -i, KM 30.3; noi, KM 47.4; 
noi, PCM 13.4
na— adj. [7025 naviya-] ‘new’: -i,
PCM 51.3; -yo, PCM 34.1 (rep.)
nakaphula m. [6909 *nakka- + 9092 
phulla-] ‘nose-pin’: PCM 21.3
nakra m. [7038 nakra-] ‘crocodile’: AS
9.1
nagara m. [6924 nagara-] ‘town’: AS
17.3
nac- cf. nac-
naca- vt. [7583 nrtyati] ‘make dance’: 
-vata, PCM 60.1
nat- vi. [6979 nartayati] ‘dance, act’:
-ata, PCM 94.2
nadita adj. [6950 nandati] ‘delighted’: 
PCM 94.1
nabasata adj. [Entwistle: < nava + sata 
< sapta) ‘sixteen’ (referring to the 
sixteen kinds of Srngara): PCM 26.3
nabina adj. [7023 navlna-] ‘new’: PCM
91.1
nara m. [6970 nara-] ‘man’: ~ tana, 
‘human body: life or birth as a man’, 
AS 4.1
narica (?) f. [6936 nada- (+ ?)] (?) 
‘reed’: PCM 55.4
nava adj. [6983 nava-] ‘new, fresh’:
PCM 44.2, 3 (rep.), 51.3, 99.2(4 
times), 103.2
navala adj. [7012 *navala-] ‘new, fresh, 
young’: KM47.4(?), 106.1 (thrice),
108.2
nasa m. [6914 nakha-] ‘nail’ (cf. lcara- 
nasa): PCM 70.4, 103.2; ~ sisa,
‘from head to toe’, PCM 77.3
nas- vi. [7027 nafyati] ‘be destroyed’: 
-ata, PCM 98.3
nahi, nahine, nahi, nahi, nahi, nahi, nahi, 
nahi, nahine, nahi neg. part. [7035 
nahi] ‘not’: nahi, AS 15.2, I<M
15.2, 61.3, 85.3; nahine, PCM 15.2, 
48.4; nahi, AS 10.2; nahi, PCM 28.2; 
nahi, AS 2.1, PCM11.2, 14.3, 27.2; 
nahi, AS 8.4, PCM 6.1, 103.4; nahi, 
PCM 44.3 (rep.), 76.1; nahi, AS 3.2, 
11.2; nahine, AS 15.1; nahi, PCM
27.3
na cf. na
nau cf. nama
nana adj. [7053 nana] ‘various, 
different’: PCM 9.4, 65.2, 66.1
nama m. [7067 naman-] ‘name’: AS 
10.1; nau, PCM 83.1; namehi, PCM
82.4
naika m. [S nayaka] ‘the central gem of 
a necklace’: PCM 27.3
naga m. [7039 naga-] 'naga (a demigod 
with a human face and a snake-like 
lower body)’: PCM 42.2, 54.2
nagara adj. [7043 nagara-] ‘clever’: AS
14.1
nagari adj.&f. [S nagari] ‘clever or 
skilful woman’: PCM 51.3, 108.2; 
nagari, PCM 94.2
nagari cf. nagari
nac- vi. [7583 nrtyati] ‘dance’: -ata, 
PCM 60.1, 96.1; nacyau, PCM 52.4
nabhi (?) f. [7062 nabhi-] ‘navel’: PCM
94.2
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namehi cf. nama
nari f. [Snarl] ‘woman’: KM 42.3 
(twice), 75.2
nasa f. [7089 nasa-] ‘nose’: KM 50.2
nikata adj. & adv. [7136 nikatam]
‘near’: KM 8.3
nikas- vi. [7479 *niskasati] ‘go out, 
emerge’: -ati, KM 62.3; -i, KM 6.2, 
110.1; -ive, KM 6.3
nikunja m. [S] ‘grove, arbour’: KM
44.2, 99.2, 100.2, 106.1
nigraha m. [7169 nigraha-] ‘restraint’: 
KM 81.3
nicaula m. [S nicola] ‘mantle’: KM
29.3
nita cf. nitya
nitamba m. [S] ‘buttocks’: KM 36.2
nitya adj. & adv. [7190 nitya-] ‘eternal, 
always’: KM 4.3, 21.4; nita, KM
43.4 (rep.)
nipata adv. [OHED: *nisprastha~; ? x H 
nibatna, nipapia] ‘extremely’: KM 8.3
nipuna adj. [S nipuna] ‘skilled’: KM
30.4, 67.4; nipuna, KM 72.3
nipuna cf. nipuna
nibahu m. [7397 nirvahayati]
‘sustainer’: AS 7.4
nimesa m. [7243 nimesa-] ‘twinkling of 
the eye, moment’: KM 109.2
niras- vt. [7280 niriksate] ‘see’: -ata, 
KM 103.4; -i, KM 50.3, 63.3, 106.3
nisa cf. nisa
nisa f. [7428 ni£a-] ‘night’: KM 32.3; 
nisabasara, ‘day and night’, KM
93.3
nisi f. [7436 ni&itha-] ‘night’: KM 
96.3; ~ dina, ‘day and night’, AS
14.2, KM 34.4, 94.3
nihacala adj. [7443 niscala-] 
‘unwavering’: KM 8.4
nihar- vt. [7228 nibhalayati,
*nibharayati] ‘look, gaze’: -i, KM
9.2, 11.4, 15.2
nllc— adj. & adv. [7150 nikta-] ‘good, 
beautiful, well, elegantly’: -I, KM
89.2, 3 (twice); -e, KM 12.1; -e,
KM 13.3, 89.2 (twice); -ai, KM 
60.1; -o, KM 18.4; -au, KM 89.2
nila adj. [7563 nila-] ‘blue’: KM 28.1,
29.3
mlambara m. [S nilambara] ‘blue 
mantle’: KM 88.3
nupura f./m. [7577 nupura-] ‘anklet’: 
KM 8.1
nrt- vi. [7583 nrtyati] ‘dance’: -ata,
KM 33.2, 52.3; nrttata, KM 33.1
nrta, nrtti cf. nrtya
nrtt- cf. nrt-
nrtya m. [7582 nrtya-] ‘dance’: KM 
' 14.2, 23.2, 93°4, 105.3; nrta, KM 
12.4; nrtti, KM 2.2
neku adv. [OHED: ? conn, naika-] ‘a 
little’: KM 15.2, 23.4; naiku, AS
12.3
nena m. [6968 nayana-] ‘eye’ (cf. 
kamala-nena): AS 7.1, KM 7.1,
15.3, 21.1, 36.2, 63.2, 64.1, 77.1,
81.2, 87.2; -ni, KM 50.3, 74.2
netra m. [7587 netra-] ‘eye’: KM 20.1; 
-ni, KM 56.2
neri adv. [7136 nikate] ‘near’: KM
20.4
naiku cf. neku 
noi/°i cf. na-
nyar— adj. & adv. [404 *anyakara] 
‘removed, detached, wondrous, 
unique, extraordinary, separately, 
apart’: -i, KM 20.3; -e, KM 55.4 
(rep.), 86.1,2,3,4; -ei, KM 100.1, 
101.1; -ei nyare, KM 105.4; -au,
KM 95.3
nyava m. [7614 *niyaya-] ‘legal case’: 
KM 8.2
nyauchavari f. [Snell: A nisar (x 
niyama-?)] ‘sacrifice, offering’: KM
10.2, 27.2, 85.4
nha- cf. nha-
nha- vi. [13786 snati] ‘bathe’: -i, KM 
103.1; nliau, KM 83.3
parika f. [7645 panka-] ‘mud’: KM 7.1
panchi m. [7636paksin-] ‘bird’: KM
9.1,4, 14.1, 100.3; °ina, AS 13.3
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pakar- vt. [7619 *pakkad~] ‘hold’: -i, 
AS 1.3
pag- cf. pag-
paga m. [7766 padga-] ‘foot’: KM 
50.4; pagu, KM 61.3
pagu cf. paga
pac- vi. [7654pacyate] ‘toilvainly’:
-e, KM 23.3
pata m. [7700 patta-] ‘garment’: KM
103.1
patatara m. [Snell: S patutara?] 
‘comparison’: KM 95.3
pati m. [7727 pati-] ‘husband, lord’ (cf. 
prana-pati, rati-pati): AS 16.2, KM 
33.7, 63.3, 103.3
patya- vt. [8640pratyayayati] ‘believe’: 
-hu, KM 25.2, 45.3
patra m. [7733 pattra-] ‘leaf: -na, KM
46.2
padaratha m. [Spadartba] ‘aim’: ~ cari, 
‘the four goals of life (viz. dharma, 
artha, kama and moksa)\ AS 9.3
pana m. [7714 pana-] ‘resolve, vow, 
pledge’: KM 10.4, 102.2 (rep.); 
pane, KM 79.4
pana m. [(?)] ‘emerald’: KM 73.3
pane cf. pana
papiha m. [OHED: conn. Pk vappla-] 
‘pied crested cuckoo, hawk-cuckoo’: 
KM 96.2
pabitra adj. [7983 pavitra-] ‘pure’: KM
91.4
payad— (°e) m. [Pers. payada] ‘pawn’ 
(in chess): KM 81.3
par- vi. [7722 patati] ‘fall, stay (in a 
place), arise, lie, be, become’ (cf. jhuthi 
par-, bharau par-); aux. verb: -ata,
KM 38.3, 53.1; -ani, (f), KM 50.4; 
-i, KM 38.4: -I, AS 5.1, 18.2, KM
11.1, 13.3, 73.1, 82.1, 83.4, 104.3; 
-e, KM 60.4, 76.4; -ai, AS 18.3,
KM 55.1, 78.2, 109.3; -yau, KM
66.3
para1 ppn. [2333 *uppari-] ‘on, at, near 
to, to, for, by, from’: AS 12.4, KM
8.3, 10.2, 18.1,2, 85.4, 86.3,4; pal, 
KM 18.3; pai, KM 2.4, 36.4, 44.4,
66.1, 104.3
para2 cf. pai2
parachahi f. [8560 praticchaya-] 
‘shadow’: KM 53.1
parani cf. par-
parama adj. [7799dparama-]
‘supreme’: KM 32.4, 47.3
paramana m. [7855parimana-] ‘scope’: 
KM 23.3
paras- vt. [7904pariksate] ‘discern’:
-e, KM 38.3
paraspara adj. & adv. [S] ‘mutual(ly), 
reciprocal(ly)’: KM 2.1, 13.1,2,4,
19.1, 32.2, 33.6, 36.3, 42.3, 48.2,
61.3, 67.1, 75.3, 84.2, 86.3, 93.4,
100.4, 101.3, 105.2
parirambhana m. [S parirambhana] 
‘embrace’: KM 33.2
pares- vt. [OHED: pareksate, or 
pariksate x H. pekhna] ‘scrutinize’:
-i, KM 42.4 (rep.)
palak— (°ai) f. [Pers. palak] ‘eyelid’: 
KM 103.4; palava lag -‘sleep’, KM
85.3
palava, MS G reading (note 9 to KM 
85), cf. palak—
palu m. & adv. [7952 pa/a-] ‘moment, 
for a moment, eyelid’: AS 4.3 (twice), 
KM 3.3, 46.3 (rep.), 78.2 (rep.)
pallava m. [7969pallava-] ‘shoot’: KM
99.2
pavana m. [7978pavana-] ‘wind’: KM
33.5
paha f. [8705 prabha-] ‘dawn’: ~phat-, 
‘dawn to break’: KM 109.2
pahar- vt. [7835 paridadhati] ‘wear’: -i, 
KM 103.1; pahirai, KM 49.1
pahara m. [8900 prahara-] ‘period of 
three hours’: KM 80.2
pahir- cf. pahar-
pahil— (°i) adj. [8652 *prathilla~]
‘first’: KM 109.2
pahunci f. [8018 *pahunca~] ‘wrist- 
ornament’: KM 21.3
pahuca m. [8018 *pahunca-] ‘wrist’:
-ni, KM 21.3
pahupani cf. puhapa
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pa- cf. pa- 
paini cf. paya
pana m. [8045 pani-] ‘hand’: KM 45.3
pan! m. [8082paniya-] ‘water’: -  me 
(?), KM 55.4
pahl cf. paya
pa- vt. [8943 prapayati] ‘obtain, find’; 
aux. verb: ‘manage’: -i, KM 66.2, -i, 
KM 15.4, 68.4; -lyata, KM 72.4, 
102.4; -iye, KM 101.2; -e, KM 
38.4; -ye, AS 15.4; -yo, KM 22.2, 
-yau, KM 72.2; -vata, KM 28.2; 
-vatau, AS 3.2; -vai, KM 62.2; -vau, 
AS 15.4; pati, KM 58.3
pai cf. paya
pag- vi. [Smith: pragahate] ‘be
immersed’: -e, KM 2.4; page, KM
87.3
paga f. [7644 *pagga-] ‘turban’: KM
38.2
pachai adv. [7990 *pafoa-] ‘before i.e. 
in the past’: KM 54.3
pata m. [7700 patta-] ‘clothes, woven 
silk’ (cf. auta-pata): AS 18.4, KM
73.2
paya m. [8056pada-] ‘foot’: KM 
104.3; -  dhar- ‘set foot’, AS 1.2; pai, 
KM 38.3; paini, KM 20.2; pahilag- 
‘entreat’, KM 6.3; paiyalag- 
‘entreat’, KM 102.2
para adv. [8100 para-] ‘further bank, 
across’: AS 9.4
pavasa f./m. [8964 pravrs(a)-] ‘rainy 
season’: KM 90.1
pinjara cf. pinjara
pinjara m. [7865pahjara-] ‘cage’: AS
1.4, KM 9.1; pinjara, AS 9.3
pika m. [S] ‘the Indian cuckoo’: KM
110.3
pitara m. [8179pitr-] ‘ancestors’: -ni, 
AS 16.4
pidara m. [Pers.] ‘father’: AS 6.3
piya adj. & m. [8974 priya-] ‘beloved, 
lover’: KM 18.3, 33.2, 43.1, 50.4,
68.1, 86.1, 104.3, 106.2,3, 108.3; 
pi, KM 60.2
pira, MS G reading (note 3 to AS 5), cf. 
pai2
pi- vt. [8209pibati] ‘drink’: -jai, KM
16.3, 74.1; -vata, KM 9.2
pi cf. piya
pita adj. [8230pita-] ‘yellow’: KM
70.2, 97.1
pitambara m. [S pitambara] ‘yellow 
garment’: KM 29.3, 56.1, 88.3; 
pitambara, KM 72.1
pitambara cf. pitambara
pltau (?) m. [8230pita-] ‘sun’: KM
109.3
piyusa m. [8241 piyusa-] ‘nectar’: KM
106.2
pira f. [8227 pida-] ‘pain’: KM 79.2
punja m. [8251 puhja-] ‘mass,
accumulation’: KM 16.3, 20.1, 44.2
putari f. [8269 *putrala-] ‘pupil of the 
eye’: KM 71.1
puni adv. &conj. [8273 punai]
‘besides’: KM 62.3
pura m. [8278 pura-] ‘realm’: KM 75.2 
(thrice)
puraini f. [8254putakini-] ‘lotus’: KM
78.4
purusa m. [8289 purusa] ‘man, the 
supreme being or soul of the universe’: 
AS 14.3
puhapa m. [8303 puspa-] ‘flower’:
KM 75.1; pahupani, KM 33.7
purana adj. [8339 puma-] ‘full’: KM
33.5
puranamasi f. [8340 purnamas-] 
‘day/night of full moon’: KM 49.2
peca m. [Pers. pec] ‘entanglement’:
KM 77.2
pel- vt. [9002 *prelayati] ‘impel’: -ata, 
KM 81.3
pai, pai1 cf. para1
paida f./m. [OHED: *padada-\l and 
*padadanda-] ‘step, path’: KM 8.3; 
paida bhar-, ‘follow’, AS 1,2
pai2 conj. [7793 para-] ‘but’: KM 7.3,
24.3, 42.4, 73.3; para, AS 5.2
paida cf. paida
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paiya cf. paya
poh- vt. [8781 *pravabhati] ‘string’: 
-ani, (f.), AS 12.2
pohani cf. poh-
pota f. [8396 *potta-] ‘money-bag: 
treasury’: KM 97.3
podh- vi. [8789 pravardhate] ‘lie 
down’: -l, KM 104.4
poti f. [8403 *potti-] ‘glassbead’: KM
20.1, 63.2, 75.4; pauti, KM 21.1
pos- vt. [8410posayati] ‘nourish’: -ata, 
KM 17.3
pauti cf. poti
pyar— adj. &m./f. [8975 priyakara] 
‘beloved’ (cf. prana pyar—): -ani,
KM 64.2; -I, KM 5.4, 6.1, 7.1,3,
8.3, 9.3 (rep.), 4, 10.1,2, 11.2, 22.4,
25.3, 26.1, 29.1, 34.1, 35.1,2,3,4,
36.1,4, 37.1,4, 40.4, 41.4, 46.1,
47.1.3, 49.1, 51.1, 53.1, 55.3,
57.1, 58.1, 65.1,4, 66.1,4, 71.1,
76.1, 77.3, 78.1, 79.1, 90.4, 108.4; 
-e, KM 3.2 (twice), 6.2, 29.1, 73.1; 
-au, KM 52.4, 63.3
pyalau m. [Pers. piyala] ‘cup’: KM
74.2
prakasa m. [8437 prakata-] ‘radiance, 
glow’: KM 2.1, 30.2
prakrti f. [8446 prakiti-] ‘nature, state, 
liking’: AS 15.2, KM 5.3, 11.3,
14.3, 23.4, 62.4, 80.3, 109.1
pragat- vt. [8428 prakata-] ‘reveal, 
express’: -atu, KM 76.4
pragata adj. [8428 prakata-] ‘manifest, 
appeared, emerged’: KM 1.1, 28.3,
110.2
prati adj. pref. [8540 prati] ‘each, 
every’: KM 66.1
pratibimba m. [S] ‘reflection’: -na,
KM 13.2
pratiti f. [8624pratiti-] ‘faith’: KM
25.3
prathama adv. [8648 prathama-] 
‘before’: KM 1.2
prapanca m. [S] ‘illusion’: AS 2.2,
14.2
praphulita adj. [S praphullita] 
‘blossoming’: KM 52.2
prana m. [8928 prana-] ‘life, vital 
breath’: KM 10.3, 11.2, 22.2, 40.4, 
64.3; -ani, KM 17.3, 58.3; -pati, 
life-lord: husband’, KM 63.2;
-  pyarau, ‘dear as life, beloved’, KM 
63.3; pranani adharani, ‘support of 
life’, AS 2.4; prana, KM 10.1
prana cf. prana
priya adj. [8974priya-] ‘dear’: KM
103.3
priya f. [S] ‘beloved’: KM 12.3, 15.4,
86.1, 108.3, 110.3
priti f. [8982priti-] ‘love’: AS 12.1,
15.1, KM 5.2, 4, 13.4, 17.4, 27.3,4,
30.2, 36.3, 47.4, 79.4, 95.4, 107.3
prema m. [S] ‘love’: AS 18.1, KM
9.2, 16.3, 30.2, 47.2, 4 (see note 11 
to translation), 72.4, 93.4, 99.4, 
100.4; -hi, KM 99.4
prer- vt. [9002prerayati] ‘spread’: -e, 
AS 9.2
phanda m. [Entwistle: spa£a- x bandha-] 
‘net, trap’: -si, AS 9.2; phanda, KM
9.1
phanda cf. phanda
phatphata- vi. [9038 *phatt-] ‘flutter’: 
-ya, AS 1.4
pharaji m. [Pers. farzi] ‘queen’ (in 
chess): KM 81.3
phahara- [Snell: 13820 *spharati with 
reduplication] ‘flutter’: -ti, KM 88.3
phagu m. [9062 phalgu-] ‘the Holi 
festival’: -  sel- ‘celebrate Holi’, KM
105.1
phat- vi. [13825 *sphatyate] ‘break’ (cf. 
pahaphat-): -i, KM 109.2
phir- vi. [9078 *phirati] ‘wander, roam, 
change’; aux. verb (?): -ata, AS 10.1, 
2, KM 53.1, 105.4; -i, AS 6.3; -l, 
KM 62.4
phiriyadi f. [Pers. faryadi] ‘complaint’: 
AS 17.4
phik— adj. [9037 *phikl(a-] ‘insipid, 
worthless’: -e, KM 60.4; -au, AS
7.1
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phila m. [Pers.fr/] ‘castle’ (in chess): 
KM 81.3
phulavari f. [9096 *phullavatika-]
‘ flower garden’: KM 103.1
phunari f. [onomat.] (?) ‘drizzle’: KM
92.3
phul- vi [9093 phullati] ‘blossom, 
bloom’: -a, KM 30.1(7), -i, KM
57.1, 99.3; -yau, KM 33.5
phula1 m. [9092phulla-] ‘flower’: KM
46.2, 70.2; -ni, KM 33.5
phula2 m. (?) [9093 phullati] ‘joy’:
KM 48.4
pher- vt. [9078 *pherayati~] ‘turnover’: 
-i, KM 20.3
phera m. [9078 * phera-] ‘turning’:
~ pheri, ‘alternate, exchange’: KM
25.4, 101.3
pheri cf. phera
phauka m. [8391 *phonka-\ ‘notch’: 
KM 64.2
’ba cf. aba
banka adj. [11191 vanka-] ‘devious’: 
KM 18.2
banch- vt. [11478 vahchati-] ‘long, 
wish’: -atu, KM 78.2; -ai, AS 4.2 
(twice)
band- vt. [11270 validate] ‘praise’: -e, 
KM 94.3
banda m. [Pers. band] ‘fastening; list: 
kinds (?)’: KM 38.2; -si, AS 9.1 (?)
bandana m. [11271 vandana-] (?) 
‘mixture of turmeric and lime powder’: 
KM 100.4
bandasi cf. banda
band— (°e) m. [Pers. banda] ‘servant: 
worshipper (?)’: AS 6.1
bandhana m. [9139 bandhati] ‘fixed 
measure, rhythm, agreement’ (cf. tana- 
bandhana): KM 14.2, 67.2, 90.3
bamsi f. [11180 vamsi-] ‘flute’: KM
99.3
bagala f. [Pers. bagal] ‘armpit’: KM
92.2
bagica m. [Pers. bagwa] ‘garden’: KM
98.2
baca m. [11200 vacas-] ‘speech, 
talking’ (cf. mana baca krama): KM
4.2, 36.3, 59.2, 90.2
bacana m. [11199 vacana-] ‘words’:
KM 5.3, 17.3, 44.1, 110.3
baca- vt. [11208 vacyate] ‘save’ (cf. 
drsti baca-): -vata, KM 105.4
baj- cf. baj-
baja- vt. [11513 vadyate] ‘play (music), 
cause to sound’: -vata, KM 8.1,
14.2, 19.1, 87.3, 96.2
bad— (°e) adj. [11225 vadra-] ‘great’: 
KM 24.3
badh- cf. badli-
bata cf. bata
bata- vt. [11564 vartta-] ‘tell’ (cf. batani 
bata batata): -ta, KM 19.3; -vau,
KM 6.3
bad- vt. [1245 vadati] ‘name (as a 
witness)’: -au, KM 82.3
badana1 m. [11246 vadana-] ‘face, 
mouth’: KM 57.1, 58.1
badana2 m. [Abadan] ‘body’: KM 7.1,
19.2, 97.2
badal- vi. [A badal] ‘change’: -i, KM
73.1
bad! f. [Pers.] (?) ‘combat’: AS 5.2
ban- vi. [11260 vanati] ‘be adorned, be 
achieved, succeed, be established, be 
arranged, become’: -i, AS 10.4; -!, 
KM 31.1; -I, KM 50.1; -e, KM
13.3, 79.1, 90.2; -e, KM 13.3; -yau, 
AS 15.2, KM 14.1, 30.3, 49.2, 60.4
bana m. [11258 vana-] ‘forest’: AS
12.2, KM 13.1, 15.4, 46.1, 52.1,
68.4, 84.1, 99.2, 100.3, 110.1;
~ mala, ‘garland of forest flowers’, 
KM 87.2
banasi f. [9123 badisa-] ‘fish-hook’: 
KM 57.4
bana- vt. [11260 vanati] ‘make, adorn’: 
-1, AS 14.3, KM 4.1
banita f. [S vanila] ‘lady, woman’: AS
10.4, KM 33.3
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bapura adj. [9147 *bappuda~]
‘destitute’: KM 35.4
bayari f. [11491 *vatara-] ‘wind’: AS
8.1, 9.2
bar- vt. [11318 *varati\ ‘choose’: -ana, 
KM 4.3; -i, KM 73.2
bara m. &adj. [11308 vara-] ‘husband, 
excellent, fine’: KM 9.1, 68.3, 102.3,
108.2
baran- vt. [11342 varnayati] ‘describe’: 
-I, KM 26.1, 29.1,4, 41.2, 86.1
baras- vi. & vt. [11394 varsati] ‘rain, be 
radiant’: -ata, KM 19.2, 37.2, 106.2
barasa f. [11392 varsa-] ‘rain’: KM
16.3, 33.7
barabari f. [Pers. baraban] ‘rivalry, 
competition’: KM 71.1, 81.2
bala m. [9161 bala-] ‘power: protection’ 
(cf. baha-bala): KM 35.4
balana cf. bali
bali m. [9171 bali-] ‘offering,
adjuration’: KM 22.4; ~ja-, ‘implore 
devotedly’, KM 6.3; balana, KM
88.2
balai f. [A bala] ‘misfortune’: ~ le-, 
‘wish or seek to take (another’s) 
misfortunes on oneself, sacrifice 
oneself for another’, KM 12.1, 80.3
ballabha adj. [ 11427 vallabha-] 
‘beloved’: KM 94.3
basan- vt. [12188 vyakhyana-] 
‘describe’: -e, KM 40.1
bas- vi. [11435 vasati] ‘reside, dwell, 
settle’: -ata, KM 110.2; -ai, KM 
43.4; -au, KM 44.2
basanta m. [11439 vasanta-] ‘spring’: 
KM 98.1, 99.1, 101.1
basa m. [11430 va^a-] ‘power,
subjugation’: AS 2.1, 8.1, KM 20.4,
26.1,4, 54.4, 63.4, 76.4, 90.4,
91.3; basi, KM 35.3
basana m. [11436 vasana-] ‘garment’: 
KM 98.1, 106.3
basi cf. basa
basltha m. [11444 vasistha-] 
‘messenger’: KM 55.1, 79.3
bah- vi. [11453 vahati] ‘blow’: -ai,
KM 33.5
bahu adj. [9187 bahu-] ‘many’: AS
9.1, KM 32.2, 88.2, 91.2
bahuta adj. &adv. [9190 bahutva-] 
‘many, much, greatly’: AS 3.2, 10.3,
15.3, KM 7.3, 28.3, 48.3, 51.3,
53.2.3, 90.3; -ka, KM 41.3
bahutaka cf. bahuta
bahu f. [11250 vadhu-] ‘bride, young 
wife’: KM 62.3
ba— (°i) adj. [11533 vama-] ‘left’:
KM 20.3
badh- vt. [9139 bandhati] ‘tie, captivate’ 
(cf. kachabadh-): -e, KM 14.2; -e, 
AS 10.3, KM 17.4 (rep.)
bana1 m. [9203 bana-] ‘arrow’: KM
37.1, 64.2
bana2 cf. bani
bani f. [11490 vain-] ‘words, sound’: 
KM 14.4, 110.3; bana, KM 47.2
banika f. [11338 varna-] ‘apparel’: KM
29.1, KM 69.2
baphini (?) f. [9223 baspa-] ‘eyelash’: 
KM 37.1, 64.2
barani cf, bara2
baha f. [9229 bahu-] ‘power, arm’:
KM 24.2, 56.3; -bala, KM 35.4; 
bahu so bahu, KM 11.4
bau adj. [11502 vatika-] ‘boastful’:
KM 83.2
bagau m. [11421 valgu-] ‘wedding 
garment (of bridegroom) ’: KM 30.3
baj- vi. [11513 vadyate] ‘resound, 
play’: -ata, KM 48.3; -ai, KM 52.1; 
bajai, KM 33.3
baji f. [Pers. bazi] ‘game’: AS 5.3
bata f. [11366 vartman-] ‘path’: AS
18.2
badh- vi. [11376 vardhate] ‘grow, 
swell, flourish’: -I, KM 110.2, -e, 
KM 107.3, -au, KM 78.4; badhyau, 
KM 61.3, 84.4
bata f. [11546 vartta-] ‘thing, words, 
topic, matter, talk’: AS 17.1, KM
11.1, 23.1, 54.1,78.1; ~ k i~ ~ , KM
40.2 (?); batani bata batata, ‘talking
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and conversing’(?), KM 19.3; bate, 
KM 62.3
badara m. [11567 vardala-] ‘cloud’:
KM 37.2, 89.2
badi adj. & adv. [OHED: ? = H. bad] 
‘(in) vain’: AS 17.1
bara1 f. [11547 vara-] ‘time’ (cf. eka hi 
bara): KM 37.2
bara2 m. [11572 vala-] ‘hair’ (cf. 
savar-): KM 63.2, 86.3; barani, KM
70.3
bavarau adi. [ 11504 vatula-] ‘crazy’: 
KM 83.2
basara m. [11602 vasara-] ‘day’ (cf. 
nisabasara): KM 93.3
bas— (°e) (?) m. [(?)] ‘type of bird’: 
KM 39.2
bahu cf. baha
bikuca m. [S dvi-+ 3216 kuca-]
‘female breast’: KM 7.2
bigar- vt. [11673 *vighatayati]
‘destroy’: -ana, (m.), AS 5.1
bigarana cf. bigar-
bica ppn. [12042 * vlcya-] ‘between, 
meanwhile, in’: KM 79.3, 97.4; ~
‘in the middle, from time to time’, KM
70.2, 107.3; bica, KM 55.1, 69.4
bicar- vt. [S vicarayati] ‘reflect’: -ata, 
KM 41.3; -i, AS 8.4
bicitra adj. [S vicitra] ‘wondrous, 
unique, beautiful’: AS 3.4, 5.3, KM
4.1, 31.1, 33.4, 46.2
bicitratai f. [S vicilrata] ‘unusual 
nature’: KM 72.4
bichur- vi. [11651 *viksutati]
‘separate’: -ata, KM 4.3
bijaurau (?) m. [9250 bija-] ‘having 
seed’: AS 13.2
bijna adj.&m. [S vijha] ‘knowing, 
knowledgeable ’: KM 23.3
bithakita adj. [12012 *visthakk-] 
‘dismayed, still’: KM 33.7
bitha f. [S vyatha] ‘pain’: KM 17.2
bidadi, MS G reading (note 8 to AS 17), 
cf. bibadi
bidita adj. [S vidita] ‘perceived’: KM
110.3
bidhana m. [11754 vidhana-] ‘creator’: 
KM 63.1
bina ppn. [11772 vina] ‘without’: KM
16.2, 76.2; bina, AS 8.4
bina cf. bina
bipariti adj. [S viparita] ‘inverted’ (cf. 
rati bipariti): KM 27.3
bibadi m. [S vivada] ‘argument’: AS
17.3
bibidhi adj. [S vividha] ‘various’: KM
103.3
bimusa adj. [S vimukha] ‘opposed’:
AS 16.3
birasa (?) ‘type of dance’: KM 67.3
birai- vi. [S viraiati] ‘be glorious, rule’: 
-ai, KM 41.1, 43.4
biraudha m. [S virodha] ‘opposition’: 
AS 15.2
bilabila- vi. [OHED: vilapati, vilapayati] 
‘be distressed’: -ta, KM 108.3
bilas- vi. [11894 vilasati] ‘derive 
pleasure, sport’: -ata, KM 8.4
bilasa m. [11903 vilasa-] ‘pleasure’:
KM 33.6
bisama adj. [11972 visama-] 
‘unparalleled’: KM 68.4
bisar- vt. [12021 vismarati] ‘forget’: -e, 
KM 90.3
bisati f. [A bisatj ‘chessboard’: KM
81.1
biharini f. [S viharini] ‘one engaged in 
love-play’ (referring to Radha): AS
2.1, KM 21.4, 61.1, 64.4, 75.1,
88.1,4, 97.4
bihari m. [S viharin] ‘one engaged in 
love-play’ (referring to Krsna): AS
2.1, 3.3, 8.4, 15.4, 18.4,"KM 9.1,
11.1, 21.4, 24.1, 61.1, 75.1, 94.3,
98.3, 102.1, 106.4
bica cf. bica
bijuri f. [11745 vidyullata-] ‘lightning’: 
KM 91.1, 92.4, 95.1
bith— (°ina) f. [12050 vithi] ‘ lane ’:
AS 12.1
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bidh- vi. [11784 *vindhati] ‘be stuck’: 
-e, KM 7.1
bina cf. bina
bina f. [12058 vina-] ‘Indian lute, 
instrument of the guitar-type’: KM
87.3, 106.1; bina, KM 61.2
blra m. [12045 vitaka-] ‘roll of betel 
leaf and areca nut’: KM 21.3
biri f. [12045 vitika-] ‘small betel- 
packet’: KM 32.2, 53.2
blr— (°ai) f. [12045 vita-] ‘ear
ornament with two pearls’: KM 21.2
budaki f. [9272 *budyati] ‘plunge’:
KM 83.4
buddhibala m. [S] ‘mental power, 
intellect’: KM 57.3
bun- vt. [11773 *vunati] ‘weave’ (cf. 
udhera-buna): -ata, AS 14.2; buna, 
(f.), KM 72.2
bula- vt. [9321 *boll-] ‘make smb. 
promise’ (cf. bola bula-) (?): -ya, KM
36.4
buna cf. bun-
bund— (°e) f. [9240 *bundu~] ‘drop’: 
KM 92.1, 95.3
buka m. [9264 *bukka~] ‘powdered 
mica’: KM 100.4
bujh- vt. [9279 budhyate] ‘perceive, 
enquire’: -ata, AS 11.2; -i, KM 82.3
budha m. [9530 * bhunda-] ‘red velvety 
insect’: -ni, KM 89.3
brndabana m. [S vrndavana]
‘Vrindaban’ (location of Krsna’s lila): 
AS 12.2, KM 33.5, 89.2
brsti f, [12088 vrsti-] ‘rain’: KM 75.1
be, MS G reading (see note 8 to KM 
27), cf. vaha
bekajai adv. [Pers. be- + kaja < 3078 
kaiya-] ‘invain’: KM 43.3
bekar— (°yau) adj. [Pers. be- + 3078 
kaiya-] ‘useless’: AS 18.2
begi adv. [12089 vega-] ‘quickly’: KM
18.3, 109.1
bee- vt. [12100 *vetyayati] ‘sell’: -i, 
KM 62.2 (rep.)
beti f. [9238 *betta-] ‘daughter’: KM
62.3, 83.1
bera f. [12115 vela-] ‘time, 
opportunity’: AS 10.2
bell f. [12123 velli-] ‘creeper: flower’: 
KM 52.2; vela, AS 13.2
baina m. [11199 vacana-] ‘words’:
KM 80.2
baini cf. baini
baith- vi. [2245 upavisati] ‘sit’: -i, I<M
31.4, 98.2, 103.1; -e, KM 28.1,
70.3, 71.2; -yau, I<M 77.2
baini f. [12093 veni-] ‘braidedhair’:
KM 29.2; baini’KM 70.1
baisa f. [11305 vayas-] ‘youth’: KM 
110.1; vaisa, KM 1.4
bo- vt. [11282 vapati] ‘sow’: -i, KM
47.3
bol- vt. [9321 *boll-] ‘say, call, talk, 
speak’ (cf. bola bol-): -ata, KM 14.1,
32.1, 37.4, 60.2, 68.1, 69.1, 76.1, 
89.1; -ani, (f.), KM 85.1; -iye, KM
59.1, 90.1; -i, KM 97.2
bola m. [9321 *boll-] ‘promise’: KM 
36.1; ~ bula-(?)/bol-, ‘make a 
promise’, KM 36.4, 59.1, 90.1,2
bolani cf. bol-
bauchara m. [OHED: cf. vayu-; ? conn. 
chata-] ‘heavy rain’: KM 92.3
byaja m. [S vyaja-] ‘interest (on 
money)’: KM 36.3
byap- vi. [11835 *vyapnoti] ‘be 
pervasive, spread’: -i, AS 13.2
braja m. [12224 vraja-] ‘cattle-station’, 
the homeland of Krsna’s youth: AS
12.1, KM 44.3
brahmaloka m. [S] ‘Brahma’s world’: 
AS 8.3
brahmanda m. [S] ‘universe’: KM
41.1,' 86.4
bhai, bhae cf. ho-
bhaj- vt. [9359 bhajati] ‘worship’: -i, 
AS 4.1 (rep.), 17.1
bhatu f. & inteij. [Snell: 9402 bhartr- ?] 
‘sister’: KM 25.2
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bhan- vt. [9383 bhanati] ‘speak: 
describe, mean’: -!, KM 31.2; -yau, 
KM 14.4
bhaye, bhayo, bhayau, bhayau cf. ho-
bhar- vi. & vt. [9393 bhara-] ‘colour, be 
sated, embrace, fulfil, be full, bear’ (cf. 
anko bhar-, paida bhar-): -ata, KM
19.1, 105.2; -ana, KM 4.2, 98.4; -i, 
AS 1.2, KM 33.2, 73.4, 74.2; -l, 
KM 63.1; -au, KM 59.3
bharama, MS G reading (note 13 to KM 
69), cf. bhavara
bharu m. [9397 bharati] ‘bulk: mass’: 
KM 103.3
bhal— adj. & inteij. [9408 bhalla-] 
‘good, well; well!’: -a, AS 6.1, -e,
AS 15.4, KM 19.2; -ai, AS 16.1, 
KM 53.4
bhavara m. [9651 bhramara-] ‘large 
black bee’: KM 71.1, 85.2, 86.3; 
bhamara, KM 69.4; bhavarau, KM
44.4
bhati f. [9338 bhakti-] ‘kind, way’:
KM 77.1, 2, 3, 78.2, 88.2; -na, AS
3.2, KM 53.3; -ni, KM 32.2, 91.2
bhana m. [9453 bhanu-] ‘sun’: KM
40.3
bhavat— adj. & f./m. [Snell: 9445 bhati] 
‘beloved, dear’: i, KM 3.2 (twice),
102.2, 104.1; -e, KM 11.3
bhavarau cf. bhavara
bhai f. [9338 bhakti-] ‘kind’: KM
33.4, 66.1,4
bha(v)- vi. [9445 bhapayate] ‘be 
pleasing’, cf. mana bha-: -ata, KM 
12:4; -ani, (f.), AS 11.3; -yo, AS
1.3
bhava m. [9475 bhava-] ‘feeling’: KM
76.4
bhavani cf. bha(v)- 
bhari cf. bhari
bhari adj. [9645 bharika-] ‘great, 
burdensome’: AS 16.4, KM 28.2,
84.4, 108.3; bhari, KM 23.3; bharau 
par-, ‘be burdensome’, KM 109.3
bharau cf. bhari
bhas- vt. [9478 bhasate] ‘speak’: -iyai, 
AS 2.2
bhasa f. [9479 bhasa-] ‘words’ (?):
KM 33.4
bhij- vi. [9502 *bhiyajyate] ‘be soaked, 
drenched’; -ana, KM 93.1; -e, KM 
77.1; -ai, KM 92.1
bhitara ppn. & adv. [9504 *bhiyantara~] 
‘in’: AS 6.2, KM 46.1
bhina adj. [9500 *bhiyagna-\ ‘fragrant’: 
KM 26.3
bhira f. [9490 *bhlt-] ‘crowd’: KM
100.1
bhujamull m. (?) [S bhujamula] ‘armpit, 
shoulder’: KM 57.4
bhuvangama m. [9256 bhujanga-] 
‘snake’: KM 29.2
bhuva1 f. [9557 bhumi-] ‘earth’: KM
42.2
bhuva2 cf. bhoha
bhutala m. [S] ‘earth’: KM 33.6
bhumi f. [9557 bhumi-] ‘earth, site’: 
KM 89.3, 94.1
bhul- vi. & vt. [9538 *bhull-] ‘forget, 
lose oneself, be deceived, go astray’:
-l, KM 42.1, -I, KM 21.3, 57.2; -e, 
AS 5.3; -ai, AS 16.1 (twice); -au,
AS 16.1; -yau, AS 17.3; bhulai 
bhulaihu, ‘even inadvertently’, KM
10.1
bhusana m. [9572 bhusana-]
‘adornment, decoration’: KM 64.3,
106.3
bheda m. [9610 bheda-] ‘difference, 
kind, mystery’: KM 23.2, 55.4; -ni, 
KM 23.2
bhoha f. [9688 *bhrumu-] ‘eyebrow’: 
KM 37.1; -ni, KM 39.3; bhohai,
KM 64.2; bhauhai maili, ‘frowning 
eyebrows’ (?), KM 10.1; bhuva,
KM 35.3
bho- vi. [9648 bhi'amati] (?) ‘be 
immersed, engrossed’: -i, KM 47.2; 
-ila, KM 46.4; -i, KM 13.2
bhora f./m. [9634 *bhora-] ‘dawn’:
KM 109.1
bhauhai cf. bhoha
bhaur— (°i) adj. [9539 ^bhola-] 
‘innocent’: KM 33.2
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bhrama m. [9646 bhrama-] ‘illusion’: 
KM 34.2
bhvai (?) m. [9571 * bhuva-] ‘cotton: 
soft’ (?): KM 7.2
mangala m. [9706 mangala-1 ‘festive 
song’: KM 5.4
manju adj. [9720 mahju-] ‘lovely’: KM
100.2
mandala m. [9742 mandala-] ‘circular 
stage, dance-ground, disc’: KM 33.1,
52.2, 77.2
mandara adj. &m. [9855 mandra-] ‘low 
(sound)’: KM 65.2
mandira1, MS G reading (note 4 to KM 
65), cf. mandara
mandira2 m. [9852 mandira-] ‘palace’: 
KM 98.2
maga m. [10071 marga-] ‘road, way’:
— jo-, ‘look out for, await’, KM 15.1,
46.3
magara m. [9692 makara-] ‘crocodile’: 
AS 9.1
mac- vi. [9710 *macyate] ‘breakout,be 
stirred up’: -yau, KM 52.3
majitha f. [9718 mahjistha-] ‘the 
madder plant and its dye’: AS 7.3
mata1 adj. [9150 matta] ‘intoxicated’: 
KM 69.4
mata2 cf. mati2
mati1 f. [S] ‘intelligence’: KM 95.2
mati2 adv. [9981 ma] ‘not (in 
prohibitions)’: KM 78.1, 2, 92.1; 
mata, AS 4.2 (twice)
mada m. [9773 mada-] ‘intoxication, 
liquor’: AS 13.3 (thrice), 17.3 
(thrice), KM 74.1
madhura adj. [9793 madhura-] ‘sweet’: 
KM 99.3
madhya cf. me1
madhyastha adj. &m. [S] ‘standing in 
the middle, go-between’: KM 82.3
mana1 m. [9822 manas-] ‘mind, heart’ 
(cf. tana mana dhana): AS 3.1, 9.2,
11.3, 17.1, KM 3.4, 4.1, 9.1, 27.2,
53.1, 57.2, 58.2, 63.2, 77.3, 85.4,
91.3, 94.1, 102.4, 104.4, 105.2,
110.2 (twice); -  l(a)g(a)- ‘fix the 
mind, set the heart on, the mind to be 
fixed’, AS 12.1, KM 110.4; -baca  
krama, ‘thought, word and deed’,
KM 4.2, 36.3, 59.2, 90.2; ~bha-, be 
pleasing to the mind’, AS 1.3; -  
mohana, ‘enchanter of the heart’ 
(epithet of Krsna): KM 49.3, 51.2,
72.3
mana2 f./m. [9731 mani-] ‘gem, jewel’: 
-ni, KM 52.2
manahu cf. mano
mana- vt. [9857 manyate] ‘persuade, 
appease’: -i, KM 69.3; -vata, KM
80.2
manusya m. [S] ‘man’: AS 9.1
manuhari f. [S manoharin] (?) ‘sthg. 
intended to please’: KM 28.4
mano cf. mano
raanoratha m. [S] ‘desire’: KM 57.2
mar- vi. [9871 marate] ‘die’: -i, KM
109.3
maragaj— adj. [OHED: *malati] 
‘rumpled’: -1, KM 20.3, 87.2; -e, 
KM 97.2
marajiva m. [OHED: Pk marajivaya-, x 
majjati: Brbh. majj-] ‘diver’: AS 9.3
mardana m. [9891 mardana-] ‘rubbing’: 
KM 56.1
malaye, MS G reading (note 9 to KM 
27), cf. mil-
malara m. [9912 mall an-] ‘name of a 
raga’: KM 89.4
mavasa m. [Snell: A mavash ?] 
‘sheltering trees or grove’: KM 8.3
masatull adj. [Entwistle: HSS: mahargha 
+ tula-] ‘made of black silk’: KM
21.1
mahala m. [A mahall] ‘palace, abode’ 
(cf. kunja-mahala): AS 10.4, KM
44.2, 87.1
mahima f. [S mahima] ‘greatness’: KM
26.1
mag- vt. [10074 margati] ‘ask for’: -au, 
KM 36.1
mac- vi. [9710 *macyate] ‘be 
immersed’: -I, KM 95.4
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man- vt. [9857 manyate] ‘assent, 
accept, consider: value’: -i, AS 4.1, 
KM 16.1, 44.1, 80.4; -egi, KM 
49.3; -o, KM 3.1
mana m. [10040 mana-] ‘sulking, show 
of haughty aloofness contrived in 
lover’s pique’: KM 10.1, 22.1, 39.1,
43.3, 59.1,3; manu, KM 90.1
manu cf. mana
mano cf. mano
mama, MS G reading (note 8 to KM 59), 
cf. mana
mahi cf. me1
mai f. [10016 mati-] ‘mother’ (a 
vocative used between the sakhis):
KM 1.1, 4.1, 55.1
math— m. [9926 masta-] ‘forehead, 
head’: -ai, KM 22.3; -ai, (formathe 
parna, ‘be the responsibility of) (?), 
KM 109.4
mano conj. & adv. [Add2 9857 
manyate] ‘like, just as’: KM 56.3,
71.1, 77.2, 85.2, 86.2,3, 97.2,
110.2; mano, KM 103.2, 106.2; 
manahu, KM 31.3; mano, KM 97.1
maya f. [10060 maya-] ‘illusion, 
wealth’: AS 5.3, 17.3
mar- vt. [10066 marayati] ‘strike’ (cf. 
gala mar-, dana mar-): -ata, AS 18.3; 
-i, KM 68.2; -e, KM 64.1; -yau,
KM 62.1
mala cf. mala
malatl f. [S] ‘jasmine, blossom’: KM 
4 4  4
mala f. [10092 mala-] ‘garland,
necklace’ (cf. gunja-mala, bana-mala): 
KM 27.1; -dhari, ‘rosary-bearer’:
AS 16.1; mala, AS 12.2, KM 87.2
mithya f. [10130 mithya-] ‘falsehood’: 
AS 2.2, 11.2
mil- vi. [10133 milati] ‘be united, meet, 
join, be in harmony, be mixed, agree’ 
(cf. hila/°i mili): -ata, KM 32.1,
102.4, 106.4, 109.1; -ahu, KM 82.2; 
-i, (in some occurrences adv. 
‘together’) KM 66.2, 71.4, 73.3,
75.3, 81.1, 83.3, 84.2, 89.4, 98.4,
99.2, 100.3, 101.2, 104.1,2,4; -itu, 
KM 97.4; -i, KM 12.3, 35.2; -e,
KM 19.2, 69.4; -ai, KM 5.3, 29.4; 
-yau, KM 102.2; malaye, KM 27.4
mila- vt. [10133 milati] ‘unite’: milai, 
KM 35.1
misi m. [10298 mrsa-] ‘pretext’: KM
102.2
mihari f. [Platts: S mahila+ -ika] 
‘woman’: AS 14.3
mica f. [10288 mrtyu-] ‘death’: AS 4.4
mlth— (°e) adj. [10299 mrsta-]
‘sweet’: KM 80.2 (rep.)
mita m. [10124mitra-] ‘friend’: AS
15.4
mina f. [10140a mina-] ‘fish’: AS 9.1
muhacuh! f. [10158 mukha- + 4898 
*cusati] (?) ‘at the sight o f : AS 3.3
mukta f./m. [10152 nmkta-] ‘pearl’:
KM 50.2
mudita adj. [S] ‘enchanted’: KM 96.1
muni m. [S] ‘sage’: AS 5.3
murali f. [ 10214 murali-] ‘ flute’: KM
18.2, 52.1, 56.1
musa m. [10158 mukha-] ‘face, mouth’ 
AS 3.4, KM 9.2, 11.4, 12.3, 21.3,
33.2, 34.1, 56.3, 63.2,3, 98.2,
102.1
musakani f. [10227 *muss-] ‘smile’: 
KM 33.2
mud- vt. [10202 mudi'ayati] ‘close’: -i, 
KM 6.2; -e, KM 15.3
muk— (°i) adj. [10231 *muka-]
‘silent’: KM 10.2
murati f. [10245 miuti-] ‘form’: KM
53.2
mrgatrsna f. [S mrgatrsna] ‘mirage’:
AS 13.2
mrgi f. [10264 mrgi-] ‘doe’: AS 12.3
mrdanga m. [10289 mi’danga-] ‘drum’: 
°KM 14.2, 33.3, 61.2, 67.1, 96.2
mrdahgi f. [10289 mrdanga-] 
‘drummer’: KM 94.1
mrdu adj. [10292 mrdu-] ‘soft’: KM
85.1
me1 ppn. [9804 madhya-] ‘in, amidst’: 
AS 10.4, 16.2, KM 2.3, 4, 13.1,
15.4, 56.1,3, 68.4, 84.1, 91.2,
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92.2, 100.2, 102.1, 103.2, 110.2;
-hi, KM 82.3; madhya, KM 27.3,
66.2, 82.2, 106.1; mahi, KM 99.2,
3; mai, AS 13.3, KM 2.3, 6.1, 7.1, 
2, 36.1, 43.4, 80.1, 98.2, 101.4,
110.2
me2 cf. hau1
mena m. [9775 madana-] ‘title of Kama, 
the god of love’: KM 80.3
mehi cf. me1
megha m. [10302 megha-] ‘cloud’:
KM 14.2, 91.1, 95.1 (twice), 96.2; 
-ni, KM 89.2
mer— pr. [9691 ma-] ‘my, mine’: -l, 
KM 20.1, 25.2, 32.1, 53.2, 70.1,
74.1, 101.2, 102.1; -e, KM 57.1;
-ai, KM 22.3; -ai, KM 79.3; -o,
KM 44.1; -au, KM 8.2, 22.2, 53.1,
79.2, 3
mera cf. mem
mem m. [10331 mela-] ‘union,
multitude, meeting’: KM 60.4, 64.4; 
mera, KM 85.2; mela, AS 13.4
mel- vt. [10332 melayati] ‘throw’: -ata, 
KM 102.1; -ai, KM 100.4
mela cf. mem
mai cf. me1
mai cf. hau1
mail— (°i) adj. [9904 *malin-]
‘troubled, annoyed’ (cf. bhauhai mail!): 
KM 10.1
mona adj. [10371 mauna-] ‘silent’:
KM 51.4
mohana adj.&m. [10361 mohana-] 
‘enchanting’ (epithet of Krsna), cf. 
mana-mohana: KM 49.3, 51.2, 72.3,
105.2, 110.3
mo, mohi cf. hau1
moja m. [A mauj] ‘delight’: KM 91.2 
moti cf. motl
moti m. [10365 mauktika-] ‘pearl’:
KM 27.1; -na, KM 20.1; moti, KM
75.2
mor- vt. [10186 motati] ‘twist, turn 
over’: -a, KM 20.3; -i, KM 105.3
mora m. [9865 *mora-] ‘peacock’: KM 
14.2; -na, KM 96.1; -ni, KM 89.1; 
maura, KM 32.4; maurani, KM 82.1
mola m. [10373 maulya-] ‘price’: KM
27.2
moh- vt. [10362 mohayati] ‘beguile, 
charm’: -e, AS 5.3; -ai, KM 63.2; 
-yau, KM 44.1
mau, mau cf. hau1
maura1 cf. mora
maura2 m. [10146 mukura-] ‘blossom’: 
KM 98.1
maura3 m. [10144 mukuta-] ‘tiara, 
crest’ (cf. sira-maura): KM 65.1
yajna m. [10397 yajna-] ‘sacrifice’: AS
16.4
yaha pr. &adj. [2530 esa-] ‘(s)he, this’: 
KM 42.3, 44.2,3, 54.1,3,4, 73.3,
78.3, 79.2, 83.1, 91.1; ina, AS
11.1, I<M 24.3, 29.2, 3, 55.1 
(twice); ini, KM 62.1; e, KM 41.4, 
84.3; eha, KM 27.3; yahai, AS 13.4,
14.4, KM 35.2; yaha, KM 24.3; ya, 
AS 3.1, KM 9.3, 10.4, 14.3, 20.4,
54.4, 82.3; yahl, KM 4.2, 24.1,2; 
ye, KM 16.3, 42.4, 55.1 (twice); 
yei, KM 56.3, 95.1 (twice)
yahai, yaha, ya, yah! cf. yaha
yarani f. [Pers. yar] ‘female friend’:
KM 64.3
ye, yei cf. yaha
yekau cf. eka
yo adv. [2528 evameva] ‘in this way, 
such’: KM 37.2, 74.2, 80.3
ranka m. [10538 ranka-] ‘pauper’: AS
15.2
rang- vi. [10570 rangayati] ‘be 
coloured’: -i, KM 94.3; -e, KM 
93.3; ragi, KM 107.4
rahga m. [10560 and 10561 rahga-] 
‘dye, hue, colour, joy, merriment, 
delight, enjoyment, passion, 
excitement, ecstasy, pleasure, essence, 
dance’ (cf. ragu rahga): AS 7.3, KM
1.1, 2.3, 9.4, 16.4, 19.3, 21.1,
26.3, 61.2, 72.1, 82.2, 93.3, 94.3,
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97.3, 101.3,4, 107.4; rangu, KM
2.3.4, 84.4
rangita adj. [10571 raiigita-] ‘coloured’: 
KM 72.1
rangu cf. rahga
ragil— (i) adj. [10571 * rangita-]
‘ coloured’: KM 21.1
ragamag— (°e) adj. [Entwistle: < rag- < 
rakta- + maga < magna-] ‘fervent, 
fervid’: KM 87.1 (rep.)
rac- vt. [10574 *racyate] ‘make, 
prepare’: -i, KM 46.2; -yau, KM
52.1
rat- vt. [10590 *ratyati-] ‘repeat’: -ata, 
'KM 9.3
rata adj. [S] ‘engrossed’: KM 69.2
rati f. [10599 rah-] ‘sexual passion, 
love’: AS 16.2, KM 18.4, 27.3; 
-pati, epithet of Kama, KM 33.7, 
103.3; -bipariti, ‘invertedlove- 
making’: KM 27.3
rababa m. [A rabab] ‘stringed musical 
instrument’: KM 48.3
rabi m. [10646 ravi-] ‘sun’: KM 29.3
ram- vi. [10637 *ramyati] ‘be
immersed, be spread’: -i, KM 19.3,
61.1
rameta (?) adj. [S ramita] ‘delighted’: 
KM 39.4
rasa m. [10650 rasa-] ‘essence, love, 
pleasure, liquor, sap, charm, desire, 
sentiment, joy’ (cf. apnairasa, eka- 
rasa): AS 8.2, 18.1, KM 2.4, 16.3,
20.4, 26.4, 33.2, 6, 8, 46.4, 47.2, 3 
(twice), 54.4, 63.4, 72.4, 74.3,
91.1, 107.3
rasada adj. [S] ‘giving delight’: KM
94.3, 106.4
rasana cf. rasana
rasana f. [SJ ‘tongue’: KM 33.8, 40.1; 
rasana, KM 106.3
rasavat— (°I) adj. [10657 rasavant-]
‘ charming ’: KM 94.2
rasika adj. &m. [S] ‘passionate, one 
who delights in rasa, lover, 
connoisseur’: KM 19.2, 29.4, 47.3,
70.3, 98.4, 105.1, 108.2
rah- vi. [10666 *rahati] ‘remain,
continue, reside, stop’; aux. verb: -ata, 
AS 3.3, KM 4.3, 9.3, 10.1, 93.3; - 
ati, KM 108.3; -iyatu, AS 1.1; -ihai, 
KM 1.2; -l, KM 42.2; -i, KM 29.2,
68.2, 73.4; -e, KM 7.2, 11.4, 20.2,
24.4, 25.4, 57.4; -ai, KM 7.4, 35.2, 
92.3; -ai, KM 9.2, 89.1; -o, KM
3.3, 83.2, 102.1 (rep.); -au, AS 3.4, 
KM 3.1, 6.2, 34.4; -au, KM 78.3, 
83.3; -yau, AS 1.4, 13.2, KM2.3,
4, 16.1, 19.3, 57.3, 61.1,2,3, 67.3,
97.4
rahasi1 m. [10669 rahas-] ‘solitude’: 
KM 36.1
rahasi2 adi. [10669 rahasya-] ‘ secret’: 
KM 107.3
raci (?) [10584rajyate] ‘love’: KM
95.3
radh- vt. [ 10616 randhayati] ‘prepare’ 
(cf. sira): -i, KM 51.4
rav- (?) vi. [10637 *ramyati] ‘sport’: 
-ati, KM 104.4
rai m. [10679 raj an-] ‘king’: KM 65.1
rag- vi. &vt. [10674 raga-] ‘be
engrossed, sing’: -ata, KM 34.3; -ati, 
KM 85.2
raga m. [10673, 10674 raga-] ‘musical 
mode, melody, love, desire’: KM 2.2,
12.2, 14.1, 32.3, 52.3, 65.2, 66.2,
67.1, 85.2, 89.4, 93.3, 101.3,
106.1, 107.3,4; ragu, KM 2.3, 61.1; 
ragu rahga, ‘fun and frolic’, KM 19.3
ragini f. [S raginl] ‘modification of the 
musical mode called raga’: KM 2.2,
12.2, 65.2, 66.2, 101.3; -na, KM
107.3
ragu cf. raga
raja m. [10694 rajya-] ‘ruler: power’: 
AS 13.3
rati f. [10702 ratri-] ‘night’: -birati,
‘in the middle of the night’, KM 62.3; 
-ni, KM 62.2
rat— (°e) adj. [10539 rakta-] ‘red’:
KM 70.2
radha f. [10708 radha-] ‘Radha’: KM
25.1, 94.2, 105.1, 108.2; radhe,
KM 14.1, 17.1 (rep.), 22.1, 23.1,
25.1, 41.1, 56.1, 82.3, 96.4
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radhika f. [S] endearing form from 
prec.: KM 18.3, 94.3
ran— (°au) m. [10680 raj ana-] ‘ruler’: 
KM 3.4
ras- vt. [10547 raksati] ‘keep, preserve, 
protect, restrain’: -ata, AS 1.1, KM 
40.4; -i, KM 5.2, 35.4, 108.4; -e, 
KM 81.4; -e, KM 108.3; -5, KM 
92.2; -au, AS 1.3; -au, AS 3.2;
-yau, KM 9.1, 98.1
rasa m. [10725 rasa-] ‘circular dance 
performed by Krsna and the gopis’: 
KM 52.1, 94.1 °
rijha- vt. [2457 rdhyati] ‘delight’: -vata, 
KM 96.1
ritu f. [S rtu] ‘season’: KM 89.1
risa f. [10746 ris-] ‘anger’: KM 17.1
ri cf. re
rijh- vi. [2457 rdhyati] ‘be delighted, be 
enchanted, be pleased’: -i, KM 13.4,
42.2, 50.4, 96.4, 106.3 (rep.); -e, 
KM 63.2
rijha f. [2457 rdhyati] ‘pleasure’: KM
85.3
riti f. [10751 riti-] ‘way’: KM 78.4,
107.3
ruci f. [10762 ruci-] ‘desire’: KM 2.1,
22.4, 36.3, 53.3, 60.3, 105.3
rucira adj. [S] ‘beautiful’: KM 46.2 
rusa m. [Pers. rukh] ‘countenance, 
bishops (in chess)’: AS 3.3, KM
81.2
ruth- vi. [10791 rusta-] ‘sulk’: -e, KM
79.1
rupa m. [10803 rupa-] ‘beauty’: AS
18.1, KM 54.3, 63.1, 72.2, 98.2
rus- vi. [10794 rusyati] ‘sulk’: -ane, 
KM 80.2; -ane,’KM 90.2
reg- vi. [10739 ringati] ‘crawl’: -ani, 
(f.) KM 89.3
regani cf. reg-
reni f. [10579 rajani-] ‘night’: KM
86.2
re interj. (m.) [10808 re]: AS 4.2, 10.1, 
17.1; ri (f.): KM 4.1, 5.4, 7.3, 9.3,
10.1, 11.3, 14.1, 16.1, 17.1, 22.2,
26.2, 28.3, 30.3, 33.8, 34.2, 3,
35.3, 37.3, 40.2,4, 41.4, 43.3,
44.1, 46.1,2,3,4, 49.4, 50.1, 58.1,
2 ,3 ,4 , 64.1,4, 68.1,2, 70.2, 71.1,
72.3, 76.3, 77.1, 78.1,2,3, 80.1,
82.4, 83.2,3, 88.1,2, 92.1,2,4,
93.1, 100.1, 108.4
resa f. [10810 rekha-] ‘line: limit, 
perfection’: KM 23.3, 65.3; resi, 
KM 42.3
resi cf. resa
ro cf. roma
roma m. [10851 roman-] ‘hair’ (on 
body), repeated with the meaning ‘in 
every pore’: KM 40.1; ro ro, KM
32.3
rauri f. [10641 rava-] ‘clamour’: KM
33.2
la- cf. lya-
lag- cf. lag-
laga- vt. [10895 lagyati] ‘apply, hold’ 
(cf. kantha laga-, garai/°e laga-, chatl 
so chatl laga-, mana laga-): -l, KM
39.4, 47.4; -ya, AS 12.1; -ye, KM 
56.4; -vata, KM 96.4
laj- cf. laj-
latapat— adj. [OHED: conn. *latta2-] 
‘loosely tied (with regard to a turban), 
tangled’: -I, KM 38.2; -e, KM 86.3
latapata- vi. [OHED: *latta2-] ‘shake’:
-i, KM 57.4; -ta, KM 21.4
lada- vt. [10920 *lad~] {direct the 
movements} (cf. ladalada-): -va, KM
44.3
lata f. [10928 lata-] ‘creeper’: KM 19.4
lapata- vt. [11061 lipyate] ‘cling, 
entwine, enfold, stick’: -i, KM 25.4,
80.4, 92.3; -ni, KM 55.4; -ne, KM 
49.4; -nau, KM 97.1
lar- vt. [10920 * lad-] ‘strike, fight’:
-ata, KM 71.4, 86.3; -o, KM 59.4
lara f. [10921 *lada-] ‘string, necklace’: 
KM 20.1, 75.2,’ 85.1; lari, KM 73.3
lari cf. lara
lalan—-(°a) f, [10969 lalana-] ‘attractive 
woman’: KM 88.1
lalita adj. [S] ‘beautiful’: KM 18.1
4 4 0
lalita f. [S] Lalita (the foremost of 
Radha’s companions, whose avatara 
SvamI Haridas is believed to be): KM
33.4, 94.2
las- vi. [10993 lasati] ‘shine’: -ata,
KM 98.2; -ata, KM 110.2
lasa (?) f. [10993 lasati] ‘radiance’:
KM 91.2
lah- vt. [10948 labhate] ‘experience’: 
-yau, KM 61.4
lahaga m. [10901 *lahga-] ‘voluminous 
skirt’: KM 49.2
laha m. [11018 labha-] ‘benefit’: KM
35.2
lag- vi. [10895 lagyati] ‘close, be 
foimd, be engrossed, hit, strike, seem, 
look, feel, come close, fall, succeed, 
begin’ (cf. garai lag-, ghata lag-, drsti 
lag-, palava lag-, pahi/paiya lag- (s.v. 
paya), mana lag-): -ata, AS 4.3, KM
6.4, 26.2, 34.1, 55.3, 103.4; -ati, 
KM 85.1, 3, 92.1; -atu, KM 80.1; -i, 
KM 83.4, 92.3; -!, KM 83.3; -I,
KM 71.2; -e, KM 2.1, 2, 37.1, 93.1; 
-ai, AS 7.1, 18.1; -o, KM 102.2;
-au, KM 6.3; -au, KM 20.1; lagai, 
AS 17.4
laga f. [MW: laga- (nrtta)] (?) ‘kind of 
dance’: KM 2.2, 67.3; -ni, KM 65.4
laj- vi. [10909 lajjate] ‘be ashamed’:
-ai, KM 43.2; laji, KM 22.4
lada m. [11013 * lady a-] ‘fondling, 
affection’: ~lada- ‘caress’, KM 44.3
ladil— adj.&m./f. [11013 *ladya-] 
‘‘darling’: -I, KM 44.3, 45.1, 60.1; 
-au, KM 45.1
lad- vt. [10966 lardayati] ‘load’: -i, AS
17.2
ladh- vt. [10946 labdha-] ‘obtain’: -e, 
KM 41.4
lala1 m. [11030 lalya-] ‘beloved, darling 
infant’ (referring to Krsna): KM 6.2,
15.1, 21.4, 38.4, 44.1, 52.4, 68.1,
74.1, 88.1
lala2 m. [Pers. 7a7] ‘ruby’: -hi, KM
73.3
lala3 adj. [Pers. lai] ‘red’: KM 28.1,
73.2
lav- vt. [10895 lagyati] ‘attach’: -ani, 
(f), AS 11.1
lavani cf. lav-
lavanya m. [ 11034 lavanya-]
‘loveliness’: AS 3.3, KM 98.3
lasa m. [11039 lasa-] ‘MW: dance (esp. 
accompanied with instrumental music 
and singing), a dance representing the 
emotions of love dramatically (this was 
at one time a principal part of the 
drama). The term lasya is also applied 
to the Nach [sic] dance of the Indian 
dancing girls, consisting chiefly of 
gesticulations with a shuffling 
movement of the feet forwards and 
backwards as invented by Parvatl and 
opposed to the boisterous masculine 
dance called tandava practised by Siva 
and his followers’: KM 60.3
lahi adj. [11802 laksa-] ‘darkred’: KM
21.3
lis- vt. [11048 likhati] ‘write’: -i, KM 
'36.1,2, 3,4
le- vt. [10948 labhate] ‘take, adopt, 
obtain’ (cf. balai le-); aux. verb: -ta, 
KM 32.2, 65.4, 67.3,4; -hu, KM 
73.3; liye, AS 3.3, KM 39.2, 57.3,
85.2, 103.3; liyo, KM 65.3; Una, 
KM 26.4; line, KM 63.4; leva, KM 
80.3; lehi, KM 82.2; leigau, AS 
17.2; lai, KM 69.3; lai, AS 8.2,
KM 9.1, 35.4, 53.2, 56.3, 83.4,
98.1; laiu, KM 12.1; laiu, KM 74.3; 
lyau, KM 35.1
lekhani f. [11103 lekhani-] ‘pen’: KM
34.2
les- vt. [11108 lekhya-] Took at’: -i, 
'KM 42.2 (rep.)
lesana, MS G reading (note 5 to KM 
34), cf. lekhani
lo cf. lau
loka m. [11119 loka-] ‘world’: AS 8.3
loga m. [11119 loka-] ‘people’: AS 
16.1; -ni, AS 11.1
lobha m. [11147 lobha-] ‘avarice, 
greed’: AS 9.3, 17.4
lobhi m. [11150 lobliin-] ‘avaricious’: 
AS 9.3
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lau1 ppn. [Add2 10893 lagna-] ‘to, 
until: AS 15.2, 17.1 (twice), KM
83.3
lau2 f. [10962 laya-] ‘desire’: KM 78.4
lya- vt. [11004 lagayati] ‘bring
(forward)’: -e, KM 73.2; -vati, KM 
66.4; lai, KM 30.2
vaha pr. [972 asau] ‘(s)he, that’: KM 
73.3; una, KM 13.2 (twice), 84.3 
(twice), 104.1; ve, KM 13.2 (twice),
84.3 (twice); be, KM 27.4 (?); svai, 
KM 7.3
var- vt. [11554 varayate] ‘offer, 
sacrifice (oneself)’: -ata, KM 75.2;
-i, KM 86.4; -o, KM 44.4
ve cf. vaha
vela cf. beli
vaisa cf. baisa
vaisai adv. [5760 tadrsa-] ‘in that 
manner’: KM 1.4
vyapu ptc. (?) [forS vyapta] ‘spread’: 
KM 59.3
£ivaloka m. [S] ‘paradise, Siva’s 
heaven’: AS 8.3
sradha f. [12678 sraddha-] ‘faith’: AS
16.4
Srama m. [12682 srama-] ‘turmoil, 
exertion’: KM 11.3, 19.2, 55.2;
~ jala kana, ‘drops of sweat’, KM
27.1, 58.1; §ramu, KM 55.2
Sramita adj. [S sramita] ‘worn out, 
weary’: KM 40.3 (twice), 51.2
sramu cf. Srama
sri hon. part. [12708 &•/-]: AS 2.4, 3.4,
12.4, KM 33.5, 7, 41.2, 60.2, 108.1 
and part of the chapa in the last line of 
each poem of KM except for: KM 9, 
10, 19, 25, 65, 99
Sruti f. [S] ‘note’: KM 32.3, 52.3
sam, MS G reading (note 3 to AS 9), cf. 
sanda
sanjarita m. [S khanjarita] ‘wagtail’: 
KM'86.3
sanda m. [3792 khanda-] ‘piece’:
~ sandasi, ‘break into pieces’ (?), AS
9.3
sac- vi. [3766 *khacyate] ‘be studded’: 
-yau, KM 52.2
sacita adj. [S khacita] ‘studded’: KM
73.3
sata- vi. [OHED: conn, khattayati] 
{maintain} (cf. kasa sata-): -ta, KM
24.3
samak- vi. [cf. 4997 *chamma~]
‘jingle’: -i, KM 21.3
sava- vt. [3865 khadayati] ‘feed’: -vata, 
KM 32.2, 53.2
sa- vt. [3865 ldiadati]: ‘eat’ (cf. sira):
-I, KM 51.5
sis- vi. [3856 *khasati\ ‘slip, come out 
(from its place)’: -i, KM 97.3
sira f. [3696 ksira-] {rice-milk}: 
dubare ki radhi ~ sa-, idiom of 
uncertain meaning, KM 51.4
subhi f. [13657 *skubhyate] ‘ear-stud’; 
KM 56.2, 75.4
sel- vi. [3918 *khel~] ‘play, sport’ (cf. 
phagu sel-): -a, KM 48.2 (?); -ata, 
KM 32.1, 61.4, 81.1,4, 102.3,4,
104.2, 105.1; -ana, KM 2.1, 83.3; 
-ai, KM 100.1, 101.1
sela m. [3918 *khel-\ ‘game, play, 
sport’: AS 13.1, KM 82.4; selu,
KM 61.3, 4
selu cf. sela
son f. [OHED: *khora-2 or khola-2] 
‘sheltered place’ (?): KM 19.3, 105.4
sol- vt. [3945 *kholl~] ‘open’: -I, KM
97.3
sanketa m. [S] ‘hint’: KM 58.3
sanga m. & adv. & ppn. [13082 sanga-] 
‘company, together, with ’ (cf. eka 
sanga): KM 4.2, 3, 21.4, 25.2, 60.2,
85.2 (twice), 91.1, 96.1, 100.3
sangati f. [S] ‘company’: AS 7.2
sangi m. [13084 sangin-] ‘companion’: 
KM 94.4
sangita m. [12849 samgita-] ‘music’: 
KM 2.2, 87.3, 94.4
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sangraha m. [12852 samgraha-] 
‘collection’: KM66.1
sane- vt. [12867 * samcayayati] 
‘accumulate’: -e, AS 10.3
sandhi f. [12913 samdhi-] ‘juncture’: 
KM 7.2
samputa m. [12941 samputa-] ‘cavity’: 
KM' 7.2
sambhrama m. [S] ‘confusion’: KM
21.3
savar- vt. [13021 samvarayati] ‘arrange, 
decorate, make’: barani/kesasavarata, 
‘do the hair’, KM 70.3, 103.2; -I, 
KM 46.2, 63.1
samsara m. [13036 samsara-] ‘worldly 
existence’: AS 7.3, 9.1
sabar- vt. [12961 sambharayati] 
‘sustain’: -ana, (m.), AS 5.1
sabarana cf. sabar-
sakala adj. [13066 sakala-] ‘ all, who le ’: 
KM 30.4, 33.2, 69.4
saghana adj. [13079 saghana-] ‘ dense ’: 
KM 110.1
saca cf. sacu
sacu m. [Snell: 13112 satya-1] ‘bliss, 
joy, happiness’: KM 66.2, 82.2,
90.1; saca, KM 47.3, 78.3, 101.2
saj- vt. [13091 sajjayati] ‘set in place’: 
-i, KM 22.2
sajya f. [12609 *&yya-] ‘bed’: KM
46.2
sataranja f. [Pers. satranj] ‘chess’: KM
81.1
sadake interj. [A sadqa] ‘my life is 
yours’: KM 80.3
sada adv. [S] ‘always’: KM 89.1
san- vi. [OHED: samdadhati, and 
samnayati] ‘be incorporated: come’: 
-a+ KM 79.3
sapta num. [13139 sapta-] ‘ seven’:
KM 33.4
saba adj. &pr. [13276 sarva-\ ‘all, 
whole’: AS 2.1, 3, 3.3, 7.1,2, 13.1,
17.1, KM 13.3, 24.3, 42.1, 43.3,
63.3, 72.3, 74.3, 75.3, 83.2,3,
84.2, 86.1, 87.3, 98.3, 105.1,4;
~kou, ‘everyone’, AS 15.4; ~hi, 
KM 24.3; sabai, KM 80.4
sama adj. [13173 sama-] ‘equal’: KM
1.4
samajha- vt. [12959 sambudhyate] 
‘explain’: -i, KM 51.2
samayo cf. same
sama- vt. [12975 sanmiati] ‘bring 
together’: -ya, KM 35.1
samadhi f. [S] ‘meditation’: AS 6.2, 
KM 15.2
samudra m. [13236 samudra-] ‘ocean’: 
AS 9.1, 18.1, KM 2.3, 95.3
same m. [13185 samaya-] ‘time, 
occasion’ (cf. ekasame): KM 13.1, 
84.1; samayo, KM 18.4
sameta ppn. [S] ‘with’: KM 39.2, 67.1
sar- vi. [13520 sarati] ‘proceed’: -i,
KM 38.2
sara m. [12324 £ara-] ‘arrow’: AS
10.1, 18.3, KM 68.2
sarak- vi. [13520 sarati] ‘move’: -ani, 
(£), KM 20.4
sarakani cf. sarak-
sarasa adj. [13255 sarasa-] ‘full of 
feeling, mellow’: KM 60.4, 99.3
sarupa m. [S svarupa] ‘proper form’: 
KM 23.3
sarvada adv. [S] ‘always’: KM 89.1
sarvopara adj. & adv. [S sarvopari] 
‘above all’: KM 18.3
salon— (°i) adj. [13286 salavana-] 
‘beautiful’: KM 63.2
sasa m. [13074 sakha-] ‘friend, 
companion’: KM 62.2, 79.1
sasiyana cf. sasi
sasl f. [13074 sakhi-] ‘woman’s 
confidante’: KM 30.3, 40.2, 42.1,
43.3, 63.3, 69.3, 83.3, 87.3, 100.3,
101.2, 103.3, 104.1,3; sasiyana,
KM 105.4
sasi m. [12363 ^a&h-] ‘moon’: KM
29.3, 33.5, 40.3, 77.2
sah- vt. [13304 sahatd] ‘endure’: -a, 
KM 35.3
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saha ppn./pref. [13297 saha-] ‘with’: 
KM 81.4
sahaja adj [13302 sahaja-] ‘bom 
together: united, natural’: KM 1.1,
26.3, 81.1
sahita ppn. [13310 sahita-] ‘with’: KM
107.2
sahimata (?) f. [Pers. sah + mat] 
‘check-mate’: KM 109.2
sac— (°i) adj. [13112 satya-] ‘true, 
real’: AS 14.1, KM 6.3, 95.1
sati f. [12391 Santi] ‘peace’: KM 78.4
sadh- vt. [13339 sadhnoti] ‘aim’: -e,
AS 10.1
savarau adj. [12665 Syamala-] ‘dark’: 
KM 44.1
sagara m. [13325 sagara-] ‘ocean’: AS
14.2
saj- vi. [13093 sajjyate] ‘adorn’: -i,
KM 26.3
saja m. [Pers. saz] ‘weaponry’: KM
35.3
sadhe adj. [13369 sardha-] {plus a 
half]: ~ gyaraha, ‘golden coin which 
circulated during Akbar’s time’ (?): 
KM 26.3
sada adj. [Pers. sada] ‘unadorned, 
plain’: KM 20.1, 75.4
sadh- vt. [13339 sadhnoti] ‘show deep 
devotion’: -e, KM 17.2 (rep.), 41.3 
(rep.)
sadha m. [13337 sadhu-] ‘righteous 
person’: AS 7.2
sar- vt. [13358 sarayati] ‘achieve’: -a, 
KM 67.3
saranga m. [12401 Yaranga-] ‘lion’:
KM 106.3
sari1 adj. &m. [S sarin] ‘follower’:
KM 84.3
sari2 f. [12381 Sata-] ‘sari’: KM 20.3,
21.3, 56.2
sasi m. [13321 saksin-] ‘witness’: KM
36.2
saha m. [Pers. Sah] ‘king’ (in chess): 
KM 81.4
singara m. [12592 srngara-]
‘adornment, decoration, ornament’:
KM 13.1, 56.2, 103.3
sita adj. [13397a sita-] ‘white’: KM
29.2
sithala adj. [S sithila] ‘loose’: KM 87.2
sidhar- vi. [13407 siddha-] ‘go’: -ata, 
KM 5.1
sira m. [12452 Siras-] ‘head’: AS 12.4; 
~upara, ‘on the head: burdening or 
besetting (one: as a misfortune or 
responsibility)’, KM 8.2; ~ maura, 
‘paragon’: KM 65.1
siromani m. [S siromani] ‘paragon’:
KM 72.3
silasilau adj. [A silsila] ‘shiny’: KM
49.2
sisa m. [12436 Sikha-] {top-knot} (cf. 
nasa-sisa): KM 77.3
sinca f. [13394 sihcati] ‘watering’: KM
55.3
si cf. sau
sundara adj. & m. [13474 sundara-] 
‘beautiful (one)’: -a, KM 104.2; MS 
G reading (note 4 to KM 104), cf. 
sundari
sundarata cf. sundaryata
sundari adj. & f. [S sundari] ‘beautiful 
one’: KM 103.1, 104.2
sundaryata f. [S sundarata] ‘beauty’: 
KM 42.3, 57.2; sundarata, KM 1.3
su cf. so1
sukanti f. [S su- + 3033 kanti-]
‘lustre’: KM 94.1
sukuvara adj. [13448 sukumara-] 
‘delicate’: KM 19.2
sughara adj. [13460 sughata-] ‘skilful, 
beautiful’: KM-23.3, 24.1,2, 85.3
sughara! f. [13460 sughata-] ‘elegance, 
skill’: KM 1.3, 87.3
suta m. [S] ‘son, child’ (cf. gau-suta): 
-na, AS 12.3 (twice)
suta f. [S] ‘friend’: KM 76.1
sudaha f. [su- + 6321 daha-] ‘heating: 
purifying (gold) ’: KM 31.3
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sudesa adj. [S sudeSa] ‘beautiful’: KM
77.1 .2 .3 .4
suddha adj. [12520 Suddha-] ‘pure’: 
KM 23.3
sudhanga m. [(?)] ‘type of dance’: KM
33.2
sudhi f. [12523 Suddhi-] ‘awareness’: 
KM 105.2
sun- vt. [12598 Srnoti] ‘hear, listen’: -i, 
AS 14.4, KM 9.4, 10.4, 19.4, 25.1 
(rep.), 30.3, 52.1, 99.4; -iyata, KM
17.3, 99.3; -iye, KM 45.1; -i, KM
54.3, 95.3; -iya, KM 31.2; -yau,
KM 91.1
sunava adj. [S] ‘fine new’: KM 94.1
suni, MS G reading (note 6 to AS 5), cf. 
muni
supan— (°e) m. [13904 svapna-]
‘sleep’: AS 14.4
suphala adj. [S] ‘fruitful’: KM 3.1
subasa (?) adj. [S svavaSa] 
‘unconstrained’: KM 44.2
subasa f. [S suvasa] ‘fragrance’: KM
69.4
subhava m. [S svabhava] ‘disposition, 
nature’: KM 5.2, 9.2, 76.1
sumara f. [S su-+ 10066 marayati] 
‘striking’: KM 37.1
sumera m. [S sumeru] ‘mount Sumeru’: 
AS 6.4
sura1 m. [S] ‘god’: KM 75.2
sura2 m. [13498 sura-] ‘sound, note, 
tune’: KM 14.1, 23.3, 32.4, 65.2,
67.2.3, 96.2
surajnana m. [13465 sujnanin-] 
‘knowledgable’: KM 43.3, 72.3
surati f. [S] ‘lovers’ pleasure, love- 
making’: KM 14.3, 21.4, 97.3,
106.4
surahi f. [Pers. surahit] ‘jar’: KM 74.2
sulapa (?) m. [(?)] ‘a dance term’: KM
66.2
susa m. [13451 sukha-] ‘happiness, 
bliss, joy’: AS 2.3, 3.1,3, KM 6.4,
28.2.3, 32.1,2,3,4, 44.2, 77.3,
80.1, 87.3, 91.3, 102.3,4, 109.4;
~ caina, ‘comfort’, KM 80.4
susada adj. [S sukhada] ‘happiness- 
giving’: KM 106.2
susav- vt. [12552 *Suskati] ‘dry’: -ata, 
KM 103.1
suhabati f. [Pers.] ‘company’: KM
74.4
suhavan— (°i) adj. [OHED: Subhana-, 
and Subhayate] ‘beautiful’: KM 92.1
sunari f. [S sundari-] ‘beautiful 
woman’: KM 72.4
sudho adj. [12520 suddha-] ‘straight’: 
AS 18.3
sulahu (?) f. [(?)] ‘union’: KM 48.2
segha, MS G reading (note 3 to KM 43), 
cf. seja
sena m. [12323 Sayana-] ‘rest’: KM
80.1
se cf. sau
seja (?) f. [12609 *Sayya-] 
‘comparison’: K M 43.2
seta adj. [12774 Sveta-] ‘white’: KM
70.2
seva f. [13595 seva-] ‘service’: KM
53.3
so1 ppn. [13173 sama-] ‘by, with, in, 
from, to’: AS 2.3 (rep.), 7.1, 2, 12.1, 
2 (twice), 3 (twice), 16.2, KM 5.3,
6.2, 19.4, 22.4 (twice), 35.1,2,
37.4, 43.1, 58.3, 64.4, 66.2, 67.1,
68.3, 72.4, 77.2, 99.4, 101.1,2,3,
104.1.2.4, 105.3 (twice); sau, KM
10.4, 15.3, 35.1,2, 42.3, 70.3,
87.4, 95.1
so2 f. [12290 Sapatha-] ‘oath, vow’: 
KM 25.1, 2, 3, 101.1,2,4; sau, KM
70.1,2
so3 cf. so1
soh- cf. soh-
sohani f. [12629 Sodhani-] ‘broom’:
AS 12.1
so- vi. [13902 svapati] ‘sleep, lie 
down’: -i, KM 47.1; -ila, KM 46.2; 
-ye, KM 86.2
so1 pr. & adv. & conj. [12815 sa; 5612 
fa] ‘it, (s)he, this; thus, therefore; 
then’; AS 1.3, KM 8.2, 23.1; su,
AS 1.2, 2.2, 6.4, KM 102.3; so,
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KM 25.4(7); soi, KM 43.1, 2, 44.1; 
sou, AS 16.3; ta, AS 2.3, 3.3, KM
7.1, 22.4(7), 26.2,3, 58.2, 68.3,
76.4, 91.2, 95.3; tate, ‘therefore, 
because of this’, KM 47.3; tina, KM
69.4, 75.2, 95.2 (rep.), 98.4; tihi,
KM 100.3; te, AS 16.3, KM 23.3,
24.2 (rep.), 90.2, 95.1; tei, AS 9.4
so2 cf. sau
soc- vt. [12621 socyate] ‘think’: -a,
KM 72.2
son— (°e) m. [13519 suvarna-] ‘gold’: 
KM 21.1
sobha f. [12638 Sobha-] ‘lustre, beauty, 
splendour’: KM 21.2, 29.4, 32.2,
41.2, 58.1, 85.1, 86.3, 103.2, 110.2
soh- vi. [12636 Sobhate] ‘gleam, shine, 
enhance the beauty’: -ata, KM 21.2; 
-ai, KM 50.3; sohai, KM 63.1
sau1 cf. so1
sau2 cf. so2
saudh- vi. [13454 sugandha-] ‘be 
fragrant’: -e, KM 103.1
sau adj. & adj. encl. [13173 sama-]
Tike,-like’: AS 13.4, KM 82.4; si, 
KM 21.2, 39.2, 49.2, 70.1, 96.3; 
se, KM 5.3, 21.1; so, AS 5.1 
(twice)
sneha m. [13802 sneha-] ‘love’: AS
9.2
syama/syama adj. &m. [ 12664 syama-] 
‘dark, dark-blue’ (epithet ofKrsna):
AS 16.3, KM 1.1, 5.4, 7.4, 10.2,
16.3, 17.4, 19.4, 22.4, 24.4, 26.4,
31.4, 34.4, 35.4, 38.4, 40.4, 41.4,
45.4, 46.4, 49.4, 51.4, 56.1,2,3,4,
59.4, 64.2, 66.4, 69.2, 72.1, 76.4,
78.4, 87.1, 88.2, 90.4, 92.4, 96.1,
3, 104.4, 108.4; -hi, KM 82.1
syamata f. [S syamata] ‘darkness’: KM
29.2
syama/syama f. [S Syama] ‘(consort of) 
dark one’ (epithet of Radha): AS 2.4,
3.4, 12.4, KM 60.2, 87.1; -hi, KM
96.1, and as part of the chapa in the 
final line of each poem of KM except 
for: KM 5, 7, 9, 10, 17, 18, 19,
21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 31, 34, 35, 38, 
40, 41, 45, 46, 49, 51, 59, 62, 65,
66, 76, 78, 82, 90, 92, 98, 99,
102, 104, 106, 108, 109
srav- vi. [13880 sravati] ‘trickle’ -ata, 
KM 9.2
svami cf. svami
svami m. [13930 svamin- ] ‘sovereign’: 
AS 2.4, 3.4, and as part of the chapa 
in the last line of each poem of the KM 
apart from: KM 9, 10, 19, 21, 25, 
65, 99, 106; svami, AS 12.4
svai cf. vaha
has- vi. [14021 hasati] ‘laugh, smile’: 
-ata, KM 32.1; -ati, KM 108.3; -i, 
KM 96.4; -ikai, KM 105.2; -e, KM 
56.3; hasata, KM 98.4
ha, MS G reading (note 8 to KM 27), 
cf. hu2
hatha m. [13942 *hat-] ‘sulks’: KM
51.3
hathiyara m. [14027 *hastakara~] 
‘weapon’: KM 37.3
hama pr. [986 asmad-] ‘I, me’: AS 5.4, 
KM 79.1; hame, KM 26.2, 76.3
hamari cf. hamar—
hamar— pr. [988 asmaka-] ‘our, mine’: 
-i, KM 95.1; -e, KM 8.2, 82.3; -au, 
KM 62.1; hamari, KM 95.2
hame cf. hama
har1- vt. [13980 harati] ‘captivate, lose’: 
-ata, KM 105.2; -ana, KM 4.1; -i, 
KM 58.2; -ive, KM 77.3
har-2 cf. har-
hari m. [S] Hari (name ofKrsna): AS
I.1, 4.1 (twice), 5.1, 7.3, "io.l,
II.2, 13.1, 14.1, 17.1, KM 14.1,
20.2, 38.1, 52.1, 62.3, 73.1, 97.1
haridasa m. [S] ‘servant of Hari’
(proper name - Svami Haridas): as 
part of the chapa in the last line of each 
poem of the AS and the KM apart 
from: KM 21, 25; haridasi, KM
21.4, 25.2
haridasi cf. haridasa
har— (°i) adj. [13985 harita-] ‘ green ’: 
KM 89.3 (rep.)
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hare adv. [10896 laghu] ‘slowly’: KM
20.4 (rep.)
hala-bhala m. [14001 *hala~] ‘gain’:
AS 17.2
hasata cf. has-
hasti m. [14039 hastin-] ‘elephant’: AS
10.3
haha (?) m. [14049 ha-] ‘entreaty’:
KM 108.4
ha inteij. [1235 am] ‘ yes ’: ~ hu kar- 
‘sayyes’, KM 92.4; -gata, ‘moving 
fast’ (?), KM 107.2
hata f. [13944 hatta-] ‘market’: AS
18.3
hatha m. [14024 hasta-] ‘hand, arm’:
AS 12.2, KM 22.3, 61.2; -ni, KM 
20.2; hathi, KM 66.2
hathapai f. [14024 hasta- + 8056 pada-] 
‘fighting’: KM 55.2
hathi cf. hatha
har- vi. &vt. [14061 harayati] ‘be 
defeated, become tired, lose’: -i, KM
23.4, 66.3; -ini, (f.) AS 2.2; -i, I<M 
9.4; -e, AS 5.4; -ai, AS 5.2; hari, 
KM 74.4 (?)
harini cf. har-
haru m. [14059 hara-] ‘necklace’: KM
97.4
hasa m. [14068 hasa-] ‘mirth’: KM
33.6
hindor— (°e) m. [14094 *hindola-] 
‘‘swing’: KM 88.1
hita m. [S] ‘love’: AS 2.3, 7.3, KM
69.3, 78.2; hitu, AS 2.3, 7.1 (thrice),
2 .3 .4
hitu1 cf. hita 
hitu2 cf. hitu
hitu m. [Mathur: hitakah] ‘well-wisher, 
benefactor’: KM 79.2; hitu, KM 5.2
hiya m. [14152 hrdaya-] ‘heart’: KM
9.3, 11.3, 28.3
hil- vi. [14116 *hilati] ‘become 
accustomed to’, used with mil- to 
m ean‘united with’: -amili, KM 16.4; 
-imili, KM 18.4
hilag- vi. [528 * abhilagyati] ‘be 
attached’: -i, KM 35.2
hi cf. hi
hi emph. enc. [OHED: hi +vai, eva] 
‘precisely, particularly, just, merely’: 
KM 2.3, 4, 24.3, 37.2, 41.3, 54.1,4,
59.3, 64.3, 70.4, 93.3, 101.4,
107.4; hi, KM 3.1, 5.1, 26.3, 47.3,
54.1 (twice), 56.1, 58.2, 64.3 
(twice), 69.4, 83.2 (twice)
hira m. [14130 hira-] ‘diamond’: -ni, 
KM 50.2, 73.3
hira m. [14130 hiraka-] ‘diamond’: AS
10.3
hu cf. hu1
huti, hute, huva cf. ho-
hu1 emph. enc. [3846 khalu] ‘too, also, 
even’ (cf. kyauhu/u): KM 1.2 
(thrice), 10.1, 40.3, 51.2, 54.3 
(twice), 59.2, 64.1; hu, KM 27.4 
(?), 48.4; hu, KM 42.4, 51.1 
(twice), 71.1
hu2 cf. hau1
hu cf. hu1
hrde m. [14152 hrdaya-] ‘heart’: KM 
' 57.1
he, hai, hai cf. ho-
heta ppn. [14160 hetu] ‘for the sake of: 
KM 45.3
her- vt. [14165 *herati] Took’: -i, KM
20.2
hai, MS G reading (note 2 to KM 107), 
cf. ha
ho1 cf. hau1
h52, hohi cf. ho-
ho- vi. [9416 bhavati] ‘be, become’ (cf. 
jiya ho-); aux. verb: AS 14.1, KM
18.3, 102.1; -i, KM 10.3, 30.2,
34.4, 109.2; -i, KM 34.4; -ta, KM
27.1, 34.2, 35.1, 59.3, 68.2, 71.3,
101.2, 102.1; -ti, KM 75.1; -ti, KM 
40.1; -ya, AS 2.1; -va, KM 3.3; - 
hu, AS 6.2, 3; ahi, KM 7.3; bhai,
AS 10.4, KM 1.1, 8.3, 18.4, 28.3,
30.1, 39.4, 54.4, 63.3; bhae, KM
24.1, 26.2; bhaye, AS 16.3, KM
11.2, 20.4, 40.3, 86.2 (twice); 
bhayo, AS 10.3, 17.4, KM 18.3,
25.2, 28.2, 55.2, 64.4, 65.3;
bhayau, KM 90.3; bhayau, KM
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11.3, 28.3, 32.4, 103.3; huti, KM
1.2, 25.2, 73.2,3; hute, KM 24.3; 
huva, AS 6.4; he, KM 38.3; hai,
AS 11.3, KM 68.1; hai, AS 1.1,
2.2, 4.4, 10.1,2, 13.2, 14.3, KM
22.2, 51.4, 68.2, 69.2, 71.2, 80.1,
82.3, 83.1, 90.3, 98.2, 102.3; ho, 
KM 78.2; hohi, KM 54.2; hau, KM 
6.1; hau, AS 1.1, KM 6.1, 12.1; 
hvai, KM 7.4, 51.4, 109.1,2; 
hvaihai, KM 54.3
ho inteij. [14172 ho] ‘o’ (with 
vocatives for claiming smb.’s 
attention): KM 35.1, 2, 3, 4, 105.1 
(rep.); hau, AS 1.1, KM 35.3
hoda f. [14175 hodda-] ‘contest’: AS 
5.1; hauda, KM 82.1
horl f. [14182 hola-] ‘Holi, the 
springtime festival of colours’: KM
19.1, 105.1
hau1 pr. [992 aham] ‘I’: KM 6.1, 2,
25.1, 35.3,4, 38.4, 49.3, 83.3; me, 
KM 14.3, 38.3, 51.2; mai, KM 
34.2; mau, AS 16.3; mau, AS 5.1; 
mo, KM 6.3, 17.2, 35.3, 44.1; 
mohi, AS 5.1, KM 10.3, 25.2, 39.1,
45.3, 76.2, 78.1, 92.2; hu, KM 5.2; 
ho, KM 56.1, 79.3, 83.2 (twice), 4,
84.3
hau2 cf. ho-
hau1 cf. ho
hau2 cf. ho-
hauda cf. hoda 
hvai, hvaihai cf. ho-
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Appendix II 
Extra padas
I have mentioned in the chapter on textual criticism that at an initial stage of their 
development KM and AS were most probably just separate songs performed in 
connection with the service of the titular deities. This poses a very important question: 
on what basis were verses chosen for inclusion in the canonical version of AS and 
KM? Did the sectarian concern for exclusive concentration on nikunja lila and the pre­
eminence of Radha influence this selection? To answer this question we need to study 
not only the verses which constitute the canonical version of AS and KM, but also the 
padas which may have been excluded from it.
There are a number of verses which bear Haridas’s chapa and are included in a few 
MSS of AS and KM and in pada-sahgrahas, but not in the canonical version of AS and 
KM. MSS H, NC and BI add two extra verses to KM as genuine Haridas’s padas: 
pyari kahkana and surata rahga. Nothing in their subject matter challenges the 
theological views of the sect: both of them have as their subject matter the nikunja lila, 
no mention whatsoever being made of Braj lila. pyari kahkana has the usual chapa, 
surata rahga has only haridasi in the chapa, but this is not conclusive, since the 
unanimously accepted KM 21, 25 and 106 do not follow the usual formula of the chapa 
either. Evidently, sectarian considerations have not played a part in the exclusion of 
these verses from the canonized version of KM. Were they less popular than Haridas’s 
other verses, and for this reason ignored in most MSS? Or, more likely, were they 
written by a later ‘Haridas’ as a tribute to Svami Haridas? Both these verses are 
integrated within a raga group in the MSS which suggests that they were incorporated 
in this recension of KM relatively early.
If we turn now to the extra poems of AS quoted by the available MSS, we will 
discover that three padas could have been censored out for their subject matter, which 
not only deals with ‘inconvenient’ topics but also does not match the didactic tone of 
AS: mai dhani speaks of the anguish of the gopis who are prevented by their husbands 
from following the call of Krsna; ita parvata again mentions the gopis and hints at the 
myth of Krsna lifting Govardhan; lala mera is a typical dan lila verse. The two 
remaining padas, gahau mana and kama krodha, have subject matter which fits the 
didactic context of AS. They are, however, marked as spurious in most MSS: BI, the 
only MS which quotes kama krodha, refers to it as an additional verse by giving the 
formula for the padas of AS ‘20 + 1’ (see description of BI in II 2); gahau mana is 
marked bheta in MSS A, B, E and G and accepted as a genuine verse of Haridas only 
in MS D. All the extra AS verses are at the end of raga groups, perhaps suggesting a 
relatively late incorporation in the text.
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Six more padas are quoted in MS BC, which are marked as being a tribute to 
Haridas (bheta). All of them include the name of Mohanidas in their chapa and were 
probably written by him as a tribute to SvamI Haridas.
Let us examine now the 15 additional verse which bear the chapa of Haridas and 
have the tenor of KM, which I have found in different pada collections. Are they verses 
by Haridas excluded from the corpus of AS and KM? If this is the case, does their 
exclusion reflect sectarian considerations? Or are these verses composed in Haridas’s 
style by later followers of his as an offering (bheta) to him?
In the case of two of these verses, we seem to be dealing with scribal confusion. 
One of them is actually a verse written by Nagaridas which mentions Haridas1. This 
was evidently mistaken for a chapa; the final line which gives the real chapa is omitted. 
The second verse is found in seven collections with Haridas’s chapa. Exactly the same 
stanza is quoted in Astacarydki vani among Biharinidas’s verses2, this time, however, 
giving Biharidas’s name in the chapa. It is highly unlikely that Biharinidas would 
plagiarize a verse composed by his own guru; it is much more plausible that he would 
have paid tribute to Haridas by writing a verse in his style. Of course, we have no 
conclusive evidence that this stanza was composed by either of the two poets it has 
been ascribed to, but it has been connected with Biharinidas’s name for a long time, 
since it is quoted among his verses even in MS G, one of the oldest existing MSS of 
Astacaryo k l vani.
Verse 8 (see listing below) is evidently a partisan Radhavallabhi work, asserting 
that SvamI Haridas was a disciple of Hit Harivamsa. Most of the other verses seem to 
be no more than glosses on stanzas of KM: 1 is obviously a simplified gloss on KM 
91; 6 and 7 on KM 88; 9 on KM 92; 10 on KM 16; 11 on KM 93; 2 resembles in tenor 
KM 70 and 4 KM 63 (and 21). Of course one can try to explain the similarities 
between these verses and their counterparts in KM with the use of oral formulae; after 
all, there are verses in KM which employ identical stock phrases. However, here we 
have a case of line by line imitation rather than of mere use of oral formulae. This 
becomes apparent if we take for example verse 1 and its KM equivalent, pada 91:
verse 1
aciraja murati ghana safiga daminl
tame bhanti uthati nana rafiga rahi dyausa 
ari piya tana jamini
sahacari ke jiya harata maha susa basa 
karanl mana harani bhaminl
§ri haridas! nirasi ke gavati jasa pavitra 
juga rati guna naminl
KM 91
yaha aciraja desyau na sunyau kahu 
nabina megha safiga bljuii ekarasa
tame moja uthati adhika bahu bhatini lasa
mana ke desive lcau aura susa nahi kou 
pyari tu citavata citahi karata basa
srl haridasa ke svaml syama kunjabiharini 
kau pabitra jasa
Verse No 65, Hargulal, 1971, p. 593
V erse 60, Ibid, p. 496.
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This imitation goes as far as direct copying, as demonstrated by verse 7, which 
preserves the exact rhyme-words of KM 88 (with the exception of the fourth line).
Verses 3, 5, 12 and 13 cannot so easily be dismissed as imitations. Verse 3 is very 
different from the general tenor of KM: first of all it mentions the word btiaha, which is 
a concept foreign to KM; it also uses an epithet of Krsna, Kanhara, which is not quoted 
in KM. It is possible that this verse was excluded from the canonized version of KM 
because of sectarian considerations, but it is much more likely that this is not a genuine 
Haridas verse. The mentioning of viraha is very uncharacteristic of what we know of 
Haridas’s beliefs and poetry (unless, of course, this pada is the only survivor of a 
hypothetical Tost’ collection of vi'yoga verses by Haridas, but this does not seem very 
likely). It is also significant that the only appearance of this verse is in a collection of the 
Vallabha sampradaya. Verse 5 could have been excluded from the corpus of KM for 
sectarian considerations since it mentions the women of braj (braja nari), but its style 
seems suspiciously straightforward for Haridas. The latter applies also to verses 12 and 
13.
To conclude, sectarian considerations may have played a role in the selection of the 
verses included in the canonized version of AS and KM, but we have no strong 
evidence for this. None of the 13 extra verses found in pada-saiigrahas seems likely to 
have been composed by Haridas himself.
Extra padas  quoted in MSS o f KM and AS
MSS A, B, D, G (text from MS A)
gahau mana saba rasa kau rasa sara;
loka beda kula karmai tajiye bhajiye nitya bihara;
graha kamini nrpati dhana tyagau sebau syama udara;
kahi haridasa rlti santana Id cali gadl kau adhikara.
MSS C, F, BR, BI (text from MS BI, variants from other MSS)
mai dhani ve nirgl je kamala nena kau pujata apane apane bhara tarani3 sahita;
dhani ve gai bacha vei je bamsa4 rasa pivata Sravana5 dauna6 jyau jai na vahata;
panchlna hohi muni jana jete kete (na)7 sevehi dina kama krodha lobha rahita8;
suni haridasa hamare pati te kathina (na) jana (na) dehiye rasata gahata.
3narana, yarana
4basa
5avana
6dlna; do na
7Parenthesis here and passim designates words which are included in some versions o f the verses and 
omitted in others.
8rahata
451
MS C
ita paravata pallava ita musa mural! ita gopl sau rati; 
ita ghava (?) rata sahaja apane ita gal gvala selata nana bhata; 
ayusa indra dayo maighani kau mahapraloke barasau re ita sau chata; 
kahi haridasa lai jai carana gahi ayau re amarapati.
MS BI
kama krodha mada lobha moha taji mana basa j aba hovai; 
sata sila daya santosa dharama dhyana ani hradai nitya jovai; 
ekagra kari citta nitya bihara Sri svami kahyau so ghata tohai (?);
Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari ko hradai dhana dharai soi tana sohai.
MSS F, BR, BI (text from MS BI with variants from other MSS) 
lala mere dudha ki dohani;
maraga jata gahi rahyau ri ancara mero nahina deta ho bina bohani; 
nagari gujari thagi lino mero lala gaurocana kau tilaka mathai mohani;
Sri haridasa ke svami iha aisoi nyava hai ya nagari9 jina10 baso ri sohani.
MSS H, NC, BI (and in pada-sangrahas) (text from MS BI with variants from 
other MSS)
pyari (kara) karikana badhyo bhale (hi) lala (ho11) sola;
pani parasi dulahuni ke dulahu piyare12 bhaye kapola;
sveda sithala ati harasi hiye mai miti13 drga cancalatai lola;
Sri haridasi ke svami syama (kunjabihari) nirasi nagari apa bikane (bikane) binu 
mola.
MSS H, NC, BI (text from MS BI)
surati (ranga) hidore jhulata pritama pyari; 
hasata lasata nava ghana jyau damini dulahani kunjabihari; 
kabahu (tau) kara kancuki banda mocata neti neti bolata sukuvari; 
bibisa bhaye ura dhare (sasi ri) sanga haridasa dulari.
Mohani das’ s padas
Sri brndabana niju kunja mai hame pal hai basata (?) anothi ri; 
ghata me china china nirasi ho ora kahu nahi dithi ri; 
tana mana china pala lagi rahyau neka na sarai adithi ri; 
avicala jori raja hi mana mohani johana mithi ri. (1)
9nagara
10jani
^tuma
12pire
13 mate
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jovana madamati lada gahaili rasika rangili nagari;
rupa maha anga ranga cucavata rasika piye rasa paga ri;
madana lajavata sisi nahi sobhita badana piye anuraga ri;
banka nisanka aruna madamate tiya locana piya savari;
ranga ranga dou rasa me page niti biharata priti sujana ri;
jhili milata jagamaga anga sanga dou bihari pyari biharata nahina ayata ri;
gati gamini damini anga ambuja jhalaka pata (?) pita jhukani ri;
manini mana manorana johana antara ura piya prana ri;
Sri brndabana biharata herata pada akati rasa range hai rasikana prana ri; 
kunja nikunja punja pahupa druma anga angani lapati subasa ri; 
pritama pyari rupa upajya ri piya herata sasi prana ri;
Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari kl sobha mohani nirasata nahina aghata ri.
(2)14
calo mili baithe kunja saghana mai;
nita nita chata nirasi ho teri gumana bhayau Iasi mere mana mai; 
nai nai gati upajata desi taba pulaki pulaki bolani bhai sana mai; 
manda manda mrdu bolani musakini mohani dari hai mere mana mai. (3)
aju sasi ri me bujhata ho tuma kau;
aisau rupa kaha te ye lyae chinaka chinaka deso me ini kau;
nena madhura rasa bake mohata upama kaha dyau mai ini kai tana kau;
Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari mohani mahata mere mana kau. (4)
pyari ju chabi nirasi hu teri;
bhulo vo tuma kabahu mati moko hu ini pai nicer! (?); 
mai chabi nirasata bhulau kabahu to cita vo soha meri; 
neka na tarau nenani nirasata hu matai phiro kahu pheri;
Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari mohani rupa Iasi heri. (5)
jugala carana rasau hiyare nai;
kanaka sighasana ratanana ki chabi kamala hamsa saravara mai; 
lcomala kusama mahavari sobhita syama ghata ura ghana mai; 
ghana damini ki dhamaka durata hai jhamaka pari mere tana mai; 
gaura syama susa china china bilasau ini sasiyani ke sanga mai; 
anga anga kla [sic] chabi nirasata mohani dorl hai mere mana mai. (6)
Verses from pada-sangrahas
aciraja murati ghana sanga damini;
tame bhanti uthati nana ranga rahi dyausa ari piya tana jamini; 
sahacari ke jiya harata maha susa basa karanl mana harani bhamini;
Sri haridasi nirasi ke gavati jasa pavitra juga rati guna namini. (I)15
kunja mahala ke angana dole baha joti;
14I owe R. Snell the observation that this stanza has a pronounced Harivanria ring to it.
15 In pada-sangraha 9.
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lcabahuka canda kabahu pyari tana nirakhi rahata puni daga bhare choti; 
kabahuka kusuma binata kali moti moti;
haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari guhi guhi badhata coti. (2)16
khele khele kanhara triyana phulavari mai chiraki chiraki ranga bharata mo sukha 
kare;
ati uttama candana bandana lavai aura aragaja karikai esai anuraga chiraki chiraki 
taruni biraha kare;
eka kara pohopa [sic] mala gare melata duje mora dharavana kou dhupa aghara le 
subasa kare;
Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari tina loka jake basa so radha ke mukha para 
abira darapa kai dhare. (3)17
chita chabili tanasukha sari pyari pahirai sohe;
navala lala rasa rupa chavilau nirakhata manamatha mohe;
keli kala rasa kunja bhavana mai kridata ati sukha hohe;
Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari upama ko kahiye ko hai. (4)18
jhulata kamala nena sukumari;
gavata gita punita manohara asapasa braja nari;
bhusana basana bibidhi ranga pahire mano phuli pulavari;
Sri haridasa ke svami syama kama basa musa canda nihari. (5)19
jhulata dou sundara navala hindore;
syama barana tana rasika siromani kuvari barana tana gorai;
nilamvara pitamvara (ki) chabi20 ghana capala ke bhorai21;
Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari ki mrdu musakani thaure thaure. (6)22
dola jhulata hai lalana;
nirakhi nirakhi phulata lalitadika saAga sahacari balana; 
sapta svarana mila gavata saba mili jila [sic] kokila kala na;
Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari rijhi bhaye magana. (7)23
namo ragili ju amsa;
guhya riti jaga kari prakasita ko janai yaha gamsa; 
ja tana krpa drsti bhare citavata hota karma saba namsa;
Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari Sri guru hita harivamsa. (8)24
balaiya janai barasana lagyau mehu; 
syama hamari surahga cunari bhijana lag! lehu;
16In pada-sahgi'alia 2.
17In pada-sangraha 11.
18In pada-sangraha 11.
19In pada-sangrahas 3 and 16.
20ancala; duti
21kore
22In pada-sangrahas 3, 4, 11, 13, 15, 18.
23In pada-sangraha 11.
24In pada-sangraha 5.
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jo h5 taba te aisi janati kahe ko tajati gehu;
Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari kau raja karau yaha nehu. (9)25 
bunde cunari Srama kana bhijai;
jo mohi krpa karau rasau ura nenani nirasi maha susa pijai; 
lai rahau jiya so kara jore ita uta drsti parata na chijai;
Sri haridasa damini kodhani Iasi pratapa kaise kai jijai. (10)26
bhijata dampati susa kari doi;
acara ota karata niju kara so adabhuta susa jyo lasai na koi; 
matta paraspara rahata dyausa niSi raga rangamaya surati samauya;
Sri haridasi nihari prema rasa nrtya karata Iasi mana rahyau bhoi. (II)27
ye dou baithe ri kusuma kunja bhavana;
bibidhi ranga pahupani ke bhusana piya sajata pyari tana;
ladaiti jhuki jhuki jati manda manda musikata balaiya leta syama ghana;
Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabiharini para varau (darau) koti madana gana. (12)28
sundara ujiyari ri nlki lage nikasi kunja bhaye thadhe; 
barana barana phulana ke abhusana sodhai bhino bage; 
ati anuraga bhare piya pyari gavati hai kedarau rage;
Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari chate kara tam dou jage. (13)29
25In pada-sangrahas 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18.
26In pada-sangraha 9.
27In pada-sangraha 9.
28In pada-sangrahas 8, 11, 13,14, 15.
29In pada-sangraha 7.
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Table 11
pada-sangrahas from which the extra padas are taken30
Name o f pada-saAgraha Date VS A cc. No
N o. here
Astayama ke pada 1834 486 1
Gita cintamanau 1830-1840? 406 2
Jhulotsava ke pada 1990? 15 3
Pracina pada sangraha 1830? 161 4
Pracina pada sangraha 35 1830? 296 5
Pracina pada sangraha 40 1860-1870? 312 6
Pracina pada sangraha 41 1840-1860? 319 7
Pracina pada sangraha 48 1860? 372 8
Malara pada sangraha 2000-2010? 6 9
Malara sangraha 1820-1830? 443 10
Vallabha sampradaya pada sangraha 1815 - 11
Vasanta hori aura hori dola ke pada 1810-1820? 167 12
Varsotsava 1981 14 13
Varsotsavapada sangraha 1985? 21 14
Varsotsava 1920 119 15
Varsotsava 1840-1850? 518 16
Vivaha vilasa 1832 207 17
Hindoranu kau sangraha 1800? 139 18
Pada sangraha 1797 - 19
Varsotsava 1921 - 20
30The accession number refers to the MSS collection of Ras Bharati Samsthan, 104 Seva Kunja Gall, 
Vrindaban. The last two pada-sangrahas are from the private collection of N. C. Bamsal.
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Appendix III 
Examples o f  PC, RC, NC and BC
Commentary to KM 31 
PC
doha ati bicitra jori bani dekhl suni na hoi;
kancana tana banika priya piya lapati ura soi.
pada jori bicitra kaha ri dekhl suni na kahu barani hau chabi nirakhi hota
balihari.
kancana kau rasa sara sudharyau ta kari upamita deha tihari;
Sri haridasa ke svami Syama tamalai lata lapati ura kunjabihari.
RC
doha lalita ladili lala sau dhiga baithi piya anka;
kaiyau pragata bara panca-sara bilasata hasata nisanka.
NC
atha ekatriSattamo pada abhasa. sakhi ke bacana Sri haridasi ju se. adbhuta Sri 
bmdabana nikunja jaha Syama tamala so beli kancana ki lapati rahi hai. jaha komala 
kamala dalana ki seja pai dhani Sri priya ju aru aru [sic] dhana Sri lala ju sobhita hai. 
adbhuta jori aju bani hai. kaha ki Syama tamala lala ju kau dhani Sri priya ju goda me 
liye baithe hai. yaha sobha sakhi dekhl Sri haridasi ju te boll, (followed by pada 31) 
mula. aisi tau bicitra jori bani. artha. aisi to bicitra jori biraj ita. kaha Id anga anga me 
ranga ki nava 2 chabi chaya rahi hai. so bicitra jori bani hai. kaha ki. priya ju ke hlya kau 
hulasa pragata dekhi sakhi boll.
mula. aisi kahu dekhl suni na bhani. artha. aju ki si chabi na tau kabahu dekhl na suni 
na kabahu tuma bhani. kaha ki pyari ju parama krpala hai. apa piya rupa bihari ju bane 
hai. bihari pyari banai hai. so yaha lqpalata kara vesa palative ki chabi tau kabahu na 
dekhl. athava. anga anga me krpalata so yaha chabi kabahu na dekhi. mula. manahu 
kanaka sudaha kari kari deha adbhuta thani. artha. mano kanaka kau agni me autaya ke 
aisi adbhuta deha bani hai. kaha Id douna ki caha prema rupa anga 2 me tahi ki aca kara 
suddha kancana rupa tana kiyau. kaha ki jaba prema ki aca lag! taba anga 2 pighata kai 
eka rupa jo manorthana ki deha bani. ati adbhuta ujjala kancana Sri priya ju kau tana 
tame nila manl piya kau tana jatita. aisi adbhuta deha thani hai. kaha ki anga me anga 
jura baithe. kahu antara nahi. inakau upama deta sakuca avata tate ye nira upama hai. 
douna ki sobha pai ghani damini lajata niya hai.
mula Sri haridasa ke svami syama tamalai uthangi baithi dhani. artha. Sri haridasi ju 
apa ke svami Sri Syama ju. so dhani Syama tamala lala kau uthangi kai kaha Id anka me 
laikai baithi hai. am hasa parihasa karata prema jukta sarasa bilasa sani rahi hai. bilasa
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tau sada h! karata. pai aju sarasa bilasa hai. ki pyari ju krpala bhai. soya sobha guna 
sahaja hi rupa lavanyata ki kaha kahau. Sri haridasi ju apa ki krpa te dularavata hau. yaha 
varani hai. athava. pyari ju lala ju kau uthanga lai baithi. kaha ki takiya lau bagala me 
lapi baithi hai. iti.
Sri biharinidasa ju kau pada. raga kedarau. jori adbhuta aju bani. barau koti kama 
nakha chabi para ujjala nila mani. upama deta sakuca nii'a upamita dhana damini lajani. 
karata hasa parihasa prema jukta sarasa bilasa sani. kahau kaha lavanya rupa guna sobha 
sahaja ghani. Sri biharidasa dularavata Sri haridasa krpa barani 1. 
aju kachu aure banaka [sic] banau hasa bilasa beda bhrkutina tae upajata rasa hi sanyau.
aga [sic] anga prati bhuSana tana savala subhaga thanyau. jagata jamini badhyau ri 
jitau sukha kapai parata ganyau. ati ananda magana mana surata sadana china na bihata 
janyau. Sri biharidasa nava kunja keli mill manamathamana hanyau 2.
iti Sri adbhuta sejya samaye ekatriSati nikunja mahala bilasa.
BC
jori Id advitiyata par apna abhiman karte hue Sri svami maharaj lea nirnaya Id Sri 
Syamakunjabihari Id yah jori to is adbhutta se nirmit hui hai Id aisi alaukikta ka kahi 
digdarSan natu hota hai aur na sunne me bhi ai hai. kisi ke varnan me bhi is chata ka 
darSan nah! prapta hota hai. jis tarah kancan bar bar tapane ke anantar viSuddha kanti 
yulda hokar dedipyaman hone lagta hai tadvat tapta kancan Id bhati Sri yugal ke Sri 
vigrah adbhutta suSobhit ho rahe hai.
Sri gaurSyam Id madhuri ko prastut pad ke madhyam se prakaSit karti hui lila saksinl 
Sri haridasini ne kaha ki hamare premaradhya Syam tamal par apne prsthabhag ko 
avasthit karke anandanidhi priya baithi hui hai.
bhavartha
is jori ke satat sanidhya [sic] me rahnevali nityaviharopasna udgata Sri haridasi ji ne 
yah niskarsa diya ki prem... ke jaha jaha jin jin joriyo ki upasna pracalit hai un samasta 
upasya svarupo se bhi hamare Syamakunjabihari ki jori ke sarvamSa me jo vilaksana rup 
gun madhuri nita navnavayman rahti hai, us star ki asmordhva (?) madhuri dekhne 
evam sunne me bhi nah! ai hai. is prakar ka varnan bhi kah! nah! ab tale uplabdha hua 
hai.
isse yah vyanjit hota hai ki Srisvamlnl [sic] maharaj dvara prakatit upasna anya 
upasnao se sarvatha vilaksan hai. is pad se yah spasta ho jata hai ki Sri svamlnl [sic] ki 
jori rup gun dharma me sarvatha bhinnata rakhti hai.
pad ka pariSes karte hue anta me us madhuri ka citran karte hue apne kaha ki hamare 
pranaradhya Syam tamal lal par apne prsthabhag ko avasthit karti hui mauj Id masti me 
priya baithi hui hai.
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Appendix IV 
List o f chapa in AS and KM
AS
kahi/°e
11 kahi2 haridasa3 pihjara ke janabarajyau phataphataya rahyau udive kau kitou kari
4 kahi haridasa micajyau avai tyau dhana hai apana kau.
5 kahi haridasa hama jityau hare tuma tau na tauda.
6 kahi haridasa karata kiya su huva sumera acala cala.
1 kahi haridasa hitu kijai sri bihari so aura nibahujani j i  kau.
8 kahi haridasa bicari dithau bina bihari nahijasa.
9 kahi haridasa teijiva para bhaye je  gahi rahe carana ananda nandasi.
10 kahi haridasa mahala me banita bani thadhi bhaiyekau na calatajaba avata anta kiadhe.
11 kahi haridasa taba hi cirajivau jaba kunjabihari citavani.
13 kahi haridasa yahai jiya janau tiratha kai sau mela.
15 kahi4 haridasa mita bhale paye bihari aise pavau saba kou.
16 kahi haridasa yajha devata pitarani kau Sradha bhaii.
17 kahi haridasa lobha carapata bhayo kahe ki lagai phiriyadi.
18 kahi hai’idasa jani thakura bihari takata auta pata.
Vocative
14 suni5 haridasa yahai jiya janau supane kau so jagara.
Resembling the chapa in KM
2 &ri harida<sa> ke svami syama kunjabiharipranani ke adharani.
3 sri haridasa ke svami syama kuhjabihaiikau dina desata rahau bicitra musa.
12 fri haridasa ke svami syama6 kuhjabiharf jyau sira para dohani.
KM
Both svama  and kunjabihari included
1.1 syama and kunjabihari exercising the same syntactic function
Subject
I sri haridasa ke svami syamip kunjabihari sama vaisa vaisai.
3 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari mana ranau.
13 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kuhjabiharP lijhi paraspara priti noi.
30 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari10 sakala guna nipuna tatathei tatathei gati ju  
thai.
I I  Srihaiidasa ke svami syama11 kuhjabiharP2 chati sau chatilagae anga anga sudesa.
,rrhe number preceding the example shows the verse number.
2F, J, BR omitted
3F, J, BR ke svami syama kunjabihari added
4F, BR suni
5B kahe; D, I, J kahi
6F syama
7F omitted
8NCM aru Syama added in brackets
9F, H, I, BR omitted
10C kujabiharani
n H, I syama
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80 sri haridasa ke svami syama13 kunjabihari14 gahi lapatai rahe m ini sabai susa caina.
81 sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari saha saha rase selata.
94 sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari sangita sahgi.
95 sri hai'idasa ke svami syama15 kunjabihari atala atala priti mad.
107 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari raga hike ranga ragi kadhe.
Object or part of attributive construction
2 Sri haridasa ke svami syama16 kuhjabihaiipai ranga rahyau rasa hi me page, (and S)
4 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari na tarana kau. (or S)
8 Sn haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari bilasata nihacala dhu para.
14 Sri haridasa ke svami syama11 kunjabihari18 kiatapati bani aurai kahata kachu aurai 
bhanyau.
23 Sri hai'idasa ke svami syama kunjabihari19 neku tuhmaiiprakrti ke anga anga aura guni 
pare hari. (? see note 11 to translation)
29 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari k i sobha barani na jai jau milai rasika koti kabi
32 Sri haridasa ke sva(mi) syama kunjabihari20 kai gavata sura deta maura bhayau parama
susa.
33 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari ju kau rasa rasana kahai kau ri.
44 Sri haridasa ke svami syama21 kunjabihari22 pai varo malati bhavarau.
48 Sri haridasa ke svami syama23 kunjabihari kau anata nahine phulahu.
55 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kuhjabihaii ke raga ranga lapatani ke bheda nyare nyare 
jaise pan! me paninarica.
61 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari kau selu selata kahu na lahyau.
84 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari badhyau rahgu bhari.
86 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari24>25 para koti koti ananga koti brahmanda van
kiye nyare.
87 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari (ki)mS katadii sau koti kama dage.
88 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari26 Sri biharini aba calana.
1.2 syama  and kunjabihari exercising different syntactic functions
svama - vocative
16 Sri haridasa ke svami syama21 kuhjabihaii so hili mili ranga lijai.
37 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari sd pyari jaba tu bolata canasa canasa.
58 sri haridasa ke svami syama28 kunjabihari kahata aceta ri.
12H, I, BR, NCM omitted
13F, I syama
,4F omitted
15H syama
16H syama emended to syama
l7H, BR omitted, added in marg.
18H omitted, added in marg.
19J omitted
20F, J, RC omitted; H omitted, added in marg.
21H syama
22C omitted
23H syama
24C omitted
25Added: C kunjabiharini; I, J biharani; RC Sri bihari
26A kunjabiharini emended to kunjabihari
27H syama emended to syama
28H syama
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Subject as opposed to object or part of attributive construction:
20 Sri haridasa ke svami syama29 kunjabihari ya rasa basa bhaye hare hare sarakani neri.
28 Sri haridasa ke svami syama30 kunjabihari kari manuhari.
39 Sri hai'idasa ke svami syama31 kunjabihari32 chalu kaigarailagai bhairameta.
50 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kuhjabihaii rijhi piya33 paga parani.
64 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kuhjabiharP4 so meru bhayo ri biharini.
70 Sri haridasa ke svami syama35 kuhjabiharP6 dai kajara nasa hi sau. (? see note 5 to
translation)
2. Formulaic chapa, connected loosely with the rest o f the line
27 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kuhjabihaiipriti bara malaye beha.
47 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kuhjabihaiP1 uthi gare lagai prema priti sau noi gai. (? see 
note 7 to translation)
52 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kuhjabihaii nike pyarau lala nacyau. (? see note 8 to 
translation)
54 Sri haridasa ke svami syama38 kunjabihari ya rasa hi basa bhae yaha bhai aura k i aurai.
56 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kuhjabihaiP9 chati sd chati lagaye gaura syama. (? see 
note 5 to translation)
71 Sri haiidasa ke svami syama kunjabihari dou mili larata jharajhari.
73 Sri haridasa ke svami syama40 kunjabihari k i caturai rahi bhari. (? see note 7 to
translation)
74 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kuhjabihaii k i suhabati asara jaha apuna hari. (? see note 5
to translation)
79 Sri haridasa ke svami syama41 kunjabihari kahata priti pane. (? see note 4 to translation) 
83 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari42 lai budaki garai lagi cold pari kaha ho jau. (?
or different functions)
93 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari43 prema paraspara nrtya karata dou jana.
96 Sri haridasa ke svami syama44 kuhjabihaii rijhi radhe hasi kantha lagavata. (? or 
different functions)
101 Sri haridasa ke svami syami45 kunjabihari raga hi mai ranga rahai e ri sau. (? or 
different functions)
103 Sri haridasa ke svami syama46 kuhjabihaii k i chabi nirasata lagata nahipalakai 
(? see note 12 to translation)
110 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabihari aiso ko mana ja ko lagai anata mate.
29H syama
30H syama
3 !H syama emended to syama; BR syama
32C, F, H, I, J, BR, NCM, RC omitted
33A, C, I, J, BR, NCP, RC omitted; F para; PH piya
34H omitted, added in marg.
35C syama; F, H omitted, added in marg., sec m . ; RC syama emended to syama
36C, F, H, I, BR, RC omitted
37C, I, J, RC omitted
38A Syama
39C, D, BR omitted
40BR omitted
41H syama
42J omitted; PH deleted?
43C, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC omitted
44H syama emended to syama sec. m.
45H syama emended to syama;
46H syama emended to syama
461
Only one component: svama 
Subject
Model haridasa ke svami svama kahata:
5 sri haridasa ke svami syama41 >48 kahata49 ri pyari priti kau mangala gava.
34 sri haridasa ke svami syama50>51 kahata kama ki santi na hoi na hoi tripati rahau nisi
dinajagata.
35 sri haridasa ke svami syama52’53 kahata rasi lai bahabala hau bapura kama daha ho pyari.
40 sri haridasa ke svami syama54’55 kahata56 ri pyari tu rasata prana jata.
46 sri haridasa ke svami syama57’58 kahata59 chabilau kama rasa bhoila ri. (emended to 
syama, see note 7 to translation)
76 sri haridasa ke svami syama60’61 kahata ta ke basa pare pragatatu ju  bhava.
78 sri haridasa ke svami syama62’63 kahata yd badhau jyau pui'aini jala kiriti tohi lau sati. 
92 sri haridasa ke svami syama64 kahata bijuri kaudhe kari ha kahu na ri.
108 sri haridasa ke svami syama65’66 kahata61 ri pyari ba kai rasi haha ri.
Model haridasa ke svami svama kunjabihari kahata:
1 Sri haridasa ke svami syama68 kunjabihari kahata69 aisai hi rahaihvai.
22 sri haiidasa ke svami syama70 kunjabihari71 kahata pyari12 yd bali so bhule ruci so 
laji.
41 §ri haridasa ke svami syama13 kuhjabiharP4 (kahata15 ri)mS pyari16 e dina krama krama 
(ka)mS ri ladhe.
47A, C, F, RC Syama; H omitted, syama added in marg.; I syama emended to syama
48Added: A, C, NCM kunjabihari; H kunjabihari, in marg.; NCP kunjabihari
49C omitted
50C, J, NC, RC syama; H syama emended to syama; I syama emended to syama?
51H, NCP kunjabihari added
52C, D, I, J, BR, NC, RC syama
53Added: I, BR, RC kunjabihari
54C, F, I, BR, NCM syama; H syama emended to syama
55C, F, H, I, BR, NCM kunjabihari added
56RC kahati
57C, F, I, J, BR, NC, RC syama; H syama emended to syama
58Added: C, F, J, BR kunjabihari; H kunjabihari, sec. m.; PH kunjabihari, deleted
59C, F, J, BR omitted; H deleted; PH omitted, kunjabihari emended to kahata?; RC kahati
60F, NC, RC syama
61NCP, RC kunjabihari added
62C, F, RC syama; H syamu
63F, RC kunjabihari added
64A, C, D Syama
65D, F, I, RC syama
66F kunjabihari added
67F omitted; RC kahati
68A, C, D, F, I, J, NC, RC Syama
69C, D, F, I, J, RC omitted; PH original reading [kahata]? deleted
70A, C, F, J, NC, RC Syama; H syama emended to syama
71H omitted, added in marg.
72C, F, H, J, BR, NCM, RC omitted
73A, C, F, BR, NCM, RC Syama; H syama emended to syama; NCP omitted
74I omitted
75 C, F omitted; H, RC kahati
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59 sri haridasa ke svami syama77 kuhjabiharP8 kahata kaisai ho lard.
66 sri haridasa ke svami syama79 kuhjabihaii (kahata80 ri)inS pyari tu je  je  bhai lyavati.
Model haridasa ke svami svama kunjabihari...:
17 Sri haridasa ke svami syama8i kunjabihari82 teri priti83 badhe badhe.
24 Sri haridasa ke svami syama84 kunjabihari jaki rahe caha te.
26 Sri haridasa ke svami syama85 kunjabihari rasa basa kari lina.
45 Sri haridasa ke svami syama86 kunjabihari81 jacaka kau dana dai. (emended to syama, 
see note 12 to translation)
49 Sri haridasa ke svami syama88 kunjabihari89 carana lapatane duhuna ri.
51 Sri haridasa ke svami syama90 kuhjabiharP1 kara jori mona hvai dubare kiradhi sira 
kahau kaune sai hai.
90 Sri haridasa ke svami syama92 kuhjabihaii pyari basa ke.
Vocative
3 8 Sri haridasa ke svami syama93 jani hau pae aju lala amai pari.
Object
31 Sri haridasa ke svami syama94 tamalai uthangi baithi dhani.
104 Sri haridasa ke svami syama95 ku (p.c. deleted) so mili podhi tana mana ravati.
Only one component: svama 
Subject
11 Sri haridasa ke svami syama96’91 bahu so bahu milaya rahe musa nihari.
67 Sri haridasa ke svami syama98 je  je  anga k i gati leta ati nipuna anga ahgahara.
75 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabiharini sada curi subhi poti.
105 Sri haridasa ke svami syama phirata nyarei nyare saba sasiyana k i drsti bacavata taki
taba sori. (? see note 6 to translation)
76C, J, BR omitted
11 A, C, D, J, BR, NC, RC Syama; H syama emended to syama
78H omitted, added in marg.; I omitted
79A, C, D, F, I, J, BR, NC Syama
80RC kahati
81 A, C, D, F, I, J, PH, NC Syama; BR omitted
82NCP omitted
83NCP kunjabihari; RC prita
84A, C, D, F, I, J, NC, RC Syama; BR omitted, syama added sup. tin.
85A, C, F, I, J, BR, NC, RC Syama
86A, C, F, H, I, J, BR, NC, RC Syama
87 H omitted, added in marg.
88A, D, F, I, J, BR, NCP, RC Syama; C syama; H syama emended to syama
89C omitted; H omitted, added in marg.; RC bihari
90A, C, D, F, I, BR, NC, RC Syama
91RC omitted
92C, D, F, H, J, BR, PH, NC syama (and E),
93 C, NCM syama; F, BR omitted
94C, F syama
95NCP, RC syama
96H, NCM syama emended to syama
97D kunjabihari added
98F syama
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Vocative
6 Sri haridasa ke svami syama99’100 tumhai desyau cahata aura susa lagata kahi.
43 Sri haridasa ke svami syama101 jiya mai basai tu nita nita birajai.
57 Sri haridasa ke svami syama102’103 carana banasigahi kadhe rahe latapatai gahibhuja 
mull
63 rasa basa kari line Sri104 haridasa ke svami syama105 teri upama ko kahi dho ko hai.
72 sri haridasa ke svami syama 106 ki bicitrataiprema sd paiyata rasa suna ri. (see note 7 to 
translation)
97 Sri haridasa ke svami syama107 biharini108 militu?109 haru na rahyau kantha bica auli.
100 Sri haridasa ke svami syama110 prema paraspara buka bandana melai.
Object or part o f attributive construction
12 Sri haridasa ke svami syama 111 kau nrta desata kahe na bhavata.
15 Sri haridasa ke svami syama112 dhudhata bana me pai priya dihari.
36 Sri haridasa ke svami syama113 pyarP14 pai bola bulaya liyo lisi dehu.
42 Sri haridasa ke svami syama115’116 ye kaisai hu citaye pai paresi paresi.
53 Sri haridasa ke svami syama ko bhalaimanavata dai upahi.
60 Sri haridasa ke svami syama117>118 kau mem sarasa banyan aura gunipare phike.
68 Sri haridasa ke svami syama119’120 dhudhata bana me pai krama krama kari bisama dara.
69 Sri haridasa ke svami syama121 bica hi ai mile tina k i subasa sakala bharama kalamata. 
85 Sri haridasa ke svami syama kunjabiharini122 para tana mana dhana nyauchavari karau
ka gata.
89 Sri haridasa ke svami syama 123 ke mili gavata jamyau raga malara kisaura kisorani.
91 Sri haridasa ke svami124 syama125 kunjabiharini126’121 ju  kau pabitra jasa.
" H  syama emended to syama?
100Added: A, F, NC kunjabihari; H kahata, deleted
101A Syama; H syama emended to syama
l°2F syama
1031 kunjabihari added
104H omitted
105f  syama
106I kunjabihari added
107H syama emended to syama; RC Syama
108A kunja0; D, PH °rani; F bihari emended to kunjabihari sec. m.; H, I, J, BR, NC, RC omitted
109Added: F, I, J, BR biharani; H, RC biharini; NC biharina
110Added: F kunjabiha; H kunjabiari
11 *F, II, J kunjabihari added
ll2F, H, PH syama
i l3p Syama; H syama emended to syama
114C, F, I, BR omitted; RC kunjabihari
115C, 7 syama; H syama emended to syama
116Added: H, I, J kunjabihari; NCM kunjabihari, in brackets
117C syama; BR omitted
118C kunjabihari added
119F syama
120NCM kunjabihari added
121D, I, BR, NCP syama; F, RC omitted; H omitted, syama emended to syama added in marg.
122C, I, BR, NC kunjabihari; D kunjabiharina; PH kuhjabiharani
l23J, BR kunjabihari added
124BR omitted
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+ second epithet, (kuhja)biharini, reminding of kunjabihari: 75, 85, 91, 97 
possibly disconneced from svami: 15, 53, 89, 105
Both svama and kunjabihari omitted
18 Sri haridasa ke svami128 kau samayo aba niko banyau hili mili keli atala bhai rati dhu
para.
62 Sri haridasa ke svami129 kiprakrd naphiri chiya chado kini.
82 Sri haridasa ke svami130 kau copari kau sau sela ikaguna duguna tiguna caturaguna ri ja 
ke namehi.
98 aise rasika sri131 haridasa ke svami132 tina ko bharana a! mili hasataj?)
102 Sri haridasa ke svami133 ko milata selata ko susa kaha paiyata hai aisau susa mana 
kau.
109 Sri haridasa ke svami134 tuhmarai mathai trana kitauka susajata. 
chapa completely different from the rest of KM
21 aisi nitya biharini Sri bihari lala sanga ati adhina atura latapatata jyau taru tamala kunja 
mahala Sri135 haridasi jori surati hindora jhuli.
25 no chapa, names in lines 1 and 2:
radha rasika kunjabihari kahata ju hau na kahu gayo suni suni radhe teri so;
mohi na patyahu tau sanga haridasi huti puchi desi bhatu kahi dhd kaha bhayo meri 
so;
106 rasada Sri haridasa bihari anga anga milata atana udo karata surati arambhati.
Vocative to Haridas/ ‘savs Haridas9 (resembles the model o f AS">
9 suni haridasa pahchi nana ranga desata hi desata pyaiiju na hari.
10 suni haridasa kahe na kahata ya sau chadai ba chadai apand pana.
19 suni136 haridasa tamala syama sd lata lapati kancana Id thori.
99 suni haridasa prema sd premahi chirakata chaila chuvahi.
65 kahi haridasa leta pyari ju  ke tirapa lagani me kisora.
125h  syama
126A °rjni; C, D, F, H, I, J, BR, NC °ri; PH °rani
127Added: C biharini; H, NCM biharini; I, J, BR biharani; NCP biharina
128C, NCM syama added
129C syama; NC syama
130Added: C sya; J syama; NCP syama, emended to syama; NCM, RC syama kunabihari
13 Hi omitted, added in marg,, sec. m.
!32J syama added
133Added: H syama kinjabihari; J syama
134Added: F, H syama kunjabihari; NC syama
135C, F, I omitted
136D kaha; J, NCM suna; NCP suni
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